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TO THE

Rev. WILLIAM GRAHAM .

DEAR SIR ,

I
TAKE the liberty to dedicate to you

a work , written with greater freedom

than
any

that I have hitherto offered to the

Public . An enemy of bigotry, and a dif

tinguiſhed champion for freedom of think

ing, in very trying ſituations , as you have

long been , I am fatisfied you will not be

diſpleaſed with any effort of the ſpirit with

which you have ever been animated, and

which you have done ſo much to inſpire.

Educated , as you know I was, in the

very ſtraiteſt principles of reputed orthodoxy,

and zealous as I once was for every tenet of

the ſyſtem , it was , in a great meaſure, by

your example and encouragement; at my

entrance on theological inquiries, that I

adventured to think for myſelf on ſubjects

Vol . I. ofa



THE DEDICATION.

of the greateſt importance ; and that I have

been able, in the courſe of a ſlow and la

borious inveſtigation, to free myſelf from

many vulgar prejudices, and to reject many

groſs corruptions , as I now deem them , of

that religion which is the beſt gift of God

to man, and to attain to the degree of con

viction and ſatisfaction of mind which I

now enjoy. Every obligation of this im

portant kind I hope I ſhall always remem

ber with peculiar pleaſure and gratitude .

After a ſufficiently tempeſtuous life, you

are now enjoying yourſelf in a tranquil re

tirement, and ſeeing others contend with

the ſtorm , the fury of which you
have

borne, and which you have, in ſome mea

fure, broken , and rendered leſs hazardous to

thoſe who come after you . My time of

withdrawing from this buſy ſcene is not

yet come ; but while I feel myſelf animat

ed with your love of truth , I ſhall enjoy an

enviable compoſure even in the midſt of

the tempeſt; and I ſhall endeavour to re

lieve
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lieve the ſeverity of theſe more ſerious pur

ſuits, with thoſe of philofophy, as you
have

done with thoſe of claſical literature.

Whatever you may think of ſome
parts

of
my reaſoning in the principal work, now

preſented to you , I am confident you will

approve of the main obje&t of it, and eſpe

cially the Sequel. You have long been an

affertor of the proper unitarian doctrine, and

cannot be diſpleaſed with ту endeavouring

to trace to their ſource in heathen antiquity,

thoſe capital corruptions of chriſtianity

the Athanafian and Arian opinions .

The
proper unity of God, the maker and

governor of the world , and the proper bu

manity of Chriſt, you juſtly conſider as re

ſpectively eſſential to natural and revealed

religion ; and conſequently entertain a rea

ſonable ſuſpicion and dread of any opinions

that infringe upon them ; and the more

venerable thoſe opinions have become on

account of their antiquity, or the numbers,

or worldly power, by which they are ſup

ported,
a 2
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ported , ſo much the more do they excite

your indignation and zeal.

I rejoice with you, on account of ſuch a

prevalence of free inquiry, and good fenfe

in matters of religion, in the preſent age,

as cannot fail, in the end , to overturn the 1

antichriſtian si liems that have been permitted

by divine providence to prevail ſo long in the

chriſtian world , and conſequently ( though

probably in a remote period ) the antichrif

tiin tyrannies that have ſupported them.

I am ,

with the greateſt eſteem ,

Dear Sir,

your affectionate friend,

and chriſtian brother,

CALNE ,

July , 117
J. PRIESTLEY.

Τ Η Ε
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P R E FACE.

1
T may appear ſomething extraordinary,

but it is ſtrictly true, that but a very few

years ago, I was ſo far from having any

thoughts ofwriting on the ſubject of this pub

lication, that I had not even adopted the opi

nion contended for in it . Like the genera

lity of chriſtians in the preſent age , I had

always taken it for granted , that man had a

ſoul diſtinct from his body, though with

many modern divines, I ſuppoſed it to be in

capable of exerting any of its faculties, in

dependently of the body ; and I believed this

foul to be a ſubſtance ſo intirely diſtinct from

matter, as to have no property in common

with it . Of this ſeveral traces may be found

in the firſt edition of my Inſtitutes of Natural

and Revealed Religion, and probably in ſome

of
my other writings .

Not but that I very well remember many

doubts occurred to me on the ſubject of the

intimate union of two ſubſtances ſo intirely

a 3
hete ,
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heterogeneous as the ſoul and the body were

repreſented to be. And even when I firſt en

tered upon metaphyſical inquiries , I thought

that either the material, or immaterial part of

the univerſal ſyſtem was ſuperfluous. But not

giving any very particular attention to a ſub

ject on which I could get no light , 1 relapſed

into the general hypotheſis of two intirely dif

tinet and independent principles in man, con

nected in ſome unknown and incomprehenſi

ble manner ; and I acquieſced in it as well as

I could .

Father Boſcovich and Mr. Michell's new

theory concerning matter, of which I gave an

account in my Hiſtory of Diſcoveries relating

to Vifion, &c . was calculated, as will be ſeen ,

to throw the greateſt light on the conſtituent

principles of human nature ; but it was a con

fiderable time before I could bring myſelf

really to receive a doctrine ſo new, though ſo

ftrictly philoſophical ; and beſides I had no

thing of a metaphyſical nature in contem

plation at that time .

It was upon reſuming ſome of mymetaphy

fical ſpeculations, to which (like moſt other

perſons of a ſtudious turn ) I had been exceed -

ingly attached in the early period of my lite

rary
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rary life (when I publiſhed my Examination of

the Principles of Common Senſe, as maintained by

Dr. Beattie, & c . and when I republiſhed Dr.

Hartley'sTheory of theHuman Mind) that I firſt

entertained a ſerious doubt of the truth of the

vulgar hypotheſis ; and writing, as I always

do, with great frankneſs, I freely expreſſed that

doubt, exa&ly as it then food in my mind ;

and I think it is hardly poſſible to expreſs

any thing with more heſitation and diffidence.

The paragraph I allude to is the following :

“ I am rather inclined to think, though the

ſubject is beyond our comprehenſion at pre

fent, that man does not conſiſt oftwo princi

ples ſo eſſentially differentfrom one another

" as matter and ſpirit, which are always de

“ ſcribed as having no one common property ,

“ by means of which they can affect, or act

upon each other ; the one occupying ſpace,

" and the other not only not occupying the

“ leaſt imaginable portion of ſpace, but in

capable of bearing any relation to it ; inſo

“ much that, properly ſpeaking, mymind is

s no more in my body , than it is in the moon .

“ I rather think that the whole man is of ſome

uniform compoſition ; and that the property of

perception, as well as the other

a 4
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are termed mental, is the reſult (whether

neceſſary , or not ) of ſuch an organical

“ ſtructure as that of the brain : conſequently,

" that the whole man becomes extinct at

“ death, and that we have no hope of fur

“ viving the grave, but what is derived from

“ the ſcheme of revelation .”

I little imagined that ſuch a paragraph as

this could have given the alarm that I preſently

found it had done . My doubts were inſtantly

converted into a full perſuaſion , and the cry

againſt me as an unbeliever, and afavourer of

atheiſm , was exceedingly general and loud ;

and was echoed from quarters where more

candour and better diſcernment might have

been expected. With what intention this was

done, is beſt known to the authors of ſuch

groſs defamation . I ſhall proceed to relate the

conſequences of it , for which they are, in ſome

meaſure, anſwerable .

This odium, which I had thus unexpected

ly drawn upon myſelf, ſerved to engage my

more particular attention to the ſubject of it ;

and this at length terminated in a full convic,

tion , that the doubt I had expreſſed was well

founded . Continuing to reflect upon the ſub

ject , I became fatisfied that, if we ſuffer our

ſelves
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felves to be guided in our inquiries by the uni

yerſally acknowledged rules of philofophizing,

we ſhall find ourſelves intirely unauthorized to

admit any thing in man beſides that body which

is the object of our ſenſes; and my own ob

fervations, and my collection of opinions on

the ſubject, preſently ſwelled to the bulk that

is now before the Public .

Theſe obſervations I now lay before the

reader ( whatever be his diſpoſition of mind

with reſpect to myſelf, or my ſubject) with

the ſame openneſs and ſimplicity with which

I firſt propoſed my ſimple doubt ; and , judging

from what has paſſed, I may imagine that, if

the ſimple doubt occaſioned ſo great an alarm

and outcry , the unreſerved avowal of my in

tire conviction on the ſubject will cauſe a much

greater alarm . AndAnd yet in this apprehenſion

I may poſſibly be miſtaken ; and as , on the

former occaſion , the offence was taken when

I was leaſt aware of it , the popular clamour

may have ſpent itſelf, and may begin to ſub

fide, on the very occaſion on which I imagined

it would be inflamed to the utmoſt.

Men of reaſon and religion may attend to

the arguments that I have produced , from rea

Jon and the ſcriptures, in ſupport of my hypo

theſis,
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theſis, and may be ſatisfied that my opinion is

neither irrational in itſelf, nor deſtitute of

countenance in the facred writings , and there

fore certainly not dangerous; and the favour of

the few may ſilence the clamour of the many .

On theother hand, the tide of popular pre

judice may riſe ftill higher, and though I have

ſpent the greateſt part of my life in the ſtudy

and defence of chriſtianity, the ſuſpicion of

my being an unbeliever, and an underminer

of all religion, may be confirmed ; and , like

Mr. Hobbes, I may for generations lie under

the imputation of abſolute atheiſm .

Be this as it may ; I feel a great preſent eaſe

in the idea of publiſhing my thoughts with the

moſtunreſerved freedomon this important ſub

ject; and I am not without hopes that, though

many well meaning chriſtians may, for ſome

time, rank me with unbelievers , ſome unbe

lievers , of a philoſophical turn of mind , may,

on this very account, be prevailed upon to at

tend to the ſubject; and finding the true ſyſ

tem of revelation to be quite another thing

than they had imagined it to be, and infinitely

more conſonant to the real appearances of na

ture, may think it worth their while to confi

der it in various other lights, and attend to the

evidence
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evidence that myſelf and others have produced

in favour of it ; and fo, from being infidels ( in

conſequence of not underſtanding what chriſ

tianity really is, and not fufficiently examin

ing the evidence of it, which is generally the

caſe ) they may become rational chriſtians .

A very few converts of this kind would , in

my eſtimation, compenſate for a great deal of

odium among profeſſed chriſtians . Their in

dignation will do neither themſelves, nor

me, much harm ; whereas the conviction of

the reaſonableneſs and truth of chriſtianity, in

a few really thinking and intelligent unbe

lievers , might do the greateſt good ; and even

contribute to put a ſtop, ſooner than otherwiſe

would be done, to the infidelity of the philo

fophical part of the world .

To effect this , in any tolerable degree,

would be an object indeed ; and the man who

fhould in any meaſure ſucceed in it, could not

be ſaid to have lived , to havewritten , or to have

been calumniated , in vain . I am fully ſatisfied

that it will be to no purpoſe to expect the con

verſion of philoſophical unbelievers to that ſyf

tem of opinions which nowgenerally paſſes for

chriſtianity, and eſpecially that which is eſta

bliſhed in the different countries of Europe un

der
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der that name. Becauſe concluſions contrary

to all natural appearances, will never be ad

mitted by them to be true .

So very free and undiſguiſed an attack upon

an opinion almoſt univerſally deemed to be of

the utmoſt importance to all religion , natural

or revealed , may be expected to rouſe the zeal

of many friends to the prevailing ſyſtem , and

produce defences of it . This is what I expect,

and what I wiſh ; and as I am prepared for it,

I will take this opportunity of acquainting

my readers with the rule I have laid down to

myſelf on ſimilar occaſions, and to which I

propoſe to adhere in this .

I by no means think it right to reſolve,

with Mr. Hume, to take no notice of any

antagoniſt whatever. I might as well refuſe

to make any reply to a perſon who ſhould

addreſs himſelf to me in converſation , after I

had thought proper to direct my diſcourſe to

him : for in printed publications we, in fact,

addreſs all the world . A pertinent, and eſpe

cially a decent, reply, requires , I think, a

reſpectful notice, though a very abſurd and

impertinent one may juſtly, as in converſation,

be treated with neglect . The Public , in

whoſe preſence every thing paſies, will judge

for
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for themſelves, whether a man refuſes to make

a reply becauſe he is not able to make a good

one, or becauſe he has ſome ſufficient reaſon

for not doing it . It muſt, however, be ac

knowledged , that even the general and public

opinion may be ſo unreaſonable, that a wri

ter may be juſtified in paying no attention to

it , and in appealing to the more mature judg

ment of poſterity.

It is , I preſume, ſufficiently evident from

the ſtrain of my publications , that general ap

plauſe has not been my object. I know that

they are rather calculated to narrow the circle

of my friends, though I hope they will leave

me enow for any valuable purpoſe in life. I

Thall not, therefore, feel myſelf diſpoſed to

take notice of every attack upon this treatiſe,

and eſpecially ſuch as may be anonymous. But

if the principles advanced in it be contro

verted by any perſon whoſe name, as a me

taphyſician, or divine , is generally reſpected,

I do aſſure him that I will take more or leſs

notice of him ; either acknowledging any

miſtakes I may be convinced I have fallen

into, or endeavouring to convince him of his .

Even a very able, or very plauſible, anony

mous antagoniſt ſhall not be neglected. For,

as
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as in the controverſy which I began with the

Scotch writers , I really wiſh to have the

ſubject freely and fully canvaſſed.

There are ſubjects on which, after a reaſon

able attention to them , a man may be au

thorized to make up bis mind, ſo as to be jur

tified in refuſing even to loſe his time in read

ing what may be addreſſed to him on it ; be

cauſe he
may

have ſufficient ground to pre

ſume it cannot contain any thing materially

new to him . This is what moſt proteſtants

will avow with reſpect to the popiſh doctrine

of tranfubftantiation , and I avow it with re

fpect to the doctrine of the trinity, and va

rious other articles of Calviniſtic theology .

I have at this time by me ſeveral tracts, par

ticularly Letters addreſſed to me, on thoſe

ſubjects, and which have been much ap

plauded , which I have not looked into, and

which I profeſs I never intend to look into .

But this is not the caſe with reſpect to the

ſubject of this treatiſe . I will carefully read ,

for ſome time at leaſt, whatever ſhall be ad

dreſſed to me, or the Public, on the ſubject,

provided the writers take care that their

publications be tranſmitted , or properly an

nounced, to me.

I do
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I do not, as many perſons would, except

againſt all anſwers that may be written in a

manner not perfectly conſiſtent with the laws

of decorum , or thoſe in which I may thinkmy

ſelf treated with too much aſperity, or ridicule.

I would have cvery man write as he actually

feels at the time . There are few controverſial

writers, who, when the warmth of debate is

over, may not ſee ſomething of this kind to

blaine themſelves for ; but thoſe who are ac

quainted with human nature,willmake allow

ance for ſuch human imperfections, and attend

to the merits of the caſe ; and it may be de

that the real weight ofargument

is the thing that will decide in the end, when

every thing of a perſonal nature, in the courſe

of the controverſy, will be forgotten .

If I were diſpoſed, as I am not, to plead for

mercy, I would alledge the extreme unpopu

larity of my ſide of the queſtion ; and ſay

that, a man who writes with the full tide of

popular opinion in his favour, has no occa

fion for any indirect method of bearing down

his antagoniſt. " It is the man whoſe opinions

are unpopular that ſtands in the moſt need of

the arts of addreſs, and in him they would be

moſt excuſable. But, notwithſtanding this ,

I thall

pended upon ,
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I ſhall truſt my very unpopular argument to

its native ſtrength , or weakneſs , without any

artificial ſupport whatever .

As I have extended this Preface thus far, I

ſhall extend it a little farther, in order to an

ſwer an objection that may be made to reli

gion, natural or revealed, from the very great

differences of opinion among the profeffors of it,

on ſuch ſubjects as are here diſcuſſed, and from

the animoſity with which we may happen to

debate about them . Now this does not at all

ariſe from the nature of the ſubjeét, any farther

than its greater importance neceſſarily, and

juſtly, makes it more intereſting, but from

the nature of man , the ſame principles operat

ing in a timilar manner on ſimilar occaſions.

Men do not differ more, or diſpute with

more warmth , on ſubjects of religion, or meta

phyſics, than they do on thoſe of civil govern

ment, philology, or even philoſophy, which, one

would imagine, a priori, muſt always be the

calmeſt thing in the world , and could never

occaſion an angry debate . But by giving

much attention to any thing, we may intereſt

ourſelves in any thing, and wherever that is

the caſe, an intemperate warmth is the inevi

table conſequence. Beſides, it is not in hu

man

1
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man nature not to feel one's ſelf more or leſs

intereſted in the ſupport of an opinion which

we have once advanced as our own . Andwhen

ever any thing perſonal mixes in a debate (and

it is barely poſſible that it ſhould not do ſo) it

is , in fact, a regard for our reputation and cha

racter that is theſtimulus, and nothing neceſ

ſarily belonging to the ſubject.

But the circumſtance that chiefly intereſts

the paſſions, and inflames the animoſity of

thoſe who diſpute on the ſubject of religion , is

the worldly emolument annexed to the profef

fion of particular tenets , in the civil eſtabliſh

ments of chriſtianity. Did the civil magif

trate ſhew no preference to one mode of reli

gion more than to another, and was there no

other motive concealed under the maſk of

zeal for religion , there would be no great rea

ſon to complain of its intemperance.

Few perſons are, from their ſituation and

experience, better qualified to ſpeak on this

ſubject than myſelf, few perſons having been

engaged in a greater variety of purſuits, or in

a ſcene of more various controverſy; and I ſee

no reaſon whatever for accuſing religion , more

than any thing elſe, of exciting jealouſy, ha

b tred ,
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tred , or any other immediate cauſe of animo

fity and angry debate .

Many of my friends are frequently expreſ

fing their wiſhes , that Ihad nothing to do with

theology, or metaphyfics, flattering me with the

proſpect of a confiderable degree of unenvied

reputation as a philofopher. But the moſt ran

corous oppoſition , and the moſt unprovoked

abuſe that I have met with , has been from per

fons who never knew any thing of me but in

the character of a philofopher. And, 'though

I will venture to ſay, that it is not poſſible to

write with more frankneſs than I have always

done ; deſcribing, in the moſt natural man

ner,
thie very progreſs of my thoughts with

reſpect to every diſcovery of conſequence, and,

upon all occafions, giving rather too much ,

than too little, to any perſon who has fa

voured me with the leaſt aſſiſtance, as all my

philoſophical writings evidence, I have been

treated as a notorious plagiary * .

even many perſons, not deſtitute of name and

character themſelves, who cannot bear to hear

me ſpoken of, as having any pretenſions to

philoſophy, without a ſneer; and who think

* See my Pamphlet intitled Philofophical Empiriciſin .

my

There are
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my publications on the ſubject a diſgrace to

philoſophy, and to my country .

Can I , then , have a more ungracious re

ception among divines, metaphyſicians, or philo

logiſts ? In ſhort, having no better treatment

to expect in any walk of literature, I ſhall ,

without diſtinction , apply inyſelf to any pur

ſuit to which my attention ſhall be more par

ticularly drawn . I have friends, and I have

enemies , in every claſs of men to whom I have

been introduced . All the former I Thall be

happy to oblige in their turn , but I cannot be

with any of them always. The latter I nei

ther abſolutely deſpiſe, nor greatly dread .

Thoſe of them who are diſpoſed to be civil to

me ſhall meet with civility from me in return ,

and as to thoſe of them who are otherwiſe dif

poſed, I ſhall behave to them as I may happen

to be affected at the time .

But, mindful of the motto which I have

choſen for my coat of arms, Ars longa, vita

brevis, I ſhall devote as much of my time as

poſſible to the purſuit of truth , and as little as

: I can help to the mere defence of it, or of my

felf. The former is a noble and ſublime exer

ciſe of the mind, exalting the ſoul, and im

proving the temper ; whereas in the latter,

thoughb 2
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though conducted with the greateſt caution ,

there is a riſk of debaſing the mind, hurting

the temper , and facrificing our peace . For,

controverſy is , at beſt, a ſtate of war .

1

THE hiſtorical account of the ſyſtem

of heatheniſm concerning the pre -exiſtence

of ſouls in general, and of the pre -exiſtence

of the ſoul of Chriſt in particular, which was

derived from it , I had once thought of reſerv

ing for nsy Hiſtorical View oftheCorruptions of

Chriſtianity, which was originally intended to

be the laſt part of my Inſtitutes of Natural

and Revealed Religion. But as it was actually

compoſed during my inveſtigation of this

fubject, as it roſe out of it, and is ſtrictly con

nected with it , I have thought proper to ſub

join it, by way of Sequel.

Both the parts of this work, taken toge

ther, will ſhew , in a ſtriking light, the very

extenſive miſchief that has been done to

revealed religion by the introduction of this

part of the ſyſtem of heatheniſm , concerning

the ſoul. And when the proper extent of this

foreignSyſtem is ſeen , it may be hoped, that

many

1
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many perſons who have rejected a part of it,

will ſee equal reaſon to reject the whole . And,

for my own part, I am ſatisfied that it is only

by purging away the whole of this corrupt

leaven , that we can recover the priſtine fimpli

city and purity ofour moſt excellent and truly

rational , though much abuſed, religion .

Athanaſianiſm , I think , will ſufficiently

appear to have been merely Oriental philofo

phy in its origin , and afterwards to have be

come more abſurd than the original tenets of

that philoſophy ; and Arianiſm is only the

fame philoſophy altered , free indeed from the

palpable contradi & tions of Athanaſianiſm , but

it is , in other reſpects, no leſs remote from

the proper ſcheme of chriſtianity. I ſhall

think myſelf happy if, by this or any other

of my writings, I be able to throw the leaſt

new light upon a ſubject which has fo near a

relation to the fundamental principles of the

chriſtian ſyſtem .

b3 Expla



Explanation of the FRONTISPIECE .

THE idea is taken from 1 Cor . iii . 12. where

different perſons are repreſented as having built

with different materials, on the ſolid foundation

of chriſtianity , as laid by Chriſt and the apoſtles;

and that what was built with wood, and other

baſe materials, would be conſumed by fire,

while the reſt would ſtand. Our Saviour, who

revealed the future ſtate of his church to the

apoſtle John, is repreſented as ſhewing him this

circumſtance relating to it . The application of

this ſcene to the object of this work, is ſuffi

ciently obvious.
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TO THE

SECOND EDITION.

IT is with much ſatisfaction that I publiſh
a ſecond edition of this work, having

found the firſt to have been much better re

ceived than there ſeemed to be any reaſon

to expect. It was , particularly, the means

of diſcovering that many perſons, the moſt

ſerious chriſtians, had either actually held the

Opinion I here contend for, or were well af

fected towards it , though they had not been

diſpoſed to write, or even to ſpeak on the

ſubject, on account of its extreme unpopu

larity . Hereafter, I hope that materialiſm ,

obnoxious as the term has hitherto been ,

will be ſo far from being peculiar to unbe

lievers, that it will be the favourite tenet of

rational chriſtians ; being perfectly conſonant

to the appearances of nature , and giving a pe

culiar value to the ſcheme of revelation .

I haveb 4
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I have now, I think, done all the juſtice

to the ſubject that I am capable of ; having

not only written thus largely upon it , but

having alſo, as I profeſſed myſelf ready to

do, entered into the defence of it with per

ſons the beſt qualified to controvert it . This ,

at leaſt, muſt be allowed to be the caſe with

reſpect to Dr. Price ; who, at the ſame time,

that he is one of the ableft writers of the

age , is one of the moſt candid, and the beſt

of men . The reſult of our friendly diſcuſ

fion of this ſubject is publiſhed in a volume

by itſelf ; but from that work I have now

transferred into this the Additional Muftra

tions, which I took that opportunity of pub

liſhing, and have inſerted them in the places

to which they belong . When the Diſcuſ

fion is reprinted , they ſhall be left out of it .

I do not think it will be expected of me

that I ſhould take notice of every thing that

has been written in anſwer to this work ;

but I muſt not paſs by two ſections in Mr.

De Luc's , Hiſtoire de la Terre, in which he

profeſſedly animadverts upon this publica

tion of mine.. Not that he has advanced

any thing that is new on the ſubject ( indeed

he profeſſes that his arguments are the ſame

1

in
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in ſubſtance with thoſe of Dr. Price, and to

them I have already replied in a manner with

which I am ſufficiently ſatisfied) but becauſe

his work is more likely to be read by fo

reigners. I have alſo a reſpect for the writer,

as an excellent man , with whom I have the

happineſs of being acquainted, and whoſe in

tentions I am perſuaded are the beſt that any

man can have .

In the firſt place, I muſt obſerve that he

charges me unjuſtly with confidering only

that kind of immaterialiſm which is moſt

open to objection , and which he profeſſedly

diſclaims, viz. that which makes ſpirit to

have no common property with matter, and

therefore to be incapable of any
mutual action

with it ; whereas I have particularly conſider

ed that , and every other poſſible idea of ſpirit,

But I have ſhewn that the progreſs from the

original notion of it , which was that of an

attenuated kind of matter, to that which

made it to occupy no portion of ſpace, and

to bear no relation to it , was natural and neceſ

fary ; and that, abſurd as Mr. De Luc thinks

this notion of ſpirit to be, it is, in fact,

better covered from refutation than
any other.

The idea of ſpirits having extenſion , which

is
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1

is maintained by Mr. De Luc, I have conti

dered at large in Section VIII . and I wiſh

him to attend to what is there advanced .

He conſiders ſpirit as having ſome com

mon property with matter ; but let him

conſider what common property it muſt be,

that can enable it to a£t upon matter. It

cannot be mere extenſion, for then ſpace and

matter would be capable of a proper mutual

action . And if, as he maintains, matter

muſt have folidity, in order to its being pof

feffed of the properties of attraction and re

pulfion, by which' alone its action upon other

matter is ſhewn, a fpirit muſt have folidity

alſo , in order to its being capable of the

fame kind of action .

To ſay, in general , that matter and ſpirit

muſt have ſome common property , but that

this common property is altogether un

known to us , cannot give any fatisfaction.

For till it be defined , I am at liberty to ſay

that ſuch unknown common property may

be impoſſible in nature . Beſides, thoſe who,

with Mr. De Luc , maintain the impenetrabi

lity of matter, always ſuppoſe that this is

the foundation of all its other properties ;

for they ſay that, otherwiſe, they would be

the
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the properties of nothing. It muſt, there

fore , be the foundation of this unknown

property which it has in common with ſpi

rit . Conſequently, they muſt, if they argue

conſiſtently , ſuppoſe this property

netrability to be the foundation of this fame

unknown property in ſpirit, which makes it

capable of mutual action with matter.

Indeed, I can ſee no ground on which we

can ſuppoſe that ſpirit is not impenetrable,

but on the ſuppoſition that matter is deſtitute

of it alſo, if theſe two ſubſtances be capable

of mutual action . I wiſh Mr. De Luc, and

others who think as he does, would atten

tively conſider this obvious train of reaſon

ing ; and they will perceive that this new

notion of ſpirit, viz . its having ſome pro

perty in common with matter, is abſolutely

untenable, as much ſo as that which ſup

poſes it to have no common property with

it whatever, and to bear no relation to ſpace.

This they reject as chimerical , but they

muſt take refuge in it, if they maintain two

principles in man at all .

The only objection that Mr. De Luc, or

any other perſon, can have to the hypotheſis

of man being wholly material , is that he

can
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can perceive no connexion between matter

and ſenſation or thought ; but neither can

he perceive any connexion between folidity,

or impenetrability, and the other known pro

perties of matter, ſuch as cohefion, gravita

tion , &c . Here is , in fact, preciſely the

ſame difficulty as in the connexion between

matter and ſenſation , only it has not been ſo

much attended to .

This truly valuable writer employs an

other whole ſection of his work, to convince

me that I have done wrong in publiſhing my

opinion on this ſubject ; but I cannot

ſay that his arguments have more weight

with me in this caſe, than in the other. He

urges very ſtrongly that , when perſons’minds

are unhinged with reſpect to their opinions

on ſubjects of importance, they are apt to

give into univerſal ſcepticiſm . But this doc

trine ſhould have been preached to Luther,

to Calvin , and the other reformers from

popery . If their conduct be juſtifiable, i

aſk why may not we of this age humbly pre

ſume to be reformers from popery alſo ? They

are in fact the remains of the ſame fabric of

corruptions that I would contribute to clear

away . The building itſelf has happily been

thrown
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thrown down ; but I wiſh to dig up the

very foundations, that they may never be

built upon again .

He allows * , that with a certain perſua

fion of the truth and importance of our opi

nions , we are juſtifiable in publiſhing them .

I will then tell him , and I wonder he did

not perceive it before, that I have this full

perſuafion. It is, I believe, as clear and

full as that which he has of the contrary ;

and therefore I am as juſtifiable in advancing

my opinions, as he is in oppoſing them .

He ſays that I cannot plead in defence of

my publication its importance to the defence

of chriſtianity , becauſe he knows of no un

believers who reject it on account of its being

ſuppoſed to contain the doctrine of a ſoul ;

and that
many unbelievers expect a future ſtate

upon that principle, which it is therefore an

injury to deprive them of. I anſwer that this

might have been urged ſome time ago ; but

at preſent I know of no unbelievers who

have what can be truly called an expectation

of a future life, on any principles . Nor can

this be at all wonderful, after they have re

* Vol. I. p . 371 .

jected
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jected revelation . Unbelievers abroad almoft

univerſally reject the opinion of afoul as ab

furd ; and if Mr. De Luc only reads the Syſteme

de la Nature, he will ſee both this opinion ,

and alſo that of philofophical liberty ( both of

which the writer took for granted were ef

ſential to the ſyſtem of revealed religion )

reprobated with contempt. On the whole,

the ſtate of things is now ſuch , that it ap

pears to me to be abfolutely neceſſary to

abandon the notion of a foul, if we would

retain chriſtianity at all . And, happily,

the principles of it are as repugnant to that

notion , as thoſe of any modern philoſophy.

Laſtly , Mr. De Luc feems willing to allow

that I might be juſtified in publiſhing my opi

nions , provided I were perfecuted for them,

which he ſays I am not, except fo far as I am

excluded by them from all preferment in the

church . And he takes this occaſion of inti

mating, that I may not have ſufficiently con

fidered the neceſſity of ſome eſtabliſhment of re

ligion, in order to prevent controverſy in the

public exerciſes of it * . I anſwer, that I

wiſh to have nothing to do with any eſtabliſh

* P.
355

men
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any . Few

ment of religion by civil power. Our Saviour

and the apoſtles certainly never looked to any

ſuch thing . They made no proviſion for it,

and chriſtianity did much better when , for

three hundred years , it had no ſuch ſupport,

than it has ſince done with it ; notwith

ſtanding there were ſects enow among chriſ

tians in thoſe ages , and therefore the incon

venience which Mr. De Luc ſo much dreads ,

muſt have affected them , as well as it does us .

But , in fact, eſtabliſhments have not re

moved this inconvenience, if it be

ſectaries differ more from one another than

members of the church of England do

contrive to differ among themſelves. The

fame is the caſe in the church of Rome.

The doctrines publicly preached in the pul

pits of the church of England are juſt as dif

ferent from one another as thoſe in diffenting

congregations . Mr. De Luc is a foreigner,

and therefore may not be acquainted with

the fact , but it is notorious . I think,

therefore , he would be at ſome loſs to ſhew

what good end the eſtabliſhment of religion

in this country anſwers. I will undertake

to point out to him many bad ones . On the

other hand, let him look to America, and

ſay
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ſay what evils have ariſen from a want of

eſtabliſhments.

The author of Letters on Materialiſm has

written a very elaborate defence of his prin

ciples in a treatiſe intitled, Immaterialiſm de

lineated , giving his name (Joseph BERING

Ton ) to the Public, and avowing himſelf

a prieſt of the Roman Catholic church .

As to the argument between us , I am wil

ling to let it remain as it is , not thinking my

ſyſtem invalidated by what he has alledged ;

and his ſyſtem of immaterialiſm is ſo

liar ( though perhaps the ſame with that of

Mr. De Luc , if he would diſtinály unfold it )

that I imagine few will avail themſelves ofit .

I ſhall, therefore, only take this oppor

tunity of expreſſing my ſincere eſteem for

Mr. Berington , as a man of a truly liberal

turn of mind, and cultivated underſtanding,

though warped, as I muſt think him to be,

by his education . I wiſh all Catholics were

ſuch as he is , and then the horror with which

we now, and too juſtly, regard his religion ,

would vaniſh , and our invectives againſt it

might be ſpared. His defence of the Ca

tholics , publiſhed ſoon after the late riots in

London, was ſeaſonable and excellent .

There
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There has appeared an anonymous anſwer

both to Dr. Price and myſelf, under the title

of An Eſſay on tbe Nature and Exiſtence of a

Material World, the author himſelf aſſerting

that no ſuch thing exiſts. On this ſubject

I have advanced what I deem ſufficient in
my

Examination ofthe writings ofDr. Reid , &c.

I ſhall therefore only obſerve in this place,

that this ingenious writer ſeems to have miſ

taken my argument, and by that means to

have made his reply very eaſy. I do not

produce a world at fo fmall an expence as he

ſays *, and motion is not my fole material. I

acknowledge with him, that power cannot

mean any thing without a ſubject. But I do

not therefore think that it follows, that the

powers of attraction and repulſion muſt have

a ſubject that has alſo the power or pro

perty of impenetrability . For then ſpirit,

whoſe fole exiſtence he contends for, and

the divine being himſelf, could have no ex

iſtence. But then, though we cannot ſpeak

of power but as exiſting in ſome thing or

ſubſtance, it is equally true , that without

thoſe powers, that ſomething is reduced to

what, in our idea, is nothing at all .

* P. 81 .

Vol . I. с As
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· As to what I advanced in the ſpecula

tion concerning points, or centers of attrac

tion and repulſon, on which alone all this

writers objections are founded , though I do

not think it is at all invalidated by any thing

that he has advanced, I profeſſed never to

lay any ſtreſs upon it, as not being neceſſary

to my argument, and I ſhall not think it

worth while to defend it .

: He ſays *, that I ſeem to have fallen into a

ſtrange miſtake, viz . that the form or ſhape of

matter conſtitutes its eſſence ; whereas I only

obſerved that ſolid matter muſt neceſſarily

have fome form or ſhape, and this no perſon

can deny.

There has not been much written 'on my

ſide of the queſtion ; but I muſt not omit

to mention the Slight Sketch ofthe Controverſy

between me and my.opponents, the writer of

which has well defended my hypotheſis from

the charge of infidelity. But I muſt more

eſpecially requeſt the attention of my readers

to the Miſcellaneous Obfervations on ſome points

of Controverſy between the Materialiſts and

their opponents. This is the production of

a maſterly hand . It is only to be regretted

# P. 92:

that
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that he has not entered more largely into

the ſubject. He is a writer from whom I

own I have conſiderable expectations.

I think I have now ſufficiently fulfilled my

promiſe to the Public, viz . to reply, more or

leſs largely, to whatever can be deemed worthy

of any anſwer with reſpect to theſe Dif

quifitions, as well as to the Treatiſe on Phi

lofophical Neceſity. I ſhall now probably

diſmiſs any farther particular attention to

theſe ſubjects, and apply to other ſtudies,

which I know will be no diſpleaſing infor

mation to ſome of my partial friends.

C 2 On

-



* ON account of the references to the

pages of the former edition of this work in

the Free Diſcuſion , and the various anſwers

to it, and eſpecially on account of the INDEX

to both the volumes at the end of the Dif

cuſſion, I have thought proper to print a

Table of the correſponding pages in the two

editions of both the volumes , and alſo of

the correſponding parts of this new edition ,

and the Additional Illuſtrations inſerted in

the Diſcuſion.
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OF

Some of the BOOKS that are quoted in

this Treatiſe .

Asthere aredifferent editionsof ſeveral
of the books that I have quoted in this

treatiſe , it will be proper to ſubjoin a liſt of

the copies that I have made uſe of. It will

alſo be proper to give more at length the titles

of ſome books that I have frequently referred

to very conciſely , having ſometimes mention

ed nothing more than the name of the writer.

This has been more eſpecially the caſe with

Beaufobre and Dupin, to both of whom, and

eſpecially the former, I am much indebted for

my hiſtorical account of the opinions of the

ancients . And I would obſerve in this place,

that when I might, with no great trouble,

have given thoſe opinions from the original

authors themſelves, I have often choſen to give

them , as reported by ſuch writers as theſe .

Becauſe as theſe things have been very
diffe ,

C3 rently

1
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rently repreſented , I was confident that the

opinion of theſe writers would be more re

fpected than my own, their learning and ex

actneſs being univerſally acknowledged ; and

their views in writing having been different

from mine, they cannot be ſuſpected of par

tiality to my hypotheſis.

#

F O L I 0 .

Paris 1551 .

London 1722 .

ters .

Tertulliani Opera, per Rigaltium . Paris 1675.

Divi Gregorii Papæ Opera.

Juſtini Martyris Apologia, cum Notis '
Thirlbii .

Arnobius Adverſus Gentes, per Elmen

horſtium . Hamb, 1610 ,

Dupin's Hiſtory of Eccleſiaſtical Wri

London 1696 .

Joannis Damaſceni Opera, per J. Billium ,

Paris 1619 .

Plutarchi Opera, per Xylandrum .

Frankfort 1620.

Anſelmi Op. per Picardum . Col. Agrip . 1612 .

Bernardi Opera, per Picardum . Paris 1609 ,

Athanaſii Opera, Gr. Lat . 2 vols. Paris 1627.

Th. Aquinatis Summa Paris 1631 ,

QUARTO .
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QUAA R T 0 .

Cudworth’s Intellectual Syſtem .

Hiſtoire Critique de Manichée, et du

Manicheiſme, per M. de Beaufobre,

Amſterd, 1734 .

Caffiodori Opera. Geneva 1637

2 vols.

OCTTA V o.

Leland on the Advantage and Neceſſity

of the Chriſtian Revelation , 2 vols. 1768 .

Petri Lombardi Sententiæ . Moguntiæ : 1632 .

An Hiſtorical View of the Controverſy

concerning an intermediate State, and

the ſeparate Exiſtence of the Soul,

2d edition , 1772 ,

Wollaſton's Relig . of Nature, 7th edit. 1750.

Warburton's Divine Legation, 4 vols.

4th edition . 1754

DUODECIMO.

Moſhemii Diſſertationes ad Hiftoriain

Ecclefiafticam pertinentes. Altonaviæ 1733 .

Baxter's
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Baxter's Matho, 2 vols. 3d edition . 1765 .

L'Hiſtoire de la Religion des Juifs, per

Mr. Baſnage, 6 vols. .

Les Voyages de Cyrus , avec un diſcours

ſur la Mythologie, par Mr. Ramſay.

Rotterdam 1707

London 1757

Th. Stanleii Hiſtoria Philoſophiæ Ori

entalis, per J. Clericum . Amſterdam 1690.

Hiſtoire Naturelle de l'ame, Traduite de

l’Anglois de Mr. Charp . A la Haye. 1745.

1

CON.
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Matter , 16

SECT . III . Various Objections to the preced
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RELATING TO

MATTER AND SPIRIT.

The INTRODUCTION.

LES
EST any perſon ſhould haſtily miſap

prehend the nature, or importance, of

the queſtions diſcuſſed in this treatiſe, or the

manner in which I have decided for myſelf

with reſpect to them, I ſhall here ſtate the

ſeveral ſubjects of inquiry as conciſely, and

with as much diſtinctneſs, as I can , and alſo

inform the reader what my opinions concern

ing them really are .

It has generally been ſuppoſed that there

are two diſtinɛt kinds of ſubſtance in human

nature, and they have been diſtinguiſhed by

the terms matter and ſpirit. The former of

theſe has been ſaid to be poſſeſſed of the pro

perty of extenſion, viz . of length , breadth, and

thickneſs, and alſo of folidity or impenetrability ,

but it is ſaid to be naturally deſtitute of

all powers whatever . The latter has of late

B been
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been defined to be a ſubſtance intirely deſtitute

of all extenſion , or relation to ſpace, ſo as to

have no property in common with matter ;

and therefore to bę“ properly immaterial, but

to be poffeffed of tħe powers of perception,

intelligence, andſelf-motion.

Matter is that kind of ſubltance of which

our bodies are compofed, whereas the principle

of perception and thought belonging to us is

faid to reſide in a ſpirit, or immaterial princi

ple, intimately united to the body; while the

higher orders of intelligent beings, and eſpe

cially the Divine Being, are ſaid to be purely

immaterial.

It is maintained in this treatiſe , that neither

matter nor ſpirit ( ineaning by the latter the

ſubject of ſenſe and thought) correſpond to

the definitions above-mentioned . For that

matter is not that inert ſubſtance that it has

been ſuppoſed to be ; that powers ofattraction

or repulfion are neceſſary to its very being, and

thatno part of it appears to be impenetrable to

other parts . I therefore, define it to be a

ſubſtance poſſeſſed of the property of extenſion,

and of powers of attraction or repuljon. And

fince it has never yet been aflerted, that the

powers of ſenſation andthought are incompati

ble with theſe ( folidity, or impenetrability only,

having been thought to be repugnant to them )

I therefore maintain , that we have no reaſon

to fuppofe that there are in' man two ſub

ftances ſo diſtinct from each other, as have

been reprelented .
Ic
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It is likewiſe maintained in this treatiſe, that

the notion of two ſubſtances that have no com

mon property, and yet are capable of intimate

connection and mutual action, is both abſurd and

modern ; a ſubſtance without extenſion or re

lation to place being unknown both in the

ſcriptures, and to all antiquity ; the human

mind for example, having till lately been

thought to have a proper preſence in the body,

and a proper motion together with it ; and the

Divine Mind having always been repreſented

as being , truly and properly omnipreſent.

It is maintained , however, in the Sequel

of this treatiſe; that ſuch a diſtinction as the

ancient philoſophers did make between matter

andſpirit, though it was by no means ſuch a

diſtinction as was defined above (which does

not admit of their having any common pro

perty ) but a diſtinction which made the Su

preme Mind the author of all good, and matter

the ſource of all evil , that all inferior intelli

gences are emanations from the Supreme Mind,

or made out of its ſubſtance, and that matter

was reduced to its preſentform not by the Su

preme Mind itſelf, but by another intelligence,

a peculiat emanation from it, has been the

real ſource of the greateſt corruptions of true

religion in all ages, many of which reinain to

this very day. It is here maintained, that this

Syſtem of philofophy, and the trueSyſtem ofreve

lation ,havealways been diametrically oppoſite,

and hoftile to each other ; and that the latter

B 2 can
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can never be firmly eſtabliſhed but upon the

ruins of the former .

To promote this firm eſtabliſhment of the

ſyſtem of pure Revelation , in oppoſition to that

of a vain and abſurd philofophy, here ſhewn to

be ſo , is the true object of this work ; in the

peruſal of which I beg the candour and pa

tient attention of the judicious and philoſo

phical reader .

It may not be unuſeful to obſerve, that a

diſtinction ought to be made with reſpect to

the relative importance and mutual ſubordination

of the different poſitions contended for in this

treatiſe. The principal object is , to prove

the uniforin compoſition of man, or that

what we call mind, or . the principle of per

ception and thought , is not a ſubſtance dif

tinct from the body, but the reſult of corpo

real organization , and what I have advanced

preliminary to this, concerning the nature of

matter, though ſubſervient to this argument,

is by no means eſſential to it : for whatever

matter be , I think I have ſufficiently proved,

that the human mind is nothing more than a

modification of it .

Again, that man is wholly material is

eminently ſubfervient to the doctrine of the

proper , or mere humanity of Chriſt. For, if

no man has a ſoul diſtinct from his body,

Chriſt, who , in all other refpects, appeared

a man , could not have had a foul which had

exiſted before his body ; and the whole doc
trine
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triu of the pre-exiſtence of fouls ( of which the

opinion of the pre-exiſtence of Chriſt was a

branch ) will be effectually overturned . But

I apprehend that , ſhould I have failed in the

proof of the materiality of man , arguments

enow remain , independent of this , to prove

the non pre -exiſtence of Chriſt, and of this

doctrine having been introduced into chriſ

tianity from the ſyſtem of Oriental philo

ſophy.

Laſtly , the doctrine of neceſſity, maintained

in the Appendix, is the immediate reſult of

the doctrine of the materiality of man ; for

mechaniſm is the undoubted conſequence of

materialiſin . But whether man be wholly

material or not, I apprehend that proof enough

is advanced that every human volition is ſub

ject to certain fixed laws, and that the pre

tended ſelf -determining power is altogether

imaginary and impoſſible.

In ſhort, it is my firm perſuaſion, that the

three doctrines of materiali in , of that which

is commonly called Socinianiſm , and of philo

fophical neceſity, are equally parts of one ſyſtem ,

being equally founded on juſt obſervations of

nature, and fair deductions from the ſcrip

tures ; and that whoever ſhall duly conſider

their connection, and dependence on one another,

will find no fufficient conſiſtency in any ge

neral ſcheme of principles , that does not com

prehend them all. At the ſame time, each of

theſe doctrines ſtands on its own independent

foundation, and is capable of ſuch ſeparate
demonB 3
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demonſtration, as ſubjects of a moral sture

require, or admit .

I have adyanced what has occurred to me in

ſupport of all the three parts of this ſyſtem ;

confident that , in due time, the truth will

bear down before it every oppoſing prejudice,

how inveterate foever, and gain a firm elta

bliſhment in the minds of all men .

SECTION
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SECTION 1.

Of the Nature and eſſential Properties of
MATTER .

IAMforryto haveoccaſion to begin theſe
diſquiſitions on the nature of matter and

fpirit, with deſiring my reader to recur to the

univerſally received rules of philofophizing, ſuch

as are laid down by Sir Iſaac Newton at the

beginning of his third book of Principia.

But though we have followed theſe rules

pretty cloſely in other philoſophical reſearches,

it appears to me that we have, without any

reaſon in the world, intirely deſerted thein in

this . We have fuffered ourſelves to be guided

by them in our inquiries into the cauſes of

particular appearances in nature, but have

formed our notions, with reſpect to the moſt

general and comprebenhve principles of human

knowledge, without the leaſt regard, nay, in

direct contradiction, to them . And I am wil.

ling to hope, that when this is plainly point

ed out, the inconſiſtency of our conduct in

theſe caſes cannot fail to ſtrike us , and be the

means of inducing the philoſophical part of

the world to tread back their ſteps, and ſet

out again on the ſame maxims which they

haveB 4
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have actually followed in their progreſs. For

my own part, I profeſs an uniform and rigo

rous adherence to them ; but then I muſt re

quire , that my own reaſoning be tried by this,

and by no other teſt .

The firſt of theſe rules , as laid down by Sir

Iſaac Newton , is that we are to admit no more

cauſes of things than are ſufficient to explain

appearances ; and the ſecond is that , to the

ſame effects we muſt, as far as poſſible, aſign the

Jame caufes.

So long as we follow thefe maxims , we

may be confident that we walk on ſure

ground ; but the moment we départ from

them , we wander in the regions of mere

fancy, and are only entertaining ourſelves and

others with our own crude imaginations and

conceits . By theſe plain rules, then , let us

purſue our inquiries concerning the nature

and connection of what have been called ma

terial and thinking ſubſtances ; concerning

both which very great miſconceptions ſeem to

have very generally prevailed. And in the

firſt place, let us attend to what metaphyſi

cians and philofophers have advanced con

cerning matter, with reſpect to which ( I mean

its fundamental properties, and what inay
be

abſolutely affirmed or denied concerning them )

there are very few who have ſo much as ex

preſſed the leaſt doubt or uncertainty.

It is aſſerted , and generally taken for grant

ed, that matter is neceſſarily a polid , or impe

netrable ſubſtance, and naturally, or of itſelf,

deſtitute

1

ز
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deſtitute of all powers whatever, as thoſe of

attraction or repulfion , &c .

That the vulgar ſhould have formed theſe

opinions , and acquieſce in them , I do not

wonder; becauſe there are common appearances

enow which muſt neceſſarily lead them to

form ſuch a judgment. I preſs my hand

againſt the table on which I am writing, and

finding that I cannot penetrate it, andthat I

cannot puſh my hand into the place which it

occupies , without firſt puſhing it out of its

place, I conclude that this table, and by ana

logy , all matter, is imperietrable to other matter.

Theſe firſt appearances are ſufficient for thein

to conclude, that matter is neceſſarily folid ,

and incapable of yielding to the impreſſion of
other folid matter .

Again , I ſee a billiard table ; and though I

obſerve the balls upon it ever ſo long, I do

not find any of them ever to change their

places till they are puſhed againſt ; but that

when once they are put in motion , they con

tinue in that new ſtate till they are ſtopped,

either by ſome obſtacle, or their own friction ,

which is in fact the reſult of a ſeries of ob

ſtacles. And therefore I conclude, that, had

there been no obſtacle of any kind in the way,

a ball would have continued in that ſtate of

motion ( as , without being impelled by a fo

reign force, it would have continued in its

former ſtate of reſt) for ever ; having no

power within itſelf to make any change in

either of thoſe ſtates. I therefore conclude

univerſally,
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univerſally, that all matter, as ſuch , is ia

tirely deſtitute of power, and whatever is true

of larger bodies with reſpect to each other,

muſt be equally true of the ſmalleſt compo

nent parts of the fame body ; and conſequent

ly that all attraction or repulfon muſt be the

effect of ſome foreign power, diſpoſing either

larger bodies, or their ſmall component parts,

to certain motions and tendencies, which

otherwiſe they would not have had.

Such appearances as theſe, I imagine, have

led to the concluſions above-mentioned , con

cerning the fundamental properties of matter.

But then they are no more than ſuperficial ap

pearances, and therefore have led to ſuperficial

and falſe judgments ; judgments which the

real appearances will not authorize. For, in

fact, when the appearances above-mentioned

are confidered in the new and juſt lights which

late obſervations have thrown upon

of philoſophy, they will oblige us, if we ad

here to the rules of philoſophizing laid down

above, to conclude that reßſtance , on which

alone our opinion concerning the folidity or

impenetrability of matter is founded, is never

occafioned by folid matter, but by ſomething

of a very different nature, viz . a power of re

pulſion always acting at a real , and in general,

an aſſignable diſtance from what we call the

body itſelf.

It will alſo appear, from the moſt obvious

conſiderations, that without a power of at

traction , a power which has always been con

ſidered

this part
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fidered as ſomething quite diſtinct from mat

ter itſelf, there cannot be any ſuch thing as

matter ; conſequently, that this foreign pro

perty, as it has been called, is in reality abſo ,

lutely eſſential to its very nature and being.

For when we ſuppoſe bodies to be diveſted of

it , they come tobe nothing at all,

Theſe poſitions, thoughnot abſolutely new,

will appear paradoxical to moſt perſons, but

I beg a candid hearing; and I appeal to the

allowed rules of philoſophizing above -men

tioned , being confident that they will ſuffi

ciently ſupport my concluſions.

It will readily be allowed, that every body,

as ſolid and impenetrable, muſt neceſſarily have

ſome particular form or ſhape; but it is no

leſs obvious, that no ſuch figured thing can

exiſt, unleſs the parts of which it conſiſts

have a mutual attraction, ſo as either to keep

contiguous to, or preſerve a certain diſtance

from each other . This power of attraction ,

therefore, muſt be efſential to the actual ex

iſtence of all matter ; ſince no ſubſtance can

retain anyform withoutit ,

This argument equally affects the ſmalleſt

atoms, as the largeſt bodies thatare compoſed

of them . An atom , by which I mean an

ultimate component part of any groſs body,

is neceſſarily ſuppoſed to be perfectly ſolid ,

wholly impervious to any other atom ; and it

muſt alſo be round, or ſquare, or of ſome other

determinate form . But the parts of ſuch a

body ( as this folid atom muſt be diviſible, and
therefore
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atom .

therefore have parts ) muſt be infinitely hard,

and therefore muſt have powers of mutual at

traction infinitely ſtrong , or it could not hold

together, that is, it could not exiſt as a ſolid

Take away the power therefore, and

the ſolidity of the atom intirely diſappears.

In ſhort, it is then no longer matter ; being

deſtitute of the fundamental properties of ſuch

a ſubſtance.

The reaſon why folid extent has been

thought to be a complete definition of matter ,

is becauſe it was imagined that we could ſe

parate from our idea of it every thing elſe

belonging to it , and leave theſe two proper

tics independent of the reít, and ſubſiſting by

themielves. But it was not conſidered, that,

in conſequence of taking away attraction , which

is a power, folidity itſelf vaniſhes.

It will perhaps be ſaid , that the particles of

which any folid atom contiits, may be con

ceived to be placed cloſe together, without

any mutual attraction between them . But

then this atom will be intirely deſtitute of

compaćines, and hardneſs , which is requiſite

to its being impenetrable. Or if its parts be

held together by ſome foreign power, it will

still be true that power is neceffary to its poli

dity and efence ; ſince without it every parti

cle would fall from each other, and be diſ

perſed. And this being true of the ultimate

particles , as well as of groſs bodies , the con

sequence muſt be, that the whole ſubſtance

will abſolutely vaniſh . For as the large

bodies
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bodies would be diſſolved without ſome prin

ciple of union, or ſome power, internal or ex

ternal , ſo the parts of which they are com

poſed would , in ſimilar circumſtances, be re

folved into fmaller parts , and conſequently

( the ſmalleſt parts being reſolved in the ſame

manner) the whole ſubſtance muſt abſolutely

diſappear, nothing at all being left for the ima

gination to fix upon .

It will be obſerved, that , in this diſquiſi

tion , I by no means ſuppoſe that theſe powers ,

which I make to be effential to the being of

matter, and without which it cannot exiſt as

a material ſubſtance at all , are felf-exiſtent in

it . All that my argument amounts to, is ,

that from whatever ſource theſe powers are

derived, or by whatever being they are com

municated , matter cannot exiſt without them ;

and if that ſuperior power, or being, with

draw its influence, the ſubſtance itſelf necef

ſarily ceaſes to exiſt, or is annihilated . Whai

ever folidity any body has, it is poſſeſſed of it

only in conſequence of being endued with

certain powers, and together with this cauſe,

folidity, being no more than an effect, muſt

ceaſe, if there be any foundation for the

plaineſt and beſt eſtabliſhed rules of reaſoning

in philoſophy.

Though Mr. Locke conſidered folidity as

conſtitucing the eſſence of matter (lee Elity,

&c . vol . ii. p . 141 , where he ſays , “ that

<< ſubſtance that has the modification of foli

dity is matter ” ) yet it is plain he had an
idea
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idea of ſomething elſe, being in fact neceſſary

to its coheſion. “ If God ," ſays he *, “ can

“ not join things together by connections in:

“ conceivable to us, we muſt deny the con

“ fiſtence, and being, even of matter itſelf ;

“ ſince every particle of it having ſome bulk ,

• has its parts connected by ways inconceiv

“ able by us."

Mr. Baxter, who, I believe, is conſidered

as the ableft defender of the ſtrict immaterial

ſyſtem , acknowledges that powers ofreſiſtance

and cobefion are eſſential to matter, and abſo

lutely make it a ſolid ſubſtance. But aſſert

ing, as he does, that theſe powers are the im

mediate agency of the Deity himſelf, it ne

ceſſarily follows, that there is not in nature

any ſuch thing as matter diſtinct from the

Deity, and his operations. An opinion in

which Mr. Baxter's hypotheſis neceſſarily ter

minates.

“ Reſiſtance,” ſays Mr. Baxter t , " is

« fundamental in the nature of matter, and

“ this itſelf is the power of the immaterial

cauſe, indeſinently impreſſed upon, and ex

“ erted in , every poſſible part of matter.

“ And ſince without this , theſe leaft parts

“ could not cohere at all , or make a folid,

making reſiſtance, it appears that the

powerof this cauſe thus inceffantly put

“ forth , through all its poffible parts, is that

“ which conſtitutes the ſolidity and reſiſtance

Eſlay, vol. ii . p. 148. + Eſſay, vol. ii . p. 345.
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“ of matter.-Without this foreign influence

“ to effect coheſion , and folidity in it, we

“ could not conceive it to be at all a fub

* ſtance .”

The opinion that all the powers of matter

are nothing but the immediate agency of the

Deity, is not peculiar to Mr. Baxter, though

it is that which chiefly diſtinguiſhes his writ

ings . It was held by the famous Jordano

Bruno , as his ſentiments are reprefented by

the author of Examen du Fataliſme, * All the

“ motions,” fays he, “ which ſtrike our

“ ſenſes, the reſiſtance which we find in mat

ter are the effect of the immediate action of

“ God. The fmalleſt parts of matter are

“ united by a force ; and as there is no active

“ force in nature, but that of God ; this being

“ is the infinite force which unites all the

parts of matter, an immenſe ſpring which

! is in continual action * .” It is evident,

however, that this philoſopher confidered

the ultimate particles of matter as fome

thing different from any thing belonging

to the Deity. But his principles, purſued to

their proper extent, would have been the ſame

with thoſe of Mr. Baxter .

* Vol i. p. 377

SECTION
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sëCTION II.

Of IMPENETRABILITY, as aſcribed to

Matter .

ASS philoſophers have given to little to

matter, in divetting it of all :powers ,

without which I preſume it has been proved

that no ſuch ſubſtance can exiſt, ſo it equally

follows, from the plain rules of philoſophiz

ing above laid down, that they have aſcribed

too much to it, when they have advanced that

impenetrability is one of its properties . Be

cauſe, if there be any truth in late diſcoveries

in philoſophy, reſiſtance is in moſt caſes cauf

ed by ſomething of a quite different nature

from any thing material, or ſolid, viz . by a power

of repulſion acting at a diſtance from the body

to which it has been ſuppoſed to belong, and

in no caſe whatever can it be proved that re

ſiſtance is occaſioned by any thing elſe.

Now if reſiſtance, from which alone is de

rived the idea of impenetrability, is in moſt

caſes certainly , cauſed by powers, and in no

caſe certainly by any thing elſe, the rules of

philoſophizing oblige us to ſuppoſe, that the

cauſe of all reſiſtance is repulſive power, and

in no caſe whatever the thing that we have

hitherto improperly termed ſolid, or impene
trable matter .

As
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;

As all reſiſtance can differ only in degree,

this circumſtance can only lead us to the ſup

poſition of a greater or leſs repulſive power,

but never to the ſuppoſition of a cauſe of re

fiſtance intirely different from ſuch a power.

This would be exceedingly unphiloſophical.

To judge in this manner, is to judge alto

gether without, nay , really contrary to evidence.

But I come to the facts themſelves, which no

philoſopher will pretend to controvert .

When I preſs my hand againſt the table, as

was mentioned above, I naturally imagine

that the obſtacle to its going through the

table is the ſolid matter of which it conſiſts

but a variety of philoſophical conſiderations

demonstrate, that it generally requires a much

greater power of preſſure than I can exert to

bring my fingers into actual contact with the

table. Philoſophers know that , notwithſtand

ing their ſeeming contact, they are actually

kept at a real diſtance from each other, by

powers of repulfion common to them both.

Alſo, electrical appearances Thew that a con

fiderable weight is requiſite to bring into con

tact, even links of a chain hanging freely in

the air ; they being kept aſunder by a repul

fivepower belonging to a very ſmall ſurface,

ſo that they do not actually touch, though

they are ſupported by each other.

I have myſelf, as will be ſeen in the account

of my electrical experiments *, endeavoured to

* See Hiſtory of Electricity, p. 702 .

C aſcertain
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aſcertain the weight requiſite to bringa number

of pieces of money, lying upon one another,

into ſeeming contact, or ſo near, to one an

other only as the particles that compoſe the

ſame continued piece of metal , and I found it

to be very conſiderable. Theſe, however, are

ſuppoſed by philoſophers not to be in actual

contact, but to be kept at certain diſtances from

each other by powers of reſiſtance within the

ſubſtance itſelf.

Indeed, that the component particles of

the hardeſt bodies do not actually touch ene

another, is demonſtrable from their being

brought nearer together by cold, and by their

being removed farther from each other by

heat. The power , ſufficient to overcome

theſe internal forces of repulſion , by which

the ultimate particles of bodies are prevented

from coming into actual contact, is what no

perſon can pretend to compute . The power,

requiſite to break their coheſion, or to remove

them from the ſphere of each other's attrac

tions, may, in ſome meaſure, be eſtimated ;

but this affords no data for aſcertaining the

force that would be neceſſary to bring them

into actual contact, which may exceed the

other almoſt infinitely .

Mr. Melville has thewn, from optical con

fiderations * , that a drop of water rolls upon

a cabbage leaf without ever coming into

actual contact with it ; and indeed all the

phenomena of light are moſt remarkably un

* See Hiſtory of Diſcoveries relating to viſion , &c . p . 454.

favourable
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power of

favourable to the hypotheſis of the ſolidity or

impenetrability of matter.

When light is reflected back from a body

on which it ſeems to ſtrike, it was natural to

fuppoſe that this was occaſioned by its im

pinging againſt the folid parts of the body ;

but it has been demonſtrated by Sir Iſaac

Newton , that the rays of light are always re

flected by a power of repulſion, acting at ſome

diſtance from the body . Again ,when part of

a beam of light has overcomethis

repulſion , and has entered any tranſparent

ſubſtance, it goes on in a right line, provided

the medium be of an uniform denfity, with

out the leaſt interruption , and without a

fingle particle being reflected, till it comes

to the oppoſite ſide ; having met with no

ſolid particles in its way, not even in the

den ſelt tranſparent fubftances, as glaſs , cryſtal,

or diamond ; and when it is arrived at the

oppofite fide, it is ſolely affected by the laws

of attraction and repulfion. For with a cer

tain angle of incidence, the greateſt part, or

the whole of it , will be drawn back into the

folid body, without going on into the air,

where it ſhould ſeem that there would have

been leſs obſtruction to its paſſage.

Now theſe facts ſeem to prove, that ſuch

denſe bodies as glafs, cryſtal and diamonds,

have no folid parts, or ſo very few , that the

particles of light are never found to impinge

upon them, or to be obſtructed by them . · And

certainly till ſome portion of light can be

C 2 ſhewn
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ſhewn to be reflected within the ſubſtance of

a homogeneous tranſparent body, there can

be no reaſon from fact, and appearances, to

conclude that they have any ſuch ſolid parts ;

but, on the contrary, there muſt' be all the

reaſon in the world to believe, that no ſuch

folid reſiſting particles exiſt. All the pheno

mena may be explained without them, and

indeed cannot be explained with them .

Since then it is demonſtrable that no com

mon preffure is fufficient to bring bodies even

into feenuing contact, or that near approach

which the component parts of the ſame body

make to each other (though theſe are by no

means in abſolute contact, as the phenomena

of heat and cold fully prove ) but the reſiſtance

to a nearer approach is in all caſes cauſed by

powers of repulfion, there can be no ſufficient

reaſon to aſcribe reſiſtance in any cafe to any

thing befides ſimilar powers. Nay, the e

tabliſhed rules of philoſophizing above re

cited , abſolutely require that we aſcribe all

reſiſtance to ſuch powers ; and conſequently

the ſuppoſitionof the folidily or impenetrability

of matter, derived ſolely from the conſidera

tion of the reſiſtance of the folid parts of bo

dies (which, excluſive of a power operating

at a diſtance from them , cannot be proved

to have any reſiſtance ) appears to be deſtitute

of all ſupport whatever. The hypotheſis was

ſuggeſted by a mere fallacy, and therefore

ought to be diſcarded now that the fallacy is

diſcovered ,

1

It
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It will be ſaid , that if matter be not a ſolid ,

or impenetrable ſubſtance , what is it ? I an

ſwer, with reſpect to this , as I ſhould with

reſpect to any other ſubſtance, that it is pof

feſſed of ſuch properties , and ſuch only, as

the actual well-examined appearances prove

it to be poſſeſſed of. That it is poſſeſſed of

powers of attraction and repulſion, and of

ſeveral ſpheres of them , one within another,

I know ; becauſe appearances cannot be ex

plained without ſuppoſing them ; but that

there is any thing in , or belonging to matter,

capable of reſiſtance, beſides thoſe powers of

repulſion, does not appear from any pheno

mena that we are yet acquainted with ; and ,

therefore, as a philoſopher , I am not autho

rized to conclude that any ſuch a thing exiſts.

On the contrary, I am obliged to deny that

matter has ſuch a property.

If I be aſked how, upon this hypotheſis,

matter differs from ſpirit, if there be nothing

in matter that is properly ſolid or impene

trable ; I anſwer , that it no way concerns me,

or true philoſophy, to maintain that there is

any ſuch difference between them as has hi

therto been ſuppoſed . On the contrary, I

conſider the notion of the union and mutual

influences of fubſtances ſo eſſentially different

from one another, as material andimmaterial

ſubſtances have been repreſented , as an opi

nion attended with difficulties infinitely em

barraſſing, and indeed actually inſuperable,

C 3 as
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matter.

as may appear in the courſe of theſe diſquiſi

tions .

The confiderations ſuggeſted above, tend
to remove the odium which has hitherto lain

upon matter, from its ſuppoſed neceffary pro

perty of folidity, inertnejs, or ſuggiſhneſs ; as

from this circumſtance only the baſeneſs and

imperfection , which have been aſcribed to it are

derived . Since, beſides extenſion , matter has,

in fact, no properties but thoſe of attraction

and repufon , it ought to riſe in our eſteem , as

making anearer approach to the nature of fpi

ritual and immaterial beings , as we have been

taught to call thoſe which are oppoſed to groſs

The principles of the Newtonian philoſo

phy were no ſooner known , than it was ſeen

how few , in compariſon, of the phenomena

of nature, were owing tofolid matter, and how

much to powers, which were only fuppoſed

to accompany and ſurround the ſolid parts of

matter . It has been aſſerted, and the affer

tion has never been diſproved, that for any

thing we know to the contrary, all the ſolid

matter in the ſolar ſyſtem might be contained

within a nut - ſhell, there is ſo great a propor

tion of voidſpace within the ſubſtance of the

most ſolid bodies. Now, when folidity had

apparently ſo very little to do in the ſyſtem ,

it is really a wonder that it did not occur to

philoſophers fooner, that perhaps there might

be nothing for it to do at all, and that there

might be no ſuch a thing in nature .
Since
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Since the only reaſon why the principle of

thought, or ſenſation , has been imagined to

be incompatible with matter , goes upon
the

ſuppoſition of impenetrability being the eſſen

tial property of it, and conſequently that folid

extent is the foundation of all the properties

that it can poflibly ſuſtain , the whole argu

ment for an immaterial thinking principle in

man, on this new ſuppoſition , falls to the

ground ; matter , deſtitute of what has hitherto

been called folidity, being no more incompa

tible with ſenſation and thought, than that

ſubſtance, which, without knowing any thing

farther about it, we have been uſed to call in

material.

I will add in this place, though it will be

conſidered more fully hereafter, that this fup

pofition, of matter having (beſides extenſion )

no other properties but thoſe of attraction and

repulſion, greatly relieves the difficulty which

attends the ſuppoſition of the creation of itout

of notbing, and alſo the continual moving of it,

by a being who has hitherto been ſuppoſed to

have no common property with it. For, ac

cording to this hypotheſis, both the creating

mind, and the created ſubſtance, are equally

deſtitute of folidity or impenetrability ; ſo that

there can be no difficulty whatever in ſup

pofing, that the latter may have been the off

ſpring of the former .

This opinion, which I here maintain , of the

penetrability of matter, is not my own, but

what, from a conviction of its truth , I have

adopted
C4
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adopted from Father Boſcovich , and Mr.

Michell , to both of whom , independently of

each other, this theory had occurred . Their

ideas upon this ſubject, I have repreſented in

my Hiſtory of Diſcoveries relating to Viſion ,

Light, and Colours; and as the doctrine is

there placed in ſomewhat of a different light,

and in language chiefly borrowed from my

authors , I ſhall, in order to throw greater

light on the ſubject, quote the whole paſſage

relating to it in this place, and with it ſhall

cloſe this ſection .

“ The eaſieſt method of ſolving all the dif

“ ficulties attending the ſubject of theſubtlety

of light, and of anſwering Mr. Euler's ob

“ jections to its materiality, is to adopt the

hypotheſis of Mr. Boſcovich, who ſup

poſes that matter is not impenetrable, as

“ before him it had been univerſally taken

“ for granted ; but that it conſiſts of phyſical

points only , endued with powers of attrac

“ tion and repulſion , taking place at different

“ diſtances , that is , ſurrounded with various

ſpheres of attraction and repulſion ; in the

“ fame manner as folid matter is generally

ſuppoſed to be . Provided , therefore, that

“ any body move with a fufficient degree of

velocity, or have ſufficient momentum to

“ overcome any powers of repulſion that it

may meet with , it will find no difficulty

“ in making its way through any bodywhat

For nothing will interfere, or pene

“ trate one another, but powers, ſuch as we

" know

66 ever .
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1

o

“ know do , in fact, exiſt in the ſame place,

" and counterbalance or over - rule one an

other ; a circumſtance which never had the

appearance of a contradiction, or even of a

difficulty.

“ If the momentum of ſuch a body in mo

“ tion be ſufficiently great , Mr. Boſcovich

“ demonſtrates that the particlesof any body,

“ through which it paíſes, will not even be

“ moved out of their place by it .by it . With a

degree of velocity ſomething leſs than this

they will be conſiderably agitated , and ig

“ nition might perhaps be the conſequence,

“ though the progreſs of the body in motion

“ would not be ſenſibly interrupted ; and

“ with a ſtill leſs momentum it might not

paſs at all * .”

“ This theory Mr. Boſcovich has taken

a great deal of pains to draw out at fuil

length and illuſtrate; ſhewing, that it is by

“ no means inconſiſtent with any thing that

we know concerning the laws of mecha

“ nics , or our diſcoveries in natural philoſo

phy, and that a great variety of phenomena,

particularly thoſe which relate to light,

“ admit of a much eaſier ſolution upon this

hypotheſis than upon any other .

. " The moſt obvious difficulty , and indeed

“ the only one that attends this hypothesis,

as it ſuppoſes the mutual penetrability of

“ matter, ariſes from the difficulty we meet

* Theoria Philofophiæ Naturalis . p . 167 .

” with
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“ with in attempting to force two bodies into

“ the ſame place . But it is demonſtrable, that

" the firſt obſtruction ariſes from no actual

" s contact of matter, but from mere powers of

repulſion. This difficulty we can over

come; and having got within one ſphere

“ of repulſion , we fancy that we are now

impeded by the folid matter itſelf. But the

very fame is the apprehention of the gene

rality of mankind with reſpect to the firſt

“ obſtruction. Why, therefore, may not the

“ next reſiſtance be only another ſphere of

repulſion, which may only requirea greater

« force than we can apply to overcome it,

“ without diſordering the arrangement of the

“ conſtituent particles ; but which may be

overcome by a body moving with the

amazing velocity of light .

“ This ſchemeof the mutualpenetration of

matter, first occurred to Mr. Michell on

reading Baxter on the Immateriality of the

“ Soul. He found, that this author's idea of

“ matter was , that it conſiſted , as it were,

“ of bricks cemented together by an imma

" terial mortar. Theſe bricks , if he would

“ be conſiſtent in his own reaſoning, were

“ again compoſed of leſs bricks, cemented

likewiſe by an immaterial mortar, and ſo

on ad infinitum . This putting Mr. Michell

upon the conſideration of theappearances

“ of nature, he began to perceive that the
“ bricks were ſo covered with this immaterial

“ mortar, that, if they had any exiſtence at

om all,
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" all , it could not poflibiy be perceived, every

effect being produced at leaſt in nine in

“ ſtances in ten certainly, and probably in

“ the tenth alſo, by this immaterial, ſpiritual,

“ and penetrable mortar.

“ Inſtead , therefore, of placing the world

upon the giant, the giant upon the tortoiſe,

“ and the tortoiſe upon he could not tell

what, he placed the world at once upon

“ itſelf; and finding it ſtill neceſſary , in

“ order to ſolve the appearances of nature, to

" admit of extended and penetrable imma

" terial ſubſtance, if he maintained the im

penetrability of matter ;and obſerving far

“ ther, that all we perceive by contact, &c .

“ is this penetrable immaterial ſubſtance, and

“ not the impenetrable one ; he began to

“ think that he might as well admit of pene

“ trable material, as penetrable immaterial

“ ſubſtance; eſpecially, as we know nothing

more of thenature of ſubſtance than that

“ it is ſomething which ſupports properties;

“ which properties may be whatever we

pleaſe, provided they be not inconſiſtent

“ with each other, that is , do not imply the

« abſence of each other.

“ This by no means ſeemed to be the caſe

" in ſuppoſing two ſubſtances to be in the

“ fame place, at the ſame time , without ex

cluding each other, the objection to which

“ is only derived from the reſiſtance we meet

“ with to the touch, and is a prejudice that

“ has taken its riſe from that circumſtance,

66 and
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“ and is not unlike the prejudice againſt the

antipodes , derived from the conſtant ex

perience of bodies falling, as we account it ,
“ downwards .

“ I hope I ſhall be excuſed dwelling ſo

long on this hypotheſis, on account both

“ of the novelty and importance of it , eſpe

cially with reſpect to the phenomena of

light . If I were to make any alteration in

“ it, it would be to ſuppoſe the force of the

ſphere of repulfion next to any of the in

diviſible points, which conſtitute what we

“ call folid bodies , not to be abſolutely infi

“ nite, but ſuch as may be overcome by the

“ momentum of light ; which will obviate

“ the objection of Mr. Melville . If, how

ever, we conſider that Mr. Boſcovich

“ makes this neareſt power of repulſion not

“ to extend to any real ſpace, but to be con

“ fined to the indiviſible point itſelf, it may

appear to be ſufficient for the purpoſe';

“ ſince the chance of ſuch points impinging

upon one another is ſo little, that it needs

not to be conſidered at all . ”

SECTION
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SECTION 111 .

Various OBJECTIONs to the preceding Doetrine

concerning the Nature of Matter particularly

conſidered.

I. Of Bodies acting where they are not.

IT
T is objected to the doctrine of theſe papers,

which ſuppoſes that the repulſion , aſcribed

to bodies , takes place at ſome diſtance from

their real ſurfaces ; that bodies muſt then axt

where they are not, which is deemed to be an

abſurdity. I acknowledge that there isa con

fiderable difficulty in this caſe ; but it does

not in the leaſt affect the hypotheſis that I

have adopted concerning matter, any more

than that which is commonly received . Ac

cording to Sir Iſaac Newton's Obſervations,

rays of light begin to be reflected from all

bodies at a certain diſtance from their ſur

faces ; and yet he conſiders thoſe rays as re

flected by thoſe bodies , that is , by powers in

hering in and properly belonging to thoſe
bodies. So alſo the gravitation of the earth ,

and of the other planets to the ſun , he con

fiders as produced by a power of attraction

properly belonging to the ſun, which is at an

immenſe diſtance from them ,

If
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means .

If Sir Iſaac Newton would ſay that the im

pulſe, by which light is reflected from any

body, and by which planets are driven towards

the ſun , is really occaſioned by other incifi

ble matter in actual contact with thoſe bodies

which are put in motion , I alſo am equally

at liberty to relieve my hypotheſis by the fame

But the exiſtence of this inviſible

ſubſtance, to the agency of which that great

philoſopher aſcribes ſo very much, and which

he calls ether, has not yet been proved, and

is therefore generally ſuppoſed not to exiſt.

And, indeed,if it did exiſt, I do not fee how

it could produce the effectsthat are aſcribed
to it . For the particles of this very ether

could not impel any ſubſtance, if they were

not themfelves impelled in the ſame direction ;

and muſt we provide a ſtill more ſubtle ether

for the purpoſe of impelling the particles of

the grofler ether ? If ſo, we muſt do the fame

for this other ether, and fo on , ad infinitum ,

which is abſurd .

Alſo, if the parts of ſolid bodies, as , for

inſtance, of gold (which by its expanſion

when hot, and contraction when cold, ap

pear not actually to touch one another ) be

kept aſunder by a ſubtle matter, viz . the

fame ether above -mentioned, the parts of

this ether muſt be kept aſunder by a ſtill

more ſubtle ether, as before, and ſo on, till

the whole ſpace, occupied by the dimen

fions of the piece of gold, be abfolutely

ſolid , and have no pores or vacuum what

ever,
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ever , which would be contrary to appear

ances, and make it impoſſible to contract by

cold , or by any other means. I do not ſay

that there is no difficulty in this caſe, but it

is not a difficulty that affects my ſyſtem more

than the common one ; and therefore it is no

particular buſinefs of mine to diſcuſs it .

If it be ſuppoſed that no kind of matter

is concerned in producing the above-men

tioned effects at a diſtance from the ſurfaces

of bodies, but that the Deity himſelf cauſes

theſe motions , exerting his influence accord

ing to certain laws , am not I at liberty to

avail myſelf of the fame aſſiſtance ? And

furely I muſt have leſs objection to this re

fource than thoſe whº believe that God is

not the only proper agent in the univerſe. As

a neceffarian , I, in fact, aſcribe every thing

to God, and , whether mediately or imme

diately, makes very little difference. But

I believe that it is poſſible, though we

cannot clearly anſwer every objection to it ;

that God may endue ſubſtances with powers,

which , when communicated, produce ef

fects in a manner different from his own

immediate agency .

II. Whether Matter be any thing, on this

Hypotheſis.

It is ſaid that, according to my definition

of matter, it muſt be abſolutely nothing ; be

cauſe,
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cauſe, beſides extenſion , it conſiſts of nothing

but the powers of attraction and repulfion , and

becauſe I have ſometimes ſaid that it confifts

of phyſical points only, pofleffed of thoſe

powers . In this I mayhave expreſſed myſelf

Tather incautiouſly ; but the idea that I meant

to convey was evidently this , that, whatever

other powers matter may be poſſeſſed of, it

has not the property that has been called im

penetrability or folidity.

From the manner of expreſſing our ideas ,

we cannot ſpeak of powers or properties, but

as powers and properties of ſome thing or

Jubjiance , though we know nothing at all of

that thing or ſubſtance beſides the powers that

we aſcribe to it ; and , therefore, when the

powers are ſuppoſed to be withdrawn , all idea

of ſubſtance neceſſarily vaniſhes with them .

I have, therefore, the ſame right to ſay that

matter is a ſubſtance poffeffed of the properties

of attraction and repulſion only, as another

has to ſay, that it is a fubftance pofſeffed of

the property of impenetrability together with

them , unleſs it can be proved that the pro

perty of attraction or repulſion neceſſarilyim

plies , and cannot exiſt without, that of impe

netrability . Whether it be poſſeſſed of any

of theſe properties muſt be determined by ex

periment only. If, upon my idea of matter,

every thing vanihes upon taking away the

powers of attraction and repulſion, in like

manner every idea vaniſhes from the mind ;

if, upon the common hypotheſis, ſolidity or

impe
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impenetrability be taken away . I own that I

can ſee no difference in this caſe ; impenetra

bility being as much a property as penetrability,

and its actual exiſtence equally to be aſcertain

ed by experiment, which, in my opinion , is

deciſive in favour of penetrability.

They who ſuppoſe ſpirit to have proper ex

tenfion , and the Divine Being to have a proper

ubiquity, muſt believe the mutual penetrabili

ty of real ſubſtance ; and by whatever names.

they may chooſe to call the ſubſtances, is of

no conſequence. If they ſay that, on my

hypotheſis, there is no ſuch thing as matter,

and that every thing is ſpirit, I have no ob

jection , provided they make as great a dif

ference in ſpirits, as they have hitherto made

in fubjiances. The world has been too long

amuſed with mere names .

III . Of the Laws of Motion .
1

It is ſaid , that if there is not what has been

termed a vis inertiæ in matter, the foundation

of the Newtonian Philoſophy is overturned :

for that thethree laws ofmotion , laid down by

Sir Iſaac Newton , in the beginning of his

Principia, have no meaning on any other ſup

pofition .

I anſwer, that theſe laws of motion are

founded on certain fačts, which reſult juſt as

eaſily from my hypotheſis concerning matter,

as from the common one . It is an undoubt

D ed
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ed fact, that every body perſeveres in a ſtate of

reſt or motion , till it be compelled to change

that ſtate by ſome external force, which is the

firſt of the three laws , and the foundation of

the other two . But this will follow juſt as

well upon the ſuppoſition of that mutual ac

tion between two bodies taking place at any

given diſtance from their ſurfaces. Newton

himſelf thews , that rays of light are reflected

by a power belonging to other bodies, with

out actually impinging upon them, and , con

ſequently , by a power which takes place at a

certain diſtance from their ſurfaces, without

ſuppoſing that any of his laws of inotion were

violated .

IV . Of Powers of Attraction , &c. belonging& c
to phyſical Points.

Several of
my friends have propoſed to me

queries concerning the phyſical indiviſible points,

of which I have ſometimes ſuppoſed matter to

conſiſt. But I beg it may beconſidered, that

the only mention I have madeof fuch points
is in the extract from my Hiſtory of Viſion,

&c . in which I gave an account of the hy

potheſis of Father Boſcovich and Mr. Mi

chell, adding only a ſingle obſervation of my

own ; and that, in what properly belongs to

theſe Diſquiſtions, I have not, as far as I can

recollect, encumbered my doctrine with any

of the difficulties attending the conſideration

of
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of the internal fructure of matter ; concern

ing which we know, indeed, very little, hav

ing few data to argue from .

In this metaphyſical work, I have confined

myſelf to the excluſion of the property of

impenetrability, which is generally contidered

as eſſential to all matter , and to the claim of

the property of attraction or repulfion, as ap

pearing to me not to be properly what is

imparted to matter, but what really makes it

to be what it is; in ſo much that , without it ,

it would be nothing at all ; which is giving

it the ſame rank and importance that has uſu

ally been aſſigned to the property of folidity

or impenetrability. By this means it is, that I

leave no room for the popular objection to

the materiality of man , founded on the idea

of matter, as ſolid and inert, being incapable

of the powers of ſenſation andthought .

This, I ſay, is all that my purpoſe in theſe

Diſquiſitions requires ; and ſo far I ſee no dif

ficulty, that appears to me to be of much mo:

ment, and the argument lies in a very ſmall

compaſs. I deny that matter is impenetrable

to other matter , becauſe I know no one fact,

to the explanation ofwhich that ſuppoſition

is neceſſary ; all thoſe facts which led philo

fophers to this ſuppoſition, later, and more

accurate obſervations, having ſhewn to be

owing to, ſomething elſe than folidity or im

penetrability , viz . a power of repulfion , which,

for that reaſon , I would ſubſtitute in its

place. As other philoſophers have ſaid “ Take
D 2

away
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away folidity, and matter vaniſhes ;” ſo,

I ſay, “ Take away attraction and repulſion ,

• and matter vaniſhes.” Alſo , if any per

fon alks what it is that attracts and repels ,

or what is left when the powers of attraction

and repulfion are taken away , I , in my turn,

alk , What is it that is ſolid , or what is left

when the property of folidity is taken away.

The immaterialist, whether his immaterial

ſubſtance be extended , or not , cannot, with

the leaſt reaſon, aſk ſuch a queſtion as this .

If he do, he muſt be effectually filenced by

being aſked, what will be left of Spirit, when

the powers of ſenſation and thought are taken

from it . If the immaterial ſubſtance he con

tends for be extended, it mult, in that caſe,

be reduced to mere ſpace, and if it be not

extended, it muſt be reduced to nothing at all.

It is , moreover, not a little remarkable, that,

according to the common hypothefis , fpirit,

though deſtitute of folidity , has the power

of acting upon matter, or in other words ,

has the fame property of attraction and re

pulſion with relpeet to matter, that I aſcribe

to unfolid matter ; ſo that it is with a very

ill grace indeed, that the abettors of that hy

potheſis can object to mine, that nothing will

remain when the powers of attraction and re

pulſion are withdrawn.

Farther than this , which I think very clear

ground, it does not appear to me that I have

any proper call, or bulineſs, to proceed. In

what manner matter, penetrable or impene

trable,
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trable , is formed , with what interſtices, & c .

and how far the powers which we aſcribe to

it may be ſaid to inhere in , or belong to it ,

or how far they are the effect of a foreign

power, viz . that of the deity , concerns not

my ſyſtem in particular. And whatever dif

ficulties may be ſtarted as reſulting from theſe

conſiderations, the very fame, I think, or

greater , may fairly be charged upon the
op

poſite ſyſtem . if I have advanced beyond

theſe narrow bounds, it has been inadvertent

ly , and for the ſake of anſwering objections.

The metaphyſician has no buſineſs to fpe

culate any farther, and the natural philoſo

pher will find , I imagine, but few data for

farther ſpeculation.

In fact, what I have advanced above , is all

that I have aſcribed to that excellent and truly

cautious philoſopher Mr. Michell. I will

venture, however, in order to give all the fa

tisfaction I am able to the inquiſitive natural

philoſopher, to go one ſtep farther in this

fpeculation , on the idea ſuggeſted at the

concluſion of my account of that hypotheſis.

I am well aware, that the generality of my

readers will revolt at the ideas I am about

to preſent to them ; but I beg their patient

attention, and I may, perhaps, convince

them, that the common hypothefis, when

conſidered in connection with facts, is no leſs

revolting .

Suppoſe then that the Divine Being, when

he created matter , only fixed certain centers of
variousD 3
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various attractions and repulfions, extendingin ,

definitely in all directions, the whole effect .

of them to be upon each other ; theſe cen

ters approaching to, or receding from each

other, and conſequently carrying their pecu

liar ſpheres of attraction and repulſion along

with them , according to certain definite cir

cumſtances . It cannot be denied that theſe

ſpheres may be diverſified infinitely, ſo as to

correſpond to all the kinds of bodies that we

are acquainted with , or that are poſſible. For

all effects in which bodies are concerned , and

of which we can be ſenſible by our eyes ,

touch, &c , may be reſolved into attraction or

repulſion ,

A compages of theſe centers , placed with

in the ſphere of each others attraction , will

conſtitute a body that we term compact ; and

two of theſe bodies will , on their approach,

meet with a repulſion or reſiſtance, ſufficient

to prevent one of them from occupying the

place of the other, without a much greater

force than we are capable of employing, ſo

that to us they will appear perfectly hard.

As in the conſtitution of all actual bodies

that we are acquainted with , theſe centers

are placed ſo near to each other, that, in every

diviſion that we can make, we ſtill leave parts

which contain many of theſe centers , we,

reaſoning by analogy, ſuppoſe that every parti

cle of matter is infinitely diviſible ; and the

Space it occupies is certainly ſo . But, ſtrictly

ſpeaking, as theſe centers which conſtitute

any
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any body are not abſolutely infinite, it muſt

be naturally poſſible to come, by diviſion, to

one fingle center, which could not be ſaid to

be divilible, or even to occupy any portion of

ſpace; though its ſphere of action ſhould ex

tend ever ſo far ; and had only one ſuch center

of attraction , &c . exiſted, its exiſtence could

not have been known , becauſe there would

have been nothing on which its action could

have been exerted ; and there being no effect,

there could not have been any ground for

fuppoſing a cauſe.

Father Boſcovich ſuppoſes that no two of

theſe centers can ever coincide, the reſiſtance

at the point itſelf being infinite . But ad

mitting their coincidence, they would only

from another center , with different powers,

thoſe belonging to one center modifying thoſe

belonging to the other . Had their powers

been the very fame before ſuch coincidence, ac

the ſame diſtances , they would have been

juit doubled at thoſe diſtances. Alſo, though

united by one cauſe , they might poſſibly be

ſeparated by another .

To philoſophical people, and I am not now

writing for the uſe of any other, I do not need

to explain myſelf any farther . They will

eaſily ſee, or F. Boſcovich, in his elaborate

work will ihew them , that this hypotheſis

will account for all the phenomena of nature .

The principal objection to this hypotheſis

is, that matter is , by this means , reſolved into

nothing but the divine agency, exerted ac

D4 cording
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divine power,

cording to certain rules. But as , upon the

common hypotheſis, it has been again and

again admitted , that , notwithſtanding the ex

iſtence of ſolid matter, every thing is really

done by the divine power, what material ob

jection can there be to every thing being the

power. There is , at leaſt, this advan

tage in the ſcheme, that iſ ſuppoſes nothing to
be made in vain .

Admitting that bodies conſiſt of ſolid atoms ,
there is no fort of connection between the

idea of them , and that of attraction ; ſo that

it is impoſſible to conceive that any one atom

ſhould approach another without a foreign

power, viz . that of the deity ; and therefore

bodies conſiſting of ſuch atoms could not

hold together, ſo as to conſtitute compact ſub

frances, without this conſtant agency .

There is , again , as little connection between

the idea of theſe folid atoms , and that of re

pulſion at the leaſt diſtance from the point of

contact. So that , ſince the conſtituent par

ticles of no ſubſtance actually touch one an

other, as is evident from the effects of cold

(which brings them nearer together ) their

coherence cannot be accounted for without

the conſtant agency of the ſame external

power . And though mere reſiſtance (not

repulſion ) at the place of contact might be

explained on the principle of ſolidity , it is

remarkable, that in no known caſe of reſiſtance

can it be .proved, that real contact is con

cerned, and in moſt caſes of reſiſtance it is

demon
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my reader,

demonftrable that there is no real contact

and therefore there can be no reafon from fact

to believe that there is any ſuch thing as real

contact in nature ; ſo that if there be ſuch a

thing as folid matter, it is altogether fuperflu

ous, being no way concerned in producing
any effect whatever .

If I have bewildered myſelf, and

with this ſpeculation , I can only ſay that I

have been drawn into it , when I would wil

lingly acquieſce in what I have obſerved con

cerning the ſimple penetrability of matier ;

confeſling myſelf unable to proceed any far

ther on tolerably fure ground , and my readi

neſs to abandon all this hypothetis, whenever

a better, that is , one more nearly correſpond

ing to facts, ſhall be ſuggeſted to me : and I

own , that I ſhould much prefer an hypotheſis

which ſhould make proviſion for the uſe of

created matter without the neceſſity of ſuch

a particular agency as the preceding hypothe

ſis requires ; though , of the two, I ſhall cer

tainly prefer one which admits nothing being
made in vain .

Being, however, engaged thus far, I muſt

be permitted to advance one ſtep farther, for

the ſake of obſerving, that there is nothing

more approaching to impiety in my ſcheme

than in the common one . On this hypo

theſis every thing is the divine power ; but

ſtill, ſtrictly ſpeaking, every thing is not the

Dcity bimſelf. The centers of attraction, &c .

are fixed by him, and all action is his action ;

but

1
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but ſtill theſe centers are no part of himſelf,

any more than the ſolid matter ſuppoſed to
be created by him . Nor, indeed , is making

the deity to be, as well as to do every thing ,

in this jenſe, anything like the opinion of

Spinoza ; becauſe I ſuppoſe a fource of infi

nite power, and ſuperior intelligence, from

which all inferior beings are derived ; that

every inferior intelligent being has a conſci

ouſneſs diſtinct from that of the ſupreme in

telligence, that they will for ever continue

diſtinct, and that their happineſs or miſery to

endleſs ages , will depend upon their conduct in

this ſtate of probation and diſcipline.

On the other hand , the common hypotheſis

is much leſs favourable to piety, in that it

ſuppoſes ſomething to be independent of the

divine power . Exclude the idea of deity on

my hypotheſis, and every thing except ſpace,

neceſſarily vaniſhes with it, ſo that the Divine

Being, and his energy, are abſolutely neceſſary

to that of every other being. His power is

the very life and foul of every thing that ex

its ; and, ſtrictly ſpeaking, without him , we

ARE , as well as, can do nothing.
But ex

clude the idea of Deity on the common hy

potheſis , and the idea of ſolid matter is no

inore excluded , than that of Space. It re

mains a problem , therefore, whether matter be

at all dependent upon God, whether it be in

bis power either toannihilate, or to create it ;

a difficulty that has ſtaggered many, and on

which the doctrine of two original independent

prin
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principles was built. My hypotheſis, what

ever other defects it may have, leaves no foun

dation for this ſvjłem of impiety ; and in this

reſpect it has, I think , a great and deſirable

advantage.

I own that , for my part , I feel an inexpreſ

Gible fatisfaction in the idea of that moſt inti

mate connection which , on my hypothefis ,

myſelf, and every thing in which I am con

cerned , have with the deity . On his will I

am intirely dependent for my being, and all

my facullies. My ſphere, and degree of in

fluence on other beings, and other things, is

bis influence . I am but an inſtrument in his

hands for effecting a certain part of the greateſt

and moſt glorious of purpoſes. I am happy

in ſeeing a little of this purpoſe, happier in

the belief that the operations in which I am

concerned, are of infinitely greater moment

than I am capable of comprehending, and in

the perſuaſion that, in the continuance of my

exiſtence, I ſhall ſee more and more of this

great purpoſe, and of the relation that myſelf

and my ſphere of influence bear to it . Let

the abettors of the common hypotheſis ſay

more than this if they can , or any thing dif

ferent from this , that ſhall give them more ſa

tisfaction .

SECTION
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SECTION IV .

The proper and direet Proof, that the Seat of the

Sentient Principle in Man, is the material Sub

fiance of the Brain .

IN the preceding ſections I have endeavour

ed to rectify the notions which we have

been taught to entertain concerning matter,

as not being that impenetrable, inert ſubſtance

that we had imagined it to be . This, being

admitted, will greatly facilitate our farther

progreſs in theſe diſquiſitions ; as I hope we

ihall not conſider matter with that contempt

and diſguſ , with which it has generally been

treated ; there being nothing in its real nature

that can juſtify ſuch ſentiments reſpecting it .

I now proceed to inquire whether, when

the nature of matter is rightly underſtood,

there be any reaſon to think, that there is in

man any ſubſtance effentially different from

it , that is , any thing poflefled of other pro

perties beſides ſuch as may be ſuperadded to

thoſe of attraction and repulſion , which we

have found to belong to matter, or that may

be conſiſtent with thoſe properties. For if

this be the caſe, true philofophy, which will

not authorize us to multiply caufes, or kinds of

fubfiance, without necefity, will forbid us to

admit
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admit of any ſuch ſubſtance.ſuch ſubſtance. If one kind of

ſubſtance be capable of ſupporting all the

known properties of man ; that is, if thoſe

properties have nothing in them that is abſo

lutely incompatible with one another, we

fall be obliged to conclude (unleſs we openly

violate the rules of philoſophizing) that no

other kind of ſubſtance enters into his com

pofition ; the ſuppoſition being manifeſtly un

neceſſary, in order to accountfor any appear
ance whatever.

All the properties that have hitherto been

attributed to matter, may be compriſed under

thoſe of attraction and repulſion (all the effects

of which have been ſhewn to be produced by

powers, independent of all folidity) and of ex

tenfion, by means of which matter occupies

a certain portion of ſpace. Beſides theſe

properties, man is poffeffed of the powers

of ſenſation or perception, and thought. But

if, without giving the reins to our imagina

tions, we ſuffer ourſelves to be guided in our

inquiries by the ſimple rules of philoſophiz

ing above-mentioned, we muſt necellarily

conclude, as it appears to me, that theſe

powers alſo may belong to the fame ſubſtance ,

that has alſo the properties of attraction , re

pulſion, and extenſion , which I , as well as

others , call by the nameof matter ; though I

have been obliged to diveſt it of one property

which has hitherto been thought eflential to

it , as well as to give it others, which have not

been thought effential to it ; and conſequentiy

my
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my idea of this ſubſtance is not , in all re

ſpects, the ſame with that of other metaphy

ſicians .

The reaſon of the concluſion above-men

tioned , is ſimply this, that the powers of ſen

ſation or perception , and thought, as belong

ing to man, have never been found but in

conjunction with a certain organized ſyſtem of

matter; and therefore, that thofe powers ne

ceſſarily exiſt in , and depend upon, ſuch a

ſyſtem . This , at leaſt, muſt be our conclu

fion , till it can be ſhewn that theſe powers are

incompatible with other known properties of

the fame ſubſtance ; and for this I ſee no fort

of pretence.

It is true , that we have a very imperfect

idea of what the power of perception is, and it

may be as naturally impoſſiblethat we ſhould

have a clear idea of it, as that the eye ſhould

fee itſelf. But this very ignorance ought to

make us cautious in aſſerting with what other

properties it may, or may not, exiſt. No

thing but a preciſe and definite knowledge of

the nature of perception and thought can au

thorize any perſon to affirm , whether they

may not belong to an extended ſubſtance,

which has alſo the properties of attraction

and repulſion. Seeing, therefore, no ſort of

reaſon to imagine, that theſe different pro

perties are really inconſiſtent, any more than

the different properties of reſiſtance and exten

fion , I am, of courſe, under the neceſſity of

being guided by the phenomena in my conclu
fions
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fions concerning the proper ſeat of the powers

of perception and thought. Theſe pheno

mena I ſhall now briefly repreſent.

Had we formed a judgment concerning

the neceſſary ſeat of thought, by the circum

Stances that univerſally accompany it, which is

our rule in all other caſes, we could not but

have concluded, that in man it is a property of

the nervous ſyſtem , or rather of the brain . Be

cauſe, as far as we can judge, the faculty of

thinking, and a certain ſtate of the brain , al

ways accompany and correſpond to one an

other ; which is the very reaſon why we believe

that any property is inherent in any ſubſtance

whatever. There is no inſtance of any man

retaining the faculty of thinking, when his

brain was deſtroyed ; and whenever that fa

culty is impeded, or injured, there is ſufficient

reaſon to believe that the brain is diſordered

in proportion; and therefore we are neceſſarily
led to conſider the latter as the ſeat of the

former.

Moreover, as the faculty of thinking in ge

neral ripens, and comes to maturity with the

body, it is alſo obſerved to decay with it ; and

if, in ſome caſes, the mental faculties conti

nue vigorous when the body in general is en

feebled, it is evidently becauſe, in thoſe par

ticular caſes, the brain is not much affected

by the general cauſe of weakneſs.' But, on

the other hand, if the brain alone be affected ,

as by a blow on the head, by actual preſſure

within the ſkull, by deep, or by infiamma

tion,
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tion , the mental faculties are univerſally af

fected in proportion .

Likewiſe, as the mind is affected in conſe

quence of the affections of the body and

brain, ſo the body is liable to be reciprocally

affected by the affections of the mind, as is

evident in the viſible effects of all ſtrong paſ

fions, hope or fear, love or anger , joy or for

row, exultation or deſpair. Theſe are cer

tainly irrefragable arguments, that it is pro

perly no other than one and the ſame thing

that is ſubject to theſe affections, and that

they are neceffarily dependent upon one an

other. In fact, there is juſt the ſame reaſon

to conclude , that the powers of ſenſation and

thought are the neceſſary reſult of a particular

organization , as that found is the neceſſary re

ſult of a particular concuſſion of the air . For

in both caſes equally the one conſtantly ac

companies the other, and there is not in na

ture a ſtronger argument for a neceſſary con

nection of any cauſe and any
effect.

To adopt an opinion different from this, is

to form an hypotheſis without a ſingle fact to

ſupport it . And to conclude, as ſome have

done, that a material ſyſtem is ſo far from being

a neceſſary pre-requiſite to the faculty of think

ing , that it is an obſtruction to it , is to adopt

a method of argumentation the very reverſe

of every thing that has hitherto been follow

ed in philoſophy . It is to conclude, not only

without, but directly contrary to all appear

ances whatſoever.

That
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That the perfection of thinking ſhould de

pend on the found ſtate of the body and brain

in this life, inſomuch that a man hasno power

of thinking without it , and yet that he thould

be capable of thinking better when the body

and brain are deſtroyed , ſeems to be the moit

unphiloſophical and abſurd of all conclu

ſions. If death be an advantage with reſpect

to thinking, diſeaſe ought to be a propor

tional advantage likewiſe ; and univerſally ,

the nearer thebody approaches to a ſtateof

diſſolution, the freer and leſs embarraſſed

might the faculties of the mind be expected

to be found . But this is the very reverſe of

what really happens .

Part of thisargument is ſo well repreſented,

and ſo forcibly urged, by the excellent Mr.

Hallet, that I ſhall quote the entire paſſage

from the firſt volume of his Diſcourſes,

p . 213 :

“ I ſee a man move, and hear him fpeak

" for ſome years . From his ſpeech I cer

tainly infer that he thinks, as I do . I ſee

" then that man is a being who thinks and

66 acts. After ſome time the man falls down

" in my fight, grows cold and ſtiff. He

ſpeaks and acts no more. Is it not then

“ natural to conclude, that he thinks no more ?

“ . As the only reaſon I had to believe that he

“ did think , was his motion and ſpeech, ſo

“ now that this motion and ſpeech ceaſe, I

“ have loſt the only way of proving that he

had a power of thought .

Upon
E
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" in old age .

Upon this ſudden death , the one viſible

“ thing, the one man is greatly charged .
" Whence could I infer that the ſame be

“ conſiſts of two parts , and that the inward

part continues to live and think , and flies

“ away from the body , when the outward

part ceaſes to live and move . It looks as if

“ the whole man was gone, and that all his

powers ceaſe at theſame time . His mo

“ tion and thought die together, as far as I

“ can diſcern .

“ The powers of thought, Speech, and mo

“ tion equally depend upon the body, and

“ run the fame fate in caſe of mens ' declining

When a man dies through
ro old

age , I perceive his powers of ſpeech,

motion, and thought, decay and die to

gether, and by the fame degrees . The

“ moment he ceaſes to move , and breathe, he

appears to ceaſe to think too .

" When I am left to mere reaſon , it ſeems

“ to me that my power of thought as much

depends upon my body, as my power of

right or bearing. I could not think in in

fancy . My powers of thought, of fight,

“ and of feeling, are equally liable to be ob

“ ſtructed by the body. A blow on the head

“ has deprived a man of thought, who could

yet ſee and feel and move ; ſo that na

turally the power of thinking ſeems as

“ much to belong to the body as any power

“ cf man whatſoever. Naturally there ap

pears no more reaſon to ſuppoſe that a

man
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man can think out of the body, than he

can bear. Younds, or feel cold , out of the

body.”

Notwithſtanding, Mr. Hallet was fatisfied ,

that there was no good argument from the

light of nature, in favour either of the im

materiality or immortality of the ſoul, he ſtill

retained the belief of it on the authority , as

he imagined , of revelation . But it will be

feen, in a ſubſequent ſection, that the ſcrip

tures afford no evidence whatever of a thing

ſo contrary to the principles of reaſon ; but

that the ſacred writers go upon quite different

principles , always taking for granted the very

thing I am here contending for; and that the

notion of the ſoul being a ſubſtance diſtinct

from the body, was originally a part of the

ſyſtem of heatheniſm , and was from thence

introduced into chriſtianity, which has de

rivedthe greateſt part of its corruptions from
this fource.

It is ſtill more unaccountable in Mr. Locke,

to ſuppoſe, as he did , and as he largely con

tends, that , for any thing that we know to

the contrary, the faculty of thinking may be

a property of the body , and yet to think it

more probable that this faculty inhered in a

different ſubſtance, viz . an immaterial ſoul.

A philoſopher ought to have been apprized,

that we are to ſuppoſe no more caifis thin

are neceſſary to produce the effects; and there

fore, that we ought to conclude, that the whole

man is material, unleſs it ſhould appear , that

E 2 he
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he has ſome powers or properties that are ab

ſolutely incompatible with matter .

Since then , Mr. Locke did not apprehend,

that there was any real inconſiſtency between

the known properties of body, and thoſe that

have generally been referred to mind, he

ought, as became a philoſopher, to have con

cluded , that the whole ſubſtance of man, that

which ſupports all his powers and properties,

was one uniform ſubſtance, and by no means

that he conſiſted of two ſubſtances, and thoſe
fo

very different from one another as body and

Spirit are uſually repreſented to be ; ſo much

fo, that they have been generally thought in

capable of having any common property.

Accordingly, the beſt writers upon this ſub

ject, always conſider the union of theſe two

very different ſubſtances as a moſt ſtupendous

and wonderful thing. “ Le tout pouillant,"

Lays the author of La vrayePhiloſophie,

“ voit ſeul etablir un accord ſi intime entre deux

ſubstances fi difcordantes par leur nature .”

“ pour

SECTION
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SECTION V.

Additional Confiderations in Favour of the Min

teriality of the Human Soui.

Intheprecedingſection, I have repreſented
how unphiloſophical it is to conclude, that

all the powers of man do not belong to the

ſame ſubſtance, when they are obſerved to have

a conſtant and neceſſary dependance upon one

another, and when there is not , as far as we

know , the leaſt inconſiſtency or incompatibi

lity between them . If there be any founda

tion for the eſtabliſhed rules of philofophiz

ing, the argument ought to be concluſive with

us , and every thing that can be added to it is

really ſuperfluous. However, for the greater

ſatisfaction of ſome of my readers , I ſhall, in

this ſection , ſubjoin ſome additional argu

ments, or conſiderations, or rather, in ſome

caſes, diſtinct illuſtrations of the preceding

argument .

1. That the faculty of thinking neceſſarily

depends, for its exerciſe, at leaſt, upon a ſtock

of ideas, about which it is always converſant,

will hardly be queſtioned by any perſon. But

there is not a ſingle idea of which the mind

is poſſeſſed, but what may be proved to have

come to it from the bodily ſenſes, or to have

been conſequent upon the perceptions of ſenſe.
Could we, for initance, have had any idea of

E 3 color!!,
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colour, as red, blue, &c . without the eyes, and

optic nerves ; of found, without the ears, and

auditory nerves ; of ſmell, without the nof

trils , and the olfactory nerves , &c . &c . ? It

is even impoflible to conceive how the mind

could have become poſſeſſed of any of its pre

ſent ſtock of ideas , without juſt ſuch a body.

as we have ; and conſequently , judging from

preſent appearances (and we haveno other

means of forming any judgment at all ) with

out a body, of ſome kind or other , we could

have had no ideas at all , any more than a man

without eyes could have any particular ideas

belonging to colours . The notion , there

fore, of the poſſibility of thinking in man ,

without an organized body, is notonly deſti

tute of all evidence from actual appearances,

but is directly contrary to them ; and yet theſe

appearances ought alone to guide the judg

ment of philoſophers.

Dr. Clark ſeems to have imagined , that he

had fully anſwered the argument for the ma

teriality of the human ſoul, from its having

received all its ideas from the bodily ſenſes,

by aſking whether there might not poſſibly

have been other inlets to ideas beſides our pre

fent ſenſes. “ If theſe , ” ſays he * , “ be arbi

trary, then the want of theſe does by no

means infer a total want of perception, but

“ the fame ſoul may, in another ſtate, have

“ different ways of perception.”

* Demonſtration , &c. p. 89 .

""Ta
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To this it is eaſy to reply, that mere poff

bility is no foundation for any concluſion in

this caſe . We ſee, in fadt, that all our ſen

ſations come to us by the way of the corporeal

ſenſes ; and though our obſerving this will

authorize us to ſay, that , if the Divine Being

had ſo pleaſed, we might have had more, or

fewer, or quite different ſenſes, and , of courſe,

ſhould have had very different ſets of ſenſa

tions and ideas , it will by no means authorize

us to ſay, that it was even paſible for us to
have had ſenſations and ideas without any cor

poreal ſenſes at all . We have no example of

any ſuch thing, and therefore cannot ſay that

it is even posible, much leſs that it is actually

the caſe. Preſent appearances certainiy lead

us to think , that our mental powers neceſſarily

depend upon our corporeal ones ; and tiil

ſome very different appearances preſent then

ſelves, it muſt be exceedingly unphiloſophi

cal to imagine that the connection is not

neceſſary.

2. The only reaſon why it has been ſo

earneſtly contended for, that there is ſome

principle in man that is not material, is that

it might ſubſiſt, and be capable of ſenſation

and action, when the body was dead . But ,

if the mind was naturally ſo independent of

the body, as to be capable of ſubſiſting by

itſelf, and even of appearing to more advan

tage after the death of the body, it might be

expected to diſcover ſome ſigns of its inde

pendence before death, and eſpecially when

incE 4
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the organs of the body were obſtructed, ſo as

to leave the ſoul more at liberty to exert it

ſelf, as in a ſtate of ſeep, or ſwooning, which

moſt reſemble the ſtate of death , in which it

is pretended that the ſoul is moſt of all alive,

moſt active, and vigorous.

But, judging by appearances, the reverſe

of all this is the caſe. That a man does not

think during fleep, except in that imperfect

manner which we call dreaming, and which

isnothing more than an approach to a ſtate

of vigilance , I ſhall not here diſpute, but

take for granted ; referring my readers to Mr.

Locke, and cther writers upon that ſubject ;

and that all power of thinking is ſuſpended

during a ſwoon, I conclude with certainty,

becauſe no appearance whatever can poſſibly

lead us to ſuſpect the contrary ,

3. If the mental principle was , in its own

nature, immaterial, and imniortal, all its

particular faculties would be fo too ; whereas,

we ſee that every faculty of the mind, without

exception , is liable to be impaired,and even

to become wholly extinct before death . Since,

therefore, all the faculties of the mind, ſe

parately taken , appear to be mortal , the ſub

tance, or principle, in which they exiſt, muſt

be pronounced to be mortal too. Thus, we

might conclude, that the body was mortal ,

from obſerving that all the ſeparate ſenſes, and

liinbs , were liable to decay and periſh .

4. If the ſentient principle in man be im

material , it can haveno extenſion , it can nei,

ther
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ther have length , breadth , nor thickneſs, and

conſequently every thing within it, or properly

belonging to it , muſt be ſimple and indivihble,

Beſides, it is univerſally acknowledged, that

if the ſubſtance of the ſoul was not ſimple and

indiviſible, it would be liable to corruption ,

and death ; and , therefore, that no advantage

would be gained by ſuppoſing the power of

thinking to belong to any ſubſtance diſtinct

from the body Let us now . conſider how

this notion agrees with the phenomena of fen

fation and ideas, which are the proper ſubject

of thought.

It will not be denied , but that ſenſations, or

ideas , properly exiſt in the ſoul, becauſe it could

not otherwiſe retain them, ſo as to continue

to perceive and think after its ſeparation from

the body. Now, whatever ideas are in them.

ſelves, they are evidently produced by ex

ternal objects, and muſt therefore correſpond

to them ; and ſince many of the objects, or

architypes of ideas are diviſible, it neceſſarily

follows, that the ideas themſelves are diviſible

alſo . The idea of a man , for inſtance , could

in no ſenſe correſpond to a man , which is the

architype of it, and therefore could not be the

idea of a man , if it did not conſiſt of the ideas

of his head,arms, trunk, legs, & c . It , therefore ,

conſiſts of parts, and conſequently is divifible.

And how is it poſſible that a thing ( be the

nature of it what it may ) that is divifible,

hould be contained in a ſubſtance, be the na

turo
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ture of it likewiſe what it may , that is in

diviſible ?

If the architypes of ideas have extenſion ,

the ideas which are expreſſive of them , and

are actually produced by them , according to

certain mechanical laws, muſt have extenſion

likewiſe ; and therefore the mind in which

they exiſt, whether it be material or imma

terial, muſt have extenſion alſo . But how any

thing can have extenſion, and yet be imma

terial, without coinciding with our idea of
mere empty ſpace, I know not . I am there,

fore obliged to conclude, that the ſentient

principle in man , containing ideas which cer

tainly have parts , and are diviſible, and conſe

quently muſt have extenſion , cannot be that

ſimple, indiviſible, and immaterial ſubſtance

that ſome have imagined it to be ; but ſome

thing that has real extenſion , and therefore may

have the other properties of matter.

To this argument for the extenſion and

materiality of the human ſoul , the author of

La vreye Philoſophie replies , in a manner very

ſingular, and to me not very intelligible . He

ſays , p . 104 , “ the impreſſion of a circle , or

any object that is diviſible, ſtrikes the or

“ gan of ſenſe ; this action is tranſinitted

by ſome unknown law to the ſoul, which

" is thereby modified , and which refers its

“ own modifications , indiviſible as itſelf is,

“ to external objects. Thus, the idea of a

“ circle is not round , nor has any extenſion,

“ though
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“ though it anſwers perfectly to a circle that

66 is diviſible, and has extenſion . ” This doc

trine he illuſtrates by what is obſerved of

thoſe who dream , and walk in their fieep, ima

gining they ſee what is not before them , and

alſo by optical deceptions. “ This,” ſays he ,

" is the caſe with all colour, which is falſely

thought to be in bodies ; but though the

“ coloured body moves, its colour is as im

“ moveable as the ſoul that perceives it * .

What he farther adds upon this ſubject is

ſtill more unintelligible to me . 66 The fen

ſations, ſimple and indiviſible as they are,

“ contain , in an eminent manner, the quality

of extenſion, and thereby prove, that the

“ ſubſtance which they modify, viz . the ſoul ,

« is of an order ſuperior to mattert. "

5. All the defenders of the hmple,indiviſible,

and unalterable nature of the ſoul , that I have

met with , appear to me to have overlooked a

great variety of mental affections, which ne

ceſſarily imply alteration, eſpecially meliora

tion and depravation, which is ſomething ſo

ſimilar to corruption, that is has univerſally
obtained the ſame name, and which is cer

tainly incompatible with natural and perfect

fimplicity. From Mr. Baxter's own acknow

ledgment, expreſſed in words which it is im

poſible to miſconſtrue, it neceſſarily follows,

that, whatever may happen to the ſoul, during

its temporary connection with the body, it

* P, 108 .

muſt,

+ P. 1134
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inuſt , whenever it is ſet at liberty from it,

immediately recover its priſtine purity. But

what then becomes of the chriſtian doctrine,

upon his own hypotheſis, of vicious habits

(which are the proper diſeaſe of the mind ) in

hering in the ſoul after death , and its being

liable to puniſhment, in a ſeparate unembo

died ſtate, on that account ?

Mr. Baxter, however, ſays *, “ the ſoul

“ cannot have a diſorder lodged in itſelf, nor

“ be ſubject to any diſeaſe. A man who

“ conſiders the fimple nature of it will never

66 affirm this. The ſoul can admit of no

os diſeaſe from matter, as having no parts to

so be diſordered . It can ſuffer no alteration

“ in its own ſubſtance, if that ſubſtance be

" not annihilated . - We would have the ſoul

“ to grow up, to decay, to ſleep, to be mad,

" to be drunk. Who does not ſee all theſe

are ridiculous fancies, too groſs to be en

“ tertained concerning a ſimple uncompound

" ed ſubſtance ? If the ſoul were mad, or had

“ the diſeaſe lodged in itſelf, what could cure

is

66 it ? ”

If this reaſoning have any foundation , it

will follow , that nothing is requiſite to diſ

charge all the vices of the ſoul, but to detach

it from its fatal connection with the body, and

leave it to itſelf. All vice and diſorder, as it

came with the body, and always inhered in it,

muſt terminate and depart with it ,

* Vol. ii . p . 161 .

SECTION
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SECTION VI. .

Advantages attending the Syſtem of MATE

RIALISM , eſpecially with reſpect to the Doc

trines of REVEALED RELIGION .

IT
T is a great advantage attending the ſyſtem

of materialiſm , that we hereby get rid of

a great number of difficulties, whichi excecd

ingly clog and embarraſs the oppoſite ſyſtem ;

ſuch , for inſtance, as theſe, What becomes of

the foul during ſleep, in a fivoon, when the

body is ſeemingly dead (as by drowning, or

other accidents) and eſpecially after death;

alſo , what was the condition of it before it be

came united to the body, and at what time did

that union take place ? &c . &c . & c .

If the foul be immaterial , and the body

material, neither the generation nor the de

ftruction of the body can have any effect with

reſpect to it . This foreign principle muſt have

been united to it either at the time of concep

tion , or at birth, and muſt either have been

created at the time of ſuch union , or have

exiſted in a ſeparate ſtate prior to that period.

Now all theſe ſuppoſitions are clogged with

great difficulties, and indeed can hardly be

conſidered at all , without being immediately

rejected, as extremely improbable, if not ab

ſurd,

Muſt
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Muſt the divine power be neceſſarily em

ployed to produce a foul, whenever the hu

man ſpecies copulate? Or muſt ſome of the

pre- exiſtent ſpirits be obliged, immediately

upon that event, to deſcend from the ſuperior

regions , to inhabit the new - formed embrio ?

If this be the caſe (which was the original

hypotheſis of the ſeparability of the ſoul from

the body ) by what rule muſt this deſcent be

regulated ? Muſt theſe unembodied ſpirits be

come embodied in rotation according to ſome

rank , and condition , or muſt it be determined

by let, &c . ?

If man be actuated by a principle diſtinct

from his body, every brute animal muſt have

an immaterial ſoul alſo ; for they differ from

us in degree only, and not at all in kind ;

having all the ſame mental, as well as cor

poreal powers and faculties that we have,

though not in the ſame extent ; and they are

poſſeſſed of them in a greater degree than

thoſe of our race that are ideots, or that die

infants.

Now the ſtate of the ſouls of brutes is per

haps more embarrafling than that of huinan

beings. Are they originally, and naturally,

the ſame beings with the ſouls of men ? Have

they pre -exiſted, and are they to continue for

ever ? If ſo, how and where are they to be

diſpoſed of after death ; and are they alſo to

be re- united to their preſent bodies , as well

as the fouls of men ? Theſe are only a few of

the
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the difficulties which muſt neceſſarily occur

toany thinking perſon,who adopts the opinion
of the eſſential difference between foul and

body.

Some hypotheſis or other, every perſon, who

maintains the immaterial ſyſtem , and reflects

upon it all , muſt neceffarily have, in order

to ſolve theſe queſtions, and many others of

a fimilar nature . For every general ſyſtem

muſt be conſiſtent , and alſo have all its parts

properly filled up . The queſtions that I have

mentioned muſt perpetually obtrude them

ſelves upon thoſe perſons whoſe fyftem ad

mits of their being aſked , as indeed is evi

dent from the formal diſcuſſion of moſt of

them by ſyſtematical writers ; and whether

any perſon be able to ſatisfy himſelf with

refpect to them or not , he cannot be without

ſome hypotheſis or other for that purpoſe .

Now I will venture to pronounce, without

diſcuſſing the queſtions above-mentioned par

ticularly, that there is no method of ſolving

them that can give any tolerable fatisfaction

to an ingenuousmind.

Metaphyſicians, who have conceived hig !

notions of the dignity of immaterial fubjlances,

and who have entertained a great contempt

for everything material, are much embar

raffed when they conſider the uſe of the

body. The ancients , indeed, who imagined

all ſouls to have pre - exiſted, and to have been

ſent into the bodies in which they are now

confined as a puniſhment, for offences com

mitteil
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mitted in their pre -exiſtent ſtate, found no dif

ficulty in this caſe. The body is neceſſarily a

clog, and an impediment to the ſoul, and it

was provided for that very purpoſe. But the

moderns , who have dropped the notion of

pre-exiſtence, and of offences committed prior

to birth , and yet retain from that ſyſtem the

intire doctrine of the contagion of matter ,

which is a language that, among others , Mr.

Baxter makes uſe of * , muſt neceſſarily be

exceedingly embarraſſed, when they connect

with this mutilated heatheniſhSyſtemthe pecu

liar doctrines of chriſtianity.

Indeed , what is advanced by the moſt acute

of theſe chriſtian metaphyſicians upon this

ſubject is little ſort of a contradiction in

terms . Mr. Baxter, for inſtance, ſays t, that

nothing could be fitter than matter to ini

“ tiate beings, whoſe firſt information of

things is from ſenſe, and to train them up

“ in the elements of knowledge and admira

« tion .” Let us now ſeewhat conſiſtency there

is between this notion of the uſe of matter,

with what he had faid before I ,of the abſolute

unfitneſs of matter for this purpoſe of training

up the ſoul in the elements of knowledge.

“ We know not,” ſays he, “ nor can we

“ namea greater abſurdity, than that union

“ to a dead and torpid ſubſtance ſhould give

“ the foul life and power, or any degree of

“ them ; or that ſeparation ſhould again de

* See Hatho, voi. ii . p . 212 . + Matho, vol. ii . p . 211 .

# P. 173 •

prive
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prive it of theſe . The ſoul ; therefore,

so muit be percipient and active in its own

nature, independent ofmatter." Again he

ſays, “ matter, when beſt diſpoſed , muſt limit

" the power and activity of the ſoul, and

when diſordered and indiſpoſed , may quite

“ obitruct or impede its operations , but can

* in no manner aid or afliſt its powers and

energy, otherwiſe than by confining and

" determining them to one manner of exer

“ tion . Hence the foul, when ſeparate from

“ matter, muſt be freed from indiſpoſition,

" and the confinement be taken off from its

“ natural activity . ”

The manifeſt contradiction between thele

two accounts of matter, hardly needs to be

pointed out . The immaterial principle , it

ſeems, is to be initiated in the elements of know

ledge by its union to a dead and torpid ſub

ſtance, which is ſo far from giving it any life

or power, or any degree of them, that we can

not name a greater abſurdity, than ſuch a

ſuppoſition ; a ſubſtance which , when beſt dif

poſed, muſt limit the powers and activity of

the ſoul, and when diſordered and indiſpoſed , as

it is evidently very liable to be, and indeed is

hardly ever otherwiſe, may quite obſtruct and

impede all its operations ; and can in no man

ner aid or aſiſt its powers or energy .

If the ſoul, as this ingenious writer ſays,

be percipient and active init's own nature, and

when ſeparate from the body muſt be freed

from indiſpoſition , and have a confinement

F taken
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taken off from its natural activity, it would

certainly have been very happy for it never to

have been ſubject to ſuch a confinement, and a

great advantage never to have been affected by

ſuch a contcgion .

The only ſhadow of conſiſtency that is pre

ſerved in this account, is hinted at where he

ſays, that “ matter can no otherwiſe aid and

“ aſliſt the powers of the foul, than by con

fining and determining them to one man

“ ner of exertion .” This, however, is but

a ſhadow of conſiſtency, for, by the very fame

way of reaſoning, it might be proved , that a

man is a gainer by the loſs of his eyes or ears ,

and indeed of all his ſenfes except one ; be

cauſe his fentient powers being, by this means,

confined and determined to one manner of exer

tion, he becomes more perfect in the exerciſe

of it ; whereas he is certainly a loſer upon the

whole, by having his ſenſes and faculties thus

curtailed. But allowing that fome ſmall ad

vantage might poſſibly accrue to the ſoul from

this great limitation of its percipient and

active powers , what chance is there for its

receiving any benefit upon the whole ; when

the thing that is employed to confine it is fure

to become, if we judge from fact and expe

rience, exceedingly diſordered ? ſo that, by

this writer's own confeſſion , it muſt quite

obſtruct and impede all its operations ; and

when , by its union to this contagious prin

ciple, it is liable to be contaminated in ſuch

a manner as to be utterly ruined and loſt to

every
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every valuable end of exiſtence. Great, indeed,

wę ſee, is the riſk that the immaterial ſoul runs

by its union with this groſs material body ; and

Lmall, very ſmall indeed, is the advantage that

it may happen to derive from it .

It ſeems, however, that when the chrif

tian, after having long ſtruggled, and main

tained a very unequal combat in its preſent

ftate of confinement, in which his ſoul can

have little or no uſe of its native powers and

faculties; has , by the benevolent conſtitution

of nature, at length got rid of this incum

brance of clay, theſe fetters of matter, and

· this dreadful contagion of fleſh and blood, and

with all the privileges, and all the powers of

action and enjoyment, naturally belonging to

an unembodied ſpirit, has ranged the regions

of empyreum for ſome thouſands of years,

theſe powers are to be again clogged and im

peded by a ſecond union to matter, though

better tempered than before, and therefore a

leſs, though a real and neceſſary incumbrance .

And what is moſt extraordinary in the caſe is ,

that this ſecond degradation takes place at a

period which chriſtianity points out to us as

the great jubilee of the virtuous and the good ;

when (all mankind being judged according

to their works) they ſhall receive the plaudit

of their judge, and ſhall enter upon the in

heritanceofa kingdom prepared for them from

the foundation of the world ; at which time,

and not before, they are to be admitted to

be for ever with the Lord Jeſus Chriſt.

F 2 Mr.
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Mr. Baxter, in his Elay on the Soul* , ſays,

that " after the reſurrection , the re-union

“ of fouls to their bodies may be no puniſh

ment, or diminution of the happineſs de

ſigned them , if we conceive it to be within

“ the reach of infinite power to bring this

“ union to a ſtate of indolence, or inoffenſiveneſs

“ on the part of matter . For to have no

" 6 trouble or uneaſineſs at all from matter, is

preciſely the ſtate of happineſs with reſpect

“ to it, that ſpirits have which are intirely

“ free from it . But no attentive man ,” he

adds , “ ever thought that there conſiſted any

“ real felicity in being united to material

< ſubſtance.

That this account of the effects of the union

of the mind with matter is inconfiftent with the

other quoted from his Matho, needs no pointing

out . In the one caſe , matter muſt neceſſarily

limit and fetter the foul, whereas in the other,

it is poſſible, though barely poſſible, that it

may not fetter it . Upon the moſt favourable

ſuppoſition , however, the chriſtian reſurrec

tion is barely no diſadvantage . But can this
be that ſtate towards which all chriſtians are

taught to look with the moſt eager expecta

tion, when only their joy is to commence, and

to be full. Looking, as the apoſtle Peter

ſays, for that bleſſed bope. One would think

that ſuch writers as theſe had been but little

converſant with the New Teſtament, to the

* P. 304

uniforın

1
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uniform language of which their notions are

totally repugnant .

Such have been the prepoſterous effects of

mixing theſe heatheniſh notions with the prin

ciples of our holy religion , which diſclaims

all connection with them , and militates againſt

them in every article,

On the other hand, the ſyſtem of material

iſm , which revelation uniformly ſuppoſes , is

clogged with none of theſe difficulties, or

rather abſurdities. Man , according to this

fyſtem , is no more than what we now. ſee of

him . His being commences at the time of

his conception , or perhaps at an earlier pe

riod. The corporeal and mental faculties ,

inhering in the ſame ſubſtance, grow , ripen ,

and decay together; and whenever the ſyſtem

is diſſolved , it continues in a ſtate of diffolu

tion , till it ſhall pleaſe that Almighty Being

who called it into exiſtence to reſtore it to

life again .

By the help of the ſyſtem of materialifm ,

alſo , the chriſtian removes the very founda

tion of many doctrines, which have exceed

ingly debaſed and corrupted chriſtianity ;

being in fact a heterogeneous mixture of

pagan notions, diametrically oppoſite to thoſe

on which the whole Syſtem of revelation is

built . The chriſtian ſyſtem provides no re

ward for the righteous till the general reſur

rection of the juſt, nor any puniſhment for the

wicked, till the end of the world , at which

time ,F 3
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time, and not before, theangels will be com

miſſioned to gather out ofthe kingdom of Chriſt

every thing that offends, Then only will be

the great harveſt, when the wheat (to uſe the

language of our Saviour) will be gathered into

the garner, and the chaff will be burned with

unquenchable fire.

The immaterial ſyſtem , on the contrary,

makes it neceffary to provide fome receptacle

for thefouls of the dead, which being in a ftate

of conſciouſneſs, muit neceſſarily be in a ſtate

of pleaſure or pain , reward or puniſhment,

even antecedent to the day of judgment .

Now as there is no hint concerning the na

ture, or uſe of ſuch an intermediate ſtate in the

ſcriptures, the vain imaginations of men have

had moſt ample ſcope for diſplaying them

ſelves ; and among other gainful abſurdities,

the prieſts have taken this advantage to found

upon it the doctrines of purgatory, and the

worſhip of the dead.

The doctrine of pre- exiſtence, or that ofall

human ſouls having been lapſed angels, which

was the true ſource of Gnoſticiſm , and moſt

of the early corruptions of chriſtianity , could

have no other foundation than the notion of

there being ſomething in man quite different

from his corporeal organized ſyſtem ; which ,

therefore, might have exiſted prior to that

ſyſtem , as well as continue after its diffo

lution . It was at this time, when all ſouls

were ſuppoſed to have pre - exiſted, that the

ſoul
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foul of Chriſt was not only ſuppoſed to have

pre - exiſted, together with the ſouls of other

perſons, but, ſuitable to his rank here, had

a proportional ſuperior rank and office aſign

ed to him before he came into the world .

Upon this foundation he was firſt conſidered

asthe snusoupsos of the Oriental philoſophy, or

the immediate maker of the world under the

ſupreme Being ; then as a peculiar emanation

of the divine efence; and laſtly , as having

been from eternity equal to God himſelf. From

this it is evident, that the very ſeeds of this

dreadful corruption of chriſtianity, which has

been the fruitful ſource of many others , could

not have been fown, but in this immaterial ,

and as it may properly be termed, this hea
theniſh ſyſtein .

Had the minds of the primitive chriſtians

continued uncontaminated with the wiſdom

of this world, and conſidered Chriſt as his

apoſtles, who lived and converſed with him ,

evidently appear to have conſidered him, viz .

as a mere man approved of God, by signs and

wonders which God did by him , they would

have entertained for him all the ſentiments

of love and reverence that were due to the

captain of their ſalvation, and the firſt begotten

from the dead ; who, as their elder brother, was

gone to prepare a place for them , in the hea

venly manſions, and who would return with

a commiſſion from God to raiſe the dead, and

judge the world ; but they could never have

arrogated for him divine honours, and conſe

quentlyF 4
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quently the worſhip that has been paid to the

Virgin Mary, and other popiſh ſaints, would

not have followed ; and the iniluence of theſe

leading opinions , upon the whole maſs of cor

ruptions that came in like a deluge afterwards,

is eaſily traced ,

SECTION VII .

Confiderations more immediately relating to IM

MATERIAL SUBSTANCES, and eſpecially to

the CONNEXION OF THE SOUL AND

BODY .

PART 1.

Of the PRESENCE of the Soul with the Body,

THEideaofanimmaterialfubfiance, asit
is defined by metaphyſicians, is intirely

a modern thing, and is ſtill unknown to the

vulgar . The original, and ſtill prevailing

idea concerning afoul or Spirit, is that of a

kind of attenuated aërial ſubſtance, of a more

ſubtle nature than groſs bodies, which have

weight, and make a ſenſible reſiſtance when

they are puſfied againſt, or ſtruck at . The

form of it may be variable, but it is capable,

in certain circumſtances, of becoming the ob

ject
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ject of light . Thus when our Lord appeared

to his diſciples walking on the ſea; and alſo

after his reſurrection, they thought it had been

a ſpirit ; and , therefore , to convince them of

their miſtake on the latter of theſe occaſions ,

he bade them handle him ; for that à fpirit

had not fleſh and bones , as they might be

convinced that he had. He did not obſerve

to them , that a ſpirit could not be the object

of fight, any more than of touch . Alſo , what

ever expreſiions might caſually drop from any

of the ancient philoſophers, it is evident to

all who conſider the whole of their doctrine,

that their idea of a ſpirit was widely different

from that which is now contended for.

That a ſpirit is , ſtrictly ſpeaking, indiviſible,

which is eſſential to the modern idea of it, is

abſolutely incompatible with the notion that

is known to have run through almoſt all the

ſyſtems of the ancients , derived originally from

the Eaſt, viz . that all human ſouls, and all

finite intelligences, were originally portions of

the greatfoul of the univerſe ; andthough de

tached from it for a time, are finally to be

abſorbed into it again ; ' when the ſeparate

conſciouſneſs belonging at preſent to each of

them will be for ever loſt . How the idea of

a ſpirit came to be refined into the very at

ienuated ſtate in which we now find it, I ſhall

endeavour to inveſtigate in its proper place ;

and , in the mean time, ſhall beſtowa few ob- .

fervations upon it, as it appears in the writ

ings
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ings of the lateſt, and moſt celebrated meta

phyſicians,

A ſpirit, then , or an immaterial ſubfance, in

the modern ſtrict uſe of the term, ſignifies a

ſubſtance that has no extenſion of any kind ,

nor any thing of the vis inertiæ that belongs

to matter. It has neither length, breadth, nor

thickneſs ; ſo that it occupies no portion of

ſpace ; on which account, the moſt rigorous

metaphyticians ſay, that it bears no fort of

relation to ſpace, any more than found does

to the eye, or light to the car. In fact, there

fore, ſpirit andſpace have nothing to do with

one another, and it is even improper to ſay,

that an immaterial being exiſts in Space, or

that it refides in one place more than in an

other ; for, properly ſpeaking , it is no where,
but has a mode of exiſtence that cannot be

expreſſed by any phraſeology appropriated to
the modes in which matter - exiſts. Even

theſe ſpiritual and intellectual beings them
ſelves have no idea of the manner in which

they exiſt, at leaſt while they are confined by

groſs matter .

It follows alſo from this view of the fub ,

ject, that the divine mind can only be ſaid to

be omnipreſent by way of figure ; for, ſtrict

ly ſpeaking, this term implies extenfion , of

which all immaterial ſubſtances are utterly

incapable. By the omnipreſence of the Deity,

therefore, they mean his power of acting

every where, though he exifts 110 where . The

mind
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mind of any particular perſon, alſo, they ſup

poſe not to be confined within the body of

that perſon ; but that though itſelf bears no

relation whatever to ſpace or place, its exer

tions and affections are, by the ſovereign ap

pointment of his Creator , confined to a par

ticular ſyſtem of organized matter, wherever

that happens to be, and continues fo limited

in its operations as long as the organization

ſubliſts ; but, that being diſſolved , the imma

terial principle has no more to do with the

matter that had been thus organized, than

with
any other matter in the univerſe . It can

neither affect it , nor be affected by it .

Others, however , I believe , conſidering

that, though mathematical points occupy no

real portion of ſpace, they are yet capable of

bearing ſome relation to it, by being fixed in

this or that place, at certain diſtances from

each other, are willing to allow that ſpirits

alſo may be ſaid to be in one place in prefer

ence to another ; and conſequently, that they

are capable of changing place, and of moving

hither and thither , together with the body

to which they belong. But this is not the

opinion thatſeems to prevail in general ; ſince

it ſuppoſes ſpirit to have, at leaſt, one pro

perty in common with matter, whereas a be

ing ſtrictly immaterial ( which , in terms, im

plies a negation of all the properties of mat

ter) ought not to have any thing in common
with it .

Beſides
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Beſides, a mathematical point is , in fact,

no ſubtance at all, being the mere limit, or

termination of a body, or the place in void

ſpace where a body is terminated, or may be

fuppoſed to be fo . Mere points, inere lines, or

mere ſurfaces are alike the mere boundaries of

material ſubſtances, and may not improperly

be called their.properties, neceſſarily entering

into the definition of particular bodies, and

conſequently bear no fort of relation to what

is immaterial. And therefore , the conſiſtent

immaterialiſt has juſtly diſclaimed this idea .

Indeed , it is evident, that if nothing but im

material ſubſtances, or pure intelligences, had

exiited , the very idea ofplace, orſpace, could

not have occurred to us . And an idea, that

an immaterial being could never have acquir

ed without having an idea of body, or matter,

cannot belong to itſelf, but to matter only.

Conſequently, according to the ſtrict and only

confiitent ſyſtem of immateriality, a ſpirit is

properly no where, and altogether incapable of

local motion , though it has an arbitrary connec

tion with a body, that is confined to a parti

cular place , and is capable of moving from one

place to another. This, therefore, being the

only conſiſtent notion of an immaterial ſub

Itance, and every thing ſhort of it being mere

materialiſm , it is to the conſideration of this

idea , that I ſhall here confine myſelf.

Appearances cannot be ſaid to favour the

doctrine of theſe very abſtract metaphyſicians ,,

For,

2
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For, certainly, judging by what appears to

us, we ſhould naturally ſay that the loul ac

companies the body, and is contained in it, and

therefore changes place together with the body.

On this account, therefore, the moſt acuté

immaterialiſts have taken a good deal of pains

to ſhew that, notwithſtanding theſe appear

ances , which at firſt ſight are acknowledged

to be unfavourable to their ſyſtem , there is

not properly anymotion , or change of place,

in the ſoul, let the body to which it belongs
rove about ever ſo much .

“ For my part,” ſays Father Gerdil , as he

is quoted by the author of La vraye Philofo

phie * ,
“ if I had no other reaſon to 12

tisfy me, I ſhould content myſelf with fay

ing, with the moſt celebrated philofophers,
" of ancient and modern ſchools, that one

“ cannot doubt but that thought and volition

“ are incapable of moving with the body, be

“ cauſe they are evidently without extenſion .

“ But the ſoul, of which they are modifi

" cations, is of the ſame nature with them .

“ The foul, therefore, can no more move

" than the thought or the will . "

To illustrate this paradox, he ſays t , that

“ the void ſpace, in a carriage drawn by

“ horſes, does not move with the carriage,

" becauſe it is nothing ; and though the foul

“ be a real ſubſtance, it bears no more rela

“ tion to place , than if it had been nothing

“ at all.” He adds , in order to explain

* P. 271 . + P. 272 . P. 273 .

how
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how the foul can have an idea of exten

ſion and of ſpace, when itſelf bears no re

lation to either, that “ though the ſoul be

incapable of motion, like the body, it

“ doth not fail to contain eminently within

• itſelf that quality of matter, and therefore

“ is capable of transferring it upon matter,

to and of ſuppoſing it to belong to mat

Afterwards * , in explaining what is meant

by the foul's willing and acting in its own

body, he ſays, that “ theſe expreſſions, the

“ foul is in the body, thinks in the body, and

goes out of the body, fignify nothing but

" that the ſoul is united to the body, that it

“ thinks in a dependence upon that union,

“ and that, after a certain time, the ſoul will

“ be no longer united with that body ; but

“ that the ſoul is not placed in the body as

“ the brain is in the ſkull, or that it is in the

“ place where the body is.” How unintel

ligibly are perſons reduced to talk , when they

quit the road of common ſenſe, forming their

ſyſtems not from faits and appearances, but

from imagination .

The author of Letters on Materialiſm , ad

dreſſed to myſelf, ſeems to think that he has

ſaid ſomething to the purpoſe, with reſpect to

this difficulty , ariſing from the place of fpirits,

by conſidering Space as nothing more than an

ideal phenomenon ariſing from the extenfive order

of co- exiſting bodies. As this expreſſion , I

* P. 275 .

own ,
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own , conveys no clear idea to me, I ſhall lay

before my readers the whole paragraph, be

cauſe , though I am not able to get any light

from it, it is poſſible that another may .

“ To your ſecond objection, that properly

“ ſpeaking, your mind is no more in your body,

“ than it is in the moon ; becauſe it is in- ,

capable of bearing the leaſt relation to ſpace ?

“ I anſwer, matter, indeed , occupies Space,

“ to which ſpirit has no relation ; that is ,

“ matter, as a compounded ſubſtance , bears,

“ in its various parts, a relation to other bo

“ dies . Space, in itſelf, is nothing real , it is

only an ideal phenomenon ariſing from the

“ extenſive order of co - exiſting bodies . Take

“ from the creation every body, or, which

amounts to the ſame, every being capable

“ of viewing them , and ſpace will no longer

“ fubfiſt .”

Now it appears to me, that it is impoſſible,

even in idea , to ſuppoſe the annihilation of

ſpace. Let any perſon but for a moment

fuppoſe the annihilation of all matter, which

is not difficult, and then conſider whether the

annihilation of ſpace will neceffarily follow .

I do not mean inimagination, like the idea of

things tending to fall downwards on the
op

pofite fide of the globe of the earth , but in

the nature of ihings.

Afterwards this writer conſiders the preſence

of the mind with the body, as atteſted by its

action upon it, ſo that ſtill the ſpirit, properly

ſpeaking, is 'no where, and has no motion ,not

with
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withſtanding its ſtrict union with , and its

conſtant action upon , a body which is necef

ſarily confined to fome particular place , and

which it obliges to change its place at plea

ſure . How theſe notions ſtrike others I can

not tell ; to me nothing can appear more

whimſical, or extravagant .

P À T II .

Of the MUTUAL INFLUENCES of the Soul and

the Body .

IT is contended for by all metaphyſicians,

who maintain the doctrine of any proper im

material principle, that.fpirit and body can have

no common property ; and when it is aſked,

How, then , can they act upon one another,

and how can they be ſo intimately connected

as to be continually and neceſſarily ſubject to

each other's influence ? it is acknowledged to

be a difficulty, and a myſtery that we cannot

comprehend. But had this queſtion been

conſidered with due attention , what has been

called a difficulty would , I doubt not, have

been deemed an impoſibility ; or ſuch a myſtery

as that of the bread and wine in the Lord's

ſupper, becoming the real body and blood of

Chriſt, or that of each of the three perſons in

the Trinity being equally God, and yet there

being no more Gods than one ; which , in the

eye
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eye of common ſenſe, are not properly diffi

culties, or myſteries, but direct contradictions;

ſuch as that of a thing being and not being at

the ſame time .

Let a man torture his imagination as much

as he pleaſes , I will pronounce it to be im

poſſible for him to conceive even the pofii

bility of mutual action without ſome common

property, by means of which the things that

act and re- act upon each other, may have

ſome connexion. A ſubſtance that is hard may

act upon , and be acted upon by, another

hard ſubſtance, or even one that is Soft,

which , in fact, is only relatively leſs hard :

but it is certainly impoſſible that it ſhould

affect, or be affected by, a ſubſtance that can

make no reſiſtance at all, and eſpecially a kind

of ſubſtance that cannot, with any propriety

of ſpeech , be ſaid to be even in the ſameplace

with it . If this be not an impoſibility, I

really do not know what is ſo .

But admitting that what appears to me

to be an abſolute impoſſibility, viz . that ſub

ſtances which have no common property can,

nevertheleſs , affect, and be affected by each

other, to be no more than a difficulty ; it is

however a difficulty of ſuch magnitude, as

far to exceed that of conceiving that the

principle of ſenſation may poſſibly conſiſt with

matter ; and , therefore, if , of two difficulties,

it be moſt philoſophical to take the leaſt, we

muſt, of courſe, abandon the hypotheſis of

two heterogeneous and incompatible principles in
G man ,
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man , which is clogged with the greater diffi

culty of conception, and admit that of the

uniformity of his nature , which is only attended

with a leſs difficulty .

The great difficulty that attends the ſuppo

fition of the union of the foul and body , came

in with the Carteſian hypotheſis, which goes

upon the idea that the eflence of mind is

thought, and the effence of body extenſion ,

excluſive of every property that had before

been ſuppoſed to be common to them both ,

and by which they might influence one an

other. And it is very amuſing to obſerve the

different hypotheſes that have been formed to

account for the ſoul receiving ideas by the cor

poreal ſenſes, and for the motion of the body

in conſequence of the volition of the ſoul.

That the body and mind have no phyfi

cal influence upon one another, Deſcartes

could not but allow . He therefore ſuppoſed

that the impreſſion of external objects , was

only the occafional, and not the eficient cauſe

of ſenſation in the mind ; that volition

alſo was only the occaſional , and not the

efficient cauſe of the motion of the muſcles ;

and that in both theſe caſes the real efficient

cauſe was the immediate agency of the Deity ,

exerted according to certain rules which he

invariably followed. Thus, whenever an

object is preſented , the divine Being im

preſſes the mind, and whenever. a volition

takes place , he produces the correſponding
motion in the muſcular ſyſtem .

Malebranche
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Malebranche refined upon this hypotheſis,

ſuppoſing that we perceive the ideas of things

not onlyby the divine agency, but in the di

vine mind itſelf ; all ideas being firſt in the

divine mind, and there perceived by us . A

general view of his ſyſtem , with the reaſons

on which it is founded , is thus given by Lord

Bolingbroke *

“ We cannot perceive any thing that is

“ not intimately united to the ſoul ; but there

being no proportion between the ſoul and

“ material things , theſe cannot be united to it,

“ 'or perceived by it. Our ſouls are, indeed,

“ united to our bodies , but there is a manner

of union neceſſary to perception, and an

“ other that is not ſo . God, who is a ſub

ſtance, and the only intelligible ſubſtance,

“ is intimately united to our ſouls by his pre

“ fence. He is the place of Spirits, as ſpace is

“ the place of bodies ; and as he muſt have in

“ himſelf the ideas of all the beings that he

“ has created, we may ſee thoſe ideas in God,

as he is pleaſed to ſhew them to us.”

The celebrated mathematician and meta

phyſician, Leibnitz, was as ſenſible of the

impoſſibility of all proper connexion , or in

fluence, between matter and ſpirit, as the

Carteſians , but he explained the correſpon

dence there is between them in quite another,

though not a more ſatisfactory manner; form

ing a ſyſtem , which has obtained the name

of the pre-eſtabliſhed harmony. For, admitting
* See his Works, vol . iii. p. 543 .

G2 the
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the neceſſary and phyſical operation of all

cauſes , " mental and corporeal , he ſuppoſes

that the whole train of volitions, from a man's

birth to his death , would have taken place in

the mind in the ſame order, if there had been

no body connected with it ; and, on the other

hand, that all the motions and other affec

tions of the body (being properly an automa

ton ) would have been the fame, if there had

been no foul connected with it : but that it is

pre -eſtabliſhed by the divine Being, that the

volitions of the one, and the motions of the

other, ſhould ſtrictly correſpond, juſt as they

would have done, if they had really been caujė

and effect to each other .

Neither of theſe hypotheſes having given

laſting ſatisfaction , the defenders of themo

dern doctrine of immateriality have generally

contented themſelves with ſuppoſing, that

there is ſome unknown real influence between

the ſoul and the body, but that the connec

tion is a myſtery to us .
And this is not the

firſt abſurdity, and impoflibility, that has found

a convenient ſhelter under that term .

The learned Beaufobre acknowledges this

difficulty , even with reſpect to the Deity

himſelf, but he gives us no affiſtance with

reſpect to the ſolution of it . If,” ſays

he * , " the ſubſtance of the firſt mover be

so abſolutely immaterial , without extenſion,

“ and without ſize ( grandeur ) one cannot

“ conceive how it ſhould give motion tomat

* Vol. i . p . 433 .

66 ter ;
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« have upon

s ter ; becauſe ſuch a ſubſtance can have no

“ hold (priſe ) of them , any more than they

it . We muſt, therefore, have

“ recourſe to the chriſtian ſyſtem , according

" to which , God acts upon matter by an act

" of his will only . ” But if the ſubſtance of

a fpirit cannot act upon matter, how can the

mere volition, which is the mere act of a ſpirit,
affect it ?

Mr. Baxter, who aſcribes ſo much to the

agency ofthe Deity, and ſo little to matter, is ,

as might be expected, peculiarly embarraſſed

with this difficulty. According to him , all

the properties of matter, as attraction , repul

fion , and coheſion , are the immediate agency

of the divine Being . Conſequently, as we

perceive material things by means of theſe

their powers, it but too plainly follows, that,

in fact, matter is wholly ſuperfluous ; for if

it exiſts, all its operations and effects are re

ſolvable into the pure unaided operation of

the Deity . Such a philoſopher cannot but be

puzzledto anſwer Biſhop Berkley, who ſup

poſed, that the divine Being himſelf preſented

the ideas of all things to our minds , and that

nothing material exiſts. The following ap

pears to me to be a very poor attempt to main

tain the real uſe ofmatter to impreſs the mind.

“ Thoſe philoſophers,” ſays he *, “ who

" allow the objects of our ideas to exiſt,

bus affirm , I think , without neceſſity , that

* Vol . ij . p . 333 .

G3 16 the
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“ the ſovereign mind produces the ideas of

" them in us, in ſo far, I mean , as the objects

“ themſelves may do this , or otherwiſe than

by co-operation . Matter I know cannot

“ act of itſelf, as it acts only by reſiſtance .

" But if the reſiſtance between the matter of

our bodies , and other matter, be enough

" to excite the idea of their reſiſtance in our

“ minds , it would be unneceſſary to ſuppoſe

“ God to excite that idea, and the reſiſtance

" itſelf to have no effect. And if we do not

" allow the matter of our bodies affects our

“ minds directly, and by itſelf, the union be

“ tween them may ſeem to be, in a great

“ meaſure, to no purpoſe . ”

What does this amount to , but that , ſince

matter does exiſt, it muſt be of ſome uſe, though

Mr. Baxter's general hypotheſis, agreeably to

which he here aſſerts, that mattercannot act of

itſelf, leaves ſo very little to it , that it might

very well have been ſpared . Pity, that ſo mir

chievous a thing , as he every where repreſents

matter to be , ſhould have been introduced at

all , when , without the aid of ſuperior power,

it could not do even that miſchief.

Mr. Baxter ſeems to have thought , that the

connexion between the ſoul and the body

ſubſiſted only during a ſtate of vigilance ; for

that, though during ſleep, the ſoul, as he

ſays * , “ is always active and percipient, and is

“ ' never without ſome real perception , it moſt

* Vol. i . p . 11 .

evidently
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evidently ceaſes to act andperceive by the

body.” It is , therefore, in fact, in an unem

bodied ſtate. It is pity, that we have no evi

dence of what paſſes in that ſtate ; but that,

in the moment of the re -union of the ſoul to

the body, on awaking from ſleep, all that

pafied in this intermediate ſtate is forgotten.

Whatever paſſes in dreams, this philoſopher

ſuppoſes, not to be any thing that the ſoul is

concerned in , but the work of other intellec

tual agents, which occupy the ſenſory themo

ment that the foul abandons it . Ifweaſk , why

the ſoul thus abandons the ſenſory, he ſays, it

is on account of the “ expence of animal /pirits,

“ neceſſary to keep the former impreſlions

patent, and to produce new ones , and that

" the fatigue of continuing to do this is in

" tolerable. ” But as it is not the foul that is

fatigued , but the body only, is there not the

ſame expence of animal ſpirits, whether the

proper ſoul of the man , or ſome other ſpirit,

be at work in the ſenſory ? The ſame quantity

of thought muſt be attended with the ſame ex

pence of animal ſpirits.

The author of La vraye Philofophie has a

very ſingular manner of helping this great dif

ficulty concerning the ſoul acting upon the

body . I ſhall only quote the paſſage without

making any remark upon it. " Without

doubt,” ſays he * , “ it is not by thought

" that the ſoul moves the body, for as it is

* P. 277 .

G4 not.
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not by thought, that the ſoul enriches cor

poreal bodies with colours and extenſion ,

“ neither is it by thought that it acts upon

matter, and puts it in motion . It does

“ both theſe things , and many others of a

“ ſimilar nature, by its own energy. The

ſupreme Being, in creating it , willed that

" it ſhould have, in an eminent manner, the

properties of matter, without having the

imperfections of it.”

Others think to provide for the neceſſary

mutual action and re - action between foul and

body, by imagining, that there may be ſome

thing like common properties between them ,

though by this means they evidently deſtroy

the diſtinction between theſe two ſubſtances.

This is remarkably the caſe with the author

of Letters on Materialiſm .

“ You tell us,” ſays he *,ſays he *, “ that matter

“ and ſpirit are always deſcribed, as having not

" one common property, by means of which they

can affect, or act upon each other .-- This

may be true in theopinion of thoſe phi

loſophers, who conſider all matter as paljive

“ and inert, void of every ſpecies of force,

action, or energy. But probably, ſuch ne

gative attributes can ſcarcely conſtitute the

“ nature of any being . In every ſentiment,

indeed, the properties of theſe two ſub

- ſtances muſt, in part, at leaſt, eſſentially

" differ , becauſe their natures are ever ſaid to

* P. 37 :

66 be
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“ be diſſimilar ; yet , it does not hence follow ,

“ that they may not be endowed with powers

whereby mutually to affect and act upon

each other . A being of a ſuperior order

may act on an inferior one, placed higher

on the ſcale. It has acquired nobler pro

perties , but it is not therefore deprived of

“ ſuch inferior qualities as are not unalliable

“ with the more exalted ſpecies. Particular

ly , this muſt be the caſe where the ſuperior

being conſtitutes a part of the ſame gene

ral lyſtem ? Thus will the ſoul be able

to act on matter, and conſequently on its

“ own body, which experience likewiſe ſeems

" to confirm .

Why may not matter alſo act upon ſpi

s ' rit , at leait, the moſt exalted and refined part

of matter, in a manner, perhaps, inexpli

cable, but analogous to its inferior nature

“ and powers ? Thus reciprocally will the

body act upon the ſoul.the ſoul. * For this nothing

“ ſeems more requiſite than that matter, in

“ its componentelements,ſhould be poſſeſſed
“ of an active force, juſtly proportioned to

“ their order, and rank of being . It muſt

" reſide in the elements, and theſe muſt be

fimple, becauſe no force could ever inhere

" in a ſubſtance ever diviſible ; and were not

“ the elements active, their compounds never

“ could be ; no more than a percipient brain

" could ariſe from impercipient particles.

" The material elements then , I conceive to

" be ſimple and active, active in various de

grees,
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a

grees , according to their ſcale of being, or

" the part they are by infinite wiſdom deitin

- ed to fill. The human body, a compound

“ of theſe elements, and the brain particular

ly , muſt be conceived as an inſtrument

“ mounted in the most exact accord of parts

“ to parts, and as endowed with the greateſt

energetic powers of which body is ſuſcepti

" ble. It is thus rendered a fit habitation for

ſubſtance ſimple and highly active , as is

" the ſoul.

“ The ſoul, as a ſuperior being , muſt have,

“ additionally, other luperior attributes , ſome

“ of which may be rouſed into action by the

impulſe of an inferior agent, the body,

whilſt the more eminent ( though not, from

“ the pre - eſtabliſhed laws of union, indepen

ss dent in their operations ) are , however , out

“ of the reach of any immediate and direct

bodily action . Thus will the various men

“ tal powers be progreſſively brought into

“ action , and man will feel, will perceive,

“ will think , and will reaſon , juſt as the re

ſpective operative cauſes exert their influ ,

ence .

“ In the ſyſtem of occaſional cauſes (where

“ in all matter is ſuppoſed to be paſſive and

lifeleſs, and wherein even the ſoul itſelf,

though ſaid to be active, never acts) the

Deity is introdeced as the cnly mover, and

“ real agent , but is repreſented, as ever deter

“ mined to act by the view of the different

“ ſtates in which he himſelf has placed the

" external
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“ external beings . The doctrine of phyſical

influence is , in my opinion , the only philo

ſophical notion . Here the two ſubſtances

“ mutually act and re- net upon each other.”

I do not imagine that the more acute im

materialiſts will think themſelves under any

obligation to this defender of their principles,

either for giving ſpirit fruch inferior quali

ties as are not unalliable with the more exalled

Species of matter, or for enduing matter with

that active power, which is generally thought

peculiar to ſpirit ; becauſe , in fact , this hypo

theſis entirely confounds the two ſubſtances,

and lays a foundation for the grofieft mate

rialiſm . For the moſt exalted and refined part

of matter cannot be deemed to differ effentially

from the grofijt maiter. For, difference in

fize is all that the terms exalted and refined

can poſſibly fignify when applied to matter.

An immaterial ſoul, therefore, muſt be wholly

incapable of action and re- action with the

most exalted and refined , as well as with the

groffeſt corporeal ſyſtem . A ſoul, capable of

this mutual action with body, muſt have ſome

thing groſs in itſelf, and therefore muſt be

degraded from holding that very high and

diſtinguiſhed rank in the ſcale of being,which

has been aſſigned to it by thoſe who conſider

it as infinitely ſuperior to matter.

This writer alſo ſays, that the active force

which he aſcribes to matter, muſt reſide in the

ſimple elements of it , becauſe, as he ſays, “ no .

« force could ever inhere in a ſubſtance ever

“ diviſible,
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“ diviſible , and were not the elements active

“ their compounds never could be ſo.”
But

did not this writer know, ' that it is even

demonſtrable that matter is infinitely diviſible ,

and that, therefore, according to his own con

ceſſion , no active force can ever inhere in it ?

This writer, therefore, acknowledging , as he

does , the neceſſity of a phyſical influence be

tween the body and the mind, muſt neceffa

rily abandon the notion of two diſtinct princi

ples, and adopt that of the uniform compoſition

of the whole man .

The vulgar, who conſider Spirit as a thinz

oërial ſubſtance, would be exceedingly puzzled

if they were to endeavour to realize the mo

dern idea of a proper immaterial being; ſince, to

them , it would ſeem to have nothing poſitive

in its nature , but to be only a negation of pro

perties, though diſguiſed under the poſitive

appellation ofſpirit. To them it muſt appear

to be the idea of nothing at all, and to be in

capable of ſupporting any properties.

Metaphyſicians, however, affirm , that we

have as clear an idea of ſpirit, as we have of

matter, each being equally the unknown ſup

port of known properties, matter of exten

fion and ſolidity , and Spirit of ſenſation and

thought. But ſtill, ſince the ſubſtance is con

feffedly unknown to us , it muſt alſo be un

known to us what properties it is capable of

ſupporting ; and, therefore, unleſs there be a

real inconſiſtency in the properties themſelves,

thoſe which have hitherto been aſcribed to

both
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both ſubſtances may belong to either of
them .

For this reaſon , Mr. Locke, who maintains

the immateriality of the ſoul, and yet aſſerts

that, for any thing we know to the contrary,

matter may have the property of thought

ſuperadded to it , ought to have concluded , that

this is really the caſe ; fince, according to the

rules of philofophizing, we ought not to

multiply cauſes without neceſſity, which in

this caſe he does not pretend to .

I ſhall conclude this ſection with a quota

tion from the author of Reflections on the Ex

iſtence of the foul, andof the Exiſtence of God,

as repreſented in the Examen du Fataliſme *

“ If ,” ſays he, “ the operations aſcribed

" to the mind may reſult from the powers

“ of matter, why ſhould we ſuppoſe a being

" that is uſeleſs, and which folves no dif

ficulty ? It is eaſy to ſee that the proper

“ ties of matter do not exclude thoſe of in

telligence, but it cannot be imagined how

a being, which has no property beſides

intelligence, can make uſe of matter. In

reality , how can this ſubſtance, which

bears no relation to matter, be ſenſible of

“ it, or perceive it ? In order to ſee things,

“ it is neceſſary that they make an impreſ

“ fion upon us , that there be ſome relation

" between us and them, but what can be this

“ relation ?” I ſhall only obſerve upon this

paſſage, that we can never leave the road of

* Vol. i . p. 390 .

found
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ſound philoſophy , without giving advantage

to atheiſts and unbelievers.

S E C ΤΙ Ο Ν VIII .

Of Spirits having Extenſion.

SEVERAL of themoderns finding them
ſelves embarraſſed with the idea of a ſoul,

as being without any extenſion or relation to

ſpace, have admitted theſe properties to belong

to fpirits . But they do not ſeem to have con

ſidered how inconſiſtent it is with their ge

neral doctrine, and the arguments by which

it is ſupported, to admit thus much, or the

peculiar difficulties with which this ſcheme is

clogged . Theſe, therefore, I ſhall proceed

to repreſent.

1. The chief reaſon why the principle of

thought has been ſuppoſed to be incompatible

with matter, is , that there is no conceivable

connexion between thought and folidity, that

the two ideas are altogether different and

di ſimilor. But is there any more conceivable

connexion between thought and mere exten

fion ? Are ideas , according to the opinion of

the perſons who hold this doctrine , extended

things ? Is the judgment extended , is the will

extended, or have the paſions extenfion ? How,

then , do they require an extended ſubſtance

in which to inhere ? If there be fome un

known
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known reaſon why they do require an extend

ed fubſtratum, may not this ſubſtance have

Blidity added to its extenſion ; the idea of ſo

lidity not being more foreign to the idea of

thought, than that of extenſion, nor more diſ

ſimilar to it .

2. The eſſence of the ſoul, it is ſaid , can

not be matter, becauſe it would then be di

viſible ; but is not every thing that is extended

diviſible ? It is not the ſolidity of bodies that

makes them capable of diviſion ſo properly
as their extenſion . It is this property that

makes diviſion poſſible ; and then all that is

neceſſary to actual diviſion is diſcerptibility, or

the poſſible ſeparation of one part of its ſub

ſtance from another . For wherever there is

extention , there muſt be conceivable parts ,

viz . a half, a third , a fourth , &c . But till

the ſubſtance of which the ſoul (excluſive of

its power of thinking) conſiſts, be more known

to us , ſo that we can ſubject it to a rigorous

examination , it is impoſſible to ſay whether

it be more or leſs diſcerptible than any ſpecies

of matter ; for all thatwe know of it is , that

it is extended , and that it thinks. The firm

neſs of its texture , is a thing of which we have

no knowledge at all ; and if it be any thing

more than mere ſpace, it muſt have that which

may be called texture , or confifience, ſolid or

fluid , elaſtic or non -elaſtic, &c . &c . Con

ſequently, it may, for any thing we know , be

ascorruptible, and periſhable, as the body .

The boaſted unity of conſciouſneſs, and fimpli

city
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city of perception and thought, can be no ſe

curity againſt diviſion and diffolution , unleſs

they inhere in a ſubſtance naturally incapable

of diviſion , and conſequently of diiſolution .

3. As diviſibility may always be predicat

ed of any ſubſtance that is extended, and not

infinite, I wiſh the advocates of this doctrine

of extended ſpirit, would conſider a little what

would be the probable conſequence of an actual

diviſion of it. Suppoſing the ſubſtance of a

human ſoul to be divided into two equal parts

(which to divine power muſt, at leaſt, be

poſſible) would the power of thinking be ne

ceſſarily deſtroyed, or would the reſult be

two spirits, of inferior powers, as well as of

ſmaller ſize ? If ſo , would each of them retain

the conſciouſneſs of the whole undivided ſoul,

or would the ſtock of ideas be equally divided

between them ?

4. As every created being muſt exiſt before

it can act, I wish the advocates of this doc

trine would conſider what idea they can formi

of the extended ſubſtance of a ſpirit before

it has acquired any ideas at all , and conſe

quently before it has begun to think . In

what will it differ from mere ſpace ? What

ever this ſtate be , in what does it differ from

the ſtate of the ſoul whenever it ceaſes to

think , as in a deep fleep, a ſwoon, or the ſtate

between death and the reſurrection !

5. I would alſo ſubmit it to the confidera

tion of the partiſans of extended ſpiritualiſm ,

what ſize or ſhape they would give to the

human
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kuman ſoul ( for if it be extended, ſize and

ſhape it muſt have ) and whether ſome incon

venience may not ariſe to their ſyſtem in the

diſcuſſion of the queſtion. If nothing can

act but where it is , I ſhould think that the

ſoul muſt have the ſize and form of the brain ,

if not of the whole nervous ſyſtem . For

there is no region within the brain of leſs ex

tent than the medullary part of it , that can

be imagined to be the fenforium , or the im

inediate feat of ſenſation , and as the nerves

conſiſt of the ſame ſubſtance with the medul

lary part of the brain , and are properly a pró

duction , or part of it , I do not ſee why the

foul ſhould be confined to the ſize of the brain

only, excluſive of the nerves ; and then , as the

nerves are in every part of the body, the ſoul

would , in fact, be of the ſame form and fize

with the body to which it belongs, though

with more interſtices .

6. It is alſo a matter of ſome curioſity to

the ſpeculatiſt, to conſider whether the ſize

and form of theſe extended fouls be invariable,

or whether, as we ſuppoſe the body to under

go ſome change at the reſurrection , in order

to adapt it to its new mode of exiſtence, the

ſoul may not undergo a proportionable change,

and be transformed together with it .

7. We are apt to impoſe upon ourſelves,

and to confound our underſtandings, by the

uſe of general terms. To gain clear percep

tions of things we muſt inſpect them more

cloſely, in order to diſcover what particular
Vol.I. H and
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and more definite ideas are neceſſarily compriz

ed in the more general ones . Thus , while we

content ourſelves with ſaying, that man is a

compound being, conſiſting of two ſubſtances,

the one corporeal, and the other ſpiritual, the

one both extended and folid , and the other

extended indeed, but deſtitute of ſolidity ;

and that an intimate union fubfifts between

them , ſo that they always accompany and affect

one another ( an impreſſion upon the body

cauſing a ſenſation in the mind , and a voli

tion of the mind cauſing a motion of the body )

we are ſatisfied .
The hypotheſis ſeems to

correſpond to the firſt vieto of the pheno

mena ; and though we cannot help being ſtag

gered , when we conſider this intimate union

of two ſuch heterogeneous ſubſtances, we ſtill

acquieſce in it, as an union effected by al

mighty power ; and we are likewiſe repelled

from a rigorous examination of it by the

idea, however ill -founded, that our proſpects

of a future life are materially affectedby it .

But a future life being ſecured to usby the

promiſes of the goſpel, upon other and better

principles, we need not be afraid to conſider

what this ſuppoſed union of body and ſoul

really implies , and it appears to me to imply

that the ſoul, having locality, and extenſion ,

muſt have folidity alſo .

That the mind ſhould move the body, and,

at the ſame time, move itſelf along with the

body, we may think a tolerably eaſy fuppofi

but what ſhall we ſay to the caſe of the

body

tion ;
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body being moved during ſleep , or a ſwoon,

to which removal the mind does not at all

contribute . . It will hardly be ſaid that , in

this caſe, the ſoul is firſt of all left behind,

in the place from which the body was taken ,

and that it afterwards voluntarily joins its for

mer companion . And , if not, the inotion of

the mind muſt, in all caſes, neceſſarily accom

pany the motion of the living body, or, in

other words , the mind muſt be involuntarily

dragged along with it . But can this motion

be communicated from body to mind without

real impulſe, .implying a vis inertia , and ſoli

dity, without which , it ſhould ſeem , that the

one cannot lay hold of the other ?

8. It will alſo, I think, be difficult to ac

count for the ſeparation of the ſoul from the

body after death, unleſs the ſpiritual ſubſtance

be ſuppoſed to be a proper conſtituent part

of the ſolid maſs, which , like fixed air in

bodies , is ſet looſe when the reſt of the maſs

is diffolved by putrefaction, or otherwiſe. If

putrefaction , or total diſſolution, be the phy

fical cauſe of this ſeparation, is there not a

good foundation for the practice of the Egyp

tians , who preſerved the bodies of their friends

as long as they poſſibly could, probably with

a view of retaining their ſouls in them, or

near them ?

If the ſoul be really inſeparable from the

body, which is probably the opinion of thoſe

who maintain that, during the death of the

body, the ſoul is in a ſtate of inſenſibility

untilH 2

98
66
58
A
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until the reſurrection, what part of the body

does it accompany ? If it be indiſcerptible, it

muſt be wholly in ſome one place ; and as all

the conſtituent parts of every member of the

body are completely diffolved and diſperſed,

it muſt, in fact, accompany ſome one of the

ultimate particles ; and which of them can
that be ?

If the extended ſpirit does not accompany

any particle of the diffolved body, and all ſouls

be preſerved , during their dormant ſtate, in

ſome general repoſitory (whether in the ſun, the

earth , or ſome part of the intermediate ſpace)

in whatmanner will the re -union of the ſouls,

and their reſpective bodies , be effected at the
reſurrection Will it be by any thing like

what is called elective attraction betweenthem,

or will it be effected by a new and expreſs fiat

of the deity ?

Theſe objections do not much , if at all ,

affect the doctrine of ſpirit bearing no relation

to ſpace, or any ſpeculation concerning the di
vine eſſence, which fills all ſpace .

9. Many other queries will neceſſarily ob

trude themſelves on any perſon who ſhall be

gin to ſpeculate on the nature of extended

ſpiritual ſubſtances, which it will be impor

lible to diſmiſs without ſome degree of at

tention ; and it appears to me that, let the ad

vocates for this doctrine anſwer them in

whatever manner they pleaſe, they muſt occa

fion ſome degree of embarraſſment, ſo as to

leave a ſuſpicion of the doctrine from which

they
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they ariſe, as wanting a ſufficient foundation

in probability and truth ; ſuch as , What is

the origin , or commencement, of the extend

ed fpirit ? Is every ſoul a ſeparate creation ,

or, are ſouls propagated from each other like

bodies ? Does it grow in ſize with the growth

of the body and brain ? Are theſe extended

1pirits mutually penetrable to each other ?

There can be no doubt but that they muſt

occupy a portion of the fame univerſal ſpace

that is already occupied by the divine eſſence.

Is the eſſence of theſe extended ſpirits ſimilar

to that of the deity, and will no impediment

ariſe from this necesſary mutual penetration ?

Many more obſervations might be made on

this notion of extended ſpirit, which appears

to me not to have been ſufficiently conſidered

by thoſe who hold it . They have concluded ,

or rather, have taken it for granted , that there ,

is in man a foul diſtinct from his body , but

they revolt at the idea of this ſoul having no.

extenſion, or relation to ſpace, and therefore

admit that it has theſe properties ; but , being

driven by mere neceſſity to admit thus much,

they are unwilling to conſider the ſubject any

farther, and ſhut their eyes on all the con

comitants and.conſequences of their concef

ſions ; though , if they would attend to them ,

they would find them ſuch as would probably

make them revolt at the whole ſyſtem . Their

arguments for a ſeparate ſoul from the topics

of thought being diſſimilar to matter, from

the unity of conſciouſneſs, indiſcerptibility,
&c .H 3
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&c . properly belong to the advocates for re

fined ſpiritualiſm , and are impertinently and

ineffectually alledged by thoſe, who, admitting

a real extenſion, and conſequently real fize and

form in the ſoul, in vain imagine, that they

are advocates for the doctrine of proper im

materiality: In fact, they are themſelves

Jemi-materialiſts.

How eaſy is it to get rid of all the embar

raſſment attending the doctrine of a ſoul, in

every view of it, by admitting, agreeably to

all the phenomena, that the power of think

ing belongs to the brain of a man , as that of

walking to his feet, or that of ſpeaking to his

tongue ; that , therefore , man , who is one being,

is compoſed of one kind of ſubſtance, made of

the duſt of the earth ; thatwhen he dies , he , of

courſe, ceaſes to think ; but when his ſleeping

duſt ſhall be re-animated at the reſurrection, his

power of thinking, and his conſciouſneſs, will
be reſtored to him ?

This ſyſtem gives a real value to the doc

trine of a reſurrection from the dead, which is

peculiar to revelation , on which alone the

ſacred writers build all our hope of a future

life, and it explains the uniform language of

the ſcriptures, which ſpeak of one day of

judgment for all mankind, and repreſent all

the rewards of virtue, and all the puniſhments

of vice , as taking place at that awful day , and

not before . This doctrine of a reſurrection

was laughed at by the conceited Athenians ,

and will always be the ſubject of ridicule to

perſons
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perſons of a ſimilar turn of mind ; but it is

abundantly confirmed to us by the well atteſt

ed reſurrection of Jeſus Chriſt, and the pro

miſes of the goſpel, eſtabliſhed on all the mi

raculous events by which the promulgation

of chriſtianity was attended .

SECTION IX.

Of the VEHICLE of the Soul.

MANY, modern metaphyſicians, finding
ſome difficulty inuniting together things

ſo diſcrepant in their nature, as a pure imma

terial ſubſtance, and ſuch groſs matter, as that

ofwhich the human body and brain are com

poſed , have imagined , that this connexion

may be better cemented by means of ſome

intermediate material ſubſtance, of a more re

fined and ſubtle nature than that which is the

object of the ſenſes of ſight or touch . Upon

the diffolution of the body by death , they

ſuppoſe that this ſubtle vehicle of the ſoul is

fet looſe from its connexion with it, and flies

off, unperceived by any of the ſenſes, together

with the immaterial ſoul, from which it is

inſeparable, into the intermediate ſtate .

This, in fact, is nothing more than taking

the Eiswhor of the ancients, or the popular

ghoſt
HA
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ghoſt of all countries , which was all the

thinking principle that they had any
idea of,

and making it a kind of body to ſomething

of which the ancients and the vulgar hrad no

idea . But this modern vehicle of the ſoul is

altogether a creature of imagination and hy

potheſis, and in reality without explaining

any one phenomenon, or removing one real

difficulty. For ſo long as the matter of which

this vehicle conſiſts, has what are ſuppoſed to

be the eſſential properties of all matter, viz,

folid extent, its union with a truly immaterial
ſubſtance muſt be juſt as difficult to conceive,

as if it had been the ſubject of all our corpo

real ſenſes. To the vulgar, indeed , the at.

tenuation of matter may make it ſeem to ap

proach to the nature ofſpirit; but the philo

Topher knows that, in fact, no attenuation of

matter brings it at all nearer to the nature of

a ſubſtance that has no common property with

matter .

Mr. Wollaſton , however, who is certainly

a very reſpectable writer, and treats pretty
largely of this ſubject, of a vehicle for the

ſoul, not attending to thele obvious contidera

tions , ſeems to conſider the immaterial ſoul as

a ſubſtance capable of the moſt intimate union
with this ſubtle material vehicle . I ſhall

pre

fent
my

reader with this writer's ideas on the

ſubject, and ſubjoin fome remarks upon it .

I might quote what many others have ad

vanced , but there is no end of purſuing ſuch

mere creatures of imagination , and the far

ther
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ther diſcuſſion of the ſubject would be inex
cuſable trifling.

“ The human ſoul,” ſays Mr. Wollaſton *

" is a cogitative ſubſtance , clothed in a ma

“ terial vehicle, or rather united to it , and as

“ it were in feparably mixed ( I had almoſt

“ laid incorporated ) with it . Theſe act in

“ conjunction, that which affects the one ,

affecting the other. --The ſoul is detained

“ in the body ( the head or brain ) by ſome

ſympathy, or attraction between this ma

“ terial vehicle and it , till the habitation is

ſpoiled , and this mutual tendency inter

rupted (and perhaps turned into an aver

fion ) by ſome hurt or diſeaſe, or by the

decays and ruins of old age , or the like,

happening to the body ; and in the interim ,

“ bymeans of this vehicle, motions and im

preſſions are communicated to and fro .”

Again , he ſays t, “ If weſuppoſe the ſoul

“ to be a being by nature made to inform

“ ſome body, and that it cannot exiſt and

" act in a ſtate of total ſeparation from all

body-that body which is ſo neceſſary to

“ it , may be fome fine vehicle, that dwells

“ with it in the brain , and goes off with it

" at death-When it ſhall, in its proper ve

hicle, be let go , and take its flight into the

open fields of heaven , it will then be bare

" to the immediate impreſſion of objects.

" And why ſhould not · thoſe impreſſions

* P. 364 . + P. 370

56 which
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6 which affected the nerves that moved, and

« affected the vehicle , and the ſoul in it ,

“ affect the vehicle immediately, when they

“ are iminediately made upon it, without the

interpoſition of the nerves . The hand

" which feels an object at the end of a ſtaff,

may certainly be allowed to feel the ſame

“ much better by immediate contact, without

" the ſtaff . ”

On this I would obſerve, that by what

ever conſiderations it appears that a vehicle is

neceſſary to the ſoul, the body muſt at leaſt

be equally neceſſary to the vehicle . For it

by no means follows, that becauſe external

objects can affect the vehicle through the body,

that therefore they would affect it at all , and

much leſs better, without its affiſtance . It

would then follow, that becauſe the auditory

nerves are affected with founds, by means of

the external and internal ear, that therefore

founds would be heard better without the ear,

the vibrations of the air acting immediately

upon the nerves themſelves ; and that be

cauſe the brain is affected with the ſeveral

ſentations, by means of the nerves , that it

would perceive every thing to much more

advantage , if it were expoſed to the influ

ence of all thoſe things to which the nerves

are expoſed . Whereas theſe are all contrary

to fact.

On the contrary, there. is the greateſt rea

son to believe , that nothing is provided for

us as a means, or inſtrument of fenfation, but

what
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what was naturally proper, and even necef

fary for the purpoſe ; and conſequently that,

if theſe means were with- held , the end could

not be attained . Whereas , therefore, the

only means by which we receive our ſenſa

tions are the organs of ſenſe, the nerves , and

the brain , we ought to conclude , that with

out bodily organs , nerves , and brain , we

could have no ſenſations or ideas .

There is ſomething curious in Mr. Wol

lafton's notion concerning the place of the

jul, as determined by the ſpecific gravity

of the groſs body, or of the vehicle to

which it is connected ; copied, as it ſhould

feem , from Plato or Cicero, who give a fi

milar account of the height to which the ſoul

aſcends after death , according as it is more

or leſs weighed down by its vicious tendency

to earthly things .

“ That general law ,” ſays Wollaſton *

to which bodies are ſubject, makes it

“ ſink in this fluid of air, ſo much lighter

" than itſelf, keeps it down , and ſo deter

“ mines the ſeat of it , and of the ſoul in it,

upon the ſurface of this earth , where,

or in whoſe neighbourhood , it was firſt

produced . . But then , when the ſoul ſhall

“ be diſengaged from the groſs matter which

now encloſes and encumbers it, and either

“ becomes naked ſpirit, or be only veiled in

“ its own fine and obfequious vehicle, it muſt ?

to be

P. 401 .

& at
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proper manſion

" at the ſame time be either freed from the

“ laws of bodies , and fall under ſome other,

“ which will carry it to ſome

or ſtate ; or at leaſt, by the old ones ,

“ be capable of mounting upwards, in pro

“ portion to the volatility of its vehicle, and

“ of emerging out of theſe regions , into ſome

“ medium more ſuitable, and ( if the philo

ſopher may ſay ſo ) more equilibrious.

This has the appearance of being written

in ridicule of the vehicular ſyſtem , but it was

meant to be a juſt expoſition and defence of it .

I would obſerve alſo, that this writer, taking

it for granted, that all theſe vehicles are ſpeci

fically lighter than the atmoſphere that ſur

rounds the earth , and therefore muſt aſcend

in it, makes no proviſion for the deſcent of

any unembodied ſpirit into any of the lower

regions, where moſt of the moderns diſpoſe of

the ſouls of the wicked, and where all the

ancients placed the receptacle of all ſouls

without diſtinction.

Even Dr. Hartley, who afcribes ſo much

to matter, and ſo little to any thing immate

rial in man (nothing but the faculty of ſimple

perception ) yet ſuppoſes, that there is ſome

thing intermediate between the ſoul and the

groſs body , which he diſtinguilhes by the name

of the infiniteſimal elementary body. But, great

as is my admiration of Dr. Hartley, it isvery

far from carrying me to adopt every thing in
him .

His language, in this inſtance , conveys

no clear ideas tomy mind , and I conſider both

his
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his intermediate body, and iinmaterial ſoul, as

an , encumbrance upon his ſyſtem , which ,

in every other refpect, is most admirably

timple.

I do not find, that any thing has been ſaid

of the ſtate of the vehicle of the ſoul during

fleep . Does the vehicle require reſt as well

as the body and brain ; and if the ſoul think

during ſleep, where is the repoſitory of the

ideas on which it is employed ? Are they

contained in the vehicle, or the ſoul itſelf.

Indeed , every thing relating to ſleep, is a

very puzzling phenomenon, on the ſuppofi
tion of the diſtinction between the ſoul and

the body, eſpecially the little evidence that

can be pretendedof the ſoul being employed

at all in a ſtate of really found Neep, excluſive

of dreaming . And ſurely, if there be a ſoul

diſtinct from the body, and it be ſenſible of all

the changes that take place in the corporeal

ſyſtem to which it is attached, why does it not

perceive that ſtate of the body which is

termed ſleep ; and why does it not contemplate

the ſtate of the body and brain during ſleep,

which might afford matter enough for reaſon

ing and reflection ? If no new ideas could be

tranſmitted to it at that time, it might employ

itſelf upon the ſtock which it had acquired

before, if they really had inhered in it, and

belonged to it ; taking the opportunity of ru

minating upon its old ideas, when it was ſo

circumſtanced , that it could acquire no new

ones .

All
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All this we ſhould naturally expect if the

ſoul was a ſubſtance really diſtinct from the

body, and if the ideas properly belonged to

this ſubſtance, ſo that it was capable of carry

ing them all away with it , when the body

was reduced to duſt. The ſoul, during the

ſleep of the body, might be expected to ap

proach to the ſtate in which it would be when

the body was dead, death being often com

pared to a more ſound ſleep. For if it be

capable of thinking, and feeling, when the

powers of the body ſhall entirely ceaſe, it

might be capable of the ſame kind of ſenfa

tion and action when thoſe powers are only

Suſpended.

SECTION X.

OBJECTIONS to the Syſtem of Materialiſin

conſidered.

MOST of the objections that have been
made to the poſſibility of the powers

of ſenſation and thought belonging to matter,

are entirely founded on a mistaken notion of

matter, as being neceſſarily inert and impene

trable, and not a thing poffefſed of no other

powers than thoſe of attraction and repulfon,

and ſuch as may be conſiſtent with them .

With ſuch objections as theſe I have properly

no
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no concern , becauſe they do not affect my

peculiar ſyſtem . Some objections, however,

which are foundedon the popular notion of mat

ter, it may be worth while to conſider ; becauſe,

while they remain unnoticed, thcy may im

pede the reception of any ſyſtem that bears

the name of materialiſm , how different foever

it
may be from any thing that has hitherto

been ſo denominated . I ſhall, therefore,

briefly reply to every objection that can be

thought conſiderable, either in itſelf, 'or on ac

count of the perſon who has propoſed it .

OBJECTION I. From the difficulty of concciu .

ing how Thought can ariſe from Matter.

IT is ſaid , we can have no conception how

ſenſation , or thought , can ariſe from matter,

they being things ſo very different from it,

and bearing no ſort of reſemblance to any

thing like figure or motion ; which is all that

can reſult from any modification of matter, or

any operation upon it .

But this is an argument which derives all

its force from our ignorance. Different as are

the properties of ſenſation and thought, from

ſuch as are uſually aſcribed to matter, they

may , nevertheleſs, inhere in the ſame fub .

ſtance, unleſs we can fhew them to be abfo

lutely incompatible with one another. There

is no apparent reſemblance between the ideas

of hght, and thoſe of hearing, or ſmelling, &c .

and
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of per

and yet they all exiſt in the ſame mind, which

is poſſeſſed of the very different ſenſes and faa

culties appropriated to each of them . Be

ſides, this argument, from our not being able

to conceive how a thing can be, equally af

fects the immaterial ſyſtem : for we have no

more conception how the powers of ſenſation

and thought can inhere in an immaterial, than

in a material ſubſtance. For, in fact, we have

no diſtinct idea either of the properties, or of

the ſubſtance of mind or ſpirit. Of the latter,

we profeſs to know nothing, but that it is

not matter ; and even of the
property

ception, it ſeems to be as impoſſible that we

thould fully comprehend the nature of it, as

that the eye ſhould fee itſelf.

Beſides, they who maintain the intimate

union of ſubſtances ſo diſcrepant in their na

tures as matter and immaterial ſpirit,of which

they certainly cannot pretend to have any

conception, do , with a very ill grace, urge any

objection againſt the ſyſtem of inaterialiſm ,

derived from our ignorance of the manner

in which a principle of thought may be ſu

peradded to matter.

I would obſerve, that by the principle of

thought, I mean nothing more than the power

of fimpleperception, or our conſciouſneſs of the

preſence and effect of ſenſations and ideas .

For I ſhall, in theſe Diſquiſitions, take it for

granted, that this one property of the mind

being admitted , all the particular phenomena

of ſenſation and ideas, reſpecting their reten

tion ,
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tion, aſſociation, &c . and the various faculties

of the mind, to which thoſe affections of our

ſenſations and ideas give riſe , as memory , judg

ment, volition, the paſions, &c . will admit of

a ſatisfactory illuſtration on the principles of

vibration, which is an affection of a material

ſubſtance . I , therefore, admit of no argu

ment for the Spirituality of the foul, from the

conſideration of the exquiſiteneſs, fubtlety's or

complexneſs of the mental powers, on which

much ſtreſs has been laid by ſome ; , there .

being in matter a capacity for affections as

ſubtle and complex as any thing that we can

affirm concerning thoſe that havehitherto been

called mental affections. . I conſider Hartley's

Tbeory of the Mind, as a practical anſwer to all

objections of this kind .

OBJECTION II . From abſtract Ideas.

Matter , ” ſays Mr. Wollaſton * , “ can

never, by itſelf, entertain abſtracted, or ge

“ neral ideas , ſuch as many in our minds are.

“ For could it reflect upon what paſſes within

itſelf, it could poſſibly find there nothing

“ but material and particular impreſſions.

“ Abſtract and metaphyſical ideas could not
66 be found

upon
it .

But Mr. Locke, and others, have obſerved,

that all actual ideas are, in fact, particular,

and that abſtraction is nothing more than

P. 357

VOL . I. I
leaving
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leaving out of a number of reſembling ideas,

what is peculiar to each, and conſidering only

what is common to them all .

OBJECTION III . From the Influence of

Reofons.

Mr. Wollaſton argues , that the mind can

not be material, becauſe it is influenced by

reaſons . “ When I begin to move myſelf,

fays he * , “ I do it for ſome reaſon, and with

reſpect to ſome end . - But who can imagine

matter to be inoved by arguments, or

“ ever ranked fyllogiſms and demonſtrations

among levers and pullies ? -Do we not

“ ſee, in converſation,how a pleaſant thing

“ will make people break out into laughter,

“ a rude thing into a paffion, and ſo on .

“ Theſe affections cannot be the phyſical ef

“ fects of the words ſpoken , becauſe then

they would have the ſame effect, whether

they were underſtood or not . It is, there

fore, the ſenſe of the words , which is an

“ immaterial thing, that by paſſing through

" the underſtanding, and cauting that which

" is the ſubject of the intellectual faculties to

“ influence the body, produces thoſe motions

“ in the ſpirits, blood, and muſcles .

I anſwer, that, ſince it is a fact , that rea

fons , whatever they be , do ultimately move

matter, there is certainly much leſs difficulty

* P. 355.

ia
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in conceiving that they may do this, in con

ſequence of their being the affection of ſome

material ſubſtance, than upon the hypotheſis

of their belonging to a ſubſtance that has no

common property with matter. It is acknow

ledged, that fyllogiſms and demonſtrations are

not levers and pullies, but neither are the

effects of gun-powder, in removing the hea

vieſt bodies, produced by levers and pullies ,

and yet they are produced by a material cauſe.

To ſay that reaſons and ideas are not things

material, or the affections of a material ſub

ſtance, is to take for granted the very thing

to be proved .

OBJECTION IV. From the Unity of Con

ſciouſneſs.

It is aſſerted , that the ſoul of man cannot

be material and diviſible, becauſe the principle

ofconſciouſneſs, which comprehends the whole

of the thinking power, is neceſſarily ſimple,
and indiviſible . But before this can be ad

mitted as any argument, it ſhould be ſtrictly

defined what unity of conſciouſneſs means. I

profeſs, that thoſe who have hitherto written

about it , have given me no clear ideas upon

the ſubject. The only meaning that I can

annex to the words unity of conſciouſneſs, is a

feeling or perception of the unity ofmynature,

or being ; but all that can be inferred from

this is, that I am only one perſon, one ſen

tientI 2
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tient and thinking being ; and not two perſons,

or two ſentient or thinking beings ; which is

no more an argument that this one ſentient

being cannot be divided , than that a ſphere,

being one thing, is a proof that it likewiſe

conſiſts of indiviſible materials . It is true ,

that it is impoſſible to divide a ſphere ſo as

to make it two ſpheres ; but ſtill the matter

of which it conſiſts is , ſtrictly ſpeaking, di

viſible, and the matter of it may be ſo diſ

united, that it ſhall intirely ceaſe to be a

ſphere. So , though that ſyſtem of intelligence,

which we call the ſoul of a man , cannot be di

vided into two ſyſtems of intelligence, it may

be fo divided , or diffolved , as to become no

lyſtem of intelligence at all . If any perſon

can define unity of conſciouſneſs in a manner

more favourable to the proof of the immate

riality of the ſoul, I Mall be glad to hear it,

and to attend to it .

OBJECTION V. From a ſeparate Conſciouf

neſs not belonging to every Particle of the

Brain .

It is ſaid to be a deciſive argument againſt

materialiſm , that the conſciouſneſs of exiſtence

cannot be annexed to the whole brain , as a

Syſtem , while the individual particles of which

it conſiſts are ſeparately inconſcious; ſince the

whole brain, being a collection of parts, can

not
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siot poſſeſs any thing but what is derived from

them *

But ſurely there may be a ſeparate unity of

the whole nervous ſyſtem , as well as ' of one

atom ; and if the perception that we call

conſciouſneſs, or that of any other complex idea,

neceffarily conſiſts in , or depends upon, a

very complex vibration, it cannot poſſibly be

long to a ſingle atom, but muſt belong to a

vibrating ſyſtem , of ſome extent .

A certain quantity.of nervous ſyſtem is ne

ceſſary to ſuch complex ideas and affections

as belong to the human mind ; and the idea

of self, or the feeling that correſponds to the

pronoun I (which iswhat ſome may mean by

conſciouſneſs). is not eſſentially different from

other complex ideas, that of our country , for in

ſtance . This is a term by which we denote a

part of the world ſubject to that form of go

vernment, by the laws of which we ourſelves

are bound , as distinguiſhed from other coun

tries , ſubject to other political ſyſtems of go

vernment; and the term ſelf denotes that ſub

ſtance, which is the ſeat of that particular ſet

of ſenſations and ideas , of which thoſe that are

then recollected make a part, as diſtinguiſhed

from other ſubſtances, which are the ſeat of

ſimilar ſets of ſenſations and ideas . But it

may be neceſſary to conſider this objection,

with reſpect to the faculty of ſimple percep

tion , excluſive of the general feeling of con

ſciouſneſs.

* Sec Letters on Materialiſm , p . 67 .

I 3 For
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For the ſame reaſon that “ aktivity, and per

“ ceptivity cannot ariſe from joining together

“ dead and ineft parts,” which is the language

of Mr.Baxter, no powers whatever could be

affirmed of any maſs of matter , becauſe matter

being infinitely diviſible, it is impoſſible that

the ultimate parts of it can be poſſeſſed of any

powers . And there is no more reaſon in na

țure, why perception may not belong to a fyftem

of matter, as ſuch , and not to the component

parts of it, than that life, ſhould be the proper

ty of an intire animal ſyſtem , and not of the

ſeparate paſts of it . It might alſo be ſaid,

that no barmony could reſult from a harpſi

chord , becauſe the ſingle notes , ſeparately

taken , can make no harmony: Mr. Baxter,

however, ſays *, that “ if an active and per

“ ceptive ſubſtance have parts, theſe parts

" muſt of neceſſity be active and perceptive.” '

- This argument has been much hackneyed,

and much confided in by metaphyſicians ;

but, for my part, I cannot perceive the leaſt

force in it. " Unleſs, we had a clearer idea,

than it appears to me, that any perſon can pre

tend to have, of the nature of perception , it

muſt be impoſſible to ſay, a priori, whether

a ſingle particle, or a ſyſtem of matter, be the
proper ſeat of it. But judging from appear

ances, which alone ought to determine the

judgment of philoſophers, an organized lyfiem ,

which requires a conſiderable maſs of matter,

is requiſite for this purpoſe. Alſo, judging

Eſſay on the Soul, p . 236 .

by
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by obſervation , a maſs of matter, duly orga

nized, and endued with life, which depends

upon the due circulation of the fluids , and a

proper tone of the ſolid parts , muſt neceſſarily

have ſenſation and perception. To judge of the

perceptive power , without any regard tofacts,

and appearances, is merely giving ſcope to

our imaginations, without laying them under

any reſtraint; and the conſequence of building

ſyſtems in this manner is but too obvious . It

is high time to abandon theſe random hypo

thefes, and to form our conclufions with

reſpect to the faculties of the mind, as well as

the properties and powers of matter, by an

attentive obſervation of facts, and cautious
inferences from thein .

OBJECTION VI . From the Compariſon of

Ideas, &c .

It is ſaid , there can be no compariſon of

ideas, and conſequently no judgment, or per

ception of harmony or proportion, which depends

upon compariſon, on the ſyſtem of mate

rialiſm ; for that, if the ideas to be compared

be VIBRATIONs in the brain , they muſt be

perceived by a different ſubſtance, inſpecting,

as it were , and conſidering that ſtate of the

brain *

But if the brain itſelf be the percipient

power, as well as the ſubject of theſe vibra

* See Letters on Materialiſm . p . 63 .

| 4 tions ,
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tions , it muſt both feel the effect of every

particular impreſſion that is made upon it , and

alſo all that can reſult from the combination of

ever ſo many impreſſions at the ſame time ;

and as things that agree, and things that dif

agree, cannot impreſs the brain in the ſame

manner, there is certainly as much founda

tion for a perception of the difference between

truth and falſehood, as upon the hypotheſis,

of a ſuperintending mind . For the mind , it

is evident, has no ideas but what reſult from

the ſtate of the brain , as the author quoted

above very expreſſly allows . Conſequently,

if there be no impreſſion upon the brain , there

can be no perception in the mind ; ſo that,

upon any hypotheſis that is conſiſtent with

known facts, there can be no ſtate of mind

to which there is not a correſpondent ſtate of

the brain ; and, therefore, if the brain itſelf

can be the ſeat of feeling, or of conſciouſneſs,

its feeling or conſciouſneſs may be juſt as va

rious and extenhve as that of the independent

mind itſelf could be . It is impoſſible there

ſhould be any, difference in this caſe, unleſs

the mind could have ſenſations and ideas in

dependent of the ſtate of the brain , which

every obſervation proves to be impoſſible.

It is a very groſs miſtake of the ſyſtem of

materialiſm to ſuppoſe, with the author of

the Letters on Materialiſm , that the vibrations

of the brain are themſelves the perceptions.

For it is eaſy to form an idea of there being

vibrations, without any perceptions accom

panying
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panying them . But it is ſuppoſed that the

brain, beſides its vibrating power, has ſuper

added to it a percipient or fentient power, like

wife ; there being no reaſon that we know

why this power may not belong to it . And

this , once admitted , all that we know con

cerning the human mind will be found in

the material nervous ſyſtem ; and this perci

pient power may as well belong to one ſyſtem
as to one atom..

OBJECTION VII . From the Nature of

Attention .

It has been ſaid , that attention is a ſtate of

mind that cannot be the effect of vibration *.

But as ſimple attention to any idea is nothing

more than the ſimple perception of it , ſo a con

tinued attention to it is nothing more than a

continued perception of it ; which is the necef

ſary conſequence either of the conſtant pre

fence of the object which excites it , or of the

- preſence of other aſſociated ideas , in circum

ſtances in which it muſt neceſſarily make the

greateſt figure, and ſtrike the mind the moſt.

I ſhall here introduce ſome more of Mr.

Wollaſton's arguments to prove, that the body

and the mind muſt be different ſubſtances,

though I think them unworthy of him . My

replies will be very ſhort , and ſometimes ciu

bominem .

* See Letters on Materialiſm , p. 147 .

OBJEC
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OBJECTION VIII . From the Difference

between the Ideas and the Mind employed

about tbem .

“ That which peruſes the impreſſions and

“ traces of things in the fantaſy and me

mory, muſt be ſomething diſtinct from the

“ brain , or that upon which thoſe impreſ
or ſions are made. Otherwiſe it would con

template itſelf, and be both readerandbook * .

But what is the diſtinction between the

reader and the book , in an unembodied ſpirit,

which certainly muſt have a repoſitory for its

ideas , as well as be provided with a principle

of intelligence to make uſe of them? Will

not this argument affect the ſimplicity and

indiviſibility of ſuch a ſpirit, to ſay nothing

of ſuperior intelligences, and of the divine
Mind ?

OBJECTION IX. From the Expreſſion , My

BODY, & c.

“ As a man conſiders his own body, does

“ it not appear to be ſomething different

“ from the confiderer, and when he uſes this

expreſſion , my body, or the body of me, may

“ it not properly be demanded, who is meant
by me, or what my relates to ? -Man

" being ſuppoſed a perſon conſiſting of two

* Wollaſton , p . 358.

parts,
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parts, ſoul and body, the whole perſon

may ſay of this , or that part of him , the

foul of me, or the body of me. But if

" he were either all ſoul , or all body, and

nothing elſe, he could not ſpeak in this

" manner * . ”

According to this merely verbal argument,

there oughtto be ſomething in manbeſides

all the parts of which he confifts. When a

man ſays, I devote myſoul and body, what is

it that makes the devotement ? It cannot

be the things devoted . Beſides, in Mr.

Wollaſton's own phraſe, it ought, in ſtrict

neſs, to be the body only that ſays my ſoul,

Nothing ſurely can be inferred from ſuch

phraſeology as this, which, after all , is only

derived from vulgar apprehenſions ,

OBJECTION X. From the different Intereſis
in Man.

66

“ It is plain there are two different intereſts

so in man , on one ſide reaſon , on the other

paſſion, which , being many times directly

oppoſite, muſt belong to different ſubjects.

“ There are upon many occaſions conteſts,

" and, as it were, wars between the mind

" " and the body, ſo far are they from being

" the ſame thing t ."

I anſwer, the paſſions themſelves are more

evidently at variance than paſiion and rea

fon, and , therefore, by the ſame argument,

* Wollaſton , p . 350 + Wollaſton , p . 350 .

ought
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ought to be referred to different ſubſtances in

the human conſtitution . If Mr. Wollaſton

meant to refer the paſſions to the body , there

will be ſome danger leſt defire, will, and other

faculties, always acknowledged to be mental,
ſhould

go with them ; and To , before he is

aware of it , the whole man will be material ,

there being nothing left to belong to, or con

ſtitute the immaterial foul.

OBJECTION XI. From the Mind ſupporting

the Body.

“ We may perceive ſomething within us

“ which ſupports the body ( keeps it up) di

“ rects its motions for the better preſervation

“ of it ; when any hurts or evils befall it,

“ finds out the means of its cure , and the like,

« without which it would fall to the ground ,

“ and undergo the fate of common matter.

“ The body, therefore, muſt be conſidered

as being under the direction and tuition of

“ ſome other thing, which is ( or ſhould be )

“ the governor of it, and conſequently, upon

“ this account , muſt be concluded to be dif

“ ferent from it

I anſwer, we alſo ſay, that reaſon controuls

and directs the paſſions, influences the will,

and makes uſe of the memory, that thoſe and

all the other faculties of the mind are ſub

ſervient to reaſon , &c . But does it therefore

* Wollaſon, p . 350 .

follow ,
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follow , that they belong to a different fub

itance ?

OBJECTION XII . From the Self-moving

Power of the Soul.

The ſoul is repreſented by Mr. Baxter, and

others, as eſentially active, and poſſeſſed of a

jelf - inoving power, in oppoſition to matter,

which is neceſſarily inert and paljive.

But if we aſk on what authority theſe

poſitions are advanced , it is impoſſible they

ihould produce a ſingle appearance in favour

of them . The ſoul, in its preſent ſtate, and

we have nothing elſe by which to judge of

its powers, has not a ſingle idea but what it

receives by means of the organs of fenſe ; and

till it has got ideas, it is impoſſible that any

of its powers, active, or paſſive, could have

the leaſt employment ; ſo that they could not

appear even to exiſt. Senſations and ideas

comprehend all the objects of thought, and

all the exertions, or emotions of the ſoul, as

far as we can obſerve, always ſucceed ſenfa

tions or ideas ; and, to all appearance, are

as much occafoned and producedby them , as

any effect in nature can be ſaid to be produced

by its proper cauſe ; the one invariably fol

lowing the other, according to a certain eſta

bliſhed law.

In fact, ä ball, acted upon by a foreign

mechanical impulſe, may juſt as well be ſaid to
have

1
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have a ſelf-moving power as the foul of man ;

ſenſations and ideas being as properly an im

pelling force reſpecting the mind ( ſince they

always precede, and regulate both the judg

ment and the will ) as the ſtroke of a rod, & c.

is an impelling force with reſpect to the ball .

Nothing can prove a ſelf-moving power in

the ſoul, but a clear caſe of the deciſion of the

judgment, a determination of the will , or

ſome other exertion of the mental faculties,

without any preceding ſenſations or ideas ; or,

at leaſt, without ſuch as uſually precede ſuch

judgments, determinations , or exertions. But

while thoſe ſenſations and ideas, which can

not be denied to have a real influence upon the

mind , always precede mental determinations,

&c . it is impoſſible not to conclude, accord

ing to the eſtabliſhed rules of philoſophizing,

that thoſe ſenſations and ideas are the proper

moving powers of the ſoul ; and that without

themit would have been incapable of any

motion or determination whatever. And this,

if we judge at all from obſervation and expe

rience, we muſt conclude to be actually the

caſe.

OBJECTION XIII . From the unwearied

Nature of the thinking Principle.

Mr. Baxter likewiſe ſays * , That. “ the con

“ fideration of the indefeaſibleneſs, or un

Eſſay on the Human Soul, p . 433.

" weariedneſs
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* s weariedneſs of the principle of thought in

us, ſhould perfe&tly ſatisfy us of the imma

teriality of our thinking part. We feel

ourbodies every now and then ſinking down

" under their own infirmities ; but the thing

" that thinks in us would never give over, if

“ the body could keep up with it. It is buſy

“ all the day with the body, and all the night

“ without the body , and all the day with the

body again ; and thus in a conſtant circle,

" without reſpite or intermiſſion , that we can

perceive by our ſtricteſt inquiry . For the

body no ſooner finks down in wearineſs and .

flumber, than this thing within us enters

upon other ſcenes of action , and hears and

“ ſees things worth inquiring into, and this

“ without à fubferviency of its organs, which

are then diſabled from their function .”

This is altogether a miſrepreſentation of the

fact. The brain, indeed , is a thing ſo far

diftinct from the reſt of the ſyſtem , as that it

may be but little affected by ſeveral diſorders,

under which the reſt of the ſyſtem may la.

bour ; as the legs may be found while the arms

are diſeaſed, or rather as the bones may con

tinue found , while the muſcular fleſh is difor

dered, &c. In a caſe of this kind, where the

brain is not itſelf immediately affected, as

the thinking faculty depends upon the brain ,

it may be vigorous, when the reſt of the body

is very languid. But that the foul enters

apon new fcenes of action , without the help

of the body in ſleep , is deſtitute of any one fact

ΟΓ
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or obſervation to ſupport it . We are, accord

ing to all appearance, juſt as much fatigued

with thinking as with walking; and to ſay, that

it is the body only that is fatigued, in this caſe,

and not the mind itſelf, is abſolutely gratis

diétum . There is juſt the ſame reaſon to con

clude, that the thinking powers are exhauſted ,

in the one caſe, as that the walking powers are

exhausted in the other . That we think at all ,

in perfectly ſound ſleep, is by no means pro

bable. On the contrary, according to appear

ances , the thinking powers are refreſhed by

reſt in fleep , exactly as the muſcular ſtrength

is recruited by the ſame means .

OBJECTION XIV. From Abſence of Mind.

It is faid by Mr. Baxter * , That “ it is

altogether inconſiſtent with the materiality

“ of the thing that thinks in us , that we are

« ſometimes fo wholly occupied in the con

“ templation of ſome abſent objects, or ſome

purely ideal thing, that we are quite imper

“ cipient of objects round us , and which at

« preſent act upon our ſenſes.” Among other

inſtances, he afterwards t, mentions the con

ſtant preſſure of our own bodies, occafioned by
gravitation , whether we walk, ſit, or lie .

But nothing is requiſite to ſolve the diffi

culty in theſe caſes,but the ſuppoſition, that

whatever be the effect of any fenſation or

Eſſay on the Soul, p. 428. † P. 430

idea
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idea upon the brain, the impreſſion may be

ſo ſtrong as to overpower all other impreſſions.

This we know is actually the caſe with the

eye . Let a man look attentively upon any very

bright object, and immediately afterwards turn

his eyes upon whatever other objects he

pleaſes, and he either will not ſee them at all ,

or they will all appear to be of the fame co

lour ; ſo that , in this violent affection of the

eye, fainter impreſſions are not ſenſibly per

ceived, though they cannot but be made upon

the eye in thoſe circumſtances, aswellasothers .

Now the brain is of the very ſame ſubſtance

with the retina, and optic nerves ; and there

fore muſt be ſubject to a ſimilar affection .

This writer explains theſe caſes by ſup

poſing, that the mind " voluntarily employs

si itſelf, while it is thus inattentive to things

prefent, in the earneſt conſideration of ſome

things that are abſent.” But volition is not

at all concerned in the caſe ; for nothing can

be more evident , than that this abſence of mind

is altogether an involuntary thing . It is not

choice that either leads to it, or prolongs it ;

for this would imply, that the mind had been

aware of other objects having ſolicited its at

tention , and that it had peremptorily refuſed

to give any attention to them . Whereas , at

the cloſe of a reverie of this kind, the mind is

always inconſcious of any foreign objects hav

ing obtruded themſelves upon it at all , juſt as

in the caſe of ſound ſleep .

Vol. I. K OBJEC
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OBJECTION XV. From the corruptibility of
Matter .

The greateſt cauſe of that averſion which

we feel to the ſuppoſition of the ſoul being

material, is our apprehenſion , that it will

then be liable to corruption, which we ima

gine it cannot be if it be immaterial. But ,

for any thing that we know, neither of theſe

inferences are juſt, and , therefore, no advan

tage whatever is , in fact, gained by the mo

dern hypotheſis. All things material are not

liable to corruption, if by corruption be meant

diſſolution, except in circumſtances to which

they are not naturally expoſed. It is only

very compound bodies that are properly liable to

corruption , and only vegetable and animal ſub

fances ever become properly putrid and offenſive,

which is the real ſource of the objection,

It is poſſible, however, that even a human

body may be wholly exempt from corruption,

though thoſe we have at preſent are not, as is

evident from the account that the apoſtle

Paul gives of the bodies with which we ſhall

riſe from the dead ; when from earthly, they

will become ſpiritual; from corruptible, in

corruptible ; and from mortal, immortal.

Beſides, how does it follow , that an im

material ſubſtance cannot be liable to decay or

diſſolution, as well as a material one ? In

fact, all the reaſon that any perſon could ever
have
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have for imagining this , muſt have been that

an immaterial ſubſtance, being, in all re

fpects, the reverſe of a material one; muſtbe

incorruptible, becauſe the former is corruptible.

But till we know ſomething poſitive concern

ing this ſuppoſed immaterial ſubſtance, and

not merely its not being matter, it is impoſ

ſible to pronounce whether it may not be

liable to change, and be diſſolved , as well as

a material ſubſtance. Neceſſary immutability,

is an attribute that cannot be demonſtrated

except of God only ; and he who made all

things , material or immaterial, may have

ſubjected them to whatever laws he pleaſes,

and may have made the one as much ſubject

to change and decay as the other, for any

thing that we know to the contrary : ſo that

all our flattering notions of the fimplicity and

incorruptibility of immaterial ſubſtances are

mere fancy and chimera, unſupported by any

evidence whatever. The foul has been ſup

poſed to be neceſſarily incorruptible, becauſe

it is indiviſible, but that argument I preſume

was ſufficiently anſwered , when it was ſhewn

that ideas which have parts, as moſt of our

ideas manifeſtly have, cannot exiſt in a ſoul

that has no parts ; ſo that the ſubject of

thought in man cannot be that ſimple and in

diviſible, and conſequently not that indiſcerp

tible thing that it has been imagined to be .

K 2 SECTION
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SE C T I ON XI .

Tbe Obječtion from CONSCIOUSNESS more par

ticularly conſidered.

SINCE, in all metaphyſical ſubjects, there
is a perpetual appeal made to conſciouſneſs,

or internal feeling ; that is, to what we cer

tainly and intuitively know by reflecting on

what pailes within our own minds, and I have

hitherto contented myſelf with noticing the

particular inſtances in which I apprehended

fome miſtake has been made with reſpect to

it , as they occurred in the courſe of my argu

ment ; I ihall here give a more general view

of the ſubject, in order to acquaint my reader

what things they are that , I apprehend , we

can be conſcious of, and eſpecially to caution

him againſt confounding them with thoſe

things of which we are not properly con

fcious, but which we only infer from them .

When we ſhut our eyes on the external

world, and contemplate what we find within

ourſelves, we firſt perceive the images, or the

ideas of the objects by which our ſenſes have

been impreſſed . Of theſe we are properly

conſcious. They are what we immediately

obſerve, and are not deductions from any prior

obſervations .

In the next place, we know by intuition , or

are conſcious, that theſe ideas appear, and re

appear ,
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appear, and that they are variouſly connected

with each other, which is the foundation of

iremory or recolle &tion . We alſo ſee, that our

ideas are variouſly combined and divided, and

can perceive the other relations that they bear

to each other, which is the foundation of

judgment, and conſequently of reaſoning. And

laſtly, we perceive, that various bodily motions

depend upon ideas, and trains of ideas, from

which ariſes, what is called a voluntary power

over our actions.

Theſe particulars , I apprehend, comprize

all that we are properly conſcious of ; and

with reſpect to theſe, it is hardly poſſible we

can be miſtaken . But every thing that we

pretend to know, that is really more than theſe,

muſt be by way of inference from them ; and

in drawing theſe inferences or concluſions, we

are liable to miſtakes, as well as in other in

ferences. In fact, there is , perhaps, no ſub

ject whatever with reſpect to which we have

more need of caution, from the dangerwe are

in of imagining, that our knowledge of things

relating to ourſelves is in the firſt inſtance,

when , in reality , it is in the ſecond, or perhaps

the third or fourth .

If then , as I have obſerved, all that we are

really conſcious of be our ideas, and the va

rious affections of our ideas, which, when re

duced to general heads , we call the powers of

thought, as memory , judgment, and will, all our

knowledge of the ſubject of thought within

us, or what we call ourſelves, muſt be by way

K 3 of
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If,

of inference. What we feel, and what we do,

we may be ſaid to know by intuition ; but

what we are, we know only by deduction , or

inference from intuitive obſervations.

therefore, it be aſſerted, that the ſubject of

thought is ſomething that is fimple, 'indivi

fible; immaterial, or naturally immortal, it can

only be by way of concluſion from given

premiſes. Conſequently, it is a deciſion for

which no man's word is to be taken , We

may fancy that it is ſomething that we feel,

or are conſcious of, but, from the nature of

the thing, it can only be that a man reaſons

himſelf into that belief, and therefore he may,

without having been aware of it , have impoſed

upon himſelfby ſome fallacy in the argument.

Feeling and thinking are allowed to be pro

perties; and though all that we can know of

any thing are itsproperties, we agree to ſay,

that all properties inhere in , or belong to,

ſome fubje&t or ſubſtance'; but what this ſub

tance is, farther than its being pofleſſed of

thoſe very properties by which it is known to

us, it is impoſſible for us to ſay, except we

can prove, that thoſe known properties ne

cefſarily imply others. If, therefore , any

perſon ſay he is conſcious that his mind ( by

which we mean the ſubject of thought) is

fimple, or indiviſible, and if he ſpeak properly,

he can only mean , that he is one thinking per

fon, or being, and not fiveral, which will be

univerſally acknowledged . But if he means

any thingmore than this, as that the ſubitance

to
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to which the property of thinking belongs is

incapable of diviſion, either having no ex

tenſion, or parts , or that thoſe parts cannot

be removedfrom each other, I do not admit

his aſſertion , without hearing what reaſons

he has to advance for it ; being ſenſible, that

in this he goes beyond a proper conſciouſ

neſs. I may think it more probable, that

every thing that exiſts muſt have extenſion ,

and that (except ſpace, and the divine ef

ſence, which fills all ſpace) whatever is ex
tended

may be divided , though that diviſion

might be attended with the loſs of proper

ties peculiar to the undivided ſubſtance.

Much farther muſt a man go beyond the

bounds of proper conſciouſneſs, into thoſe of

reafoning, to ſay that the ſubject of his think

ing powers is immaterial, or ſomething dif

ferent from the matter of which his body,

and eſpecially his brain , conſiſts . ( For ad

mitting all that he can know by experience, or

intuition, I may think it more probable, that

all the powersor properties of man inhere in

one kind of ſubſtance; and ſince we are agreed ,

that man conſiſts, in part at leaſt, of matter,
I may conclude, that he is wholly material ,

and
may refuſe to give up this opinion , till I

be ſhown, that the properties neceffarily be

longing to matter, and thoſe of feeling and

thinking, are incompatible. And before this

can be determined, the reaſonsfor and againſt

it muſt be attended to . It is a queſtion that

*cannot be decided by fimple feeling.

LeſsK 4
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Leſs ſtill can it be determined by cons

ſciouſneſs, that the ſubject of thought is

naturally immortal, ſo that a man will con.

tinue to think and act after he has ceaſed to

breathe and move . We are certainly icon

ſcious of the ſame things with reſpect to our

ſelves, but what one man inay think to be

very clear on this ſubject,another may think

to be very doubtful, or exceedingly impro

bable ; drawing different conclufions from the

fame premiſes.

Again , that man is an agent, meaning by it,

that he has a power ofbeginning motion, inde,

pendently of any, mechanical laws to which

the author of his nature has ſubjected him , is

a thing that is ſo far from being evident from

conſciouſneſs, that, if we attend properly to

what we really do feel, we ſhall, as I con

ceive , be ſatisfied that we have no ſuch power.

What we really do feel, or may be ſenſible of,

if we attend to our feelings, is, that we never

come to any reſolution, form any deliberate

purpoſe, or determine upon any thing what

ever, without ſome motive, ariſing from the

ſtate of our minds , and the ideas preſent to

them ; and, therefore, we ought to conclude

that we have no power of reſolving, or deter

mining upon any thing, without ſome motive.

Conſequently, in the proper philoſophical

language, motives ought to be denominated

the cauſes of all our determinations, and there

fore of all our actions.

All
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All that men generally mean by a conſciouſ,

neſs of freedom , is a conſciouſneſs of their hav

ing a power to do what they previouſly will ,

or pleaſe . This is allowed , and that it is

a thing ofwhich we are properly conſcious.

But to will without a motive, or contrary to

the influence of all motives preſented to the

mind, is a thing of which no man can be

conſcious. Nay, every juſt obſervation con

cerning ourſelves, or others, appears to me

very clearly to lead to the oppoſite concluſion ,

viz . that our wills, as well as our judgments,

are determined by the appearances of things

preſented to us ; and, therefore, that the de

terminations of both are equally guided by

certain invariable laws ; and, conſequently,

that every determination of the will , or judg

ment, is juſt what the being who made us ſub

ject to thoſe laws, and who always had, and

still has , the abſolute diſpoſal of us, muſt

have intended that they ſhould be . If, how,

ever, this concluſion be denied , it muſt be

controverted by argument, and the queſtion

muſt not be decided by conſciouſneſs, or any

pretended feeling of the contrary.

SECTION
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SECTION XII ,

Of the Obječtion to the Syſtem of Materialiſm

derived from the Confideration of the DIVINE
ESSENCE .

It will be ſaid , that if the principle of
thought in man may be a property of a

material ſubſtance, the divine Being himſelf

may be material alſo ; whereas, it is now

almoſt univerſally believed to be the doctrine

of revelation , that the Deity is , in the ſtricteſt

ſenſe of the word , an immaterial ſubſtance,

incapable of local preſence ; though it will

be thewn in its proper place, that the ſacred

writers ſay nothing about ſuch a ſubſtance.

Conſidering how much this ſubject is above

all human comprehenſion , it is no wonder

that the moſt oppoſite opinions ſhould have

been maintained with reſpect to it . But this

conſideration, at the ſame time that it ought

to check our boldneſs, ought, likewiſe, to have

taught us mutual candourand indulgence.

I am fully aware how difficult it is to ex

preſs myſelf with clearneſs on a ſubject fo

extremely obſcure, and how hazardous it is

to advance the very little that any man can
fay concerning it. But I ſhall not, on this

account, decline ſpeaking freely and fully to

every difficulty that either has been urged

againſt
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againſt the ſyſtem of the materiality of man ,

or that has occured to myſelf with reſpect

to it ; and the objections which ariſe from

the confideration of the divine eſſence, are

of ſuch particular conſequence, that I Thall

treat of them in this ſeparate ſection . I only

beg thoſe who are friends to freedom of

thought, and inquiry , to attend to the few

conſiderations that I ſhall offer on this very

difficult ſubject.

In the firſt place, it muſt be confeſſed ,

with awful reverence, that we know but

little of ourſelves, and therefore much leſs of

our Maker , even with reſpect to his attri

butes. · We know but little of the works of

God, and therefore certainly much lefs of his

elence.

In fact, we have no proper idea of any

eſſence whatever . Our afcribing impenetrabi

lity to matter might make us imagine, that

we had ſome kind of idea of its ſubſtance,

though this was fallacious.; but now that,

by a rigid attention to the phenomena, and a

Itrict adherence to the lawsof philoſophizing,

we have been obliged to deny that matter has

any ſuch property , but beſides extenſion,mere

ly powers of attraction and repulſion , it will

hardly be pretended , that we have any proper

- idea of the ſubſtance even of matter, confidered

as diveſted ofall its properties . The term ſub

ſtance, or effence , therefore, is , in fact, no

thing more than a help to expreſſion, as we

may lay, but not at all to conception.
We
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We cannot ſpeak of attraction or repulſion,

for example, but as powers belonging to , and

reſiding in ſome thing . Jubſtance, or efſence,
but our ideas do not go beyond theſe pow

ers ; and when we attempt to form any thing

of an idea of the ſubſtance of matter, exclu

five of the powers which it has, and exclu

five of the impenetrability which it has not,

all ideas vaniſh from the mind , and nothing ,

abſolutely nothing, is left for an object of

contemplation . If it be ſtill called a ſubſtance,

it is , however, as immaterial a one as any

perſon can with for. In reality, the term

immateriality never did , or could ſuggeſt any

idea whatever. That the term ſubſtance and

effence are of no uſe but as modes of expreſ

fion , is evident from our ſpeaking of the ſub

ftonce or ellence of things, as if they them

felves were only properties .

If then our ideas concerning matter do not

go beyond the powers of which it is poſſefled ,

much leſs can our ideas . go beyond powers,

properties, or attributes , with reſpect to the

divine Being ; and if we confine our defini

tion of God to theſe , it is not poſſible that we

can make any miſtake, or ſuffer by our miſ

conceptions. Now the powers and properties

of the Divine mind, as clearly deduced from

the works of God , are not only ſo infinitely

ſuperior to thoſe of the human mind, when

there is ſome analogy between them , but ſo

effentially different from them in other re

fpects, that whatever term we make uſe of to

denote
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denote the one, it muſt be improperly applied

to the other .

In two circumſtances that we do know ,

and probably in many others of which we

have no knowledge at all , the human and

divine nature, finite and infinite intelligence,

moſt eſſentially differ. The firſt is, that our

attention is neceſſarily confined to one thing,

whereas he who made, and continually fup

ports all things, muſt equally attend to all

things at the ſame time ; which is a moſt

aſtoniſhing, but neceſſary attribute of the one

fupreme God, of which we can form no con

ception ; and, conſequently, in this reſpect,

no finite mind, or nature, can be compared

with the Divine.

Again , the Deity not only attends to every

thing, but muſt be capable of either pro

ducing, or annihilating any thing . For ſince all

that we know of bodies, are their and

the divine Being changes thoſe powers at plea

ſure, it is evident, that he can take them all

away , and conſequently annihilate the very
ſubſtance ; for without powers , ſubſtance is

nothing And ſince he can communicate

powers, it is evident, that he can produce

ſubſtance. So that, in this reſpect alſo, as

the Divine powers, ſo the Divine nature muſt

be eſſentially different from ours ; and, conſe

quently, no common term, except ſuch com

prehenſive terms as being, nature, &c . can

be properly uſed to exprefs them both .

powers ,

Again,
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Again , as the Divine nature has properties

incompatible with all created and finite na

tures , fo, though there muſt be ſome common

property in all beings that have any action or

influence upon one another, there is no evi

dence of the Divine nature being poſſeſſed of

the properties of other ſubſtances, in ſuch a

manner as to be intitled to the fame appella

tion . For example , the Divine eſſence can

not be the object of any of our ſenſes, as

everything that we call matter is . For

though the divine Being, in order to his acting

every where, muſt be every where , we are not

fenfible of his preſence by our ſight, hearing,

or feeling , & c .

There is, therefore , upon the whole, ma

nifold reaſon to conclude, that the Divine

nature, or eſſence, beſides being ſimply un

known to us , as every nature or eſſence is,

has properties moſt effentially different from

every thing elſe ; and, therefore, we ſhall cer

tainly deceive ourſelves, if we call things ſo

different from one another by any common

name.

Upon the whole, it is plain , that no proof

of the materiality of man can be extended,

by any juſt analogy, to a proof or evidence of

a ſimilar inateriality of the Divine nature ;

for the properties or powers being different,

the ſubſtance or effence ( if it be any conve

nience to us to uſe ſuch terms at all) muſt be
different alſo .

If
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If by the term immaterial, we ſimply mean

to denote a ſubſtance, that has properties

and powers eſſentially different from thoſe of

created matter , it is plain , that I have no

objection to the term ; and , in this ſenſe, I do

believe it is , in fact, uſed by the generality

of mankind , But if, with modern metaphy

ficians, we intend to denote by it a ſubſtance,

that has no property whatever in common

with matter, and that even bears no relation

to ſpace, I muſt deny that any
ſuch ſubſtance

exiſts ; becauſe , according to ſuch a defini

tion , the divine Being is neceſſarily cut off

from all communication with , and all action

or influence upon , his own creation .

But let us make uſe of what terms we

pleaſe to expreſs the Divine nature, or his
mode of exiſtence, we are not able to come any

nearer to an adequate conception concerning

them . God is , and ever muſt remain , the

incomprehenſible, the object of our moſt pro

found reverence, and awful adoration . Com,

pared with him , all other beings are as no

thing, and leſs than nothing. He filleth all in

all, and he is all in all.

I would obſerve, however, and I think it

but juſtice to thoſe who may happen to ſee

this ſubject in a different light from that in

which I have here repreſented it , that ſhould

any perſon , on account of the very few cir
cumſtances in which the Divine nature re

fembles other natures, think proper to apply

the
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the term material to both, the hypotheſis ad
vanced in this treatiſe concerning the nature

of matter which excludes impenetrability, or

folidity from being a property of it ( by

which, as we may ſay, the reproach of matter

is wiped off ) makes this to be a very different

kind of materialiſm from that groſſer ſort,

which , however, has been maintained by

many pious chriſtians, and was certainly the

real belief of moſt of the early Fathers.

It is only on account of the notion that

matter is neceſſarily inert, and abſolutely in

capable of intelligence, thought, or action,

that it has been deemed dangerous to aſcribe

it either to a finite, or to the infinite mind ;

but when this reproach is wiped away, the

danger vaniſhes of courſe . It is the powers

of ſupreme intelligence, omnipotence, un

bounded goodneſs, and univerſal providence,

that we reverence in the Deity ; and what

ever be the effence to which we believe theſe

powers belong, it muſt appear equally reſpec

table to us , whether we call it material or

immaterial ; becauſe it is not the ſubſtance, of

which we have no idea at all , but the proper

ties that are the object of our contemplation

and regard .

All that we can pretend to know of God,

is his infinite wiſdom , power, and goodneſs.

We ſee , and feel the effects and influence of

theſe every monient of our lives ; but it is

impoſſible we ſhould ſee or feel the ſub

ſtance to which theſe powers belong ; and,
there

1
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therefore, all that we can conceive, or pro

nounce concerning it, muſt be merely hypo

thetical ; and provided , that every perſon is

fully ſatisfied that his own ideas of the Di

vine eſſence are conſiſtent with the known at

tributes of divinity, they muſt neceſſarily be

equally ſafe, and equally innocent . We are

all agreed with reſpect to every thing that

concerns 145 , viz . the divine works, and the

divine attributes ; and we differ only with re

ſpect to an opinion which , circumſtanced
as

this is , cannot poſſibly affect us .

It is ſaid , that matter can only be ačted upon ,

and is neceffarily incapable of acting, or be

ginning action. This conclufion we have been

led to form , by obſerving, that every motion

in matter, with which we are acquainted, was

preceded by ſome other motion ; which we

therefore conſider, and properly enough , as

the cauſe of the ſubſequent motion . But, for

the very ſame reaſon , we might conclude,

that what we call ſpirit, or mind, is equally

incapable of beginning action or motion

becauſe every idea, every thought, and every
determination of the mind of man, is

pre

ceded , and, ſtrictly ſpeaking, cauſed by ſome

other idea of the mind, or ſenſation of the

body ; and, therefore, judging by what we

know ofourſelves , mind ought to be concluded

to be as incapable of beginning motion as the

body itſelf. As far as we know from expe

rience, both are equally paſſive, the one be

ing abſolutely governed by intellectual laws,

Vol . I. L and
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and influences, and the other by corporeal .

ones .

.

Of the beginning of motion , or action, we

muſt ſit down with acknowledging, that we

have , in reality, no conception at all , and

the difficulty is by no means removed, or in

the ſmalleſt degree leſened , by ſhifting it

from matter to mind. Mr. Locke very juftly

obſerves * , that " it is as hard to conceive

• felf-motion in a created immaterial, as in a

" created material being, conſider it how we

" will." And certainly the difficulty of our

conception is not lefſened by transferring is

from a created to an uncreated being.

We know there muſt be a firſt cauſe of all

things, becauſe things do actually exiſt, and

could never have exiſted without a cauſe , and

all ſecondary cauſes neceſſarily lead us

primary one. But of the nature of the exiſtence

of this primary cauſe, concerning which we

know nothing but by its effeEts, we cannot

have any conception . We are abſolutely con

founded , bewildered, and loſt, when we at

tempt to ſpeculate concerning it, and it is

no wonder that this ſhould be the caſe . We

have no data to go upon, and no force of

mind to ſupport us in it . All we can ſay is,

that this ſpeculation, attended as it is , with

inſuperable difficulties, is attended with juſt

the ſame, and no greater difficulty, on the

idea of the mind being material or immaterial.

And the ſyſtem of materialiſm has unqueſtion

Eſay , vol. ii. Po 3478

to a

ably
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ably this advantage, that it is entirely free

from another difficulty, viz . how an immate

rial ſubſtance can act upon matter ; a difficulty

which , in my idea, amounts to an abſolute

impoſibility, as thoſe ſubſtances have hitherto

been defined .

As to the difficulty ariſing from the divine

material eſſence penetrating other matter, it

has no place at all in the hypotheſis advanced
from Mr. Boſcovich and Mr. Michell ; and

certainly this idea is much more conſonant to

the idea which the ſacred writers give us of

the omnipreſence of the divine Being, and of

his filling all in all, than that of a being who

bears no relation to ſpace, and therefore can

not properly be ſaid to exiſt any where; which

is the doctrine of the rigid immaterialiſts.

In the ſcriptures, the divine Being is ſaid

to be a ſpirit ; but all that is there meant by

ſpirit, is an inviſible power. ' The divine works

are viſible and aſtoniſhing, but himſelf no man

has ſeen, or can ſee.

That ſuch an idea as many have, or affect

to have, of the ſtrict immateriality of the

divine nature, as not exiſting in ſpace, is not

an idea of much importance, at leaſt, may

with certainty be concluded , from its not be

ing ſuggeſted to us in the ſcriptures, and

efpecially in the Old Teſtament. All that we

are there taught concerning the nature of God,

is , that he made all things, that he fees and

knows all things, that he is preſent in all

places , and that he ſuperintends and governs
L2
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all things ; alſo, that he had no beginning ,

that he can have no end , and that he is inca

pable of any change. Farther than this we

are not taught .

On the contrary, it appears to me, as will

be ſeen in its proper place , that the idea which

the ſcriptures give us of the divine nature ,

is that of a Being, properly ſpeaking, every

where prejent, conſtantly ſupporting, and, at

pleaſure, controling the laws of nature, but

not the object of any of our ſenſes ; and that ,

out of condeſcenſion , as it were, to the weak

neſs of human apprehenſion, he choſe, in the

early ages of the world ,to lignify his pecu

liar preſence by ſome viſible ſymbol, as that of

a ſupernatural bright cloud, or foine other

appearance, which could not but impreſs their

minds with the idea of a real local preſence .

He is alſo generally repreſented as reſiding in

the heavens, and from thence inſpecting and

governing the world , and eſpecially the af

fairs of men . This , indeed, is not a philo

ſophically juſt, but it is an eaſy, and a very

innocent manner of conceiving concerning

God .

It has been ſaid , that , notwithſtanding I

decline the term , I virtually make the Deity

to be a material being. But it will be found,

by the candid and attentive, that I have not,

in reality , any idea of the divine eſſence that

is at all different from that of thoſe philoſo

phers and divines, who maintain the proper

omnipreſence, or ubiquity of the Divine Being,
which
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which neceſſarily implies a real, extenſion ,

and that he has a power of acting upon matter .

I will take this opportunity of ſaying far

ther, that, upon no ſyſtem whatever, is the

great Author of Nature more diſtinct from his

productions, or his preſence with them , and

agency upon them , more neceſſary. In fact,

the ſyſtem now held forth to the public, taken

in its full extent , makes the Divine Being to

be of as much importance in the ſyſtem , as

the apoſtle makes him , when he ſays, In bim

we live, and move, and have our being . The

contemplation of it impreſſes the mind with

ſentiments of the deepeit reverence and hu

mility, and it inculcates a degree of devoted

nefs to God, both active and paſſive, that no

other philoſophical ſyſtem can inſpire. Con

ſequently, the obligation to all thoſe virtues,

that are more immediately derived from that

great vital ſpring and principle of all virtue,

devotion , thoſe which give a ſuperiority to the

world , a fearleſs integrity, and a noble inde

pendence of mind in the practice of our duty,

is more ſtrongly felt, and therefore may be

ſuppoſed to take a deeper root in the mind ,

than upon any other ſyſtem whatever. In

ſhort, it is that philoſophy which alone ſuits

the doctrine of the jcriptures, though the

writers of them were not philoſophers, but

had an inſtruction infinitely ſuperior to that

of any philoſophical ſchool. Every other ſyf

tem of philoſophy is diſcordant with the

fcripI 3
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ſcriptures, and , as far as it lays any hold

upon the mind, tends to counteract their in

fluence .

SECTION XIII .

Of the Connexion between Senſation and Or

ganization ,

I HAVE been aſked,whether Iconſiderthe
powers of ſenſation and thoughtas neceſſa

rily reſulting from the organization of the brain ,

or as ſomething independent of organization ,

but fuperadded and communicated tothe fyſtem

afterwards ; having expreſſed myſelf doubt

fully, and perhaps variouſly on the ſubject * .

I anſwer, that my idea now is , that ſenfa .

tion and thought do neceſſarily reſult from

the organization of the brain , when the

powers of mere life are given to the ſyſtem ,

For I can eaſily conceive a perfect man to be

formed without life, that is, without reſpira

tion, or the circulation of the blood , or what

ever elſe it be in which life more properly

* In the Eſay prefixed to my edition of Hartley, I ex

preſſed myſelf with abſolute uncertainıy in this reſpect, “ I

rather think , that the whole man is of fome uniform com

poſition , and that the property of perception, as well as

" the other powers that are termed mental, is the reſult

(whether neceffary, or not) of ſuch an organical ſtru & ure

as that of the brain ."

conſiſts,
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conſiſts, and conſequently without every thing

neceſſarily depending upon life ; but I can

not imagine that a human body, completely

organized, and having life, would want ſenfa

tion and thought. This I ſuppoſe to follow

of courſe, as much as the circulation of the

blood follows reſpiration.

As to the manner in which the power of

perception reſults from organization and life,

{ own I have no idea at all ; but the fact of

this connexion does not appear to me to be,

on that account, the leſs certain . Senſation

and thought do always accompany ſuch an

organization ; and having never known them

tobe ſeparated , we have no reaſon to ſuppoſe

that they can be ſeparated. When, therefore,

God had made man of the duſt of the earth

nothing was wanting to make him all that he

is, viz . a living foul, but fimply the breath of

life.

In all other caſes we deem it fufficient to

ſay, that certain circumſtances are the cauſes,

and the neceſary cauſes, of certain appearances,

if the appearances always accompany the cir

cumſtances. We are not, for example, in the

leaſt able to conceive how it is that a magnet

attracts iron ; but having obſerved , that it

never fails to do it , we 'conclude that , though

we do not ſee the proximate cauſe, or how the

attraction is effected ; the magnet nevertheleſs

has that power, and muſt ceale to be a magnet

before it can loſe it ; fo that our reaſoning

with reſpect to the reſult of ſenſation from

organizationL
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organization is exactly ſimilar to our reaſon

ing concerning the attraction of iron by mag

netiſm .

Alſo , for the very fame reaſon , that it is ſaid ,

that it is not the organized body that feels

and thinks, but an immaterial ſubſtance reſid

ing in the body, and that will remain when

the body is deſtroyed, we might ſay, that it is

not the material magnet that attracts, but a

peculiar immaterial ſubſtance within it, that

produces the effect, and that will remain

when the material magnet is deſtroyed. And,

for the ſame reaſon , we may imagine diftina

immaterial ſubſtances for every operation in

nature, the proximate cauſe of which we are

not able to perceive.

The manner in which the aſſociation of

ideas is formed , or in which motives influ

ence the mind, was equally unknown; but the

aſſociation of ideas was, nevertheleſs, known

to be a fact, and the influence of motives was

not, on that account, denied . But now, that

Dr. Hartley has ſhewn us what ideas probably

are, we ſee much farther into the mechaniſm

of the mind. We ſee how one idea is connect

ed with another, and the manner in which

motives (which are only trains of ideas) pro

duce their effect. Now, we are not more

(or not much more ) ignorant how ſenſation

reſults from organization, than we were how

the motion of the hand reſults from a voli

tion , or how a volition is produced by a

motive, which are now no longer ſuch very

difficult
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difficult problems. It is not impoſſible, but,

that in time we may ſee how it is that ſenía

tion reſults from orginization ,

TION XIV.

Of the Principles of Human Nature ac

cording to the Scriptures,

And yet

НА
AD man conſiſted of two parts, fo effen

tially different from each other as mat

ter and ſpirit are now repreſented to be, and

had the immaterial been the principal part,

and the material ſyſtem only ſubſervient to it,

ịt might have been expected that there would

have been ſome expreſs mention of it, or de

claration concerning it ( this being a thing of

ſo much conſequence to us ) in the ſcriptures,

which contain the hiſtory of the creation ,

mortality, and reſurrection of man .

there is not only a moſt remarkable ſilenceon

the ſubject of the immateriality of the human

ſoul in theſe ſacred books, even where we

ſhould moſt naturaļly have expected ſome ac

count of it , but many things are there ad

vanced , which unavoidably lead us to form a

different conclufion ; and nothing can be found

in thoſe books to countenance the vulgar opi

nion , except a few paſſages ill tranſlated, or

ill underſtood , ſtanding in manifeſt contra

diction to the uniform tenor of the reſt.

The
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The hiſtory of the creation of man is fuc

cinctly delivered in Gen. ii . 7. And the Lord

God formed man of theduſt of the ground, and

breathed into his noſtrils the breath of life, and

man became a livingfoul. We ſee here, that

the whole man ( for nothing is ſaid of his body

in particular) was made of the duſt of the

ground. NóNo part of him is ſaid to have had

a higher or different original ; and ſurely lo

very important a circumſtance as that of an

immaterial principle, which could not be from

the duſt, would not have been omitted , if

there had been any ſuch thing in the com

poſition .
When the whole man was completely

formed , and not before, we are next inform

ed , that God made this man , who was life

leſs at firſt, to breathe and live. For it evi

dently follows from the text, that nothing but

the circumſtance of breathing, made the dif

ference between the unanimated earth , and the

living on . It is not ſaid that when one con

ftituent part of the man was made, another

neceſſary conſtituent part, of a very different

nature, was ſuperadded to it ; and that theſe

two, united , conſtituted the man ; but only

that that ſubſtance which was formed of the

duft of the earth became a living foul, that is ,

became alive, by being made to breathe.

That no ſtrels is to be laid upon the word

U , which we tranflate foul (though it would

be moſt of all abſurd to ſuppoſe, as we muſt

have done, from a fair conſtruction of this

paſſage,
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paſſage, that the duſt of the earth could be

converted into an immaterial foui) is evident

from the uſe of the ſame term in other places,

in which it is uſed as ſynonimous to man , the

whole man , and in fome manifeſtly ſignifies

nothing more than the corporeal, or mortal

part of man.

Gen. xlvi . 26. All the fouls that came with

Jacob into Egypt, which came out of his loins.

The immaterial principle certainly could not

come from his loins .

Exod . xviii . 4. The foul that ſinneth it mall

! die. Ez . xiii . 19. To ſay the fouls that ſhould

not die, and to ſave the fouls that ſhould not

live. Pſ. vii . 1, 2. Save me, lejt he tear my

foul, rending it in pieces. In all theſe paſſages,

it is moſt evident, that the word ſoul is ſy

nonimous to man, and that it refers more

immediately to his body ; ſo that by man be

coming a living foul, nothing can be under

ſtood beſides his being made alive ; and the

paſſage ſuggeſts no hint of any thing but the

property of life being fuperadded to that cor

poreal ſyſtem which was intirely formed of

the duſt of the earth , in order to make a

complete living man .

Sometimes the word that is here rendered

ſoul, is uſed to expreſs the dead body itſelf, and

is fo tranſlated by us ; as Lev. xxi. 1. 11 .

There ſhall none be defiled for the dead among

his people, neither shall be go in to any dead

nor defile himſelf for father or mother.

Ib. xix . 28. re fait not wake any cuttings in

your

body,
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your fiefh for the dead. Numb. xix . 13. Wbc

ever touches the dead body of any man that is

dead. In this paſſage the periphraſis is very

remarkable ; and if, in this paſlage, the word

wa ) ſhould be rendered foul, it muſt be tran

Nated thus , Whoſoever touches the dead foul of a

man whomall die. See alſo Hagg . ii . 13 .

In other paſſages, where the ſame word is

by us rendered Joul, there would have been

much more propriety in tranſlating it life,

which does not denote a ſubſtance, but a pro

perti:

Pf. lxxxix . 48. Who can deliver his ſoul

( life) from the hand of the grave. Job xxxiii.

30. To bring back his ſoul (life] from the pit.

Gen. xxxv . 18. And it came to paſs as her ſoul,

[her life) was departing, for ſhe died. i Kings

xvii . 22. And the foul ( the life] of the child

came to him again .

The ſame obſervation may be made with

reſpect to the correſponding word in the

Greek , tuxn , in the New Teſtament; as in

Luke xii . 20. Thou fool, this night Thall thy

foul ( thy life] be required of thee ; that is , this

night ihou ſhalt die

Beſides, whatever principles we may be
led to aſcribe to man from this account of his

formation in Gen. ii . 7 . the very ſame we ought

to aſcribe to the brutes ; becauſe thevery ſame

words are uſed in the account of them by the

fame writer, both in the Hebrew and in the

Septuagint, though they are differently ren

dered in our tranſlation . For Gen. i . 24 , we

read
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read, And God ſaid, let the earth bring forth

the living creature [ 1797 WD ? ] [living foul ] and

again , Gen. ii. 19. And whatſoever Adam .

called every living creature [living ſoulſ that

was the name thereof. For this obſervation I am

indebted to an ingenious and worthy friend,

and I think it valuable and deciſive in the caſe.

Let us now proceed to the account which

the ſcriptures give us of themortality ofman , to

ſee whether we can find in any paſſage relating

to this ſubject fome trace of an immortal
foul.

Death is firſt threatened to man in theſe.

terms, Gen. ii . 17. Of the tree of knowledge,

of good and evil, thou ſhalt not eat of it ; for in

the day that thou eateſt of it thou shaltſurely die .

Hereis no exception made of any part of the

man that was not to die . The natural con

ſtruction of the ſentence imports , thatwhen

ever the decree ſhould take place , whatever

was alive belonging to man would wholly

ceaſe to live, and become lifeleſs earth , as it

had been originally .

The ſame inference may be made from the

account of the actual ſentence of death pafled

upon Adam, after his tranſgreflion. Gen. iii .

19. In the ſweat of thy face malt thou eat

bread, till thou return unto the ground ; for

out of it waſt thou taken . For duſt thou (not

thy body only ] art, and unto duſt malt thou

return. If, in this, there be any alluſion to an

immaterial and immortal part in man , it is won

derfully concealed ; for nothing appears, upon

the

1
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the face of the paſſage, but that, as the whole

man had been lifeleſs earth, he would become

lifeleſs earth again . Every other conſtruction

is an expreſs contradiction both to the words,

and the ſpirit of the ſentence. For what

would have ſignified the death of the body , to

Adam , if there ſtill remained an inextinguiſh

able principle of life ? and eſpecially if, as the

immaterialiſts in general ſuppoſe, he would

afterwards have enjoyed a better life than he

could have had in conjunction with the body;

which could only be a clog to it, and obſtruct

its exerciſe and enjoyment.

Beſides, according to the common hypo

theſis, all the puniſhment that is mentioned

in this fentence, is inflicted upon the mere

paſſive inſtrument of the ſoul, whilſt the real

criminal was ſuffered to eſcape.

In general , to interpret what the ſcriptures

ſay of the mortality of man, which is the uni

form language, both of the Old and New

Teſtament on this ſubject, of the mortality of

the body only, which is a part of the man that

is of the leaſt value, and wholly inſignificant,

when compared with the other part of his

conſtitution , the mind, is exactly of a piece

with the Trinitarian interpretation of thoſe

paſſages in the goſpels, which repreſent Chriſt

as inferior to his Father, of his human nature

only ; ſuppoſing the evangeliſts to have ne

glected the conſideration of hisſuperior divine
nature ; though , if there had been any fuch

thing, it was more eſpecially requiſite, that
it
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it ſhould have been particularly attended to in

thoſe very paſſages.

When the wickedneſs of men was ſo great,

that God was reſolved to deſtroy them from

the face of the earth by a flood , he ſays,

Gen. vi . 3 : My ſpiritſhallnot always ſtrive

with man , for that he allo is fleſh ( wa). Here

is no mention of any oiher ſuperior princi

ple .

When this flood took place , and almoſt

the whole race of mankind was deſtroyed by

it , there is ſtill no mention made of their im

material ſouls, or what became of them . We

only read, Gen , vii. 22. All in whole noſtrils

was the breath of life, of all that was on the

dry land died . And every living ſubſtance was

deſtroyed which was upon the face of the ground,

botb man and cattle, and the creeping things,

and the fowls of heaven ; and they were deſtroy

ed from the earth.

Another occaſion on which we might na

turally expect ſome account of the immaterial

principle in man , if there had been any ſuch

thing , is where an account is given of the

deaths of remarkable perſons. . And yet, though

we have, in the ſcriptures, very circumſtan

tial accounts of the deaths of ſeveral eminent

perfons, with reſpect to none of them is there

the leaſt hint dropped , that the body only was

dead , but, that the immaterial ſoul was alto

gether unaffected by what had happened to

its groſs companion . This ſentiment, which

is capable of a vaſt variety of expreſſion, never
fails
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fails to occur upon ſimilar occaſions with us ;

and, for the ſame reaſons, could not have

failed to occur to the facred writers , if they

had had any idea of ſuch a thing .

Particular mention is made of the deaths of

Abraham, Iſaac, Jacob , Jofcph , Aaron , Moſes,

David , and many others ; but all that is ſaid

upon any of theſe occaſions, is either that

the dying perſon was gathered to his people, or

that he ſlept with bis fathers. Now, certainly

fleep does not give us the idea of a perfon's

being alive, and active, and eſpecially of his

entering upon a new mode of being, in which

he ſhould be more alive, more active, and

more vigorous, than he had ever been before.

In the account of the death of Joſeph , it

is ſaid , Gen. 1. 26. They embalmed him , and be

was put into a coffin in Egypt. It is not ſaid ,

that there was any part of him that was not

embalmed , and that could not be put into a

coffin . Our different notions dictate a very

different language . Upon our grave-ſtones

we never ſee inſcribed, Here lies ſuch a per

Jon, but always, here lies the body, or the re

mains, or what was mortal of ſuch a perſon .

Such an influence have ideas upon language

and cuſtoms ; and the fame would theyhave

had upon the language and cuſtoms of thoſe

ancient times, if the ideas and notions had

then exiſted .

We have accounts in the ſcriptures of fe

veral perſons having been recalled from death ,

and having come to life again ; as of the

dead
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dead man , who was raiſed to life by the touch

of the prophet's bones , of two children by

Elijah and Eliſha; of Jairus's daughter, the

young man' at Nain , and of Lazarus by our

Saviour ; of other perſons by the apoſtles,

and more eſpecially of the death and reſurrec

tion of our Lord himſelf. Yet , upon none

of theſe occaſions, is there the leaſt mention

made of the immaterial ſoul, which , uponthe

common hypotheſis, muſt have been in a ſtate

of happineſs , or miſery, and have been re
called from thence to its old habitation . This

looks as if, in the apprehenſion of the ſacred

writers , there was no ſuch a thing as a

ſeparate ſoul to be recalled ; but that on the

contrary, the caſe was ſimply this, viz . that

the life, which is no more than a property,

had been loſt, and was reſtored again . This

too would be conſidered as an advantage ;

whereas, it has the appearance of cruelty and

injuſtice, in the caſe of a good man , as of

Lazarus , who had been dead four days, to

recall him from a ſtate of unmixed happineſs,

to the troubles and miſeries of this life, and

ſubject him, once more, to the pains of
death .

If there be an immaterial ſoul in man, and

eſpecially if the body be a clog to its opera

tions and enjoyments, it was no favour to

Enoch or Elijah to remove them to another

life, with ſuch an incumbrance ; and the gem

neral reſurrection , as I have obſerved before,

which we are taught to regard as the great

VOL . I. M
objet
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obje&t of chriftian hope, is not merely ſuper

fluous, but even undeſirable; fince virtue would

naturally have had a much more complete

reward without the body .

It is fo evidently the doctrine of the ſcrip

tures , that the ſtate of retribution does not

take place till after the generał reſurrection,

that it is now adopted by great numbers, who,

nevertheleſs , cannot be brought to give up

the notion of an immaterial ſoul. But I wiſh

they would conſider , what notion they really

have of an immaterial foul paſſing thouſands

ofyears without a ſingle idea or ſenfation . In

my opinion , it approaches very nearly to its

being no ſubſtance at all; juſt as matter muſt

intirely vaniſh , when we take away its
pro

perty of extenſion .

If, together with the opinion of the intire

ceſſation of thought, they will maintain the

real exiſtence of the ſoul, it muſt be for the

fake of the hypotheſis only, and for no real

uſe whatever . They who maintain that , with

out a reſurrection , there is a ſufficient re

ward for virtue , and a ſtate of punihment for

vice, taking place immediately after death ,

have a ſolid reaſon for contending for an im

material principle, unaffected by the cataf

trophe to which the body is ſubject. But I

can ſee no reaſon in the world why any chrif

tian , who, as fuch , neceffarily believes the

coctrine of a reſurrection ( this being the pro

per fundamental article of his faith ) fhould

be ſo zealous for it ; and , indeed , why he

.fhould
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thould not be rather jealous of ſuch a notion ,

as interfering with his proper ſyſtem , ſuperſed

ing it , and making it ſuperfluous, and really

undeprable. The doctrine of a ſeparate ſoul

moſt evidently embarraſſes the true chriſtian

ſyſtem , which takes no ſort of notice of it ,
and is uniform and confiſtent without it. In

the ſcriptures, the heathens are repreſented

to be without hope, and all mankind as periſh

ing at death, if there be no reſurrection of the
dead .

Perſons who attend to the ſcriptures cannot

avoid concluding, that the operations of the

ſoul depend upon the body ; and that between

death and the reſurrection there will be a ſuf

penſion of all its powers . And it is obvious

to remark, that if this be the fact, there muſt

be a ſufficient natural reaſon why it ſhould be

ſo ; and, therefore, there is fair ground to

preſume, that the ſoul cannot be that inde

pendent being that has been imagined.

According to the chriſtian ſyſtem , the body

is neceſſary to all the perceptions and exertions

of the mind : and if this be the caſe, what

evidence can there be, that the mind is not de

pendent upon the body for its exiſtence alſo ?

that is , what evidence can there be, that the

faculty of thinking does not inhere in the

body itſelf, and that there is no ſuch thing as

a foul ſeparate from it ? A philoſopher, on

feeing theſe appearances, would more natural

ly conclude, that the body appeared to have

greater powers than he imagined it could

M 2 have
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have had, than that an immaterial ſpirit could

be ſo neceſſarily dependant upon a groſs body,

as not to be able to perceive or think without

it . This appears to me, on the firſt face of

things , to be by much the more natural con

cluſion, excluſive of the obligation that all

philoſophers are under, nct to admit more

cauſes than are abſolutely neceſſary.

But the moſt extraordinary aſſertion , that I

have yet met with , relating to the ſubject, is ,

that the doctrine of the natural immortality

of the ſoul is neceſſary to be eſtabliſhed , be

fore any regard can be paid to the ſcripture

doctrine of a reſurrection . For it is ſaid , “ that

“ if the ſoul be not naturally capable of ſur

viving the body, or if death is unavoid

ably its deſtručtion, then the reſurrection

“ muſt be the reſurrection of what was not

“ in being, the reſurrection of nothing.” It is

true, that a property, ſuch as I conſider the

power of thinking to be, cannot exiſt without

its ſubſtance, which is an organized ſyſtem .

But if this property of thinking neceſſarily

attends the property of life, nothing can be

requiſite to the reſtoration of all the powers

of the man, but the reſtoration of the body,

( no particle of which can be loft) to a ſtate

of life.

If we ſearch the ſcriptures for paſſages

more particularly expreſſive of the Jiate of

man at death, we find in them not only no

trace of fenfe, thought, or enjoyment, but, on

the contrary , ſuch declarations as expreſſly
exclude
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exclude it ; as Pf. vi . 5. In death there is no

remembrance of thee . In the grave who mall

give thee thanks ? ſpoken by David when he

was praying for recovery from fickneſs. Pr.

cxv . 47. The dead praiſe not the Lord, neither

they that go down into flence ; and Pf. cxvi .

4. His breath goeth forth, he returneth to

the earth, in that very day bis thoughts pe

rijh.

Job , ſpeaking of man as utterly inſenſible

in death , expreſſes himſelf ſo very fully and

diſtinctly, that it is not poſſible to maltake his

meaning. Job, xiv . 7. There is hope of i

tree if it be cut down, that it willſprout again ,

and ihatthe tender branch thereof will not ceaſe.

Though the root thereof wax old in the earth,

and the stock thereof die in the ground, yet

through the ſcent of water it will bud, and

bring forth boughs like a plant . But man dieth,

and waſteth away, yea man giveth up the gholt,

and where is he ? As the waters fail from the

fea, and the flood decays and dries up, ſo man

lieth down, and riſeth not till the heavens be no

more. They ſhall not awake, nor be raiſed out

of their ſleep

Nothing can be more evident, than that Job

conſideredman as altogether inſenſible in death ,

and that he had no notion of his body being

one thing, and himſelf, the fentient principle,

another. But I cannot help concluding, that

in the verſes immediately following thoſe

quoted above, he expreſſes his belief of a re
ſurrectionM 3
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come,

furrection to a future life , V. 13. O that

thou wouldſt bide me in the grave, that thou

wouldſt keep me ſecret until thy wrath be pajt ;

that thou wouldſt appoint me a fet time, and re

member me. If a man dies, ſhall be live again ?

All the days of my appointed time will I wait

[ in the grave, as it ſeems to me) till niy change

Thou ſhalt call, a : d I will anſwer thee :

thou wilt have a deſire to the work of thy

bands.

It is ſtill more evident, from that celebrated

paffage in the 19th chapter of this book , that

all the hope that Job had of a future life, was

founded on his belief of a refurrection , and

not on a ſtate of ſeparation from the body, of

which he does not appear to have had any idea .

Job xix . 25. I know that my redeemer liv-.

eth, and that be ſhall ſtand at the latter day

upon the earth . And though, after my ſkin ,

worms deſtroy this body, yet in my fleſh ſhall I

fee God ; whom Imall ſee for myſelf, and mine

eyes ſkall behold, and not another, though my

reins be conſumed within me .

Solomon evidently confiders the whole of

man as equally mortal with brutes , After

having ſaid , Ecc. iii , 17. God Mall judge the

righteous and the wicked, for there is a time

there for every purpoſe, and for every work;

be adds , v . 18. I ſaid in my heart concerning

the eſtate of the fons of men , that God might

manifeſt them, and that they might ſee that they

themſelves are beajts. For that which befalleth
ibe
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the fons of men befalleth beaſts ; even one thing

befälleth them . As the one dieth , fo dieth the

other. Yea they have all one breath. So that

a man has no pre -eminence over a beaſt ; for all

is vanity . All go to one place. All are of the

duſt, and all return to duft again.

Some conſider this paffage as put into the

mouth of a perſon who objects againſt reli

gion , or as an objection which had occurred

to the writer himſelf ; but I ſee no appearance

of any ſuch thing ; and the doctrine is per

fectly agreeable to the uniform tenor of the

ſcriptures. After the paſſage quoted above,

he adds, Who knoweth the Spirit of man that

goeth upward, and the ſpirit of the beaſt that

goeth downward to the earth ? But if this pal

fage be interpreted in a ſenſe conſiſtent with

what goes before, it can only mean that, not

withſtanding the difference in the form and

poſture of a man and a beaſt ; in conſequence
of which the breath of man goes upwards,

and that of a beaſt goes downwards, there is

no difference between them when they die.

Accordingly, in the very next verſe, he ſays,

of man , Who mall bring him to ſee what Mail

be after him ? evidently conſidering him as in

a ſtate of inſenſibility and perfect ignorance.

Befides, upwards and downwards in this place,

may not relate to the breath, or any thing re

preſented by the breath , but to the poſture of

the body in walking, inan walking with his

head upwards , and the beaſt with his head

looking downwards.

ThisM 4
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This writer, indeed , ſpeaking of death,

uſes this expreſſion, Ecc. xii. 7 . Then jl.all

the duſt return to the earth as it was, and the

Spirit Mall return unto God who gave it. But,

as it is contrary to the whole tenor of the

ſcriptures, to ſuppoſe that the ſouls of depart

ed men are in heaven, with God, and Chrift,

where they are ſaid not to be till after the re

ſurrection , the meaning of this paſſage can

only be, that God, who gave life, will take

it away ; the word fpirit denoting nothing

more than breath, or life. By the lame kind

of figure, our lives are ſaid , Coll . ii. 3 .
after

death, to be bid with Chriſt in God, and that

when Chrift, who is our life, mall appear, we

alſo fall appear with him in glory. From

which it isevident, that, notwithſtanding the

lives of good men are , figuratively ſpeaking,

faid to be with God, they are not to appeur,

or be manifeſted , till the appearance, or fe

cond coming of Chrift; ſo that the spirit, or

life, going to God, and remaining with him ,

does not imply any ſtate of perception , or

enjoyment.

Our Saviour, indeed, ſeems to uſe the term

Soul as expreſſive of ſomething diſtinct from

the body, but, if he did (which, however,

is not certain ) he might do it in compliance

with the prevailing opinion of the times ; in

the ſame manner as he applies the term pol

Jeſſed of damons, to madmen, and even ſpeaks

to madmen , as if they were actuated by evil

ſpirits, though he certainly did not believe
the
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He ſays,the exiſtence of ſuch dæmons .

however, Matt . x . 28. Fear not them who kill

the body, but are not able to kill the foul; but

rather fear him , who is able to deſtroy both

soul and body in hell.

But when we conſider that, according to

the uniform tenor of the ſcriptures, and er

pecially our Saviour's own diſcourſes and pa

rables, there is no puniſhment in hell till after

the reſurrection , it will be evident , that his

meaning could only be, that men have power

over us only in this life, but God in the life to

come ; meaning by the ſoul, the life, and in

this place, the future and better life of man in

opposition to the preſent. Alſo, when the

apoſtle Paul, 1 Theil. v. 23. ſays, I pray God

your whole ſpirit, and ſoul, ani body, be pre

ſerved blamelejs until the coming of our Lord

Jeſus Chriſt, he only uſes theſe terms as de

noting, in the philoſophy of his time (which

had ſpread even among the Jews) all that con

ſtituted a complete man , without hinting at the

poſſibility of any ſeparation of the ſeveral parts .

Had the ſacred writers really believed the

exiſtence of the ſoul, as a principle in the

human conſtitution , naturally diſtinct from ,

and independent of the body, it cannot but

be ſuppoſed, that they would have made ſome

uſe of it in their arguments for a future life,

But it is remarkable, that we find no ſuch ar

gument in all the New Teſtament.

St. Paul , though he writes largely upon the

ſubject, and to Greeks, by whom the doctrines

of
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of Plato were reſpected, lays the whole ſtreſs

of his argument upon the promiſe of God by

Jeſus Chrift, confirmed to us by his reſurrec

tion from the dead . According to him , who

muſt certainly be allowed to have underſtood

chriſtianity, and who would not ſlightly un

dervalue any proper fupport of its doctrines, if

Chriſt be not raiſed, our faith is vain, and they

who are aſleep in Chrif , that is , they who have

died in the profeſſion of chriſtianity, are periſh

ed. But how could they have been ſaid to

have periſbed, or how could he conclude, as

he does, that upon the ſuppoſition of there

being no reſurrection of the dead , we may

ſafely neglect all the duties of morality, adopt

ing the Epicurean maxim , · Let ' us eat and

drink, for to -morrow we die, if the ſoul ſur

vive the body, enjoying all its thinking fa

culties , and conſequently be the proper
ſub

ject of moral retribution ? Indeed, what occa

fion could there be for a reſurrection , or gene

ral judgment, upon that hypotheſis ?

Two paſſages in the book of Revelation

may alſo be interpreted in a mannerequally

favourable to this doctrine. We read , Rev. vi.

9 , &c . I ſaw thefouls ofthem that were ſlain

for the word of God, &c .
But it is not un

common for the ſacred writers to perſonify

things without life. We alſo read, chap . xx,

4. I ſaw the ſouls of them that were beheaded

for the witneſs of Jeſus, and for the word of

God, &c . and they lived and reigned with Chriſt

a thouſand years. But the reſt of the dead lived

not
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not again till the thouſandyears were ended .
It

is plain , therefore, that he ſaw them not as

un2mbodied fouls, but as living men , after a real

reſurrection, and , therefore , he did not ſee the

reſt of the dead fouls at all ; for being dead,

they had nofouls or lives.

I ſhall conclude this ſection with ſome ob

fervations of Mr. Hallet ; " Hence we fee

why the ſcriptures never ſpeak of the im

mortality of the foul, as many divines have

(6 done. Tillotſon takes notice of the fact,

" and wonders at it . The reaſon that he

« afſigns for the ſilence of the ſcriptures on

" this head is , that the doctrine of the na

“ tural immortality of the ſoul is taught ſo

plainly by the light of nature, that every

* man's reaſon can eaſily diſcover it , and to

a revelation needs notmention , but might

“ take it for granted . Whereas, it now ap

pears , that the true reaſon why the ſcrip

tures do not teach it, is becauſe it is not

true * . '

With reſpect to the importance of the opi

nion, he ſays, “ It is ofno conſequencein the

“ world to any purpoſe of religion , whether

" the ſoul of man be material or immaterial .

“ All that religion is concerned to do, is to

prove
that that which now thinks in us

Thall continue to think, and to be capable

“ of happineſs or miſery for ever. This reli

gion proves from the expreſs promiſes and

threatenings of the goſpel. But religion

* Diſcourſes, vol. i . p . 277 .

66 is
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« is not concerned to determine of what na.

“ ture this thinking immortal ſubſtance is ,

“ For my part , I judge it to be immaterial

" but if a man ſhould think that the ſoul is

“ mere matter, endowed with the power of
thought, he would not overturn any article

« . in religion, that is of the leaſt conſequence

“ to promote the ends of religion . For while

a man thinks that his ſoul is matter, he ne

ceſſarily thinks that God, who made mat

“ ter capable of thinking, and endowed the

matter of his ſoul in particular with the

power of thought, is capable, by the ſame

almighty power, of preſerving the inatter

• of his ſoul capable of thinking for ever .

“ And when he ſhall have proved, that it is

“ the will of God, that that thing which now

" thinks in him fhall continue to think for

ever, he has proved the immortality of the
is

ſoul, even upon his ſuppoſition of its being

“ material, in the only way in which we who

apprehend it to be immaterial are capable

“ of proving its actual immortality. For this

can only be proved by thewing, that it is

" the will of God that it ſhall be immortal * .

To what is advanced in this ſection , I beg

my reader to add what is obſerved in the third

volume of my Inſtitutes of Natural andReveal

ed Religion, concerning the doctrine of an

intermediate fate ; every argument againſt this

doctrine tending to prove that there is no ſefur

rate joul in man , but that his percipient and

* Hallet's Diſcourſes, p. 814 .

thinking
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thinking powers are nothing more than the

neceſſary reſult of the life of the body

SECTION XV.

of the DIVINE ESSENCE, according to the

Scripiures.

HAD the Deity beenan immaterial ſub
ſtance , in the modern ſtrict metaphy

fical ſenſe of the word ( for in the common

fenſe of it, as.fignifying a being that has pro

perties and powers, notonly infinitely ſuperior

to , but moſt eſſentially different from , every

thing that we call matter, it has been ſeen that

I do not object to it ) and had this idea of God

been of real conſequence, either to his own

honour, or to the virtue and happineſs of

mankind, it might have been expected that it

would have been ſtrongly and frequently in

culcated in the ſcriptures, as we find the

doctrine of the unity of bis nature, of his al

mighty power, his perfect knowledge, and his

unbounded goodneſs to be . But if we look

into the ſcriptures, we find a very ſtriking

difference in this caſe ..

The ſcriptures abound with the ſtrongest af

ſertions, and the moſt ſolemn declarations con

cerning theunity of God, and concerning his

power, wiſdom , and goodneſs; but though we

find in them that his attributes are diſplayed

every where, and that nothing can confine their

opera

1
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operations , we meet with nothing at all deter

minate with reſpect to the divine eſſence. Nay,

till we come to the times of David, and the

later prophets , the Divine Being is repreſent

ed in ſuch a manner, that we can hardly help

imagining , that the patriarchs muſt have con

ceived of him as a being of ſome unknown

form , though ſurrounded by an inſupportable

ſplendour, lo as to be inviſible to mortal eyes .

Now, had even this opinion been a danger

ous one (though it is not philoſophically

juſt ) there would certainly have been ſome

thing ſaid to guard us againſt it, and prevent

our entertaining a notion ſo diſhonourable

to God, and ſo injurious to ourſelves. But it

is remarkable, that nothing of this kind does

Occur.

We often find the preſence of the Lordmen

tioned, as if there was upon earth ſome place

where he particularly reſided, or which he fre

quented. One inſtance of this we have in the

Antediluvian hiſtory. Cain ſays , Gen. iv . 14.

Behold thou haſt driven me out this day from the

face of the earth, and from thy face ſhall I be

bid . Again , v . 16. And Cain went out from

the preſence of the Lord.

At the building of the tower of Babel, we

read, Gen. xi. 5. And God came down to fee

the city, and the tower which the children of

men builded. This is an exprefſion which I

can hardly think would have been uſed by

David or Iſaiah , who repreſent the Divine

Being with much more dignity , as fitting on
tbe
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the circle of the heavens, and from thence be

holding all the inhabitants of the earth . But

the other repreſentation is more adapted, as

we may fay, to the infantile ſtate of the

world .

To Moſes God ſeems to have appeared in

the ſymbol of a denſe bright cloud ; but his firſt

appearance to himin the buſh , was in a flame

of fire. It is ſaid , Exod . iji. 4. that the angel

of theLord appeared to him in a flame of fire,

out of the midſt of the buſh. But it appears

from the converſation afterwards, that it was

no angel , but God himſelf, who ſpake to him

the fire being, perhaps, called the angel of

God, becauſe it was the emblem of his pre

ſence, or was that by which he choſe to ma

nifeft himſelf, For it is ſaid , v . 4. Andwhen

the Lord ſaw that be turned aſide to fee, God

called to him out of the midſt of the buſh , and

Jaid, I am the God of thy fathers, theGod of

Abraham , the God of Iſaac, and the God of

Jacob, &c . When Moſes aſked his name, he

ſays, I AM THAT I AM, a name peculiarly
characteriſtic of the true God, denoting, as is

generally thought , his neceſary exiſtence.

The viſible appearance which repreſented

the divine preſence to the Iſraelites, in the

wildernefs, was a cloud by day, and fire by

night, Ex. xiii . 21. And the Lord went before

them by day in a pillar of a cloud , to lead them

the way ; and by night in a pillar of fire, ta

give them light. Through this pillar it is ſaid ,

1

V. 24
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V. 24. that the Lord looked upon the hoſt of the

Egyptians, and troubled them .

But , in general , the Divine Being appeared

unto Moſes in a denſe bright cloud, Ex. xix . 9 ,

And the Lord ſaid unto Mojes, Lo I coine unto thee

in a thick cloud, that thepeople may hear when

I speak with thee, and may believe theefor ever..

After the hiſtory of the golden calf, there

is another account of an appearance of God

to Moſes , and many others with him , which

has ſomething in it very peculiar. Ex . xxiv.

9. Then went up Mofes and Aaron , Nadab and

Abibu, andſeventy of the elders of Iſrael, and

they ſaw the God of Iſrael. And there was

under his feet, as it were, a paved work of

fapphire ſtone, and as it were the body of bea

ven in its clearneſs ; and upon the nobles of the

children of Iſrael helaid not his hand ; and they

Jaw God , and did eat and drink. Whether

this was only the ſame appearance of a bright

cloud, or of fire, from which the Divine

Being had before ſpoken to Moſes, or ſome

thing farther, does not diſtinctly appear. In

the Septuagint it is only ſaid , and they ſaw the

place where the Godof Iſrael flood ; and it ap

pearsfrom Maimonides* ,that the more intelli

gent Jews did not conſider this , or any other fi

milar paſſage, as importing that God had any

form, or was really the object of fight; but only

ſome ſymbol of the more immediate preſence
of God.

* See his More Nevochim

It
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It ſhould ſeem that Moſes imagined there

tvas ſome other more proper form of God con

cealed within the cloud, from which he had

uſually ſpoken to him : for he expreſſes an

earneſt wiſh to have a nearer view of the ma

jeſty of God . Immediately after it is ſaid ,

Exod . xxxiii . 11. that the Lord spake unto

Mofes face to face, as a man ſpeaketh to his

friend ; we are informed , v. 18. that he de

fired that God would new him his glory. In

anſwer to which , it is ſaid , v . 20. Thou canſt

not ſee my face ; for there all no man fee
me and live: And the Lord Juid, Behold there

is a place by me, and thou ſhalt ſtand upon a.

rock, and it ſhall come to paſs while my glory

paſſeth by, that I will put thee in a cleft of

the rock , and willcover thee with my
band while

I paſs by ; and I will take away mine hand, and

tbou ſhaltfee my back parts, but my face ſhall

not be ſeen .

If our modern metaphyſicians would attend

a little to ſuch paſſages of ſcripture as theſe,

and conſider what muſt have been the ſenti

ments of the writers , and of thoſe who were

preſent at the ſcenes deſcribed in them ( though

I readily acknowledge that ſuch repreſenta

tions as theſe were uſed by way of accommo

dation to the low and imperfect conceptions

of the Jews, or the paſſages may admit an

interpretation different from the literal ſenſe

of them ) they would not be ſo much alarm

ed as they now are, or affect to be, at every

thing like materiality aſcribed even to the Di
VOL . I. N vine
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vine Being ; and much leſs to human minds .

It is the attributes, the powers, and the cha

racter of the Deity that alone concerns us, and

not his eſſence, or ſubſtance.

The circumſtances which attended the giv

ing of the law, which were very awful, and

calculated to impreſs the mind in the ſtrong

eſt manner, could not leave upon it the idea

of an immaterial being, but of a being capa

ble of local preſence, though of no known

form . Exod. xix . 16. And it came to paſs on

the third day, in the morning , that there were

tkunders and lightenings, anda thick cloud upon

the mount, and the voice of the trumpet exceed

ing loud, ſo that all the people that were in the

camp trembled. And Mofes brought forth the

people out of the camp to meet with God, and

they food at the nether part of the mount. And

mount Sinai was altogether on a ſmoke, becauſe

the Lord deſcended upon it in fire, and the

ſmoke thereof deſcended as thefmoke of afurnace,

and the wholemount quaked greatly. Andwhen

the voice of the trumpetſounded long, and wax

ed louder and louder ,Mofes Spake, and God an

fwered him by a voice. And the Lord came

down upon mount Sinai, on the top of the mount,

and the Lord called Moſes up to the top of the

mount, and Mofes went up .

Again, it is not ſaid that an angel, but that

God himſelf ſpake all the words of the ' ten

commandments . Exod . xx . I. AndGod ſpake

all theſe words, ſaying ; I am the Lord thyGod ,

who have broughtsbee out of the land of Egypt,

out
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out of the houſe of bondage, &c . The two tables

of ſtone , containing the ſame commandments,

are alſo ſaid to have been written with the

finger of God. Exod . xxxi . 18 .

An audible voice is certainly calculated to

give us the idea of a locally preſent being,

and this is frequently repreſented as proceed

ing immediately from God , when he reveals

his will to the prophets . It was not only to

Moſes that he thus ſpake face to face, but to

Samuel when he was a child . I Sam . iii . 4 .

And the Lord called Samuel, and be anſwered,

Here am I.

In the New Teſtament, alſo, an audible

voice proceeded three ſeveral times from the

Divine Majeſty, to bear teſtimony to the

miſſion of Chriſt. The firſt time at his bap

tiſm , Matt. iii. 17. And lo , a voice from hea

ven, ſaying, This is my beloved Son , in whom I

am well pleaſed. Again, on the mount of

transfiguration, Matt. xvii . 5. Bebold a white

cloud overſhadowed them ; and behold a voice

from the cloud, which ſaid, This is my
beloved

Son, in whom Iam wellpleafed; Hear ye bim .

And laſtly, in the temple, in the week of crus

cifixion. John xii. 28. Yeſus ſays, Father,

glorify thy name. Then camethere a voicefrom

heaven, ſaying, I have both glorified it, and will

glorify it again.

The Iſraelites juſtly conſidered the true God

as ſtanding in a peculiar relation to themſelves,

and as the Divine Being had promiſed to dwell
among them , it was natural for them to take it

N 2 in
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in too literal a ſenſe . Exod . xxix. 45
And

I willdwell among the children of Iſrael, and will

be theirGod, and they ſhall know that I am the

Lord their God , that brought them forth out

of the land of Egypt, that Imay dwell among

them . I am the Lord their God . On this ac

count,. Jonah might imagine, that he could

flee from the preſence of God by leaving the

land of Canaan , in which he dwelt. Jonah i .

3. And Jonah roſe up to flee unto Tarſhiſh, from

the preſence of the Lord. But the ſubſequent

events in the hiſtory of that prophet con

vinced him, that God was equally preſent in

all places .

Seeing God, in viſion, is by no means un

common with the ancient prophets. If. vi. I.

In the year that king Uziah died, I ſaw alſo

the Lord (1977 %] fitting upon a throne, high and

lifted up, and his train filled the temple, &c.

Then ſaid I, Woe is me, for I am undone, be

cauſe Iam a man ofunclean lips, and I dwell in

the midſt of a people of unclean lips ; formine

eyes have ſeen the king, the Lord of Hofts.

Then flewone of the ſeraphims unto me- -and

ſaid unto me, Lo, thine iniquity is taken away ,

and thy fin purged. And I heard the voiceof

the Lord, ſaying, W.bom pall I ſend , and who

will go for us. Then ſaid I, Here am I,ſend me.

Micaiah ſays, 1 Kings xxii. 19. I ſaw the

Lord [0977,] fitting on his throne, and all the

boſt of heaven ſtanding by him , on his right hand

and on his left. And the Lord ſaid, Who ſhall

perfuadë Ahab, &c.

Dan ,
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Dan . vii . 9 . I bebeld till the thrones were

caſt down, and the ancient of days did ſit, whoſe

garment was as white as fnoue', and the hair of

his head like pure wool.
His throne was like a

fieryflame, and his wheels as burningfire. A

fiery ſtream iſued out, and came forth from be

fore him . Thouſand thouſands miniſtered unto

him , and ten thouſand times ten thouſands ſtood

before him — 1 ſaw in the night vifions, and

behold, one'like the ſon of man came with the

clouds of Heaven , and came to the ancient of

days, and they brought him near before him , & c.

Amos ix. 1. I fow the Lord (13172] ſtand

ing upon the altar, and he ſaid , & c..

Heb . iii . 2. O Lord, I have beard thy ſpeech ,

and was afraid - God cane from Teman, and

the holy one from mount Paran. His glory

covered the Heavens, and the earth was full of

his praiſe, and his brightneſs was as the light.

He had horns (or bright beams, as it is render

ed in the margin ).co.ning out of his hands

He food and meafired the earth .

This language is not unknown to the New

Teſtament. Rev, iv . 2. Immediately I was in

theſpirit; and bebold , a throne was ſet in Hea

ven, and one fat on the throne; and he that fat

was, to look upon, like a jaſper, and a fardine
ſtone; and there was a rainbow round about the

throne, in fight like unto an emerald- - And

the four living creatures reſt not day or night,

ſaying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty,

who was, and is, and is to come. And when

thoſe living creatures give glory, and honour
andN 3
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and thanks, to him that faton the throne, wha

liveth for ever and ever, the four and twenty

elders fall down before him that fat on the

throne, and worſhip him that liveth for ever

and ever, and caſt their crowns before the

throne ; ſaying, thou art worthy, O Lord, to

receive glory; and honour, and power ; for thou

balt created all things, and for thy pleaſure they

were and are created.

Many paſſages in the books of ſcripture,

and eſpecially in the Pſalms, give us the moſt

exalted ideas of the univerſal power and pre

fence of God . But ſtill this is ſo far from

ſuggeſting the idea of proper immateriality,

which bears no relation to ſpace, that they

naturally give us the idea of a Being that is

locally preſent every where, but inviſible, and

penetrating all things .

Solomon ſays, in his prayer at the dedica

tion of the temple, 1 Kings viii . 27. But

will God indeed dwell on earth ? Bebold Heaven,

and the Heaven ofHeavens, cannot contain thee,

how much leſs this houſe that I have built. If.

lxvi. Į. Thus faith the Lord, The Heaven is

my throne, and the earth is my foot- ſtool. Where

is the houſe that ye build unto me, and where is

the place of my rejt ? Jer. xxiii . 23. Am I a

God at band, ſays the Lord, and not a God

afar off ? Can any hide himſelf in ſecret places

that I ſhall not ſee him ? Do I notfill Heaven

and earth , ſays the Lord ? To the fame. pur

poſe is that ſublime paſſage in Pfalm cxxxix .

7. Whither Mall I go from thy ſpirit, or whi

ther
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ther ſhall I flee from thy preſence. If I afcend

up into heaven thou art there. If I make my

bed in thegrave, behold thou art there. If I

take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the

uttermolt parts of theſea, even there ſhall thine

band lead me, and thy right hand mall bold

me.

Job ſays, ch . xxiii . 3. Oh that I knete

where I might find him , thatI might come even

to his feat. Behold I go forward, but he is not

there, and backward , but I cannot perceive bim ;

on the left hand, where he doth work, but I

cannot behold him. He bideth himſelf on the

right hand, that I cannot ſee him .

When the Divine Being is expreflly ſaid to

be inviſible, no words are ever added to ſug

geſt to us, that it is becauſe he is immaterial;

but we are rather given to underſtand, that

we cannot ſee God on account of the ſplendour
that ſurrounds him . This will be ſeen in

fonie of the paſſages quoted above ; and the

idea ſuits very well with the following paf

fage of St. Paul , 1 Tim . vi . 15. The King of

Kings, and Lord of Lords, who only hath im

mortality, dwelling in light which no man can

approach unto, whom no man bath feen, nor can

Jee ; to whom be honour and power everlaſting,
Amen. The apoſtle John alſo fays, John i.

18. No man hath ſeen God at any time ; but he

ſays nothing of the reaſon of it.

When our Saviour fays, John iv, 24. God

is aſpirit, and they that worſhip bim mujt wor

Ship him in ſpirit and in truth ; there is no
referenceN 4
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reference whatever to the immateriality of the

divine nature , but only to his intelligence, and

moral perfections; and , therefore, requiring

truth in the inward part, or a ſpiritual, as

oppoſed to a corporeal homage ; and this very

paſſage is alledged, by ſome of the Fathers , as

an argument for the corporeity of the divine

nature .

When the Divine Being compares himſelf

with idols, which is frequent in Iſaiah , Jere

miah , and other prophets, on which occaſion

they are ſaidto be wood and ſtone, incapable of

motion, knowledge, or ſenſe, it is never faid ,

by way of contraſt, as might naturally bę

expected in this connexion , that the trueGod

is altogether immaterial, and incapable of local

preſence. On the contrary, we find nothing

on theſe occaſions but declarations concerning

the divine power and knowledge, eſpecially with

reſpect to future events, on which ſubject

the true God more eſpecially challenges the
falſe ones .

I think I may conclude this ſection with

obſerving, that our modern metaphyſical no

tions , concerning the ſtrict immateriality of

the Divine Being, were certainly not drawn

from the ſcriptures. In thoſe ſacred books

we read of nothing but the infinite power ,

wiſdom , and goodneſs of God ; and to impreſs

our minds with the more awful ideas of him ,

he is generally repreſented as reſiding in hea

ven , and ſurrounded with a ſplendor , through

which no mortal eye can pierce. But he is
fo
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fo far from being ſaid to be what we now

call immaterial, that every deſcription of him ,

even in the New Teſtament, gives us an idea

of ſomethingfilling, and penetrating all things,

and therefore of no form , or known mode of

exiſtence ..

For my part, I do not ſee how this notion

of immateriality , in the ſtrict metaphyſical

ſenſe of the word , is at all calculated to heigh

ten our veneration for the Divine Being,

And though , as is no wonder, we are utterly

confounded when we attempt to form any con

ception of a being properly pervading, and

ſupporting all things, we are ſtill more con

founded when we endeavour to conceive of a

being that has ro extenſion, no common property

with matter, and no relation to Space. Alſo ,

by the help of theſe principles, which I have

been endavouring to eſtabliſh , we get rid of

two difficulties , which appear to me to be

abſolutely inſuperable upon the common hy

potheſis, viz. how an immaterial being, not

exiſting in ſpace, can create , or act upon ,

matter; when , according to the definition of

the terms , they are abſolutely incapable of

bearing any relation to each other,

SECTION
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SECTION XVI.

Of the Arguments for the Being and Per

FECTIONS of GOD, on the Syſtem of Ma

terialiſm .

NOTWITHSTANDING the opinion of the
materiality of man has , in reality, no

thing at all to dowith the doctrine concerning

God , yet as it has often been charged with

leading to Atheiſm , I ſhall Thew , in this ſec

sion , that our practical knowledge of God

ſtands independent of any conception what

ever concerning even the divine elence ; from

whence it will clearly follow , a fortiori, that

it muſt certainly be altogether independent of

any opinion concerning human nature.

The arguments for the being and attributes

of a Godſtand preciſely uponthe ſame foot

ing on the ſyſtem of materiality or imma

teriality . Conſidering, however, the pre

judices that may ariſe on this ſubject, it

may not be amiſs to review ſome of the ar

guments , as laid down in my Inſtitutes of

Natural Religion, where I made ſuch a dil

tribution of the ſubject, as I hope will

make the diſcuſſion of it more eaſy than it

had been before.

By a God, I mean an intelligent firſt cauſe.

This being proved, I conſider what other pro

perties
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perties or attributes are neceſſarily connected

with the idea of a firſt cauſe, and afterwards

thoſe which the examination of the works of

God leads us to aſcribe to him . Laſtly, the

divine goodneſs being the only moral quality

that we directly diſcover, I conſider how it is

neceſſarily branched out into the different mo

difications of juſtice, mercy , verucity, &c.

In the proof of an intelligent cauſe of all

things , it is impoſſible, that the conſideration

of the divine eſſence can be at all concerned.
For the ſame reaſon that the table on which

I write, or the watch that lies before me,

muſt have had a maker, myſelf, and the world

I live in muſt have had a maker too : and a

dehgn, a fitneſs of parts to each other, and to

an end, are no leſs obvious in the one caſe than

in the other. I have, therefore, the very

ſame reaſon to conclude, that an intelligent

mind produced the one, as the other (mean

! ing by the word mind the ſubject of intelli

gence ) and my idea of the degree of intelli

gence requiſite for each of theſe productions ,

riſes in proportion to the number of particu

lars neceſſary to be attended to in each, and

the completeneſs with which they are adapted

to the ends which they manifeſtly ſubſerve.

Judging by this obvious rule, I neceſſarily

conclude, that the intelligence of the being

that made myſelf and the world, muſt inti

nitely exceed that of the perſon who made

the table or the watch .

This
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This fimple argument for the being of a

God, or an intelligent maker of all things,

notwithſtanding Dr. Oſwald , out of his great

zeal for religion , has muſtered up all his

logic to invalidate it, I conſider as irrefraga

ble, whether we be able to proceed any farther

in the inquiry or not .

Again, for the ſame reaſon that the maker

of the table, or of the watch, muſt be dif- ,

ferent from the table , or the watch , it is

equally manifeſt that the maker of myſelf, of

the world, and of the univerſe, (meaning by it

all the worlds that we ſuppoſe to exiſt) muſt

be a being different from myſelf, the world,

or the univerſe ; which is a ſufficient anſwer tº

the reaſoning of Spinoza, who , making the

univerſe itſelf to be God, did , in fact, deny

that there was any God . I am not acquainted

with any arguments more concluſive than

theſe ; that is, ſuppoſing a God to exiſt, it is

not in nature poſſible, that there could have

been more, or ſtronger evidence of it than we

find. This argument is , in fact, the founda

tion of all our practical and uſeful knowledge

concerning God, and in this , the confidera

tion of materiality or immateriality has cer

tainly no concern .

The argument alſo againſt an eternal fuc

ceſſion of finite beings, of men , for inſtance,

none of which had any more knowledge or

ability than another, is the very fame on both

the hypotheſes, here being an effect without

any
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any adequate cauſe ; ſince this ſucceſſion of

men muſt have required, at leaſt, as much

intelligence and power as the production of a

ſingle man, that is , an intelligence and power

infinitely exceeding that of any man, and

conſequently that of any one in this ſuppoſed
fucceffion of men .

Alſo the conception of a being who had no

caufe is attended with juſt the ſame , and no

greater difficulty on the ſuppoſition of this

primary cauſe of all things being material, or
immaterial. The beginning of motion in mat

ter, or the beginning of thought in mind, is, in

this view, the very fame thing ; becauſe, judg

ing by ourſelves (from whence we get all the

data that we have for forming any judgment

in the caſe at all) every thought is as much

cauſed by fomething in the body, or the mind

preceding it, and influencing the mind, by

certain invariable laws, as every motion of

the body. We have no experience of any

thing that can help us to form any judgment

at all concerning the original beginning of mo

tion, or primary activity, in any reſpect. To

ſay that an immaterial being is capable of

this , but that a material one is incapable of

it , is merely deceiving ourſelves, and conceal

ing our ignorance, and total want of concep

tion , in words only, without any ideas ade

quate to the ſubject.

A firſt cauſe, therefore, being proved in

a manner quite independent of any conſi

deration of materiality or immateriality, it
follows
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follows that the eternity and unchangeableneſs

of the firſt cauſe ſtands upon the very fame

grounds upon either hypotheſis, being derived

fimply from the conſideration of an uncauſed

being.

If, from the conſideration of theſe neceſſary

attributes of a firft caufė, we proceed to the

confideration of the works of God , we find innu

merable things exactly ſimilar to ſuch as would

unavoidably lead us to the ideas of power, wif

duin, and goodneſs in man ; and therefore we

are neceſſarily led to aſcribe wiſdom , power
and goodneſs to this firſt cauſe . But to what

kind of efence theſe attributes belong, ma

terial or immaterial, the effects themſelves

give us no information .

Laſtly, the philoſopher admits the belief of

one God, in oppoſition to a multiplicity of

Gods, on account of the unity of deſign appa

rent in the univerſe ; and becauſe it is con

trary to the rules of philoſophizing to ſuppoſe

more cauſes than are neceſſary to explain

effects. In this great argument, therefore,

materiality or immateriality are equally un

concerned.

And in the fame manner it might be ſhewn,

that the argument for a Divine Providence

fuffers no injury whatever by this hypothefis.

If nothing was made, it is equally certain that

nothing can happen, or come to paſs, without a

deſign ; and there can be no reaſon whatever

why this ſhould not extend to the ſmalleſt

things, and the moſt ſeemingly inconſiderable
events,
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events, as well as to things of greater mag

nitude, and events of greater apparent mo

ment. Beſides, the ſmalleſt things, and the

moſt trifling circumſtances,may have the moſt

important influences ; and therefore they could

not be neglected in the comprehenſive plan of

Divine Providence, without an inattention to

things of the greateſt conſequence that might

depend upon them . So that, in a truly phi

loſophical view, there is nothing exaggerated

in our Saviour's ſaying, that Even a ſparrow

falls not to the ground without the will, the

knowledge, and deſign of our beavenly Father,

and that the very bairs of our heads are num

bered.

If, after this candid , explicit, and I hope

clear and ſatisfactory view of the ſubject, any

perſon will tax my opinions , according to

which the divine eſſence is nothing that was

ever called matter, but ſomething eſſentially

different from it (though I have lhewn that

the belief of all his attributes and providence

is compatible with any opinion concerning his

eſſence) with atheiſm , I ſhall tax him with

great ſtupidity, or malignity. In my own idea,

I have all the foundation that the nature of

things admits of for a firm belief in a firſt,

eternal, unchangeable, and intelligent cauſe

of all things ; and I have all the proof that can

be given of his almighty power, infinite good

neſs, and conſtant providence. And this fyf
tem of natural religion affords all the founda

tion
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tion that can be had in ſupport of revealed
religion, the hiſtory of which is contained in

the books of ſcripture, which I moſt cor

dially and thankfully receive ; and the truth

of which I have endeavoured in the beſt

manner I have been able, to prove, in the

ſecond volume of my Inſtitutes of Natural and

Revealed Religion.

That the hypotheſis even of the materiality

of the divine nature is not a dangerous one, is

even demonſtrable from this ſingle confidera

tion , that it is , in fact , the idea that all the

vulgar actually do form of God, whenever

they think of him at all . For a ſubſtance,

properly immaterial, cannot give us any proper

idea whatever, and ſome idea or other we

cannot avoid having whenever we think of a

being poſſeſſed of the attributes that we aſcribe

to God . It is neceſſarily either the idea of a

being of ſome particular, though perhaps va

riable, form , or elſe infinitely diffuſed, and

not the object ofour ſenſes. If, therefore,

this idea could do harın , almoft all mankind

muſt have received that harm ; and, notwith

ſtanding all our laboured refinements, the

evil is, with reſpect to the bulk of mankind

at leaſt, naturally irremediable . But no harm

whatever has come from it, nor is any to be

apprehended.

To Thew that I am not ſingular in my idea

of the perfect innocence of any method of

expreſſing the divine eflence, I ſhall cloſe this

ſection
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ſection with the teſtimony of ſome of the moſt

pious and reſpectable writers of the laſt and

preſent age, and who cannot beſuſpected of

any undue prejudice, becauſe they did not

embrace the ſyitem they plead in favour of.

The writers I ſhall produce are Ramſay, Cud

worth and Beau ſobre.

“ True atheiſm conſiſts in denying, that

" there is a ſupreme intelligence which has

produced theworld by his power, and go

verns it by his wiſdom *

“ All corporealiſts muſt not be condemned

" for atheiſts, but only thoſe of them who

" aſſert that there is no conſcious intellectual

nature preſiding over the whole univerſet.”

“ I am well perſuaded, that God is a pure

intelligence ; but the more I reflect on the

ſubject, the more diſpoſed I find myſelf to

“ treat the contrary opinion with indulgence .

“ The ableſt Carteſians acknowledge, that we

“ have no idea of a ſpiritual ſubſtance.
We

only know by experience that it thinks,

is but we do not know what is the nature of

“ the being, whoſe modifications are thoughts.

“ We donot know what is the foundation,

" theſubject, in which the thoughts inhere.

Secondly , whatever be the error of be

lieving God to be corporeal , religion ſuf

“ fers nothing by it. Adoration, the love of

God, and obedience to his ſovereign will,

“ remain intire . He is not the leſs the moſt

Ramſay, p. 274.

Vol . I ,

+ Cudworth , p. 156 .

O boly,
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holy, the moſt high , the almighty, and the

* 6 irmortal---Were Tertullian , Melito , &c .

“ who believed God to be corporeal ; on that

" account, the leſs good Chriſtians ? Laſtly,

" what ought at leaſt to moderate the rage

“ of thoſe who are always ready to dart their

“ anathemas, is , that the wiſeſt of the Fathers

acknowledge not only that the divine na

“ ture is inexplicable, but that we cannot

ſpeak of it without making uſe of expreſ

“ ſions which agree to corporeal ſubſtances

only * .

S E C T I O N XVII.

Obſervations on PERSONAL IDENTITY with

reſpect to the juiure State of Man .

THE opinion of the mortality of the
thinking part of man is thought by ſome

to be unfavourable to morality and religion ,

but without the leaſt reaſon , as they who

urge this objection at preſent, muſt be unac

quainted with the ſentiments of chriſtian di

vines upon the ſubject in ancient and preſent

times. The excellent biſhop of Carliſle has

ſufficiently proved the inſenſibility of the ſoul

from death to the reſurrection (which has the

ſame practical conſequences) to be the 'doc

trine of the ſcriptures, and the learned arch

deacon Blackburne has traced the corruption

of it from the earlieſt ages .

* Beaufobre, vol. i . p. 485 .

In
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In fact, the common opinion of the ſoul

of man ſurviving the body was (as will be

ſhewn) introduced into chriſtianity from the

Oriental and Greek philoſophy, which in many

reſpects exceedingly altered and debaſed the

true chriſtian ſyſtem . This notion is one of

the main bulwarks of popery; it was diſcard

ed by Luther, and many other reformers in

England and abroad ; and it was wiſely left

out in the laſt correction of the articles of the

church of England , though incautiouſly re

tained in the burial ſervice. Now, can it be

ſuppoſed, that the apoſtles, the primitive

Fathers , and modern reformers , ſhould all

adopt an opinion unfavourable to morality ?

It was objected to the primitive chriſtians,

as it may be at preſent, that if all our hopes

of a future life reſt upon the doctrine of a

refurrection , we place it upon a foundation

that is very precarious. It is even ſaid , that a

proper reſurrection is not only , in the higheſt

degree, improbable, but even actually im

poſſible ; fince, after death , the body putre

fies, and the parts that compoſed it are diſ

perſed , and form other bodies, which have

an equal claim to the ſame reſurrection . And

where, they ſay, can be the propriety of re

wards and puniſhments, if the man that riſes

again be not identically the ſamewith the man

that acted and died ?

Now , though it is my own opinion , that we

ſhall be identically the ſame beings after the re

furrection that we are at preſent, I ſhall, for

1

02 the
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the ſake of thoſe who may entertain a differ

ent opinion , ſpeculate a little upon their hy

potheſis ; to fhew that it is not inconſiſtent

with a ſtate of future rewards and puniſh

ments , and that it ſupplies motives ſufficient

for the regulation of our conduct here , with

a view to it. And, metaphyſical as the ſub

ject neceſſarily is , I do not deſpair of ſatiſ

fying thoſe who will give a due attention to

it, that the propriety of rewards and puniſh

ments, with our hopes and fears derived from

them , do not at all depend upon ſuch a kind

of identity as the objection that I have ſtated

fuppoſes.

If I may be allowed , for the ſake of dif

tinction , to introduce a new term , I would ſay ,

that the identity of the man, is different from

the identity of the perfon ; and it is the latter,

and not the former, that we ought to conſider

in a diſquiſition of this kind . The diſtinction

I have mentioned may appear a paradox, but,

in fact, ſimilar diſtinctions are not uncommon,

and they may illuſtrate one another .

Aſk any perſon to ſhew you the river

Thames, and he will point to water flowing in

a certain channel , and you will find that he

does not conſider the banks, or the bed of the

river, to be any part of it . And yet, though

the water be continually and viſibly changing

ſo as not to be the fame any one day with the

preceding, the uſe of language proves , that

there is a ſenſe in which itmay be called , to

every real purpoſe, the ſame river that it was a

thouſand
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thouſand years ago . So alſo the Nile, the

Euphrates, and the Tiber, have an identity as

rivers independently of the water , of which

alone they conſiſt. In the ſame manner fo ..

reſts, which conſiſt of trees growing in certain

places , preſerve their identity, though all the

trees of which they conſiſt decay, and others

grow up in their places .

In like manner, though every perſon ſhould

be ſatisfied of what I believe is not true, that

in the courſe of nutrition , digeſtion and egeſ

tion , every particle of the body, and even of

the brain (and it ſhouldbe taken for granted,

that the whole man conſiſted of nothing elſe)

was entirely changed , and that this change,

though gradual and inſenſible, could be de

monſtrated to take place completely in the

courſe of a year, we ihould , I doubt not , ſtill

retain the idea of a real identity, and ſuch a

one as would be the proper foundation for
ap

probation, or ſelf reproach, with reſpect to

the paſt, and for hope and fear with reſpect to
the future . A man would claim his wife,

and a woman her huſband, after more than a

year's abſence, debts of a year's ſtanding

would not be conſidered as cancelled, and the

villain who had abſconded for a year would

not eſcape puniſhment.

In fact, the univerſal and firm belief of this

hypotheſis, would make no change whatever

in our preſent conduct, or in our ſenſe of obli

gation, reſpecting the duties of life, and the

propriety of rewards and puniſhments ; and

O 3 con .
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1

conſequently all hopes and fears, and expec

tations of every kind , would operate exactly

as before. For, notwithſtanding the com

plete change of the man, there would be no

change of what I ſhould call the perſon.

Now, if the water of a river , the trees of

a foreit, or the particles that conſtitute the

man , ſhould change every moment, and we were

all acquainted with it , it would make no more

difference in our conduct, than if the ſame

change had been conſidered as taking place more

ſlowly. Suppoſing that this change thould

conſtantly take place during ſleep, our beha

viour to each other in the morning would ſtill

be regulated by a regard to the tranſactions

of the preceding day . In this caſe, were any

perſon fully perſuaded, that every particle

of which he conſiſted ſhould be changed, he

would , nevertheleſs, conſider himſelf as be

ing the fame perſon to -morrow , that he was

yeſterday, and the ſame twenty years hence ,

that he was twenty years ago ; and , I doubt

not, he would feel bimſelf concerned as for

a future felf, and regulate his conduct accord

ingly.

As far as the idea of identity is requiſite,

as a foundation for rewards and puniſhments,

the ſameneſs and continuity of conſciouſneſs ſeems

to be the only circumſtance attended to by us .

If we knew that a perſon had by diſeaſe, or

old age , loſt all remembrance of his paſt ac

tions , we ſhould , in moſt caſes, immediately

ſee that there would be an impropriety in

puniſhing

3
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puniſhing him for his previous offences, as

it would anſwer no end of puniſhment, to

himſelf or others . In the caſe, however, of

notorious criminality, the aſſociation of a man's

crime, with every thing belonging to him , is

ſo ſtrong, and ſo extenſive, that we wreak our

vengeance upon the dead body, the children ,

the habitation, and every thing that had been
connected with the criminal ; and likewiſe in

the caſe of diſtinguiſhed merit, we extend our

gratitude and benevolence to all the remains
and connexions of the hero and the friend.

But as men habituate themſelves to reflection ,

they lay aſide this indiſcriminate vengeance, and

confine it to the perſon of the criminal, and
to the ſtate in which he retains the remem

brance of his crimes . Every thing farther is

deemed barbarous and uſeleſs.

Admitting, therefore, that the man conſiſts

wholly of matter, as much as the river does of

water , or the foreſtof trees, and that this mat

ter ſhould be wholly changed in the inter

val between death and the reſurrection ; yet,

if, after this ſtate, we ſhall all know one an

other again , and converſe together as before,

we ſhall be, to all intents and purpoſes , the

ſame perſons, Our perſonal identity will be

Tufficiently preſerved, and the expectation of

it at preſent will have a proper influence on
our conduct.

To conſider the matter philofophically, what

peculiar excellence is there in thoſe particles

of matter which compoſe my body, more than

04 thoſe
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thoſe which compoſe the table on which !

write ; and conſequently, what rational motive

can I have for preferring, or attaching myſelf

to the one more than to the other . If I knew

that they were inſtantly, and without any

painful ſenſation to myſelf, to change places ,

I do not think that it would give me any con

cern . As to thoſe who are incapable of re

fecting in this manner, as they cannot un

derſtand the objection , there is no occaſion to

make them underſtand the anſwer .

However, notwithſtanding I give this ſo

lution of the difficulty, for the ſatisfaction

of ſceptical and metaphyſical perſons, I my

ſelf believe the doctrine of the reſurrection of

the dead in another, and more literal ſenſe.

Death , with its concomitant putrefaction, and

diſperſion of parts , is only a decompoſition; and

whatever is decompoſed may be recompoſed by

the being who firſt compoſed it ; and i

doubt not but that, in the properſenſe of the

word, the fame body that dies Thall riſe again ,

not with every thing that is adventitious and

extraneous (as all that we receive by nutrition )

but with the ſame ſtamina, or thoſe particles

that really belonged to the germ of the orga

nical body. And there can be no proof that

theſe particles are ever properly deſtroyed, or

interchanged. This opinion was advanced by

Dr. Watts, and no man can ſay that it is un

philoſophical.

That excellent philoſopher, Mr. Bonnet,

ſuppoſes and advarices a variety of arguments
from
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from new and curious experiments on the re

production of the parts of animals to prove)

that all the germs of future plants , organical

bodies of all kinds, and the reproducible parts

of them , were really contained in the firſt

germ ; and though the confideration confounds

i us when we contemplate it , we are not more

confounded than in the contemplation of other

views of the ſyſtem of which we make a part ;

and the thing is no more incompatible with

our idea of the omnipotence of its author.

Thoſe who laugh at the mere mention of ſuch

a thing, have certainly a ſmall ſhare of natural

ſcience, which indeed generally accompanies

conceit and dogmatiſm .

This idea of the doctrine of the reſur

rection is perfectly agrecable to the light in

which St. Paul repreſents it ( though I ſhould

not condemn his compariſon, if it ſhould be

found not to be ſo complete) when he com

pares it to the revival of a feed that has been

ſown in the earth , and become ſeemingly dead.

For the germ does not die, and in our future

transformation we may be as different from

what we are in our preſent ſtate, as the plant

is from the feed , or the butterfly from the egg ,

and
yet be effentially the ſame.

Dr. Hartley alſo, and others, ſuppoſe that,

ftri & ly ſpeaking, there will be nothing more

miraculous in our reſurrection to a future life,

than there was in our birth, to the preſent ; for

that, in the circumſtances in which the world

will be at the general conſummation of all

things,
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things, theſe germs, as we may call them,

may naturaily and neceffarily revive, accord

ing to ſome fixed, but to us , unknown laws of

sature .

There have even been unbelievers in revela

tion , who have ſeen nothing to object to in

this ſuppoſition.

“ Let us not,” ſays the author of Man a

Machine , pretend to ſay, that every ma

“ chine, or animal , is intirely annihilated after

death , nor that they put on another forn ,

6c ſince we are quite in the dark as to this

point . To affirm an immortal machine

“ to be a chimera, a fiction of our brain , ap

pears to be as abſurd as it would feem in

caterpillars , when they ſee the dead bodies

“ of their kind, bitterly to lament the fate

“ of their ſpecies, which would ſeem to them

“ to be utterly deſtroyed. The ſoul of theſe

“ infects is too narrow and confined to be

“ able to comprehend the transformation of

66 their nature , Never did any one of the

“ s acuteft amongſt them entertain the leaſt

“ notion that he would become a butterfly,

“ It is the very fame caſe with us . What

“ do we know of our future deſtiny more

" then we do of our original ?”

I fhall cloſe this ſection with ſome obſerva

tions reſpecting a term I made uſe of when I

gave to the public the firſt hint of the ſenti

ment maintained in this treatiſe, which was

in my edition of Dr. Hartley's Theory . It

* P. 31

was
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was that , according to appearances , the whole

man becomes extinct at death. This was

thought to be rather incautious by ſome of

my friends, and my enemies eagerly catched

at it , as thinking I had given them a great

advantage over me ; and yet I ſtill think the

term very proper, and that to object to this

application, betrays an ignorance even of the

real meaning of that Engliſh word .

Some of them ſeem to have ſuppoſed, that

by the extinction of the whole mar , I mean

the abſolute annibilation of him , ſo that when

a man dies , whatever it was that conſtituted

him , ceaſes to exift. But then I muſt have

ſuppoſed, that the moment a man is dead,

he abſolutely vaniſhes away, ſo that his friends

can find nothing of him left to carry to the

grave. Mr. Hallet, treating of this ſub

jed , uſes an expreſſion much more nearly

approaching to the idea of annihilation , when

he ſays * , " It looks as if the whole man was

gone,” and I do not know that the expref

fion was ever objected to .

Nor does theword extinction , as it is gene

rally underſtood , imply any ſuch thing as

annihilation . When we ſay , that a candle is

extinguiſhed, which is uſing the word in its

primary, and moſt proper ſenſe, we ſurely do

not mean that it is annihilated, and therefore,

that there is nothing left to light again .

Even the particles of light which it has emit

ted we only ſuppoſe to be diſperſed, and there

* See page 30 of this trcatife .

fore
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fore to be capable of being collected again. As,

therefore, a candle, though extinguiſhed, is

capable of being lighted again , ſo , though a

man inay be ſaid , figuratively ſpeaking, to be

come extinɛt at death, and his capacity for

thinking ceaſe, it may only be for a time' : for

no particle of that which ever conſtituted the

man is loſt. And , as I obſerved before,

whatever is decompoſed may certainly be re

compoſed, by the fame almighty power that
firſtcompoſed it , with whatever change in its

conſtitution, advantageous or diſadvantageous,

he ſhall think proper ; and then the powers of

thinking, and whatever depended upon them ,

will return of courſe, and the man will be,

in the moſt proper ſenſe , the ſame being that

he was before.

This is preciſely the apoſtle Paul's idea of

the reſurrection of the dead, as the only foun

dation for a future life ; and it is to this to

which I mean to adhere, exclufive of all the

additional vain ſupports which either the

Oriental, or Platonic philoſophy has been

thought to afford to this great doctrine of pure
revelation . I have, however, been reprefent

ed as having, by this view of the ſubject,

furniſhed a ſtronger argument againſt reve

lation than any that infidelity has hitherto

diſcovered , and the atheiſts of the age have

been deſcribed as triumphing in my concef

fions; when, whatever triumph atheiſts may

derive from my conceſſions, andmywritings , the

very
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very fame they may derive from the writings

of St. Paul himſelf, which is certainly much

more to their purpoſe.

Farther, though I have been charged with

being an abetter of atheiſm , it has been , by

perſons who have urged againſtmy opinion ,

the hackneyed objection, that all unbelievers

of ancient and modern times have made againſt

the doctrine of any reſurrection, viz . from the
conſideration of the matter that once com

poled the human body entering , afterwards,

into the compoſition of plants , animals, &c .

not conſidering that this objection equally af

fects the doctrine of St. Paul , and that of all

chriſtians, who maintain what may, by any

poſſible conſtruction of the words, be called

a reſurrection of the dead ; which certainly
requires that it is ſomething that dies , and is

put into the grave (and an immaterial foul is

never fuppoſed to die at all) that muſt revive,

and riſe again out of it ,

SECTION
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SECTION XVIII.

Of the Origin of the popular Opinions con

Cerning the Soul.

TI
HOUGH truth be a thing aitogether

independent of the opinions of men , yet

when any erroneous doctrine has prevailed

long in the world , and has had a very general

ſpread , we are apt to ſuſpect that it muſt have

come from ſome ſufficient authority , unleſs

we be able to trace the riſe and progreſs of it ,

and can aſſign ſome plauſible reaſon for its ge

neral reception . On this account, I ſhall en

ter into a pretty large hiſtorical detail concern

ing the ſyſtem that I have, in this treatiſe ,

called in queſtion ; and I hope to be able to

ſhew , that it can by no means boaſt ſo reſpec

table an origin as many are willing to aſcribe
to it . On the contrary, I hope to make it ap

pear, that it has ariſen from nothing but mere

ſuperſtition, and the vain imaginations of men ,

flattering themſelves with a higher origin than

they had any proper claim to , though the

preciſe date of the ſyſtem may beof too re

mote antiquity to be aſcertained with abſolute

certainty at this day .

The notion of the ſoul of man being a ſub

ftance diſtinct from the body, has been ſhown,

and I hope to ſatisfaction , not to have been

known
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man .

known to the writers of the ſcriptures, and

eſpecially thoſe of the Old Teitament, Ac

cording to the uniform ſyſtem of revelation ,

all our hopes of a future life are built upon

another, and I may ſay an oppoſite founda

tion, viz . that of the reſurrection of fomething

belonging to us that dies, and is buried, that

is , the body, which is always conſidered as the

This doctrine is manifeſtly ſuperfluous

on the idea of the ſoul being a ſubſtance ſo

diſtinct from the body as to be unaffected by

its death , and able to ſubſiſt, and even to be

more free and happy, without the body .

This opinion, therefore, . not having been

known to the Jews, and being repugnant

to the ſcheme of revelation , muſt have had its

ſource in heatheniſm ; but with reſpect to the

date of its appearance , and the manner of its

introduction , there is room for conjecture and

ſpeculation .

As far as we are able to collect any thing

concerning the hiſtory of this opinion, it is

evidently not the growth of Greece or Rome,

but was received by the philoſophers of thoſe

countries either from Egypt, or the countries

more to the Eaſt. TheGreeks in general re

fer it to the Egyptians , but Pauſanias gives it
to the Chaldeans , or the Indians. I own ,

however (though every thing relating to ſo

very obſcure a ſubject muſt be in a great mca

ſure conjectural) that I am inclined to aſcribe

it to the Egyptians ; thinking , with Mr.

Toland , that it might poſſibly have been ſug

geſted
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geſted by ſome of their known cuſtoms reſpect

ing the dead , whom they preſerved with great

care, and diſpoſed of with a ſolemnity un

known to other nations ; though it might

have ariſen among them from other cauſes

without the help of thoſe peculiar cuſtoms.

The authority of Herodotus, the oldeſt

Greek hiſtorian, and who had hiinſelf travel -

led into Egypt , is very expreſs to this pur

poſe. He ſays* , that “ the Egyptians were
* the firſt who maintained that the ſoul of

“ man is immortal , that when the body

“ 6 dies it enters into that of ſome other

“ 'animal, and when it has tranſmigrated

through all terreſtrial, marine, and flying

animals , it returns to the body of a man

“ again . This revolution is completed in

“ three thouſand years.” He adds , that “ ſe

“ veral Greeks , whoſe names he would not

“ mention , had publiſhed that doctrine as
" their own .'

Mr. Toland's hypotheſis is as follows, and

I think I Thould do wrong to omit the men

tion of it . My reader may judge of the pro

bability of it for himſelf . " The funeral rites

“ of the Egyptians , ” he ſays t, " and their

“ hiſtorical method of preſerving the memo

ry of deſerving perſons, ſeems to have been

“ the occaſion of this belief. Their way of

burying was by embalming the dead bodies,

“ which they depoſited in a ſubterranean

* Ed, Steph. p . 137 . + Letters to Serena, p. 45.

' grotto ,
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1

grotto , where they continued intire for

“ thouſands of years ; ſo that before any notion

“ of ſeparate or immortal ſouls , the common

language was , that ſuch a one was under

ground, that he was carried over the river

“ Acheruſia hy Charon ( the title of the public

ferryman for that purpoſe) and laid happily

“ to reſt in the Elyſiun fields, which was the

common burying place near Memphis."

This hypotheſis is rendered more probable

byan obſervation of Cicero's. He ſayst, “ the

“ í bodies falling to the ground, and being

" buried there, it was imagined that the de

“ ceaſed paſſed the reſt of their life under

“ ground.” Among other abſurdities flow

ing from this notion , he ſays that, though the

bodies were buried , they ſtill imagined them

to be apud inferos ; and whereas they could not

conceive the mind to exiſt of itſelf, they gave

it a form or figure .

I think, however, that the notion of there

being ſomething in man diſtinct from his bo

dy, and the cauſe of his feeling, thinking,

willing, and his other mental operations and

affections, might very well occur in thoſe

rude ages without ſuch a ſtep as this ; though

no doubt the cuſtom above -mentioned would

much contribute to it . Nothing is more com

mon than to obſerve how very ready all illi

terate perſons are to aſcribe the cauſe of any

difficult appearance to an inviſible agent, dif

+ Tuſculan Queſtions, Ed. Glaſ. p . 37 .

VOL.I , P tinct
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tinct from the ſubject on which the operation

is exerted . This led the Jews (after the

heathens) to the idea of madmen being pof

ſeſſed of dæmons, and it is peculiarly remark

able , how very ready mankind have always

been to aſcribe the unknown cauſe of ex

traordinary appearances to ſomething to which

they can give the name fpirit, after this

term had been once applied in a ſimilar

manner . Thus , that which ſtruck an animal

dead over fermenting liquor, was firſt called
the gas, or ſpirit of the liquor, while the fer

mented liquor itſelf alſo , being poſſeſſed of

very active powers , was thought to contain

another kind of spirit ; andmany times do we

hear ignorant perſons, on ſeeing a remarkable

experiment in philoſophy, eſpecially if air,

or any inviſible fluid ,be concerned in'it, per

fectly ſatisfied with ſaying, that is theſpirit of

it. Now , though the idea of a fpirit, as a

diſtinct ſubſtance from the body, did not per

haps immediately occur in all theſe caſes, their

conceptions might afford a foundation for

fuch an hypotheſis .

It would be moſt natural, however , at firſt,

to aſcribe the cauſe of thought to ſomething

that made a viſible difference between a living

and a dead man ; and breathing being the moſt

obvious difference of this kind , thoſe powers

would be aſcribed to his breath : and accord

ingly we find, that in the Hebrew, Greek ,

and Latin languages, the name of the foul is

the ſame with that of breath . From whence

we
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we may ſafely infer, that originally it was

conſidered as nothing elſe, and hence the

cuſtom of receiving the parting breath of

dying perſons, as if to catch their departing

ſouls. " And though , to appearance , the breath

of a man mixes with the reſt of the air, yet,

the nature of air being very little known, it

was not at all extraordinary, that it ſhould

have been conſidered as not really mixing with

the atmoſphere, but as aſcending by its levity

to the higher regions above the clouds. And

men having got this idea, the notion of its

having come downfrom above the clouds, where

God was ſuppoſed to reſide, would naturally

enough follow .

But living bodies differ from dead ones by

their warmth, as well as by the circumſtance

of breathing . Hence might come the idea of

the principle of life and thought being a kind

of vital fire ; and, as Aame always aſcends,

men would , of courſe, imagine that the ſoul

of man, when ſet looſe from the body, would

aſcend to the region of fire, which was ſup

poſed to be above the atmoſphere. From theſe

leading ideas, it could not be difficult for the

imagination of ſpeculative men to make out

a complete ſyſtem of pre- exiſtence and tranſ

migration; and there being ſo much of fancy

in it, it is ſtill leſs to be wondered at , that it

thould have been diverſified ſo much as we

find to have been in different countries, and

different ſchools of philoſophy.

DiſeaſesP 2
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Diſeaſes and other evils having their feat in

the body, the matter of which it is compoſed

might eaſily be conceived to be the ſource of

thoſe and all other evils ; a difordered mind

being, in many caſes, the evident effect of a .

diſordered body ; and they whowere diſpoſed to

believe in a benevolent deity , would by this

means eafily make out to themſelves a reaſon

for the origin of evil, without reflecting any

blame upon God on that account . They would

aſcribe it to the untraclable nature of matter.

Laſtly, what could be more natural to ac

count for the ethereal foul being confined to

ſuch a body or clog, as the ſuppoſition of its

being a puniſhment for offences committed in

a pre -exiſtent ſtate ?

But the notion of a proper immaterial being,

without all extenſion , or relation to place, did

appear till of late years in compariſon ;

what the ancients meant by an immaterial

ſubſtance being nothing more than an attenu

ated matter, like air, ether, fire, or light, con

ſidered as fluids , beyond which their idea of

incorporeity did not go . Pſellus ſays, that the an

cient Heathens, both Greeks and others, called

only the grofier bodies , τα παχύερα των σωμαίων

not

corporeal *.

Indeed, the vulgar notion of a foul, or

Spirit, wherever it has been found to exist,

has been the ſame in all ages ; and in this re

* Le Clerc's Index Philologicus, Materia .

fpect,
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Ipect, even the learned of ancient times are

only to be conſidered as the vulgar . We

gather from Homer, that the belief of his

time was , that the ghoſt bore the ſhape of,

and exactly reſembled, the deceaſed perſon to

whom it had belonged , that it wandered upon

the earth , near the place where the body lay,

till it was buried, at which time it was ad

mitted to the ſhades below. In both theſe

ſtates it was poſſeſſed of the intire conſciouſ

neſs, and retained the friendſhips and enmities
of the man . But in the caſe of deified per

ſons, it was ſuppoſed that, beſides this ghoſt,

there was ſomething more ethereal , or divine

belonging to them , like another better ſelf,

that aſcended to the upper regions , and was

aſſociated with the immortal gods .

All the Pagans of the Eaſt , ſays Loubiere,

(quoted by Mr. Locke * ) do truly believe, that

" there remains ſomething of a man after his

death , which ſubſiſts independently and le

parately from his body . But theygive ex

“ tenſion and figure to that which remains,

“ and attributeto it all the ſame members,

“ all the ſame ſubſtances, both folid and

liquid, which bodies are compoſed of.

They only ſuppoſe, that ſouls are of a mat

“ 'ter ſubtle enough to eſcape being ſeen or
“ handled . ”

When it had been imagined, that the vital

and thinking powers of man reſided in a dif

* Eſſay, vol . ii . page 162 .

tinctP 3
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tinct principle or ſubſtance, it would be na

tural to aſcribe ſuch a principle to every thing

that had motion , and eſpecially a regular mo

tion , and that had any remarkable influences,

good or bad, particularly to ſuch reſplendent

bodies as the ſun, moon, ſtars, and planets. Ac

cordingly, we find it to be one of the oldeſt opi

nions in heathen antiquity, that thoſe heaven ,

ly bodies were animated as well as men . This

opinion was even held by Origen , and other

philoſophizing chriſtians,

Mr. " Toland, however, conjectures that

another Egyptian cuſtom might facilatate the

introduction of this ſyſtem . “ Among other

methods,” he ſays t , “ the Egyptians had

“ of perpetuating events , the ſureſt of all was

so to impoſe the names of memorable perſons

“ and things on the conſtellations, as the only

“ eternal monuments, not ſubject to the vio

“ lence of men or brutes , nor to the injury.

" of time or weather. This cuſtom was de

" rived from them to other nations , who

• changed, indeed, the names, but gave new

" ones to the ſtars for the ſame end . And

“ the inconſiderate vulgar, hearing the learned

“ conſtantly talk of certain perſons, as in the

ſtars, believed them at laſt to be really

there, and that all the others were under

ground.” . One may add , that this might

poſſibly give riſe to the notion of a twofold

joul, one that went under ground , and another

that went to the ſtars.

* Letters to Serena, p. 46 .

Upon
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Upon the whole , Mr. Toland's conjecture

appears to menotto be deſtitute of probabi

lity. How far the Egyptians really carried

their notions concerning the ſtate of human

ſouls, before or after death , doth not diſtinct

ly appear, becauſe we have no Egyptian
writings . But it is probable, that their ideas

never ripened into ſuch a ſyſtem as was after

wards found in the Eaſt, on account of their

empire and civil polity having been too ſoon

overturned , and the country having undergone

ſuch a number of revolutions . Accordingly

we find, that thoſe who introduced as much

of this ſyſtem as was received in Greece did,

in general , travel into the Eaſt for it .

SECTION XIX.

A View of the different Opinions that have been

beld concerning the DIVINE ESSENCE, ef

pecially with a View to the Doctrine of Im

materiality.

I
HAVE conſidered the doctrine of proper

immateriality both by the light of nature,

and alſo of the ſcriptures , without finding any

foundation for it in either . I ſhall now en

deavour to trace what have been the notions

that men in different ages , and ſyſtems of

philoſophy, have entertained with reſpect to

it; having little doubt but that it will appear,

P4 to
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to the ſatisfaction of all unprejudiced perſons,

that the ſtrict metaphyſical notion of imma

teriality is really a modern thing , being un

known to all the wiſe ancients , whether he2

thens or chriſtians ; and therefore, that the re

jection of it ought not to give any alarm to

the ſerious chriſtian . It is no article in his

faith that I am oppugning , but really an up

ſtart thing, and a nonentity.

I ſhall begin with an account of opinions

concerning the ſupreme mind, the parent and

ſource of all intelligence, and afterwards con

ſider the doctrines relating to the human ſoul.

In this hiſtorical detail I ſhall alſo occaſionally

mention a few other circumſtances, which

may ſerve to fhew the derivation of all the

philoſophical opinions concerning God from

the ſame ſource.

It will throw conſiderable light upon this

ſubject, to reflect, that it was a maxim with

all the ancients , even till the time of the later

chriſtian Fathers and ſchoolmen , though I be

lieve it to be falſe in itſelf, that nothing could

be made out of nothing. Ex nibilo nihil fit .

In fact, the idea of creation, in the modern

ſenſe of the word , never occurred to them ;

they always meaning by it only a forming, or

new modelling of things; and in this ſenſe

their maxim was true, for a carpenter muſt

be provided with wood before he can make

any inſtrument of wood . The ancients , there

fore, in general, ſuppoſed that two diſtinct

things , or principles,had been from eternity,

viz .
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viz , matter and ſpirit, or God , and ſince infe

rior intelligences could not , in their opinion ,

be made from nothing, any more than groſs

bodies , the univerſal opinion was , that they

were emanations from the ſupreme mind. And,

as they generally conſidered the Divine Being

as a fire, or light, they explained the produc

tion of minds by the lighting of one candle at

another, or by ſome other compariſon of the
ſame nature .

Now , ſince theſe are ideas that are known

to have run through all the ſyſtems of the

ancients , it is evident , that, in whatever terms

they might expreſs themſelves, they could

not, in reality, conſider the Divine Being as

ſtrictly ſpeaking, without extenſion, indiviſible,

or indifcerptible, which is eſſential to proper

immateriality. In fact, by ſuch terms as jpi

ritual, incorporeal, &c. as was obſerved be

fore, they could only mean a more ſubtle and

refined kind of matter, ſuch as air, flame,

light , &c . Alſo, wherever the notion of the

abſorption of all ſouls into the Deity, or ſoul of

the univerſe, prevailed , it is evident, that the

ſoul could not be conſidered in the light in

which modern metaphyſicians conſider it; and

this is known to have been a notion univer

fally prevalent in the Eaſt, and in Greece .

The Indian philoſophers, ſays Beaufobre *,

think , that the Deity has a luminous body,

inviſible at preſent, becauſe it is concealed

* Vol. ii . p . 467

behind

1
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behind another, either the heavens , or the

world ; but, that it will be revealed ( i . e . be

come viſible) ſome time . The Magi , and

Chaldeans alſo ſay, that God in his body re

ſembles light , and in his mind truth * . But

truth is only a property, and no ſubſtance what

ever . According to the ſame author t , the

firſt production of this great intellectual light

or fire, was the utepxosper çare , the fupramundane

light, which is defined to be an infinite, incorpo

real, and lucid ſpace, the happy featof intellectual

natures . Of this it is not eaſy to form an idea ;

but it may receive ſome little illuſtration from

à notion of the Cabaliſts, who ſay, that all

fpirits were made out of the holy Ghoft, or

fpirit of God, which was made firſt.

The Cabaliſts, indeed , ſay that all crea

turesare emanations from the eternal Being,

and that the attributes of the Deity being in

finite, may produce an infinity of effects . It

is extended when this ſubſtance compoſes fpi

rits , and contracted when it makes matter

ſo that it is evident, they could have no notion

ofany thing properly immaterial. This doc

trine of the Cabaliſts exiſts in the Eaſt, and

probably came from thence .

The divine fire, the Magi ſay, was diſ

tributed to all creatures , and before all to the

prima mens, as the oracles of Zoroaſter teach ,

and then to other eternal and incorporeal na

tures, in which claſs are included innumerable

* Stanley by Le Clerc , p . 25 . # P. 26 .

| Baſnage, vol. iii . p . 93 .

inferior
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inferior gods , angels , good demons , and the
fouls of men .

To come to the Greek philoſophy, we find

that Pythagoras , after the Magi, ſays that

God, in his body, reſembles light, and in his

foul truth . He is the univerſal ſpirit, that

penetrates and diffuſes itſelf through all na

ture * Heraclitus defines God to be a ſubtle

and fwift fubftance , το λεπ ]οαίον και το ταχιστον ,

which permeates and pervades the whole uni

ýerſet . This is certainiy no proper deſcrip

tion of immateriality. Democritus alſo ſaid,

that God was of the form of fire, tutupceef'n .

Auſtin ſays, that he learned of the philo

ſophers the incorporality of God ; but it is

not caſy, ſays Beaufobre S , to determine what

they meant by the incorporality of God. In

their language it did not exclude extenſion , or

body in a philoſophical ſenſe. Xenophanes ,

for example, believed that God was one, and

eternal ; but by this he only meant, that he

was not material, organized , and like a man .

The ag.072, or the incorporeal of the Greeks,

he adds, nieans nothing more than a ſubtle

body, for example, like the air, as Origen

has thewed in his Principles. Among the

Latins , Auſtin imagined that there was a

Spiritual matter ,out of which God made ſouls|l,

which agrees with the notion above- mention

ed of the Jewiſh Cabaliſts.

Ramſay, p. 257 + Cudworth , p. 505.

Plutarch De Placitis Philofophorum , lib . i.

ſ Vol i . f . 482 # Ibid .

As
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As to Plato, the ſame writer ſays, “ I can

“ not ſay preciſely what was his idea of the

ſpirituality of God . The manner in which

“ he expreſſes the formation of fouls implies ,

" that his indiviſible ſubſtance is not abſolutely

“ without extenſion. He ſuppoſed that God

“ took of both ſubſtances, the diviſible and

“ the indiviſible, and , mixing them toge

" ther , made a third , which is a ſoul. But

“ this mixing of two ſubſtances, and the

“ reciprocal action of the one upon the

“ other, cannot be conceived , if the one

“ be extended , and the other be abſo

“ lutely without extenſion * Beſides,

Plato fpeaks of God as δια πανων ιον/ α per

vading all things, and he derives the word

derdlov, which is applied to God from 100

paſſing through, which does not ſuggeſt the

idea of a proper immaterial being .

God , angels , and dæmons , ſays Porphyry

and Jamblichus, are made of matter, but have,

no relation to what is corporeal't .

According to Cudworth , Ariſtotle defines

incorporeal ſubſtances very properly, and ſays

that God is ſuch a ſubſtance ; but if he did

not make mind a mere property, he could only

mean that it was ſomething of a ſubtle nature

that eluded our ſenſes.

The opinion of the Stoics, concerning God,

had nothing of incorporeal in it , but many

1

* Ib . 482. + Encyclopedie, Article Immaterialifm

P. 19 .

cir.
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The ſays,

circumſtances which ſhew it to have been de

rived from the Oriental philoſophy, as were

other particulars of their doctrine. The fol

lowing account of it is given by the accurate
Mrs. Carter .

“ The Stoics plainly ſpeak of the world as

“ God, or of God as the foul of the world ,

“ which they call his ſubſtance ,and I do not,

“ recollect any proof that they be

“ lieved him to exiſt in the extramundane

ſpace. Yet they held the world to be finite

“ and corruptible, and that, at certain periods,

“ it was to undergo ſucceſſive conflagrations,

" and then all beings were to be reſorbed into

• God, and again reproduced by him * . "

They ſometimes define God to be an in

telligent fiery ſpirit, without form , but

paſſing into whatever things it pleaſes, and

aſſimilating itſelf to all ; ſometimes an ac

“ tive operative fire. They, moreover, ex

preſſly ſpeak of God as corporeal, which is

objected to them by Plutarch . Indeed ,

“ they define all eſſence to be body t . They

“ held the eternity of matter, as a paſſive

principle, but that was reduced into form

by God, and that the world was made, and

“ is continually governed by him . They

imagined the whole univerſe to be peopled

“ with gods and dæmons, and among
other

“ divinities they reckoned the ſun , moon , and

* Diſſertation prefixed to her Tranſlation of Epictetus,

P: 7 + Ib . p. 8 . # P. 9 .

60 ſtars,
+
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ſtars, which they conceived to be animated

“ and intelligent, or inhabited by particular dei .

“ ties , as thebody is by the ſoul, who preſid

« ed over them, and directed their motions *

The doctrine of the early chriſtian heretics ,

who are known to have derived their opinions

from the Eaſt, may help to throw ſome light

upon thoſe ancient tenets , as they may be
preſumed to be very nearly the ſame. The

Valentinians and Manicheans ſaid that God

was an eternal , intelligent , and pure light ,

without any mixture of darkneſs, as we learn

from Beaufobret, He elſewhere obſerves,

that this is the language of the Magi , the

Cabaliſts, and many of the Greek philo

ſophers . It appears by another circum

ſtance, that they did not conſider the divine

efience as ſo far incorporeal as to be invifi

ble, for they maintained, that the luminous

ſubſtance that was ſeen by the apoſtles on the

mount of 'transfiguration was God g . Alſo ,

though the Manicheans faid , that God was

indiviſible and ſimple, they ſuppoſed , that

he had real extenſion , and was even bounded

by the regions of darkneſs, with which the

divine eſſence did not mix || . Auſtin , while

he was a Manichean , thought that God was

corporeal, and extended, diſperſed through

the world , and into infinite ſpace ; becauſe,

as he obſerves, he could form no idea of a

* Diſſertation prefixed to herTranſlation of Epictetus, p. 10 .

+ Vol. i . p . 466 . | Ib . p . 468.

Ib. 470 . li Ib . 503. 513

ſub
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ſubſtancethathad neither place nor extenſion * .

From theſe circumſtances we may learn in

what ſenſe to underſtand other philoſophers

and divines of those early ages, when they

{peak of the fimplicity ,spirituality, and indivi
fibility of the divine efience.

I now proceed to give ſome account of the

opinions of ſome of the chriſtian Fathers on

this ſubject, which, I doubt not, will greatly

ſurprize thoſe of my readers who are not

much acquainted with chriſtian antiquity. It

is , however, almoſt wholly taken from that

learned and excellent critic Beaufobre. The

ableſt and moſt orthodox chriſtian Fathers, he

lays t, always ſay that God is a light, and a

ſublime light, and that all the celeſtial powers

which ſurround the Deity are lights of a ſe.

cond order, rays of the firſt light. This is the

general ſtyle of the Fathers before and after

the council of Nice. The word, they ſay ,

is a light, that is come into the world, pro

ceeding from the ſelf - exiſtent light, an ema

nation of light from light I.

The chriſtians, ſays the ſame writer, who

were always unanimous with reſpect to the

unity of God, were by no means to with re.

ſpect to his nature. The ſcriptures not being

explicit on the ſubject, each adopted what he

thought the moſt probable opinion , or that of

the philoſophical ſchool in which he had been

educated . Thus an Epicurean who embraced

* Vol. i. p . 468. İ P. 469 .* Ib . 473 :

chrifa
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chriſtianity was inclined to clothe the Deity

with a human form , a Platoniſt ſaid that God

was incorporeal, and a Pythagorean that he

was an intelligent light, or jire. Another ima

gined , that the eſſence of God was corporeal ,

but ſubtle, and etherial , penetrating all bo

dies. Another, with Ariſtotle, that it had no

thing in it of the elements that compoſed this

world, but believed it to be of a fifth nature.

“ In general,” ſays my author * , “ the

“ idea of a ſubſtance abſolutely incorporeal

“ was not a common idea with chriſtians at

“ 'the beginning . When I, he adds , conſider

« with what confidence Tertullian , who

thought that God was corporeal, and figured ,

ſpeaks of his opinion , it makes me ſuſpect

“ that it muſt have been the general opinion

" of the Latin church . Whocan deny, ſays

“ he, that God is a body, though he is a ſpi

“ rit ? Every ſpirit is a body, and has a form
proper to it . Melito, ſo much boaſted of for

“ his virtues and knowledge, compoſed a trea

“ tiſe to prove that God iscorporeal- t . ”

The incorporality of the Fathers I , did

not exclude viſibility, nor in conſequence all

fort of corporality ." For there would be a

manifeſt contradiction in ſaying, that corporeal

eyes can ſee a being that has abſolutely no ex

tenſion .' Thoſe biſhops alſo , who compoſed

the council of Conſtantinople, which decreed

that there is an emanation from the divine

eſſence of an uncreated light, which is , as it

I P. 472 .

were

* P. 474 . + P. 474 .
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were, his garment , and which appeared at

the transfiguration of Chriſt, muſt have be

lieved God to have been a luminous ſubſtance ;

for it is impoſſible that a viſible, and conſe

quently a corporeal light, ſhould be an ema

nationfrom a pure ſpirit * .

On the mention of this ſubject, it may not

be amiſs to obſerve, that there was a famous

diſpute among the Greeks of the fourteenth

century, whether the light which ſurrounded

Chriſt at his transfiguration was created or
uncreated . Gregorius Palamas, a famous

monk of mount Athos , maintained that it

was uncreated , and Barlaam maintained the

contrary opinion . It was objected to Palamas,

that an uncreated light could not be ſeen by

But Leo Allatius attempted to

remove this difficulty, by ſaying, that ifmor

eyes were fortified bya divine virtue, they

might ſee the deity himſelff .

When, continues my author I , I conſider

the manner in which the Greek Fathers ex

plain the incarnation of Chriſt, I cannot help

concluding, that they thought the divine na

ture corporeal. The incarnation, ſay they,

is a perfect mixture of the two natures , the

ſpiritual and ſubtle nature penetrates the ma

terial and corporeal nature, till it is diſperſ

ed through the whole of that nature , and

mixed entirely with it, ſo that there is no

place in the material nature that is void of the

ſpiritual nature g .

† P.470. P. 476. P. 476 .

Vol . I, Q Clemens

mortal eyes .

tal

* P. 472 .
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+

Cleinens of Alexandria fays, in ſo many

words , that God is corporeal * . Juſtin ſays,

All ſubſtance, which , on account of its te

nuity , cannot be ſubject to any other, has ,

nevertheleſs, a body, which conſtitutes its ef

fence. If we call God incorporeal, it is not

that he is ſo in 'reality, but to ſpeak of him

in the moſt reſpectable manner. It is becauſe

the eſſence of God cannot be perceived , and

that we are not ſenſible of it, that we call it

incorporeal t .

Tertullian believed God to be a body, be

cauſe he thought that what was not a body was

nothing. He ſays, when we endeavour to

form an idea of the divinity, we cannot con

ceive of it but as a very pure luminous air,

diffuſed every where I. Origen obſerved,

that the word incorporeal is not in the Bible 8,

and Jerom reproached him with making God

corporeal . Maximus did not believe the im

menſity of the divine ſubſtance, nor could any

of thoſe who thought him corporeal ; be

cauſe it was a maxim with them , that two

ſubſtances could not be in the ſame place at

the fame time ll . Auſtin ſays, that God is a

Spiritual light, and that this light is no other

than truth . Is truth nothing, ſays he, be

cauſe it is not diffuſed through ſpace, finite
or infinite ** This is the very language of

the Magi.

* Encyclopedie, article Immaterialiſm . + Ibid .

Beaufobre, p . 477 . § P. 484 . || P. 475.

Thoſe

** P. 481 .
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proper and

Thoſe paſſages of ſcripture which ſpeak of

God as a ſpirit, were ſo far from deciding this

controverſy in favour of the immateriality of

the divine eſſence, that thoſe chriſtians who

believed God to be corporeal, alledged , in fa

vour of their opinion, that very expreſſion of

our Saviour, that God is a ſpirit. Can you,

ſays Gregory Nazianzen , conceive of a ſpirit

without conceiving motion , and diffuſion, pro

perties which agree only to body . Origen ſays,
that every ſpirit, according to the

ſimple notion of the word , ſignifies a body .

This is confirmed by Chalcidius. The idea of

a ſpirit, according to the ancients, wasnothing

but an inviſible, living, thinking, free, and

immortal being, which has within itſelf the

principle of its actions and motions * .

If the modern metaphyſician be ſhocked at

what he has heard already , what will he ſay

of the Anthropomorphites, who maintained,

that God had even a human forın ? and yet

Beau ſobre ſays t, that this error is ſo ancient ,

that it is hardly poſſible to find the origin

of it . They ſuppoſed that God had a body,

ſubtle like light, but with organs exactly like

the human body, not for neceſity, but for

ornament, believing it to be the moſt excel

lent of all forms. This opinion muſt have

been very common in the Eaſt. The con

trary opinion was even conſidered as hereſy,

becauſe it was the opinion of Simon Magus .

* P. 485 + P. -502.

Q2 Melito,
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Melito , biſhop of Sardis , wrote in favour of

this opinion , and though it was combated

by Novatian in the Weit, and by Origen in

the Eaſt , it ſtill kept its ground in the church .

The monks, who ſoon became very power

ful, undertook its defence, and almoſt all the

anchorites of Nitria were ſo attached to it ,

that, on this account , they raiſed violent ſe

ditions againſt their patriarch Theophilus, and

exclaimed againít the memory and writings of

Origen *

They who did not believe the immenſity of

God , believed , nevertheleſs , his infinity, be

cauſe he knows all things , and acts every

where. There is but one true God, ſays the

author of the Clementine Homilies . He is

adorned with the moſt excellent form, he pre

ſides over all beings , celeſtial and terreſtrial,

and conducts all events . He is in the world,

as the heart is in the man ; and from him , as

from a center, there is continually diffuſed a

vivyfying and incorporeal virtue, which ani

mates and ſupports all things t .

As we come nearer to the preſent time, we

ſhall find, that the metaphyſical turn of thoſe

who are uſually called ſchoolmen, refined upon

the notions of the early Fathers , as will ap

pear more diſtinctly when I recite their opi

nions concerning the human ſoul; but ſtill,

ſomeof the properties of matter were aſcribed

to ſpirits even till very near our times . It is

* P. 502 . + P. 507 .

fome
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ſomething remarkable, however , that we find

in the works of Gregory the Great, who

flouriſhed in the fixth century, expreſſions

more nearly approaching to thé modern lan

guage, than any that were generally uſed long
after his time . The only queſtion is , whe

ther he had preciſely the ſame ideas to his
words .

He ſays, that God penetrates every thing

without extenuation , and ſurrounds every

thing without extenſion ; he is ſuperior et infe

rior fine loco, amplior fine latitudine, ſubtilior ſine
extenuatione. Speaking of Satan going out

from the preſence of God, he ſays , how can

he go from him who per molem corporis nuf

quam eſt, ſed per incircumſcriptam fubftantiam

nufquam deeft * ?

Damafcenus , who wrote in the eighth cen

tury, ſays, that God is not in loco, for he is a

place to himſelf, filling all things, and him

ſelf embracing (completlens) all things ; for he,

without any mixture, pervades all things,

omnia permeat-t.

Photius, in the ninth century, ſays, that

God is not in the world as created beings are,

but in a more ſublime manner ; that he is in

every thing, and above all things ; that he is

in all things by his operation , but, that his

ałt being his ſubſtance, one may truly ſay, he

is, both in actand ſubſtance, every where I.

* Opera, p . 6. H. I. + Opera, p . 281 .

| Dupin, vol . vii . p . 109 .

R3 Gautier,

ز
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Gautier of Mauritania, in the twelfth cen

tury , maintained againſt Thierry , that God is

omnipreſent by his eſſence, as well as by his

power * .

T. Aquinas , alſo, and the other ſchoolmen ,

fay , that God is every where by his eſſence, as

well as his powerup . He ſays farther, that

God is å pure act, purus ačtus I , that he is in

all places and all things , not excluding other

things , but as containing them, not contained

by them : and as the whole ſoul is in every

part of the body, ſo the whole Deity is in all ,

and every thing . Deus totus eft in omnibus

et fingulis g . If they had any ideas to this

language, which indeed is not eaſy to ſup

poſe, they muſt have conſidered the divine

eſſence as not deſtitute of extenſion, and in

this ſtate the opinion continued till the re
formation,

Crellius, giving a ſummary view of what

was generally afferted concerning God, men

tions the following poſitions, which he juſtly

confiders as contradi&tory: that God is in

finite ( with reſpect to immenſity) and yet,

wholly contained in the ſmalleſt particle of

duſt, or point of ſpace ; that he lo exiſts in

any whole body , that there is no part of the

body that is not full of God, nor, on the

other hand , is there any part of the divine

eſſence that is not in the body || .

*

# P. 7Dupin, vol . x. p . 173 .

§ P.7. 16 .

+ Summa, p. 2 1 .

De Deo, cap. 27 .

Bayle
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Bayle ſays , that till Deſcartes, all doctors,

divines , and philoſophers , gave extenſion to

fpirit, an infinite one to God, and a finite one

to angels and rational ſouls. He and his fol

lowers, ſay the writers of the Encyclopedie

( Article Immenſité) firſt denied , that God was

preſent any where by his ſubſtance, but only

by his knowledge and power, having no relation

to place ; that otherwiſe he would be extended

and corporeal , for he made extenſion to be a

proper definition of matter .

Beaufobre, indeed, ſays* , that philoſo

phers before Deſcartes made the extenſion of

ſpirits not to be material , nor compoſed of

parts, and that ſpirits are, with reſpect to the

place that they occupy, toti in toti, et toti in

fingulis partibus . The Carteſians, ſays he,

have overturned all theſe opinions ; maintain

ing , that ſpirits have no extenſion, nor local

preſence. But he adds this ſyſtem is rejected

as abſurd . It has appeared , however, that

local preſence was not admitted by all the wri

ters here referred to .

Some very reſpectable writers , fince Der

crates, have rejected his metaphylical notions .

Thus, Beza, in anſwer to Marnix, whomain

tained , that the divine omnipreſence reſpected

his power and majeſty only , aſſerted his proper

and ſubſtantial immenfityti

We ſhall the leſs wonder at Deſcartes's me

taphyſical refinements with reſpect to the di

vine eſſence and preſence, when we conſider the

* Vol . i , p . 482 . + Beaufobre, vol . i . p . 507 .

R4 manner
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manner in which he proved the being of God ,

He diſcovered within himſelf the idea of an

eternal , infinite, and all - perfect being. But

every idea having an archetype, this muſt have

one ; and exiſtence being a perfection, this per

fect being, or God, muſt actually and neceſſa

ſily exiſt,

SECTION XX.

An Account of the different Opinions that have

been maintained concerning the Soul .

THE ſtate of opinions relating to thedi
vine eſſence is a ſufficient guide to us with

reſpect to the doctrine concerning the human

foul, and other finite intelligences, as they ne

ceſſarily correſpond to one another . But for

this reaſon, in order to gain intire ſatisfaction

with reſpect to either ſubject, we muſt ex

amine them both ſeparately. I ſhall , there

fore, in this ſection, go over the ſame ground

as in the laſt, in order to ſelect what has been

advanced concerning the human ſoul,as diſtinct

from the Divine Being. And this will be the

more uſeful, as it will, at the ſame time , ſhew

the derivation of the philoſophical doctrine

on this ſubject in the Western part of the

world, from the Oriental ſyſtem . So that in

the more ancient times , there was no material

difference of opinion with reſpect to it . And
the
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the
many wild opinions that have been enter

tained in later times will be an inſtructive

warning to us, of the conſequence of depart

ing from the dictates of revelation ; which are

indeed thoſe of the foundeít philofophy, and of

common ſenſe,

P A R T I.

The Opinions of the HEATHENS and Jews ,

THE opinion of the ancient Perhans con

cerning the ſoul is clearly enough expreſſed in

the following verſe froin the Oracles of Zo

roaſter, whether they be genuine or not .

Εισι τανία συρος ενος εκτεταωα. L. 29 .

They are all produced from one fire. Souls

were, therefore, of the nature of fire. We

find , however, in later times, ſeveral diftinc

tions with reſpect to the ſoul, in the Eaſtern

part of the world ; and theſe alſo were co

pied, with ſome variation , by the Greeks and

chriſtians. The hypotheſis of two fouls, one

of a celeſtial ſubſtance, or the rational ſoul,

and the other material , the ſeat of the paſſions,

was very generally received . It was, ſays

Beaufobre * , that of the Magi, the Chalde

ans,and Egyptians ; and Pythagoras and Plato

* Vol. ii . p . 420 .

had
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had it from them . It was alſo an old opini

on in the Barbaric philoſophy, that man de

rives his body from the earth, his ſoul, fur ",

from the moon , and his ſpirit, aveup.c , from

the fun ; and that after death each of them

returns to its proper origin *. We find, alſo,

ſome difference of opinion , with reſpect to

the place where the ſouls were diſpoſedof after

death . The Chaldeans thought that the place

of departed ſpirits was above the world , but

the Greeks thought it was below t .

We have no very ſatisfactory account of the

philoſophy of the Chineſe. It appears , how

ever, that Confuſius believed no future ſtate

of rewards and puniſhments. Being aſked

what angels or ſpirits are, he anſwered , they

are air ; and this, ſays Leland I , is the notion

that the Chineſe have of the foul. They look

upon it to be a material thing, though highly

rarefied .

When we come to the Greek philofophy, we

find a conſiderable variety of opinions with

reſpect to the eſſence of the ſoul; but all of

them , who believed that there was properly

any ſuch thing as a ſoul, held the opinion of

its being an emanation from the Divine Being.

Cudworth ſays S , that all the ancients who

aſſerted the ſoul's immortality, held that it

was not generated , or made out of nothing ;

for that then it might return to nothing, and

* Ib . vol. i . p : 309
+ Stanley by Le Clerc , p . 173

Necelliy of Revelatiòn, vol . ii . p . 295 . * P.38 , 39•

there
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therefore they commonly began with proving

its pre -exiſtence, proceeding from thence to

prove its permanency after death . And Cicero

fays , that it was a principle univerſally ac

knowledged , that whatever is born , andhas a

beginning, muſt alſo have an end .

Dicæarchus, ſays Cicero * , wrote three

books to prove, that the minds of men are

mortal ; but in another place , he ſays , that

he maintained , that there was no foul. Arif

toxenus ſaid, that the ſoul was harmony, and

Xenocrates , that it was numbert . And ac

cording to him , Pherecydes Syrius was the

firſt that taught, that the minds of men are

ſempiternos, eternal, in which he was followed

by his diſciple Pythagoras . Pherecydes had

that opinion from the Eaſt .

Thales ( ſays Cicero, in his Book of Confola

tion) aſſerted, that Apollo himſelf declared ,

that the ſoul is a part of a divine ſubſtance, and
that it returns to heaven as ſoon as it is dif

engaged from this mortal body . All the phi

loſophers of the Italic ſchool were of this len

timent . It was their conſtant doctrine, that

fouls defcended from heaven , and that they are

not only theworksof the Divinity, but a par

ticipation of his eſſence g . According to Dio

genes Laertius , Thales maintained, that the

foul is immortal, becauſe, that from which it

+ Ib. p . 26 , 27 .* Tuſ. Quaeſt. p . 64. Ed , Glaſg.

Ib . p . 38 . Ś Ramſay, p. 271 .

is
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is taken [27007007 ..] is immortal* . Euripides

alſo (according to Cicero -t, held , that the

mind was God, and that if God be either

anima, or fire, the ſame muſt be the mind of

man; or if it be a fifth ſubſtance, of which

Ariſtotle ſpeaks, it muſt be the ſame both

with reſpect to God and the ſoul.

It is the doctrine of Plato, concerning the

foul, that makes the greateſt figure of thoſe of

the Greek philoſophers, and that which the

chriſtians have made the inoſt uſe of. I ſhall ,

therefore, give a fuller detail concerning it .

He diſtinguiſhed three ſorts of ſouls, differing

in purity and perfection , the univerſal ſoul,
thoſe of the ſtars, and thoſe of men . Of

thoſe he diſtinguiſhed two parts , the ſuperior,

which was an emanation from the Deity him

ſelf, and the inferior, which derived its origin

from the more ſpiritual part of matter g . But

according to Ciceroll, Plato ſuppoſed the

foul to be threefold, and placed reaſon in the

bead, anger in the breaſt, and deſire fubter

præcordia ,

Plato's account of the cauſe of the deſcent of

the foul has ſomething peculiar in it, but which

was not unknown in ſome of the Oriental fyſ

Others ſuppoſed, that they were con

demned to a confinement in theſe bodies for

offences committed in a pre - exiſtent ſtate ;

li Gali's Philoſophia Generalis , p . 178 .

+ Tuſc. Qucf . p . 56 . # ,Beaufobre, vol . ii . p . 362 .

Ib . vol. i . p . 379. 559 . !! Tuſc. Queſt . p . 27 .

whereas

tems.
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whereas he repreſents their defire of theſe mortal

boilies to have been their original fin . He ſup

poſed, ſays Beaufobre *, that ſouls were touch

ed with a ſecret deſire to unite themſelves to

bodies , and that this terreſtrial thought was a

weight which dragged them to this lower

world. The Eſſenes, he ſays, had the ſame

opinion. The following is his poetical ac
count of it from Ramſay t . " Plato ſays

66
that every ſoul that follows faithfully the

“ ſublime law remains pure, and without

ſpot; but if it content itſelf with nectar

“ and ambroſia, without following the cha

“ riot of Jupiter, to go and contemplate truth ,

“ it grows heavy, its wings are broken, it

“ falls upon the earth , and enters into a hu

man body, more or leſs baſe, according as it

« has been more or leſs elevated ; and that it

“ is only after ten thouſand years that theſe

“ ſouls are re -united to their principle, their

“ wings not growing, and being renewed in

" leſs time.”

According to the Platonic philoſophy, there

muſt be ſomething very corporeal in the com

poſition of the ſouls of the wicked . Socrates,

in the Phædo, ſays, that the ſouls of thoſe

who minded the body , and its appetites and

pleaſures, having ſomething in them ponder

ous and earthy, muſt, after their departure

out of the body; be drawn down to the earth ,

and hover about the ſepulchres , till they enter

* Vol. ii . p . 332 . + P. 288.

again
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ture :

again into bodies ſuited to their former na

But that they, who live holy and ex

cellent lives , being freed from thoſe earthly

places , as from priſons, aſcend to a pure re

gion above the earth , where they dwell ; and
thoſe of them who were ſufficiently purged

by philoſophy, live all their time without the

body, and afcend to ſtill more beautiful habi
tations * . In his tenth book of Laws, he

fays, that thoſe who have been guilty of

ſmaller fins, do not fink ſo deep as others,
but wander about near the ſurface of the re

gion ; whereas they that have ſinned more fre

quently, and more heinouſly, fall into the

depth , and into thoſe lower places which are
called Hades to.

It is generally acknowledged , that there is

great uncertainty with reſpect to the opinion

of Ariſtotle on this ſubject . It is probable, that

he was ſometimes inclined to the opinion of

man having no ſoul diſtinct from the body ;

as when he ſays, according to Plutarch , that

ſleep is common to the ſoul as well as the bo

dy. But when he ſpeaks of the ſoul as a ſub

Itance diſtinct from the four elements, and

makes it to be a fifth kind of ſubſtance, itſhould

ſeem that he meant to declare himſelf to be

of the opinion of thoſe who held the ſoul to

be of divine origin , and to be eternal . Cud

worth ſays, that it muſt needs be left doubtful

* Leland, vol. ii . P. 307 . + Ibid . p . 313

whether
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whether he acknowledged any thing immortal

in us or not * .

Cicero, when he ſpeaks as a philoſopher,

ſeems to adopt the ſentiments of Plato with

reſpect to the ſoul. He ſays, Humanus ani

mus, decerptus ex mente divina, cum nullo alio

niſi cum deo ipfo ( fi hoc fas fit dictu ) comparari

poteft.

* In all the firſt book of Tuſculan Queſ

“ tions,” ſays Mr. Locke I , “ where he

lays out ſo much of his reading and

“ reaſon , there is not one ſyllable ſhew

ing the leaſt thought that the ſoul was

“ an immaterial ſubſtance, but many things

directly to the contrary--- That which he

56 ſeems moſt to incline to was , that the ſoul

was not at all elementary, but was of the

“ ſame ſubſtance with the heavens, which

“ Ariſtotle, to diſtinguiſh it from the four

“ elements, and the changeable bodies here

“ below, which he ſuppoſes made up of them,

“ called Quinta Eſſentia. In all which there

" is nothing of immateriality, but quite the

contrary .

He adds farther, that “ the expreſſions

“ which drop from him , in ſeveral parts of

“ the book, evidently thew that his thoughts

“ went not at all beyond matter . For ex

ample, that the ſouls of excellent men and

“ women aſcended into heaven , of others that

* P. 55 •
P. 326.+ Leland, vol. ii .

Eſſay,vol. p. 160 .

“ they
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" they remained here on earth : that the ſoul

“ is hot , and warms the body : that, as it

“ leaves the body, it penetrates, and divides,

“ and breaks through our thick , cloudy, moiſt

« air : that it ſtops in the region of fire, and

“ aſcends no farther, the equality of warmth

“ and weight making that its proper place,

“ where it is nouriſhed , and ſuſtained with

" the ſame things wherewith the ſtars are

“ nouriſhed and ſuſtained ; and that by the

“ conveniency of its neighbourhood it ſhall

" there have a clearer view, and fuller know

ledge, of the heavenly bodies : that the

“ ſoul alſo, from this height, ſhall have a

pleaſant and fairer proſpect of the globe of

“ the earth, the difpofition of whoſe parts

" will then lie before it in one view : that it

“ is hard to determine what conformation,

“ ſize, and place, the ſoul has in thebody :
" that it is too ſubtle to be ſeen : that it is in

" the human body as in a houſe, or a veſſel,

or a receptacle . All which are expreſſions

“ that ſufficiently indicate that he had not in

“ his mind ſeparated materiality from the

“ idea of the ſoul. ” To theſe remarks of

Mr. Locke, I will add that, had any ſuch opi

nion as thatof an immaterial principle, in the

modern ſenſe of the word, been known in the

time of Cicero , who has collected and diſ

cuffed all the opinions of the Greek philoſo

phers on that, as well as on almoſt every

other queſtion of importance, it would cer

tainly have been found in his writings.

It
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It is much doubted , however, whether, in

reality, Cicero did not give into the Epicu

rean and atheiſtical notions of his time ; ſince

he expreſſes himſelf very much to that pur

poſe in his private letters ; and it is remark

able that Cæſar, ſpeaking in open fenate, con
fiders all the accounts of what became of men

after death as entirely, fabulous, and in ſuch

a manner as if he well knew he ſpoke the ſen
timents of all his hearers .

The Stoics ſometimes adopted the common

philoſophical doctrine, and ſometimes depart

ed from it ; but upon the whole they may be

ranked with thoſe who adopted the principles

of the Oriental ſyſtem on this ſubject, as well

as on ſeveral others . Mrs. Carter ſays, they

“ held both ſuperior intelligences , and like

“ wiſe the ſouls of men to be a portion of the

“ eſſence of God, or parts of the ſoul of the

“ world, and alſo to be corporeal and perish

“ able . Some of them , indeed, maintained

" that human ſouls fubfifted after death , but

they were, like all other beings , to be con

* ſumed at the conflagration. Cleanthes

taught that all ſouls laſted till that time ;

Chryſippus only thoſe of the good.. Se

néca is perpetually wavering, ſometimes

“ ſpeaking of the ſoul as immortal , and at

others, as periſhing with the body ; and

“ indeed,” ſhe ſays, “ there is nothing but

confuſion , and a melancholy uncertainty to

“ be met with in the Stoics on this ſubject * .”

Vol . I. R " M

P. 11 .
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and oppora ,

“ M. Antoninus , on the ſuppoſition that

“ fouls continue after death , makes them to

“ remain for ſome time in the air, and then

“ to be changed , diffuſed, kindled, and re

w ſumed into the productive intelligence of

' " the univerſe. But , in another place , he vin

« dicates the conduct of providence on the

hypotheſis , that the ſouls of good men are

“ extinguiſhed by death * .” • In general ,

however, he holds the language of other

philoſophers on this ſubject, calling the

“ Toul, vous, peloxos Jelas copiospels ,

« « and αποσπασμα τη διoς t. Thus alſo Seneca ,

“ Dei pars eft; and Manilius , Pars ipfe deorum

eli.” Nothing,” ſays Mrs. Carter I , “ can

" excuſe their idolatry of human nature (on

“ this fuppofition ) which they proudly and

" inconſiſtently ſuppoſed to be perfect and
cc felf - ſufficient. Seneca carries the matter

“ ſo far as , by an implied antitheſis, to give

“ his wiſe man the ſuperiority to God . Even

Epictetus ſometimes inform's his readers

" that they are not inferior to the gods.”

Galen declares he was quite ignorant of

the nature of the ſoul, but that he much ſuf

pected that it was corporeal .

Hitherto we have certainly found nothing

like a proper immaterial foul, as it is deſcribed

by modern metaphyſicians; and it is remark

P. 12 . + See Suicer, I P. 17 .

ſ Leland, vol . ii . p . 281 .

able
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able , that when we come to the opinions of the

chriſtian Fathers, we find that , inſtead of their

ideas being more ſpiritualized on this ſubject,

they were conſiderably more groſs than thoſe

of many of the heathens, as we have ſeen to

have been the caſe with reſpect to their opi

nions concerning thedivine eſſence. But be

fore I recite their opinions , I ſhall take ſome

notice of thoſe of the Jews.

Preſently after the time of our Saviour,

and not much , I imagine, before, the more

ſpeculative of the Phariſees began to adopt

the doctrine of the heathens concerning the

ſoul, as a ſubſtance diſtinct from the body.

If we judge by the hiſtory of the goſpel, we

cannot but conclude,that this was not then the

common belief. At leaſt Martha, the ſiſter

of Lazarus , does not appear to have known

any thing of it ; nor does it appear from that

part of the hiſtory , that even the Phariſees in

general had adopted it . And though it be

faid of the Sadducees, ſo late as the year A.D.

60 , as diſtinguiſhed from the Phariſees * , that

they ſay there is no reſurrection , neither angel,

nor Spirit, it is not certain , that by ſpirit,

( av:Up.ce ) in this place, is meant the ſoul of a

man , eſpecially as it is ſaid of the Phariſees,

that they confeſs both, te drepotepe , as if there

had been in fact but two articles mentioned

before ,

* Atts xxiii. 8 .

R 2 Nor
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Nor is it quite certain , that even the opinions

of the Phariſees in general , in the time of Jo

ſephus , were quite ſo conformable to the no

tions of the Greeks as he has repreſented

them . That himſelf, Philo, and others, had

adopted that ſyſtem is evident enough ; but

the diſpoſition of Jofephus to accommodate

his hiſtory to the taſte of his readers , and his

deſire to recommend his nation and religion to

his inafters, are well known.

There can be no doubt , however, but that

after the age of Joſephus , the philofophizing

Jews went into all the depths of Oriental

myſticiſm . Philo Judcus calls the human

foul, «75ATV.5YC, or c # 20525.4.2, from the Deity * .

The Cabaliſts, as I mentioned before, ſuppoſed

that ſpirits are made not from nothing , but

from the Holy Ghoſt ; and that ſpirits pro

duce fpirits , as ideas produce ideas t . They

alſo thought that the ſoul , being an emana

tion from the Deity, had the power of multi

plying itſelf without end , becauſe every part

of the Deity is infinite ; fo that they believ

ed that all fouls were contained in that of

Adam , and ſinned with him Like the

Greeks , the Jews in general, in the time of

Joſephus, thoughtthought that the place of departed

fouls was underthe earth .

* Gale's Philoſophia Generalis, p . 370 .

+ Beaufobre, vol . i . p. 588. 590 . | 1b . vol . ii . p . 2SS .

PART
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P ART II .

The Opinions of the CHRISTIAN FATHERS to

the ſixth Century .

WE find nothing ſaid by any chriſtian wri

ter concerning the ſoul before Juſtin Martyr,

who had been a Platonic philoſopher, and

who, uſing their language, ſpeaks of ſouls

as emanations from the Deity *.

But as this doctrine of the high defcent of

the foul has not the leaſt countenance in the

ſcriptures, we foon find that it did not meet

with a hearty reception among chriſtians , and

that it was abandoned by all who were not

peculiarly addicted to philoſophy. Irenæus

expreſſly denied the tranſmigration of ſouls;

he believed that they were immortal only

through grace, and maintained that thoſe of

the wicked ſhall ceaſe to be after they ſhall

have been tormented a long time * .

After this time, we find that the doctrine

of a direct materialiſin crept into the chriſtian

church , and it is not eaſy to ſay from what

ſource it came. Poſſibly, however, thoſe who

uſed this language did not, at firſt, at leaſt,

differ from other philoſophers ; but conſider

ing what their ideas of spirit really were,

* Beauſobre, vol . ii . p. 350 . + Dupin , vol . i . p . 60 .

thought
R3
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thought (and it was certainly with reaſon )

that the term body was more juſtly appli

cable to it .

Thé moſt determined materialiſt in chrif

tian antiquity is Tertullian , who wrote his

treatiſe, De Anima, on purpoſe to explode the

philoſophical opinion of the deſcent of the Soul

from heaven. He maintained , that the ſoul is

formed at the ſame time with the body, and

thatas the body produces a body, ſo the ſoul

produces a ſoul *

To what, ſays Tertullian , did Chriſt, when

he died , deſcend ? To the ſouls, I preſume,

of the patriarchs ; but why, if there be no

ſouls under the earth ? If it be not a body, it

is nothing. Incorporality is free from all con

finement, from pain or pleaſure, Alſo all the

inſtruments of its pain or pleaſure muſt be

body t . The ſoul of Adam , he ſays , came

from the breath of God . But what is the

breath of God but vapor, Spiritus ?

Arnobius , in oppoſition to the philoſophers ,

maintained , that itwas human vanity that gave

the ſoul a deſcent from heaven , that it is cor

poreal and mortal in its own nature ;
that

the ſouls of the righteous obtain immortality

by the divine ſpirit which Jeſus Chriſt unites

to them ; but that thoſe of the wicked are to

be conſumed by fire, and will be annihilated

after long torments g .

Dupin, vol . i . p. 79 . + Opera , p . 268 .

| P. 284 ş Beaulobre, vol . ii . p . 413 .

This
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This writer argues much at large, that the

ſoul is wholly incapable of ſenſation, or re

flection without the body. After ſuppoſing:

the caſe of a child cut off from all communi

cation with the world, and barely fed , in a

hole, without light, he concludes , that he

would be deftitute of all knowledge, except

of the very few ideas that he would neceffà- .

rily acquire by his ſenſes in that confined ſitua

tion . And he concludes with ſaying, Where,

then , is that immortal portion of divinity ;

where is that foul, which enters into the

body, ſo learned and intelligent, and which ,

with the help of inſtruction only recollects its

former knowledge * ?

Origen ſays, it was not determined by the

church, whether a ſoul was produced by an

other ſoul, whether it be eternal, or created .

for a certain time ; whether it animates the

body, or is only confined in it . But himſelf,

being a Platoniſt, held , that fouls had been

from eternity , that they are ſent into bodies as

into a priſon, for a puniſhment of their finst.

Of courſe, he believed the tranſmigration of

fouls I. So alſo did the Cabaliſts. The Jews,

however, limited the tranſmigrations to three,

which they ſeem to have taken from Plato ,

who admitted no fouls into heaven but thoſe

which had diſtinguiſhed themſelves by the

practice of virtue in three incorporations .

* Opera, p. 34 : + Dupin , vol . i . p. 110 .

Beaufobre, vol. ii . p . 452 . ♡ Ib . p . 495

R : 4 The
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The Manicheans allowed five tranſmigrations ;

but the ſouls of the ele &t, they ſaid , went im

mediately into heaven * .

Among the later Fathers, we find three opi

nions relating to the origin of the ſoul. Firſt,

that fouls were created when the body was

ready to receive them t ; another , that they

came from God, and are incloſed in the male

ſeed ; another, that the firſt foul, viz . that

of Adam, was made of nothing, and that all

the reſt came from this by ordinary generation .

It was to this opinion that Auſtin inclined I.

He was , however, far from being deter

mined in his opinion on this ſubject, and ſome

times expreſſes himſelf in ſuch a manner as if

he thought the ſoul to be no ſubſtance, but

only a property. He ſaid, that the ſoul has no

corporeal dimenfions, but that reaſon and the

foul are oneg. He expreſſly denied , however ,

that the ſoul is any part of God | l , and ſays,

that God's breathing upon Adam either was

his ſoul, or that which produced it ; but he

does not determine whether fouls are created

daily, or not .

Before his time, Gregory Nyffenus held ,

that fouls are formed at the ſame moment with

the body ; and he firſt, I believe, made uſe of

an expreſſion which was long retained in the

chriſtian ſchools, and was the ſource of much

* Beaufobre, p . 499 .

# Ib . p . 354

Il P , 161 ,

+ Ib. p . 353 .

$ Dupin , vol. iii . p 131 ,

meta
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metaphyſical ſubtlety, viz . that the foul is

equally in all parts of the body * . It was after

wards added 'morediſtinctly, that the wbole

Joul is in every part of the body.

The opinion of the immateriality of the

foul does not ſeem to have tended to a ſettle

ment before the fifth century , when the quer

tion ſeems at length to have been , in a manner,

decided by Claudianus Mamertus , a prieſt of

the church of Vienne, whoſe opinions , and

manner of treating the ſubject, are much

commended by Dupin.

In this century, Æneas Gazæus had main

tained , that ſouls are ſenſible of nothing with

out the body t . Gennadius had advanced,

that God only is incorporeal I , and Fauſtus

Regienſis had ſupported the ſame opinion

more largely, alledging the authority of Je

rom and Caſſianus, and urging, that the ſoul

is incloſed in the body, that it is in heaven

or hell, and conſequently in ſome place, and

that if it was not in place itwould be every

where, which is true of God only .

It is to this writer that Mamertus replies .

But notwithſtanding the exceſſive applauſe he

has met with , it will be ſeen that his ideas on

the ſubject would not beentirelyapprovedby

the more acute metaphyſicians of the preſent

age . In his reply to Fauftus, he ſays, That

every thing thatis incorporeal is not uncreated ,

*

+ Ib . vol. iv. p. 187 .Dupin, vol . ii . p . 277 .

# Ib . p . 185

that
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that the volitions of the ſoul have their effect

in place, but are not made in place; that it has

neither length , breadth , nor height, that it is

not moved upwards or downwards, or in a

circle ; that it has neither inward nor outward

parts ; that it thinks, perceives,and imagines ,

in all its ſubſtance ; that we may ſpeak of the

quality of the ſoul, but no man knows how

to expreſs the quantity of it. It is neither ex

tended, nor in place * .

In ſome of his expreſſions we find the pe

culiar opinions of Deſcartes. For he ſays, the

ſoul is not different from the thoughts, that the

foul is never without thought , for it is all

thought ; and that heaven and hell are not dif

ferent places, but different conditions t.

But I queſtion whether any modern me

taphyſician will think him fufficiently ac

curate, or indeed, conſiſtent, in ſaying that

the ſoul is the life of the body, that this life is

equally in all and in every part of the body,

and that therefore the ſoul is in no place .

It ſeems to have been this confounding of

the foul and the life, which is only a proper

ty, and not a ſubſtance, that gave riſe to the

palpable abſurdities of all the ſchoolmen, who
maintained that there was a whole foul in every

part of the body, and yet that one man had

but one foul. And analogous to this is their

+ Ib. p . 152* Dupin , vol. iv, p . 151,

Ib . 153

other
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other paradox concerning God, viz . that he

is completely in every poſſible place .
Mamertus's book is dedicated to Sidonius

Apollinaris , who, in return, prefers him to

all the writers of his time, as the moſt able

philoſopher, and the moſt learned man that

was then among chriſtians. As the compli

ment he pays him is a very ſingular one, I

ſhall, for the entertainment of my readers,

inſert it in the note *

P ART III .

The State of Opinions from the Sixth Century

to the Time of Deſcrates.

THAT we may have a clearer idea of the

ſtate of opinions concerning the ſoul in what

are generally called the dark ages, I ſhall note

thoſe of the moſt conſiderable writers that

have fallen into my hands .

Caflio ,

* He ſays that he was an abſolute maſter of all the ſci

ences, that the purity of his language equalled or ſurpaſſed

Terence's, Varro's, Pliny's, & c . that he knew how to

uſe the terms of logic eloquently; that his ſhort and con

ciſe way of writing contained the moſt deep learning in a

few fentences, and he expreſſed the greateſt truths in a few

words ; that his ſtyle was not ſwelled with empty hyper

boles , and did not degenerate into a contemptible flatneſs.

In fine, he ſcruples not to compare him with the moſt

eminent philoſophers , the most cloquent orntors , and the

moſt
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Caffiodorus, who flouriſhed in the begin

ning of the ſixth century, in his treatiſe De

Anima, in which he profeſſes to bring into

one view what was moſt approved , and beſt

eſtabliſhed on the ſubject, maintains, that the

foul has neither length, breadth , nor thick

neſs, that the whole ſoul is in all its parts

( faculties) and that it is of a fiery nature . He

inclines to the opinion of the derivation of

Jouls from fouls, becauſe he could not other

wiſe account for the ſouls of infants being

contaminated with original fin * .

Gregory the Great, in the ſixth century,

ſays t , that the queſtion concerning the origin

of the foul was niuch agitated among the Fa

thers ; ſome maintaining, that it deſcended

moſt learned Fathers of the church . He judges, ſays he,

like Pythagoras, he divides like Socrates , he explains like

Plato , he puzzles like Ariſtotle , he delights like Æſchines ,

he firs up the paſſions like Demoſthenes, he diverts with a

pleaſing variety like Hortenfius , he obviates difficulties like

Cethegus, he excites like Curio , he appeaſes like Fabius,

he feigns like Craſſus, he diſſembles like Cæſar, he adviſes

like Cato, he diſſuades like Appius, he perfuades like Ci

And, if we compare hiin to the Fathers of the

church , he inltructs like St Jerom , he overthrows error

like Lactantius, he maintains ihe truth like St. Auſtin , he

elevates himſelf like St. Hilary, he fpeaks as fluently and

as intelligibly as St. Chryfoftom , he reproves like St. Balil ,

he comforts like St. Gregory Nazianzen , he is copious like

Orofius, and as urgent as Ruftinus ; he relates a ſtory as

well as Eufebius, he excites like St. Eucherius, he ſtirs up

like Paulinus, he ſupports like St. Ambroſe.

cero .

* Opera, P : 499 . Opera, vol. ii , p . 209 .

from
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from Adam, and others , that a ſoul was given

to each individual ; and it was acknowledged ,

that this important queſtion could not be ſolv

ed in this life. If, ſays he, the ſoul be of the

ſubſtance of Adam, as well as the body, why

doth it not die with the body ? But if it have

another origin , how is it involved in the guilt

of Adam's ſin ? But, as he concludes with ſay

ing, that the latter, viz . the doctrine of ori

ginal fin, is certain , and the other, viz . the

mortality of the foul, is uncertain , he ſeems in

clined to think the ſoul deſcended from the

foul of Adam , ex traduce, and therefore was

poſſibly mortal .

It is very evident , that this writer had a

notion that the ſoul was corporeal , as will be

ſeen by a very curious circumſtance in what

follows. He conſidered the ſouls of ſaints

and martyrs as continuing in or near their

dead bodies and relicks . For he ſays, that,

as the life of the ſoul was diſcovered by the

motion of the body while it was living, ſo

after death its life is manifeſted by the power

of working miracles . But he did not confi .

der the ſoul as contined to the dead body ; for

he adds , that many perſons, whoſe minds

were purified by faith and prayer, had ac

tually ſeen ſouls going out of their bodies

when they died ; and he relates at large ſe

veral hiſtories of ſuch ſouls becoming viſible .

Among others , he ſays, that the ſoul of

Abbot Spes was ſeen by all the brothers of his

monaſtery ,
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monaſtery, coming out of his mouth in the

ſhape of a dove, and flying up to heaven * .

As we approach nearer the age of the

fchoolmen , we find leſs of materialiſm, but a

language proportionably more unintelligible,

though not quite ſo remote from all concep
tion , as that of our modern metaphysicians.

Damafcenus, in the eighth century, ſayst,

that “ the whole foul is preſent to the whole

body, and not part to part, nor is it con

“ tained in the body, but contains it ; as fire

“ contains the red - hot iron, and, living in

“ it, performs its functions.” Though this

writer, as we have ſeen , conſidered God as

not exiſting in place, we ſee here that he

confines the foul of a man to his body .

From this time the philoſophicalopinion

of the defcent of the foulwas univerſally aban

doned by chriſtians. Agobard, who flou

riſhed in the ninth century , conſiders it as a

queſtion decided by divines, that the ſoul is

not a part of the divine fubſtance, or nature,

and had no being before its union with the

body, being created when the body is form

ed I Fredegiſus, in the ſame century, ſays,

that ſouls are created in and with the body,

though the philoſophers aſſerted the con

trary , and Auſtin doubted it g .

Another 'doubt, however, continued in this

century. For, Rabanus Maurus ſays, it was

* Opera, vol. ii . p. 209.

| Dupin , vol . vii . p . 182 .

+ Opera, p. 282 :

♡ .

a du
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a dubious queſtion, whether God created the

ſoul to be infuſed into the body, or whether

it was produced from the ſouls of the father

and inother. He maintained that the ſoul has

no particular figure, but that it is principally

feated in the head * . Hincmarus, in the

ſame century , fays, that the ſoul does not

move locally , though it changes its will , and

manners + :

Bernard, in the twelfth century, ſays, that

the ſoul cannot be in corporeal place, for

that things incorporeal cannot be meaſured

but by time

Many of the Fathers , we have ſeen , were

of opinion, that the ſoul is propagated like

the body, and that the ſoul of Adain was an

emanation from God . But Peter Lombard

condemns thoſe who ſuppoſed the ſoul to be

a part of God , and ſays, that it was created

out of nothing S.

My reader muſt excuſe me if, in relating

the opinion of the famous ſchoolman , Thomas

Aquinas , I ſhould not inake myſelf perfectly

underſtood . I ſhall endeavour, however, to

make his meaning as intelligible as I well

can . . He ſays that the ſoul is not a body, but

the act of the body, ( actus corporis) as heat,

which is the principle of warmth ; juſt as the

ſoul, which is the principle of life, is not a

*

Dupin, f . 164.

Opera, p . 466 .

+ Ib. p. 50 .

§ Sententiæ, Diſt. 17 .

body
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body, but the act of a body . This looks as if he

conſidered the ſoul as amere property of body;

but treating of the difference between the ſouls

of men and brutes , he ſays, that the former

is aliquid ſubfiftens, but the latter was not

fubfiftens * . He acknowledges, however, with

all the Ariſtotelians, that the ſoul is the form

of the bodyt . Since that by means of which

any thing acts, is the form of that to which the

operation is attributed I. The whole ſoul, he

ſays, is in every part of the body , according

to the whole of its perfection and effence, but

not according to the whole of its power g .

There is but one foul, he ſays, to one man,

diſcharging the functions of the intellectual,

vegetative, and ſenſitive part 1l .
In order to

explain the mutual action of the ſoul and

body, he ſays ** , that the conta &tus virtutis is

oppoſite to the contactus qualitatis, and that

body may be touched by what is incorporeal,

ſo that the ſoul may move the body.

In Pernumia , whoſe treatiſe of Natural

Philofophy was printed in 1570, the foul is

ſaid tt, to be the firſt aft, primus actus, of

the body, and that it is ſo united to the

body, that, with reſpect to its quantity, it is

tota in toto, et pars in parte ; but with reſpect

to its eſſence, and all its faculties, it is tota in

toto, et tota in qualibet parte. In the ſame

treatiſe, the natural and vital heat (which he

+ P. 161 . I P. 163 .
P. 168 .

| P. 165 . + Fol. 85 .

ſays

.

* P. 160.

** P. 160 .
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ſays is compoſed of the ſubſtance of the heart,

the moſt refined (depuratis) vapours of the

blood , and air attracted by it ) is ſaid * , to be

a middle ſubſtance , between the body and

the ſoul.

P A Ř T IV .

The State of Opinions, from the Time of Def

cartes to the preſent.

THUS ſtood the orthodox faith concern

ing the ſoul till the time of Deſcartes, who

introduced quite a new mode of conſidering

the ſubject, beginning upon new principles ;

which was by doubtingof every thing, and

then admitting nothing but what his own

conſciouſneſs abſolutely obliged him to admit .

And yet his writings on this ſubject have been

the means of introducing more confuſion into

it than was .ever known before.

The Carteſians conſidered the Ariftotelian

doctrine of the ſoul being the ſubſtantial form

of the body, as inconſiſtent with its imma

teriality, and conſequently deſtructive of the

doctrine of its immortality po. But, in con

ſequence of ſeparating from the idea of the

ſoul every thing that he was not obliged to

admit, Deſcartes defined the eſſence of the ſoul

. Fol. 91 . + Hilorical View, p . 17 .

Vol . I. S to
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to conſiſt in thinking, the evident conſequence

of which is , that the ſoul is , in fact, nothing

but a property, and no ſubſtance at all; and,

therefore, notwithſtanding his boaſting of

improving the doctrine of immateriality, he

has been conſidered by ſome as only a more

acute materialist .

It is plain, however, that this was not the

caſe , and his meaning muſt have been, that

there was a fibítance of the ſoul, and that the

property of this ſubſtance was to think with

out intermiſſion, which he maintained . He

is , therefore, conſidered by others , and eſpe

cially Mr. Bayle , as having firſt eſtablished

the true doctrine of an immaterial ſubſtance,

intirely without extenſion , or relation to place.

And yet I do not ſee that his idea of the foul

could be wholly abſtracted from matter, when

he ſuppoſed that the ſeat of it was the pineal

gland. I therefore think that the proper

immaterial ſyſtem is of ſtill later date , but who

was the author of it may not be eaſily dif

covered . Indeed , nothing was neceſſary to

make the doctrine of the ſchoolmen a com

plete ſyſtem of immaterialiſm , but the omil

fion of a few poſitions which were inconfift

ent with it . But in the ſame proportion in

which we cut off from ſpirit every property

that it was ſuppoſed to have in common with

matter, we bring it to a ſtate in which it

is naturally impoſſible to act upon matter,

or to be acted upon by it.

Male
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it as

Malebranche adopted the ſyſtem of Del

cartes, maintaining, that the eſſence of matter

conſiſts in extenſion, and that of the ſoul in

thinking . He, therefore, ſaid that the ſoul

thinks always, and moſt of all when it has no

conſciouſneſs of its thoughts. He is alſo ſaid

to have been the firſt who brought into vogue

the doctrine of animal ſpirits.

The ſyſtem of Deſcartes has been generally

adopted , but with ſome improvements, by

more modern metaphyſicians. " I do not, how

ever, find the ſtrict immaterial ſyitem in any

writer earlier than our Sir Kenelm Digby,

who, in his treatiſe of the Soul * , conſiders

“ the great property of the ſoul, that

“ it is able to move, and to work , without

being moved or touched ; that it is in no

“ place, and yet not abſent from any place;

" that it is alſo not in time, and not ſubject

“ to it, for though it does conſiſt with time,

“ and is while time is, it is not in time. ”

To this doctrine Alexander Roſs, in his

Philoſophical Touchſtone t, very naturally and

ſenſibly replies , " If the ſoul be no where,

“ it is nothing, and if every where, it is

“ God , whoſe property indeed it is to be

every where, by his eſſence , power, and

providence .”

The good ſenſe of Mr. Locke was evidently

ſtaggered at the extravagant poſitions of the

ſtrict immaterialiſts, though he had not cou

* 1

* P. 85 . + P. 80.

S 2
rage,
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rage, or conſiſtency, to reject the doctrine

altogether. In oppoſition to them, he main

tains largely * , that fpirits are in place, and

capable of motion . He likewiſe maintained

much at large the poſſibility of thinking be

ing ſuperadded to matter t, and was inclined

to

*

Eſſay, vol. i. p. 259 .

+ So conſiderable a writer as Mr. Locke, having

maintained the poffble materiality of the ſoul, I cannot

ſatisfy myſelf without giving my reader , in this note , an idea

of his manner of conlidering the ſubject, by bringing toge

ther his moit flriking arguments :

" We have ideas of matter and thinking, but poſſibly

“ ſhall never be able to know whether any mere material

“ being thinks or no ; it being impoſſible for us , by the
* contemplation of our own ideas, without revelation, to

" diſcover whether omnipotency has not given to ſome

ſyſtems of matter, fitly diſpoſed , a power to perceive and

think ; or elſe joined and fixed to matter, ſo diſpoſed,

a thinking immaterial ſubſtance : it being, in reſpect of

our notions, not much more remote from our com

“ prehenſion, to conceive that God can , if he pleaſes,

“ ſuperadd to matter a faculty of thinking, than that he

" fhould fuperadd to it another ſubftance with the faculty

“ of thinking ; ſince we know notwherein thinking con

Ofts , nor to what ſort of ſubfiance the Almighty has

" been pleaſed to give that power, which cannot be in any

created being but merely by the good pleaſure and

" bounty of the Creator.” Flay, vol. ii . p . 167.

This poſition he defends and illuſtrates very largely, in

his letter to the Biſhop of Worceller, ſome of the moſt re

markable paſſages of which I ſhall ſubjoin .

" You cannot conceive how an extended ſolid ſubſtance

" ſhould think, therefore God cannot make it think . Can

you conceive how your own foul , or any ſubſtance thinks ?

“ You find, indeed, that you do think, but I want to be

" told how the action of thinking is performed . This, I

confeſs, is beyond my conception .” Ibid .Ibid. p. 146.

.

• You
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to be of opinion , that the ſouls of men are

only in part immaterial. It is worth our

66

יל

* You cannot conceive how a ſolid ſubſtance ſhould

ever be able to move itſelf. And as little , fay I , are

you able to conceive how a created unſolid ſubſtance

is ſhould move itſelf. But there may be fomething in an

5 immaterial ſubſtance that you do not know. I grant it,

" and in a material one too. For example , gravitation of

matter towards matter inevitably ſhows that there is

ſomething in matter that we do not underſtand, unleſs we

can conceive ſelf-motion in matter, or an inexcitable and

“ inconceivable attraction in matter, at immenſe and in

" comprehenſible diltances.” Ib . p . 147 .

The gravitation of matter towardsmatter, by ways

- inconceivable to me, is not only a demonſtration that

" God can, if he pleaſes, put into bodies powers and

ways of operation above what can be derived from our

so ideas of body, or can be explained by what we know of

" matter, but alſo an unqueſtionable and every where vi
s fible inſtance that he has done ſo ." P. 149.

When you can make it conceivable low any created

* finite dependent ſubſtance can move itfell , or alter or

ſtop its own motion (which it muſt to be a frec agent)

" I ſuppoſe you will find it no harder for God to beſtow

" this power on a ſolid , than an unſolid created ſubſtance . "

P. 166.

“ He that conſiders how hardly ſenſation is, in our

" thought, reconcileable to matter it muſt be remember

ed that Mr. Locke thought brutes to be wholly material)

“ or exiſtence to any thing that has not extenſion at all,
" will confeſs that he is very far from knowing what his

• ſoul is . It is a point which ſeems to me to be put out

" of the reach of our knowledge. And he who will give

" himſelf leave to conſider freely, and look into the dark

" and intricate part of each hypotheſis, will ſcarcely find

6 his reaſon able to determine him fixedly for or againſt

" the ſoul's materiality. " P. 168.

S 3 con
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• conſideration, ſays. he *, whether active

power be not the proper attribute of ſpi

“ rits, and paſſive power of matter. Hence

“ it may be conjectured , that created ſpirits

are not totally ſeparate from matter, be

“ cauſe they are both active and paſſive. Pure

fpirit, viz . God, is only active , pure

“ matter is only paſſive ; thoſe beings that

are both active and paſſive we may judge to

partake of both .”

I cannot help thinking that he who could

maintain theſe poſitions, viz . that ſpirits exiſt

in place, and have proper loco -motion, that

matter may be made to think, that the ſouls of

men are probably in part material, and alſo

that the ſouls of brutes are not immortal, was

not far from a proper materialiſın ; and that

to have been conſiſtent with himſelf, he cer

tainly ought to have declared for it without

regarding vulgar prejudices.

Indeed, the tendency of theſe principles to

materialiſm was ſo evident, that almoſt all

the ſubſequent defenders of the immateria

lity and natural immortality of the ſoul have

diſclaimed them . Among others , Dr. Watts

has moſt clearly and largely proved t , that the

neceſſary confequence of admitting ſpirits to

exiſt in ſpace, and to be capable of a proper

motion from one place to another , is that they

muſt have proper extenſion, figure, and a cor

poreal fubitance.

* Eſſay, vol . i . p. 264. + Philoſopl.ical Eſſays , p . 133 , &c .

" With
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“ With regard to conſcious beings , whe

“ ther created or uncreated ,” he ſays * ,

“ confefs I have no clear idea how they can

“ have any proper locality, reſidence, ſitua

« tion , ncarneſs , or juxta -poſition among

“ bodies , without changing the very ellence

or nature of them into extended beings ,

“ and making them quite other things than

they are . When we ſay that God , the

“ infinite ſpirit, is every where, in a ſtrict

philoſophical ſenſe, we mean that he has an

“ immediate and unlimited conſciouſneſs of,

" and agency upon , all things, and that his

“ knowledge and power reach alſo to all

“ poflībles, as well as to all actual beings.

! When we ſay the ſoul of man is in his

body, we mean he has a conſciouſneſs of

“ certain motions and impreſſions made on

“ that particular animal engine, and can ex

“ cite particular motions in it at pleaſure.”

This being the only conſiſtent ſyſtem of

immaterialiſm , it is that which is held by

Mr. Baxter, and all the moſt approved mo

dern writers upon the ſubject.

From the whole of this ſection , and the

preceding, it will appear, that the modern

idea of an immaterial being is by no means the

ſame thing that was ſo denominated by the

ancients ; it being well known to the learned,

as has been ſhewn, that what the ancients

meant by an immaterial being, was only a

* Ibid, p . 381 ,

S4
finer
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finer kind of what we ſhould now call matter ;

ſomething like airor breath, which firſt fup

plied a name for the foul, or elſe like fire or

fame, which was probably ſuggeſted by the

conſideration of the warmth of the living

body . Conſequently, the ancients did not

exclude from mind the property of extenſion,

and local preſence. It had, in their idea, ſome

common properties with matter, was capable

of being united to it, of acting and being

acted upon by it , and of moving from place

to place along with it ,

But it was juſtly conſidered by the moderns,

that ſuch an immaterial ſubſtance as this was,

in fact, no immaterial ſubſtance at all , but a

material one ; it being the opinion of all

modern philoſophers ( though it was un

known to the ancients) that all maiter is ulti

mately the ſame thing, all kinds of bodies

differing from one another only in theſize or

arrangement of their ultimate particles, or

It was , therefore, ſeen , that if the

powers of ſenſation or thought could belong

to ſuch a material ſubſtance as the ancients

had denominated an immaterial one ( being

only an attenuated kind of matter) it might

be imparted to the very grofft matter ; ſince

it is naturally capable of the fame attenua

tion ; and, therefore, that the foul and body,

being in reality the ſame kind of ſubſtance,

muſt die together.

To avoid this concluſion , of which di

vines entertained a very unreaſonable dread ,

they

atoms .

1
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they refined upon the former notion of ſpirit,

excluding from it every property which it

held in common with matter ; making it , in

the ſtriết metaphyſical ſenſe of the term , an

immaterial thing, without extenſion , that is ,

occupying no portion of ſpace, and therefore

bearing no relation to it ; and conſequently

incapable of motion from one place to an

other. In fact, there was no other method

of keeping clear of a proper materialiſm . For

there can be no medium between abſolute

materialiſm , ar«l this proper and ſtrict imma

terialiſm . Now, what I maintain is, that

this dread of materialiſm has driven theſe

refiners among the moderns, to adopt a ſyſtem

with reſpect to human nature, that is not only

contradicted by fact and experience, as I think

has been fully proved, but is likewiſe abſurd

and impoſſible in itſelf. For, by denying to

fpirit every property in common with matter,

it neceſſarily makes them incapable of mutual

action or influence ; in conſequence of which ,

it will be naturally impofſible, that the divine

mind ſhould either have created matter, or be

capable of acting upon it,

After the deduction that I have given of the

hiſtory of opinions concerning the ſoul, it

may be uſeful to give a ſummary view of

the whole, that the ſeveral ſteps in the pro

greſs , and their natural connexion, may more

Man is a being poffeffed of various faculties,

or powers . Hecan ſee, bear, ſmell, feel, walk,

eaſily appear.

think,
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think, and ſpeak. He is alſo a very complex

being, conſiſting of various diſtinct parts, fome

of which are evidently appropriated to ſome

of theſe powers , and others to others of them .

Thus it is the eye only that ſees , the ear that

hears , the note that ſmells, the feet that walk ,

and the tongue is of principal uſe in modulat

ing the voice. What it is in man that thinks

is not ſo obvious, and the opinions concern

ing it have been various . I apprehend , how

ever, that it was always ſuppoſed to be ſome

thing within a man, and not ar.y part that was

conſpicuous .

The writers of the Old Teſtament feem to

have conceived of it varioully , ſometimes re

ferring it to the heart, perhaps as the moſt

central part of man , as when the Pſalmiſt ſays,

My heart is inditing a good matter , &c . but
at other times to the reins, as My reins inftruet

me in the night ſeaſon. The paſions are gene

rally feated by them in the heart, but the ſen

timents of pity and commiſeration are more

frequently affigned to the bowels, which are

faid to yearn over an object of diſtreſs. It is

remarkable, that the heat, or brain , never ſeems

to have been conſidered by them as having any

thing to do in the buſineſs of thinking, or in

any mental affection whatever. But the rea

ſon of it may be, that ſtrong mental affections

were ſooner obſerved to affect the heart, reins,

and bowels, than the head .

In ancient times the ſimple power of life was

generally thought to be in the breath, or ani,

mal
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mal heat, becauſe breathing and warmth are

the univerſal concomitants of life. I do not,

however, recollect that the latter. idea ever.

occurs in the ſcriptures , but there life is ſome

times ſaid to be in the blood.

When men reflected a little farther, and be

gan to conceive that poſſibly both the proper

ty of life, and alſo all the powers that we term

mental, might belong to the ſame thing, the

breath ( the ſuppoſed principle of life ) was

imagined to be competent to the whole'; and

then the idea of afoul was completely formed.

Conſequently, it was firſt conceived to be an

aerial , or an igneous ſubſtance, which ani

mates the body during life, and makes its ef

çape at death ; after which it was ſuppoſed to

be either detained near the place where the

body was depoſited , being held by a kind of

ofattraction, or an affection to its former com

panion , or to riſe in the atmoſphere to a re

gion in which it was counterpoiled by the

lurrounding elements .

We may ſmile at the ignorance of man

kind in early ages , in ſuppoſing that the

breath of life could be any thing more than

part of the common air, whichwas firſt in

ipired , and then expired . But though this be

a thing well known in the preſent age, I can

eaſily conceive that, when the nature ofair. and

reſpiration were little underſtood, men might

not immediately conceive that the breath ,

though it mixed with the air, and was invi

ſible , was therefore the very fame thing with

it .
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it . They might well enough imagine that

it was ſomething diſtinct from it , which was

in part drawn in and out during the conti

nuance of life, and wholly diſcharged and

ſet looſe at death . There are other inſtances

of the ignorance of the ancients in matters

of philoſophy, and even in tolerably en

lightened ages, almoſt, if not altogether, as

groſs as this.

When , at length , it was diſcovered that the

breath was nothing more than the air, ſtill the

idea of an invifible principle of life and thought

being once fixed, would not be immediately

exploded, but would be ſuppoſed to be a ſub

Aance more attenuated, and refined ; as being,

for inſtance, of an ethereal orfiery nature , &c .

ſtill inviſible, and more active.

Whatever was the inviſible ſubſtance of

which the human ſoul conſiſted, the univerſal

foul of the heathen philoſophers, or the divine

eſſence, was ſuppoſed to be the very fame; and

all other ſouls were ſuppoſed to have been parts

of it , to have been detached from it , and to be

finally reſumed into it again . In this ſtate of

opinions, therefore, the, ſoul was ſuppoſed to

be what we ſhould now call an attenuated kind

of matter, capable of diviſion, as all other

matter is ,

This was the notion adopted by the chrif

tian Fathers from the Oriental and Platonic

ſyſtems of philoſophy, and therefore many of

theſe Fathers did not fcrupie to aſſert that the

foul , though conceived to be a thing diftinct
from
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from the body, was properly corporeal, and

even naturally mortal. The opinion, however,

of its being naturally immortal gained ground ;

and, matter, according to the philoſophical

ſyſtem , being conſidered as a thing that was

neceſſarily periſhable, as well as impure, the

doctrine ofthe immateriality, as well as of the

immortality of the ſoul, was pretty firmly

eſtabliſhed ; an immaterial ſubſtance being,

however, ſtill conſidered as only ſomething

more refined than groſs matter .

The idea of the ſoul being immaterial ſoon

led to the idea of its not having any property

in common with groſs matter, and in time

with matter ſtrictly conſidered ; and being

confounded with , and illuſtrated by, the idea

of the principle of life, it was aſſerted to have

no length, breadth , or thickneſs, which are

properties peculiar to matter ; to be indiviſible

alſo, and finally not to exiſt in ſpace. This

was the idea that generally prevailed after the

time of Mamertus, though various other re

finements occur in the writings of the ſchool

men upon the ſubject.

But the doctrine of pure ſpiritualiſm was

not firmly eſtabliſhed before Deſcartes, who,

conſidering extenſion as the eſſence of matter,

made the want of extenſion the diſtinguiſhing

property of mind or ſpirit. Upon this idea

was built the inmaterial ſyſtem in its ſtate of

greateſt refinement, when the ſoul was defin

ed to be immaterial, indiviſible, indifcerptible,

unextended, and to have nothing to do with

locality
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locality or motion, but to be a ſubſtance pof

ſeſſed of the ſimple powers of thought, and

to have nothing more than an arbitrary con

nexion with an organized ſyſtem of matter .

This was the idea of mind or ſpirit that

was prevalent about the time of Mr. Locke,

who contributed greatly to lower it , by con

tending , that whatever exiſts muſt exiſt fome

where, or in ſome place, and by ſhewing that,

for any thing that we know to the contrary,

the power of thought may be ſuperadded by

the Divine Being to an organized ſyſtem of

mere matter, though , at the ſame time, declar

ing himſelf in favour of the notion of a ſe

parate ſoul. . From this time, the doctrine of

the nature of the ſoul has been fluctuating

and various ; ſome ſtill maintaining that it has

no property whatever in common with matter,

and bears no relation to ſpace, whereas , others

ſay, that it exiſts in ſpace, and occupies a por

tion of it, ſo as to be properly extended, but

not to have folidity, which they make to be

the property that diſtinguiſhes it from matter.

The object of this work is to prove, that the

doctrine of a ſoul is altogether unphiloſophi

cal, and unſcriptural ; for that, judging from

the phenomena, all the powers of the ſame

being, viz . man, ought to be referred to one

ſubſtance, which, therefore, muſt neceſſarily

be the body, and that the refined and proper

ſpiritualiſm above deſcribed is peculiarly chi
merical and abſurd . Abſurd, however, as is

the notion of a ſubſtance which has no pro

perty
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perty in common with matter, which bears no

relation to ſpace, and yet bothacts upon body,

and is acted upon by it , it is the doctrine that,

in the courſe of gradual refinement, philoſo

phers and divines were neceſſarily brought to ,

and is the only conſiſtent immaterialiſm . For

every other opinion concerning fpirit makes it

to be, in fact, the ſame thing with matter ; at

leaſt every other opinion is liable to objections

fimilar to thoſe which lie againſt the notion

of a ſoul properly material .

SECTION XXI.

A brief Hiſtory of Opinions, concerning the

STATE OF THE DEAD .

AI
FTER reciting the foregoing ſeries of

opinions concerning the ſoul in gene

ral , it may not be amiſs to conſider by itſelf

what has been thought concerning its condi

tion between the death of the body and the

reſurrection . And the revolution of opinions,

with reſpect to this queſtion, has been not a

little remarkable .

It was unqueſtionably the opinion of the

apoſtles and early chriſtians, that whatever

be the nature of the ſoul, its percipient and

thinking powers ceaſe at death ; and they had

no hope of the reſtoration of thoſe powers,

but in the general reſurrection of the dead .

But when itwas concluded that men had ſouls

diſtinct
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diſtinct from the body, and capable of fub

fiſting after the body was dead , it was neceſ

ſary to provide ſomereceptacle for them , where

they might wait till they were re- united to

their reſpective bodies .

Before the council of Florence, which was

held in the year 1439 , under Pope Eugenius

IV. the current doctrine both of the Greek

and Latin churches was , that the ſouls of the

ſaints were in abditis receptaculis, or, as ſome

of them expreſſed it, in exterioribus atriis,

where they expected the reſurrection of their

bodies , and theirand their completemplete glorification ;

and though the Fathers believed all of them

to be happy, yet they did not think they

would enjoy the beatific vifion before the re

ſurrection * How the ſouls of the wicked

were diſpoſed of, little or nothing is ſaid by
them .

The catholics , as well as heretics, ſays

Beaufobre t, believed that the ſouls of the

Old Teſtament ſaints were kept in priſon in

the mades below , and could not be delivered

from thence but by the grace of Chriſt.

Chriſt, they ſay, when he was in a ſtate of

death , went and preached to them, and

brought from thence as many, as believed in

him . Irenæus maintained this opinion :

That the genuine chriſtian doctrine, of the

ſleep of the whole man till the reſurrection, did

+ Vol. i. p . 290 .* Hiſtorical View , p. 1 .

Dupin , vol. i. P.
60 .

how
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however, continue in the chriſtian church,

and eſpecially among thoſe who had little in

tercourſe with philoſophers, there is ſuffi

cient evidence . " Dupin ſays, that under the

reign of Philip , an afſembly of biſhops was

held on the account of ſome Arabians, who

maintained that the ſouls of men died , and

were raiſed again with their bodies , and that

Origen convinced them of their miſtake * .

He alſo ſays, that Tatian was of the ſame opi

nion with thoſe Arabians to:

It will be more ſatisfactory to my readers,

if, beſides this general account , I quote more

particularly the ſentiments of ſome of the

chriſtian writers upon this ſubject. I ſhall,
therefore, relate what is ſaid by a few of thoſe

of the middle ages, when the opinion began

to change .

Gregory the Great , ſays I , that the ſouls

of ſome of the righteous, on account of their

imperfections, are not immediately admitted

to heaven , though others certainly are . But,

he ſays, the ſouls of all the wicked are tor

mented in hell ; and he explains how, like

the ſoul of the rich man in the goſpel, and

of the devils , they may be tormented with

corporeal fire, though they themſelves be in

corporeal .

Julian of Toledo, alſo, in the ſeventh

century, maintained, that the ſouls of the

wicked, immediately after death, are preci

* Vol . i . p . 99 . Ib . p. 55 .

VOL , I ,

Opera, vol . i . p . 39 .

pitated
T
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pitated into hell , where they undergo endleſs

torments * .

Anſelm ſays of , that the ſouls of good men

do not enjoy perfect happineſs till they be

re- united to their bodies ; and that even

then they could not be perfectly happy, if

this union impeded their velocity, in inſtantly

conveying themſelves from one place to an

other, even the moſt diſtant; in which , he

ſays, part of their perfection will confift.

Bernard aſferts , that, at the reſurrection ,

the ſoul recovers its life and ſenſe ; that is ,

its knowledge , and love . But he ſays g , that

the ſouls of the martyrs, when loofed from

their bodies , are immerſed in a ſea of eter

nal light . This, however, was peculiar to

the martyrs , and not the neceffary privilege

of all the departed fouls of good men . Again ,

he ſays ll , that the ſouls of the juſt go to rest

at death, but not to the full glory of their

kingdom ; and **, that though they drink of

happineſs, they are not intoxicated.

He hardly ſeems to think that the wicked

ſuffered any thing in the intermediate ſtate .

For he ſays off, that white robes are given to

the ſaints, in which to wait till the wicked

are puniſhed , and themſelves are crowned

with double happineſs .

In this ſtate continued the doctrine con

cerning the dead, through the greateſt part of

Dupiņ, vol. vi. P : 41. + Opera, vol, iii . p . 146 .

# Opera, p . 481 .

** P. 1716, K.

the

Ş P. 934 || P. 290 .

1+ Ib..
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the dark ages, between the chriſtian Fathers

and the Reformation . It ſeems, however, that

the opinion of the admiſſion of the ſouls of

the righteous to a ſtate of perfect happineſs

in heaven , had gradually gained ground, and

had become the general opinion in the four

teenth century. For Pope John XXII , made

himſelf very obnoxious by reviving, as it is

ſaid by Dupin , the opinion of the ancient

Fathers, that the ſouls of good men do not

enjoy the beatific viſion till the day of judg

ment . Hewasvery ſtrenuous in aſſerting and

preaching this doctrine, contrary to the judg

ment of the divines at Paris, whom the king

of France aſſembled for that purpoſe. But it

is ſaid that, on his death-bed, he retracted his

opinion, and acknowledged that ſouls, ſepa

rated from the body, which are purged from

their ſins, are in the kingdom of heaven , and

in paradiſe with Jeſus Chriſt, and in the com

pany of the angels ; that they ſee God face to

face, and the Divine eſſence, as clearly as the

ſtate and condition of a foul ſeparated from

the body will permit * .

His fucceffor, Benedict XII . made a ſolemn

decree againſt the opinion of his predeceffort:

But probably the opinion of Innocent had

many adherents, ſince it was thought necel

ſary, a conſiderable time afterwards, to bring

a decree of a council in aid of the contra

ry doctrine ; and , it is remarkable, that it

*

+ Ib . p . 29 .Dupin , vol. xij . p . 28 .

T 2 was
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was by the authority ofa pope, who was oblig

ed to uſe great art and addreſs to gain his point,

that the preſent faith of all proteſtant churches

on this article was properly eſtabliſhed.

In a council ſummoned by Eugenius IV .

to meet at Ferrara , and adjourned to Florence,

it was decreed , that the ſouls of thoſe who,

after baptiſm , have incurred no ſtain of fin ,

as alſo the ſouls of thoſe, who having con

tracted the ſtain of fin , whether in their

bodies , or diveſted of their bodies , have been

purged by the facrifice of the maſs, prayers,

and alms, are received into heaven immedi

ately, and clearly behold the triune God as he

is *

The doctrine of the immortality of the

foul, which implies , that of its ſeparate exiſt

ence after death, being denied by many of that

age, eſpecially by thediſciples of Averroes ,

and other Arabian philoſophers ( who main

tained one univerſal Joul, the derivation of all

other ſouls from it, and their abſorption into

it ) it was thought neceffary to reinforce the

belief of it in another council . Accordingly,

in the Lateran council , held by Leo X. in

1513 , it was decreed, that the ſoul is not only

truly, and of itſelf, and eſſentially the form of

the human body ( as it is expreſſed in the canon

of Pope Clement V. publiſhed in the general

council of Vienne) but likewiſe iinmortal, and

according to the number of bodies into which

* Hiſtorical View , p . 2 .

it
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it is infuſed, is fingularly multiplicable, mul

tiplied, and to be multiplied (multiplicabilis,

multiplicata, et multiplicanda * ). This certain

ly implies the generation of ſouls from ſouls,

contrary to the deciſion of Damaſcenus men
tioned above .

Pomponatius, a philoſopher of Mantua,

not at all intimidated by the Lateran thunder,

publiſhed a book in the year 1516 , on the im

mortality of the ſoul; in which he expoſed

the futility of that argumentation by which

the followers of Ariſtotle had endeavoured to

prove the immortality of the ſoul, on the

principles of their maſter , by ſhewing, that

they either miſtook the ſenſe of Ariſtotle's

principles, or drew wrong concluſions from

them . He then examines the hypotheſis of

Ariſtotle himſelf, and ſhews, that the morta

lity of the ſoul may be as eaſily proved by it

as the contrary . After all this , he ſtates the

moral arguments for the immortality, or rather

againſt the mortality of the ſoul, under eight

heads ; and having ihewn, that they are weak

and inconcluſive, he infers, upon the whole,

in his laſt chapter, that the immortality of

the foul being a problematical queſtion, we

can have no aſſurance of the thing but from

Revelation ; and that they who would build

immortality upon any other foundation , only

verify the character given to certain ſelf

fufficient reaſoners by the apoſtle, namely ,

* Hiſtorical View , p . 6 .

T 3 that
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that profeſing themſelves wiſe they became

fools *

Though this doctrine of the immortality of

the ſoul,as a ſubſtance diſtinct from the body ,

is manifeſtly favourable to popery, but few of

the Proteſtants appear to have had ſtrength of

mind to call it in queſtion. Luther, however,

did it , though the oppoſition almoſt died with

him . In the defence of his propoſitions ( in

1520 ) which had been condemned by a bull

of Leo X. he ranks the opinion of the na

tural immortality of the foul, and that of the

foul being the ſubſtantial form of the body,

among the monſtrous opinions to be found in

the Roman dunghills of decretals ; and he af

terwards made uſe of the doctrine of theſleep

of the foul, as a confutation of purgatory and

faint worſhip, and he continued in that belief

to the laſt moment of his life uf . William

Tyndale alſo, the famous tranflator of the

Bible into Engliſh , in defending Luther's

doctrines againſt Sir Thomas More's objec

tions, conſiders the ſleep of the ſoul as the

doctrine of the Proteſtants in his time, and

founded on the ſcriptures# .

Calvin , however , violently oppoſed this

doctrine ; and this ſeems to have given a dif

ferent turn to the ſentiments of the reformed

in general , and Tyndale himſelf recanted his

opinion . Calvin ſeems to have been embar

+ ]b . p. 15 .* Hiſtorical View, p . 8 .

| Ib. p . 16 .

rafled
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1

raffed with the ſouls of the wicked . He ſays,

it is nothing to him what becomes of their

fouls, that he would only be reſponſible for

the faithful * . But it appears from Calvin's

own writings,that thouſands of the reformers

were of a different opinion from him ; and

though the doctrine of the immortality of the

foul be exhibited in all the preſent proteſtant

confeſſions of faith, there is little or nothing

of it in the earlieſt of them ,

After the long prevalence of the doctrinę

of the intermediate ſtate, that of the fleep of

the foul has of late years been revived , and

gains ground , not ſo much from confidera

tions of philoſophy, as from a cloſer attention

to the ſenſe of the ſcriptures. No perſon has

done more in this way than the preſent excel

lent biſhop of Carliſle. Very important fer

vice has alſo been done to the ſame cauſe by

the author of the Hiſtorical View of this con

troverſy , from which much of this ſection is

extracted. Upon the whole, the doctrine of

an intermediate ſtate is now retained by few

who have the character of thinking with free

dom and liberality in other reſpects. And

the more attention is given to the ſubject in a

philoſophical light, the better founded, I

doubt not, will the concluſions that have been

drawn from the ſtudy of the ſcriptures appear

It has not, however, been conſidered how

much the doctrine of the in fenfible ſtate of the

* Hiſtorical View, p. 25 .

80:31

to be.
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foul in death affects the doctrine of the ſepa ,

rate exiſtence of the ſoul, which it appears to

me to do very materially. It certainly takes

away all the uſe of the doctrine, and there

fore ſhould leave us more at liberty from any

prejudice in the diſcuſſion of the queſtion ,

ſince nothing is really gained by its being de

cided eitherway. Though we ſhould have a

ſoul, yet while it is in a ſtate of utter infenfi

bility, it is , in fact, as much dead, as the body

itſelf while it continues in a ſtate of death .

Our calling it a ſtate of ſleep, is only giving

another and ſofter term to the ſame thing ;

for our ideas of the ſtate itſelf are preciſely the

ſame, by whatever name we pleaſe to call it .

I fatter myſelf, however, that in time chriſ

tians will get over this , as well as other pre

judices; and , thinking with more reſpect of

matter, as the creation of God, may think it

capable of being endued with all the powers

of which we are conſcious, without having

recourſe to a principle , which , in the moſt fa

yourable view of the ſubject, accords but ill

with what matter has been conceived to be,

SECTION
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· SECTION XXII.

An Account of Opinions concerning the SEN

TIENT PRINCIPLE IN BRUTES .

THE
HE ſouls of brutes , which have very

much embarraſſed the modern ſyſtems,

occaſioned no difficulty whatever in that of

the ancients . They conſidered all ſouls as

originally the ſame , in whatever bodies they

might happen to be confined , To -day it

might be that of a man, to -morrow , that of a

horſe, then that of a man again , and laſtly, be

abſorbed into the univerſal ſoul, from which

it proceeded * .

But chriſtianity made a great difference be

tween men and brutes . To the former á hap

ру immortality was promiſed, and in ſuch a

manner as made it impoſſible to think that

brutes could have any title to it. It was ab.

ſolutely neceſſary, therefore, to make a change

in the former uniform and comprehenſive

ſyſtem ; and though ſome philoſophical chriſ

* It was conſiſtent, however, with this hypotheſis, to

ſuppoſe, that while ſouls were confined to the bodies of

brutes, their faculties ſhould differ, with refpe &t to their ex

erciſe, from thoſe of men . Thus Ariſtotle beſtowed ſenfa

tion, memory, and the paſions on the other animals, and rea

Jon on man excluſively. On this principle the ſchoolmen,

and all the Peripateticks proceeded. Bolingbrooke's Works,
yol . iii . p . 530 .

tians
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tians ſtill retained the doctrine of tranſmigra

tion , it was generally given up, notwithſtand

ing the doctrines of pre -exiſtence, and of a fe

parate conſciouſneſs after death, which were

originally parts of the fame ſyſtem , conti

nued ,

To account for the great difference which

chriſtianity made between the future ſtate of

men and brutes , and yet retain the ſeparate

ftate of the ſoul, it was neceſſary to find ſome

Specific difference between them . But a moſt

unhappy one was pitched upon , one that is

contradicted by every appearance. It has,

however, been ſo neceſſary to the reſt of the

now disjointed ſyſtem , that notwithſtanding this

circumſtance, it has maintained its ground, in

fome fort, to this day . It is that, though the

foul of a man is immortal , that of a brute is

not ; and yet, it is evident, that brutes have

the rudiments of all our faculties, without ex

ception ; ſo that they differ from us in degree

only, and not in kind. But the conſequence

of ſuppoſing the foul of a man , and that of a

brute to be of the fame nature, was abſolutely

inadmiſlible ; for they muſt then , it was

thought, have been provided for in a future
ítate as well as our own .

It has been ſeen , that the Platoniſts thought

there was ſomething corporeal even in the

human ſoul. It is no wonder then that the

ſouls of brutes ſhould have been thought to

be wholly fo , and therefore mortal, which was

the opinion, I believe, of all the chriſtian

world
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world till very lately . Even the great Lord

Bacon entertained this opinion . Anima fen

fibilis, ſays he, five brutorum, plane ſubſtantia

corporea cenfenda est *. The celebrated ana

tomiſt Willis alſo profeſſed the ſame to.

The opinion of Deſcartes was much more ex,

traordinary, for he made the fouls of brutes to

be mere outomata , and his diſciples in general

denied that they had any perception . Male

branche ſays, that they eat without pleaſure,

and cry without pain , that they fear nothing,

know nothing ; and if they act in ſuch a man

ner as ſhews underſtanding, it is becauſe God,

having made them to preſerve them , has form

ed their bodies ſo as mechanically to avoid

whatever might hurt them .

The learned Dr. Gale maintains at large,

that the ſenſitive foul is corporeal I ; and the

very juſtly celebrated Dr. Cudworth has re

vived, for the ſake of helping this great

difficulty , the long-exploded notion of the

Joul of the world , from which the ſouls of

brutes iſſue, and to which he ſuppoſes they

return, without retaining their ſeparate con-

ſciouſneſs after death . They may, if they

« pleaſe,” ſays he , “ ſuppoſe the ſouls of

“ brutes, beingbut ſo many particular irri

“ dations, or effluxes, from that life above,

“ whenfoever and wherefoever there is any

fitly prepared matter capable to receive

+ Ib .* Gale , p . 326.

Philoſophia Generalis, p . 323 . § P. 45 .

" them ,
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" them , and to be actuated by them , to have

a ſenſe and perception of themſelves in it ,

as ſo long as it continues ſuch . But ſo ſoon

“ as ever thoſe organized bodies of theirs, by

“ reaſon of their indifpofition , become inca

pable of being farther acted upon by them ,

so then to be reſumed again , and retracted

so back to their original head and fountain .

“ Since it cannot be doubted , but what creates

any thing out of nothing, or ſends it forth

from itſelf, by free and voluntary emana

“ tion , may be able either to retract the fame

“ back again to its original ſource, or elſe to

“ annihilate it at pleaſure * .”

This writer , however, ſuggeſts anotherme

thod of ſolving this difficulty, much more li

beral and rational ; ſuppoſing the immortality

of the foul not to follow neceflarily from its

immateriality, but from the appointment of

God . But he injures the brutes very much ,

when , to account for the difference in the di

vine diſpenſations to them and us, he ſup

poſes them to be deſtitute of morality and

liberty .

I am moſt ſurpriſed to find Mr. Lccke among

thoſe who maintain , that , though the ſouls

of men are , in part , at leaſt, immaterial, thoſe

of brutes, which reſemble men ſo much, are

wholly material. It is evident , however , from

the manner in which he expreſſes himſelf on

the ſubject, not only that this was his own

* P. 45 : + P. 45:

opinion,
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opinion , but that it was the general opinion

of his time . He ſays *, Thoughto me

“ ſenſation be comprehended under thinking

“ in general , yet I have ſpokeof ſenſe in brutes

as diſtinct from thinking ;-and to ſay that

“ flies and mites have immortal ſouls, will

“ probably be looked on as going a great way

to ſerve an hypotheſis. Many, however,

“ have been compelled by the analogy between

men and brutes to go thus far . I do not

“ ſee how they can ſtop ſhort of it.”

It would be endleſs to recite all the hypo

theſes that have been framed to explain the

difference between brutes and men , with re

fpect to their intellects here, and their fate

hereafter. I ſhall, however , mention that of

Mr. Locke, who ſays, This, I think , I nay.

“ be poſitive in , that the power of abſtracti0.3
“ is noivat all in them, and that the having

“ of general ideas is that which puts a perfect

“ diſtinction between men and brutes. For

“ it is evident , we obſerve no footſteps in

“ them of making uſe of general ſigns for

“ univerſal ideas , from which we have rea

“ ſon to imagine that they have not the fa

culty of abſtracting, or making general

“ ideas , ſince they have no uſe of words, or

any general ſigns t."

In fact, however, as brutes have the ſame

external ſenſes that we have , they have, of

courſe, all the ſame inlets to ideas that we have;

* Elay, vol . i . p . 148 . + Ellay , vol.i. p. 120 .

and
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and though , on account of their wanting a ſuf

ficient quantity of brain , perhaps, chiefly , the

combination and aſſociation of their ideas can

not be ſo complex as ours , and therefore they

cannot make ſo great a progreſs in intellectual

improvements , they muſt neceſſarily have, in

kind, every faculty that we are poſſeſſed of.

Alſo , ſince they evidently have memory, paffi

ons , will, and judgment too, as their actions

demonſtrate , they muſt, of courſe, have the

faculty that we call abſtraction , as well as the

reſt ; though, not having the uſe of words,

they cannot communicate their ideas to us .

They muſt, at leaſt, have a natural capacity

for what is called abſtraction, it being nothing

more than a particular caſe of the aſſociation of

ideas, of which, in general, they are certainly

poſſeſſed as well as ourſelves.

Beſides, if dogs had no general or abſtract

ideas , but only ſuch as were appropriated to

particular individual obječts, they could never

be taught to diſtinguiſh a man, as ſuch , a bare,

as ſuch, or a patridge, as ſuch , &c . But their

actions ſhew , that they may be trained to catch

hares, ſet partridges, or birds in general , and

even attack men , as well as to diſtinguiſh their

own maſter, and the ſervants of the family in

which they live .

Whether brutes will ſurvive the grave we

cannot tell . This depends uponThis depends upon other confi

derations than their being capable of reaſon

and reflection . If the reſurrection be proper

ly miraculous, and intirely out of all the eſta

bliſhed
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bliſhed laws of nature, it will appear proba

ble that brutes have no ſhare in it ; fince we

know of no declaration that God has made to

that purpoſe, and they can have no expecta

tion of any ſuch thing. But if the reſurrec

tion be, in fact, within the proper courſe ofno

ture, extenſively conſidered , and conſequently

there be ſomething remaining of every or

ganized body that death does not deſtroy,

there will be reaſon to conclude, that they

will be benefited by it as well as ourſelves .

And the great miſery to which ſome of them

are expoſed in this life, may incline us to

think , that a merciful and juſt God will make

them ſome recompence for it hereafter. He is

their maker and father as well as ours. But

with reſpect to this queſtion , we have no ſuf

ficient data from which to argue, and there

fore muſt acquieſce in our utter ignorance ;

ſatisfied that the Maker and Judge of all will

do that which is right .

.

THE
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Chrift.
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THE

INTRODUCTION ;

Containing the Outlines of the Philoſophical

Doctrine concerning the Origin of the Souls

of Men, &c.

TRUE Religion, which conſiſts in the
obſervance of juſt precepts for the con

duct of life, and of reaſonable expectations

after death , is neceſſarily founded on a juſt

knowledge of God, of ourſelves , and our

ſituation . But it was naturally impoſſible

that mankind, in the infancy of the world ,

ſhould attain to juſt notions on theſe ſubjects.

It could not be, but that the philoſophy of

the world around us , and the various ſubſtances

that compoſe it, ſhould precede the know

ledge of ourſelves, and eſpecially the know

ledge of God, the maker of all things . And

the very flow progreſs that mankind have

made in the true philoſophy of the external

world, our acquaintance with which is at

preſent but very imperfect, and all the great
diſcoveries recent, is ſufficient to convince

any perſon, who knows what philoſophy is ,

and how ready men always are to ſpeculate

upon every ſubject, and to attach themſelves

U 2 to
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to general principles, falſe as well as true, of

what importance it was that the univerſal

parent ſhould make ſome proviſion for his

offspring in theſe reſpects ; by imparting to

them that information , which , in their cir

cumſtances, it was abſolutely impoſſible they

Thould have acquired . Without this ſea

ſonable aſſiſtance, very abſurd notions would

unavoidably have been formed , and fooliſh

and pernicious practices would have been

the conſequence of them .

It is not from theory only, but from un

queſtionable facts, that we are authoriſed

to pronounce in this manner. All authentic

hiſtory ſhows us , that when mankind, un

furniſhed with the rudiments of juſt pre

vious knowledge, did ſpeculate concerning

the ſtructure of theworld, and the origin of

it ; concerning their own nature, and future

deſtination, and eſpecially the nature and

moral government of God, they did adopt the

wildeſt and moſt extravagant ſyſtems ima

ginable ; and that the religion they thus

made for themſelves, gave a fanction to ſuch

practices as exceedingly debaſed their natures,

and ſunk them to the loweſt degree of de

pravity , vice, and wretchedneſs. That the

religions of the heathen world, and eſpeci

allythoſe of the early ages of mankind,were

of this pernicious kind , no perſon acquaint

ed with hiſtory will deny .

It is , likewile, no leſs evident from hiſtory,

that it has been owing to the influence of a

few
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few fundamental truths, communicated by

God to men, that the miſchievous tendency

of the various pagan religions has, in fact ,

been counteracted , and it is from theſe alone

are to expect the future prevalence of

found knowledge, virtue, and happineſs. I

do not ſay, however, that no juſt principles of

religion could ever have been formed by men

unafliſted by revelation , but that this know

ledge would have been acquired very late, not

till error, ſuperſtition, and vice, had become

top prevalent and inveterate ; and ſome im

portant religious truths , I may venture to ſay,

would never have been acquired at all .

That there is one God, who made the world ,

and all things in it, and who governs it by

his providence ; who loves virtue, and will re

ward it ; who hates vice, and will puniſh it ;

are truths too ſublime to have been inveſti

gated by human ſpeculation . On the con

trary, a various and abſurd polytheiſm , lead

ing to the moſt abominable and horrid rites ,

was the immediate conſequence of the wild,

undirected ſpeculations of men concerning

the origin of the world . The religion of

the Patriarchs and Jews , which alone con

tained the great truths above-mentioned, was

a moſt ſeaſonable check upon the polytheiſm

of the Eaſt, which was of the moſt flagiti

ous and horrid kind . And it has been

owing to chriſtianity, and to nothing elſe,

that the ſame great and generous principles

have now ſpread into this Weſtern part of
theU 3
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the world, overturning the polytheiſm that

prevailed in it before, and bidding fair, ac

cording to the prophecies of thegoſpel , to

diffuſe their beneficial influence among all

the nations of the world .

The incapacity of mankind , in the early

ages of the world , for fpeculating concerning

their own nature , or that of the Divine

Being, and therefore the real importance of

revelation, is in nothing more conſpicuous

than in its appearing (now that we are ſome

what better prepared to form a judgment

concerning theſe ſubjects) that the doctrines

of revelation only prove to be truly rational,

and all the ingenious fpeculations ofmen ,

how ſpecious foever, are found to be all chi

merical and vain ; being contradicted by the

appearances of nature .

This is in ' nothing more evident, than in

the doctrine concerning human nature. The

ductrines of the ancient philoſophy on this

fubject, even thoſe that have been in ſome

meaſure ſubſervient to the intereſts of virtue,

will by no means ſtand the teſt of juſt rea

foning ; whereas, the fimple doctrine of reve

lation ſtands uncontradicted by any natural

appearance whatever ; and by this means

proves its origin from the God of all truth.

The doctrine of the ſcripture is , that God

made man of the duſt of the ground, and by

limply animating this organized matter,made

him that living, percipient, and intelligent

being that he is. According to revelation,
deutb
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death is a ſtate of reſt and inſenſibility, and

our only, though ſure hope of a future life,

is founded on the doctrine of the reſurrection

of the whole man, at ſome diſtant period ; this

aſſurance being ſufficiently confirmed to us,

both by the evident tokens of a divine com

miſſion attending the perſons who delivered

the doctrine, and eſpecially by the actual re

ſurrection of Jeſus Chriſt, which is more au

thentically atteſted than any other fact in

hiſtory .

On the contrary, the doctrine of philoſo

phy on this ſubject is , that there are two dif

tinct principles in man , a body, and a foul, the
latter of which comes from heaven , and re

turns to it again , when the body dies ; and

conſequently, that the body is ſo far from

being the whole man, that it is very impro

perly called a part of him ; being, in fact,

an incumbrance to the percipient and think

ing ſubſtance, which alone is himſelf ; and we

only begin to live to purpoſe, when we are

diſengaged from theſe impediments to our

highly active powers.

Contrary as this ſyſtem is to all appearances

whatever, as I have ſhewn at large in the pre

ceding treatiſe, it has been to an attentive

ſtudy of the ſcriptures chiefly , and not ſo

inuch to the conſideration of natural pheno

mena , that we are indebted for the downfall

of it: We there find a total and remarkable

filence concerning the unembodied ſtate of man .
Death is there conſidered as a ſtate of obli

vionU4
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vion and inſenſibility, and it is only at the

general reſurrection of the human race, that

the rewards of virtue, and the puniſhments

of vice, are expreſſly faid to commence.

Theſe circumſtances are ſo ſtriking in

the ſyſtem of revelation, that divines (and

not philoſophers) were firſt convinced, that ,

though man has a loul diſtinct from his body,

its powers of perception and action depend

upon the body , and that the whole man is in

a ſtate of inienſibility from death to the re

furrection . After this , we diſcover that na

tural phenomena intirely favour the ſame

concluſion, and that , had we known nothing

of man but what we fee of him here, we muſt

neceſſarily have formed the fame judgment ;

and that death would be followed by the ut

ter extinction of all our percipient and intel
lectual powers .

This having been the ſtate of opinions for

a conſiderable time, and the ſoul having ſerv

ed no other purpoſe but that of an hypotheſis

( being deemed incapable of ſubſiſting, or at

leaſt of atling by itſelf) we are encouraged to

lay aſide all prejudice, and examine whether

this hypothefis of a ſoul, diſtinct from the

body, be favoured by fact and appearances.

Finding it not to be favoured by any one fact,

or appearance in nature , I have ventured to

reject it altogether; and here, and here only,

I find a perfect conſonancy between the doc- .

trines of Revelation , and the dictates of na

tural reaſon .

Having
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Having proceeded thus far, I am tempted

to extend my views , and conſider the whole

philoſophical ſyſtem , of which the doctrine of

the ſoul makes a part ; endeavouring to trace

it from its ſource, and to ſhew the miſchiev

ous effects that have followed from incorpo

rating a thing of ſo heterogeneous a nature

into the ſyſtem of Revelation .

The importance of theſe inquiries muſt be

evident to any perſon who attends to the pro

greſs of knowledge and good ſenſe in the

world . For if the general body of chriſtians

retain any doctrine as eſſential to revealed re

ligion , which true philoſophy ſhall prove to

be actually falfe, the conſequence will be,

that the whole ſyſtem will be rejected by

thoſe who conſider that tenet as an inſepara

ble
part of it . So greatly doth it behove us ,

that chriſtian knowledge ſhould keep pace with

philoſophical.

A conjecture concerning the origin of the

opinion of a foul diſtinct from the body of man

was advanced in the preceding treatiſe. I

ſhall now obſerve, that after the ſoul had , for

reaſons there afligned , been conceived to be

of the nature of air , or fire, to go above the

clouds, and to have come downfrom thence, all

which opinions have an eaſy connexion , we

find the following more extended philoſo

phical ſyſtem erected on this baſis, " All ac

counts prove, that it was firſt eſtabliſhed in

the Oriental part of the world , and that it

was thence diffuſed through Europe, but it

was
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was held with conſiderable variations every

where .

There have exiſted from eternity two prin

ciples, eſſentially different from , and oppo

fite to each other, God and matter ; the former

an intelligent and perfectly good being, ge

nerally compared to light, the other the

ſource of all evil , and generally compared to

darkneſs. Either from eternity, or in time,

there iſſued from the ſupreme intelligence

various inferior intelligences. This produc

tion was by way of eflux, or emanation from

himſelf, it being an indiſputable maxim , that

nothing can come from nothing . Theſe intelli

gences occupiedthe region of light, bounded

by that of darkneſs, which lay below it . The

ſecond principle, or matter, was by ſome re

preſented as wholly inert, but by others it

was ſaid to be animated, or to have a pecu

liar ſoul.

Some of the inferior intelligences having

finned , and forfeited their rank in the re

gions of light, were condemned to aſſume

material bodies, ſeveral of which they ſome

times animated in ſucceffion , till by this

courſe of ſuffering and purgation , they were

fufficiently purified from their original ſtains;

after which they were to re- aſcend to the re

gions of light, and be finally abforbed into

the ſuprenie mind from which they iſſued .

For the purpoſe of forming theſe material

bodies, and preparing a habitable world for

their reception , there was a peculiar emana

tion
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tion from the ſupreme mind, or a ſecond God;

ſince the preſent habitable world , contain

ing a mixture of good and evil , could not

come from a being perfectly good . Others,

however , ſuppoſed, that this peculiar emana

tion was prior to all others, and co-eternal

with the ſupreme mind .

The moit confiderable variation in this

ſyſtem relpects the origin of matter . For

ſome did not ſuppoſe it to be eternal , but, like

all other things, to have iſſued directly, or

indirectly, from the one great original being,

and ſource of all exiſtence; and , therefore,

that this alſo will , at length , be re - abforbed ,

and nothing will exiſt but the Divine Being

himſelf.

The next conſiderable variation is , that

ſome repreſent the deſcent of fonls into bo

dies , to have been atthe ſame time a fin , and a

puniſhment; thoſe ſouls having firſt been ſmit

ten with a deſire to animate ſuch bodies , for

the ſake of the corporeal pleaſures they might

enjoy in them .

Such are the outlines of a ſyſtem , which,

though founded on nothing but imagination ,

without a ſingle fact, or appearance in na

ture to ſupport it, has dazzled and captivated

the philoſophical part of the world from the

And, though the humble

Syſtem of revelation be diametrically oppoſite

to it, in all its parts ; repreſenting one God

as being himſelf the maker of all things,

the author of good and evil , and as having

made

earlieſt ages .
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made man of the duſt of the earth , to which

he is to return , and from which he is to be

raiſed at laſt ; and though this ſyſtem of re

velation has not failed , wherever it has been

received , to overturn the heatheniſh ſyſtem in

part, much of it , however, was unnaturally

incorporated into chriſtianity in early times ;
and there are no ſmall remains of it in the

chriſtianity of the preſent time , both popith

and proteſtant, as will abundantly appear in
the courſe of this work .

Notwithſtanding the very general ſpread of

this philoſophical ſyſtem, it is remarkable,

that the minds of the Jews were long uncon

taminated with it . The doctrine of revela

tion concerning a future life for man, de

pends upon the reſurrection of the dead , and

has no other foundation whatever . No other

ground of hope is fo much as hinted at in

any part of the Old or New Teſtament; and

though it is poſſible, that ſome of the learned

Phariſees in our Saviour's time might have

been infected with other notions , borrowed

from the Greeks , or from the Eaſt, they ap

pear not to have been then known to the

vulgar among the Jewish nation , as is ſuffi

ciently evident from the hiſtory of the death

and reſurrection of Lazarus .

From this valuable hiſtory, we find that

Martha, the liſter of Lazarus, had no hope

reſpecting her brother, but from the reſur

rection of the laſt day, John xi. 24. and our

Lord gives her no confolation but on the ſame

ground.
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ground . I am the reſurrection and the life.

Had the notion of a ſeparate foul, releaſed

from the fetters of fleſh , and enjoying con

ſummate happineſs in another life, been

known to them , and believed by them , it

could not but have been uppermoſt in their

ininds ; and ſome mention of it, or ſome

allufion to it, would certainly have been

found in the hiſtory : whereas no ſuch thing

appears .

This belief of a reſurrection , as the only

foundation of a future life, evidently exiſt

ing, and being univerſally received' in the

time of our Saviour, there can hardly be à

doubt , but that it muſt have been the belief

of the moſt early Jews and Patriarchs . And

ſince this doctrinecould never have been ſug

-geſted by any appearance in nature, it must

have been derived from ſome original reve

lation , probably prior to the flood .

It is reinarkable, that the doctrine of a

reſurrection appears to have been a part of

the religion of the ancient Perſians and Chal

deans , as may be ſeen in Le Clerc's edition of

Stanley's Hiſtory of the Chaldean Religion, and

Beauſobre's account of the religion of the

Magi , in his excellent Hiſtory of Maniche

iſm ; but it ſeems to have become extinct in

time, and to have given place to the more

flattering account of the origin of the hu

man foul, and its future deſtination , men

tioned above . For after this, it is remarkable,

as all writers acknowledge, that no philoſo

pher
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pher admitted any future life but on the ſup

poſition that the ſoul ſurvived the body ; or

admitted, that the ſoul ſurvived the body,

who did not, at the ſame time, ſuppoſe that

it had exiſted before its union to the body,

and who inferred, that it would ſurvive the

body from the conſideration of its having

pre -exiſted ? This , then , was the only ground

of hope on the beathen ſyſtem , as oppoſed to
that which revelation holds out to us , and

which , though utterly inconſiſtent with it,

has kept its place along with it in almoſt all

our public creeds to this day,

SECTION 1.

Of the INDIAN, or the proper ORIENTAL

Philofophy,

ITis inthe Eaſt,and eſpecially in theem
pire of Indoftan , where the ſame people,

and the ſame government, continued for many

ages, that we are to look for the genuine

Oriental philoſophy with reſpect to the ſoul .

We have not only the teſtimony of all an

cient writers , that the ſyſtem I have men

tioned prevailed there , and that from thence

it was propagated Weſtward , but later travel -

lers into thoſe countries give us the moſt fa

tisf:ctory information concerning it . It is at
this
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this very day the reigning religion of the

Hindoos, and of a great part of the Eaſt ;

and the attachment of theſe people to it , is

exceeded by nothing but by that of the Jews

to theirs ,

Ramſay * informs us, from Abraham Ro

ger, concerning the religion of the Bramins,

and Kercher's Sina Illuſtrata, that the Bra

mins believe that fouls are an eternal ema

nation from the Divine eſſence, or at leaſt

that they were produced a long time before

the creation of the world ; that in this pure

ftate they finned , and from that time are

fent into the bodies of men and beaſts, each

according to its defert; ſo that the body

which the ſoul inhabits reſembles a chaos

or priſon. They teach that, after a certain

number of tranſmigrations, all ſouls are re

united to their original, will enter into the

company of the gods, and become divinities .

The Baudiſtes ( ſays the author of Ex

amen du Fataliſme t) a fect of Indian phi

loſophers, ſay that it is fenfual pleaſure that

weighs down the ſoul, corrupts it, and

chains it to matter ; ſo that the ſoul, in

order to recover its natural dignity, muſt

make itſelf independent of the wants of the

body, and be ſenſible of the deceitfulneſs of

the pleaſures it procures. The Baudiſtes,

therefore, convinced of theſe principles, re

nounce pleaſure, the world, and their fami

* Travels of Cyrus , p . 300 . + Vol. i . p . 215 .

lies,
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lies , and give themſelves up to contempla
tion , and incredible auſterities.

Later travellers have given us much more

extenſive and exact information concerning

the religion of Indoftan ; and in them we

have more particulars of the Oriental ſyſtem

unfolded , ſo as to leave no doubt but that

it was from this ſource that the Greeks de

rived their boaſted wiſdom , and the chriſtians

the firſt taint that was given to their purer

principles . Two Engliſh travellers have

ticularly diſtinguiſhed themſelves by their

attention to this ſubject, Mr. Holwell, and

Mr. Dow, who, though they differ in ſome

particulars, agree fufficiently in many things,

for which I ſhall quote them.

Mr. Holwell gives his account of the re

ligion of the Hindoos, from the Chartab

Bhade, which, he ſays, contains a genuine

uncontaminated account of their religion , in

oppoſition to the Aughtorrah Bhade, which ,
he ſays, is a corruption of it * . He ſums

up the whole in the following manner :

" That there is one God, eternal , omnifick ,

" omnipotent, and omniſcient ; that God,

“ from an impulſe of love and goodneſs, firſt

“ created three angelic perſons, to whom he

gave precedence, though not in equal de

gree ; that he afterwards, from the ſame

« s impulſe, created an angelic hoſt, whom he

placed in ſubjection to Birmah, his firſt

Intereſting Hiſtorical Even ! s, vol. ii . p . 29.

created,

65

"
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“ created, and to Biſtnoo, and Sieb , as co

adjutors to Birmahi God created them all

free, and intended that they ſhould all be

partakers of his glory and beatitude, on

" the eaſy conditions of their acknowledging

him astheir Creator, and paying obedience

to him , and to the three primary created

perſonages whom he had put over them .”

In proceſs of time, a larger portion of

" the angelic hoſt, at the inſtigation ofMoi

“ fafoor , and others of their chief leaders,

“ rebelled, denied the ſupremacy of their

Creator, and refuſed obedience to his com

“ mands . In conſequence , the rebels were

“ excluded heaven , and the ſight of their

• Creator , and doomed to languiſh for ever

" in ſorrow and darkneſs. After a time , by

" the interceſſion of the three primary, and

" the reſt of the faithful angelic beings, God '

“ relented , and placed the delinquents in a

“ ſufferable ſtate of puniſhment and proba

“ tion , with powers to regain their loit hap

ру ſituation. For that purpoſe,a new crea

« tion of the viſible and inviſible worlds

inſtantaneouſly took place, deſtined for the

delinquents .

" The new creation conſiſted of fifteen re

“ gions , ſeven below, and ſeven above the

terraqueous globe, and this globe is the

laſt, and chief place of punishment, pur

gation and trial . Mortal bodies were pre

pared by God for the rebel angels , in which

they were for a ſpace to be impriſoned, and

Vol . I. X ſubject
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ſubject to natural and moral evils, more

or leſs painful, in proportion to their

original guilt ; and through which they

were doomed to tranſmigrate, under eigh

" ty -nine different forms, the laſt into that

“ of man , when the powers of the animat

ing rebel ſpirits are ſuppoſed to be enlarg

« ed , equal to the ſtate of their firſt creation,

“ The rebel leaders had power given them

“ of God to enter the eight regions of pu

“ niſhrnent and probation, and the faithful

angelic ſpirits had permiſſion occaſionally .

“ to deſcend to thoſe regions , to guard the

" delinquents againſt the future attempts of

“ their leaders. Conſequently, the ſouls,

or ſpirits, which animate every mortal

“ form are delinquent angels, in a ſtate of

" puniſhment, for a lapſe from innocence in

a pre -exiſtent ſtate * .”

In this ſummary the word creation is made

uſe of by Mr. Holwell ; but in the work from

which the ſummary is made, it is ſaid, that

the eternal One formed the angelic hoſt, in

“ part, of his own eſſencent ." It is alſo ſaid I ,

that the rebel angels were driven from hea

ven into the Onderah, or intenſe darkneſs, the

origin of which, not being mentioned, may

be ſuppoſed to have beenfrom all eternity;
and it is no where faid in this account, that

any thing was made from nothing .

* Intereſting Events , vol. ii . f . 60 , & c.

+ Ib . p. 35 I P. 44 :

4 It
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“ It is an eſtabliſhed doctrine, ” he ſays *,

“ of the Aughtorrah Bhade, that the three

primary created perſonages, as well as the

“ reſt of the heavenly angelic faithful ſpirits,

have, from time to time, according to the

permiſſion given them by God, deſcended

to the place of puniſhment, and have vo

luntarily ſubjected themſelves to the feel

ings of natural and moral evil for the ſake

“ of their delinquent brethren .”

Theſe extracts from Mr. Holwell contain a

pretty full detail of moſt of the tenets that I

havementioned in my ſketch of the Oriental

ſyſtem . Some other particulars we learn

from Mr. Dow.

According to him the Beda's, written in

the Shanſcritt language , are ſaid to have been

collected by Beaſs, who divided them into

four diſtinct parts, four thouſand eight hun

dred and ninety -four years before 1776 of the

chriſtian ærat. “ The Hindoos,” he ſays ,

are divided into two fects, the followers of

“ the doctrine of the Bedang; and thoſe who

“ adhere to the principles of the Neadirſen I.

“ The Bedang is an expoſition of the doc

“ trine of the Beda's by Beaſs Muni . It

was revived ſome ages after by Serrider

“ Swami . Almoſt all the Hindoos of the

“ Decan , and thoſe of the Malabar and Co

+ P. 71 .

+ Diſſertation prefixed to his Hiſtory of Hindoftan, p. 27 ,

P. 38.

romandelX2
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66 romandel coaſts are of the feet of the Be,

dang * . ”

According to the Bedang , ' affection dwell

“ ed with God from all eternity. It was of

" three different kinds, the creative, pre

“ ferving, and deſtructive. The firſt is re

“ preſented by Brimho, the ſecond by Biſhen,
“ and the third by Shibat. The affection of

« God then produced power, and power, at

“ a proper conjuncture of time, and fate , em

“ ? braced goodneſs, and produced matter. The

“ three qualities then, acting upon matter,

produced the univerſe t : According to

this ſyſtem , ſince nothing is ſaid to be made

out of nothing, matter muſt have been pro

duced by a kind of generation from beings

whoſe ſubſtance was originally derived from

God himſelf, which was agreeable to the

ayowed opinion of the Cabaliſts.

“ God ſeeing the earth in full bloom call

“ ed forth intelleet, which he endued with

“ various organs and ſhapes, to form a diver

ſity of animals upon the earth .the earth . Intellect

" is a portion of the great foul of the univerſe,

“ breathed into all creatures, to animate them

" for a certain tine. After death it animates

" ! other bodies , or returns like a drop into

" that unbounded ocean from which it first

“ roſe, which is the caſe with the ſouls of

" the good . But thoſe of the wicked are

“ after death immediately clothed with a

P. 38 + P. 41 .

body
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et body of fire, earth , and akaſh ” ( a ſubtle

ethereal matter, from whence the Greek's

probably had their notion of the materia

prima) “ in which they are for a time pu

“ nished in hell . After this they animate

other bodies , and when they are arrived at

“ a ſtate of purity, they are abſorbed into

« God . This abſorbed ſtate is a participa

« tion of the divine nature, where conſci

* ouſneſs is loſt in bliſs * .-At length all

things will be involved in fire, and the

" world reduced to aſhes . God will then

“ exiſt alone, for matter will be totally anni

hilated t .” This doctrine of a final cin

flagration was adopted by the Stoics.

" The more learned Bramins,” he ſays I ,

" maintain that hell is a mere bugbear to

terrify the vulgar ; for that God has no

“ paſſion, but benevolence; and men are

never puniſhed for their vices, but by the

“ natural conſequences of their actions."

This we find to have been the opinion

of all the Greek philoſophers, without ex
ception . Such are the doctrines of the

Bedang

The Neadirfen is not reckoned ſo ancient as

the Bedang, but is ſaid to have been written

by Goutam , near four thouſand years ago,

and is received as ſacred in Bengal, and all the

northern provinces of Indoftan , but is re

jected by the reſt S.

* P. 44 . : + P. 45 P. 50 . § P. 56 .

AccordX 3
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According to this ſyſtem , “ the ſoul is a

“ vital principle, a ſubtle element , which

pervades all things, diſtinct from organi

“ zation, and vital motion *

“ Five things,” he ſays, “muſt, ofneceſij

ty be eternal, the firſt is the great foul,

" which is immaterial and inviſible ; the fe

• cond is the vital foul,which he ſuppoſes to

“ be material , poſſeſſed of the following pro

“ perties , number, quality, motion , con

traction, extenſion, diviſibility , perception ,

“ pleaſure, pain , defire, averſion , accidents ,

" and power. Upon the difference of the

“ vitalſoul from the great ſoul, the followers

“ of the Bedang and Neadirſen principally

“ differ f . From this vital ſoul arifes all

“ evil I.”

It is remarkable, that we find the fame dif

ference of opinion among the Greeks, the

Stoics maintaining that inferior intelligences

are detached from theſupreme mind itſelf, and

are to be abſorbed into it again ; whereas

other feets make the human ſoul to be a

portion of thefoul of the univerſe, a prin

ciple diſtinct from the fupreme mind, or to

be compoſed in part of the one, and in part

of the other .

“ The third eternal principle is time, and

“ duration, the fourth is ſpace and extenſion,

“ the fifth is akaſh, a ſubtle and pure ele

ment, which fills
up the vacuum of ſpace,

+ Ibid# # Ibid .* P. 58 .

" and
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ts and is compounded of quantities infinitely

* ſmall, indiviſible, and perpetual . God,” he

ſays, “ can neither make nor unmake theſe

“ atoms; but they are in other reſpects to

tally ſubſervient to his pleaſure .

“ God, at certain ſeaſons, endues theſe

" atoms with plaſticity, by virtue of which

" they arrange themſelves into the four groſs

óc elements of fire , air, water, and earth .

* And theſe atoms , being from the begin

" ning formed by God into the ſeeds of all

“ productions, the vital ſoul aſſociated with

" them ; ſo that animals and plants of va

“ rious kinds were produced upon the face of

" the earth . The ſuperiority of man , ac

“ cording to this philoſophy, conſiſts in the

“ finer organization of his parts.”

“ The doctrines of tranſmigration and ab

ſorption into the Deity he holds in com

« mon with others * .

" He maintains , that the world is ſubject

" to ſucceſſive diffolutions and renovations,

“ at certain ſtated periods . He divides theſe

" revolutions into the leſſer and the greater .

" At the leiſer the world will be conſumed

by fire, and the elements will be jumbled

" together; and after a certain ſpace of time

they will again reſume their former or

“ der * .” This , alſo, was the doctrine of

ſome of the Greek ſects. Theſe repeated

“ diffolutions and renovations,” Mr. Dow

* P. 60 . + P. 65 .

X 4 fays,
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ſays, “ have furniſhed a moſt ample field

“ ' for the invention of the Bramins. Many

allegorical ſyſtems of creation are, on this

account, contained in the Shafters, and it

" was for this reaſon that ſo
many

different

“ accounts of the cofinogony of the Hin

“ doos have been pronulgated in Europe ;

“ fome travellers adopting one ſyſtem , and

56 fome another * .”

The doctrine of the reſtitution of all things

is alſo found farther to the Eaſt. F. Longo

bardi, in his treatiſe concerning a learned lect

in China, obſerves , that it is a doctrine of

theirs, that “ this univerſe will expire, and

“ all things in it . All things ſhall return to

“ their firſt principle, which ſhall produce

“ another world , after the ſame manner ;

" and this alſo ending, another will ſucceed ,

“ and fo another without end t ."

The curious reader will be amuſed with

ſeeing a manifeſt reſemblance between the

mythological ſyſtem of Indoſtan and that of

Greece in ſeveral other reſpects, belides thoſe

which I have had occaſion to point out .

It appears from the tenets of the early

chriſtian heretics , which are univerſally ac

knowledged to have been derived from the

Eaſt, that an opinion was entertained by ſome

of them , that the intelligence employed to

make the world became puffed up with pride ,

*

P. 66 .

+ Leland's Neceflity of Revelation , vol. ii. p . 286 .

and
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and renounced his allegiance to the ſupreme

mind . The following is the account that

Moſheim gives of the Oriental ſyſtem in ge

neral, as it was entertained by many about

the time of the promulgation of chriſtianity,

and which the reader may compare with the

preceding accounts .

“ According to the Oriental philoſophers,

“ the eternal nature, infinitely perfect, and

infinitely happy, having dwelt from ever

laſting in profound folitude, produced at

“ length from itſelf two minds of different

“ fexes, which reſembled the ſupreme parent

“ in the moſt perfect manner . From the pro

“ lific union of theſe two beings aroſe others ,

" which were alſo followed by ſucceeding

generations ; ſo that , in proceſs of time, a

celeſtial family was formed in the pleroma.

“ This divine progeny being immutable in

“ its nature, and above the power of mor

tality, was called by the philoſophers æon .

“ How many in number theſe æons were ,

was a point much controverted among the

" 'Oriental ſages .”

Beyond the manſions of light lies a rude

“ maſs of matter, agitated by innate, irregular

« « motions . One of the celeſtial natures de

“ ſcending from the pleroma, either by a

“ fortuitous impulſe, or by the divine mind,

“ reduced into order this unſeemly maſs,

" created men and inferior animals of dif

“ ferent kinds , and corrected its malignity ,

by mixing with it a certain portion of
" divine
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“ divine light . This author of the world is

diſtinguiſhed from the ſupreme Deity by

“ the name of demiurge. His character is a

compound of ſhining qualities , and inſup

portable arrogance. He claims dominion

over the new world he has formed , as his

ſovereign right , and, excluding the Deity

“ from all concern in it , demands from man

“ kind , for himſelf and aſſociates, divine

“ honours * . "

This was the ſpecies of Orientalphiloſophy

adopted by the early Gnoſtics, who maintain

ed that this imperious demiurge was the god

of the Jews , and the author of the law of

Moſes. And Moſheim ſays t, that the Pla

tonic philofophy was of ſomeuſe to chrif

tianity in combating theſe Gnoſtics, and

aſſerting, that the maker of the world, though

not the ſupreme mind himſelf, was a bene
volent being.

One practical, and horrid conſequence of

the notion of the evil nature of matter, and

of its ſerving for a clog or priſon to the ſoul,

we ſee in the diſpoſition to mortify the body,

which is ſo prevalent in the Eaſt; where the

Fakeers torment themſelves in the moſt ſhock

ing manner. The ſame notions led to the

mortification of thefileſ in thoſe chriſtians that

adopted them , viz . faſting, corporal penance,

abſtinence from marriage, folitude, filence,

and various other auſterities.

* Eccleſiaſtical Hiſt v . i. p. 72 . Diſſertations, p. 19 .

SECTION
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SECTION II .

of the Religion of the ancient Persians and
CHALDEANS .

O
UR knowledge of the religion of the

ancient Perſians and Chaldeans is very

imperfect, for the ſame reaſon that our know
ledge of that of the Egyptiansis ſo ; the

PCO

ple having been ſubjugated, their prieſts dif

perſed, and no writings of their own having

come down to us . But it appearsappears ſufficiently

from the collections of learned men , that the

religion of this part of the world was con

tained within the fame general outlines with

the Oriental ſyſtem above deſcribed.

According to Zoroaſter, ſays Beaufobre,

( in his Hiſtory of Manicheiſm * ) God , who

ss is ſelf- exiſtent, before all ages, formed the

“ world of pure and happy fpirits , the ſame

" that the Valentinians called aons, the in

telligences of the Platoniſts, and the angels

s of the Jews and chriſtians. Three thou

“ ſand years after he ſent his will, under the

“ form of a glorious light, and which ap

peared in the figure of a man , accompani

" ed by ſeventy of the moſt honourable of

• the angels. Then were formed the ſun ,

moon, ſtars, and men . Three thouſand

* Vol. i . p . 164

years

1
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years after evil appeared , when God form

“ ed this lower world , bounded by the

“ vortex of the moon, where the empire of

" evil and of matter ceaſes. The Magi, he

ſays * , thought matter animated, and had

power of producing from itſelf an in

finity of beings , partaking of its imper
« fections . This matter , according to the

Magi, lay in the loweſt regions op .”

It is ſaid by ſome , that the original Magi

believed , that God only was from eternity,

and that darkneſs had been created I. But

Zoroaſter appears to have held two eternal

principles g .

All this ſufficiently agrees with the account

of the Oriental philoſophy of Mr. Stanley ,

publiſhed with many corrections and addi

tions by Le Clerc . From this treatiſe it ap

pears too ,that the doctrinesof the deſcent and

tranſinigration of humanſouls was part of this

philoſophy. The foul, it is ſaid || , deſcend

ing from the region of light into this body,

if it behave well , returns to the light from

which it came ; but if it behave ill, it is ſent

to a ſtill worſe ſituation , according to its de

ſert .

The Chaldeans thought, that there was an

intelligent principle in the ſtars and planets.
the latter of which are called { wce araswuera in

the oracles of Zoroafter **

* P. 168 . + P. 175 . P. 170 .

$ P . 172 . || P. 36 .

** Le Clerc's Index Philologicus . STELLA .

Some
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Some of the Perſians thought , that there

were two gods , of different natures, the one

good , called Horomazes, and the other evil ,

called Arimanius, the one reſembling light,

and the other darkneſs ; and that in the me

dium between there was Mithras, who was

therefore called the Mediator * . This Mi

thras ſeems to correſpond to the Birmah of

the Hindoos, and the vous of Plato ; being a

peculiar emanation from the Deity, and em

ployed by him in the formation of theworld,

and, therefore, was ſuppoſed by philoſophiz

ing chriſtians to be the ſame with Chriſt,

SECTION III .

Of the Introduction of the Oriental Philoſophy

into GREECE .

Wemay clearly diſtinguiſh ſeveral pe

riods of philoſophy in Greece, the

firſt before they began to ſpeculate much,

and while they retained a general idea, derived

from tradition , but mixed with many fables,

of a God, a providence, and a future ſtate;

the ſecond when they began to ſpeculate with

out much foreign aſliſtance, or neglectingand

deſpiſing it, when they rejected all belief of

a God or future life ; the third when they

adopted the principles of the Oriental philo

* Ib . p . 105 .

ſophy,
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ſophy, either in its more imperfect ſtate from

Egypt , or when it was more ripened into a

fyftem in the remoter parts of the Eaſt.

This was the ſtate of philofophy in Greece

in its moſt ſplendid tiine, after the age
of

Socrates , and in this ſtate it continued till near

the age of Auguſtus, when every thing in the

whole ſyſtem that could poſſibly influence the

conduct of men funk into contempt, and was

conſidered as a pleaſing dream , But after the

ſpread of chriſtianity , ſomeof the ſects which

inculcated a ſtricter regard to morals, and

favoured elevation of ſoul , as that of Plato,

and the Stoics , were revived . In a much

later period ſucceeded the revival of the Arif

fotelian philoſophy, by the ſchoolmen, which

continued till the time of Deſcartes.

Of the ſtate of mere tradition in Greece

we know very little; but of the period of the

atheiſtical philoſophy we have pretty diſtinct
accounts , as it ſubfifted long after the intro

duction of the Oriental , and was often the

more prevalent of the two, though even this

ſpecies of philoſophy borrowed ſomething

from the Oriental ſyſtem .

It is expreſily allerted by Ariſtotle, and

others , ſays Mr. Toland * , that " the moſt

“ ancient Greek philoſophers did not dream

“ ' of any principle, or actuating ſpirit in the

• univerſe itſelf, no more than in any of the

parts thereof; but explained all the phe

nomena of nature by matter and local

Letters to Serena, p. 22 .

“ motion,
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sc motion , levity and gravity , or the like ;

« and rejected all that the poets ſaid of God,

“ dæmons , fouls, ghoſts, heaven , hell , vi

” fions, prophecies, and miracles, &c . as

“ fables invented at pleaſure, and fictions

$ 6 to divert their readers. ”

That the doctrine of the immortality of

the ſoul was not of Grecian origin , may be

concluded even without hiſtoricalevidence(of

which , however, there is abundance) from

the circumſtances of the thing ; it being al

ways accompanied with other opinions, which

were certainly of Oriental extraction . All the

philoſophers who believed the immortality of

the foui, believed its pre- exiſtence, thinking it

impoſſible that the ſoul ſhould ſubſiſt after the

body, if it had not exiſted before it ; and Lac

tantius has remarked , that all the ableft Greek

Fathers embraced this opinion , and were fol

lowed in it by the ableſt of the Latins alſo *

The Oriental doctrine was, however, adopt

ed by the Greeks with conſiderable variations,

ſome of the philoſophers holding, that ſouls

were fent into bodies for offences committed

in a pre -exiſtent ſtate , but others, by the ſo

vereign will of Godt. The opinion of the

cvil nature ofmatter alſo appeared in Greece,

together with the firſt idea of a God , the

doctrine of two principles being very appa

rent ; and the philoſophers, who acknow

ledged two eternal principles, believed the

Beaufobre, vol. ji . p . 330 . + Ib . p . 331 .

world
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world not to have been made by God, but by

angels, ſome by good ones , and ſome by
bad * And this is no other than the Ori

ental doctrine .

The firſt intimation that the Greek philo

ſophers had of the immortality of the ſoul,

they ſeem to have imported from Egypt,and

it was even then accompanied with the doc

trine of tranſmigration. Diodorus ſays, that

Orpheus brought from Egypt the greateſt

part of the myſterious rites uſed in Greece,

with the orgies that are celebrated at their

explanation, and the fictions of hell; and he

explains particularly thoſe cuſtoms which

were the foundation of the Grecian notions t .

According to Cebes , Orpheus called the body

a priſon , becauſe the ſoul is in it in a ſtate of

puniſhment, till it has expiated the faults

committed in heaven I.

Orpheus, however, was long before the

æra of philoſophy in Greece, and his hiſtory

is very uncertain. Of the proper philofo

phers , both Cicero , and Maximus Tyrius

ſay , that Pherecydes was the firſt among the

Greeks who openly maintained , that the body

only died , but that the ſoul was immortal

( fempiternum ) and that he alſo taught, that

it exiſted before it came hither, ſo that he

muſt have had his doctrine from the East.

It is rather extraordinary , that Warburton ,

notwithſtanding the expreſs authority of He

* Toland's Letters, P , 50 .

# Ramſay, p . 282 .

rodotus

Ib .
p . 11 .
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rodotus to the contrary, quoted before, and

on no ancient authority, but the paflage of

Cicero above referred to , ſhould maintain *

that this doctrine was of no other than Gre

cian original ; when almoſt all the ancients

who ſpeak of Pherecydes , ſay that he had

his doctrine from the Eaſt. Heſychius ſays,

that he had no maſter, but that he inſtructed

himſelf, after having found ſome ſecret

writings of the Phenicians. Suidas and

Euſtathius ſay the ſame thing . Homer ex

preſſly ſays, that the Phenician veſiels fre

quented the iſle of Scyros , where he lived .

Joſephus alſo ſays, that the firſt who treated

of celeſtial and divine things among the

Greeks, Pherecydes of Scyros, Pythagoras ,

and Thales, learned their opinions from the

Egyptians and Chaldeans. Both Heſychius

and Suidas ſay that Pherecydes firſt introduc

ed thedoctrine of the tranſmigration of ſoulst.

The next Greek philoſopher who taught

this doctrine, viz . Pythagoras, beſides being

the diſciple of Pherecydes, is univerſally ac

knowledged to have had it from the Eaſt. He

converſed with the Chaldean Magi , the In

dian Gymnoſophiſts, and particularly with

the Egyptian prieſts ; ſuffering himſelf to

be circumciſed, that he might be admitted

to the ſecret doctrines of the latter I.

* Divine Legation, vol . ii . p . 221 , & c.

+ See a Diſſertation by Mr. Heinius in the Memoirs of

zhe Academy of Berlin ,vol. iii . p . 210. &c .

Toland's Letters to Serena, p . 31 ,

VOL . I. Y
Pytha
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ас ..Pythagoras,” fays Beaufobre *,

“ knowledged two principles , God and

" matter, the latter of which he believed to

“ be the cauſe of all evil . He alſo taught

“ the doctrine of divine emanations, calling

“ theſe firit intelligences NUMBERS, being

" the fame with the cons of the Valentinians ,

« .thoſe ſpirits which are, as it were, the

eldeji Jons of God t . Plato called them

* “ ideas, or above . The others conſidered the

æons as divine virtues, remaining in the

“ divine eflence . The Sephiroth of the Ca

" baliſts are the ſame ."

The Pythagorean philoſophy ſeems not to

have ſpread much in Greece, but to have been

confined pretty much to Italy , whither that

philoſopher retired. For, according to all

accounts, the firſt perſon who taught the doc

trine of a God in Greece, properly ſo called ,

was Anaxagoras ; who, coming after Thales,

Anaximander, Anaximenes , and others , who

had taught the univerſe to be infinite, and

matter eternal, though the forms of it were

changeable, added another principle, which

he called mind, as that which moved and

diſpoſed matter ; from which , as being a

new thing in Greece, he was ſurnamed rous.

But this philoſophy was not his own dif

covery. It is ſaid that he alſo was taught

by the Magi , having been twenty years of age

* Vol . i . p. 33 • + lb. p. 570 .
† P. 571 .

Ib .

at
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at the time of the expedition of Xerxes ; and

as Dionyſius Phalareus relates , he began to

philoſophize at Athens at thoſe years; and
as Theodoret and Ammianus inform us,

had travelled likewiſe into Egypt * .
The

Greeks learned ſeveral things of the Magi

in thoſe days , which afterwards inſpired

others with the deſire of going into thoſe

parts for perfecting their knowledge of. Pli

ny alfo relates that Ofthanes, who accom

panied Xerxes in his Grecian expedition ,

propagated his knowledge wherever he came.

Aic maxime Oxhanes ad rabiem , non avidi

tatein modo ſcientiæ ejus, Græcorum populos

egit I.

None of the heads of the Grecian fećts

made ſo much account of a future life as

Plato, and no philoſophical ſyſtem bears more

evident marks of an Oriental origin than his .

It is , in fact, the Oriental ſyſtem itſelf, with

very little variation ; no greater, probably,

than might have been found in the Eaſt ať

the time that he viſited it . Pauſanius

ticularly ſays, that he learned his doctrine

from the Chaldeans and the Indian Magi g .

Plato believed two co-eternal principles,

God and matter, and that matter is the

ſource of all evil ll . This he had from

Pythagoras, and Pythagoras from the Ma

* Toland's Letters, p. 32 .

Hift.Nat. lib . 30. cap . i. Toland's Letters, p. 38 .

#Beau ſobre, vol . i. p . 479.

gi *

+ lb. p . 32 .

Y 2
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gi * . He maintained the pre -exiſtence of

the ſoul, and aſſerted all human ſouls to

be in a lapſed ſtate, wanderers , ſtrangers,

and fugitives from heaven ; declaring that

it was a divine law , that ſouls finning

ſhould fall down into theſe earthly bodies t.

Agreeably to this , Cicero informs us , that

he maintained that all acquired ſcience was

nothing but the recollection of former know

ledge .

Without any ſoftening, he frequently calls
fouls, god, and part of God, sour essbcov. Plu

tarch ſays that Pythagoras and Plato held the

ſoul to be immortal; for that, launching out

from the ſoul of the univerſe, it returns to its

great parent and original. Euſebius expreſlly

fays, that Plato held the ſoul to be ungenerated,

and to be derived by way of emanation from

the firſt cauſe, as being unwilling to allow

that it was made out of nothing ; which ne

ceſſarily implies that, according to Plato's

doctrine, God was the material cauſe of the

ſoul, or that the ſoul was part of his ſub

ſtance

This account of the Deity, and the ſub

diviſion of his nature by emanation, could not

have been derived from any other ſource than

the Eaſt. But beſides the ſupreme intelligence,

and the emanation of human and other ſouls

from it, Plato ſuppoſed, agreeably to the Ori

* Beaufobre, vol . i. p . 479 . + Cudworth, p . 23 .

Divine Legation, vol. ii. p. 28.

ental
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ental doctrine, that there was another peculiar

emanation from him , which he calls pars, and

alſo sinusoup sos ; as having been employed in

making the world , which world had alſo a

ſoul peculiar to itſelf ; and this , together

with the two higher principles, make a kind

of trinity of minds. The ſecond perſon in

this trinity is alſo ſometimes called autotalmo,

from his producing other beings,and avlosavulos,

from being the emanation of the ſupreme

Being *

There is, however , ſomething peculiar to

the Platonic ſyſtem , which is , that the world

is as ancient as its cauſe, a mind not being

capable of exiſting without action t, ſo
that the divine emanations were as eternal as

himſelf. This doctrine was of capital uſe

to the chriſtian Fathers , who maintained the

eternal proceſſion of the Son from the Father,

as well as his being of the ſaine ſubſtance

with him . Nor has it been of leſs uſe to

thoſe Arians , who maintain the eternal cre

ation of the Son out of nothing.

“ Ariſtotle ,” ſays Warburton , “ thought

. " of the ſoul like the reſt, as we learn from a

paſſage quoted by Cudworth, where, having

“ Tpoken of the ſenſitive ſoul, and declared

“ it to be mortal, he goes on in this manner.

" It remains that mind, or intellect (pre -ex

so ifting ) enter from without, and be only

* Cudworth , P. 579. + Beaufobre, vol. ii . p . 12 .

66 divineY 31
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" divine. But then he diſtinguiſhes again

“ concerning this mind or intellect, and

“ makes it twofold, agent and patient, the

" former of which he concluded to be im

“ mortal , and the latter corruptible * .”

As for the Getes , Celtes, and other nor

thern nations , who held the doctrine of the

future exittence of the ſoul, they alſo held

the doctrine of tranſmigration , and are known

to have had both from the Greeks , and the

Eaſt. Xamolxis, the philoſopher of the

Getes , and of Thrace, was a ſervant and

diſciple of Pythagoras ti

SECTION IV ,

Of the mixture of the Oriental and Greek

Philofopby with CHRISTIANITY ,

TH
HAT the leaven of this Oriental phi

loſophy was mixed with chriſtianity,

at a very early period, even in the times of

the apoſtles, allantiquity ,and even theirown

writings, ſufficiently teſtify; and it is far from

being wholly purged out even at this day.
ut whether the firſt introduction of it was

directly from the Eaſt, or by the medium of

the Greek philoſophy, is not quite clear. I

* Divine Legation , vol . ii p . 211 ,

+ Toland's Letters, p . 42 .

rather
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rather think from Greece, though not long

after, more was introduced than the Greek

philofphy could well ſupply. It happened,

however, that by the influence of the Greek

philoſophers, who embraced chriſtianity, and

diſtinguiſhed themſelves as writers , a great

deal of that which came by this channel was

firmly retained , and became incorporated in

to the ſyſtem , while much of thatwhich was

derived immediately from the Eaſt, being more

glaringly inconſiſtent with the chriſtian prin

ciples , was rejected , and thoſe who intro

duced it were condemned as heretics .

On the firſt view of things, we are apt to

wonder at the propenſity of the primitive

chriſtians, to adopt a ſyſtem ſo utterly repug

nant to their own . But it is not more ex

traordinary than the propenſity of the If

raelites to idolatry ; and both were deceived

by very ſpecious reaſons , that is, by reaſons

which could not but appear ſpecious in their

circumſtances,

The Oriental ſyſtem , beſides other flatter

ing allurements, was wonderfully calculated

to remove the two great objections that were in

thoſe times made to chriſtianity, and at which

the minds of men moſt revolted , viz . the

doctrine of a crucified man for the founder of

their religion , and of a refurrection from the

dead. The former, we learn from the apoſtle

Paul , was a great ſtumbling block both to

Jews and Gentiles ; and at the latter, all the

wifeY 4
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wifë men of Greece abſolutely laughed , as a

thing utterly incredible .

How ready, then, muſt thoſe who were

dazzled with the wiſdom of this world, more

than with the true, but bidden wiſdom of

God, have been to catch at the ſplendid doc

trine ofthe emanation of fouls from the divine

mind, which was already received in the Gen

tile world, and to take that opportunity of

advancing their maſter, the too bumble Jefus,

to the high rank of the firſt and principal

emanation of the Deity, the sous or dogos of

the Platoniſts, and the s'mucoupsos under God,

in makingthe world .

More effectually to wipe away the reproach

of the croſs, and make their ſyſtem more co

herent, how natural was it to ſuppoſe, that

this great Being did not really, but only in

appearance put on fleſh , and , therefore, did

not really ſuffer and die , but only ſeemed to

do ſo ?

Alſo , when the philoſophers of that age

ſneered at the doctrine of a reſurrection , with

what pride would theſe weak chriſtians pre

tend to equal wiſdom and refinement with

themſelves, by alledging, that the true chrif

tian reſurrection was not the reſurrection of a

vile body of fleſh and blood , which could only

be a burden to the ſoul, but either a myſtical

reſurrection to a new life , or indicated the glo

rious time when the ſoul, being freed from

all its impurities, would join its bright ori .

gina!
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ginal, in a vehicle of light , a true ſpiritual

body, and not that carnal one, which had

been its puniſhment here ?

Laſtly, the doctrine of the impurity ofmat

ter , hasin all ages led to ſuch mortifications,

and auſterities , as , requiring great reſolution

and fortitude, have never failed to ſtrike man,

kind with reſpect and reverence ; giving an

idea of an extraordinary degree of abſtracted

neſs from the world, and of greatneſs and

elevation of foul.

It is very probable, alſo, that, as in later

times, and alſo in our own days, perſons who

pretended to extraordinary purity, more than

they really had reſolution to keep up to, by

expoſing themſelves to temptations too ſtrong

for them , were ſeduced into lewdneſs , and

other vicious practices; and then found pre

tences for continuing in them , as not affect

ing the mind, but the body only, which is no

part of our proper ſelves, and of ſmall conſe

i quence in itſelf. I am led to think fo from

what we may collect concerning the firſt

chriſtian ſectaries in the writings of the apor

tles , who always ſpeak of great irregularities

of conduct , as joined to a departure from the

true faith of the goſpel. Perhaps their writ

ings might check thoſe enormities , ſo that

thoſe who retained the ſame general ſyſtem

of principles would afterwards bemore upon

their guard againſt ſuch an abuſe of them .

For it does not appear that the Valentinians ,

Manichæans, and others alſo, in later times,

who
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who went the fartheſt into the Oriental fyſ

tem , were juſtly reproachable with reſpect to
their lives and manners .

The firit trace that we find of any thing

like the Oriental ſyſtem in the New Teſta

ment, is in St. Paul's Epiſtles to the Corin

thians, ſuppoſed to be written about the year

56. For though the ſame apoſtle inculcates the

doctrine of a reſurrection upon the Theſſalo

nians , in the year 52 , whathe ſays upon that

ſubject to them does not imply that they de

nied the doctrine, but only that they had not

been well informed concerning it , or had not

rightly apprehended it . But what he ſays

to the Corinthians *, ſhews, that ſome among

them had abſolutely diſbelieved the doctrine.

Belides, other hints that he drops in the

courſe of the ſame epiſtle, ſhew that their

ininds had been infected with ſome fpecious

fyſtem of philoſophy.

Speaking of hisown preaching the goſpel,

he ſays t. It was not with the wiſdom of

words, left the croſsof Chriſt ſhould be made of

none effect . For the preaching of the croſs is to

them that periſh fooliſhneſs, but unto us wbo are

Javed it is the power of God . For it is writ.

ten, I will deſtroy the wiſdom of the wife, and

will bring to nothing the underſtanding of the

prudent. W bere is the wiſe, where is the ſcribe,

where is the diſputer of this world ? Hath not

God made fooliſh the wiſdom of this world ? For

1 Cor. 1j . + Ch . i . 17 .

after
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after that, in the wiſdom ofGod, the world by

wiſdom knew not God, it pleafed God by the

fooliſhneſs of preaching to ſave ihem that believe.

For the Jews require a fign; and the Greeks

Seek after wiſdom , but we preach Chriſt crucia

fied, to the Jews a ſtumbling -block, and to the

Greeks fooliſhneſs ; but to them who are called,

both fewsand Greeks , Chriſt the power of

Gad , andthe wiſdom of God. Becauſe thefool

ifonefs of God is wiſer than men, and the weak

nefs of Godis ſtronger than men .

It is probable alſo, from the inſtructions

which the apoſtle gives concerning virgins, in

the ſeventh chapter of this epiſtle, that too

favourable an idea of continence, and abſti

nence from marriage had crept in among them ,

from the ſameſyſtem ,

This epiſtle appears to have had a great ef

fect. In his ſecond, however, he repeats his.

cautions with reſpect to the deceitfulneſs of

worldly wiſdom , and he ſtill expreſſes his
fears of their being ſeduced by it * . For

I am jealous over you with godly jealouſy, for

I have eſpouſed you to one huſband, that I

may preſent you as a chafte virgin 10 Chrift,

But I fear, left by any means, as the ſerpent

beguiled Eve through his ſubtlety,ſo your minds

should be corrupted from thefimplicity that is in

Chriſt. But if be that cometh preacheth ano

ther Jefus, whom we have not preached , or if

ye receive anotherSpirit, which ye
bave not res

* Chap. xi . 2 .

ceived,
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ceived, or another goſpel, which ye bave not ac

cepted, ye might well bear with bim . Now a

Jefus not really crucified, might well enough

be called another Jefus, one that he had not

preached to them, and the goſpel of that

Jeſus, and the ſpirit of it, would be quite

another goſpel, andanother spirit.

The evil , however, appears by no means

to have been ſtopped by theſe ſeaſonable and

forceable. admonitions, at leaſt not in other

churches . For in all the epiſtles written

by this apoſtle from Rome, during his im

priſonment there , in the years 61 and 62 ,

we find that this corruption of chriſtianity

had riſen to a moſt alarming height , as we

ſee that it excited the ſtrongeſt expreſſions

of concern and indignation from this truly

wiſe and good apoſtle.

To the Coloſſians, he ſays *, This I ſay

left any man ſhould beguile you with enticing

words t. Bezare, left any man Spoil you

through philoſophy, andvain deceit, after the

tradition of men , after the rudiments of the

world, and not after Chriſ . Let no man

beguile you of your reward, in a voluntary

humility, and worſhipping of angels, intruding

into thoje things which he has not ſeen, vainly

puffed up in his fleſhly mind, and not holding

ihe bead, & c.--which ihings have, indeed, a

fhew of weifelni, and will worſhip, and humi

lity, and neglecting the body, not in any honour

Ch . ii . 4 . + V , S. # V. 18 .
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to the ſatisfying of the fleſh . He goes on to

ſay *, If ye then be riſen with Chriſt, ſeek

thoſe things which are above, where Chriſt fit

teth at the right hand of God, in which he

might poffibly allude to the turn they gave to

the doctrineof a reſurrection , willing to make

ſome uſe of their miſtake. “ If it be true , as

you pretend, that the reſurrection is paſt al

ready,and you are riſen again in the ſenſe

“ that Chriſt really meant, act as becomes

perſons fo renewed in mind , and advanced

pure and holy a ſtate.”

But it is in the epiſtles to Timothy, and

Titus, men who had the inſpection and care

of ſeveral churches , that this apoſtle is moſt

earneſt in his admonitions to oppoſe the pro

greſs of this miſchievous , but fpecious philo

ſophy. His firſt epiſtle to Timothy begins

with this ſubject, as what was uppermoſt in

his mind it . I befought thee to abide ftillat

Epheſus, when I went into Macedonia, that

thoumighteſt charge fome, that they teach no

other doctrine, neither give heed to fables, and

endleſs genealogies, which miniſter queſtions, ra

ther than godly edifying, which is in faith. In

the fourth chapter he again plainly alludes to

the ſame ſyſtem of opinions, as what had

been foretold ſhould be introduced into the

church . Not the Spirit Speaketh expreſly,

that in the latter times fome Mall depart from

the faith , giving heed to ſeducing ſpirits, and

to ſo

* Ch . iii . 3 . + Ch . i . 3 : + Ch. iv . 1 .

doctrines
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doctrines of damons -- forbidding to marry, and

commanding to abſtain from meat, which God

bath created to be received with thankſgiving,

of them who believe and know the truth . For

every creature of God is good, and nothing to

be refuſed, if it be received with thankſgiving.

For it is jančtified by the word of God and

prayer.

To the ſame, no doubt, he refers in the

fixth chapter, where, ſpeaking of ſome who

taught otherwiſe than he had done, he ſays *,

If any man teach otherwiſe, and conſent not to

wholeſome words, even the words of our Lord

Jeſus Chriſt, and to the doĉtrine which is ac

cording to godlineſs, he is proud, knowing no

thing , but doting about queſtions, and ſtrifes of

words, whence cometh perverſe diſputings

of men of corrupt minds, and deſtitute of the

truth, &c . And heconcludes the epiſtle with

exhorting him, no doubt, with the ſame view,

in the following words : 0 Timothy, keep that

which is committed to thy truſt, avoiding pro

phone and vain babblings, and oppoſitions of

of ſcience, falſelyfo called, whichſome profejl

ing have erred concerning the faith.

In his ſecond epiſtle to the ſameperſon , he

very plainly alludes to the ſame ſyſtem , when

he ſays t, But Nhun prophane and vain bab .

bling, for they will increaſe unto more ungodli

neſs, and their word will eat as doth a canker.

Of whom is Hymeneus, and Philetus, who con

* V. 3 . + Ch . ii . 16 .

cerning
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cerning the truth have erred, ſaying , that the

refurrection is paſt already, and overthrow the

faith of fome. And as a motive with him

to preach the word , and to be inſtant in ſea

ſon and out of ſeaſon , he adds *, For the time

will come when they will not endure found doc

trine, but, after their own luſs, Jhall ihey heap

to themſelves teachers, having itching ears, and

they mall turn awaytheir ears from the truth,

and be turned unto fables.

In this epiſtle to Titus we find many ex

preſſions very much like thoſe in his epiſtle

io Timothy, and , therefore, they probably

allude to the ſame things; though he here

intimates , that they were Jewswho were moſt

induſtrious in propagating theſe new doc

trines, accommodating them to their owii

Law, as the Cabaliſts afterwards are known to

have done . Moſheim ſays, “ that a conſi

“ derable number of the Jews had imbibed

as the errors of the Oriental philoſophy, ap

pears evidently both from the books of the

“ New Teſtament, and from the ancient hiſ

tory ofthe chriſtian church , and it is alſo

“ certain that many of the Gnoſtic fects

were founded by Jews f . ” Holding faſt

the faithfulword, as he hath beentaught, that

be able by found doctrine both to exhort

and convince the gainſayers. For there are

many unruly, and vain talkers, and deceivers,

he may

* Ch. iv . 3

+ Eccleſ, Hiſt, vol , i . p . 38. Titus, i.9 .

eſpecially

1
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especially they of the circumciſion , whole mouth,

muſt be stopped, who ſubvert whole boules,

teaching things which they ought not, for filthy

lucre's fake, Again *, Not giving beed is

Jewiſh fables, and commandments of men , that

turn from the truth . Unto theUnto the pure all things

are pure, but to them that are defiled and unbea

lieving, is nothing pure, alluding perhaps to

the prohibition of marriage, and of certain

meats . Avoid fooliſh queſtions and ge

nealogies, and contentions , and ſtrivings about

the law , for they are unprofitable and vain .

It is not improbable, alſo, that the apoſtle

Peter alludes to the faine ſyſtem , when he

ſays , For we have not followed cunningly

deviſed fables, when we made known unto you

the power and coming of our Lord Jeſus Chrift.

butwere eye witnesſes of his majeſty .

But the apoſtle John, who wrote later than

the reſt, uſes language that cannot be ap

plied to any thing but the ſyſtem I have men

tioned ; and it is, moreover, evident from the

ſtrain of his writings , that he knew of no

other conſiderable hereſy in the church in his

time, which agrees with what ancient wri

ters ſay , that no hereſies were known in the

times of the apoſtles, but that of the Doceta ,

who believed that Chriſt did not come in real

fleſh ( which is moſt evidently a branch of the

ſyſtem I have deſcribed ) and that of the Na

zarenes, or Ebionites, of which I lhall ſay

more in its proper place .

+ Ch. iii . 9 . | Ch. i . 16 .

Το

* V. 14
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To guard againſt this hereſy, which, in

fact, ſubverted the whole goſpel, this vene

rable apoſtle is very particular in giving a

moſt circumſtantial teſtimony to the proper

humanity of Chrilt*, That which was from

the beginning, which we have heard, which

we have ſeen with our eyes, which we have

looked upon, and our hands have handled, ofthe

word of life. For the life was manifeſted , and

we have ſeen it, and bear witneſs, and ſhew

unto you , that eternal life, which was with

the Father, and was manifeſted unto us . That

which we have ſeen, and heard, declare we

unto you, &c.

It is, moreover, remarkable, that this apof

tle expreílly calls this very doctrine that of

Antichriſt, and he ſays there were many that

publiſhed it t . Little children it is ihe laſt

time, and as ye have heard that Antichriſt

mall.come, even now are there many antichrifts,

whereby we know that it is the laſt time I

Who is a lyar, but he that denieth that yejus

( the man Jeſus) is the Chrift; the opinion

of ſome of theſe ſectaries being, that Chriſt

was another perſon than Jefus, and that he

came down from heaven, and entered into

him . He is antichriſt that denieth the Fa

ther and the Son . Wkofoever denieth the Son,

the ſame hath not the Father.

Again g , Everyſpirit that confeſſeth that

Jeſus Chriſt is come in the fleſh , is of God .

1 John i. 1 .

VoL , I.

+ Ch. ii. 18 .

z

+ V, 32. ý Ch . iv. 3

From
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From which we may clearly learn, that this

was the only hereſy that gave any alarm to

this good apoſtle. And every ſpirit that con

fefèth not thatJeſus Chriſt is come in the fleſh ,

is not of God. And this is thatſpirit of An

tichrijl, whereof ye have heard that it would

come, and even now already is it in the world.

It is alſo to the reality of the body of Chriſt,

that he alludes , when he ſays * , This is be

that came by water and blood, even Yeſus Chriſt,

not by water only, but by water and blood ;

for there are three that bear witneſs, theſpirit,

and the water, and the blood ; alluding, per

haps, to Jeſus being declared to be the Son

of God at his baptiſm , by his miracles, and

by his death and refurrection, of which the

foriner was allowed by the Docetæ, but the

latter they denied .

In his ſecond epiſtle, this apoſtle ſtill

dweils upon the fame ſubject t, Many de

ceivers are entered into the world , who confeſs

not that Jeſus Chriſt is come in the fleſh . This

is à deceiver, and an Antichriſt . If there

come any unto you, and bring not this doc

trine, receive him not into yourhouſe, nor bid

him God ſpeed. It is to this alſo, probably,
that he alludes when , in his third epiſtle, he

expreſſes his joy that Gaius, to whom he

writes, walked in the truth g . I rejoiced

greatly when the brethren came, and teſtified

of the truth that is in thee, even as thou walkeſt

* V. 6. + V.7 . # V. 10 . § V. 3 .T

in
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in the truth . I have no greater joy than to

bear that my children walk in truth.

Who were the Nicolaitans; mentioned in

the book of Revelation , is not known with

any certainty ; but as antiquity mentions no

hereſies in the church in thoſe early times , but

ſome branch of the Oriental ſect, and the Na.

zarenes, who are falſely conſidered as here

tical , it is probable that the Nicolaitans were

ſome of the more flagitious of the former fort,

abuſing their tenets to licentious purpoſes ;

and perhaps this apoſtle naming them ſo ex

preſly, and in terms of ſuch extreme diſap

probation , in an epiſtle from Chriſt himſelf,

might be a means of extinguiſhing both the

name and the thing :

“ The writers of the ſecond, and of the

“ following centuries , ” ſays Moſheim *

66 Irenæus, Tertullian , Clement, and others,

affirm , that the Nicolaitans adopted the

" ſentiments of the Gnoſtics concerning two

principles of all things, the cons, and

“ the origin of the terreſtrial globe.'

“ There is no ſort of doubt,” ſays the

fame writerut , “ but that Cerinthus , another

“ heretic , ſaid to have been cotemporary

“ with the apoſtle John , may be placed with

propriety among the Gnoftics. He taught

" that the Creator of this world, whom he

" conſidered alſo as the ſovereign and law

* Ecclef. Hiſt. vol. i . p . 116.

+ Ibid, p . 116.

Z 2 “ giver
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giver of the Jewiſh people, was a Being

“ endued with the greateſt virtues, and de

“ rived his birth from the ſupreme God,

“ that this Being fell by degrees from his

“ native virtue , and his primitive dignity ;

“ that the ſupreme God , in conſequence of

this, determined to deſtroy his empire,

“ and ſent upon earth for this purpoſe one

“ of the ever happy and glorious eons,

“ whoſe name was Chriſt ; that this Chriſt

“ chofe for his habitation the perſon of

Jeſus, a man of the moſt illuſtrious fanc

tity and juſtice, the fon of Joſeph an

Mary ; and deſcending in the form of a

“ dove, entered into him while he was re

ceiving the baptiſm of John in the wa

“ ters of Jordan ; that Jeſus, after his union

“ with Chriſt, oppoſed himſelf with vigour

to the God of the Jews, and was , by

“ his inſtigation , ſeized and crucified by the

“ Hebrew chiefs; that when Jeſus was taken

" captive, Chriſt aſcended up on high , ſo

“ that the man Jeſus alone was ſubjected to

: “ the pains of an ignominious death . ” .

It is to the fame Oriental philoſophy that,

· for my part , I have little doubt, that this

: apoſtle, who certainly referred to it in his

: epiſtles, alluded alſo in the Introduction to his

goſpel, where ( in direct oppoſition to the

principles of this philoſophy, which ſuppof

ed , that the noses, which made the world, was

a Being diſtinct from God ) he explains what

the word nosos, really means ( as when it is

ſaid ,
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faid, in the Old Teſtament, that the world

was made by it ) viz . the wiſdom and power of

God himſelf, and nothing that was diſtinct
from him . In the beginning,ſays he, was the

dolos, as the philoſophers alſo ſaid ; but the

sofos , was with God , that is, it was Goa's onen

2050s, or his attribute, ſo that the noſas, was

really God himſelf. This divineThis divine power and

energy was always with God , always belonged

to him , and was inherent in him . All things

were made by it, and without it was not any

thing made that was made. Thus we read in

the Pſalms, By the word of the Lord, were

the heavens made, &c .

Launching beyond the age of the apoſtles,
we find ourſelves in a wide ſea of this vain

philoſophy, partly of Grecian, and partly of

immediate Oriental extraction ; which, how

ever, as has been ſeen , was ultimately the

ſame thing . The moſt diſtinguiſhed of the

chriſtian Fathers , as Juſtin Martyr, Clemens

Alexandrinus, Origen , &c . were deeply. verf

ed in this philofophy, and ſtudiouſly covered

the offence of the croſs, by giving ſuch an idea

of the author of their religion , and the tenets

of it , as was calculated to ſtrike the philoſo

phical part of the world .

A principal ſource of the mixture of the

Platonic philoſophy with chriſtianity was

from the famous Ichool of Alexandria, as will

appear from the following general account of

it in the Apology of Ben Mordecai* . “ The

Letter , i . p . 105:

" ſchoolZ 3
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ſchool of Alexandria in Egypt, which was

“ inſtituted by Ptoleiny Philadelphus, re

“ newed the old academy, or Platonic phi

loſophy, and reformed it .-This ſchool

“ flouriſhed moft under Ammonius ( the mal

“ ter of Origen and Plotinus ) who borrow

“ ed his choiceſt contemplations from the

“ facred ſcriptures, which he mixed with his

“ Platonic philofophizings ; and it is dif

puted by Euſebius and Porphyry whether

“ he died a pagan , or a chriſtian *. He had

great advantages, being bred up in the

“ Tame ſchool with Philo Judæus. Beſides

so this, there was in the town of Alexandria,
66

a famous church , ſettled by Mark the

“ Evangelift, and the ſchool was continued

by Pantanus, Clemens Alexandrinus, &c.

” and after him ſucceſſively by Origen , He.

“ raclius , Dionyfius, Athenadore, Malchion ,

“ and Didymus, who reached the year 350,

* Moſheim ſays ( Ecclefiaflical Hiſtory, vol . i . p . 139)

That Ammonius maintained, that the great principles

" of all philoſophical and religious truth were to be found

” equally in all ſects, that they differed from each other

" only in theirmethods of expreſſing them , and in ſome

" opinions of little or no importance ; that all the Gentile

religions, and even the chriſtian, were to be illuſtrated

" and explained by the principles of this univerſal philo

ſophy, which derived its original and conſiſtence from

" the Eaſtern nations ; that it was taught to the Egyptians

by Hermes, and brought from them to the Greeks, and

" was preſerved in its original purity by Plato, who was

* the beſt interpreter of Hermes, andof the other Oriental

“ fages."

%

" ! which
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“ which doctors gave an admirable advance

to the church . The town was for this

reputed the univerſal ſchool of the church ,

“ and the Platonic philoſophywas in the

higheſt authority among the Fathers . For

“ it was the common vogue, that it differed

" little from Moſes ; yea, Cælius Rhodius

" thinks , that Plato differs little from Chriſt's

placits."

Origen , ſcholar to Ammonius, though

" a profeſſed chriſtian , followed his maſter's

ſteps, mixing the Platonic philoſophy, and

si " the doctrines of the goſpel together ; hop

ing thereby to gain credit to the chriſtian

religion ; and, with Clemens Alexandri

nus, and others , made uſe of the Platonic

" and Pythagoric philoſophy, as a medium

" to illuſtrate the grand myſteries of faith ,

“ thereby to gain credit among thoſe Plato

nic ſophiſts. And F. Simon ſays, that the

“ mixture of the Platonic philoſophy with

“ the chriſtian religion , did not tend to the

" deſtruction of the orthodox faith, but more

eaſily to perſuade the Greeks to embrace

chriſtianity. This , no doubt, was the in

“ tent , and it ſucceeded as all ſuch methods

“ have done. Among other Platonic myr

“ teries , that of the Logos, on which Ain

" monius and Plotinus, both heads of the

• Platonic ſchool, had commented, was

“ taken , and applied to the divine logos, ex

plicated by St. John , which gave occaſion

• and foundation to many philofophic diſ

putes,
24
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" putes , and conteſts in the ſchool and

" church of Alexandria , ”

That moſt of the celebrated Fathers were

Platoniſts, and borrowed many of their ex

planations of fcripture doctrines from that

ſyſtem , is too well known to be inſiſted upon

here . It was by this means that Auſtin , by
his own confeffion , as will be ſeen hereafter,

came to underſtand , as he thought, the doc

trine of the Trinity ,

He ſaid, that if the Platoniſts were to live

over again , they would , by changing a few

words and phraſes only , become chriſtians *,

Many of the Platonic philoſophers, when

they embraced chriſtianity, did not lay aſide

their philoſophical gown, butthought to fol

low Chriſt and Ammonius toont . The ſame

judicious hiſtorian ſays, that thoſe chriſtian

doctors, who were infected with Platoniſm ,

did not diſcourſe of the ſtate of ſouls after

death , of the nature of the ſoul, of the tri

nity, and many other things that bore a rela

tion to them , as thoſe who drew their in

ſtructions from the ſacred ſcriptures, and

were taught by Chriſt only I.

“ Syneſius,” ſays Warburton § , went

“ into the church á Platoniſt , and a Plato

" nift he continued when he was there.

“ This man could not be brought to be

* Molheim's Differtations, p. 98 .

+ Ib . p . 117 Ib . p . 210 .

§ Divine Legation, vol . ii . p . 236 .

$6 lieve
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so lieve the apoſtolic doctrine of a reſur ,

“ rection , becauſe he believed with Plato,

so that the ſoul was before the body, i . e .

“ eternal , a parte ante . However, he was

not for Thaking hands with chriſtianity,

“ but would ſuppoſe ſome grand and pro

“ found myſtery to lie hid under the ſcrip

“ ture account of a reſurrection . ”

But it is not my deſign to trace the Pla

toniſm of the Fathers in every article of

faith . Enough of it has appeared in my

hiſtorical account of opinions concerning

the nature of God, and the human ſoul , on

which I have enlarged pretty much, in order

trace the riſe and progreſs of the doctrines

of materialiſm and immaterialiſm , and other

things connected with them ,

That the early heretics, or thoſe who at

tempted to bring into chriſtianity more of

the Oriental ſyſtem than the bulk ofchriſtians

were diſpoſed to reliſh , had their inſtructions

partly in the Eaſt, and partly alſo in the ſchool

of Plato, is univerſally acknowledged. The

doctrine of the Gnoftics, ſays Beaufobre *,

was compounded of the philoſophy of Plato,

the Oriental philoſophy, and the chriſtian

religion . Tertullian's complaints, that ſo

excellent a philoſophy as that of Plato ſhould

give occaſion to all the hereſies, gives but

too much reaſon, by diſcovering his own

exceſſive admiration of it, to ſuſpect that he

* Vol . i . p . 394 .

had
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" But

so it

had himſelf made too free with it ,

“ in thoſe days,” ſays Beaufobre * ,

“ was allowed that, together with the fun

• damental doctrines of chriſtianity, any per

" ſon was at liberty to philoſophize about the

“ reſt ; and the nearer they could bring their

religion to the eſtabliſhed principles of

philoſophy, the more ſucceſs they had . ”

But how dangerous a maxim was this ! It

was , in fact, ſetting up their own wiſdom

againſt the wiſdom of God himſelf.

Manes and his predeceſſors were all known

adepts in the philoſophy of the Eaſt, Baſi

lides, the proper founder of Manicheiſm ,

was a philoſphical divine, who travelled into

Perſia, and mixed the phiſophical opinions

of that country with his religion f. Bar

defanes,travelled even into India, to acquaint

himſelf with the wiſdom of the Brach

mans I. The four books of Scythian, a

teacher of Manicheiſm , and who had tra

velled into India, were thought to be thoſe

which he had from the Brachmans, and

which he brought into Egypt S. And the

Valentinians, Beaufobre ſays, were Pytha

goricians and Platoniſts, as, he adds, were

almoſt all the Greek philoſophers, who

embraced chriſtianity ll .

Simon Magus is , by ſeveral ancient wri

ters, called the parent of all herefes, not

+ Ib . p . 40 . Ib . vol . ii. p . 129 .* Vol. i . p. 40.

P. 45 . Vol. ii . p . 161 .

that
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that he was properly a chriſtian heretic, but

becauſe the Gnoftics, and other early here

tics , borrowed much of their ſyſtem from

him, and becauſe he introduced the Oriental

philoſophy into Judea, and that neighbour,

hood *

In theſe circumſtances can it be any won.

der that the pure religion of Chriſt got a

tincture that would continue for ages, and

even to the preſent time ?

SECTION V.

Of the Influence of the Philoſophical Syſtem

on the Chriſtian Doctrine concerning the

PERSON OF CHRIST ,

PER
ERHAPS the greateſt diſſervice that

the introduction of philoſophy ever

did to chriſtianity was , that, in conſequence

of the general doctrine of the pre-exiſtence of

all human ſouls, the ſoul of Chriſt was, of

courſe, ſuppoſed to have had a pre -exiſtent

ſtate, and alſo to have had a ſuperior rank

and office before he came into the world,

ſuitable to the power and dignity with

which he appeared to be inveſted on earth .

Had the ſtate of philoſophical opinions in

that age of the world been what it is now,

Aloſheim's Diſſertations, p. 226 .

and,
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and , conſequently, had the doctrine of pre

exiſtence been unknown, the riſe of ſuch a

doctrine concerning the perſon of Chriſt

would have been very extraordinary; and the

fach of its exiſtence might have been alledged

as an argument for its truth . But the intro

duction of this tenet from the Oriental or Pla

tonic philoſophy was but too eaſy ; ſo that to

a perſon who conſiders the ſtate of opinions

at that time, there appears to have been no

thing extraordinary in it. Nay, it would have

beenvery extraordinary if, togetherwith other

opinions, known tohave been derived from

that ſource, philoſophizing chriſtians had not

adopted this alſo; the temptation in this caſe

being greater than in any other whatever ;

viz , to wipe away the reproach which was

reflected upon chriſtianity from the meanneſs

ofthe perſon of our Saviour, and the indignity
with which he was treated .

We have ſeen that it was a fundamental

doctrine in the Eaſt, and likewiſe in the Pla

tonic ſyſtem , that , on account of the mixture

of evil in the world , it could not be ſuppoſed

to have been made by the ſupreme Being him

ſelf ; but that it was formed from pre -ex

iſtent matter, by a celeſtial ſpirit, a principal

emanation from the divine mind, the Birmah

of the Hindoos, the prima mens of the Chal

deans , the vous and 2005 of Plato . And what

was more natural than to ſuppoſe, that the

rifiorer of the human race had been the

former
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former of it ; eſpecially as thoſe who adopted

that hypotheſis could ſo plauſibly apply to

Chriſt, as we know they actually did , thoſe

paſſages of the Old Teſtament, in which the

world was ſaid to have been made by the

word, 2050s, of God, the ſame word or power,

which actually dwelled in Chriſt, and acted

by him * . By this eaſy channel, I make no

doubt , did this great corruption flow into the

chriſtian ſyſtem , with all the train of mil

chievous conſequences that foon followed it.

It is likewiſe remarkable, that, as in the

philoſophical ſyſtem of thoſe times , there

was but one emanation of the Divine Being

diſtinguiſhed in ſo particular a manner as to

be the creator of the world, fo we find that

chriſtians were firſt charged with introduc

ing two Gods, and not three, the divinity of

the Holy Ghoſt, as a ſeparate perſon, not hav

ing been an article in any chriſtian creed till

after the council of Nice . Alſo the ortho

dox in thoſe times always gave that ſuperiority

to the Father, as the ſource of all intelligence,

that the philoſophers did to the ſupreme mind

with reſpect to his emanations; ſo that the

correſpondence between the two ſyſtems was

wonderfully complete.

The Platoniſts, indeed, beſides the ſecond

God, called rous, which they ſuppoſed to be a

* Alexander, to prove the eternity of the Logos , cites

Pl. xlv. i . My heart is inditing a good matter, noftv ayubov.

Fortin's Remarks, vol. ii . p . 47 .

perfect
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perfect image of the one ſupreme God, fup

poſed a third, which was the foul of the uni

verſe, diffuſed through all its parts * . But

though this makes a kind of a trinity of Gods,

and , therefore, the doctrine is by ſome of the

orthodox, ſaid to be found in that philoſo

phy, it by no means tallies with the chriſtian

trinity. But the doctrine of a ſecond God , an

emanation from the firſt, is well known to

have been a fundamental principle in the an

cient philoſophy.

According to the oracles of Zoroaſter, the

monad, from which all things were produced,

delivered the government of things to the

jecond mind, an opinion which , as Le Clerc

ſays, was adopted by Plato p .

That this was the true ſource of the doc

trine concerning the pre -exiſtent nature and

power of Chriſt, as well as of the averfion

that was foon entertained to the thought of

his having aſſumed a real body of fleſh and

blood, is ſo obvious, that even the orthodox

Beauſobre alinoſt acknowledges it, though

without deſign. “ Thoſe,” ſays he , « who

“ were educated in the ſchool of Plato ,

“ whoſe philoſophy was much eſteemed in

oc the Eaſt, believed that there was a per

“ fect intelligence, called vous , or dosos, an

“ emanation from the ſupreme intelligence.

They concluded, that this ſublime intelli

gence might reveal his will to men, and

* Beaufobre, vol . i . p.560. + Stanley by Le Clerc, p . 26.

# Vol. i. p. 379 .

« teach
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“ teach men the way of ſalvation ; but could

not believe that he would become united

to inatter . Their view ,” he ſays *

was to aboliſh the ſcandal of the croſs; and
" to render the chriſtian religion more plau

6c fible .”

The hiſtory of Auſtin's converſion to or

thodoxy is another ſtriking argument in fa

vour of this hypotheſis. Auſtin ,” ſays

Beauſobret, si believed Chriſt to be a mere

man, though much exalted above others

by divine gifts, till he learned of the

“ books of Plato, tranſlated by Victorinus,

" that the Logos exiſted before all things,

" that he was from eternity with God, that

“ he created all things, that he is the only

" Son of the Father, and, finally , equal to

“ the Father, being of the ſame ſubſtance

“ with himſelf.”

The very language, which the early or

thodox Fathers made uſe of to expreſs the

derivation of the Son from the Father, viz .

émanation, efflux, probole, &c . thews plainly

enough whence that doctrine was derived .

This language is even uſed by ſome of the

modern orthodox, without conſidering how

the doctrine of the immateriality of the Di

vine Being is affected by it. Cudworth ſays,

that “ the ſecond and third perſons in the

“ trinity are eternal and neceſſary emana

“ tions from the firſt I ,” " and that they

+ Vol. i . p . 478. P. 559

or all

* P. 380 .
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“ all have a mutual exiſtence and penetration

of one another * .” This divine alſomain

tains the ſubordination of the Son to the Fa

ther, which agrees with the ancient doc

trines on this ſubject. He ſays t, that “ the

« i fecond and third perſonsin the trinity are

not ſo omnipotent as the firſt, becauſe not

“ able to produce it.

Several of the orthodox chriſtians, how

ever, in early times, objected to the language

above mentioned, viz . emanation, &c .

denoting either a ſeparation, or extenfion of

the divine eſſence, which the Bafilidians and

Valentinians avowed . But thoſe chriſtian

writers who thought God to be corporeal,

made no difficulty of explaining the gene

ration of the Son by the term apocony, or

branch, as not implying any ſeparation of

ſubſtance, or a part detached from the reſt g.
Tertullian uſes this term . " The Son ,"

ſays he, “ comes from the eſſence of the

" Father, as the ſtock of a tree from the

" root, or a ray from the ſun . Juſtin Mar

“ tyr uſes the ſameterm || . ”

The Manicheans explained the generation

of the Son from the Father, without ſup

poſing any loſs to the Father, by comparing

it to the lighting of one lamp by another **

Juſtin Martyr and Tatian uſe this compa

* P.
+ P. 599 .559.

Beaufobre, vol. i. p. 546.

| Ib . p . 549 .

в Ib . p . 548.

: 555
** P.

riſon ,
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tifon . Tatian alſo uſes another compariſon

with the ſame view ; but it is leſs happy in

other reſpects. When I ſpeak to you, ſays

he , and you hear me, my reaſon (105cs) goes
into

you , without my being deprived of

it * .

Others of them had recourſe to worſe ſhifts

than even this . Some of the catholics being

charged with introducing three gods , and

with making the perſons of the trinity as

diſtinct from one another, as Peter, James,

and John , acknowledged it ; ſaying, that

Peter, James, and John might be ſaid to be

one, on account of their partaking of the

ſame human nature po.

The term apolonn, was rejected, however,

by Origen , who was a Platoniſt, as implying,

that God was corporeal I

According to the heathen ſyſtem , the ema

nation of the Son from the Father was not a

neceſſary, but a voluntary thing, and took

place either in time, according to the proper

Oriental ſyſtem , or from eternity, according to

Plato . And we alſo find the doctrine ofthe

voluntary emanation of the Son by the Father

among the early chriſtians , though this idea

is not admitted at preſent. Juſtin Martyr.

ſays, that “ the Father begat the Son volunta

“ rily.” Origen taught the ſame doctrine,

and Petavius acknowledges, that it was the

+ P 558 .* Beaufobre, p. 558 .

# Vol. i . p. 532

Vol . I , A a
opinion
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opinion of a great number of the ancient doc

tors * . “ The principles of the ancients.con

cerning the trinity,” ſays Mr. Dupin, was,

“ that the word was from all eternity in the

Father, being his wiſdom and power;

“ and that whenhe choſe to make the world ,

“ he put him , as it were, without himſelf t .”

The Fathers did not , in general believe,

that the Son was produced from eternity , but

only immediately before the creation of the

world , that he might be employed for that

purpoſe . This opinion is found even later
than the council of Nice Lactantius

fays, that " when God was reſolved to make

" the world , which was to be compoſed of

things of a contrary nature, he began with

creating two ſorts of them , the one good,

“ his only Son , and the other evil, the devil,

" which are to be in continual war || ."

It is , likewiſe, a very ancient opinion

among very catholic authors, that the firſt

intelligent being that God made was the devil;

he being the firſt of thoſe intelligences that

God created an infinite number of ages be

fore the creation of the viſible world, at

which time, and not before, Chriſt was pro

duced**

The hypotheſis I am purſuing clearly ex

plains why the Marcionites, Valentinians,

and Manicheanes eſcaped cenſure at the coun

* Beaufobre, vol . i . p. 522 . + Vol. i . p . 520 .

** Ib . p . 524 .ſ P. 521 . Il- P . 574.Ibid .

cil
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cil of Nice . For thoſe ſectaries, as Beauſo

bre ſays *, were orthodox with reſpect to the

trinity ; ſince they could make uſe of the

term confubftantial as well as the moſt ortho

dox ; which the Arians , who believed that

the Logos was created out of nothing, could

not do. The Manicheans believed the con

ſubftantiality of the perſons, but not their

equality ; believing the Son to be below the

Father , and the Spirit below botht . This

error, however, was not peculiar to them,

but was very general I.

It is only by an attention to theſe principles ,

that we can underſtand the ſtate of the con

troverſy between the orthodox and the Arians .

For though the Fathers in general believed ,

that the Son had not proceeded from the Fa

ther, but a ſhort time before the creation of

the world, in which he was employed, they

believed, that he iſſuedfrom the ſubſtance of the

Father, and, therefore, was light oflight, very

God of very God, begotten, not made , that is,

not created out of nothing, which the Arians

maintained . We ſee, then , that the Arians

retained ſo much of the eſtabliſhed ſyſtem ,

as not to deny the pre- exiſtenceof Chriſt, or

his office of creating the world. Theſe no

tions were ſo deeply rivetted, that they were

not eaſily eradicated ; but, it is evident, that

the Arians had leſs of the Oriental , or Pla

tonic philoſophy, than the orthodox .

Vol. i.p . 542 . + P. 361 .

A a 2

Ib.

Indeed,
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Indeed , the learned Cudworth acknow

ledges ; that the Athanafians , and the Ni

cene Fathers platonized , and not the Arians ;

though he ſays, that they derived their ideas

not from Plato , but from the ſcriptures * ,

But of that let the reader judge . The pla

tonizing Fathers , ſays Le Clerct, thought,

that before the actual generation of the Son,

he was virtually in the Father, and, therefore,

av70.360s, whereas the Arians denied this, and

faid, that he, like other creatures, was pro

duced from nothing.

SECTION VI.

General Arguments againſt the PRE -EXIST

ENCE OF CHRIST .

THIHE preceding hiſtory of opinions re

lating to the pre - exiſtence of Chriſt

affords a very ſtriking argument againſt that

doctrine . But I think it will not be amiſs

in this place, in order to remove the ſtrong

prejudices that have taken place with reſpect

to this ſubject, to add ſome other arguments of

a general nature, ſuch as ariſe from the known

itate of things in the apoſtolic age, and what

may be fairly inferred from the apoſtolic

writings, without entering into the diſcur

* P. 529 : + Sce his Edition of Stanley, p . 160 .

fion
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fion of particular texts of Scripture, for

which I beg leave to refer my reader to my

Illuſtration of particular Texts, andmore eſpe

cially to Mr. Lindſey's excellent Sequel tohis

Apology; where that worthy man , and valua

ble writer, has thrown much new light upon

many of thoſe paſſages which have beenthe

greateſt ſtumbling blocks in the way of the

antipre - exiſtent doctrine.

It is acknowledged by all writers, that, at

the beginning of chriſtianity, there aroſe two

oppoſite errors concerning the perſon of

Chriſt. The firſt, they ſay, came from the

Jewiſh converts , who maintained that Chriſt

was only a man, diſtinguiſhed by peculiar

gifts. « This,” ſays Athanaſius, " was an

error of the Jews, in the time of the apoſ

“ tles ; and, he ſays, they drew the Gentiles

« s into it. ” Of theſe there were two ſorts,

ſome called Nazarenes, who believed the

miraculous conception , and the other Ebi

onites , who believed Chriſt to be born of

Joſeph and Mary . This is expreſſly ſaid

to have been the moſt ancient hereſy in the

church *

Preſently after, however, there aroſe

“ another error , quite oppoſite to this , in

“ troduced by the Pagan philoſophers , who

“ ſtripped Chriſt of his human nature. This

herely was one of the firſt that ſpread

among the Gentiles, and the apoſtle John

* Beaufobre, vol . ii .
P. 517 .

A a 3 did
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“ did all he could to prevent its ſpread , but
“ in vain * ”

Now, admitting theſe faas, viz . the exiſt

ence of the Nazarene hereſy, and that of the

Docete in the apoſtolic age, and that the

former, was prior to the other, I think we

may fafely infer, from the notice taken of

herefy in the New Teſtament, that the former

was not conſidered as any herefy at all ; be

Cauſe there is no mention made of it as ſuch ;

whereas the other is inveighed againſt, and

eſpecially by the apoſtle John, in the ſtrong

eſt terms , and moreover, as has been ſhewn

above, he evidently ſpeaks of it in ſuch a

manner as implies, that he had no idea of any

other hereſy of conſequence in his time.

Againſt this hereſy he writes in the cleareſt

and moſt expreis manner, and with the moft

vehement zeal. Of theother ſuppoſed here

fy he is ſo far from taking any notice at all

(notwithſtanding what has been imagined

by ſome commentors upon him ) that he

writes exactly like a perſon who conſidered

Chriſt as a man, who was ſo far from being

of the fame ſubſtance with the Father, and

conſequently poffeffed of any power of bis

own, that he received all his powers imme

diately from God. And it is remarkable, that
thoſe texts which moſt ſtrongly expreſs the

abfolute dependence of Chriſt upon God , and

which affert, that all the wiſdom and power

* Beaufobre, p. 518 .

that
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that appeared in him were the wiſdom and

power of the Father, and not his own, occur

chiefly in the goſpel of this very apoſtle.

Allo, the reſt of the apoſtles, inſtead of

taking any notice, direct or indirect, of this

capital hereſy, as it has been repreſented, con

ftantly uſea language that couldnot but give

the greateſt countenance to it ; always ſpeak

ing of Chriſt as a man, even when they re

preſent him in a light of the greateſt im

portance .

This utter filence of the writers of the

New Teſtament concerning agreat hereſy, the

very firſt that ever exiſted in the chriſtian

church, and as it is now repreſented, the moſt

dangerous of all others; a hereſy taking place,

chiefly among the Jews, with whom the apof

tles had moſt to do, looks as if they conſider

ed the opinion of the proper humanityofChriſt,

in a very different light from that in which

it was viewed by their philoſophizing ſuc
ceflors .

Athanaſius, who could not deny theſe facts,

endeavours to account for them , by ſaying,

that as all the Jews were ſo firmly perſuaded

" that their Meſſiah was to be nothing more

" than a man like themſelves, that the apor

" tles were obliged to uſe great caution in

divulging the doctrine of the

vinity of Chriſt * . But did the apoſtles

* See his Epiſtola de Sententia Dionyſii contra Arianos.

Opera, vol . i . p . 553 .

ſpare

proper di

Аа 4
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ſpare other Jewiſh prejudices, which were,

at leaſt, as inveterate as this, eſpecially

their zeal for the law of Moſes, and their

averſion to the admiſſion of the Gentiles into

the chriſtian church without circumciſion ,

&c . ? And ought not the importance of the
doctrine to have conſtrained them to venture

a little beyond the bounds of a timid pru

dence, in ſuch a caſe as this ; eſpecially as the

Jewiſh chriſtians in general, as far as appears,

always continued in this error, till their final

diſperſion, by the civil convulſions that took

place in the Eaſt, ſubſequent to the deſtruc

tion of Jeruſalem ?

Beſides , whether was it more probable that

the illiterate Jews, who received their doctrine

from none but the apoſtles themſelves, and

indeed converſed with no other, thould have

fallen into fo grievous an error with reſpect

to the perſon of Chriſt , their own Mefiah, or

thoſe who are known to have drawn various

opinions from other ſources beſides the genu

ine apoſtolical doctrine, and particularly from
that very philofophy which , manifeſtly con

trary to any thing that the Jews could poſſibly
have learned from their ſacred books, ex

preſily taught the doctrine of the pre -ex
iſtence of all human ſouls, and their emana

tion from the divine mind ; which was, in

fact, the doctrine and language of the pre

tended orthodox Fathers ?

Without examining the merits of the quef

tion , probability will certainly incline us to

take
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take the part of the poor Jewiſh converts,
Indeed , their poverty and illiterateneſs made

them deſpiſed by the Gentile chriſtians, who

were captivated with the wiſdom of this world :

Juſtin Martyr, however, the earlieſt Gentile

chriſtian writer, ſpeaks of them and their opi

nions with more reſpect than they were after

wards treated with . He was one of the firſt

of the philoſophiſing chriſtians, and there

fore might know that their doctrines were

thoſe of the bulk of chriſtians in his time ;

and perhaps , at that time, few thought dif

ferently from them,beſides a few ſpeculative

perſons like himſelf * .

2. It is evident , that the moſt intelligent of

the Jews expected nothing more thana mere

man for their Meffiah t ; nor can it be ſaid that

anyof the ancient prophecies give us the leaſt

hint of any thing farther. Had the prophe

cies not been explicit, there ſeems to have been

the greateſt reaſon why our Lord , or his

apoſtles, ſhould have expreflly obſerved that

they were fo ; or if they had been univerſally

* See Edit . Thyrlby, p. 235 :

+ “ They," ſays Trypho (the Jew ſpeaker in Juſtin

Martyr's Dialogue) " who think that Jeſus was a man,

and, being choſen of God , was anointed Chriſt, ap

pear to me to advance a more probable opinion than

" your's. For all of us expect that Chriſt will be born a

" " man from man (20.376707E v3pwtwv) and thatElias will

come to anoint him . If he, therefore, be Chrift, he

muſt, by all means , be a man born of men .” Edit .

Thyrlby, p . 235 .

mif
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miſunderſtood, or perverted, we might expect

that this ſhould have been noticed by our

Lord, as well as other abuſes or miſtakes which

prevailed in his time . Or if a diſcovery of

To great importance would have ſtaggered the

faith, or checked the freedom of the diſciples

of our Lord , when they were fully apprized

of the tranſcendent greatneſs of the perſon

whom they had conſidered as a man like

themſelves, we might have expected that this

great diſcovery would have been made to them,

when their minds were fully enlightened by

the deſcent of the Holy Spirit, or at ſome

other time when they were fully inſtructed

in all things relating to the religion they had

to teach , And whenever the reyelation of a

thing ſo highly intereſting, and unexpected, as

this muſt have been , had been made to them ,

their wonder and ſurpriſe muſt have been

ſuch , as we ſhould have found ſome traces or

intimations of in their writings .

Nor can it be ſuppoſed that a thing of ſo

wonderful a nature as this , could have been

announced to the body of chriſtians, who cer

tainly had not, at firſt, the moſt remote idea

of ſuch a thing, without exciting an aſtoniſh

ment, that could not have been concealed ,

and ſuch ſpeculations and debates as we muſt

have heardof. And yet the apoſtles, and the

whole chriſtian world, are ſuppoſed to have

paſſed from a ſtate of abſolute ignorance con

cerning the nature of their Lord and Maſter

( regarding him in the familiar light of a friend

and
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and brother) to the full conviction of his be

ing the moſt glorious of all created natures ;

him by whom God originally made, and con

ftantly ſupported all things, without leaving

any intimation by which it is impoſſible for
us to learn , in what manner ſo wonderful à

communication was made to them , or of the

effects it had on their own minds , or thoſe of

others .

At whatever time it be ſuppoſed that the

apoſtles were firſtapprized of the ſuperangelic

nature of their Maſter, it might be expected ,

that ſo very material a change in their con

ceptions concerning him , would have been at

tended with a correſpondent change in their

language, when they ſpoke of him ; and yet

through the whole book of Acts, he has hard

ly any other appellation than ſimply that

of a man. Thus theapoſtle Peter calls him *,

A man approved of God; and the apoſtle

Paul t , The man whom God ordained. Nor

when we may moſt certainly conclude, that

theapoſtles meant to ſpeak of him in his

higheſt capacity, do they give him any other

title ; as when the apoſtle Paul ſays , There

is one God and one Mediator between God and

men , the man Chriſt Jeſus.

3. Had this Mediator between God and

man been of a middle nature between God

and man . I think one might have expect

ed ſome poſitive declaration of it, in this or

* Ads ü. 22 . + Ads xvii. 31 . * Tim. ii . 5 .

ſome
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ſome ſuch place; and thatthe apoſtle would

not have expreſſed himſelf in a manner ſo un

guarded , and which , without ſome explana

tion , muſt neceſſarily lead his readers into

a very great miſtake. It is in vain , however,

that we look through the whole New Teſta

ment for any thing like ſuch an expreſs decla

ration , or explanation on the ſubject; and a

doctrine of this extraordinary nature is only

pretended to be deduced by way of inference

from caſual expreſſions.

4. It is alſo with me a very ſtrong pre

ſumption againſt the Arian hypothefis, that

no uſ is made by the writersof the New

Teſtament, of ſo extraordinary a fact, as that

· of the union of a ſuperangelic ſpirit with the

body of a man , No argument or exhortation

is ever grounded upon it ; whereas it might

have been expected, that ſo very wonderful a

thing as this muſt have been alluded to, and

argued from , in a great variety of reſpects;

and eſpecially that the firſt converts to chriſ

tianity ſhould have been frequently, and very

diſtinctly informed of the high rank of their

maſter ; eſpecially as the great popular objec
tion to the chriſtian ſcheme was the mean birth

and obſcurity of its author, and the diſgruceful

treatinent he met witli in the world. The

very few texts in which it is thought by ſome

that arguments are drawn from the pre

exiſtent ſtate of Chriſt, appear to me to refer

to nothing more than the dignity with which

he was inveſted as Mejjal, after he was ſent

of
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1

of God, and endued with powerfrom on high ,

for the important purpoſes of his miſſion .

It weighs much with me, that if ſo extra

ordinary a thing as the defcent of a ſuperan

gelic ſpirit, to animate a human body, had

been true, it muſt have appeared , in the courſe

of the hiſtory of Chriſt, that ſuch an extra

ordinary a meaſure was neceſary ; as by his

acting a part which a mere man was either na

turally incapable of, or in which there was an

obvious impropriety for a mere man to act.

But ſo far are we from perceiving any thing

of this in the evangelical hiſtory , that nothing

is exhibited to us in it , but the appearance of

aman approved of God, and afſted by him .

For, though no man could have done what he

is ſaid to have done , unleſs God had been with

him , yet with that aſiſtance, every thing muſt

have been eaſy to him .

If our Lord had , in himſelf, though derived

originally from God, any extraordinary de

gree of wiſdom , or peculiar ability of any

other kind , for carrying on the work of man's

redemption, above the meaſure or capacity

of that nature which God had given to men ,

he would hardly have declared ſo frequently,

and ſo expreſſly as he does, that of his own

Jelf he could do nothing, that the words which

be spake were not his own, but his Father's

who fent him , and that his Father within him

did the works . This is certainly the proper

language of a perſon who is pofleffed of no

more natural advantage than any other man .

IF

.
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If he had any ſuperior powers , abſtracted
from what he derived from the immediate

agency of God, in what they do appear ?
So ſolicitous does the Divine Being always

appear, that his rational offspring, mankind,

ſhould underſtand and approve of hisproceed

ings reſpecting them , that there is hardly

any meaſure which he has adopted, that is

of much moment to us, for which ſomeplain

reaſon is not aſſigned by one or other of the

ſacred writers . Indeed, this is a circum

ſtance that cannot but contribute greatly to

the efficacy of ſuch meaſures. But though ,

I believe, every other circumſtance relating to

the ſcheme of redemption is clearly revealed

to us , yet we neither find any reaſon aſſigned

for ſo important a preliminary to it, as the

incarnation of the firſt of all createdbeings, nor

are we any where given to underſtand, that

this was a neceſſary preliminary to it , though

the reaſons for it were ſuch as we could not

comprehend . A conduct ſo exceedingly dark

and myſterious as this, has no examplein the

whole hiſtory of the diſpenſations of God to

mankind .

5 : Could thehiſtoryof the miraculous con

ception of Jeſus have been written fo fully as

it is by both Matthew and Luke , and ſo very

important a circumſtance relating to it as this

have been overlooked by them, if it had

been at all known to them ? I will appeal to

any Arian, whether he himſelf could poſti

bly have given ſuch an account of that tranſ

action
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action as either of theſe evangeliſts has given .

It muſt certainly be thought by them to be

a capital omiſſion in the account .

6. It has often been obſerved , and I cannot

but think very juſtly, that the uniform ſcrip

ture doctrine of the preſent and future dig

nity.of Chriſt, beingconferred as the reward

of hisſervices and ſufferings on earth, is peca

liarly favourable to the idea of his being a

man only ; and I think the Arians are obliged

to ſtrain very hard in order to make out any

material difference between the pre-exiſtent

and preſent ſtate of Chriſt; or to explain the

nature of his reward , of which ſo itriking an

account is always given, if there be no ma

terial difference between the two ſtates.

7
It is ſaid that , if it be difficult to ex

plain the reward of Chriſt upon the Arian

hypotheſis, it is equally difficult to account

for his diſtinguiſhed reward and future honour

and power upon the ſuppoſition of his being

a mere man ; theſe being too great in this caſe ,

if they were too little in the other . But it

fhould be conſidered , that there is a natural

propriety in diſtinguiſhing a man appointed

by God to act the moſt important part that

man could act (and a part, that no other than

a man could with propriety appear in , reſpect

ing the whole human race) in a manner great

ly ſuperior to what is conferred on any other

man .

It ſhould alſo be confidered, that there are

many paſſages of ſcripture, which moſt ex

preſſly
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preſly ſay, that, great as is the honour and

dignity to which Chriſt is advanced , his dif

ciples , and eſpecially his apoſtles , will be ad.

vanced to hmilar, if not equal honour. And

it is remarkable , that there is no one power,

or prerogativi, that is mentioned as conferred

on Chriit, but the fame is likewiſe ſaid to be

imparted to his followers.

As to what is called his glory, or honour

and dignity in general , and the live that God

has for him , that love and high regard from

which thoſe honours proceed , our Lord him

ſelf ſays expreſily, that his diſciples are on a

level with himſelf. What elſe can be inferred

from his prayer before his death , in which he

fays*, That they may be one, as thou Fatber

art in me, and Iin thee, that they alſo may be

one in us,and the glory which thou gaveſt me,

Ihave given them , that they may be one, evenas

I in them, and thou in me, that

they may be made perfeet in one, and that the

world may know that thou haſt fent me, andhaft

loved them as thou haſt lovedme.

of this remarkable prayer are in the ſame

ftrain, and it appears to ine, that nothing but

our having long conſidered Chriſt in a light

infinitely higher than that of his diſciples,

has prevented our underltanding it as we

ought to have done.

Chriſt is appointed to raiſe the dead, but

this is not ſaid to be performed by any pro

We are one.

Other parts

*

John xvii . 21 .

per
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per power of his own, any more than the mi

racles of that and other kinds which he

wrought when he was on earth , and dead

perſons were raiſed to life by the apoſtles as

well as by himſelf.

Chriſt is alſo ſaid tojudge the world. But

even this honour is ſaid to be ſhared with

him by his diſciples, and eſpecially the apoſ

tles . Know ye 70t, ſays St. Paul * , that the

faints ſhall judge the world. And if the world

be judged by you, are ye unworthy to judge the

Amalleſt matters. Know ye not , that we mall

judge angels, how much more things that per

tain to this life.

8. The kingdom of Ghriſt, whatever it be,

is expreſſly ſaid to have an endt . Then cometh

the end, when he ſhall have delivered up the
kingdom to God, even the Father. And

when all things ſhall be ſubdued unto him , then

Jhall the Son alſo bimſelfbe ſubjectunto him that

put all things under him , that God may be all in

all. Thisis what we ſhould hardly have ex

pected if Chriſt had been the firſt of all creat

ed beings , by whom all things were made,

and who upholds and governs all things.

9. How it may affect others I cannot tell ,

but with me it is a very great objection to the

pre -exiſtence of Chriſt, that it favours ſtrong

ly of theOriental doctrine ofthe pre-exiſtence

ofall human fouls,which was the foundation of

the Gnoſtic hereſy, and the ſource of great

i Cor , vi. 2 . t i Cor. XV, 24 .

corruption
VOL . I. Bb
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corruption in genuine chriſtianity. For if the

foul of one man might have pre -exiſted, ſepa

rate from the body, why might not the ſoul

of another, or of all? Nay, analogy ſeems to

sequire, that the whole ſpecies be upon one

footing, in a caſe which fo very nearly con

erns the firſt and conſtituent principles of their ,

nature . Beſides, the opinion of the ſepa

rability of the thinking part of man from his

bodily frame, even after he comes into the

world , is ſo far from being agreeable to the

phenomena of human nature, that it is almoſt

expreſily contradicted by them all .

10. The author of the epiſtle to the He

brews , one of whoſe principal objects was to

reconcile the Jews to the thoughts of a ſuf

fering Meſſiah , ſeems to make uſe of argu

ments which neceſſarily ſuppoſe Chriſt to

have been a man like ourſelves ; as when he

ſays * , We fee Jeſus, who was made a little

lower than the angels,for theſuffering ofdeath ,

crowned with glory and honour. In this paſ

fage the writer ſeems to confider Chriſt as a

man, in direct oppoſition to created beings of

2ſuperior nature, or angels, under which de

nomination Chriſt himſelf muſt have been

ranked , according to the phraſeology of ſcrip

ture , if he had exiſted prior to his becoming

man ; fince no other term is made uſe of, to

denote his nature and conftitution , as diſtinct

from that of men , or angels

| Heb. ii . 9 .

With
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With this view this writer applies to Chriſt,

that authority and dominion which is aſcrib

ed to man , as diſtinguiſhed from angels, by the

Pſalmiit, Pf. viii . 5. For unto the angels bath he

not put into ſubjection the world to come, whereof

we fpeak . But one in a certain place, teſtified ,

Jaying, What is man that thou art mindful of

him, or the ſon of man, that thou viſiteſt him .

Thou madeſt him a little lower than the angels;

thou crorenedſt him with glory and bonour, and

diditſet him over the work of thine hands. Thou

hat put all things in fubje tion under his feet.

As , in this paffage, he plainly confiders the

nature of man as properly characterized by

his being a little lower than the angels, and

he applies the very fame expreſſion to Chriſt,

without giving the leaſt hint of any diſtinc

tion between them , I cannot help thinking,

that in the writer's idea, the nature of both

was preciſely the ſame.

It is alſo remarkable, that this ſame writer

ſpeaks of Chriſt as diſtinguiſhed from angels ,

when he ſays * , That God had anointed him

with the oil of gladneſs above his fellows, by

which , therefore, in this connection, I do not

ſee how we can help underſtanding his fel

low men, or fellow prophets.

II . This writer, alſo, ſeems to lay parti

cular ſtreſs on Chriſt's having felt as we feel,

and having been tempted as we are tempted ;

and to aſſert, that for this purpoſe, it was ne

Heb . j . 5. & c.

B b 2
ceflary,

*
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ceſſary, that he ſhould be, in all reſpeels, what

we ourſelves are * , For both be that ſancti

fieth and they who are ſanctified are all of one ;

for which cauſe he is not aſhamed to call them

brethren-and children t, Foraſmuch then as

the children are partakers of fleſs and blood , be

alſo himſelf likewiſe took part of theſame. And

again I, Wherefore in all things, it behoved

him to be made like unto his brethren, that be

might be a merciful and faithful high prieſt S.

För in that he himſelf bathſuffered, being tempi

ed, he is able to ſuccour them that are tempted.

Now, I cannothelp thinking froin theſepaſ

ſages, that the writer had an idea of Chriſt

being much more what we are, and con

ſequently of his fecling more as we do, than

he could have meant, upon the ſuppoſition

of his being of an angelic, or ſuperangelic

For then , the views that he had of

his ſufferings, and conſequently his feelings

under them ,muſt have been exceedingly diffi
milar to ours . And every argument that the

apoſtle uſes, to fhew the impropriety of

Chriſt's being an angel, ſeems to weigh much

more againſt his being of a nature ſuperior to

angels.

12. If it be ſuppoſed that, upon becoming

an inhabitant of this world, Chriſt loſt all

conſciouſneſs of his former pre -exiſtent ſtate,

I do not ſee of what uſe his ſuperior powers

* Heb . ii . 11 , &c.

* V. 18.

nature .

+ V. 13 , 14.

V. 17 .

could
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the moſt urgent

could poſſibly have been tohim ; or, which

comes to the ſame thing, what occaſion there

was for ſuch a being in the buſineſs. Beſides,

the hypotheſis of an intelligent being, think

ing and acting in one ſtate, and loſing all the

remembrance of what he had been and done

in another, has ſomething in it that looks ſo

arbitrary and unnatural , that one would not

have recourſe to it, but upon

neceſſity.

It ſhould ſeem , however , that if Chriſt did

pre -exiſt, it was not unknown to him in this

world , ſince one of the ſtrongeſt arguments

for this hypotheſis is, his praying that his fa

ther wouldglorify him with theglory that he
had before the world was * . But if Chriſt

did retain a perfect conſciouſneſs of his for

mer ſtate, and, conſequently, retained all the

powers, and all the knowledge of which he was

poſſeffed in that ſtate, I have no idea of ſuch

an increaſe of wiſdom as the evangeliſt Luke

afcribes to him , when he ſays t , And Jeſus

increafed in wiſdom and ſtature,and infavour.
withGod and man. In the idea of this evan

geliſt, Jeſus certainly made ſuch improve

ments in knowledge , as other well-diſpoſed

youths make ; ſo that I think he had manifeſt

ly no other idea of him .

13 .
Similar to the above-mentioned rea

ſoning of the author of the epiſtle to the

* John xvii. 5 .

B b 3

+ Ch. ii. 52 .

Hebrews,
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Hebrews, is that of the apoſtle John, or

rather of that of Chriſt himſelf* . And

be bath given him authority to execute judg

ment, becauſe he is the ſon of man ; for I do

not ſee the force of this inference, unleſs the

meaning of it be, that Chriſt, being a man

like ourſelves, having felt as we feel, and

having been tempted and tried as we have, is

the moſt unexceptionable of all judges . No

man can complain of it , ſince it is being

judged , as it were, by our peers, and by a per
ſonwho knows how to make every proper

allowance for us.

14. Some may poſſibly lay ſtreſs on its

being ſaid by the writer of the epiſtle to the

Hebrews, in the paſſage above -mentioned,

that Chriſt himſelf took Heſh and blood, as if it

had depended upon his own choice, whether

he would become man or not, which implies a

pre - exiſtent ſtate. But the word uile%w is uſed

for partaking, or ſharing in , abſolutely, with

out any reſpect to choice, and is uſed in that

ſenſe in two other paſſages of this epiſtle t ,

where the apoſtle ſpeaks of the propriety of

the divine defignation, not of the motive of

Chriſt's election. Alſo in other places , he is

repreſented as paſive with reſpect to the ſame

event . Thus, in the ninth verſe of the ſame

chapter, it is ſaid , that Jefus was made a

little lower than the angels, and not that be

made himſelf lower, or condeſcended .

* John v. 27 . + Ch , v . 13. vii. 13 .

It
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hold upon,

It is ſaid * , that Chriſt took not on him the

nature of angels, but the ſeed of Abraham .

But επιλαμβανομαι, which is the word here

uſed, properly ſignifies, and is, in every other

place, in the New Teſtament, rendered to lay

hold upon. In this place ,therefore, the mean

ing probably is , that Chriſt did not ( after he

appeared in the character of the Meſſiah ) lay
fo

as to interpoſe in the favour of;

or reſcue, angels, but the ſeed of Abraham ;

and thence we ſee , that the apoſtle infers, that

there was a neceſſity, or at leaſt an exceeding

great propriety, that a Mediator for men

ſhould be, in all reſpects, a man ; for he im

mediately adds, therefore in all things, it be

boved him to be made like unto his brethren ,

that he might be a merciful and faithful High

Prieſt, & c.

15. Indeed, there appears to me to be a

moft evidentpropriety,that a perſon who acted

ſo important a part with reſpect to mankind,

as Chriſt did , who was ſent to be our inſtruc

tor and example, and eſpecially who came to

aſcertain the great doctrine of a reſurrection

from the dead, ſhould be, with reſpect to his

nature, the very ſame that we ourſelves are ;

that he might exhibit beforeus anexample of

proper human virtue, and eſpecially that he

might die as we ourſelves die, and his reſur

rection be the reſurrection of a man like our

felves ; and ſo the proper firſt fruits from the

* V. 16 .

B b 4 dead,
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dead, and conſequently of the very ſame kind

with thoſe of which the general barveſt will

conſiſt ; and thereby give us the greater rea

ſon to hope, that becauſe Chriſt lives we ſhall

live alſo.

16. It is now agreed, both by Arians and

Socinians, that the ſupreme God is the only

object of prayer ; it being acknowledged , that

we have no authority in the ſcriptures for ad

dreſſing ourſelves to Chriſt : but this reſtriction

cannot be founded upon any other than the

Socinian hypotheſis, and is by no means re

concileable with the principles of Arianiſm .

I ought not, in reaſon, to addreſs a petition

to a man who maynot be within hearing of

me ; and much leſs can there be a propriety

in numbers of perſons, in very diſtant places,

addreſſing themſelves to the fame man at the

ſame time, becauſe no man can attend to

more than one perſon, or one thing, at once.

But a Being equal to the formation of the

world , and eſpecially of the whole ſyſtem of

worlds , and even the univerſe, or the whole

creation ; he by whom all things confift, that is ,

who ſtill ſupports, and governs all things ,

muſt be capable of giving his attention to

every thing that paſſes. Nay, every thing

mult neceffarily be at all times ſubject to his

inſpection ; 'and, therefore, there could be no

impropriety, in the nature of things, in ad .

dreſſing prayers to him .

Beſides, it is very obvious to reflect, that

if there was any reaſon, or propriety, that

ſome
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ſome derived being, and not the Supreme,

ſhould be the immediate maker of the world,

and that the Deity ſhould not himſelf inter

poſe in the government of it, it can only be

this derived being,and not the Supreme, with

whom we have to do. It can only be to him

who made us what we are , and who himſelf

immediately ſupports us in being , that we

ought to look . A child naturally addreſſes

itſelf to its nurſe, who attends conſtantly

upon it, and not to its mother ; and a te

nant applies to the ſteward, who immedi

ately inſpects and manages the eſtate , and not

to the owner of it.

In fact, no reaſon can be imagined why

the Supreme Being ſhould delegate to any

inferior the making and governing of the

world , which would not be equally a reaſon

for his appointing him to hear our prayers.

Nothing but themoſt expreſs declarations,

founded on reaſons, which I ſhould think

impoſſible to ſuggeſt, can authoriſe us , to

admit the former, and not the latter, the

connection is ſo natural . I therefore look

upon the undoubted fact of all prayer being,
upon the plan of revelation , confined to God,

excluſive of all inferior beings , and of Chriſt,

to be a moſt ſatisfactory argument, thatGod

himſelf is alone the immediate maker of the

world , and that it is he himſelf who con

ſtantly ſupports and governs it, without the

mediation of any ſuch glorious, though de
rived
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rived being , as the Arians imagine Chriſt to

have been before his incarnation .

17. It is ſaid , and certainly with great

reaſon , that it is in vain to preach chriſtia

nity to Jews or Mahometans , while it is

loaded with fuch a tenet as the doctrine of

the Trinity, which , it is well known, they

both regard as equally abſurd and impious ;

the great and diſtinguishing principleof the

Jewiſh religion being the unity of God, and

thes great objection that the Mahometans

made to the corrupt chriſtianity of the ſixth

century, being the generaldeparture of chrif

tians from the ſame fundamental principle,

as may be ſeen in the Koran itſelf. But the

principles of Arianiſm are hardly more re

concileable to the notions of Jews , or Ma

dometans, than thoſe of Athanafianiſm ; and

the following language of the Jew in Lim

borch's Callatio, is applicable to the idea of

Chriſt being the maker of the world , and the

perſon who ſpake to Moſes in the burning

buſh , as well as to his being ſtrictly equalto

the Father. “ The prophet," heſays, “ who

“ pretends to be the true God of Iſrael, who

“ arrogates divine omnipotence, and gave

“ his own words as the words of God, can

“ not be admitted ; and , ſuppoſing what is

“ impoſſible , that the true Mefliah ſhould

publiſh this doctrine, he ought to be ſton

-- ed as a falſe prophet *.”

See Jurtin's Remarks, vol . iii . p . 312 .

The
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The conduct which Dr. Jortin , who was

himſelf an Arian, recommends with reſpect

to the Jews , I think to be inſidious, unwor

thy of chriſtian ſimplicity, and what muſt be

altogether ineffectual. He ſays, that, “ in

addreſſing Jews and Mahometans, whoſe

great objection to chriſtianity is the doc

“ trine of the trinity, no one ſhould attempt

“ to remove this prejudice, till he has

“ brought them to believe the divine mif

“ fion of Jeſus Chriſt, and his character as a

prophet, Meſſiah , a teacher of truth, and

• worker of miracles ; and that then many

things may be obſerved concerning the

" logos, the angel of God's preſence, and the

angel of the covenant, from the Old Tel

tament, and from Philo, and from ſome

” ancient Jewiſh writers * . '

But, in fact, external evidence is nothing

more than conditional evidence with reſpect to

chriſtianity, going upon the ſuppoſition, that

the things to be proved by miracles are not

incredible in themſelves. The evidence that

might be ſufficient to ſatisfy a Jew , that

Chriſt was fimply a teacher ſent from God ,

and ſuch a Meſſiah as their prophecies announc

ed, would by no means prove to his convic

tion , that he was the maker of the world, and

ſuch a Meſſiah as he was fully perſuaded their

ancient prophets did not foretell, and ſuch a

one as it was utterly repugnant to the whole

ſyſtem of his religion to admit.

* Ib . vol . iii. p . 439 .

18. Some
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18. Some Arians of the preſent age, ftag

gered , it may be ſuppoſed, with the glaring

abfurdity ofmaking a man who died upon
the croſs to be the maker of the world,

and one who, even in his loweſt flate of hu

miliation , was actually ſupporting all things

with the word of his power, and of ſuppofing

him to be the perſon who, with the name

and character of Jehovah, had intercourſe

with the patriarchs, ſpake to Abraham , to

Mofes, and to all the nation of Iſraelites

from mount Sinai , &c . & c . &c . feem wil.

ling to abandon this part of the ſyſtem ; but

without conſidering, that , with it, they ne

ceffarily abandon all the advantages for the

fake of which the whole ſyſtem was origi

nally adopted. They likewiſe diſclaim the

aid of the very ſtrongeſt texts on which the

doctrine of pre - exiſtence is founded ; as the

introduction to the goſpel of John , which

ſpeaks of the logos as the Being by whom all

Ibings were made, and without whom nothing

wasmadethat was made,Col.i.g.which ſpeaks

of Chriſt as the firſt born of every creature, by

whom oll things were created, that are in bea

wen, and that are in earth, viſible and inviſ

ble, &c . as being before all things, and by

wbom all things confift, and, Heb . i . 3 .

where Chriſt is ſaid to be the perſon by

wbom God made the World, or rather the ages,

and who upholds all things by the word of bis

power.

Upon
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The capi

Upon the whole, nothing can be more

evident , than that this low Arian hypothefis has

rio plauſible foundation whatever, except be-.

ing free from the palpable abſurdities of the

bigh Arian ſcheme. Certainly , the perſon

who can explain thoſe texts , which ſpeak of

Chriſt as the maker and ſupporter of all things.

without ſuppoſing that he pre- exiſted, can

have no difficulty in explaining any other

texts , which repreſent him as fiinply pre -ex

iſting. For themoſtdifficult of all the texts

are thoſe in which his creating and ſupporting

power are expreſsly referred to.

tal circumſtances that recommended the doc

trine.of Chriſt's pre -exiſtence, when it was

ſtarted , were the ideas of the maker of the

world being the great reſorer of it, and the

giver of the law being the author of the

goſpel; ſo that the ſame perſon was the me

dium of all the diſpenſations of God to
niankind , But when theſe flattering advan

tages are abandoned , nothing is left but fim

plepre- exiſtence, without any knowledge, or

the leaſt colourable conjecture, that Chriſt

had ever borne any relation to this world more

than to any other .

It is no leſs evident, that by abandoning the

fpecious advantages of the proper Arian hy

pothefis, the low Arians are as far as ever

from being able to avail themſelves of the

advantages peculiar to the Socinian ſcheme ;

as the propriety of a man being employed in

a buſineſs ſo nearly reſpecting men, his ex

hibiting
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hibiting an example of proper human virtue ,

having a reward capableofbeing conferred

on all his followers ; of the ſame kind of

being, viz . a man , both introducing deatk ,

and the reſurrection of the dead ; of the firſt

fruits from the dead being of the ſame

kind with the general harveſt; and that the

great judge of all men ſhould be himſelf a

man .

In fact, therefore, this low Arian hypothe

fis is intirely deſtitute both of the ſtrongeſt

texts in favour of pre- exiſtence, and alſo of

every advantage peculiar either to the high

Arian hypotheſis, or the Socinian , ſo that

no ſcheme can be more inſignificant, or reft

on narrower or weaker foundations.

Had ſuch general conſiderations as theſe

been attended to , the doctrine of the pre

exiſtence of Chriſt could never have advanced

ſo triumphantly as it has done . And ſuch

arguments as theſe ought certainly to weigh

more than the ſuppoſed incidental reference to

a doctrine in particular texts of ſcripture,

the interpretation of which is always various

and uncertain . Beſides, if we confine our

ſelves to the literal interpretation of par

ticular texts of ſcripture, there is no ſyſtem

that we may not embrace.

The doctrine of tranſubſtantiation is doubly

intrenched in ſuch fortifications as theſe,

and ſo are the grofs errors which have now

got the name of Calviniſm , ſuch as original
fin , atonement, &c . and alſo the doctrine

of
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of the perfe&t equality of the Son to the Father :'

And yet Arians do not find themſelves af- '

fected by ſuch texts ; and , in my opinion , it

requires much leſs judgment to ſee that the

texts on which , they lay ſo much ſtreſs are

equally inſufficient to bear it .

19. " If we conſider the practical tendency of

the doctrine concerning Chriit; I think we

ſhall find nothing at all in favour of the ſcheme

of pre - exiſtence; but much in favour of the

contrary doctrine, which repreſents him as å

man like ourſelves .
To this purpoſe I Thall

quote, with ſome little addition, what I have

ſaid on this ſubject in the Diſcourſe on the

Corruption of Chriſtianity * .

" Much of the peculiar power of the goſ

pel motives to virtue (ſeparate from ouract

ing with a view to obtain the reward of

immortality promiſed in it) ariſes from

juſt ideas of the natureand offices of Chrii ,

as distinct from thoſe of the Divine Being

himſelf, with which they are too much

“ confounded upon the ſuppoſition of the

proper Deity, or ſuper -angelic nature of

Chriſt, notwithſtanding the different of

“ fices aſcribed to the divine perſons , or ra

“ ther beings , in the Athanafian ſcheme.

“ The conſideration of the love of Chriſt, has

ſomething in it peculiarly endearing,when it

“ is not conſidered as the ſame thing with the

“ love of theCreator towards hiscreatures, but

P. 24
t

as
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as the love of one, who, notwithſtand

ing his miraculous birth , was as much a

man as Adam was , or as we ourſelves are ;

or when it is conſidered as the love of our

“ elder brother, who bore our infirmities, who

“ felt all the pains and agonies that man can

“ feel ; and, being the very ſame that we are,

was in all reſpects tempted as we are ; who,

“ loved us, and freely gave himſelf to death for

us, to redeem us from ſin and miſery, that

we might become partakers of the ſame

“ love of God , and be joint beirs with him

“ of the ſame glory and happineſs, that we

might all alike become kings and prieſts

“ unto God, even the Father, for ever and

ever ; who after living many years on

" earth , in which he manifeſted the moſt

• intenſe affection for us, is now gone to

prepare a place for us inour beavenly Fa

“ 'ther's houſe, that where he is, there we may be

alſo; as one who is now exerciſing a power

“ which, as the reward of his obedience

“ unto death, he received from God, to be

“ head over all things to his church ; who ſtill

“ feels for, and will be preſent with his

“ faithful diſciples and followers in all their

“ trials , even to the end of the world .

« The eſteem and love that we bear to

“ the character which we form of Chriſt,

“ conſidered as a man like ourſelves, the

« attachment we have to him, and his cauſe,

“ and the efficacy of this principle to pro

“ mote a chriſtian temper and conduct, and
16 to
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66

to encourage us to follow this our glori

ous leader, the captain of our ſalvation , and

" the firſt fruits from the dead (even though,

" like him , we be called to lay down our lives

for our friends, and to bear perſecution

" and torture in the cauſe of conſcience,

“ virtue, truth , and God) is exceedingly

great , and peculiar to itſelf. It is a kind

" of love and eſteem that cannot be felt by

one who is truly and practically an Atha

“ naſian or Arian, and, in general, but im

perfectly by thoſe who have long been

" Athanaſians or Arians ; and who, there

“ fore, cannot eaſily get rid of the ideas

" they have had of Chriſt as God , or at leaſt

as a Being who has little in common with

us ; who, therefore, could not feel as we

" do , act upon views ſimilar to ours , or en

" tertain, and be the proper object of, a

“ ſimilar and reciprocal affection.

“ A man may have rejected the Athana

“ fian or Arian hypotheſis a long time,

66 before theſe ideas ſhall even occur to

him , or their power be at all apprehend
is

At leaſt we can only expect to feel

" their influence at intervals , and muſt not

hope to experience that amazing force,

“ which, however, we may eaſily conceive

they muſt have had with the primitive

“ chriſtians, and eſpecially with the apoſtles,

" and others , who perſonally knew Chriſt,

" and who, therefore , never had an idea of his

being any other than a man like them.

Vol . I. Сс - ſelves ;
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“ ſelves; though, as Peter expreſſes himſelf,

“ a man approved ofGod by miracles and won.

“ ders and figns which God did by him .'

Upon thewhole, I cannot help thinking it to

be a capital advantage of the doctrine of Mate

rialiſm , that it leaves no ſhadow of ſupport for

thedoctrine of pre-exiſtence,or theArian hypo

theſis, which is totally repugnant to the genu

ine principles of the chriſtian religion, ſo as

hardly to be brought within the general out

line of it ; and that the greateſt miſchief that

chriſtianity has derived from the unnatural

mixture of heathen philoſophy with the prin

ciples of it , has been this injudicious exalta

tion of our Saviour ; which, in fact, has been

nothing elſe than letting up the vain conceits

of men in opposition to the wiſdom of God .

In what I have obſerved in this ſec

tion I am far from meaning to detract

from the peculiar dignity and juſt preroga

tive of Chriſt. And upon this ſubject I Thail

beg leave to quote what I have in my Dif

courſe concerning the Spirit of Chriſtianity pre

fixed to my Ejay on Church Diſcipline, p.

“ Our aptneſs to paſs from one extreme to

“ - another, and the inconvenience attending

“ it , are alſo felt with reſpect to our ſenti

ments concerning the perſon and character

“ of Chriſt. Upon finding, that inſtead of

being very God of very God, the Creator of

• heaven and earth, he is only a man like our

felves, we are apt at firſt to under-value

him , and not to conſider him in that

" diftin
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;

diſtinguiſhed light in which , though a

man, he is every where repreſented in

the ſcriptures ; as the great inſtrument in

“ the hands of God, of reverſing all the ef

" fects of the fall ; as the object of all the

prophecies from Mofes 10 his own time ;

as the great bond of union to virtuous and

good men (who, as chriſtians, or having

“ Chriſt for their maſter and head , make

“ one body, in a peculiar fenſe) as introduced

« into the world without a human father

as having communications with God, and

ſpeaking and acting from God, in ſuch a

“ manner as no other man ever did ; and,

" therefore, having the form of God, and be

ing the Son of God , in a manner peculiar to

“ to himſelf ; as the means of ſpreading

“ divine and ſaving knowledge to all the

“ world of mankind ; as under God, the

“ bead over all things to his church ; and as

“ the Lord of life , having power and au

thority from God, to raiſe the dead and

judge the world at the laſt day.

in There ſeems to be a peculiar propriety,

" that theſe powers reſpecting mankind ,ſhould

“ be given to a man; and, it therefore be

“ hoved ourRedeemer, to be in all things like

“ unto bis brethren , and to be made perfe&t

through ſufferings ; but , certainly the man

“ who is inveſted with theſe powers and

prerogatives ſhould be the object of our at

tention ,reverence,and love, in ſuch aman

ner as no other man can be, or ought to be . '

Сс 2 S E C.
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S E C ΤΙ Ο Ν VII .

Ofthe Opinions that have been held concerning
MATTER, and their Influence with reſpect

to Chriſtianity'.

WE
E have already ſeen a great deal of

the iniſchievous conſequence that

has followed from the ſpecious doctrine of

matter being the fource of all evil, and of the

union of an immaterial principle with it .

In this ſection I propoſe to enter into a more

particular detail of thoſe conſequences with

reſpect to the chriſtian doctrine of a refurrec

tion , the ſtate of marriage, and other things

connected with it, and with this I propoſe to

cloſe the ſubject. It may not be amiſs,how

ever, previous to this, to ſtate diſtinctly the

various opinions that have been held concern

ing matter . For, notwithſtanding almoſt all

the philoſophicalopinions have beennearly the

fame, there have been ſome differences among

them .

Some of the philoſophers thought that

matter was originally without motion, qua

lity, or form ; but capable of receiving them ,

though with ſome neceſſary imperfections ;

while others gave it qualities, figure, and

even a ſcul * , and Pythagoras thought mat

ter animated , as well as evil, and was therein

followed by Plato and Plutarch -f .

* Beauſobre, vol. ii . p . 245 .

The

+ P. 248 .
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The opinion of an immaterial principle as

neceſſary to motion , &c . is a prevailing fen

timent at preſent, but was by no means ſo in

ancient times . Otherwiſe the fouls of brutes

could never have been thought material , and

mortal . Ariſtotle, and all the ancients , admit

ted a motive force in matter, without which

they could not complete the idea of a body.

This is acknowledged by Malebranche, and

eſpecially by Leibnitz, and the ſchoolmen .

Goudin ſays, Ratio principii activi convenit

ſubſtantiis corporeis, et independent affectiones

corporum qua cernuntur in modo * .

Plato thought that all evil came from mat

ter, and that its imperfection was eternal and

incorrigible . It was a maxim with him ,

that an eternal being can produce nothing

but an eternal being, and that corporeal and

frail beings are the production of inferior in

telligences. He , therefore, makes the angels

of the planets to be the formers of the hu

man body +

Many of the Jews entertained no better an

opinion of matter than the Oriental or Greek

philoſophers : Maimonides ſays , that all

impediments and obſtacles which hinder men

in their progreſs towards perfection, and all

ſin , come only from the part of matter . He

alſo ſays, that matter is to be underſtood by

* Hiſtoire naturelle de l'ame, p. 212 .

+ Beaufobre . vol . ij , p . 416 .

More Nevochim , preface and p. 345 .

Сс 3 the
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the adulterous woman, in the book of Pro

verbs , ſeducing a young man to criminal

converſation with her.

Manes thought the demons altogetherma

terial, and Beaufobre ſays * , that many of

the ancient Fathers thought the ſame. AC

cording to ſome of the orthodox Fathers , the

devil is the angel to whom God intruſted the

government of matter t.

The complaint of the evil tendency of

matter is a hackneyed topic of declamation

among all the ancients , heathens and chriſ

tians. Origen , among others , conſidered the

body as the priſon of the fouli, and every

thing that tended to humble and bring under

the body, was thought to be the triumph of

the ſoul, and a ſtep towards its purification

and reſtoration .

The whole of this ſpecious doctrine was

evidently drawn from other ſources than the

ſyſtem of Moſes. He ſpeaks of God him

ſelf as the maker of the terreſtrial world , and

of all things in it ; and , perhaps with an in

tended oppoſition to the principles of the

other ſyſtem , if it exiſted in his time, he

particularly ſays || , And God ſaw every thing

that he had made, and bebold it was very good.

In oppofition to the doctrine of evil having

a different origin from the good that we ſee

in the world, the later prophets conſtantly

+ lb. p. 99.* Vol . ii . p . 259 .

ji Gen , i..31 .

Ib . p. 475.

ſpeak
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ſpeak of God as equally the author of both ;

and puniſhment, contrary to the doctrine of

the philoſophers, is always moſt expreſſly

a fcribed to him . But this doctrine of Mo.

ſes and the prophets , even when reinforced

by that of Chriſt and the apoſtles, was not ,

able to ſtem the torrent of the Oriental phi

loſophy, which went upon a different prin

ciple .

That the doctrine of matter being the

fource, of all evil , accords very ill with the

chriſtian doctrine of the refurre&tion of the dead,

cannot but be very evident to every perſon

who reflects a moment on the ſubject. In

fact, they are diametrically oppoſite to one
another . On the chriſtian principles, our

only hope is founded upon a reſurrection ;

whereas, on the philoſophical principles,

re -union to the body is a thing moſt of all to

be dreaded .

The oppoſition of theſe principles was fo

manifeft , that all the firſt chriſtians , who

adopted the foreign philoſophy,abſolutely

denied , or explained away, the doctrine of

a reſurrection , and though the authority of

the apoſtles checked this extravagance, they

were not able to prevent the miſchief en

tirely ; and even at this very day the advan

tage of the chriſtian refurrection is , in ge

neral , rated very low ; and in the eye
of

reaſon it muſt appear an incumbrance upon

the philoſophical ſcheme.

TheСс 4
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The repugnance between theſe philoſophi

cal principles and the doctrine of a refurrec

tion appeared in the Jews as well as in the

chriſtians. For the Effenes, as Moſheim

ſays * , maintained , that future rewards and

puniſhments extend to the ſoul only , and

not to the body, which they conſidered as

a maſs of malignant matter, and as the pri

ſon of the immortal ſpirit.

The'opinion that matter is the ſource of

all evil , and the contempt that, in conſe

quence of it, was entertained for the body,

was capable of two oppoſite applications,

one in favour of ſenſuality, as a thing that

did not affect the mind, and the other of the

mortification of the body ; and we find that,

in fact, this double uſe was made of thoſe

principles, according as the perſons who

adopted them were inclined .

The Gnoſtics, ſays Moſheim t, were al

ways talking of the contemplation of things

inviſible, and of the Deity, and thought all

things lawful to them that agreeably affected

the body . He alſo ſays I , that thoſe of the

Oriental fects, who were of a voluptuous

turn, might conſider tne actions of the body

as having no relation to the ſtate of a ſoul in

communion with God . Some of them even

maintained, that the fouls were ſent into the

* Eccleſiaſtical Hiſlory, vol. i . p. 95 .

+ Differtations, p . 243. Ecclefiaft. Hift.vol. i . p . 14 .

body
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body that they might indulge in all ſenſual

pleaſure, and that they could not arrive at

perfection till they had performed their taſk .

They acknowledged that Chriſt taught pu

rity , but not to all ; that it was proper for

the carnal, but not the Spiritual and per

fect *. It is not improbable that the here

tics, againſt whom the apoſtles, and our

Saviour, in the book of Revelation , inveigh

ſo much, were Gnoſtics of this kind ; and

that afterwards the ſame philoſophical prin

ciples took an oppoſite turn , and led to mor

tifications and auſterities ut .

In various other reſpects, alſo , the doc

trine of matter being the ſource of evil , and

a clog upon the immaterial ſoul, has had moſt

pernicious conſequences ; having introduced

maxims and cuſtoms contrary to all common

ſenſe, the very reverſe of the doctrines of the

goſpel,

+ Moſheim's Diſſertations, p. 247 , 248 .

+ Another vice, of moſt pernicious conſequence, the

chriſtians of the ſecond and third centuries ſeem to have

derived from the maxims of the philofophers, but becauſe

it does not relate to the ſubject of this work, except ſo far

as it ſhews, in general,the hurtful conne&tion of chriſtianity
and philoſophy , I ſhall inſert in a note. It is the lawful

neſs of lying to promote a good cauſe.

Timæus Locrus, the maſter of Pythagoras, ſays, that

as we uſe poiſons to cure mens'bodies , if wholeſome re

medies will not do, ſo we reſtrain mens’ minds by falſe

hoods, if they will not be led with truth . Moſheim's Dif

ſert. p . 195. Plato gave into the ſame vice , ib. p . 156,

and in his book, De Republica, he ſays, the chiefs of a

city may deceive the reſt for their good, but that others

ought to abſtain from lying, p . 199 .

On
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goſpel, and that have actually done much

miſchief in ſociety. Such , more eſpecially ,

is the influence it has had with reſpect to the

prevailing notions concerning marriage, con

tinence, failing, &c.; tomeparticulars relat

ing to which , being curious, I ſhall recite .

That the opinion of the great value and

importance of bodily auſterities came from

the heathen philoſophy, is evident from the

known fentiments and practices of the philo

fophers on the ſubject .

The cuſtom of faiting, ſays Moſheim *, is

chiefly to be aſcribed to the Platoniſts. Py

thagoras forbad his diſciples the uſe of feth ,

and Porphyry imitatedhim in a book written

for that purpofe. The Platonic ſchool, he

fays t, thought it was better to abſtain from

fleſh , efpecially if perſons gave themſelves to

On this account , when chriſtianity prevailed , the Pla

tonic philoſophers endeavoured, by feigned accounts of

Pythagoras , and other early philoſophers, to eclipſe

chriſtianity, ſetting up their characters and actions, as if

they had been fuperior to Chriſt. Hence the writings,

aſcribed to Hermcs and Zoroaſter, and hence, ſome think,

thoſe of Sanchoniatho, to diſcredit thoſe of Moſes, ib .

p . 199 .
But the greateſt. misfortune was, that thoſe chriftians,

who embraced the Platonic principles in other reſpeás,

received this alfo , and thought it innocent and com

inendable to lie for the ſake of truth ; and hence came fo

many forgeil goſpels, andother writings of a fimilar nature,

which did not appear till after the æra of the incorpora

tion of philoſophy with chriſtianity, ib. p . 200 .
Origen ,

in particular, avowed this principle, p. 203. and alſo

Chryfoflon , p . 205 .

+ Ib . p . 177 .

medi
* Differt. p . 177 :
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meditation , and the contemplation of divine

things .

“ Someof the philoſophers,” ſays Jortin *,

« c exerciſed ſtrange ſeverities upon them

ſelves, and upon their diſciples, from the

days of Pythagoras to the time of Lucian ,

“ who introduces the philofopher Nigrinus

“ as condemning ſuch practices, and obſerv

ing , that they had occafioned the deaths of

“ feveral perſons. The Greek philoſophers,"

he ſays to “ had a particular dreſs , and af

" s fected to appear rough , mean , and dirty ;

“ for which they were ſometimes inſulted

“ in the ſtreets by boys, and by the popu

“ lace ; and the Cynics very prudently were

“ armned with a ſtaff to defend themſelves

“ from dogs and from the rabble . The

“ chriſtian monks, ” he adds , “ imitated the

“ old philoſophers in their rags
and

appear

ance, and many of them ſeemed, in the

opinion of thoſe who loved them, to have

« inherited the rags , the pride, and conten

“ tious fpirit of the former . ”

According to Ammonius, the wiſe were to

raiſe above all terreſtrial things , by the tow

ering efforts of holy contemplation, thoſe

ſouls whofe origin was celeſtial and divine.

They were ordered to extenuate by hunger,

thirit, and other mortifications, the Nuggiſ

body, which confines the activity, and reſtrains

* Remarks on Ecclefiaftical Hiſtory, vol. iii . p. 23 .

+ Ib. p . 26 .

the
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the liberty of the immortal ſpirit; that thus ,

in this life, they might enjoy communion with

the Supreme Being, and afcend after death ,

active and unencumbered, to the univerſal

parent , to live in his preſence for ever * .

A very peculiar notion that the philoſo

phers entertained concerning dæmons was the

cauſe of much of their doctrine of the mor

tification of the body . They taught , ſays

Moſheim t , that the dæmons, being fur

pilhed with ſubtle bodies , were very greedy

of carnal pleaſures, and poſſeſſed men for the

ſake of enjoying them ; and therefore that he

who would drive away dæmons , muft faſt ,

and mortify himſelf, and that thoſe who were

married would do well to abſtain from their

wives as much as poſſible. On this account

many lived with their wives as with ſiſters,

and called them by that name .

The Docetæ in general condemned mar

riage altogether, but others ſpake of it as an

imperfection only . This , Beauſobre ſays I ,

was a conſequence of the opinion of matter

being the ſource of all evil. Marcion alſo

diſapproved of marriage , and his diſciples

werealſo great faſters ll. Manes ſaid that

concupiſcence in general , or the love of the

fexes, came from matter, was derived from

the bad principle, and was therefore vicious

in itſelf .

* Moſheim's Ecclef. Hift. vol . i . p. 141 .

+ Differt. p . 213 . | Vol. i . p. 360 .

Ib . p . 126 . § Vol . i . p . 463 .

It
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It was the opinion of Bardeſanes, that

Adam at firſt had no body, but what was ſub

tle , and agreeable to his nature , and that he

had a carnal body given him after his fall * .

According to Manes, marriage was the ſin of

Adam and Evet. That the woman was the

tree of knowledge, was the opinion of many

of the Rabbins I. And Clemens Alexan

drinus ſays, that the fin of Adam was his

anticipating his commerce with Eve | l . Mar

riage, however, was not abſolutely forbid

den by the Manicheans ; but only to the elect,

while it was permitted to thoſe they called

auditors g .

In the very early times of chriſtianity, the

biſhops and doctors, notwithſtanding the

warnings of the apoſtles on this very head ,
magnified celibacy to the ſkies, and vilified

marriage as much **. Juſtin Martyr believed

that Chriſt was born of a virgin , to ſhow that

God could provide for the continuance of the

human race, without the union of the two

ſexes. Auſtin was much inclined to the ſame

opinion . He believed that Adam would ne

ver have known Eve , if he had continued

immortal. Gregory Nyſſenus held that, in

a ſtate of innocence, there would have been

no generation, but that men would have been

multiplied by ſome other means off. And

many of the Fathers were divided in their

* Ib . p . 235 . + P. 459 .

** P. 484 .P. 474 .

I P. 451 . 11 P. 463 .

# Dupin, vol. ii . p . 177

opinion ,
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opinion, whether marriage was neceſſary to

the propagation of the human race * .

Juſtin Martyr ſays, that chriſtianity has

diffolved marriage , which luſt had rendered

criminal f . Origen ſays, that a man cannot

approach his wife without defiling himſelf,

and that this impurity does not permit a

man to preſent himſelf before God, or pray to

him . Methodius ſays, that fince Chriſt has

introduced virginity, the reign of the devil

is deſtroyed ; whereas , before this enemy of

the human race held it in captivity ; ſo that

none of the ancients could pleaſe God .

They were under the empire and dominion

of their fins +

That all this extravagance was derived

from the philoſophicalnotion of matter be

ing the ſource of evil , is farther evident

from the oppoſition that was always made

to theſe notions by the Ebionites, who be

lieved nothing of the philoſophical doctrine.

Beauſobre ſays ĝ , that they did not ap

prove of profeſſions of continence, and were

always in oppoſition to the others ll . He

farther ſays of them , in this place, that

they were chiefly Jews , educated in the be

lief of the unity of God, which they thought

to be violated by the doctrine of the divinity

of Chriſt ** .

* Beaufobre, vol . ii . p . 465 .

Beaufobre, vol. ii. p . 284 .

+ P. 485

Vol.i. p. 358.

1 P. 377 ** P. 378.

Among
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Among other conſequences of this ſyſtem

of the diſtinction between matter and ſpirit ,

and thedoctrine of an intermediate ſtate, de

pending upon it, we may reckon the Popiſh

doctrines of purgatory, and the worſhip of

the dead, concerning which I Thall not, in

this place, make any particular obſervations ;

contenting inyſelf with only enumerating,

from Beaufobre, the various honours paid
to the dead .

All the honours that the Pagans paid to

the falſe Gods were paid to the martyrs in

their relicks . They were carried in pro

ceſſion. Flowers were preſented to them ,

which thereby contracted a miraculous vir

tue . Lamps were lighted before them . They

were placed upon thrones in churches, in

a high ſituation . People kiſſed them, the

vaſes that contained them , the gates ,

and even the pavement of the churches de

dicated to them . Feſtivals and feaſts were

appointed in honour of them . Wakes, or

nocturnal devotions , in imitation of thoſe

for the dead among the Pagans, were inſti

tuted to thein . Vows and offerings were

made to them . Children were called by

their names, and prayers were addreſſed to

them *

It is remarkable, as is obſerved by Jortin ,

in his Remarks on Ecclefiaftical Hiſtory +,

that the honours paid to the dead , and to

the ſteps,

* Vol . ii . p . 669 . + Vol. iii . p . 17 .

the
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the relicks of the martyrs , were ſet forward

and ſupported , though not entirely , yet

principally, by the Conſubftantialiſts . Fauf

tus the Manichean , reproaches the catholic

chriſtians with their endleſs ſuperſtitions of

this kind, and tells them they were no better

than humble imitators of the Pagan idola

ters .

When, to all theſe groſs corruptions of

chriſtianity, we add the doctrine of the tri

nity, with all its conſequences, all flowing

from the philofophical ſyſtem introduced

into our holy religion, I ſhould think that

a plain chriſtian would rejoice in being able

to throw off the whole immenſe load (which

muſt otherwiſe ſink the belief of it ) by the

eaſy ſuppoſition of matter being capable of the

property of ſenſation or thought; an opinion

which is ſo far from being contradicted by

any appearance in nature, that it is perfectly

agreeable to them all , and peculiarly favoured

by the whole ſyſtem of Revelation.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME .
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Τ Ο

JOHN J E B B , M.D.

DEAR SIR,

I
FLATTER myſelf that you will

permit me to take this opportunity

of perpetuating, as far as I am able, the

very high regard that I entertain for a

perſon who has diſtinguiſhed himſelf as

you have done, by an attachment to the

unadulterated principles of chriſianity, how

unpopular foever they may have become

through the prejudices of the weak or

the intereſted part of mankind, and who

has made the ſacrifice that you have made

to the cauſe of truth and the rights of

conſcience.

a 3 I think
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I think myſelf happy in concurring,

as I hope, with your ardent zeal for the

cauſe of civil and religious liberty in their

full extent ; and I am convinced that to

act as you have done is the proper me

thod that a chriſtian ought to take in or

der to promote it. It is our buſineſs,

whenever called upon , to bear our teſti

mony to whatever we apprehend to be

truth and right, and upon no occafion to

fwerve from our real principles (which

would be equivalent to denying Chrift, or

being aſhamed of him , and his cauſe be

fore men ) whether we fee that any good

will reſult from what we may ſuffer by

fuch a profeſſion , or not . We ought to

content ourſelves with acting under the

expreſs orders of one who is the propes

jndge of what is expedient for his intereſt

and his church , as well as for our hap

pineſs ; and we may reſt aſſured , that we

can
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can only ſuſtain a temporary lofs by ſuch an

implicit, but reaſonable obedience .

Could we only, my friend, expand our

minds fully to conceive , and act up to,

the great principle aſſerted in this trea

tife (of the truth of which we are both

of us convinced ) nothing more would be

wanting to enable us to exert this, and

every other effort of true greatneſs of

mind .

We ourſelves, complex as the ſtructure

of our minds , and our principles of action

are , are links in a great connected chain ,

parts of an immenſe whole, a very little

of which only we are as yet permitted

to fee, but from which we collect evi

dence enough that the whole ſyſtem ( in

which we are, at the ſame time, both

inſtruments and objects) is under an un

erringa 4
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erring direction , and that the final reſult

will be moſt glorious and happy. What

ever men may intend, or execute, all their

deſigns, and all their actions, are ſubject

to the fecret influence and guidance of

one who is neceſſarily the beſt judge of

what will moſt promote his own excel

lent purpoſes. To him, and in his works,

all ſeeming diſcord is real harmony, and

all apparent evil, ultimate good.

This world, we ſee, is an admirable

nurfery for great minds. Difficulties, op

poſition, perfecution, and evils of every

other form , are the neceſſary inſtruments

by which they are made, and even the cap

tain of our ſalvation , was himſelf made

perfect through ſuffering . A mixture of

pleaſing events does, likewiſe, contribute

to the fame end ; but of the due pro

portions in this mixture we are no judges.

Con
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Conſidering, however, in whoſe hands are

the ſeveral ingredients of the cup of mor

tal life, we may be aſſured that it will

never be more bitter, than will be ne

ceſſary, to make it, in the very higheſt

degree, falutary.

You and I, Sir, rejoice in the belief,

that the whole human race are under

the ſame wholeſome diſcipline, and that they

will all certainly derive the moſt valu

able advantages from it, though in dif

ferent degrees, in different ways, and at

different periods ; that even the perſecu

tors are only giving the precedence to the

perſecuted, and advancing them to a much

higher degree of perfection and happi

neſs ; and that they muſt themſelves, for

the ſame benevolent purpoſe, undergo a

more ſevere diſcipline than that which

they
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they are the means of administering to

others.

With this perſuaſion we cannot but

conſider every being, and every thing, in

a favourable light . Every perſon with

whom we have any connexion is a friend,

and every event in life is a benefit ; while

God is equally the father, and the friend,

of the whole creation .

I hope, dear Sir, we ſhall always be

careful to ſtrengthen and extend theſe

great and juſt views of the glorious fyf

tem to which we belong. It is only by

loſing ſight of theſe principles that we

adopt mean purpoſes, and become llaves to

mean pafſions, as alſo that we are ſubject

to be chagrined and unhinged by feemingly

croſs accidents in life .

So
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So long as we can practically believe

that there is but one will in the whole

univerſe , that this one will , excluſive of

all chance, or the interference of any

other will , diſpoſes of all things, even

to their minuteſt circumſtances, and al

ways for the beſt of purpoſes, it is im

poſſible but that we muſt rejoice in , and be

thankful for, all events, without diſtinc

tion . And when our will and our wiſhes

Thall thus perfectly coincide with thofe

of the ſovereign Diſpoſer of all things,

whoſe will is always done, in earth, as

well as in Heaven, we ſhall, in fact, at

tain the ſummit of perfection and happi

neſs . We ſhall have a kind of union

with God himſelf ; his will ſhall be our

will , and even his power our power ;

being ever employed to execute our wiſhes

and purpoſes, as well as his ; becauſe

they
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they will be, in all reſpects, the ſame

with his .

Theſe heart -reviving and ſoul-ennobling

views we cannot, my friend, in this im

perfect ſtate, expect to realize and enjoy,

except at intervals ; but let us make it our

buſineſs to make theſe happy ſeaſons of

philoſophical and devout contemplation

more frequent, and of longer continuance.

Let them encroach more and more on the

time that we muſt give to the buſtle of a

tranſitory world ; till our minds ſhall have

received ſuch a laſting impreſſion , as that

its effect may be felt even in the midſt

of the greateſt tumult of life, and inſpire

a ſerenity and joy, which the world can

neither give nor take away .

In theſe principles alone do we find a

perfect coincidence between true religion

and
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and philofophy ; and by the help of the lat

ter, we are able to demonſtrate the excel

lence of the moral precepts of the former .

And the more we underſtand of human

nature, which is an immenſe field of ſpe

culation , barely opened by our revered

maſter Dr. Hartley, the more clearly, I

doubt not, ſhall we perceive how admi

rably is the whole ſyſtem of revealed

religion adapted to the nature and circum

Atances of man , and the better judges

ſhall we be of that moſt important branch

of its evidence, which reſults from con

ſidering the effects which the firſt pro

mulgation of it had on the minds of thoſe

to whom it was propoſed, both Jews and

Gentiles . Let us then ſtudy the Scrip

tures, Eccleßaftical Hiſtory, and the Theory

of the Human Mind, in conjunction ; be

ing ſatisfied, that, from the nature of the

things,

ز
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things, they muſt, in time, throw a great

and new light upon each other.

Permit me, dear Sir , to flatter myſelf

that, as you have followed the great Dr.

Hartley in his application to theological ,

mathematical, and philofophical ſtudies, and

alſo in his profeſſion of the theory and

practice of medicine, you will ſtill purſue

his footſteps, in applying the elements of

all theſe branches of ſcience to the far

ther inveſtigation of the phenomena of

the human mind, which is a great and

ample field , worthy of your fuperior ta

lents .

Hoping to enjoy your communications,

and valuable friendſhip , together with that

of our common and moſt excellent friend

Mr. Lindſey, whoſe views of theſe things

arc
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are the ſame with ours , and with whom,

in principle and object, we cannot be too

ſtrictly united, and that, mindful of the

apoſtolical advice, we ſhall always conhder

one another to provoke unto love and to

good works,

I remain,

Dear Sir,

your affectionate friend ,

and fellow labourer,

CALNE,

Aug. 1 , 1777
J. PRIESTLEY.

T H E
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I
DID not originally intend to write a

ſeparate treatiſe on the ſubject of Phi

lofophical Neceſity, but only to contider the

objection made to it from the ſentiments of

praiſe and blame, and the uſe of rewards and

puniſhments, which is generally reckoned

to be the greateſt difficulty on the ſubject,

in an Appendix to my Diſquiſitions relating

to Matter and Spirit. There would have

been a ſufficient propriety in this ; becauſe ,

if man , as is maintained in that treatiſe,

be wholly a material, it will not be denied

but that he muſt be a mechanical being.

As , therefore, every thing belonging to the

doctrine of materialiſm is , in fact, an ar

gument for the doctrine of neceſſity , and ,

conſequently, the doctrine of neceſſity is a

direct inference from materialiſm , the de

Vol . II .
fencea
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fence of that inference would naturally ac

company the proof of the propoſition from

which it was deduced .

But, for the ſame reaſon , I thought there

would be a propriety in conſidering, in that

Appendix, the view that has been given of

this ſubject by Dr. Price, in his Review of

the Principles of Morals, which is a very ca

pital work of its kind . After this I was

led to add another Effay on the Nature ofthe

Will ; and thus was brought by degrees to

write, in ſeparate Effays, all that is now be

fore the reader ; when , finding that it was

too much to accompany another work, I

diſtributed it into convenient fections, and

reſerved it for a volume by itſelf, but ſtill

conſidering it as an Appendage to the Diſqui

fitions.

I am far, however, from giving it out as

a complete treatiſe on the ſubject; though I

have conſidered it in a great variety of

views , imagining I could throw ſome new

light upon them , either by ſuggeſting new

con
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conſiderations, or at leaſt expreſſing myſelf

with greater clearneſs. Thoſe perſons who

have not yet entered upon the diſcuſſion of

this great queſtion , I would refer to ſuch

writers as Mr. Collins, Dr. Jonathan Ed

wards, and Dr. Hartley . They will alſo

find ſome things very well written on it by

Mr. Huine, and Lord Kaims , eſpecially in

his Sketches on Man .

Conſidering the many excellent treatiſes

that have been written on this ſubject, and

with how much clearneſs and folidity the

argument has been handled, it may ſeem

rather extraordinary, that the doctrine of

philoſophical liberty ſhould have any
adhe

rents among perſons of a liberal education ,

and who are at all uſed to reflection . To

repeat what I have ſaid on a former occa

fion , I can truly fay that, “ If I were to take

my
choice of any metaphyſical queſtion

“ to defend againſt all oppugners, it ſhbuld

“ be the doctrine of Philoſophical Neceſ

ſity. There is no truth of which I have

« leſs doubt, and of the ground of which

" Ia 2
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“ I am more fully ſatisfied . Indeed, there

“ is no abſurdity more glaring to my un

“ derſtanding than the notion of philofo

phical liberty * .”

It muſt, therefore, be the conſequences of

the doctrine at which perſons are ſtaggered .

I have, on this account , diſcuſſed more par

ticularly than I believe has been done be

fore, various things relating to the conſe

quences , real or imaginary , of the doctrine

of neceflity. And , whereas it has of late

been imagined to be the ſame thing with

the Calviniſtic doctrine of predeſtination , I

have ſhown , pretty much at large, the ef

ſential difference between the two ſchemes.

I have alſo endeavoured to ſtate in a juſt

light what we are to think of thoſe paſſages

of the ſacred writers that have been ſup

poſe to make for or againſt the doctrine of

neceſſity .

I the lefs wonder, however, at the gene

ral heſitation to admit the doctrine of ne

* Remarks on Dr. Beattie, & c . p . 169 .

ceflity
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ceſſity in its full extent, when I conſider

that there is not, I believe, in the whole

compaſs of human ſpeculation, an inſtance

in which the indiſputable conſequences,

both theoretical and practical, of any ſim

ple propoſition are ſo numerous , extenſive,

and important. On this account, though

I believe every perſon, without exception ,

would not heſitate to admit all the premiſes,

there are very few , indeed, who are not

ſtaggered, and made to pauſe, at the pro

ſpect of the concluſions : and I am well aware

that, notwithſtanding all that ever can be

advanced in favour of theſe concluſions,

great and glorious as they really are in them

ſelves , it requires ſo much ſtrength of mind

to comprehend them ( that I wiſh to ſay it

with the leaſt offence poſſible) I cannot

help conſidering the doctrine as that which

will always diſtinguiſh the real moral phi

loſopher from the reſt of the world , at the

fame time that, like all other great and

practical truths , even thoſe of chriſtianity

itſelf, its actual influence will not always be

ſo great, as, from theory, it might be ex

a 3 pected
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pected to be . If the doctrine have any bad

effects, it is a proof with me that it was

never clearly underſtood ; juſt as all the

miſchiefs that have been occaſioned by chrif

tianity have ariſen from the corruptions and

abuſes of it .

I have taken ſome pains to trace the bif

tory of the controverſy concerning liberty

and neceſſity, but I have not been able to ſuc

ceed to my wiſh . What the ancients have

ſaid on the ſubject is altogether foreign to

the purpoſe ; their fate being quite a diffe

rent thing from the neceſity of the moderns ,

For though they had an idea of the cer

tainty of the final event of ſome things,

they had no idea of the neceſſary connexion

of all the preceding means to bring about

the deſigned end ; and leaſt of all , had they

any juſt idea of the proper mechaniſm of the

mind , depending upon the certain influence

of motives to determine the will ; by means

of which the whole ſeries of events , from

the beginning of the world to the conſum

mation of all things, makes one connected

chain
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chain of cauſes and effe &ts, originally eſta

bliſhed by the Deity . Whereas, according

to the ancient heathens , fate was ſomething

that even the gods often endeavoured in vain

to reſiſt. Whenever they ſuppoſed that any

particular event was decreed, or determined

upon , by any ſuperior being, their idea

was, that, if the event did not come to paſs

by means of natural cauſes, that ſuperior

Being would occaſionally and effectually in

terpoſe, ſo as, at any rate, to make ſure of

the event,

The predeſtination of chriſtians and Ma

hometans is the ſame thing as the fate of

the heathens . The Divine Being, they

ſuppoſed , had determined that a certain

train of events ſhould abſolutely take place,

and that he generally provided fupernatural

means to accompliſh his deſigns . This alſo

appears to have been the notion of predeſti

nation as maintained by Luther, Calvin , and

all the early reformers ; and the ſame may

be affirmed of the Janſeniſts among the Ro

man Catholics .

Aftera 4
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After the moſt diligent inquiry that I can

make, it appears to me that Mr. Hobbes

was the firſt who underſtood and maintained

the
proper doctrine of philoſophical necef

ſity ; and I think it no ſmall honour to this

country, that, among ſo many capital truths

of a philoſophical nature, this owes its diſ

covery to England . And it is truly won

derful, conſidering that he was probably the

firſt who publiſhed this doctrine, that he

ſhould have propoſed it ſo clearly, and have

defended it ſo ably, as he has done .

On his firſt mentioning the ſubject, which

was only occaſionally, in his Leviathan, he

diſcovers a perfect knowledge of the true

principle of it . His ſhort paragraph is ſo

comprehenſive of the whole ſcheme and ar

gument, that I ſhall in this place quote it

intire *

Liberty and neceſſity are conſiſtent. As

“ in the water that hath not only liber

“ ty, but a neceſſity of deſcending in the

* P. 108 .

channel,
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“ channel, ſo likewiſe, in the actions which

“ men voluntarily do, which, becauſe they

proceed from their will , proceed from li

“ berty ; and yet, becauſe every act of man's

“ will, and every deſire, and inclination ,

proceedeth from fome cauſe, and that

“ from another cauſe, in a continual chain

( whoſe firſt link is in the hand of God,

“ the firſt of all cauſes) proceed from ne

ceflity. So that to him that could ſee

“ the connexion of thoſe cauſes, the ne

ceflity of all mens voluntary actions would

And therefore God,

" that ſeeth and diſpoſeth all things, ſeeth

“ alſo that the liberty of man , in doing

“ what he will , is accompanied with the

neceſſity of doing that which God will ,

" and no more nor leſs. For though men

may
do many things which God does not

“ command, nor is therefore the author of

“ them , yet they can have no paſſion , will,

“ or appetite to any thing, of which appe

“ tite God's will is not the cauſe . And

“ did not his will aſſure the neceſſity of

“ man's will , and conſequently of all that

appear manifeft.

on
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on man's will dependeth , the liberty of

“ men would be a contradiction and impe

“ diment to the omnipotence and liberty of

« God. "

I am rather ſurprized that Mr. Locke,

who ſeems to have been ſo much indebted

to Mr. Hobbes for the clear view that he

has given us of ſeveral principles of human

nature , ſhould have availed himſelf ſo little

of what he might have learned from him

on this ſubject. It is univerſally acknow

ledged that his chapter on power, in his

Eſſay on the Human Underſtanding, is re

markably confuſed ; all his general maxims

being perfectly conſiſtent with, and imply

ing, the doctrine of neceſſity, and being ma

nifeſtly inconſiſtent with the liberty which,

after writing a long time exactly like a ne

ceffarian , he attributes to man .

ز

But the obſcurity that was thrown on

this ſubject by Mr. Locke was effectually

cleared up by Mr. Collins, in his Philofo

phical Inquiry concerning Human Liberty,

pub
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publiſhed in 1717. This treatiſe is con

ciſe and methodical , and is , in my opinion ,

fufficient to give intire ſatisfaction to every

unprejudiced perſon . I wiſh this ſmall tract

was reprinted , and more generally known

and read . It will , however, remain , and

do the greateſt honour to the author's me

mory, when all the quibbling anſwers to

it ſhall be forgotten. It was in conſequence

of reading and ſtudying this treatiſe , that I

was firſt convinced of the truth of the doc

trine of neceflity, and that I was enabled to

ſee the fallacy of moſt of the arguments in

favour of philoſophical liberty ; though I

was much more confirmed in this principle

by my acquaintance with Dr. Hartley's

Theory of the Human Mind, a work to which

I owe much more than I am able to expreſs.

I was not, however, a ready convert to

the doctrine of neceſſity . Like Dr. Hart

ley himſelf, I gave up my liberty with great

reluctance ; and in a long correſpondence

which I once had on the ſubject, I main

tained very ſtrenuouſly the doctrine of liber

ty ,
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ty, and did not at all yield to the arguments

then propoſed to me . My correſpondent

importuned me to permit him to publiſh

the letters ; but though I was at that time

very young, not having entered upon a courſe

of academical learning , I had the prudence

not to conſent to his propoſal,

With theſe previous remarks , I ſubmit to

the candour of the reader what I have been

able to advance on the great and glorious,

but unpopular do&rine of Philoſophical Ne

ceſſity.

TRE
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TO THE

SECOND EDITIO N.

IN
N this edition I have inſerted in their

proper places the Additional Illuſtrations

that were printed in my Diſcuſſion of this

ſubject with Dr. Price . I have alſo ſub

joined the Letters addreſſed to ſeveral pera

ſons, that were printed in that publication .

I alſo wiſh that my Letters to Mr. Palmer

may be conſidered as a part of this work .

They may be conveniently bound together ;

and then this volume and my Diſcuſon with

Dr. Price will contain all that I have pub

liſhed on this ſubject.

My diſcuſſion of this argument with Dr.

Price was brought to its proper cloſe, each

of us having advanced what we thought

to
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to be ſufficient in ſupport of our reſpective

hypotheſes. I am ſorry that this has not

been the caſe with reſpect to the contro

verſy with Mr. Palmer, as he has declined

anſwering the queſtions I put to him ; though

they were ſuch as , I think, our readers muſt

perceive, were calculated to bring the con

troverſy to a ſatisfactory and ſpeedy termi

nation . The inferences that will be un

avoidably drawn from his conduct, it is his

buſineſs to conſider, if he have any value

for the doctrine he contends for. I ſhould

not have left any favourite opinion of mine

in that ſituation .

It will alſo be a ſubject of regret with my

readers , as it is with myſelf, that Dr. Horfeley

did not think proper to reply to the Letter,

which I addreſſed to him , in anſwer to his

animadverſions on this treatiſe. It has not

been my fault, if able men have not been

engaged in the diſcuſſion of this important

ſubject.

CON
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DOCTRINE

OF

PHILOSOPHICAL NECESSITY

İLLU S T R A T E D.
1

SECTION I.

Of the true STATE OF THE QUESTION re

Speeting Liberty and Neceſſity.

O

NE of the chief ſources of the dif

ference of opinion reſpecting the

ſubject of liberty and neceſſity, and

likewiſe of much of the difficulty that has

attended the diſcuſſion of it, ſeems to have

been a want of attention to the proper ſtat

ing of the queſtion . Hence it has come to

paſs, that the generality of thoſe who have

ſtood forth in defence of what they have

called liberty, do, in fact, admit every thing

Vol . II . B that
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that is requiſite to eſtabliſh the doctrine of

neceſſity ; but they have miſed themſelves,

and others , by the uſe of words ; and alſo,

wanting ſufficientſtrength ofmind, they have

been ſtaggered at the conſequences of their

own principles . I Mall, therefore, begin with

ſome obſervations, which , I hope, may tend

to throw light upon the nature of the ſub

ject in debate , and help the reader to un

derſtand what it is that, as a neceffarian , I

contend for .

In the firſt place, I would obſerve, that I

allow to man all the liberty , or power, that

is poſſible in itſelf, and to which the ideas of

mankind in general ever go, which is the

power of doing whatever they will, or pleaſe,

both with reſpect to the operations of their

minds , and the motions of their bodies,

uncontrolled by any foreign principle, or

cauſe. Thus, every man is at liberty to turn

his thoughts to whatever ſubject he pleafes,

to conſider the reaſons for or againſt any

ſcheme or propofition , and to reflect upon

them as long as he ſhall think proper ; as

well as to walk wherever he pleaſes, and to

do
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do whatever his hands and other limbs are

capable of doing.

« of the agent .

Mr. Hobbes has given the following clear

and happy illuſtration of this ſubject. “ Li

berty, ” ſays he *, “ is the abſence of all

impediments to action , that are not con

“ tained in the nature and intrinſic quality

As for example, water is

“ frid to deſcend freely, or to have liberty

“ to deſcend , by the channel of the river,

“ becauſe there is no impediment that way ,

“ but not acroſs, becauſe the banks are im

“ pediments. And though the water can

not aſcend, yet men never fay it wants li

berty to aſcend, but the faculty or power ;

“ becauſe the impediment is in the nature of

“ the water, and intrinſically. So alſo we

ſay , he that is tied wants the liberty to

go, becauſe the impediment is not in him ,

“ but in his bands ; whereas we ſay not ſo

“ of him that is ſick or lame, becauſe the

impediment is in himſelf.”

* See his Works, p . 483.

B 2

I
n
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In acknowledging in man a liberty to

do whatever he pleaſes, I grant not only all

the liberty that the generality of mankind

have any idea of, or can be made to under

ſtand, but alſo all that many of the profeſſed

advocates for liberty, againſt the doctrine of

neceſſity, have claimed. “ How needleſs,

ſays Mr. Wollaſton * , to me ſeem thoſe

diſputes about human liberty, with which

“ men have tired themſelves and the world .

“ -Sure it is in a man's power to keep his

“ hand from his mouth . If it is , it is alſo

“ in his power to forbear exceſs in eating

" and drinking. If he has the command of

“ his own feet, ſo as to go either this way

“ or that, or no whither, as ſure he has ,

“ it is in his power to abſtain from vicious

company and vicious places , and ſo on.”

Again he ſays t . “ I can move my hand

upwards or downwards , &c . juſt as I will ,

“ . &c . The motion , or the reſt of my hand,

depends upon my will , and is alterable

upon thought, at my pleaſure. If then

Religion of Nature, p . 112 . + P. 346.

" I will

*
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+

“ I will , as I am ſenſible I have a power of

moving my hand , in a manner which it

“ would not move in by thoſe laws which

“ mere bodies , already in motion , or under

“ the force of gravitation , would obſerve,
}를

“ this motion depends folely upon my will,

" and begins there . ” I would obſerve, how

ever, that it by no means follows, that be

cauſe the motion depends upon the will, it

therefore begins there ; the will itſelf being

determined by ſome motive .

Mr. Locke acknowledges that, properly

ſpeaking, freedom does not belong to the

will, but to the man ; and agreeable to the

definition of liberty given above, he ſays * ,

" . As far as a man has power to think or not

" to think, to move or not to move, ac

“ cording to the preference or direction of

« his own mind, ſo far is a man free. ”

The will , he acknowledges , is always de

termined by the moſt preſng'uneaſineſs, or

deſiret ; as he alſo acknowledges, that it is

happineſs, and that alone, that moves the

* Effay, vol . i . p . 193 .

B 3 deſire,

+ P. 204 .
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defire * . And all the liberty that he con

tends for, and for the exiſtence of which he

appeals to experience , is a liberty that I am

far from diſclaiming, viz . a liberty ofſuf

pending our determinations,

“ The mind , ” ſays het, “ having, in

“ moſt caſes, as is evident in experience, a

power to ſuſpend the execution and fa .

“ tisfaction of any of its deſires, and ſo of

" all , one after another, is at liberty to con

“ lider the objects of them , examine them

on all ſides, and weigh them with others.

“ In this lies the liberty a man has . He

“ has a power to ſuſpend the proſecution of

“ this or that deſire, as every one daily may

experience in himſelf. This ſeems to me

“ the ſource of all liberty. In this ſeems

“ to conſiſt that which is, as I think, im

“ properly called free will."

I would only obſerve with reſpect to this,

that a determination to fufpend a volition ,

is, in fact, another volition , and therefore,

* P.
909 . + Ibid .

according
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according to Mr. Locke's own rule, muſt

be determined by the moſt preſſing uneaſi

neſs, as well as any other . If any man vo

luntarily ſuſpends his determination , it is

notwithout ſome motive, or reaſon ; as, for

inſtance, becauſe he is apprehenſive of ſome

ill conſequence ariſing from a haſty and in

conſiderate reſolution . On the other hand,

if he determines immediately, it is becauſe

he has no ſuch apprehenſion . In fact, all

the liberty that Mr. Locke contends for, is

perfectly conſiſtent with the doctrine of phi

loſophical neceſſity, though hedoes not ſeem

to have been aware of it .

All the liberty, or rather power, that I ſay

a man has not , is that of doing ſeveral things

when all the previous circumſtances (includ

ing the ſtate of his mind, and his views of

things) are preciſely the ſame. What I con

tend for is , that , with the ſame ſtate of mind

( the ſame ſtrength of any particular paſſion,

for example ) and the ſame views of things ,

( as any particular object appearing equally

deſirable) he would always, voluntarily,

make the ſame choice, and come to the ſame

deterB4
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determination . For inſtance, if I make any

particular choice to -day, I ſhould have done

the ſame yeſterday, and ſhall do the ſame

to-morrow, provided there be no change in

the ſtate of my mind reſpecting the object

of the choice .

In other words , I maintain , that there is

ſome fixed law of nature reſpecting the wil!,

as well as the other powers of the mind ,

and every thing elſe in the conſtitution of

nature ; and, conſequently, that it is never

determined without ſome real or apparent

cauſe, foreign to itſelf, i . e . without ſome

motive ofchoice, or that motives influence us

in fome definite and invariable manner ; fo

that every volition , or choice, is conſtantly

regulated , and determined , by what precedes

it . And this conſtant determination of mind,

according to the motives preſented to it , is

all that I mean by its neceſſary determination .

This being admitted to be the fact, there

will be a neceſſary connection between all

things paſt, preſent, and to come, in the

proper cauſe and effect, as much in

the intellectual, as in the natural world ; ſo

that

way of
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that , how little ſoever the bulk of mankind

may be apprehenfive of it, or ſtaggered by

it, according to the eſtabliſhed laws of na

ture, no event could have been otherwiſe

than it has been, is, or is to be, and therefore

all things paſt, preſent, and to come, are

preciſely what the Author of nature really

intended them to be, and has made provi

fion for,

s E CTION II.

Of the Argument in favour of the Doctrine

of Neceſity from the confideration of

CAUSE AND Effect .

T:
O eſtabliſh the concluſion defined in

the preceding ſection, nothing is ne

ceſſary but that , throughout all nature, the

ſame conſequences ſhould invariably reſult

from the ſame circumſtances. For, if this

be admitted , it will neceſſarily follow , that

at the commencement of any ſyſtem , ſince

the ſeveral parts of it, and their reſpective

ſituations,
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ſituations, were appointed by the Deity, the

firſt change would take place according to a

certain rule, eſtabliſhed by himſelf, the reſult

of which would be a new ſituation ; after

which , the ſame laws continuing, another

change would ſucceed , according to the fame

rules , and ſo on for ever ; every new ſitua

tion invariably leading to another, and every

event, from the commencement to the ter

mination of the ſyſtem , being ſtrictly con

nected ; ſo that, unleſs the fundamental

laws of the ſyſtem were changed, it would

be impoflible that any event ſhould have been

otherwiſe than it was ; juſt as the preciſe

place where a billiard ball reſts, is neceſſarily

determined by the impulſe given to it at firſt,

notwithſtanding its impinging againſt ever ſo

many other balls , or the ſides of the table.

In all theſe caſes the circumſtances pre

ceding any change, are called the cauſes of

that change ; and ſince a determinate event,

or effect, conſtantly follows certain circum

ſtances, or cauſes, the connection between

the cauſe and the effect is concluded to be

invariable, and therefore neceſary.

This
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This chain of cauſes and effects cannot be

broken , but by ſuch a proviſion in the con

ftitution of nature , as that the ſame event

hall not certainly follow the ſame preced

ing circumſtances. In this caſe, indeed, it

might be truly ſaid, that any particular event

might have been otherwiſe than it was,

there having been no certain proviſion in the

laws of nature for determining it to be this

rather than that. But then this event, not

being preceded by any circumſtances that

determined it to be what it was , would be

an effe£t without a cauſe. For a cauſe can

not be defined to be any thing but ſuch pre

vious circumſtances as are conſtantly followed

by a certain effect ; the conſtancy of the re

ſult making us conclude, that there muſt

be a ſufficient reaſon in the nature of the

things, why it ſhould be produced in thoſe

circumſtances. So that, in all caſes, if the

reſult be different, either the circumſtances

muſt have been different, or there were no

circumſtances whatever correſponding to the

difference in the reſult ; and conſequently

the effect was without any cauſe at all .

Theſe
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Theſe maxims are univerſal, being equal

ly applicable to all things that belong to the

conſtitution of nature, corporeal , or mental .

If, for inſtance, I take a pair of ſcales loaded

with equal weights, they both remain in

equilibrio . By throwing an additional weight

into one of the ſcales, I make a change in the

circumſtances, which is immediately follow

ed by a newſituation, viz . a depreſſion of the

one, and an elevation of the oppoſite ſcale;

and having obſerved the ſame effect before,

I was able to foretel that this depreſſion of

the one ſcale, and elevation of the other,

would be the certain conſequence. It

could not be otherwiſe while the ſame laws

of nature were preſerved. In order to its

being poſſible for it to have been other

wiſe , the laws of nature muſt have been

fo framed, as that, upon throwing in the

additional weight , the ſcale might, or might

not, have been depreſſed ; or it might

have been depreſſed without any additional

weight at all . But in this caſe, there

would have been an effect without a cauſe ;

there having been no change of circum

ſtances
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ſtances previous to the change of ſitua

tion , viz . the depreſſion of the ſcale. In

fact, this is the only reaſon why we ſay

that ſuch an effect would have been pro

duced without a cauſe .

In every determination of mind, or in

caſes where volition or choice is concerned ,

all the previous circumſtances to be conſi

dered are the ſtate of mind (including every

thing belonging to the will itſelf ) and the

views of things preſented to it ; the latter

of which is generally called the motive,

though under this term ſome writers com

prehend them both . To diſtinguiſh the

manner in which events depending upon

will and choice are produced , from thoſe in

which no volition is concerned , the former

are ſaid to be produced voluntarily, and the

latter mechanically. But the ſame general

maxims apply to them both . We may not

be able to determine a priori how a man

will act in any particular caſe, but it is

becauſe we are not particularly acquainted

with his diſpoſition of mind, preciſeſituation ,

and views of things. But neither can we

tell
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tell which way the wind will blow to

morrow, though the air, is certainly ſub

ject to no other than neceſſary laws of

motion .

A particular determination of mind could

Dot have been otherwiſe than it was , if the

laws of nature reſpecting the mind be ſuch ,

as that the fame determination ſhall con

ftantly follow the fame ſtate of mind , and

the ſame views of things. And it could

not be poſſible for any determination to

hrave been otherwiſe than it has been, is, or

is to be, unleſs the laws of nature had been

fuch , as that, though both the ſtate of

mind, and the views of things, were the

fame, the determination might , or might

not, have taken place . But in this caſe,

the determination muſt have been an effect

without a cauſe, becauſe in this caſe , as

in that of the balance, there would have

been a change of ſituation without any pre

vious change of circumſtances ; and there

cannot be any other definition of an effect

without a cauſe. The application of the

term voluntary to mental determinations

cannot
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cannot poſſibly make the leaſt difference in

this caſe.

If the laws of nature be fuch , as that, in

given circumſtances, I conſtantly make a

definite choice, my conduct through life is

determined by the Being who made me, and

placed me in the circumſtances in which I

firſt found myſelf. For the conſequence

of the firſt given circumſtances was a de

finitive voluntary determination, which bring

ing me into other circumſtances, ' was fol

lowed by another definite determination ,

and ſo on from the beginning of life to

the end of it ; and upon no ſcheme what

ever can this chain of ſituations of mind,

and conſequent mental determinations, or of

cauſes and effects, be broken , but by a con

ftitution which ſhall provide that, in given

circumſtances, there ſhall no definite de

termination follow ; or that, without any

change in the previous circumſtances, there

ſhall be a ſubſequent change of fituation ;

which, as was obſerved before, would be

an effect without a cauſe, a thing impor

ſible, even to divine power, becauſe impof

ſible
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fible to power abſtractedly conſidered. Be

fides, if one effect might take place with

out a ſufficient cauſe, another, and all ef

fects, might have been without a cauſe ;

which entirely takes away the only argu

ment for the being of a God.

ز

It may, perhaps, help to clear up this

matter to ſome perſons, to conſider that the

term voluntary is not oppoſed to neceſſary,

but only to involuntary, and that nothing can

be oppoſed to neceſſary , but contingent.

For a voluntary motion may be regulated

by certain rules as much as a mechanical

one ; and if it be regulated by any cer

tain rules , or laws , it is as neceſſary as any

mechanical motion whatever . Though,

therefore, a man's determination be bis

own, the cauſes of it exiſting and operat

ing within himſelf, yet if it be ſubject to

any fixed laws , there cannot be any cir

cumſtances in which two different deter

minations might equally have taken place.

For that would exclude the influence of

all laws.

There
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1

There
may be circumſtances, indeed, in

which a variety of determinations, though

confined within certain limits, might take

place ; but thoſe are general circumſtances.

Circumſcribe the circumſtances, and a num

ber of the poſſible determinations will be

precluded ; and when the circumſtances

are ſtrictly limited, the determination can

be no other than preciſely one and the

fame; and whenever thoſe preciſe circum

ſtances occur again (the . inclination of

mind being the ſame, and the views of

things preciſely the ſame alſo) the very

fame determination , or choice, will cer

tainly be made. The choice is , indeed ,

a man's own making, and voluntary ; but in

voluntarily making it, he follows the laws

of his nature, and invariably makes it in a

certain definite manner . To ſuppoſe the

moſt perfectly voluntary choice to be made

without regard to the laws of nature, ſo

that with the ſame inclination , and degree

of inclination , and the ſame views of things

preſented to us , we might be even volun

tarily diſpoſed to chooſe either of two dif-'

ferent things at the ſame moment of time,

VOL . II . с is
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is juſt as impoſſible as that an involuntary or

mechanical motion ſhould depend upon no

certain law or rule, or that any other effect

Tould exiſt without an adequate cauſe.

What is moſt extraordinary is , that there

are perſons who admit this indiffoluble chain

of circumſtances and effects, ſo that nothing

could have been otherwiſe than it is , and

yet can imagine that they are defending the

doctrine of philoſophical liberty, and op

poſing the doctrine of neceſſity. The au

thor of Letters on Materialiſm , ſays * , that

" the moral influence of motives is as cer

tain, though not neceſſitating , as is the phy

“ ſical cauſe.” But this is a diſtinction

merely verbal. For the only reaſon that we

can have to believe in any cauſe, and that it

acts neceſſarily, is that it acts certainly, or

invariably. Ifmymind be as conſtantly de

termined by the influence of motives, as a

ftone is determined to fall to the ground by

the influence of gravity, I am constrained

to conclude, that the cauſe in the one caſe

acts as neceſſarily as that in the other . For

1

* P. 171 .

there
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there muſt be an equally ſufficient reaſon for

equally conſtant and certain effects.

No leſs fallacious is it to ſay, with this

writer * , that “ motives do not impel or

* determine a man to act ; but that a man ,

“ from the view of the motives, determines

“ himſelf to act.” For if he certainly and

conſtantly determines himſelf to act accord

ing to motives, there muſt be a ſufficient

reaſon why motives have this influence over

him . If, in fact, he never do act contrary

to their influence, it can only be becauſe he

has no power ſo to do ; and, therefore, he is

ſubject to an abſolute neceſſity, as much

upon this as upon any other method of ſtat

ing the queſtion . By ſuch poor evaſions do

ſome perſons think to ſhelter themſelves

from the force of conviction .

I do not think it at all neceſſary to add

any thing to what I have advanced above, in

illuſtration of the argument from the na

ture of cauſe and effe&t. But becauſe this

is the great, and the moſt concluſive argu

* P. 166 .

C 2 ment
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ment for the doctrine that I contend for,

proving the contrary doctrine of philofophi

cal liberty to be abſolutely impoſible; and I

find that ſeveral perſons of excellent judg

ment in other reſpects, ſeem not to feel the

force of it, I ſhall attempt a farther illuſ

tration of it , in order to remove, as far as I

am able, the only remaining objection that

I can imagine may be made to it ; though I

muſt afk pardon of my other readers, for

writing what will appear to them fo very

obvious and ſuperfluous.

It is univerſally acknowledged, that there

can be no effect without an adequate cauſe.

This is even the foundation on which the

only proper argument for the being of a

God reſts. And the neceſſarian afferts that

if, in any given ſtate of mind, with refpect

both to diſpoſition and motives, two different

determinations , or volitions , be poſſible, it

can be fo on no other principle, than that

one of them ſhall come under the deſcrip

tion of an effe &t without a caufe ; juſt as if

the beam of a balance might incline either

way, though loaded with equal weights .

It
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It is acknowledged, that the mechaniſm

of the balance is of one kind, and that of

the mind of another, and therefore it may

be convenient to denominate them by dif

ferent words ; as , for inſtance, that of the

balance may be termed a phyſical, and that

of the mind a moral mechaniſm . But ſtill,

if there be a real mechaniſm in both caſes,

ſo that there can be only one reſult from

the ſame previous circumſtances, there will

be a real neceſſity, enforcing an abſolute cer-,

tainty in the event . For it muſt be under

ſtood, that all that is ever meant by neceſity

in a cauſe, is that which produces certainty

in the effect.

If, however, the term neceſſity give offence,

I, for my part, have no objection to the diſ

uſe of it, provided we can expreſs, in any

other manner, that property in cauſes, or

the previous circumſtances of things , that

leads to abſolute certainty in the effects that

reſult from them ; ſo that, without a mi.

racle, or an over-ruling of the ſtated laws

of nature, i. e. without the intervention of

C3 a higher
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a higher cauſe, no determination of the will

could have been otherwiſe than it has been .

To evade the force of this argument from

the nature of cauſe and effect, it is ſaid

that, though, in a given ſtate of mind, two

different determinations may take place, nei

ther of them can be ſaid to be without a

ſufficient cauſe ; for that , in this caſe, the

cauſe is the mind itſelf, which makes the

determination in a manner independent of

all influence of motives ,

But to this I anſwer, that the mind itſelf,

independent of the influence of every thing

that comes under the deſcription of motive,

bearing an equal relation to both the de

terminations, cannot poſſibly be conſidered

as a cauſe with reſpect to either of them , in

preference to the other. Becauſe, excluſive

of what may properly be called motive,

there is no imaginable difference in the cir

cumſtances immediately preceding the de

terminations . Every thing tending to pro

duce the leaſt degree of inclination to one

of
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of the determinations more than to the

other, muſt make a difference in the flate of

mind with reſpect to them , which , by the

ſtating of the caſe, is expreflly excluded.

And I will venture to ſay , that no perſon,

let his bias in favour of a ſyſtem be ever ſo

great, will chuſe to ſay in ſupport of it,

that the mind can poſſibly take one of two

determinations, without having for it ſome

may, at leaſt, be called an inclina .

tion for it, in preference to the other ; and

that inclination , or whatever elſe it be called ,

muſt have had a cauſe producing it, in ſome

previous affection of the mind .

thing that

In ſhort, let ever ſo much ingenuity be

ſhown in ſtating this caſe, it is impoſſible

not to come at length to this concluſion,

that, in no caſe whatever, can the mind be

determined to action , i. e . to a volition ,

without ſomething that may as well be called

a motive as be expreſſed in any other man

For the reaſon, or proper cauſe , of

every determination muſtneceſſarily be ſome

thing either in the ſtate of the mind itſelf,

C4

ner .

or
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or in the ideas preſent to it , immediately

before the determination ; and theſe ideas,

as they impreſs the mind , may, ſtrictly

ſpeaking, be comprehended in what we mean

by the ſtate of mind, including whatever

there is in it that can lead to any
determi,

nation whatever. Or, on the other hand,

the ſtate of mind may be included in the

meaning of the term motive, comprehend

ing in the ſignification of it whatever it be

that can move, or incline the mind to any

particular determination.

It appears to me, that it may juſt as well

be ſaid that, in the caſe of the balance above

mentioned, the beam may be the cauſe why,

though equal weights be ſuſpended at the

different ends of it, it may nevertheleſs in

cline one way or the other. For, excluſive

of what neceffarily comes under the deſcrip

tion either of motive, or ſtate of mind, the

mind itſelf can no more be the cauſe of its

own determination , than the beam of a ba

lance can be the cauſe of its own inclina ,

tion ,

+

In
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In the caſe of the beam it is immediately

perceived that, bearing an equal relation to

both the weights , it cannot poffibly favour

one of them more than the other ; and it is

ſimply on account of its bearing an equal

relation to them both that it cannot do this .

Now, let the ſtructure of the mind be ever

fo different from that of the balance, it ne

ceſſarily agrees with it in this, that, exclu

five of motives, in the ſenſe explained above

( viz . including both the ſtate of mind and

the particular ideas preſent to it ) it bears as

equal a relation to any determination , as the

beam of a balance bears to any particular

inclination ; ſo that as, on account of this

circumſtance, the balance cannot of itſelf

incline one way or the other, ſo neither, on

account of the fame circumſtance, can the

mind of itſelf incline, or determine, one

way or the other.

In fact, an advocate for the doctrine of

philoſophical liberty has the choice of no

more than two ſuppoſitions, and neither of

them can , in the leaſt degree, anſwer his

purpoſe,
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purpoſe. For he muſt either aſſert that, in a

given ſtate of mind , the determination will

certainly be a and not b ; or it may be ei

ther a or b. If he adopts the former , he

may juſt as well ſay at once, that the deter

mination will neceſarily be a, and that with

out a miracle it cannot be b. For any other

language that he can poſſibly uſe , can do no

more than ſerve to hide what might other

wiſe be obnoxious in the ſentiment, and

will leave it ſtill true, that, without a mira

ele, or the intervention of ſome foreign cauſe ,

no volition , or action of any man could have

been otherwiſe than it has been, is, or is to be,

which is all that a neceffarian contends for.

And if, on the contrary , he chufes to affert

that, in the ſame ſtate of mind, the deter

minations a and b are equally poffible, one

of them muſt be an effect without a cauſe, a

ſuppoſition which overturns all reaſoning

concerning appearances in nature, and ef

pecially the foundation of the only proper

argument for the being of a God . For if

any thing whatever, even a thought in the

mind of man , could ariſe without an ade

quate
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quate cauſe, any thing elſe, the mind itſelf,

or the whole univerſe, might likewiſe exiſt

without a cauſe.

I own it is irkfome to enter into ſo mi

nute a diſcuſſion of an objection, that ap

pears to me to be . ſo little deſerving of an

anſwer ; and it is only with a view to ob

viate every thing that has been , or that I can

foreſee may be urged, with the leaſt plauſi

bility, that I have conſidered it at all . If

this do not give ſatisfaction , I own I do not

think it will be in my power to give fatiſ

faction with reſpect to this argument, or

any other. There does not appear to me to

be, in the whole compaſs of reaſoning, that

I am acquainted with, a more concluſive ar

gument, than that for the doctrine of ne

ceſſity from the confideration of the nature

of cauſe andeffect.

SECTION
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SECTION III .

Of the Argument for Neceſſity from the

DIVINE PRESCIENCE .

A
S it is not within the compaſs of power

in the author of any ſyſtem , that an

event ſhould take place without a cauſe, or

that it ſhould be equally pofſible for two

different events to follow the ſame circum

ſtances, ſo neither, fuppoſing this to be pof

fible , would it be within the compaſs of

knowledge to foreſee ſuch a contingent event .

So that, upon the doctrine of philoſophical

liberty , the Divine Being could not poſſibly

foreſee what would happen in his own crea

tion , and therefore could not provide for it ;

which takes away the whole foundation of

divine providence, and moral government, as

well as all the foundation of revealed reli

gion, in which prophecies are ſo much con

cerned .

That
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That an event truly contingent, or not

neceſſarily depending upon previous cir

cumſtances, ſhould be the object of know

ledge, has , like other things of a ſimilar

nature, in modern ſyſtems, been called a

difficulty and a myſtery; but in reality there

cannot be a greater abſurdity, or contradic

tion . For as certainly as nothing can be

known to exiſt, but what does exiſt, ſo cer

tainly can nothing be known to ariſe from

what does exiſt, but what does ariſe from it,

or depend upon it . But, according to the

definition of the terms, a contingent event

does not depend upon any previous known

circumſtances ; ſince ſome other event might

have ariſen in the ſame circumſtances .

All that is within the compaſs of know

ledge in this caſe is , to foreſee all the diffe

rent events that might take place in the

ſame circumſtances ; but which of them

will actually take place cannot poſſibly be

known . In this caſe all degrees of know

ledge or fagacity are equal . Did the caſe

admit of approximation to certainty, in pro

portion to the degree of knowledge, it

would
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would be fully within the compaſs of infi

nite knowledge ; but in this caſe there is

no ſuch approximation . To all minds the

foretelling of a contingent event is equally

a matter of conjecture : conſequently, even

infinite knowledge makes no difference in

this caſe . For knowledge ſuppoſes an object,

which, in this caſe, does not exiſt, and there

fore cannot be known to exift *. If man be

poffefſed of a power of proper felf -determia

nation , the Deity himſelf cannot control it

( as

*

Having in my Anſwer to Mr. Bryant, which I ſhall

probably never re-print , ſtated the argument from pre

ſcience a little more diſtinály, I ſhall inſert the ſubſtance

of it in a note in this place .

Nothing can be ſeen to be what it is not, becauſe it

would then be what it is not . The Deity himſelf can

not fee black to be white, or white black ; becauſe black

is not white, nor is white black. If light, or percep

tion , or knowledge in general, cannot change the ante

cedent nature of obje & s, neither can the divine percep

tion, or knowledge. Otherwiſe the Deitymight ſee two

to be three, or three two.

If this be juſt; it muſt be true, and no preſumption,

to aſſert, that the Deity himſelf cannot ſee that to be

certain , which is in itſelf contingent, or that to be con

tingent,
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(as far as he interferes, it is no ſelf-determi

nation of the man) and if he does not con

trol it, he cannot foreſee it . Nothing can

be known at preſent, except itſelf, or its

neceſſary cauſe, exiſt at preſent . Yet the

whole hiſtory of revelation Mews, that

every determination of the mind of man is

certainly fore -known by the Divine Being ;

determinations that took place from natural

and common cauſes, where the mind was un

der no ſupernatural influence whatever; be

tingent, which is abſolutely certain . Now , what is

meant by any thing being contingent, but that it cither

may, or may not be ? But for a thing to be ſeen as certain ,

it muſt in itſelf be certain ; and, therefore , the poſſibility

of its not being muſt be excluded. Conſequently, any

event being foreſeen certainly to be, is incompatible with

its being even poſſible not to be. Nothing, therefore, of

which it can be truly ſaid that it either way, or may not

be, can be an object of fore-knowledge, even to the Deity

himſelf. To maintain the contrary is, in fact, the ſame

thing as ſaying, that the ſame event is both contingent

in itſelf, and yet certain to God ; or that, though, in

reality, it may, or may not be, yet , contrary to the na

ture and truth of things, he knows that it certainly will

be . I therefore fay, that if a man be poſſeſſed of a

power of proper ſelf-determination (which implies , that the

Deity himſelf cannot control it) the Deity himſelf can

not foreſee what the actual determination will be .

cauſe
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cauſe men are cenſured and condemned for ac

tions that were ſo foreſeen .

The death of our Saviour is a remarkable

inſtance of this kind . This event was cer

tainly foreſeen and intended , for it moſt par

ticularly entered into the plan of divine

providence ; and yet it appears from the

history, that it was brought about by cauſes

perfectly natural, and fully adequate to it .

It was juſt ſuch an event as might have been

expected from the known malice and pre

judice of the Jewiſh rulers, at the time of

his appearance . They certainly needed no

ſupernatural inſtigation to puſh them on to

their bloody and wicked purpoſe ; and Pi

late, diſpoſed and ſituated as he was , needed

no extraordinary impulſe to induce him to

conſent to it, notwithſtanding his hefi

tation , and his conviction of the malice and

injuſtice of the proceedings; and both he

and the Jews were righteouſly condemned

and puniſhed for it ; which , I doubt not,

will have the happieſt effect in the ſyſtem

of the divine moral government.

This
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This argument from the divine preſcience

is briefly, but clearly ſtated , by Mr. Hobbes .

Denying neceſſity ,” ſays he * , “ deſtroys

“ both the decrees and preſcience of Al

mighty God . For whatever God has

purpoſed to bring to paſs by man, as an

“ inſtrument, or foreſees ſhall come to paſs,

a man, if he has liberty, might fruſtrate,

“ and make not come to paſs ; and God

“ ſhould either not foreknow it, and not de

“ cree it, or he ſhall foreknow ſuch things

“ ſhall be as ſhall never be, and decree what

“ ſhall never come to paſs.”

Indeed, manyofthe moſt zealous advocates

for the doctrine ofphiloſophical liberty, aware

of its inconſiſtency with the doctrine of di

vine preſcience, have not ſcrupled to give up

the latter altogether. With reſpect to ſuch

perſons, I can only repeat what I have ſaid

upon this ſubject in my Examination of the

Writings of Dr. Beattie, &c . t

“ Thus our author, in the blind rage of

diſputation, heſitates not to deprive the

* Works, p . 485 .

Vol . II . D

+ P. 173
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“ ever -bleſſed God of that very attribute ,

by which , in the books of ſcripture, he

expreſſly diſtinguiſhes himſelf from all

“ falſe Gods , and than which nothing can

“ be more eſſentially neceſſary to the go

“ vernment of the univerſe, rather than re

linquiſh his fond claim to the fancied pri

vilege of ſelf -determination ; a claim which

appears to me to be juſt as abſurd as that

“ of ſelf-exiſtence, and which could not pof

“ fibly do him any good if he had it .”

What is more extraordinary, this power

of ſelf-determination he arrogates to himſelf,

without pretending to advance a ſingle ra

tional argument in favour of his claim ; but

expects it will be admitted on the authority

of his inſtinctive commonſenſe only. And yet,

if a man expreſs the leaſt indignation at ſuch

new and unheard-of arrogance, and in an ar

gument of ſuch high importance as this , what

exclamation and abuſe muſt he not expect ?

SECTION
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SECTIONION IV.

Of the cauſe of Volition , and the nature of

the WILL .

IN
N all inveſtigations relating to human

nature, the philoſopher will apply the

ſanie rules by which his inquiries have been

conducted
upon all other ſubjects. He will

attentively conſider appearances, and will

not have recourſe to more cauſes than are

neceſſary to account for them .

He ſees a ſtone whirled round in a ſtring,

and the planets perform their revolutions in

circular orbits, and he judges, from fimilar

appearances, that they are all retained in their

orbits by powers that draw them towards

the centers of their reſpective motions .

Again, a ſtone tends towards the earth by a

power which is called gravity, and becauſe,

ſuppoſing the planets to have the ſame ten

dency to the ſun, that the ſtone has to the

earth , and to have been projected in tangents

D 2 to
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to their preſent orbits, they would revolve

exactly as they are now obſerved to do, the

philoſopher, for that reaſon, concludes, that

the force which retains them in their orbits

is the very ſame power of gravity ; and on

this account only, viz . not to multiply cauſes

without neceffity, he refuſes to admit any

other cauſe of the celeſtial motions .

Let us then conſider the actions of men

in the ſame natural and ſimple view, with

out any apprehenſion of being milled by it ;

and let it be enquired by what rule they are

determined , or what are their cauſes.

Whenever any perſon makes a choice, or

comes to any reſolution , there are two cir

cumſtances which are evidently concerned in

it, viz . what we call the previous diſpoſition of

the mind, with reſpect to love or hatred , for

example, approbation or diſapprobation , of

certain objects, &c . and the ideas of external

objects then preſent to the mind, that is , the

view of the objects which the choice or re

ſolution reſpects.

Let
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Let the objects be two kinds of fruit, ap

ples and peaches. Let it be ſuppoſed that I

am fond of the former, and have an averſion

to the latter, and that I am diſpoſed to eat

fruit. In theſe circumſtances, the moment

that they are preſented to me, I take the ap

ples, and leave the peaches. If it be aſked ,

why I made this choice, or what was the

reaſon, cauſe, ormotive of it ? it is ſufficient

to ſay, that I was fond of apples, but did

not like peaches . In the ſame diſpoſition to

. eat fruit, and retaining my predilection for

apples, I ſhould always, infallibly, do the

ſame thing . The cauſe then of this choice

was evidently my liking of apples , and my

diſiking of peaches ; and though an incli

nation , or affection of mind, be not gravity,

it influences me, and acts upon me as certain

ly, and neceſſarily, as this power does upon

a ſtone . Affection determines my choice of

the apples, and gravity determines the fall

of the ſtone. Through cuſtom we make uſe

of different terms in theſe caſes, but our

ideas are exactly ſimilar ; the connexion be

tween the two things, as cauſe and effect, be

ing equally ſtrict and neceſſary.

1

ز

D 3 As
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As a philoſopher, therefore, I ought to

acquieſce in this , and conſider motives as the

proper cauſes of volitions and actions. And

the more I examine my own actions, or thoſe

of others , the more reaſon I ſee to be fatiſ

fied , that all volitions and actions are pre

ceded by correſponding motives .

In all regular deliberations concerning any

choice, every reaſon or motive is diſtinály

attended to, and whatever appears to be the

ſtronger, or the better reaſon , always deter

mines us . In theſe caſes, the choice and the

motive, correſpond preciſely to an effect and

its cauſe. In caſes that do not require a for

mal deliberation , i . e . in caſes ſimilar to

thoſe in which I have often determined be

fore, the moment I perceive my ſituation , I

determine inſtantly , without attending diſ

tinctly, as before, to all the motives or rea

ſons. But this inſtantaneous determination

cannot be ſaid not to be produced by mo

tives , becauſe it is , in fact, only the ſame

mental proceſs abridged, the action which

was formerly connected , or aſſociated , with

the ideas preſented to it by means of mo

tives,
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tives, being now itſelf immediately con

nected with thoſe ideas , without the diſtinct

perception of the motives which formerly

intervened .

This proceſs is exactly fimilar to the af

ſent of the mind to geometrical propoſitions

that are not ſelf - evident ; for example, that

all the inward angles of a right -lined trian

gle are equal to two right angles. I do not

perceive the truth of this, till the reaſon of

it is explained to me ; but, when this has

been once done, I afterwards, without at

tending to the reaſon, and even , perhaps,

without being able to aſſign it, if it were

demanded of me, habitually conſider the

two expreſſions as denoting the ſame quan

tity, and I argue from them accordingly.

Beſides, ſince every
deliberate choice is re

gulated by motives , we ought, as philoſo

phers , to take it for granted, that every choice

is made in the ſame manner, and is ſubject

to the ſame rules, and therefore determined

by motives , by ſomething that may be

called liking or diſliking, approving or diſ

approving,
D4
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approving, &c . depending upon the previous

ſtate of the mind with reſpect to the object

of choice ; ſince the mere facility, or rea

dineſs, with which a choice is made , cannot

make it to be a thing different in kind from

a choice made with the greateſt delibera

tion , and which took up ſo inuch time,

that every circumſtance attending it could

be diſtinctly perceived .

Moreover, we ſee evidently, not only that

men are determined to act by certain mo

tives , but that the vigour of their actions

correſponds alſo to , what may be called, the

intenfity of their motives . If a maſter be

actuated ſimply by his anger, he will beat

his ſervant more violently, and continue the

correction longer, in proportion to the de

anger, or the apprehended cauſe

of his diſpleaſure ; and kindneſs operates

exactly in the ſame manner, a ſtronger af

fection prompting to greater, and more kind

offices, than a weaker .

gree of his

Alſo oppoſite motives, as cauſes of love

and hatred, are known to balance one an

other,
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other, exactly like weights in oppoſite ſcales.

According to all appearance, nothing can

act more invariably , or mechanically . Is it

poſſible, then , that a philoſopher, obſerv

ing theſe conſtant and uniform appearances,

ſhould not conclude, that the proper cauſe

of a man's actions, are the motives by which

he is influenced ? Strengthen the motive,

and the action is more vigorous ; diminiſh

it, and its vigour is abated ; change the mo

tive, and the action is changed ; intirely

withdraw it, and the action ceaſes ; intro

duce an oppoſite motive of equal weight,

and all action is ſuſpended, juſt as a limb is

kept motionleſs by the equal action of an

tagoniſt muſcles. As far as we can judge,

motives and actions do, in all poſſible caſes,

ſtrictly correſpond to each other .

It cannot but be allowed by the moſt

ftrenuous advocates for metaphyſical liberty,

that motives haveſome real influence upon the

mind . It would be too manifeſt a contra

diction to all experience, to aſſert, that all

objects are indifferent to us, that there is

nothing in any of them that can excite de

fire
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us .

fire or averfion, or that deſire or averſion

have no influence
upon the will, and do not

incline us to decide on what is propoſed to

Now can it be ſuppoſed that the will,

whatever it be, ſhould be of ſuch a nature,

as both to be properly influenced, or acted

upon , by motives, and likewiſe by fome

thing that bears no fort of relation to motive,

and conſequently has a mode of action in

tirely different from that of motive ? This

cannot but appear exceedingly improbable,

if not impoffible.

Every other faculty of the mind has one

uniform mode of operation, or affection.

The paſſions are all excited by the view of

proper objects, the memory is employed in

retaining the ideas of things formerly im

preſſed upon the mind, and the judgment in

diſtinguiſhing the agreement or diſagree

ment of ideas ; whereas , according to the

modern metaphyſical hypotheſis, the will is

of ſuch a nature, as to be influenced ſome

times by the paſſions or motives, and ſome

times in a manner in which neither paſſion

nor motive have any thing to do, and of

which
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idea canwhich it is not pretended that any

be given , but by ſaying, that it is felf -de

termined, which , in fact, gives no idea at all,

or rather implies an abſurdity ; viz . that a

determination, which is an effect, takes place

without any cauſe at all . For, excluſive of

every thing that comes under the denomi

nation of motive, there is really nothing at

all left that can produce the determination .

Let a man uſe what words he pleaſes, he

can have no more conception how we can

ſometimes be determined by motives, and

ſometimes without any motive, than he can

have of a ſcale being ſometimes weighed

down by weights , and ſometimes by a kind

of ſubſtance that has no weight at all ,

which , whatever it be in itſelf, muſt, with

reſpect to the ſcale, be nothing.

Another argument for the neceſſary de

termination of the will, may be drawn from

the analogy that it bears to the judgment.

It is univerſally acknowledged, that the

judgment is neceſſarily determined by the

perceived agreement ordiſagreement ofideas .

Now the will is but a kind of judgment,

depend
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depending upon the perceived preferableneſs

of things propoſed to the mind ; which ap

parent preferableneſs reſults as neceſſarily

from the perception of the ideas themſelves,

as that of their agreement, or diſagreement.

In fact, all the difference between judgment

and will is, that, in the former caſe, the

determination relates to opinions, and in

the latter to actions. The faculties of the

mind, as the ancients have well obſerved ,

are only different modes in which the ſame

principle acts ; . the judgment being the

mind judging, and the will the mind willing ;

and it would be very extraordinary, indeed ,

if the fame mind ſhould not be determined

in a ſimilar manner in theſe two very ſimilar

caſes, and that , if there be a felf -determin

ing will, there ſhould not be a ſelf- deter

mining judgment alſo . In reality, the latter

is not more abſurd , and contrary to all ap

pearances, than the former .

All that is advanced above goes upon the

common ſuppoſition, of the will being a

diflinct faculty of the mind , and not of its

being, according to Dr. Hartley's theory,

together
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together with all the other faculties, a

particular caſe of the general property of the

aſociation of ideas, which is neceſſarily of

a mechanical nature, or of its being in

cluded in the idea of depre, which Dr.

Price conſiders as only a motive with re

ſpect to the will .

But what is deſire, beſides a wiſh to ob

tain ſome apprehended good ? and is not

every with a volition ? Now, is it poſſible,

that an apprehended good ſhould not be the

object of deſire, whether controlled by ſome

other deſire, &c . or not ? For the ſame rea

ſon that a preſent good gives preſent plea

ſure, an abſent good excites deſire, which,

like any other of the paffions, is univerſally

allowed to be a perfectly mechanical thing .

Since, therefore, defire neceſſarily implies

volition , we have here a clear caſe of the

will being neceſſarily determined by the

circumſtances which the mind is in ; and

if in one caſe, why not in all others ? eſpecially

as, in fact, every volition is nothing more

than a deſire, viz . a deſire to accompliſh ſome

end,
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end, which end may be conſidered as the ob

je &t of the paſſion or affection ?

That the determinations of what we call

the will are, in fact, nothing more than a

particular caſe of the general doctrine of

affociation of ideas, and, therefore, a per

fectly mechanical thing, I endeavoured to

ſhew in the Eſſay prefixed to ту Examina

tion of the Scotch Writers . I ſhall in this

place go over the argument again, more

minutely .

Till the mind has been affected with a

ſenſe of pleaſure or pain , all objects are

alike indifferent to it ; but ſome, in confe

quence of being always accompanied with

a perception of pleaſure, become pleaſing to

us, while others , in conſequence of being

accompanied with a ſenſe of pain , become

diſpleaſing ; and to effect this, nothing can

be requſite but the aſſociation of agreeable

ſenſations and ideas with the one, and of

diſagreeable ones with the other . Admit

ting, therefore, the doctrine of aſſociation ,

or
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that two ideas often occurring together,

will afterwards introduce one another, we

have all that is requiſite to the formation of

all our paſions, or affections ; or of ſome

things being the objects of love, and others

of hatred to us .

The manner in which actions, adapted

to ſecure a favourite object, become affoci

ated with the idea of it, has been explained

at large by Dr. Hartley ; and it being uni

verſally admitted, that the view of a fa

vourite object (of an apple to a child, for

inſtance) is immediately followed by an at

tempt to ſeize it, I ſhall here take it for

granted, that there is ſuch a neceſſary con

nexion of theſe ideas and motions ; and

that, in the ſame manner, whenever the idea

of
any favourite object is preſented to us , we

endeavour to get it into our power.

If the favourite object be within our im

mediate reach , it will , upon theſe principles,

be immediately ſeized ; ſo that there will be

no interval between the proſpect and the

enjoyment, except what was neceſſarily

taken
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taken up in the bodily motions, &c. But

this interruption, being nothing more than

what muſt always have been experienced,

will occaſion no pain or uneaſineſs ; for all

the parts of the whole proceſs being inti

mately connected in the mind, the enjoy

ment will , in fact, commence the moment

that the object comes in view. Thus we

ſee that perſons exceedingly hungry , are

perfectly eaſy and happy all the time of a

neceffary and expeditious preparation for

dinner, and are never impatient, or uneaſy,

till the delay begins to be more than they

had expected . An attentive obſerver of this

proceſs, may call this ſtate of mind that of

certain expectation, which is always pleaſur

able, from the perfect aſſociation of all the

ſtages of it with the final iſſue.

Let us now ſuppoſe this connected train

of ideas to be interrupted . Let an apple,

for inſtance, be ſhewn to a child, and im

mediately withdrawn, and thrown quite

away ; ſigns of uneaſineſs will be imme

diately perceived, the evident conſequencę

of the interruption of a train of aſſociated

ideas,
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ideas, which had begun to take place in the

mind ; and the ſtronger the aſſociation had

been, in conſequence of its having been

frequently repeated, and ſeldom interrupted

before, the greater pain will be felt by the

interruption . This painful ſtate of mind

may be termed diſappointment and deſpair.

Let us , in the next place, ſuppoſe the

object to be known to be capable in itſelf

of giving a perſon great pleaſure, but to be

intirely out of our reach, as the poſſeſſion

of a great eſtate to a poor man, or of a

kingdom to a private gentleman. Having .

never had any enjoyment, or hope of it, this

connected train of ideas , leading from the

object to the enjoyment (the interruption of

which would have given him pain) never

took place, and conſequently it is regarded

with perfect indifference.

If we be in circumſtances in which the

favourite object has been known to be ſome

times obtained, and ſometimes not, the

mind will be held in a kind of middle ſtate

between certain expectation and deſpair,

VOL . II . E which
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which will be called bope, if we apprehend

the chances to be in favour of our obtaining

it, and fear if it be more probable that we

ſhall not obtain it . To this ſtate of mind,

viz . within the extreme limits of hope and

fear, we apply the term depre ; and it is in

this ſtate, which is of ſome continuance,

that we diſtinctly perceive that affection of

the mind to which we give the name of

wiſhing, or willing.

But what is more properly called a coli

tion , is moſt diſtinctly perceived when the

object does not appear, at firſt fight, to be

deſirable or not, but requires that ſeveral

circumſtances be conſidered and compared .

When a child ſees an apple, and immedi

ately catches at it, it is a ſimple caſe of the

aſſociation of ideas, and if no other caſes

had been known, the term volition , or will,

would hardly have been thought of. But

when the mind is kept in ſuſpence, between

defiring and not defiring an object, the final

preponderancy of defire is called a will, or

wifh to obtain it, and the prevalence of

averfion , is called a will , or wiſh to decline

it.
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it. This caſe, however, of a proper voli

tion ſucceeding a deliberation, though more

complex, is not leſs mechanical , and de

pendent upon preceding ideas, and on the

ſtate of mind, than the others . It is ſtill no

thing more than aſſociation of ideas , though

the final, and prevailing aſſociation, has been

for ſome time prevented from taking place,

by a variety of inferior aſſociations.

The term will is as little applicable to

determinations and actions ſecondarily auto

matic, as'to thoſe that are originally ſo ; of

which I ſhall give an explanation, together

with a caſe.

The firſt motions of the fingers, or legs

of a child , are called automatic, being the

immediate and mechanical effect of an ex

ternal impreſſion, and not ariſing from any

idea in the mind. To theſe motions the

term volition , or will, is certainly not at al

applicable.

Afterwards the ſame motions become af

ſociated with ideas , at which time they be

gin
E 2
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gin to be called voluntary, as when a child

reaches out his hand to take an apple. But

the motion is called more perfectly voluntary,

in proportion as the ideas with which it is

connected are more numerous and complex,

and when other ideas , preſent to the mind at

the ſame time, have a connection with oppo

ſite motions , ſo that it ſhall be ſome time be

fore the prevailing aſſociation takes place .

But when the motion ſhall be as perfectly

aſſociated with this complex ſet of ideas, or

ftate of mind , as it was with a ſingle idea, fo

that the one thall immediately follow the

other, it is called ſecondarily automatic ; and

this being as inſtantaneous as an originally

automatic motion , the term volition ceaſes

to be applied to it . This is the caſe when

a perſon walks without attending to the

motion of his legs, or plays on a muſical

inſtrument without thinking of the parti

cular poſition of his fingers ; each of which

motions and poſitions, having been depen

dent upon ideas, was before performed with

deliberation , and an expreſs volition .

As
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As it is evident, from the obſervation of

the fact, that automatic motions paſs into

voluntary ones, and theſe again into thoſe

that are ſecondarily automatic, it is evident,

that they are all equally mechanical ; the laſt

proceſs, in particular, being nothing but the

ſecond ſhortened, or, which is the ſame thing,

the ſecond, or the perfectly voluntary mo

tion , being the laſt, or the ſecondarily auto

matic, extended . As , therefore, the laſt is evi

dently mechanical , no attention of mind be

ing employed in it, the ſecond muſt be ſo

too, though an expreſs attention be given

to it .

In every view of the ſubject, therefore,

whether the will be conſidered in a popular,

or a philoſophical ſenſe, it appears that its

determinations muſt be directed by certain

invariable laws , depending upon the previous

ſtate of mind, and the ideas preſent to it , at

the moment of forming any reſolution ; ſo

that, in no caſe whatever, could they have

been otherwiſe than they actually were.

E 3 SECTION
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S E C T I ON V.

Of the ſuppoſed consCIOUSNESS OF LIBER

TY, and the uſe of the term AGENT .

TH
HE greateſt difficulties in the confi

deration of the ſubject of liberty and

neceſſity have ariſen from ambiguities in the

uſe of terms. To contribute, therefore, all

that
may

be in my power to clear this im

portant ſubject of the obſcurity in which it

has been involved, I ſhall conſider the mean

ing of ſuch terms as appear to me to have

had the greateſt ſhare in perplexing it ; and ,

in doing this , I ſhall take an opportunity of

replying to what that excellent man , and

very able metaphyſician , Dr. Price, has ad

vanced upon this ſubject, in his Review of

the Principles of Morals, becauſe , it appears

to me, that he has been milled by the uſe of

ſuch words .

« We
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臺•

“ We have, in truth ,” ſays he * , " the

• ſame conſtant and neceſſary conſciouſneſs

" of liberty that we have that we think,

chooſe, will, or even exiſt; and whatever

“ to the contrary men may ſay, it is impor

“ fible for them , in earneſt, to think they

“ have no active ſelf -moving powers, and are

• not cauſes of their own volitions , or not

si to aſcribe to themſelves what they muſt be

“ conſcious they think and do.

“ A man chooſing to follow his judgment

“ and deſires, or his actually doing what he -

" is inclined to do, is what we mean when

“ we fay motives determine him . At the ſame

time, it is very plain , that motives can

“ have no concern in effecting his determi

“ nation , or that there is no phyſical connec

“ tion between his judgment and views , and

“ the actions conſequent upon them . What

“ muſt be more abfurd than to ſay, that

“ our inclinations act upon us, and compel us ,

“ that our deſires andfears put us in motion,

or produce our volitions, i . e . are agents ;

" and yet what is more conceivable, than

* P. 302 .

E4 " that
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“ ' that they may be the occaſions of our put

“ ting ourſelves into motion ? What ſenſe

” would there be in ſaying, that the ſitua

“ tion of a body, which may properly be

" the occaſion , or the account, of its being

“ ſtruck by another body, is the efficient of

• its motion, or its impeller ?”?

I do not think that this objection to the

doctrine of neceſſity can be expreſſed in 2

ſtronger or better manner, and I have pur

poſely made this quotation, in order to meet

the difficulty in its greateſt force ; being

confident, that , when the ideas are attended

to, it will appear that the writer is, in fa & ,

a neceſſarian ; and, though unperceived by

himſelf, is , in words only, an advocate for

the doctrine of metaphyſical liberty . In

order to avoid all ambiguity myſelf, I ſhall

deſcribe thefact, with reſpect to human na

ture, in ſuch a manner as , I think, it ſhall

hardly be poſſible to be milled by words.

Man is a being of ſuch a make, that when

certain things, two kinds of fruit, for in

ſtance, are propoſed to him, they become

the
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the objects of deſire, in different degrees,

according to his experience of their diffe

rent qualities, their wholeſomeneſs, the plea

ſure they give to his taſte, and various other

conſiderations. As the deſireableneſs, in this

caſe, is complex, and the impreſſion that

each circumſtance belonging to it makes

upon the mind is alſo various , depending

upon the momentary ſtate of it, the pre

ſence or abſence of other ideas , &c. it is

poſſible that the comparative deſirableneſs of

the two fruits may vary much in a ſhort

ſpace of time, ſometimes the one, and ſome

times the other, having the aſcendant . But,

provided the man were obliged to make a

choice at any one moment of time, it will

not be denied, that he would certainly chooſe

that which appeared to him, for that mo

ment, the more deſirable. If he were un

der no reſtraint whatever, it is poſſible,

that, on ſome accounts , he might choofe to

make no choice at all , and he might neglect

both the kinds of fruit . But ſtill it would

be becauſe that conduct appeared more deſire

able than the other, i . e . preferable to it .

This,
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This , I will venture to ſay, is all that a

man can poſſibly be conſcious of, viz . that

nothing hinders his chooſing, or taking,

whichſoever of the fruits appears to him

more deſirable, or his not making any choice

at all , according as the one or the other ſhall

appear to him preferable upon the whole.

But there is always ſome reaſon for any ob

ject, or any conduct, appearing deſirable or

preferable ; a reaſona reaſon exiſting either in a

man's own previous diſpoſtion of mind, or in

his idea of the things propoſed to him . In

things of ſmall conſequence, or in a very

quick ſucceſſion of ideas , the reaſon may be

forgotten, or even not be explicitly attended

to ; but it did exiſt, and actually contributed

to make the thing, or the conduct, appear

deſirable at the time .

C

1

1

C

As this is all that any man can be con

ſcious of with reſpect to himſelf, ſo it is

all that he can obſerve with reſpect to others.

Agreeably to this , whenever we either re

flect upon our own conduct, or ſpeculate

concerning that of others, we never fail to

conſider,
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conſider, or aſk , what could be the motive

of ſuch or ſuch a choice ; always taking for

granted, that there muſt have been ſome

motive or other for it ; and we never ſup

poſe, in ſuch caſes, that any choice could

be made without ſome motive, ſome appa

rent reaſon or other ,

When it is ſaid , that a man acts from

mere will (though this is not common lan

guage) the word is never uſed in a ſtrict

metaphyſical ſenſe, or for will under the

influence of no motive ; but the meaning

is, that, in ſuch a cafe, a man acts from

wilfulneſs, or obſtinacy, i . e. to reſiſt the

control of others ; the motive being to new

his liberty, and independence, which is far

from being a cafe in which a man is ſup

poſed to act without any motive at all .

The conſciouſneſs of freedom , therefore, is

an ambiguous expreſſion, and cannot prove

any thing in favour of philoſophical or

metaphyſical liberty ; but, when rightly

underſtood, appears to decide in favour of

the doctrine of neceſſity, or the neceſ

ſary
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ſary influence of motives to determine the

choice.

If what has been ſtated be the fact, and

the whole fact (and for the truth of the re

preſentation I appeal to every man's own

feeling and perſuaſion ) it muſt be quite ar

bitrary , and can have no ſort ofconſequence,

except what is merely verbal , whether I ſay,

that the cauſe of the choice was the motive

for it (which Dr. Price very properly de

fines to be the judgment, or the defire) or

the mind, in which that choice takes place,

that is , myſelf, or ſome other perſon ; and

to this cauſe it is that we aſcribe the agency,

or determining power, In the former caſe it

is the power, or force, of the motive, and

in the latter that of the perſon. In either

caſe there is a certain effect, and the concur

rence of two circumſtances, viz . a motive,

and a mind, to which that motive is pre

ſented, or in which it exiſts, for the cauſe

of the effect .

If, according to the deſcription given

above, any perſon will maintain , that, not

withſtanding
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withſtanding there be a real effect, and a

ſufficient cauſe, there is no proper agency at

all, merely becauſe the will is neceſſarily

determined by motives, nothing follows but

that, out of complaiſance, I may ſubſtitute

ſome other word in its place . For if it be

aſſerted, that we have a conſciouſneſs of any

other kind of agency than has been de

fcribed , the fact is denied , and I challenge

any perſon to do more than merely aſſert it .

Without any other kind of agency than I

have deſcribed, the whole buſineſs of hu

man life, conſiſting of a ſucceſſion of voli

tions , and correſponding actions, goes on ,

juſt as we obſerve it to do , and every juſt

rule of life, reſpecting the regulation of the

will , and the conduct, has a perfect pro

priety and uſe ; but no propriety, or uſe at

all , on any other hypotheſis.

However, I have no objection to meet Dr.

Price
upon his own ground in this initance,

viz . appealing to the eſtabliſhed uſe ofwords,

with reſpect to the proper cauſe of volitions

and actions. He ſays, 66 What would be

“ more abſurd than to ſay, that our inclina

" tions
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“ tions act upon us, and compel us , that our

defires and fearsput us into motion , or pro

" duce our volitions.” Abſurd as this lan

guage appears to Dr. Price, it is, in fact,

the common ſtyle in which the conduct of

men is deſcribed , and certainly proves, that,

if men have any ideas really correſponding

to their words , they do conſider the motives

of mens actions to be , in a proper ſenſe,

the cauſes of them, more properly than the

mind, which is determined by the motives.

This alſo is common popular language, and

therefore muſt have a foundation in the

common apprehenſion of mankind.

Dr. Price ſays, “ If our inclinations com

pel us to act, if our deſires and fears put

" us into motion , they are the agents; where

as they are, properly, only the occaſion

“ of our putting ourſelves into motion . ”

But what can this be, beſides a mere ver

bal diftinction ? If it be univerſally true,

that the action certainly follows the motive,

i . e . the inclination of the mind, and the

views of things preſented to it , it is all that

a neceffarian can wiſh for ; all his conclufions

follow ,

!
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follow , and he leaves it to others to ring

changes upon words , and vary their ex

preſſions at pleaſure.

Dr. Price, however, is particularly un

happy in what he advances in ſupport of

this arbitrary and verbal diſtinction . “ What

ſenſe,” ſays hę, “ can there be in ſaying

" that the ſituation of a body, which may

properly be the occaſion, or the account of

“ its being ſtruck by another body, is the

“ efficient of its motion , or its impeller ?”

Whereas, according to his own definition

of motive, it includes both the inclination ,

or diſpoſition of the mind, and the views of

thing's preſented to it, and this manifeſtly

takes in both the impelling body, and the ſitu

ation in which the body impelled by it is

found ; which , according to his own deſcrip

tion, includes the whole cauſe of the impulſe,

or every thing that contributes to its being

impelled . And of theſe two circumſtances,

viz . the inclination of the mind, and the

view of an object, it is the latter that is ge

nerally, and in a more eſpecial ſenſe, called

the motive, and compared to the impeller ( to

uſe
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uſe Dr. Price's language ) while the inclina

tion , or diſpoſition , of the mind, is only

conſidered as a circumſtance which gives the

motive an opportunity of acting upon it, or

impelling it, and producing its proper effett.

In this I appeal, as before , to the common

ſenſe of mankind .

But, without regard to popular ideas,

which Dr. Price may ſay are often found

ed on prejudice, and falſe views of things, I

would conſider this matter with him as ama

thematician, and a philoſopher ; and I think

I can ſhew him that, according to the mode

of reaſoning univerſally received by the moſt

Speculative, as well as the vulgar, we ought

to conſider motives as the proper cauſes of

human actions, though it is the man that is

called the agent.

Suppoſe a philofopher to be entirely ig

norant of the conſtitution of the human

mind, but to ſee, as Dr. Price acknow

ledges , that men do, in fact, act according

to their affections and deſires, i . e . in one

word, according to motives, would he not,

as
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as in a caſe of the doctrine of chances,

immediately infer that there muſt be a fixed

cauſe for this coincidence of motives and ac

tions ? Would he not ſay that, though he

could not ſee into the man , the connexion

was natural, and neceſſary, becauſe conſtant ?

And ſince the motives, in all caſes , precede

the actions, would he not naturally, i.e. ac

cording to the cuſtom of philoſophers in

ſimilar caſes, ſay that the motive was the

cauſe of the action ? And would he not be led

by the obvious analogy, to compare the mind

to a balance, which was inclined this way or

that, according to the motives preſented to it .

It makes no difference to ſay , that the mo

tive does not immediately produce the action .

It is enough if it neceſſarily produce the im

mediate cauſe of the action , or the cauſe of

the immediate cauſe, &c . for example, if

the motive excite the defire, the deſire de

termine the will, and the will produce the

action . For contrive as many mediums of this

kind as you pleaſe, it will ſtill follow , that

the action is ultimately according to the mo

tive, flows from it, or depends upon it ; and,

VOL . II. F there
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therefore, in proper philoſophical language,

the motive ought to be called theproper cauſe

of the action . It is as much ſo as any thing

in nature is the cauſe of any thing elſe .

Since the common language of men cor

reſponds to this view of the ſubject, it is a

proof that, in fact, men do ſee it in this light.

And if they do not purſue this doctrine to its

diſtant and neceffary conſequences, it is for

want of ſufficient reflection , or ſtrength of

mind . Indeed , this one fimple truth , re

fpecting the neceſſary influence of motives

on the human mind, leads us much beyond

the apprehentions of the vulgar ; but not to

any thing that ought to alarm the philofo

pher, or the chriſtian. The foundation is a

truth grounded on univerſal experience and

obſervation , and we have no need to fear any

fair confequences from it.

SECTION
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SECTION VI .

Whether Liberty be eſſential to PRACTICAL

VIRTUE ; and of MORAL and PHYSICAL

NECESSITY .

1
T is on a mere verbal diſtinction , alſo ,

on which every thing that Dr. Price has

advanced, in proof of liberty being eſſential to

practical virtue, turns . “ Practical virtue,"

he ſays *, “ ſuppoſes liberty. A being who

“ cannot act at all , moſt certainly cannot

“ act virtuouſly or viciouſly. Now, as far

as it is true of a being, that he acts, ſo far

“ he muſt himſelf be the cauſe of the ac

“ tion , and therefore not neceſſarily deter

“ mined to act - Determination requires an

efficient cauſe. If this cauſe be the being

“ himſelf, I plead for no more .

“ then it is no longer his determination,

“ i . e . he is no longer the determiner, but

“ the motive, or whatever elſe any one will

maintain to be the cauſe of the determi

If not,

os

* Review of the Principles of Morals, p. 302.

nationF2
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1 « nation_In ſhort, who muſt not feel the

abſurdity of ſaying, my volitions are pro

“ duced by a foreign cauſe, i . e. are not mine.

“ I determine voluntarily, and yet neceſſarily. "

Here we have the ſame arbitrary account

of agency, that has been conſidered before.

For this is the very fame, whether the ob

ject of choice be of a moral nature or not,

whether it relates to two different kinds of

fruit, or to virtuous or vicious actions. In

fact, if a virtuous reſolution be formed , the

perſon by whom it is formed , is the object

of my complacence and reward , and if a

vicious choice be made, the perſon is the

object of my abhorrence ; and there is the

greateſt propriety and uſe in puniſhing him.

And I appeal to the common ſenfe of man

kind, if it would make any difference in the

caſe, whether it be ſaid that the proper cauſe

of the action was the motive, or the being

bimſelf actuated by the motive, ſince both

were neceſſary to the action ; and, as will be

ſhewn in a following fection, a perſon ſup

poſed to act without the influence of anymo

tive, would not be conſideredas the object of

praite
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praiſe or blame, reward or puniſhment at

all .

Dr. Price is as unfortunate in his appeal

to the common uſe of words in this caſe,

as on the two former occaſions. Who , "

ſays he, “ muſt not feel the abſurdity of

• ſaying, my volition was produced by a fo

“ reign cauſe ?” meaning a motive. Now

this is actually the common language of all

the world , and nobody feels any abſurdity

in it : becauſe the conſequences he draws

from it, by no means follow , viz . that then

the volition is not my own . It is my vo

lition , whatever was the motive that pro

duced it, if it was a volition that took

place in my
mind .

per ſeat of

The diftinction which this writer makes

between a moral and a phyſical neceſity, is

equally uſeleſs as that concerning the pro

agency , or cauſation . If a man's

mind be ſo formed , whether it be by ná

ture, or art, that he ſhall, in all caſes, ac

cede to every virtuous propoſal, and decline

every thing vicious ; if the choice be really

hisF 3
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bis own, and not that of any other for him,,

we love and approve his character , and ſee

the greateſt propriety in rewarding him .

And the caſe is not at all altered , by fay

ing, that the neceſſity, by which he acts, is

a phyſical or moral one . Theſe are but

words . If the choice be certain , and truly

neceſſary, it is a proof that, with that dif

poſition of mind, no other choice could be

made; and , whatever conſequences are drawn

from the confideration of the impoſſibility of

any other choice being made, applies to this

caſe , if to any. And yet, in the following

extract, Dr. Price conſiders actions as truly

neceſſary, and yet, in the higheſt degree

virtuous ; and not directly treating of agency

in this place, and therefore being, perhaps,

a little off his guard , it is remarkable, that

he expreſſes himſelf in a manner by no

means ſuited to his ſyſtem , but as if the

proper cauſe of the actions was the motives

that led to them ; though a little before he

had reprefented it as the greateſt abſurdity,

to ſay, that a man can determine voluntarily,

and yet, neceſſarily,

" By
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By the neceſſity which is ſaid to dimi

“ nith the virtue of good actions muſt be

“ meant, not a natural (which would take

away the whole idea of action and will)

“ but a moral neceſſity, or ſuch as ariſes

“ from the influence of motives, and affections

“ of the mind, or that certainty of deter

mining one way, which may take place

upon the ſuppoſition of certain views ,

“ circumſtances, and principles of an agent.

“ Now it is undeniable, that the very great

<< eft neceffity of this fort is conſiſtent with,

nay, is implied in, the idea of the moſt

perfect and meritorious virtue; and, con

ſequently, can by no means be what, of

" itſelf, ever leffens it . The more confi

dently we may depend upon a being's do

ing an action , when convinced of its pro

priety, whatever obſtacles may lie in his

way , or, morally ſpeaking, the more efi

o cacious and unconquerable the influence of

« conſcience is within him, the more amia

ļ ble we muſt think him .

« In like manner, the moſt abandoned

" and deteſtable ſtate of wickedneſs, im

plies
F4
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* 66

“ plies the greateſt neceſſity of finning, and

“ the greateſt degree of moral impotence ,

“ He is the moſt vicious man who is fo

“ enſlaved by vicious habits, or in whom

appetite has ſo far gained the aſcendant,

“ and a regard to virtue and duty is ſo far

« « weakened , that we can , at any time, with

" s certainty, foretel, that he will do evil ,

“ when tempted to it . Let nie, therefore,

by the way , remark, that every idea of

liberty muſt be very erroneous , which

" makes it inconſiſtent with the moſt abfo .

“ lute and complete certainty, or neceffity,

56 of the kind that I have now taken notice

“ of, or which ſuppoſes it to overthrow all

“ ſteadineſs of character, or conduct. The

! greateſt influence of motives that can ra,

« tionally be conceived, or which it is pof

“ fible for any one to maintain , without

running into the palpable and intolerable

abſurdity of making them pbyfical fi

“ cients, or agents, can no way affect li

• berty . And it is ſurely very ſurprizing,

“ that our moſt willing determinations ſhould

“ be imagined to have moſt of the appear

“ ance of not proceeding from ourſelves,

( and
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f6 and that what a man does with the fulleſt

« conſent of his will , with the leaſt reluc

" tance, and the greateſt defire and reſolu

• tion , he ſhould , for that very reaſon , be

ſuſpected not to do freely, i . e, not to do

at all.”

As a profeſſed neceffarian , I would not

wiſh to uſe any other language than this .

But it does not appear to me to be the pro

per language of an advocate for metaphyſi

cal liberty, and of that kind of liberty be

ing eſſential to virtue, to talk of virtue

ariſing from the influence of motives, and af

fections of mind, or of the efficacious and un

conquerable influence of conſcience. What evi

dence is there in all this of a felf- deteri

mining power , acting independently of all mo

tives, of all judgment, or defire, and of the

importance of this power to virtue ? Here

we have the moſt perfect virtue eſtabliſhed

on principles, on which it muſt be allowed ,

that it could never be proved, or made to ap

pear, that any ſuch felf-determining power

exiſted .

Dr.
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Dr. Price allows, that were all men per

fe & ly virtuous, or perfectly vicious , all their

actions would be neceſſary, and might, with

certainty, be foretold ; their inward diſpo

fition , and ſituation , being together fuffi

cient to account for all their conduct . It

is plain , therefore , that when he does not

uſe the language of a ſyſtem , a full conſent of

the will, though produced by the efficacious

and unconquerable influence of conſcience, that

is, of motives, is ſufficient to conſtitute vir

. Here, therefore, we ſee the moſt per

fect virtue ariſing from the moſt abſolute

neceflity, that is , if there be any meaning in

words, virtue, without a poſſibility of a

man's acting otherwiſe than he does, i . e.

without his having a power, diſpoſed as be

was, to act otherwiſe. If this be not a juſt

inference, I do not know what is . But how

this agrees with what he obſerves in another

place *, I do not ſee. He ſays, “ It has al

ways been the general, and it has evi

dently been the natural , ſenſe of man

“ kind, that they cannot be accountable for

tue ,

* P. 303 •

what
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66 what they have no power to avoid . No

thing can be more glaringly abſurd, than

applauding, or reproaching, ourſelves, for

66 what we were no more the cauſe of, than

" of our own being, and what it was no

more poſſible for us to prevent, than the

« « return of the ſeaſons, or the revolutions

" of the planets.”

This is ſo expreſſed, as if the diſpoſition of

mind, which is one neceſſary cauſe of mens

reſolutions and actions, was not at all con

cerned ; but, taking in this circumſtance,

to which Dr, .Price himſelf allows a certain

and neceſſary operation, that which he here

calls a glaring abſurdity is preciſely his own

principle, unleſs he will fay, that a man is

not accountable for the moſt abandoned and

deteftable wickedneſs, which , he expreflly

fays, implies the greateſt neceſſity of finning.

In fact, it is only where the neceſſity of fin

ning ariſes from ſome other cauſe than a

man's own diſpoſition of mind, that we ever

fay, there is any impropriety in puniſhing å

man for his conduct. If the impoffibility

of acting well , has ariſen from a bad diſpofi

tion,
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tion , or habit, its having been impoſſible,

with that difpofition, or habit, to act virtu

ouſly, is never any reaſon for our forbearing

puniſhment: becauſe we know, that pu

niſhment is proper to correct that diſpoñi.

tion , and that habit ; and that we thereby

both reform the finner, and warn others,

which are all the juſt ends of puniſhment;

every thing elſe deſerving no other name

than vengeance, and being manifeſtly abſurd,

becauſe anſwering no good purpoſe. At

the ſame time, puniſhment, uſed with this

view, will be adminiſtered with the utmoſt

tenderneſs and compaſſion,

I would farther take the liberty to obſerve,

that Dr. Price's opinion of liberty being ef

ſential to virtue, has led him to adopt an

idea of it, that is inconſiſtent with what he

himſelf has acknowledged , concerning the

moſt perfect virtue ariſing from the infy

ence ofmotives, and affections of mind.

“ ſtinctive benevolence, ” he ſays *,

principle of virtue, nor are any actions,

" flowing merely from it, virtuous. As

« In

16 is no

* P. 315 .

« « far
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“ far as this influences, ſo far ſomething

“ elſe than reaſon and goodneſs influences,

“ and ſo much, I think , is to be ſubtracted

« from the moral worth of
any

action or

“ character. This is very agreeable to the

" common ſentiments and determinations

" ofmankind .” And again * , " The con

“ cluſion I would eſtabliſh is , that the virtue

“ of an agent is always leſs in proportion

" to the degree in which natural temper, and

propenſties fall in with his actions, inſtinc

“ tive principles operate, and rational re

flection on what is right to be done is

wanting .”

Now what is the difference between af

fe&tions of mind, from which , he ſays, ariſes

the moſt perfect and meritorious virtue, and

inſtinctive benevolence, natural temper, and

propenſity ? For my own part, I ſee no dif

ference, but that the former comprehends

the latter. For what is inſtinctive benevolence,

or natural temper, and propenſity, but parti

cular affections of mind ? Alſo the language

of the former paragraph, and not of this,,

* P. 324 ..

which
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which is the very reverſe of it, is, I am con

fident, agreeable to the common ſentiments

and determinations of mankind.

Mankind , in general, do not refine fo

much as Dr. Price . Whatever it is within a

man that leads him to virtue, and that will

certainly and neceſſarily incline him to act

right, or to do what they approve, they

deem to be a virtuous principle, to be the

foundation of merit, and to intitle to reward.

If they allow a man more merit for having

acquired this diſpoſition or propenſity, than

upon the ſuppoſition of his having been

born with it, it is becauſe they ſuppoſe ſome

prior diſpoſition to acquire it, and ſo ſtrong

as to have overcome conſiderable obſtacles

to the acquiring of it . But this is only

carrying the principle of virtue, the foun

dation of merit, and of a title to reward a

little higher. The nature of it is ſtill the

Men are charmed with a vir

tuous conduct, with the principle that was

the cauſe of it, with the principle that was

the cauſe of that principle, and ſo on, as far

as you pleaſe to go.

The

very fame.
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The only reaſon why we are leſs ſtruck

with a virtuous action , proceeding from what

is called natural temper , is becauſe we con

fider it as a fickle principle, on which we

can have no ſufficient dependence for the fu

But let that principle be ſuppoſed to

be reallyfixed andſtable, and whereindoes it

differ from that diſpoſition of mind which

is the reſult of the greateſt labour and at

tention ?

ture .

If two men be in all reſpects the ſame in

wardly, if theyfeel, and act preciſely in the

ſame manner, upon all occaſions ; how, in

the fight of God or man , can there be more

virtue in the preſent conduet of the one than

in that of the other, whatever difference

there may have been with reſpect to the ac

quiſition of that temper ? Every thing that

is ſo confirmed as to become babitual, ope

rates exactly like what is called inſtinct ( for

my own part, I believe them to be, in all

caſes, the very ſame thing ) but does à courſe

of virtue become leſs virtuous , in confe

quence of being perfifted in ,and, conſequent

ly, being a more eaſy and mechanical thing ?

Yet
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Yet this is the natural concluſion from Dr.

Price's principles . Velleius Paterculus , as

is obſerved by Mr. Hobbes *, praiſes Cato

becauſe he was good by nature , et quia aliter

elle non potuit.

Theſe maxims take away all virtue, good

neſs, and merit, from the greateſt and beſt of

all beings, and likewiſe make it abſurd to

pray for virtue ; ſince nothing that is com

municated can be entitled to that appellation.

And ſurely the common ideas and practices

of inankind, at leaſt of chriſtians, reprobate

the notion . In fact, it is mere Heatben

Stoiciſm , which allows men to pray for ex

ternal things, but admoniſhes them that , as

for virtue , it is our own, and muſt ariſe

from within ourſelves, if we have it at all.

And yet Dr. Price, I know, prays, like

other chriſtians, and with the bumility of a

neceſſarian , who conſiders every thing be

longing to him , temper, will, and conduct,

as the gift of God, and himſelf as nothing

more than the inſtrument (though at the

ſame time the object ) of his gracious deſigns.

* Works, p. 476 .

And
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And as I am not alarmed at the moral in

fluence of his opinions, I hope he will not be

alarmed at that of mine.

can be

I with Dr. Price would conſider for a few

minutes (and a very few, I ſhould think,

would ſuffice) what this felf - determining

power, of which he makes ſo great a boaſt,

By his own confeffion , it is not

judgment , it is not conſcience, it is not affic

tion, it is not defire, it is not hope or fear,

nor conſequently any of the paſſions. It

muſt, therefore, be mere will, under no di

rection or guidance, becauſe, under no in

fluence whatever ; and of what value, or uſe,

can ſuch a principle be ? Suppoſing the

thing poſſible (as I deem it to be abſolutely

impoffible, that the will ſhould act without

judgment, conſcience, affection , or any

other motive) the determination, though

dignified with the appellation of felf, can

any thing but a mere random deci

fion, which may be good or bad , favourable

or unfavourable to us , like the chance of

a die, and cannot poſſibly be of a nature

to be entitled to praiſe or blame, merit or

VOL . II . demerit,

not be

G
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demerit, reward or puniſhment. I cannot,

therefore , perſuade myſelf, that a wiſe and

benevolent author would have given man a

power fo intirely inſignificant to every valu

able purpoſe, and of ſuch a nature too, that

himſelf, that wiſdom and power in the abſtract,
could not control it.

For my

I alſo with Dr. Price would conſider in

what ſenſe a determination of his mind can

be ſaid to be more his own , on account of

its not having been produced by previous

motives, but in a manner independent of all

motives, or reaſons , for choice .

part , I own that, fuppofing the thing to be

poſſible, as I conceive it to be naturally im

poſſible, I cannot ſee either any thing to

boaſt of in ſuch a determination, or any

foundation for property in it . If nothing

in the preceding ſtate of his mind (which

would come under the deſcription of ma

tive ) contributed to it, how did he contri

bute to it ? and, therefore, in what ſenſe can

he call it his ? If he reject a determination

produced by motives , becauſe motives are

no part of himſelf, he muſt likewiſe give up

all
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all claim to a determination produced with

out motives , becauſe that alſo would be
pro

duced without the help of any thing be

longing to himſelf. If the former have a

foreign cauf , and therefore he cannot claim

it , the latter has no cauſe at all, and is , there

fore, what neither himſelf, nor any other

perſon , can claim .

But the thing itſelf is abſolutely chime

rical ; a power of determining without mo

tive, or a proper ſelf - determining power,

without any regard to judgment, conſcience,

or affection , is impoſſible. It is to ſuppoſe

an effe &t without a cauſe. The ſuppoſition

is contrary to all experience and obſerva

tion : and if we only admit this one unde

niable fact, viz . that the will cannot pro

perly determine itſelf, but is always deter

mined by motives, that is , by the preſent

diſpoſition of the mind, and the views of

things preſented to it, it cannot be any other

than a neceſſary determination , ſubject to

laws , as ſtrict and invariable as thoſe of me

chanics . There cannot poſſibly be any me.

dium in the caſe . If we always chooſe that

object,
G2
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object, or that action , which , on whatever

account, appears preferable at the moment of

making the choice , it will always be deter

mined by ſome invariable rule, depending

upon the liate of the mind, and the ideas pre

ſent to it ; and it will never be equally in

our power to chooſe two things, when all

the previous circumſtances are the very fame.

SECTION VII .

Of the Propriety of REWARDS AND PU

NISHMENTS, and the Foundation of Praiſe

and Blame, on the Scheme of Neceſity.

THI
HE objection to the doctrine of ne

ceſſity that has weighed the moſt

with thoſe who have conſidered the ſub

ject, is that , if mens' determinations and

actions flow neceffarily from the previous

ſtate of their minds, and the motives , or

influences , to which they are expoſed, the

idea of reſponſibility, or accountableneſs va

niſhes , and there can be no propriety or uſe

of rewards or puniſhments.

Now ,
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Now, I hope to make it appear, that,

when the caſe is rightly underſtood, there

can be no uſe or propriety of rewards or

puniſhments on any other ſcheme, but the

greateſt poſſible upon this.

In order to make this clearly apprehend

ed , let us ſuppoſe two minds conſtructed,

as I may ſay, upon the principles of the

two oppoſite ſchemes of liberty and neceſity;

all the determinations of the one being in

variably directed by its previous diſpoſitions,

and the motives preſented to it, while the

other ſhall have a power of determining, in

all caſes, in a manner independent of any

ſuch previous diſpoſition or motives ; which

is preciſely the difference between the ſyf

tems of neceſſity and liberty, philoſophi

cally and ſtrictly defined . To avoid cir

cumlocution , let us call the former A , and

the latter B. I will farther ſuppoſe myſelf

to be a father, and theſe two my children ;

and , knowing their inward make and con

ſtitution , let us conſider how I ſhould treat

them .

G 3 My
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My object is to make them virtuous and

happy . All my precepts , and the whole of

my diſcipline, are directed to that end . For

the uſe of diſcipline is by the hope of ſome

thing, which the ſubjects of it know to be

good, or the fear of ſomething , which they

know to be evil , to engage them to act in

ſuch a manner, as the perſon who has the

conduct of that diſcipline well knows to be

for their good ultimately, though they can

not ſee it . In other words , I muſt make

uſe of preſent good, and preſent evil, in or

der to ſecure their future and greateſt good;

the former being within the apprehenſion

of
my children , and the latter lying beyond

it, and being known to myſelf only . This

I take to be preciſely the nature of diſci

pline; the perſon who conducts it being

ſuppoſed to have more knowledge, expe

rience, and judgment, than thoſe who are

ſubject to it .1

Now, ſince motives have a certain and

neceſſary influence on the mind of A, I

know that the proſpect of good will cer

tainly
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tainly incline him to do what I recommend

to him, and the fear of evil will deter him

from any thing that I wiſh to diſſuade him

from ; and therefore I bring him under the

courſe of diſcipline above deſcribed , with

the greateſt hope of ſucceſs. Other influ

ences , indeed, to which he
may be expoſed,

and that I am not aware of, may counteract

my views , and thereby my object may be

fruſtrated ; but, notwithſtanding this, my

diſcipline will , likewiſe, have its certain

and neceſſary effe£t; counteracting in part,

at leaſt, all foreign and unfavourable influ

ence, and therefore cannot be wholly loſt

upon him . Every promiſe and every threat

ening , every reward and every puniſhment,

judiciouſly adminiſtered, works to my end .

If this diſcipline be ſufficient to overcome

any foreign influence, I engage my ſon in a

train of proper actions, which , by means of

the mechanical ſtructure of bis mind, will , at

length , form a ſtable habit, which inſures

ز

my ſucceſs.

But in
my fon B , I have to do with a

creature of quite another make ; motives

haveG4
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have no neceſſary or certain influence upon

his determinations , and in all caſes, where

the principle of freedom from the certein

injluence of motives takes place, it is exactly

an equal chance, whether my promiſes or

threatenings , my rewards or puniſhments,

determine his actions or not , The ſelf -de

termining power is not at all of the nature of

any mechanical influence, that may be coun:

teracted by influences equally mechanical ,

but is a thing with reſpect to which I can

make no ſort of calculation , and againſt

which I can make no proviſion. Even the

longeſt continued ſeries of proper actions,

will form no habit that can be depended

upon ; and therefore, after all my labour

and anxiety , my object is quite precarious

and uncertain .

If we ſuppoſe that B is in fome degree de

termined by motives, in that very degree,

and no other, is he a proper ſubject of dif

cipline ; and he can never become wholly ſo,

till his felf -determining power be entirely

diſcharged , and he comes to be the ſame

kind of being with A, on whom motives of

all
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all kinds have a certain and neceſſary influ

ence . Had I the making of my own chil

dren , they ſhould certainly be all conſtituted

like A , and none of them like B.

Beſides, the diſcipline of A will have a

ſuitable influence on all that are conſtituted

like him , ſo that for their fakes, as well as

on the account of A himſelf, I ought to

bring him under this falutary treatment.

And thus all the ends of diſcipline are an

ſwered , and rewards and puniſhments have

the greateſt propriety ; becauſe they have the

fulleſt effect upon the doctrine of neceſſity;

whereas , it is evident , they are abſolutely

loft, having no effect whatever, upon the op

poſite ſcheme.

appears to me to be the faireſt and

the moſt unexceptionable view of the ſub

ject ; by which it appears , that the Divine

Being, the father of us all , in order to make

us the proper ſubjects of diſcipline, and

thereby ſecure our greateſt happineſs (which

is all that, philoſophically ſpeaking, is really

This

meant
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meant by making us accountable creatures

muſt conſtitute us in ſuch a manner, as that

inotives ſhall have a certain and neceffary

influence upon our minds , and muſt not

leave us at liberty to be influenced by them

or not , at our arbitrary pleaſure.

(

than any

1

I do not think it is properly neceſſary to

add any thing more on this ſubject; but,

becauſe this queſtion has ( perhaps more

other in the whole compaſs of phi

loſophical diſcuſſion ) been rendered obſcure

by an unfair and improper manner of ftat

ing, I ſhall give another view of it ; by

which , I hope, it will appear, that there is

all the foundation that we can wiſh for a

proper accountableneſs, and for praiſe and

blame, upon the doctrine of neceffity, and

not ſo much as a ſhadow of any real founda

tion for them upon any other ſuppoſition;

the boaſted advantage of the doctrine of li

berty belonging, in fact, to the doctrine of

necefity only ; and I am confident that my

ideas on this ſubject are , at the ſame time,

thoſe of the vulgar, and agreeable to

I

found

philoſoph
y
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philoſophy, while thoſe of the metaphyſi

cians , who have adopted a contrary opinion,

are founded on a merefallacy.

When I, or the world at large, praiſe

my ſon A , we tell him we admire his ex

cellent diſpoſition, in conſequence of which

all good motives have a certain and never

failing influence upon his mind , always de

termining his choice to what is virtuous

and honourable, and that his conduct is not

directed either by mere will, or the autho

rity of any other perſon, but proceeds from

his own virtuous diſpoſition only ; and that

his good habits are ſo confirmed, that nei

ther promiſes nor threatenings are able to

draw him aſide from his duty .

1

In this repreſentation I am confident that

I keep back nothing that is eſſential. The

ideas of mankind , in general , never go be

yond this , when they praiſe any perſon ,

nor philoſophically ſpeaking, ought they to

do it. Praiſe that is founded on any other

principles is really abſurd, and, if it was

underſtood by the vulgar, would be repro

bated
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bated by them , as intirely repugnant to their

conceptions of it . This will clearly ap

pear by conſidering the caſe of my ſon B.

We have ſuppoſed that A has done a

virtuous action , and has been commended , be

cauſe it proceeded from the bent of his mind

to virtue, ſo that whenever proper circum

ſtances occurred , he neceſſarily did what we

wiſhed him to have done . Let us now fup

poſe that B does the very ſame thing ; but

let it be fully underſtood , that the cauſe of

his right determination was not any bias or

diſpoſition of mind in favour of virtue, or be

cauſe a good motive influenced him to do it ;

but that his determination was produced

by ſomething within him ( call it by what

name you pleaſe) of a quite different nature,

with reſpect to which motives of any kind

have no ſort of influence or effect, a mere

arbitrary pleaſure, without any
reaſon what

ever ( for a reaſon is a motive) and I appre

hend he would no more be thought a proper

ſubject of praiſe, notwithſtanding he ſhould

do what was right in itſelf, than the dice,

which , by a fortunate throw, ſhould give

man

V
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man an eſtate. It is true the action was

right, but there was not the proper principle

and motive, which are the only juſt founda

tions of praiſe.

In ſhort, where the proper influence of

motives ceaſes, the proper foundation of praiſe

and blame diſappears with it ; and a ſelf - de

termining power, ſuppoſed to act in a manner

independent of motive , and even contrary to

every thing that comes under that deſcrip

tion , is a thing quite foreign to every idea

that bears the leaſt relation to praiſe or

- blame . A good action produced in this

manner, is no indication of a good difpofition

of mind, inclined to yield to the influence

of good impreſſions, and , therefore, is no

thing on which I can depend for the fu

ture . Even a ſeries of good actions, pro

duced in this manner, gives no ſecurity for

a proper conduct in future inſtances ; be

cauſe ſuch actions can form no habit, i . e . no

neceſſary tendency to a particular conduct ; but

every thing is liable to be reverſed by this

ſelf- determining principle, which can turn

a deaf car to all motives, and all reaſons.

So
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So difficult is it to get out of the road of

common ſenſe, that even philoſophical per

fons will farther deceive themſelves, by

ſaying, that the ſelf -determining power is

influenced by motives, and does not deter

mine abſolutely at random . But if this be a

proper influence, there can be no proper ſelf

determining power, except by ſelf -deter

mination be underſtood what the world in

general always does underſtand by it, viz .

a power of determination not ſubject to the

controul of others, but produced by cauſes

operating within a man's ſelf only . If,

when the ſtate of mind, and pre

ſent to it, are preciſely the ſame, there be a

power of forming either of two contrary

reſolutions (which is the caſe, if neceſſary de

termination be excluded ) it is plain , that the

proper* cauſe of the reſolution , that which

actually decided in the caſe, could not be

any thing either in the ſtate of the minditſelf,

or any idea preſent to it (becauſe, notwith

ſtanding theſe circumſtances, there is a power

of determining either agreeable, or contrary

to their natural influence ) and , therefore,

could not be any thing to which mankind

every idea

1

1

have
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have ever attributed either praiſe or blame.

It is never the action , but the diſpoſition of

mind, and the motive that makes any thing

meritorious; and here the determination was

not cauſed either by the ſtate of mind, or

any motive whatever.

I will venture to ſay that, let this caſe be

ſtated with ever ſo much addreſs and refine

ment, it will ſtill be found that there can

not be any juſt foundation for praiſe, but

upon a ſcheme which ſuppoſes the mind to

be ſo diſpoſed, as that juſt views of things

will neceſſarily determine the will to right

action . The two ſchemes of liberty and

neceſſity admit of no medium between

them . But if any kind of medium be ſup

poſed, in which ſomething ſhall be allowed

to the influence of motive, and “ ſomething

to the ſelf -determining power, acting inde

pendently of motive, ſtill all the virtue and

merit, all the foundation for praiſe, takes

place juſt ſo far as neceſſity takes place,

and fails juſt ſo far as this imaginary liberty

of choice, acting independently of motives,

interferes to obſtruct it .

It
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It has been ſeen that puniſhment would

have no propriety, or uſe , upon the doctrine

of philoſophical liberty ; blame alſo , upon

the ſame ſcheme, would be equally abſurd

and ill founded . If my child A acts wrong,

I tell him that I am exceedingly diſpleaſed,

becauſe he has ſhown a diſpoſition of mind,

on which motives to virtue have no fuffi

cient influence ; that he appears to have

ſuch a propenſity to vicious indulgences, that I

am afraid he is irreclaimable, and that his

utter ruin will be the conſequence of it .

This is the proper language of blame ; and,

upon a mind conſtituted like that of A,

may have a good effect, as well as the dif

cipline of puniſhment.

But if the conftitution of the mind of B

be attended to , it will be ſeen that blame is

equally abſurd , as puniſhment is unavailing.

If he has acted the ſame part that A has

done, the language which I addreſſed to A

will not apply to him . , It is true, that he

has done what is wrong, and it muſt have

bad conſequences ; but it was not from any

bad difpofition of mind, that made him ſub

ject
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ject to be influenced by bad impreſſions.

No, his determination had a cauſe of quite

another nature. It was a choice directed by

no bad motive whatever ; but a mere will,

acting independently of any motive ; and

which , though it has been on the ſide of

vice to-day, may be on the ſide of virtue

to -morrow . My blame or reproaches, there

fore, being ill founded , and incapable of

having any effect, it is my wiſdom to with

hold them , and wait the uncertain iſſue

with patience .

If this be not a juſt, impartial , and phi

loſophical ſtate of this caſe, I do not know

what is ſo ; and by this means it appears,

that the doctrine of the neceſary influence of

motives upon the mind of man , makes him

the proper ſubject of diſcipline, reward and

puniſhment, praiſe and blame, both in the

common and philoſophical uſe of the words ;

and the doctrine of ſelf - determination, inde

pendent of the influence of motives , in

tirely diſqualifies a man from being the pro

per ſubject of them.

Vol . II . H It
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It is ſaid , that the nature of remorſe im

plies a felf- determining power. I anſwer,

that this is no other than the ſame decep

tion that I have explained before. For

blaming ourſelves, or blaming another, are

things of the very fame nature, and depend

upon the ſame principles . The ſenſe of

ſelf -reproach, and mame, is excited by our

finding that we have a diſpoſition of mind

leading to vice, and on which motives to

virtue , in particular caſes, have had no in

fluence .

If I blame myſelf for any thing elſe , viz .

for not exerting a felf- determining power, by

which I may ſuppoſe that I might have

acted otherwiſe, independently of the pre

vious diſpoſition of mind, and the motives

then preſent to it, the idea is not at all

adapted to excite any proper remorſe. For

it has been ſhewn to afford no foundation

for blame whatever, and, in the nature of

things, cannot poſſibly do it . For on this

fuppoſition there is nothing vicious, or blame.

worthy, that is the proper cauſe of the ac

tion,
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tion , but ſomething that bears no ſort of re

lation to morality. Morals depend upon in

ward diſpoſitions of mind, and good or bad ha

bits ; but this ſelf- determination is a thing

capable of counteracting all difpofitions, and

all habits , and not by means of contrary dif

poſitions and contrary habits, but by a power

of quite another nature, to which the pro

perties of diſpoſitions and habits , ſuch as

approbation , or diſapprobation , in a moral

fenſe, or praiſe or blame, cannot poſſibly

belong .

ra

A man , indeed, when he reproaches him

ſelf for any particular action in his paſt con

duct, may fancy that, if he was in the ſame

ſituation again, he would have acted diffe

rently. But this is a mere deception ; and ,

if he examines himſelf ſtrictly, and takes in

all circumſtances, he may be ſatisfied that,

with theſame inward diſpoſition of mind, and

with preciſely the ſame views of things that

he had then , and excluſive of all others that

he has acquired by reflectionſince, he could

not have acted otherwiſe than he did .

But

47
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But will this conviction at all leffen his

ſenſe of grief, or ſhame ? On the contrary,

it will only more fully ſatisfy him , that his

diſpoſitions and habit of mind, at that time

were ſo bad , that the vicious action was un

avoidable. And the ſenſe he now has of

this deplorable ſtate of his mind , and the

alarming tendency of it, will operate ſo as

to make him act better, and become better

diſpoſed for the future ; ſo that, upon an

other ſimilar occaſion , he would not do what

he did before . And is not this all the be

nefit that a man can poſſibly derive from a

ſenſe of ſhame, and ſelf -reproach , com

monly called remorſe of conſcience ?

Thus , I hope, I have made good what I

advanced on this ſubject, in my Examina .

tion of the Writings of Drs. Reid, Beattie,

and Oſwald * . “ As to the hackneyed ob

jection to the doctrine of neceſſity, from

“ its being inconſiſtent with the idea of

“ virtue and vice, praiſe and blame, it may

“ be fully retorted upon its opponents.

* P. 178.

« For,
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s« For, as to their boaſted ſelf -determining

power (were the thing poſſible in itſelf,

“ and did not imply an abſurdity ) by which

they pretend to have a power of acting

independently of every thing that comes

“ under the deſcription of motive, I ſcruple

“ not to ſay, that it is as foreign to every

“ idea of virtue and vice, praiſe or blame,

" as the groſſeſt kind of mechaniſm , that

" the moſt blundering writer, in defence of

liberty, ever aſcribed to the advocates for

" moral neceſſity .”

As different repreſentations of the ſame

thing, and different views of it, affect the

mind differently, and a view that does not

at all ſtrike one perſon, may ſtrike another,

I ſhall conclude this ſection with ſome juſt

obſervations of Mr. Hume, and others of

Mr. Search , and Lord Kaims , relating to

the ſubject of it .

“ Actions ” , ſays Mr. Hume *, are , by

“ their very nature, temporary and periſh

“ ing ; and where they proceed not from

* Philoſophical Eſſays, p . 155 .

66 fomeH 3
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“ ſome cauſe, in the character and difpofition

“ of the perſon who performed them , they

“ can neither redound to his honour, if

" good, nor infamy, if evil . The actions

“ themſelves may be blameable, they may

“ be contrary to the rules of morality and

“ religion , but the perſon is not reſponſible

“ for them . And as they proceeded from

“ nothing in him that is durable, and con

“ fant, and leave nothing of that nature

“ behind them , it is impoſſible he can , on

“ that account, become the object of pu

niſhment, or vengeance. According to

“ the principle, therefore, which denies

neceffity, and conſequently caufes, a man

“ is as pure and untainted after having com

" mitted the moſt horrid crime, as at the

“ firſt moment of his birth ; nor is his cha

“racter any way concerned in his actions,

“ ſince they are not derived from it, and the

“ wickedneſs of the one can never be uſed as

a proof of the depravity of the other .”

“ Men are not blamed , ” he ſays * , " for

“ : ſuch actions as they perform ignorantly,

* P. 156 .

( ! and
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“ and caſually, whatever may be the conſe

quences! Why ? but becauſe the prin

ciples of theſe actions are only momentary,

“ and terminate in them only . Men are

« leſs blamed for ſuch evil actions as they

perform haſtily, and unpremeditatedly, than

“ for ſuch as proceed from thought and de

“ liberation . For what reaſon ? but becauſe

“ a haſty temper, though a conſtant cauſe,

“ is a principle of the mind that operates

only by intervals, and infects not the

« whole character ."
9 )

“ Freedom of action,” ſays Mr. Search *

« and ſo much underſtanding as to make

66 the
party ſenſible for what the puniſhment

“ was inflicted , are always deemed neceſ

ſary requiſites to render him obnoxious

“ thereto ; becauſe puniſhment operating

upon the imagination, and through that

upon the will, where either of theſe two

“ characters are wanting, becomes uſeleſs,

“ and conſequently unjuſt. Therefore, lly

revenges , which may be miſtaken for ac

s cidents , and nobody can know they were

Light of Nature, vol. v. p. 233 .

H 4 66 the
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“ the effect of reſentment, though ſome.

“ times practiſed by ſpiteful perſons, have

“ never been holden warrantable by the ju

“ dicious . Nor will a righteous man puniſh

“ where the tranſgreſſor had not liberty of

“ choice , nor where the reaſon of his pu

“ niſhing cannot be underſtood.

“ In none of the works of providence , "

ſays Lord Kaims , « ſo far as we can pene

“ trate, is there diſplayed a deeper reach of

« art and wiſdom , than in the laws of action

peculiar to man , as a thinking and rational

being . Were he left looſe, to act in con

“ tradiction to motives, there would be no

place for prudence, foreſight, nor for ad

juſting means to an end . It could not

“ be foreſeen by others what a man would

“ do the next hour, nay, it could not be fore

“ ſeen even by himſelf. Man would not

“ be capable of rewards and puniſhments,

* he would not be fitted either for divine

“ or for human government , he would be

a creature that has no reſemblance to the

66 human race . But man is not left looſe ;

for though he is at liberty to act accord

" ing

1
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56

ing to his own will, yet his will is regu

$ « lated by deſire, and defire by what pleaſes

or diſpleaſes. This connexion preſerves

« uniformity of conduct, and confines hu

s man actions within the great chain of

so cauſes and effects. By this admirable

sc ſyſtem , liberty and neceſſity , ſeemingly

« incompatible, are made perfectly concor

so dant , fitting us for ſociety, and for

so vernment , both human and divine * ,

go

“ How hard is the lot of the human ſpe

$ cies to be thus tied down and fixed to

“ motives , ſubjected by a neceſſary law to

“ the choice of evil , if evil happen to be

“ the prevailing motive, or if it miſleads

us , under the form of our greateſt intereſt

" or good ! How happy to have had a free

independent power of acting contrary to

“ motives , when the prevailing motive has

a bad tendency ! By this power wemight

« have puſhed our way to virtue and happi

“ neſs, whatever motives were ſuggeſted by

“ vice and folly to draw us back, or we

It might by arbitrary will have refrained

66

* Sketches on Man, vol . ii . p. 300.

“ c from
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“ from acting the bad part, though all the

power
of motives concurred to urge us on .

" So far well ; but let us ſee whither this

“ will carry us . This arbitrary power

being once ſuppoſed , may it not be exert

“ ed againſt good motives as well as bad

“ ones ? If it does us good by accident, in

“ reſtraining us from vice, may it not do us

“ ill by accident, in reſtraining us from

“ virtue, and ſo ſhall we not be thrown

“ looſe altogether ? At this rate no man

« could be depended upon . Promiſes,

“ oaths , vows, would be in vain : for no

“ thing can ever bind or fix a man who is

“ influenced by no motive. The diſtinction

" of characters would be at an end : for a

perſon cannot have a character, who has

no fixed or uniform principle of action.

Nay, moral virtue itſelf, and all the force

“ of law, rule, and obligation , would, upon

“ this hypotheſis, be nothing . For no crea

“ ture can be the ſubject of rational or moral

government, whoſe actions, by the conſti

“ tution of its nature, are independent of

“ motives , and whoſe will is capricious and

“ arbitrary,
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arbitrary . To exhort, to inſtruct, to

promiſe, or to threaten , would be to no

s purpoſe. In ſhort, ſuch a creature, if

“ ſuch could exiſt, would be a moſt bizarre

- “ and unaccountable being, a mere abſur

: s dity in nature , whoſe exiſtence could ſerve

6C no end .

f

“ Were we ſo conſtituted as always to

so be determined by the moral ſenſe, even

againſt the ſtrongeſt counter-motives, this

" would be conſiſtent with human nature ;

so becauſe it would preſerve intire the con

“ nexion that, by an unalterable law, is

“ eſtabliſhed betwixt the will and the pre

“ vailing motive , But to break this con

" nexion altogether, to introduce an un

“ bounded arbitrary liberty, in oppoſition

“ to which motives ſhould not have influ

“ ence, would be, inſtead of amending, to

“ deform and unhinge the whole conſtitu

$ tion . No reaſon have we, therefore, to

regret that we find the will neceſſarily

ſubjected to motives . The truth of this

general poſition muſt coincide with our

” wiſh , unleſs we would rather have man
*

.

16 to
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s to be a whimſical and ridiculous , than a

“ rational and moral being * .”

SECTION VIII .

How far Mens' GENERAL CONDUCT will

be influenced by the Belief of the Doctrine

of Neceſity.

IT.
T is imagined by ſome, that the appre

henſion of all the actions of men depend

ing upon motives which neceſſarily influence

their determinations , ſo that no action or

event could poſſibly be otherwiſe than it

has been, is, or is to be, would inake men

indifferent with reſpect to their conduct, or

to what befals them in life . I anſwer, ſo it

would , if their own actions, and determina

tions were not neceffary links in this chain of

cauſes and events , and if their good or bad

ſucceſs did not, in the ſtricteſt ſenſe of the

word , depend upon themſelves.

Eſſays on the Principles of Morality and Natural

Religion, p . 177 .

But,
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But, this being the caſe, the apprehen

ion that their endeavours to promote their

wn happineſs will have a certain and ne

ceffary effect, and that no well-judged ef

ort of theirs will be loſt, inſtead of dif

poſing them to remit their labour, will en

courage them to exert themſelves with re

doubled vigour ; and the deſire of happineſs

cannot but be allowed to have the ſame in

fluence upon all ſyſtems.

With reſpect to the temper and diſpoſi

tion of mind , conſidered in a moral reſpect,

a man has, certainly , more encouragement

to take pains to improve it, when he is ſen

fible that , according to the ſettled conſtitu

tion, and eſtabliſhed laws of nature , it de

pends intirely upon himſelf, whether it be

improved or not ; that his negligence will

be followed by neceſſary and certain ruin,

whereas his circumſpection , reſolution, and

perſeverance, will be attended with as cer

tain and neceſſary ſucceſs ; things foreign to

bimſelf not interfering here, as they fome

times do in the conduct of civil affairs, to

diſappoint the beſt concerted ſchemes.

All
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All this may, perhaps, be made more in .

telligible by an exainple. I ſhall therefor:

endeavour to give one . No man entertaid

a doubt, but that every thing relating to

vegetation is ſubject to the eſtabliſhed latt !

of nature ; and ſuppoſing this to be the

caſe, with reſpect to the human mind, and

its operations , a being of perfect intelli

gence and foreſight, will know how we

ſhall be provided for the next, or any future

year ; ſo that , in fact, our proviſion for the

next year, and all the events of it, are ab

ſolutely fixed, and nothing can interfere to

make it otherwiſe than it is to be . But will

any farmer, believing this ever fo firmly,

neglect, on this account, to ſow his fields,

and content himſelf with ſaying, « God

“ knows how I ſhall be provided for the

“ next year ? I cannot change his decree,

« and let his will be done.” We ſee, in

fact, that ſuch a perſuaſion never operates

in this manner ; becauſe, though the chain

of events is neceſſary, our own determina

tions, and actions, are neceſſary links of that

chain . This gives the farmer the fulleſt

aſſurance, that, if it be decreed for him to

ſtarve,

1

?
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ſtarve, it is likewiſe decreed for him to ne

glect to low his fields ; but if he do ſow his

fields, which depends intirely upon himſelf,,

that then , ſince the laws of nature are in

variable, it will be evident, that no ſuch

unfavourable decree had gone forth .

In fact, the ſyſtem of neceſſity makes

every man the maker of his own fortune, in

a ſtricter ſenſe than any other ſyſtem what

ever ; and the belief of this gives a man

greater confidence of ſucceſs in all his la

bours, ſince none of them can be in vain .

On the contrary, wherever this chain of the

neceſſary connexion of cauſes and effects is

broken , there uncertainty enters, and the

idea of this is always accompanied with in

difference, or deſpair.

As our perſuaſion concerning the doctrine

of neceſſity cannot make any change in our

conduct with reſpect to men , whom we

know we muſt gain to our intereſt by pro

per conduct and addreſs, ſo neither can it

affect our behaviour with reſpect to God ;

the
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the mode and object of our addreſs to both

being exactly ſimilar .

Indeed , it is impoſſible to ſuppoſe there

can be any difficulty attending the ſubject

of prayer, or any branch of it, upon the

ſuppoſition of the doctrine of neceſſity , that

does not equally affect it, on , the general

ſuppoſition of God's knowing all our wants,

and being diſpoſed to ſupply them, as far

-as it is proper that he ſhould do it . And,,

with reſpect to this , it is ſufficient to ſay,

that the whole of our intercourſe with the

Deity, is founded upon the idea of his con

deſcending, for our good, to be conſidered

by us in the familiar light of a parent, or

governor. And having, for our good, af

fumed theſe characters, he will certainly

realize them , by requiring of us ſuch be

haviour as wiſe parents require of their

children , and wiſe governors of their ſub

jects. Now, wiſe parents often juſtly re

fuſe to ſupply the wants of their children,

till they ſolicit for it , with a proper temper

of mind . But this ſubject I have conſidered

more
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more largely, in my Inſtitutes of Natural and

Revealed Religion * . I ſhall, therefore, in

this place , only preſent my reader with a

different view that Mr. Hobbes has given of

it , on the ſuppoſition of prayer not being

the cauſe, or the proper means, of procur

ing any favour from God ; his conduct to

wards us being determined on other ac

counts .

“ Thankſgiving,” ſays het, " is no cauſe

“ of the bleſſing paſt, and that which is

paſt is ſure and neceſſary ; yet even among

men, thanks is in uſe, as an acknowledg

“ ment of benefits paſt, though we ſhould

expect no new benefit for our gratitude ;

“ and prayer to God Almighty, is but

“ thankſgiving for God's bleſſings in gene

“ ral ; and, though it precedes the parti

“ cular thing we aſk , yet it is not a cauſe,

“ or means of it, but a ſignification that we

expect nothing from God, but in ſuch

“ manner as he, not we, will . ”

* Vol . i. p . 147 . + Works , p. 477 .

Vol. II , I
Upon
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Upon the whole, I am fatisfied , that it

can only be in conſequence of ſome groſs

mif -ſtating of the caſe, if the belief of the

doctrine of neceflity appear to have, in any

reſpect, an unfavourable influence upon
the

mind ; and , in a variety of reſpects, it can

not but be apparent, that it muſt have the

happieſt and nobleſt effects imaginable . But

I purpoſely confine myſelf to what has been

thought moſt unpromiſing in the ſyſtem that

I have adopted, and what is generally ef

teemed to be the dark and dangerous fide of

the principle. And, if even this view of

it, when it is conſidered fairly and impar

tially, be really favourable to it , what may

we not expect from other views of this doc

trine, which all the world muſt allow to be

highly advantageous ?

SECTION
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SECTION IX.

Of the moral Influence of the DoEtrine of

Neceſity.

IT
T has been ſaid , that the principles on

which the doctrine of neceſſity is found

ed, are equally thoſe of the vulgar, and of

true philoſophy. Mankind, in general, have

no idea of volition , but as preceded and di

rected by motives ; and if they were told of

any determination of the mind , not pro

duced by motives , good or bad, they would

never be brought to think there could be

any thing moral, any thing virtuous or via

cious in it, any thing that could be the pro

per object of praiſe or blame, reward or pu

niſhment.

All the idea that the generality of man

kind have of liberty, is perfectly conſiſtent

with, and, in fact, flows from , the princi

ples of moral neceſſity ; for they mean no

more by it, than a freedom from the con

trolI 2
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trol of others, and that their volitions are

determined only by their own views of

things , and influenced , or guided, by mo

tives operating within themſelves. Beyond

this their ideas do not go, nor does the bu

fineſs of human life require that they ſhould .

They have, therefore, no apprehenſion of

the real and unavoidable conſequences of

the principles they every day act upon.

They would even be alarmed, and ſtagger

ed , if thoſe conſequences were pointed out

to them ; and , perhaps , from their unwil

lingneſs to admit the conſequences, would

be tempted to diſguiſe their daily feelings

and experience, imagining them to be dif

ferent from what they really are . This, I

doubt not, is the real fource of all the ob

jections that have been made to the doctrine

of neceſſity.

Mankind , in general, have alſo no diffi

culty in admitting other principles, that

are not deduced from their own experience,

which yet are equally incompatible with

the doctrine of metaphyſical liberty . They

would not heſitate, for example, to admit,

that
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that future events, depending upon human

reſolutions, may be fore -known, and fore

told , by a being of competent knowledge,

and that there can be no effect, without a

cauſe. But when they are told that , in

conſequence of theſe conceſſions, they muſt

admit, that nothing could have been other

wiſe than it has been, that every thing comes

to paſs in conſequence of an eſtabliſhed con

ſtitution of things , a conſtitution eſtabliſhed

by the author of nature, and , therefore,

that God is to be conſidered as the proper

and fole cauſe of all things , good and evil,

natural and moral, they are ſtaggered, and

withhold their aſſent,

From this place, therefore, the philoſo

pher muſt be content to proceed by him

felf. But we ſhall ſee that his more com

prehenſive views of the ſyſtem of nature are

not leſs, but much more favourable to his

improvement in virtue and happineſs, than

the more limited views of the bulk ofman

kind . They look no farther for the cauſes

of mens' actions than to men ; whereas, the

I 3 philo
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philoſopher conſiders them, as neceſſary in

ſtruments in the hands of the firſt cauſe . Let

us now fairly trace the conſequences of this

more enlarged and juſter view of things.

But, previous to this , I would obſerve,

that the practical uſe of theſe philoſophical

views is confined to a man's cooler moments,

when the mind is not under the influence of

any violent emotion or paſſion . For, ſince

the mind of a philoſopher is formed , and

the aſſociations' by which it is influenced,

are fixed , exactly like thoſe of other men,

he will not be able, in the general tumult

and hurry of life, to feel, think, or act, in

a manner different from other men . А

provocation will fix his reſentment upon

the perſon from whom it immediately pro

ceeds , and a grateful or kind action will ,

in like manner , direct his love and grati

tude to the perſon from whom it immedi

ately comes . His own actions, alſo, will

be conſidered with the ſame mechanical feel

ings of ſelf -applauſe, or remorſe, as if he had

not been a philoſopher,

What
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What we are now to conſider, therefore,

are the feelings of the philoſopher retired

from the world , under the influence of no

violent emotion , and therefore contemplat

ing nothing very recent. Or, allowing that

his philofophical views ſhould gradually

modify his feelings (as undoubtedly they

will do, in proportion as they are attended

to , and have an opportunity of impreſſing

the mind) let us conſider what alteration in

a man's ſentiments and conduct they will

tend to produce ; whether the change will

be favourable or unfavourable, whether his

philoſophy will make him the better or the

worſe man , the better or the worfe citizen .

Now, in my opinion, his philoſophical

views will give an elevation and force to his

piety, and to virtue in all its branches, that

could not have been acquired in any
other

way . And this may be perceived in thoſe

perſons whoſe general views of things have

approached the neareſt to thoſe that are

truly philoſophical , by which I mean thoſe

who, from a principle of religion, have af

cribedI 4
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cribed more to God , and leſs to man , than

other perſons ; which appears to me to have

been the caſe very remarkably with the fa

cred writers, and with other perſons who

have imbibed their devotional ſpirit from an

intimate acquaintance with the ſcriptures.

That the ſpirit of devotion in general

muſt be greatly promoted by the perfua

ſion , that God is the proper and ſole cauſe

of all things, needs no arguing . Upon

this ſcheme we ſee God in every thing, and

may be ſaid to ſee every thing in God ; be

cauſe we continually view every thing as

in connexion with him , the author of it .

By this means the idea of God will become

aſſociated with every other idea , heighten

ing all our pleaſures, and diminiſhing, nay,

abſorbing and annihilating , all our pains.

Alſo the influence of this conſtant and

lively ſenſe of the Divine preſence and

energy, attending to, diſpoſing, and over

ruling all things, cannot but , in a variety

of other reſpects, be moſt favourable and

happy . It muſt produce the deepeſt bu

mility;
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mility, the moſt intire reſignation to the will

of God, and the moſt unreſerved confidence in

his goodneſs and providential care.

With this diſpoſition of mind towards

God, it will not be poſſible to bear ill-will

to any of our brethren , his offspring, or to

indulge any paſſion, or habit, that is for

bidden by God . In ſhort, this one lead

ing principle of devotion cannot fail to re

gulate the whole temper and conduct. It

neceſſarily implies , or begets, every thing

in a man's temper that is truly amiable and

valuable ,

Alſo, the full perſuaſion that nothing can

come to paſs without the knowledge and

expreſs appointment of the greateſt and beſt

of beings, muſt tend to diffuſe a joyful fere

nity over the mind , producing a conviction,

that, notwithſtanding all preſent unfavour

able appearances, whatever is, is right; that

even all evils, reſpecting individuals or ſo

cieties, any part , or the whole of the human

race , will terminate in good ; and that the

greateſt ſum of good could not, in the na

ture
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ture of things, be attained by any other

means.

No other than a neceffarian can poffibly

attain to the full perſuaſion of this great and

invaluable truth , the only ſure anchor of tbe

Joul in time of adverſity and diſtreſs, and a

never -failing ſource of conſolation under

the moſt gloomy proſpects. Upon any

other hypotheſis, it will be believed , that

many things in which the independent un

controlled determinations of fallible men

take place, are continually going wrong , and

that much actual evil , unconnected with ,

and unproductive of, good, does exiſt.

Whereas, in the eye of a neceſſarian , the

idea of real abſolute evil wholly diſappears:

fince, in the contemplation of a mind poſ

ſeſſed of a ſufficient degree of comprehen

fion, capable of conſidering as one thing, one

whole, whatever is neceſſarily connected , all

partial evils are infinitely overbalanced by,

and are therefore really and truly annihi

lated, in the idea of the greater good to

which they are fubfervient, and which,

when properly diſpoſed ( as by infinite wif

dom
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dom they undoubtedly are) they really

heighten . To a perſon well acquainted

with the doctrine of the aſſociation of ideas ,

this will be no paradox, but a moſt impor

tant and neceſſary truth .

The connexion that all perſons, and all

things neceſſarily have, as parts of an im

menſe, glorious, and happy Syſtem (and of

which we ourſelves are a part, however ſmall

and inconſiderable) with the great author

of this ſyſtem , makes us regard every per

ſon, and every thing, in a friendly and pleaſ

ing light . The whole is but one family.

We have all one God and Father , whoſe af.

fection for us is intenſe, impartial , and ever

laſting He defpifes nothing that he has

made, and by ways unknown to us, and

often by methods the moſt unpromiſing, he

provides for our greateſt good. We are all

training up in the ſame ſchool of moral dif

cipline, and are likewiſe joint beirs of eternal

life, revealed to us in the goſpel.

With ſuch ſublime views of the ſyſtem ,

and of the author of it, as theſe, vice is

abſo
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abſolutely incompatible; and more eſpecially

hatred, envy , and malice, are wholly exclud

ed . I cannot , as a neceſſarian, hate any

man ; becauſe I conſider him as being, in all

reſpects, juſt what God has made him to be,

and alſo as doing, with reſpect to me, no

thing but what he was expreſſly deſigned,

and appointed to do ; God being the only

cauſe , and men nothing more than the in

ſtruments in his hands , to execute all his

pleaſure. And by the extinction of all ha

tred and malice, room is made for the growth

and diſplay of every ſocial virtue . If I no

longer love men as the proper ultimate

cauſes of the good they do me, I love and

reſpect them as the inſtruments of it . I

alſo love the amiable diſpoſition from which

it flows, both on account of its beneficial

influence, and its reſemblance to the diſpo

ſition of the Parent of all good ,

If, as a neceffarian , I ceaſe to blame men

for their vices in the ultimate ſenſe of the

word , though , in the common and proper

ſenſe of it, I continue to do ſo as much as

other perſons ( for how neceſſarily ſoever they

act,
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act, they are influenced by a baſe and mif

chievous diſpoſition of mind, againſt which

I muſt guard myſelf and others, in propor

tion as I love myſelf and others ) I, on my

ſyſtem , cannot help viewing them with a

tenderneſs and compaſion, that will have an

infinitely finer and happier effect ; as it muſt

make me more earneſt and unwearied in my

endeavours to reclaim them , without ſuf

fering myſelf to be offended, and defift

from my labour, through provocation, diſ

guſt, or deſpair.

The natures of the moſt vicious of man

kind being the ſame with my own, they

are as improveable as mine, and , whatever

their diſpoſition be at preſent, it is capable

of being changed for the better, by means

naturally adapted to that end ; and under

the diſcipline of the univerſal Parent, they

will , no doubt, be reclaimed , ſooner or

later . Looking, therefore, beyond the pre

ſent temporary ſcene, to a future period,

and their final deſtination , we may conſider

them as brethren, even in virtue and happi

neſs. Their ſufferings, however, in the

mean
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mean time, will be in proportion to their

depravity, and, for this reaſon, I cannot

but feel myſelf moſt earneſtly concerned to

leffen it .

What I am deſcribing can only take place,

in proportion to our comprehenſion of mind,

which , however, is extended by frequent

contemplations of this kind, but muſt re

main very narrow and limited, after all the

attention we can give to the ſubject ; and,

therefore, the Divine Being, whoſe com

prehenſion is infinite, is alone perfe &tly good,

and perfectly happy. To him nothing is ſeen .

as an evil, but as a neceſſary and uſeful part

of a perfect whole.

As far as theſe great and juſt views of

things can be entertained and indulged , they

have the happieſt effect upon the mind ; and

where they fail, the neceffarian is but like

the reſt of mankind, who ſtop at ſecond

cauſes, and thereby comes under the influ

ence of ſuch notives to virtue as are com

mon to the reſt of mankind.

SECTION
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SECTION X.

In what Senſe God may be conſidered as THE

AUTHOR OF SIN , and of the Objection to

the Doctrine of Neceſſity, on that Account,

W
HEN it is conſidered , that the diſ

tinction between things natural and

moral intirely ceaſes on the ſcheme of ne

ceffity, the vices of men come under the

claſs of common evils, producing miſery

for a time ; but, like all other evils, in the

ſame great ſyſtem , are ultimately ſubſervient

to greater good . In this light , therefore,

every thing, without diſtinction, may be

ſafely aſcribed to God. Whatever termi-.

nates in good , philoſophically ſpeaking, is

good . But this is a view of moral evil,

which, though innocent, and even uſeful in

ſpeculation, no wiſe man can , or, would

chooſe to act upon himſelf, becauſe our un

derſtandings are too limited for the applica

tion of ſuch a means of good ; though a

being
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being of infinite knowledge may introduce

it with the greateſt advantage.

Vice is productive not of good, but of

evil to us , both here and hereafter, and pro

bably during the whole of our exiſtence ;

though good may reſult from it to the

whole ſyſtem . While our natures, there

fore, are what they are , and what aſſociation

has neceſſarily made them, and ſo long as

we ſee every thing in its true light, we muit

fhun vice as any other evil , and indeed the

greateſt of all evils , and chooſe virtue as

the greateſt good . Nay, we ſhall cultivate

good difpofitions with more care and atten

tion , ſince, according to the fixed laws of

nature , our preſent and future happineſs ne

ceſſarily depends upon it . And as to the

good of the whole univerſe, or of all mankind,

it can be no object, except to a mind capa

ble of comprehending it . Whether we be

virtuous or vicious , and conſequently happy

or miſerable, it will be equally a neceſſary

part of the whole ; ſo that this conſidera

tion , were we ſo abſurd as to pretend to go

vern
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vern our conduct by it, ſhould not bias us

one way more than another .

Our ſupppoſing that God is the author of

sin ( as , upon the ſcheme of neceſſity, he

muſt, in fact , be the author of all things )

by no means implies , that he is a finful be

ing ; for it is the diſpoſition of mind, and the

deſign, that conſtitutes the ſinfulneſs of an

action . If, therefore, his diſpoſition and

deſign be good, what he does is morally

good . It was wicked in Joſeph's brethren

to ſell him into Egypt, becauſe they acted

from envy, hatred, and covetouſneſs ; but it

was not wicked in God, to ordain it to be

fo ; becauſe, in appointing it, he was not

actuated by any ſuch principle . In him it

was gracious and good, becauſe he did it, as

we read, to preſerve life, and to anſwer other

great and excellent purpoſes in the exten

ſive plan of his providence .

If it was proper upon the whole (and

of that propriety God himſelf is certainly

the only judge ) that ſo important an event

Vol . II . K ſhould
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ſhould be brought about by the low pal

fions , and intereſted views of men, it was

right and wiſe in him, to appoint that it

ſhould be brought about in that very man

ner, rather than any other ; and if it be

right and wiſe that thoſe vices , when they

have anſwered the great and good purpoſes

of him who appoints and over-rules all

things for good , ſhould be reſtrained , the

ſufferings which he inflicts for that pur

poſe, are right and juſt puniſhments. That

God might have made all men finleſs , and

happy , might , for any thing that we know ,

have been as impoſſible, as his making them

not finite, but infinite beings, in all reſpects

equal to himſelf.

Mr. Hume, who, in general, diſcuſſes

the queſtion concerning liberty and necef

fity with great clearneſs, intirely abandons

the doctrine of neceſſity to the moſt immo

ral and ſhocking conſequences ; a condud

which muſt have tended to create a preju

dice againſt it : but how ill founded has, I

hope, been ſufficiently ſhown.

He
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He ſays * , that " upon the ſcheme of

* neceffity, human actions can either have

no turpitude at all , as proceeding from ſo

good a cauſe ( the Deity) or if they can

“ have any moral turpitude, they muſt in

“ volve our Creator in the ſame guilt , while

“ he is acknowledged to be their ultimate

« cauſe and author . ” “ It is not poſſible ,"

fays he again t , " to explain diſtinctly how

“ the Deity can be the mediate cauſe of all

“ the actions of men , without being the

“ author of ſin , and moral turpitude.” But

did not this writer know, what is known

to all the world , that the motive, or inten

tion with which a thing is done, is the cir

cumſtance that principally conſtitutes its

morality ? Men who act from a bad inten

tion , are certainly vicious ; but, though

God may be the ultimate cauſe of that bad

diſpoſition , yet, ſince he produces it from

a good motive, in order to bring good out of

it, he is certainly not vicious, but good, and

holy in that reſpect.

A

.

Philoſophical Elays, p . 157 .
+ P. 262 .

K 2 Mr.
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Mr. Hobbes, alſo, fails in his ſolution

of this difficulty, juſtifying the divine

conduct, not upon the principle of the

goodneſs of bis ultimate deſgns in every thing

that he appoints , but on account of his

power only. “ Power irreſiſtible, ” ſays

he *, “ juſtifies all actions, really and pro

perly, in whomſoever it be found . Leſs

power does not, and becauſe ſuch power

“ is in God only , he muſt needs be

“ juſt in all actions ; and we, that not

comprehending his councils, call him

“ to the bar, commit injuſtice in it.” It is

poſſible, however , that Mr. Hobbes might

not mean power fimply ; for when he

blames men for cenſuring the conduct of

God, when they do not comprehend his

councils , he ſeems to intimate, that ,

could we ſee the deſigns of God, in ap

pointing and over-ruling the vices of men,

we might ſee reaſon to approve and admire

them, on account of the wiſdom and good

neſs on which they are founded .

* Works, p. 477 .

I would
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I would obſerve farther, with reſpect to

this queſtion, that the properfoundation, or

rather the ultimate object, of virtue, is ge

neral utility, ſince it conſiſts of ſuch con

duct, as tends to make intelligent creatures

the moſt truly happy, in the whole of their

exiſtence ; though , with reſpect to the

agent, no action is denominated virtuous,

that is not voluntary, and that does not pro

ceed from ſome good motive, as a regard to

the will of God , the good of others , or the

dictates of conſcience. If, therefore, the

Divine Being be influenced by a diſintereſted

regard to the happineſs of his creatures ,

and adopt ſuch meaſures as are beſt calcu.

lated to ſecure that great and glorious end ,

this end will certainly fanctify the means

that are really neceſſary to accompliſh it,

with reſpect to him , who chooſes thoſe

means only with a view to that end, and

who cannot be miſtaken in his application

of them . The reaſon why it is wrong in

man , a finite creature, to do any evil that

good may come of it, is , that our underſtand

ings being limited , the good that we pro

ject may not come of it , and, therefore, it

K 3 is.
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is beſt that we, and all finite creatures,

ſhould govern our conduct by certain invist

able rules, whatever advantage may ſeein to

us to be derived from occafional deviations

from them .

Upon the whole, natural good is to be

conſidered as the object and end , and virtue

as being, at the ſame time, a means to that

end, and likewiſe a part of it . It is , there

fore, well obſerved by a writer who calls

himſelf Search * , “ moral evil were no evil ,

“ if there was no natural evil . Becauſe,

“ how could I do wrong, if no hurt or da

mage could enſue thereform to any body?

“ And it is no greater than the miſchief

“ whereof it may be productive. There

“ fore, it is natural evil that creates the

difficulty, and the quality of this evil is

“ the fame from whatever cauſes ariſing."

Though Mr. Edwards has many valuable

remarks on this ſubject, and , upon the

whole, has ſatisfactorily anſwered the ob

jection to the doctrine of neceſſity, which

* Sce his Light of Nature, vol. v . p. 238 .

ariſes
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ariſes from the conſideration of God being

the author of fin , yet , in treating of it , he has

made one obſervation which , I think , is not

well founded , and which ſeems to ſhew that

he was not willing to encounter the difficulty

in its greateſt ſtrength .

He ſays * , “ There is a great difference

" between God's being the ordainer of the

.- certain exiſtence of fin , by not bindering

“ it under certain circumſtances , and his

being the proper aclor, or author of it, by

“ a poſitive agency or efficiency. Sin , ” ſays

he, again “ is not the fruit of any poſitive

agency, or influence of the Moſt High ,

“ but, on the contrary, ariſes from his

“ withholding his action and energy .” He

alſo ſays, that, “ though the abſence of

" the ſun is the cauſe of darkneſs , it would

“ be improper to call the fun the ſource of

darkneſs, as it is of light. ”

But if there be any foundation for the

do&rine of neceſſity, i.e. if all events ariſe

from preceding fituations, and the original

* Inquiry, p. 363.

K 4 ſituations
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ſituations of all things , together with the

laws by which all changes of ſituation take

place, were fixed by the Divine Being, there

can be no difference whatever with reſpect

to his caufation of one thing more than an

other . And even whatever takes place in

conſequence of his withholding his ſpecial

and extraordinary influence, is as much

agreeable to his will, as what comes to paſs

in conſequence of the general laws of nature.

is the proper

It may, however, juſtly be faid, and this

anſwer to the difficulty , that

the Divine Being may adopt ſome things

which he would not have choſen on ibeir

own account, but for the ſake of other things

with which they were neceſſarily connected .

And if he prefers that ſcheme in which

there is the greateſt prevalence of virtue and

happineſs, we have all the evidence that can

be given of his being infinitely holy and

benevolent, notwithſtanding the mixture of

vice and miſery there may be in it. For

ſuppoſing ſuch a neceſſary connexion of

things, good and evil , the moſt wiſe, holy ,

and good being, would not have made any

other
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other choice ; nor do I ſee that it is pof

fible to vindicate the moral attributes, or the

benevolence of God, of which they are only

modifications, upon any other ſuppoſition

than that of the neceſſary connexion , in the

i nature of things , between good and evil ,

both natural and moral . And this necef

ſary connexion is very manifeſt in a variety

of inſtances.

According to the moſt fundamental laws

of nature, and indeed the very nature of

things, great virtues in ſome could not be

generated , or exiſt, but in conjunction with

great vices in others ; for it is this oppoſition

that not only exhibits them to advantage,

but even , properly ſpeaking, creates them.

Where could there be clemency, fortitude,

elevation of ſoul, and deep reſignation to

the will of God, which form the moſt glo

rious and excellent of characters, but in

ſtruggling with difficulties that ariſe from

injuſtice, ingratitude , and vice, of all other

kinds, as well as from outward adverſity and

diſtreſs ; ſo that even the ſuppoſition of there

being no general laws of nature (which

would,
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would, probably, be the greateſt of all evil

but of God doing every thing Jingly, and is

à manner independent of every thing elle

would not be of any advantage in this caſe.

If any perſon, notwithſtanding this re

preſentation , ſhould be alarmed at the idea

of God's being the proper cauſe of all evil ,

natural and moral , he ſhould conſider that,

upon any ſcheme that admits of the divine

preſcience, the ſame conſequences follow.

For ſtill God is ſuppoſed to foreſee, and per

mit, what it was in his power to have pre

vented , which is the very fame thing as wil

ling and directly cauſing it . If I certainly

know that my child, if left to his liberty,

will fall into a river, and be drowned, and

I do not reſtrain him , I certainly mean that

he ſhould be drowned ; and

cannot admit of any other conſtruction.

Upon all ſchemes , therefore, that admit of

the divine preſcience, and conſequently the

permiſion of evil , natural and moral, the

ſuppoſition of God's virtually willing and

cauſing it is unavoidable, ſo that

ſcheme, the origin and exiſtenee of evil can

only

and my conduct

upon any
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only be accounted for on the ſuppoſition of

its being ultimately ſubſervient to good, which

is a more immediate conſequence of the fyſ

tem of neceſſity, than of any other .

fery of

+

The doctrine of neceſſity certainly in

forces the belief of the greateſt poſſible good

with reſpect to the whole ſyſtem , admitting

the goodneſs of God in general , and cannot

well be reconciled with the everlaſting mi

any . We are , therefore, naturally

led , by the principles of it, to conſider all

future evils in the fame light as the preſent,

i . e . as corrective and falutary, terminating

in good , which is alſo ſufficiently agreeable

to the language of the ſcriptures, with re

ſpect to all puniſhment, preſent or future.

The neceffarian , therefore , though he may

admit the annihilation of the wicked, yet

fince they are to have the benefit of the

general refurrection, together with the righte

ous, and we have no account of

afterwards, but are aſſured , on the contrary,

that all will be equally immortal , he will

lean ſtrongly to the belief of the everlaſting

ultimate happineſs of all ;, and this is an

any death

idea
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idea inolt ſublime and glorious , and which

cannot but have the happieſt effect upon the

mind at preſent.

On this ſubject I ſhall not enlarge, but

content myſelf with quoting the firſt para

graph of the concluſion of Dr. Hartley's

Obſervations on Man, in which will be ſeen

what an impreſſion this idea made

mind . If it be peruſed with attention , and

without prejudice, it muſt, I think , prepoſ

ſeſs the reader in favour both of the syſtem ,

and of the inan ,

upon his

1

“ I have now gone throughwith my Ob

“ ſervations on the frame, duty, and expec

“ tations of man , finiſhing them with the

“ doctrine of ultimate, unlimited , happi

neſs to all. This doctrine, if it be true,

onght at once to diſpel all gloomineſs,

“ anxiety , and ſorrow , from our hearts, and

“ raiſe them to the higheſt pitch of love,

adoration , and gratitude , towards God,

“ our moſt bountiful creator, and merci.

“ ful father, and the inexhauſtible ſource

“ of all happineſs and perfection. Here

" I felf
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so ſelf - intereſt, benevolence, and piety , all

« concur to move and exalt our affections.

« « How happy in himſelf, how benevolent

« « to others , and how thankful to God,

ought that man to be, who believes both

« « himſelf and others born to an infinite ex

pectation. Since God has bid us rejoice,

« « what can make us ſorrowful ? Since he

« has created us for happineſs, what mi

ſery can we fear ? If webe really intend

« « ed for ultimate unlimited happineſs, it

« is no matter to a truly - reſigned perſon,

« when , or where, or how . Nay, could

any of us fully conceive, and be duly in

• Auenced by this glorious expectation,

“ this infinite balance in our favour, it

o would be ſufficient to deprive all pre

“ fent evils of their ſting and bitterneſs .

" It would be a ſufficient anſwer to the

“ " 79889 de xaroy , to all our difficulties and

“ anxieties , from the folly, vice, and mi

ſery, which we experience in ourſelves,

“ and ſee in others, that they will all end

“ in unbounded knowledge, virtue and

happineſs ; and that the progreſs ofevery

“ individual in his paffage through an

" eternal
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“ eternal life, is from imperfect to perfect,

“ particular to general, leſs to greater,

“ finite to infinite , and from the creature

“ to the Creator.”

SECTION XI.

Of the Nature of REMORSE of CONSCI

ENCE , and of PRAYING FOR THE Par

DON or Sin , on the Doctrine of Neceffity.

EVERAL perſons, firmly perſuaded of

the truth of the doctrine of neceſſity , yet

ſay , that it is not poſſible to act upon it; and

to put, what they think, a peculiarly diffi

cult caſe, they aſk , how it is pofiible for a

neceffarian to pray for the pardon of fin .

I anſwer , in general, that Dr. Hartley

appears to me to have advanced what is quite

ſufficient to obviate any difficulty that can

ariſe from this view of the ſubject, when

he admoniſhes us carefully to diſtinguiſh

between the popular and philoſophical lan

guage, as correſponding to two very diffe

rent
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rent views of human actions ; according to

one of which , the bulk of mankind refer

their actions to themſelves only, without

having any diſtinct idea of the divine agency

being, directly or indirectly, the cauſe of

them : whereas, according to the other, we

look beyond all ſecond cauſes, and conſider

the
agency

of the firſt and proper cauſe, ex

clufive of every thing ſubordinate to it .

Theſe very different views of things muſt

be attended with very different feelings ; and,

when ſeparated from each other, they will ,

in ſeveral reſpects, lead to a different con

duet, as well as require a different language.

Now, ſuch are the influences to which all

mankind, without diſtinction, are expoſed ,

that they neceffarily refer actions ( I mean ,

refer them ultimately ) firſt of all to them

ſelves and others ; and it is a long time be

fore they begin to conſider themſelves, and

others, as inftruments in the hand of a fu

perior agent. Conſequently, the aſſocia

tions which refer actions to themſelves get

ſo confirmed , that they are never intirely

obliterated ; and, therefore, the common

language,
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language, and the common feelings of man

kind , will be adapted to the firſt, the li

"mited and imperfect, or rather erroneous

view of things .

The Divine Being could not be unap

prized of this circumſtance, or unattentive

to it ; and he has wiſely adapted the ſyſtem

of religion that he has preſcribed to us , the

modes of our religious worſhip , and every

thing belonging to it, to this imperfect

view of things . It is a ſyſtem calculated for

the bulk of mankind , and of philoſophers as

partaking of the feelings of the bulk of

mankind ; and , therefore, would , we may

ſuppoſe, have been different, if the bulk of

mankind had been ſpeculatively and practi

cally philoſophers ; in ſome ſuch manner

as the modes of worſhip varied in the Jew

iſh and chriſtian churches .

But it is of prime conſequence in this

buſineſs, that, in whatever ſenſe, or degree,

any particular ſentiment, or feeling, is felt

as improper by a neceffarian, in the ſame

ſenſe and degree his principles will make

that
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that ſentiment, or feeling, to be of no uſe

to him . Thus, to apply this to the caſe in

hand : if the ſentiments of ſelf-applauſe on

the one hand, and of felf -reproach on the

other, be, in any ſenſe or degree, impoffible

to be felt by a neceffarian , in the ſame ſenſe

or degree (while he feels and acts like a

neceffarian ) he will have no occaſion for

thoſe ſentiments ; his mind being poffefſed

by a ſentiment of a much higher nature,

that will intirely ſuperſede them, and an

ſwer their end in a much more effectual

manner. And whenever his ſtrength of

mind fails him, whenever he ceaſes to look

to the firſt cauſe only, and reſts in ſecond

cauſes, he will then neceſſarily feel the ſen

timents of ſelf -applauſe and felf-reproach ,

which were originally ſuggeſted by that

imperfect view of things into which he is

relapſed.

Every man's feelings will neceſſarily be

uniform . To be a neceſſarian in ſpeculation ,

and not in practice, is impoſſible, except in

that ſenſe in which it is poſſible for a man

VOL . II , L to
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to be a chriſtian in ſpeculation , and a liber

tine in practice. In one ſenſe, a ſpecula

tive chriſtian , or neceſſarian , may feel and

act in a manner inconſiſtent with his prin

ciples ; but, if his faith be what Dr. Hart

ley calls a practical one, either in the doc

trine of neceſſity, or the principles of

chriſtianity , that is , if he really feels the

principles , and if his affections and conduct

be really directed by them , ſo that they have

their natural influence on his mind, it will

be impoſſible for him to be a bad man .

What I mean; therefore, is, that a truly

practical neceſſarian will ſtand in no need of

the ſentiments either of ſelf-applauſe, or

ſelf -reproach. He will be under the influ

ence of a much ſuperior principle, loving

God and his fellow -creatures (which is the

fum and object of all religion , and leading

to every thing excellent in conduct) from

motives altogether independent of any con

fideration relating to himſelf. On this I

need not enlarge in this place, if what I

have advanced on the moral influence of the

doctrine of neceſity, be conſidered .
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It is acknowledged that a neceffarian ,

who, as ſuch, believes that , ftrialy ſpeak

ing , nothing goes wrong, but that every thing

is under the beſt direction poſſible, himſelf,

and his conduct, as part of an immenſe and

perfeet whole, included, cannot accuſe him

ſelf of having done wrong , in the ultimate

ſenſe of the words . He has , therefore, in

this ſtrict ſenſe , nothing to do with repen

tance, confeſſion , or pardon, which are all

adapted to a different, imperfect, and falla

cious view of things . But then , if he be

really capable of ſteadily viewing the great

ſyſtem , and his own conduct as a part of it ,

in this true light , his ſupreme regard to

God, as the great, wiſe, and benevolent au

thor of all things , his intimate communion

with him, and devotedneſs to him , will

neceſſarily be ſuch , that he can have no will

but God's . In the ſublime, but accurate

language of the apoſtle John , he will dwell

in love, he will dwell in God , and God in

bim ; ſo that, not committing any fin , he will

have nothing to repent of. He will be

feet, as his heavenly father is perfeet.

But

per

L 2
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But as no man is capable of this degree

of perfection in the preſent ſtate, becauſe

the influences to which we are all expoſed

will prevent this conſtant referring of every

thing to its primary cauſe, the ſpeculative

neceſſarian , will , in a general way, refer

actions to himſelf and others ; and conſe

quently he will neceſſarily, let him uſe what

efforts he will, feel the ſentiments of ſhame,

remorſe, and repentance, which ariſe me

chanically from his referring actions to him .

ſelf. And, oppreſſed with a ſenſe of guilt,

he will have recourſe to that mercy of which

he will ſtand in need . Theſe things muſt

neceſſarily accompany one another, and

there is no reaſon to be ſolicitous about

their ſeparation.

It is , alas ! only in occaſional ſeaſons of

retirement from the world , in the happy

hours of devout contemplation , that , I be

lieve; the moſt perfect of our race can fully

indulge the enlarged views, and lay himſelf

open to the genuine feelings, of the necef

farian principles ; that is, that he can fee

every
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every thing in God, or in its relation to

him. Habitually, and conſtantly, to realize

theſe views , would be always to live in the

houſe of God, and within the gate of hea

ven ; ſeeing the plain finger of God in all

events, and as if the angels of God were

conſtantly deſcending to earth , and afcend

ing to heaven , before our eyes .

larged and exalted ſentiments are ſometimes

apparent in the ſacred writers, and alſo in

the hiſtories of chriſtian and proteſtant mar

tyrs ; but the beſt of men , in the general

courſe of their lives , fall far ſhort of this

ſtandard of perfection.

Such en

We are too apt to loſe ſight of God, and

of his univerſal uncontrolled agency ; and

then , falling from a ſituation in which we

were equally ſtrangers to vice and ſolicitude,

from a ſtate truly paradifaical, in which we

were incapable of knowing or feeling any

evil , as ſuch , converſing daily with God,

enjoying his preſence, and contemplating

his works, as all infinitely good and perfect,

we look no higher than ourſelves, or beings

on a level with ourſelves ; and of courſe

findL 3
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find ourſelves involved in a thouſand per

plexities , follies, and vices ; and we now

want , and ought to fly to, the proper re

medy in our caſe, viz . ſelf -abaſement, con

trition , and ſupplication.

Moreover, well knowing what we ge

nerally are, how imperfect our views , and

conſequently how imperfect our conduct, it

is our wiſdom , and our intereſt, freely to

indulge theſe feelings, till they have pro

duced their proper effect ; till the ſenſe of

guilt has been diſcharged by the feelings

of contrition , and a humble truſt in the

Divine mercy. Thus , gradually attaining

to purer intentions , and a more upright

conduct, we ſhall find leſs obſtruction in

enlarging our views to comprehend the true

plan of providence ; when , having leſs to

reflect upon ourſelves for, the ſentiment of

reproach thall eaſily and naturally vanish ;

and we ſhall then fully conceive, and re

joice in , the belief that in all things we

are, and have been, workers together with

God ; and that he works. all kis works in us,

by us, andfor us,

The
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The improvement of our natures, and con

ſequently the advancement of our happineſs,

by enlarging the comprehenſion of our

minds ( chiefly by means of a more diſtinct

view of the hand of God in all things , and

all events ) is , in its own nature, a gradual

thing, and our attempts to accelerate this

natural progreſs may poſſibly be attended

with ſome inconvenience ; though, I own ,

I apprehend but little danger from this

quarter,

011

Tereta
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What we have moſt to dread , is the al

moſt irrecoverable debaſement of our minds

by looking of from God , living without him ,

without a due regard to his preſence, and

providence, and idolizing ourſelves and the

world ; conſidering other things as proper

agents and cauſes ; whereas , ſtrictly ſpeaking,

there is but one cauſe, but one ſole agent in

univerſal nature . Thus ( but I feel myſelf

in danger of going beyond the bounds of

the queſtion I am now diſcuſſing) all vice

is reducible to idolatry ; and we can only be

completely virtuous and happy in the wor

ſhip of the one only living and true God ;

the

che lo

aturale

dacejte, o

;

I 4
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the idea uſually annexed to the word worſhip

but faintly ſhadowing out what the intelli

gent reader will perceive I now mean by it.

In all this it muſt be remembered , that

I am addreſſing myſelf to profeſſed necef

farians ; and I muſt inform them, that if

they cannot accompany me in this fpecu

lation , or find much difficulty in doing it,

they are no more than nominal neceffarians,

and have no more feeling of the real energy

of their principles, than the merely nominal

chriſtian has of thoſe of chriſtianity. It

requires much reflection , meditation , and

ſtrength of mind , to convert ſpeculatire

principles into practical ones ; and till any

principle be properly felt, it is not eaſy to

judge of its real tendency and power . It is

common with unbelievers to declaim on

the ſubject of the miſchief that chriſtianity

has done in the world, as it is with the

opponents of the doctrine of neceſſity to

the dangerous tendency of it ;

but the real neceſſarian, and true chriſtian,

know, and fiel, that their principles tend

to make thein better men in all reſpects ;

dwell upon

and
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and that it can only be ſomething that is

very improperly called either chriſtianity, or

the doctrine of neceſity, that can tend to

make them worſe .

I think , however, that a mere ſpeculatiſt

may be ſatisfied , that the feeling of re .

morſe, and the practice of ſupplication for

pardon , have ſtill leſs foundation on the

doctrine of philoſophical liberty, than on

that of neceſſity, as I preſume has been

demonſtrated already. Indeed , what can

a man have to blame himſelf for, when

he acted without motive, and from no fixed

principle, good or bad ; and what occation

bas he for pardon who never meant to give

offence ; and, as I have ſhewn at large , un

leſs the mental determinations take place

without regard to motive, there is no evi

dence whatever of the mind being free froin

its neceſſary influence. But it ſeems to be

taken for granted, that whatever a necef

farian cannot feel, or do, his opponent can ;

whereas, in fact, the doctrine of repentance,

as defined by the advocates of liberty them

felves,
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ſelves, has much leſs place on their prin

ciples than on ours .

The whole doctrine of ſecond cauſes being

primary ones , is certainly a miſtake, though

a miſtake that all imperfect beings muſt be

ſubject to . Whatever, therefore, is built

upon that miſtake can have no place in a

truly philoſophical ſyſtem . But I will far

ther advance, that while men continue in

this miſtake, and, conſequently, while their

reflections on their own conduct, as well as

on that of others , ſhall be modified by it,

they will derive conſiderable advantage even

from an imperfect view of the true philo

fophical doctrine, viz . that of necefſity,

whereas a man , in the ſame circumſtances,

muſt receive ſome injury from the oppoſite

ſentiment of philoſophical liberty ; ſo much

may it be depended upon , that a knowledge

of this truth can do no harm , but must do

ſome good .

Remorſe for paſt miſconduct implies a

deep ſenſe of depravity of heart, or a wrong

bias
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bias of mind , by which temptations to fin

will have much more influence with us

than they ought to have. This is the ſen

timent that will be fully felt by what I

now call the imperfect neceſſarian ; a cha

racter which , as I obſerved before, applies

to all mankind . As a neceffarian he con

ſiders his bad conduct as neceſſarily ariſing

from his bad diſpoſition. It is bad fruit

growing from a bad tree . And, as he

knows that , unleſs the tree be made good,

it will be impoſſible to make the fruit

good ; ſo he is ſenſible that unleſs he can ,

by the uſe of proper diſcipline, bring his

mind into a better ſtate, he can never de

pend upon himſelf for acting more pro

perly on future occaſions. He, therefore,

from that principle by which we univerſally

ſeek our own happineſs and improvement,

labours to correct his vicious diſpoſition ;

and, expecting no miraculous aſſiſtance, he

applies to the proper remedies indicated by

the confideration of his caſe .

1

At the ſame time, his regard to God , as

the author of all good, and who has ap

pointed
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pointed meditation and prayer as a means of

attaining it, will make him conſtantly look

up to him for his favour and bleſſing.

And if, as he becomes more philoſophical,

his devotions have in them leſs of June

plication , and rather take the form of praiſ,

thankſgiving, and a joyful firm confidence in

the divine care and providence, reſpecting

equally the things of time and eternity, it

will not contribute the leſs to his moral

improvement and happineſs . But the best

of men will not, in fact, get beyond that

ſtate of mind , in which direct and fervent

prayer, properly ſo called , will be as unavoida

able as it will be uſeful to them . What I

now ſay will not be well underſtood by all

perſons, but I ſpeak to thoſe who have ſome

experience in matters of religion , and who

are accuſtomed to reflection on their natural

feelings.

Let us now conſider what the doctrine

of philofophical liberty can do for a man

in the circumſtancesabove -mentioned. He,

like the neceffarian, finds himſelf involved

in guilt, and he alſo begins to ſpeculate

con
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concerning the cauſes of it ; but, overlook

ing the ſecret mechaniſm of his mind, he

aſcribes the whole to the mere obſtinacy of

his will, which, of itſelf, and not neceſſarily

influenced by any motives, has turned a deaf

- ear to every thing that better principles

could ſuggeſt. But, in what manner can

ſuch mens uncontrollable will be rectified ?

As far as we have recourſe to motives, and

principles, we depend upon the doctrine of

mechaniſm ; and without that we have no

thing to do but fit with folded hands, wait

ing the arbitrary deciſions of this ſame for

wereign will.

If he ſpeculates farther, and conſiders

how little his real temper and character are

concerned in ſuch unaccountable motions

of his ſelf - determined will , I ſhould think

him in ſome danger of making himſelf

very eafy about his vices . And this would

be the caſe, if men were not neceffarily

influenced by founder principles than they

always diſtinctly perceive . Now, it ap

pears to me, that if a man's ſpeculations

take
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take this turn , it would have been much

better for him never to have ſpeculated at

all , and that they only tend to bewilder,

and hurt him .

Again , ſuppoſing a man to have attained

to ſome degree of a virtuous character and

conduct, his farther progreſs will be acce

lerated by the belief of the doctrine of ne

ceflity, and retarded by that of philofophi

cal liberty..

The conviction that God is the author

of all good, will always much more readily

take firin hold of the mind than the idea

of his being, likewiſe, the author of all

evil, though all evil ultimately terminates

in good ; becauſe it requires more ſtrength

of mind to ſee and believe this . A long

time, therefore, before we ſuſpect that our

evil diſpoſitions come from God, as well

as our good ones , and that all things that

exiſt, ultimately conſidered, equally pro

mote the divine purpoſes, we ſhall aſcribe

all evil to ourſelves, and all good to God;

and
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ind this perſuaſion will be ſo rivetted , in a

ong
courſe of time, that after we are con

vinced that God is really and truly the au

thor of all things, without diſtinction , we

Thall aſcribe evil to him only in an unſteady

and confuſed manner ; while the perſuaſion

that he is the ſole author of all good will

have received a great acceſſion of ſtrength ,

from our new philoſophical principles co

inciding with , and confirming, our former

general notions.

Now no ſentiment whatever is ſo favour

able to every thing amiable, good , and

great, in the heart'of man , as a ſpirit of

deep bumility, grounded on diſclaiming all

our excellencies , and referring them to

their proper ſource, that feeling which Dr.

Hartley very expreſſively calls felf- annihila

tion , joined with that which naturally and

neceſſarily accompanies it, joy and confidence

in God , as working all our good works in us

This is the diſpoſition that in

ſpires all the writers of the books of ſcrip

ture , and is obfervable in all truly ſerious

and

and for us .
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and devout perſons to this day, whether

their ſpeculative opinions be favourable to

it or not . Nay, it has given ſuch a turn

to the eſtabliſhed language of devotion in all

countries , and all ages , that the contrary

ſentiment, or that of claiming the merit of

our good works to ourſelves, would have

the appearance of ſomething abſolutely im

pious and blaſphemous. Now, it muſt be

acknowledged, that this diſpoſition of mind,

viz . that of aſcribing every thing that is

good in us to God, is greatly favoured and

promoted by the belief of the doctrine of

neceſſity. It may even operate this way to

the greateſt advantage, at the ſame time

that, through our imperfect comprehenfion

of things, we continue to afcribe evil to

ourſelves, and are affected with the deepeſt

ſentiments of remorſe and contrition .

On the contrary , as far as the doctrine

of philoſophical liberty operates, it tends

to check humility, and rather flatters the

pride of man , by leading him to conſider :

himſelf as being, independently of his

maker,
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maker, the primary author of his own good

diſpoſitions and good works. This opi

nion , which , without being able to perceive

why, every truly pious perſon dreads, and

6. cannot bring himſelf expreſſly to avow ,
is

apprehended to be juſt * , according to the

doctrine of philoſophical liberty, which

repreſents man as endued with the fa

culty of free -will, acting independently

of
any

control from without himſelf, even

that of the Divine Being ; and that juſt

ſo far as any ſuperior being, directly or

* I ſay apprehended to be juſt, which is all that my ar

gument requires, though, ſtrictly ſpeaking, as I have

Thewn at large , the claim of merit, or demerit, is equally

ill -founded on the doctrine of philoſophical liberty.

The ſentiments of merit and demerit are certainly na

tural, and found in all mankind ; but they have not,

therefore, any connection with the doctrine of philoſo

phical liberty. On the contrary , I maintain, that the

common opinion is the do&rine of neceſſity, though not

come to its proper extent . No man, for inſtance, has

any idea, but that the will is always determined by ſome mo

tive, which is the great hinge on which the doctrine of

neceſſity turns ; nor has any man in common life any

idea of virtue, but as ſomething belonging to chara& er

and fixed principle, conſtantly influencing the will.

Vol . II . M indi.
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indirectly, influences his will, he can

pretend to no ſuch thing as real virtue,

or goodneſs ; though the virtue that an

fwers to this deſcription is certainly not

that which animated the prophets of the

Old Teſtament, or our Saviour and the

apoſtles in the New, but is mere heathen

Stoiciſm .

When this temper is much indulged , it

is even poſſible, contradictory as it ſeems,

to aſcribe all moral good to a man's ſelf,

and all moral evil to the inſtigation of the

devil, or ſome other wicked ſpirit that has

acceſs to our minds : whereas, without the

intervention of this doctrine of the indepen

dercy of the will, and eſpecially with a little

aid from the doctrine of mechaniſm , we

ſhould rather, as was ſhewn before, though

inconſiſtently ſtill, aſcribe all good to God,

and all evil to ourſelves..

Conſtantly to aſcribe all to God, is an

attainment too great for humanity. To be

able to do it at intervals, in the ſeaſons

of
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of retirement and meditation, but ſo as

conſiderably to influence our general feel

ings, and conduct in life, is a happy and

glorious advantage . Sweet, indeed, are the

moments in which theſe great and juſt

views of the ſyſtem , to which we belong, can

be fully indulged . If, however, wecannot

habitually aſcribe all to God, but a part

only, let it be (and ſo indeed it naturally

will be) that which is good ; and if we muſt

aſcribe any thing to ourſelves, let it be that

which is evil.

Thus have I given a frank and ingenuous

account of my own ideas and impreſſions

on this ſubject. How far they will give

ſatisfaction to others, I cannot tell.

M2 SECTION
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s e CTION XII .

Howfar the Scriptures are favourable to the

Doctrine of Neceſty.

SUCHE
H is the connexion between the

principle of devotion and the doctrine

of neceſity, that with which ſoever of them

a man begins, he is unavoidably led , in

ſome degree, towards the other, whether he

be diſtinctly aware of it or not .

The man who believes that the govern

ment of the world is in the hands of God,

and that this God has great and gracious

deſigns in every thing that he does, cannot

believe that any thing happens unknown to

him, or unforeſeen by him, or that he will

permit any thing to come to paſs that will

not, in fact, and ultimately, promote his

own deſigns, and even more effectually than

any thing elſe . This is ſo near to the doc

trine of abſolute decrees, and the expreſs

appointment of every thing that comes to

paſs,
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paſs, even with reſpect to the vices of men,

that they are not eaſily diſtinguiſhed . Con

ſequently, a perſon who ſees in a ſtrong

light the doctrine of divine providence, can

not avoid ſpeaking like a neceffarian on the

ſubject, and conſidering God himſelf as

having done what he permits, and avails

himſelf of, in the good that reſults from it .

And ſuch , in fact, as no man can deny, is

the language of the ſacred writers .

#

In the ſcriptures we not only meet with

ſuch language as this, The wrath of man

fall praiſe thee, and the remainder of wrath

Jhalt thou reſtrain * (which is ſtrongly ex

preſſive of the ſubferviency of the moſt ma

lignant paffions of the human heart to the

divine purpoſes, and implies, that nothing

more of vice will be permitted than is of

uſe to that end ) but many particular events,

which were wholly brought about by the

vices of men, are ſaid to be expreſily ap

pointed by God ; and even the very temper

and diſpoſition by which the agents were

1

3

Pr. lxxvi. V. 10 .

M 3 actu .
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actuated, are faid to be inſpired by God, for

that very purpofe. At the ſame time, how .

ever , it appears, from the circumſtances of

the hiſtory, that there was no proper intere

poſition of the Divine Being in the caſe, no

real miracle, but every thing took place ac

cording to the common eftabliſhed courſe of

nature ; ſince what thoſe wicked perſons did

may eafily be accounted for on principles

by which men are actuated every day ; and

they did nothing but what ſuch men would

naturally do again, in the ſame circum,

Atances.

In like manner, the good deſigns and ac

tions of men are , in the ſcriptures, fre

quently aſcribed to God, though there be

no reaſon, from the circumſtances of the

facts, to fuppofe that there was any fuper

natural influence upon their minds, but that

they acted as well - diſpoſed perſons would

naturally do in their ſituations,

Alſo, the common operations of nature

are deſcribed in ſuch language, both in the

Old and New Teſtament, as evidently thews,

that
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that the writers conſidered all the laws of

the ſyſtem , as if they were executed imme

diately by the author of them , and , conſe

quently, that all events whatever are pro

perly his own agency, juſt as if no ſecond

cauſes had intervened . A mind habitually

pious looks beyond all ſecond cauſes, to

the firſt and proper cauſe of all things, and

reſts only there.

Good men , in the ſcriptures, frequently

aſcribe their own good works to God, as

the proper author of them, the giver of

every good and every perfe &t gift, and are the

fartheſt in the world from having the leaſt

idea of their having any merit, or claim

upon God, in conſequence of it ; which ,

upon the doctrine of philoſophical free

will, they ſuppoſe themſelves to have . But

their language is utterly irreconcileable with

this doctrine,

Laſtly, both the preſent and the future

deſtination of men is generally ſpoken of as

fixed and ordained by God, as if he from the

firſtM4
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firſt intended, that whatever is to be, foould

be, with reſpect to happineſs or miſery , here

or hereafter,

Not that I think the ſacred writers were,

ſtrictly ſpeaking, neceſſarians, for they were

not philoſophers, not even our Saviour him

ſelf, as far as appears ; but their habitual

devotion naturally led them to refer all

things to God, without reflecting on the ri

gorous meaning of their language ; and very

probably had they been interrogated on the

ſubject, they would have appeared not to be

apprized of the proper extent of the neceſſa

rian ſcheme, and would have anſwered in a

manner unfavourable to it ,

For the greater ſatisfaction of my reader,

I ſhall produce a few examples of each of

the particulars I have mentioned, though in

a different order ; and I beg that he would

give a deliberate attention to them, and then

I cannot help thinking he will be diſpoſed

to view them in the light in which I have

repreſented them .

That
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That God was conſidered by the ſacred

writers as the author of the good difpo

fitions, and good works of men, is evident

from the following paſſages.

.

And the Lord thy God will circumciſe thy

heart, and the heart of thy ſeed, to love the

Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all

thyſoul, that thou mayeſt live * .

And I will give them a heart to know me,

that I am the Lord ; and they hall be my

people, and I will be their God , and they ſhall

turn unto me with their whole heart t. And

I will give them one heart, and one way, that

they may fear me for ever , for the good of

them , and oftheir children after them . I will

put myfear in their hearts, and they ſhall not

depart from me I.

And I will give them one heart, and I will

put a newſpirit within you,
and I will take

the ſtony heart out of your fleſh , and I will

giveyou a heart of fleſh 5. And I will put

* Deut. xxx. 6. it Jer. xxiv . 7 .

ܐܳܬ

$ xxxii . 39 . $ Ezek . xi . 19 .

ту
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my ſpirit within you, and cauſe you to walk in

my flatutes, andye Mall keep my judgments,

and do them * .

It is ſaid of Lydia t, whoſe beart the Lord

opened, that foe attended unto the things

that were Spoken of Paul,

With reſpect to the reception of the goſpel,

our Saviour ſays I, All that the Father giv

etb me shall come to me.
No man can come to

me, except the Father, who hasſent me, draw

bim ; and again , No man can come unto me ex

cept it be given to him of my Father ,

To the ſame purpoſe the apoſtle Paul

ſays $ , I have planted and Apollos watered,

but God gave the increaſe; ſo that neither is

be that planted any thing, neither be that wa

tered, but God that gave the increaſe. He

alſo ſays, Being confident of this one thing,

that he who bath begun a good work in you

will perform it unto the day ofJeſus Chrif ||.

Work out your own ſalvation with fear and

* Ezek. xxxvi . 27. † Ads xvi. 14. John vi . 37; & c.

$ Coriii. 6 , &c. Phil. i . 6 .

trembling,
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trembling, for it is God that worketh in you,

both to will and to do, of his own good

pleaſure *,

We find the fame ſentiment in Jude ot,

Now unto him that is able to keep you from

falling, and to preſent you faultleſs before the

coming of his glory with exceeding joy, to the

only wiſe God , and our Saviour, be glory and

majeſty, &c ,

All prayers for good diſpoſitions go up

on the ſame principles, and theſe are fre

quent in the ſcriptures. Thus Solomon , at

the folemn dedication of the temple, prays

in the following manner I, O Lord God of

Abraham , Iſaac and Jacob, keep this for ever

in the imagination ofthe thoughts of thehearts

of thy people, and prepare their hearts' unto

thee,

David ſays $, Create in me a clean heart, O

God, and renew a rightſpirit within me.

+ V. 24
Phil. ii . 12 , 13 ,

Pr. li. x,

Chron , xxix . 18.

The
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The apoſtle Paul prays to the ſame pur

poſe, Now the God of hope fill you with all

hope and joy in believing, that ye may abound

in hope, through the power of theHoly Ghoft *.

That be may grant you, according to the

riches of his glory, to be ſtrengthened with

might, by his ſpirit, in the inner man ; tbat

hearts byfaith ; that

ye, being rooted and grounded in love, &c . +

And the very God of peace fanctify you

wholly I. Now the God of all peace make

you perfeet in every good work to do his will,

working in you that which is well pleaſing in

bis fight, through Jeſus Chriſt g .

Chriſt may
dwell in your

In the ſame manner prays the apoſtle Pe

ter |l , But the God of all grace — make you

perfect, eſtabliſh, ſtrengthen andſettle you.

Such , alſo, is the uſual ſtyle of prayer to

this day, as the following expreſſions from

the book of Common Prayeſ, “ O God,

* Rom . XV. 13 .

Thell. v . 23 .

ll 1 Peter v. 1o .

+ Epheſ, iii . 16 .

§ Heb . xiii, 20,

from
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- : 6 from whom all holy deſires, all good

" counſels, and all juſt works do proceed .”

And again , Almighty and ever-living

- " God, who makeſt us both to will and to

6c do thoſe things that be acceptable to thy

cc divine majeſty .”

That the evil actions of men , alſo , which

neceffarily imply bad difpofitions, do, in

the language of fcripture, take place in

conſequence of the particular appointment

of God, and eſpecially ſuch actions as ter

minate in great good, or juſt puniſhment,

which is the ſame thing, the following paſ

ſages abundantly prove. The ſelling of

Joſeph into Egypt was certainly a moſt

baſe action of his brethren ; but obſerve

how this pious man ſpeaks of it, addreſſing

himſelf to his brethren afterwards *, Now

therefore be not grieved, nor angry

felves, that ve fold me hither ; for God did

Send me before you, to preſerve life : And

again t; It was not you that ſent nie hitber,

but God.

with your

* Gen. xlv . 53 + V.8.

The
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The manner in which God is ſaid to

have hardened the heart of Pharaoh , for

which, however, he was juſtly puniſhed,

is very expreſs *, I will har den bis beart

that he hall not let the people go ; and the

expreſſion is frequently repeated in the

courſe of the hiſtory.

It is alſo ſaid of the Canaanites +, It was

of the Lord to harden their bearts, that tbey

foould come againft Ifrael in battle, that be

might deſtroy them utterly.

When the men of Sechem , who had un

juſtly taken the part of Abimelech, after

wards quarrelled with him, it is ſaid 1, And

God ſent an evil ſpirit between Abimelech and

the men of Shechem , and the men of Shechem

dealt treacherouſly with Abimelech .

It is ſaid of the ſons of Elig , that they.

bearkened not unto the voice of their father,

becauſe the Lord would ſay them.

* Exod. iv. 21 .
+ Jof. ix. 20.

# Judges ix. 23. § 1 Sam . ii. 25 .

When
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When Ahab for his wickedneſs and ob

ſtinacy was juſtly devoted to deſtruction , it

is ſaid *, that God ſent a lying ſpirit into the

mouths of bis prophets, in order to deceive him .

Our Saviour ſeems to have conſidered both

the rejection of the goſpel by thoſe who

boaſted of their wiſdom , and the reception

of it by the more deſpiſed part of mankind,

as being the conſequence of the expreſs ap

pointment of Godt. At that time Jefus

anſwered, and ſaid, I thank thee, O Father,

Lord of heaven and earth , that thou haſt hid

theſe things from the wife and prudent, and

haſt revealed them unto babes ; even fo, Fa

ther , for itſeemed good in thyfight,

Speaking, upon another occaſion , con

cerning the unbelief of the Jews, he ſays,

Therefore they could not believe, becauſe that

Efaias hath ſaid again , He hath blinded their

eyes, and hardened their heart, that they ſhould

not fee with their eyes, nor underſtand with

their heart, and I ſhould heal them .

+ Matt. xi . 252 Chron. xviii.

John xii. 39 .

Moſes,
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Moſes, alſo , ſpeaking of the obftinacy of

the Jews, ſays *, Yet the Lord bath not giver

you a beart to perceive, and eyes to fee, and

ears to bear, unto this day. Iſaiah , alſo , in

his addreſs to God, ſays t, O Lord , why

haſt thou made us to err from thy ways,
and

hardened our heart from thyfear ?

With reſpect to the apoſtacy of the latter

times , the apoſtle Paul ſays I, And for this

caufe God Mall fend themſtrong deluſions, tbat

theymould believe a lie, that they all might be

damned who believed not the truth, but bad

pleaſure in unrighteouſneſs.

We know of no act of more atrocious

wickedneſs, or one for which a more juſt

and ſevere puniſhment was inflicted , than

the death of Chriſt, and yet it is always

fpoken of as moſt expreflly decreed, and

appointed by God ; and, as was obferved be

fore, it entered , in a moſt remarkable man

ner, into the plan of divine providence. It

is thus ſpoken of in the book of Acts $ , H :17 ,

* Deut. xxix . 4 .

# 2 Theff. ii. 11 .

+ Il. lxiii . 17 .

Ch. ij. 23 .

being
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being delivered by the determined counſel and

fore- knowledge of God, ye have taken, and by

wicked bands bave crucified and ſain ; and

again * , Of a trub, againſt thy holy child

Iefus, whom thou haſt anointed, both Herod,

and Pontius Pilate , with the Gentiles, and

the people of Ifrael, were gathered together ;

for to do whatſoever thy hand, and thy counſel,

determined before to be done.

That God is conſidered as the ſovereign diſ

penſer both of goſpel privileges here, and fu

ture happineſs hereafter, appears in ſuch paſ

ſages as theſe t, God bath from the begin

ning choſen you toſalvation, throughfanctifi

cation of theſpirit, and belief of the truth .

The language of St. Paul in the ninth chap

ter of the epiſtle to the Romans, relates , at

the ſame time, to external privileges , moral

virtue, and future happineſs, as having a very

near connexion with one another I. Hefaith

to Mofes, I willhave mercy on whomI will have

mercy , and Iwillhave compaſſon on whomI will

have compaſion. So then it is not of him that

+ 2 Theſſ. ü . 13. # Ver. 15 , &c.

VOL . II . N willeth,

* Ads iy . 27 .
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willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God

that Sheweth mercy. For the ſcripture faith

unto Pharaoh, Even for this ſamepurpoſe bave

I raiſed thee up, that I might ſhew my power

in thee, and that my name might be declared

throughout all the earth . Therefore hath be

mercy on whom he will have mercy , and whom

he will he hardeneth. Thou wilt ſay then unto

me, Why doth he yet find fault ? For who bath

refſted bis will ? Nay, but, О man , who art

thou that replieſt againſt God ? Shall the thing

formed ſay to him that formed it, Why haft

thou made me thus ? Hath not the potter

power over the clay, of the ſame lump, to make

one veſel unto honour, and another unto dif

honour ? What if God, willing to fheza bis

wrath, and to make his power known , en

dured with much long -ſuffering the veſſels of

wrath fitted to deſtruction : and that he might .

make known the riches of bis glory on the vel

ſels of mercy, which he afore prepared unto

glory ? Even us, whom he hath called , not of

the Jews only, but alſo of the Gentiles.

In the following paſſage, alſo , the ſame

apoſtle ſpeaks of the whole proceſs, from

being
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1

being firſt called to the knowledge of God,

: - to a ſtate of future glory, as equally the

work of God * . For whom he did fore

know, he alſo did predeſtinate to be conformed

to the image of his ſon, that he might be the

firſt - born among many brethren . Moreover ,

whom he did predeſtinate, them he alſo called :

and whom he called, them he alſo juſtified ; and

whom he juſtified, them be alſo glorified. What

Shall we then ſay to theſe things ? If God

be for us, who can be againſt us ?
, vi

That ſuch things as come to paſs in the

common courſe of providence, were conſi

dered by the pious writers of the ſcriptures

as more immediately adminiſtered by him

ſelf, overlooking ſecond cauſes, and regard

ing only the firſt and proper cauſe of all

things, the following paſſages, among many

others , abundantly teſtify.

.

Em With reſpect to the general conſtitution of

nature, the Pſalmiſt ſays f, Thou viſiteſt the

:: GF

Rom . viii. 29 . + Pr. lxy . 9 .

N 2 earth,
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earth , and watereft it : thou greatly enricbef

it with the river of God, which isfull of wa

ter : thou prepareſt them corn , when thou haſi

jo provided for it : thou watereft the ridges

thereof abundantly : thou ſettleft the furrows

thereof : thou makeſt it ſoft with showers :

thou blefeſt the Springing thereof —Theſe all

wait upon thee, that thou mayeſt give them

their meat in due feafon. That thou giveſ

them , they gather : thou opereſt thine hand,

they are filled with good : thou hideſt thyface,

they are troubled : thou takeft away their

breath , they die, and return to their duft : thou

fendeſt forth thy ſpirit, they are created : and

thou renewejl the face of the earth * .

What we call the common events, and ac

cidents of life, are all , in the language of

fcripture, the expreſs appointment of God.

If a man lie not in wait, but God deliver

him into his handt . The lot is caft into the

lap, but the whole diſpoſing thereof is 'of the

Lord I

* Pl . civ . 27 . + Exod . xxi . 13. Prov . xvi. 33

Are
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Are not two ſparrowsfold for a farthing,

and one of them hall not fall to the ground

without your heavenly father *

The Lord killeth , and maketh alive ; he

bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth up :

he raiſeth up the poor out of the duf , and

lifteth up the beggarfrom the dunghill ut.

He changes times and ſeafons : be remov

eth kings andſetteth up king's : he gireth wij

dom to the wife, and knowledge to them that

know underſtanding # .

I cauſed it to rain upon one city, and

cauſed it not to rain upon another city. I

have fmitten you with blaſting, and milder .

I have ſent among you the peftilence. Your

young men have I ſain with theſword S.

The thoughts, and diſpoſitions of men , are

alſo repreſented as being under the ſecret

direction of God || , The king's heart is in the

* Matt . X. 29 . | Dan . ii. 21 ,tiSam . ii . 6 , 7 .

Amos iv. 7 , & c. || Prov . xxi , 1 .

N 3 hand
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hand of the Lord, as the rivers of water ,

He turneth it whither foever be will.

Ambitious and wicked men are often

ſpoken of as the inſtruments of divine pro

vidence * , Ariſe, O Lord, deliver my foul

from the wicked , which is thyfword.

The ſubſerviency of the proud king of

Aſſyria to the deſigns of divine providence,

is deſcribed by the prophet Iſaiah in a man

ner that is peculiarly emphatical and ſub

lime t, O Alyrian, the rod of mine anger,

and the ſtaff in their hand is my indignation.

I willſend him againſt an hypocritical nation,

and againſt the people of my wrath will I give

him a charge, to take the ſpoil, and to take

the prey, and to tread them down like the

mire of the ſtreets. Howbeit be meaneth not

fo, neither doth his heart thinkſo, but it is in

his heart to deſtroy, and to cut off nations not

a few . For he faith, By the ſtrength of my

hand I have done it, and by my wiſdom ,for Iam

prudent : and I have removed the bounds of the

people, and have robbed their treaſures, and I

+ Ifa. x , 5 , &c .* Pf. xvii . 13 :

have
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haveputdown the inhabitants like a valiant man.

Shall the axe boaſt itſelf againſt him that heweth

therewith, orMall the ſaw magnify itſelf againſt

him thatmaketh it ? as ifthe rod ſhouldmake it

ſelf againſt him that lift it up, or as if theſtaff

should lift up itſelf, as if it were no wood, &c .

Thou art my

Of another conqueror, alſo, God ſays *

battle axe , and weapons of war :

for with thee will I break in pieces the nations,

and with thee will I deſtroy kingdoms. And

with thee will I break in pieces the horſe and

his rider, &c .

11

From the whole of this ſubject, and theſe

paſſages compared with others , I do not, as

I obſerved before , infer, that the ſacred wri

ters were, philoſophically ſpeaking, neceſſa

rians. But they were ſuch good and pious

men , fet God ſo much before them , and

had ſuch high and juſt ideas of his uncon

trollable power and providence, that they

overlooked all ſecond cauſes, and had reſpect

to God only, as the proper and ultimate

cauſe of all .

Jer . li . 20 .

N
4
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SECTION XIII .

The Calviniſtic doctrine of PREDESTINA,

TION compared with the Philofophical

doctrine of NECESSITY .

THE philofophical doctrine of N
ceffity ſo much reſembles the Calvi

niſtic doctrine ofPredeſtination, in ſome views

of it, that it may be worth while to point

out diſtinaly in what they agree, and in

what they differ. I ſhall, therefore, do it,

and with as much fairneſs as I poflibly can .

The ſcheme of philoſophical neceſſity has

been ſhewn to imply a chain of caufes and

effects, eſtabliſhed by infinite wiſdom , and

terminating in the greateſt good of the

whole univerſe : evils of all kinds, natural

and moral, being admitted, as far as they

contribute to that end, or may be, in the

nature of things, inſeparable from it . No

neceffarian , however, ſuppoſes that

the human race will ſuffer eternally ; but

that

any of
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that future puniſhments will anſwer the

fame purpoſe as temporal ones are found to

do, all of which tend to good , and are

evidently admitted for that purpoſe ; ſo

that God, the author of all , is as much to

be adored and loved for what we ſuffer, as

for what we enjoy ; his intention being

equally kind in both, fince both are equally

parts, and equally neceſſary parts , of the

fame plan . Upon the doctrine of neceſſity,

alſo , the moſt indifferent actions of men are

or equally neceſſary with the moſt important ;

ſince every volition , like any other effect,

muſt have an adequate cauſe, depending

upon the previous ſtate of the mind, and

the influence to which it is expoſed.

܀.

cs By
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3

On the other hand , the conſiſtent, the

moderate, or ſublapſarian Calviniſt, ſup

poſes that God created the firſt man abſo

lutely free to ſin , or not to fin , capable of

finleſs obedience to all the commands of

God ; but that , without being predeſtinated

to it, he fell from this ſtate of innocence,

by eating the forbidden fruit ; and from

that time became, and all his poſterity with

him

blefra

olیس
e

”
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him (he being their federal head ) liable

to the eternal wrath of God, and that their

whole natures were at the ſame time fo

vitiated , that they are naturally incapable of

thinking a good thought, or doing a good

action .

The whole race of mankind being thus

liable to everlaſting damnation , God was

pleaſed, for his own glory, and ſovereign

good will , and without any reaſon of pre

ference, to reſerve a ſmall number, in com

pariſon with the reſt of mankind , and pre

deſtinate them to everlaſting happineſs, on

condition that his ſon , the ſecond perſon in

the trinity, in power, glory, and all other

reſpects, equal to himſelf, ſhould become

man , ſubmit in their ſtead to death , and

bear that infinite puniſhment of divine

wrath , which every ſin againſt an infinite

Being had deſerved , and which infinite jur

tice could not remit ; while all the reſt of

the corrupted maſs of mankind , not being

redeemed by the death of Chriſt, remained

neceſſarily doomed to ſin here, and to mi

ſery for ever hereafter.

The
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The elect being , like other perſons, born

in original fin , have their natures equally

depraved, and of courſe are as incapable of

all good thoughts , or good works , as the

reprobate, till God , by a miraculous interpo

fition, produces a change in their diſpoſition,

and, by his immediate agency on their

minds , enables them to think and act ſo as

to pleaſe h’im .
But after this miraculous

change, or new birth, though an elected

perſon may ſin , and always will do ſo when

he is left to himſelf, he will not finally fall

away and periſh ; but God will , ſome time

before his death , renew him again by re

pentance, and he ſhall certainly be happy

for ever . Whereas the reprobate ( the grace

of repentance, and of the new birth, not

being vouchſafed to them ) are under a ne

ceflity of finning, and of ſinning only,

Though their actions ſhould, to all appear

ance , be ever ſo praiſe -worthy in the fight

of men , they are, in fact, of the nature of

fin, and only ſerve to aggravate their cer

tain and final condemnation . Moreover,

though many of them die in infancy, be

fore they were capable of committing ac

tual
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tualfin, they are nevertheleſs liable to the

eternal wrath of God, on account of the in

of their forefather, and federal head .

Now, in comparing theſe two ſchemes, I

can ſee no ſort of reſemblance, except that

the future happineſs, or miſery, of all men

is certainly fore-known, and appointed by

God . In all other reſpects they are moft

eſſentially different ; and even where they

agree in the end , the difference in the men

ner by which that end is accompliſhed is ſo

very great, that the influence of the two lyſ

tems on the minds of thoſe that adopt and

act upon them , is the reverſe of one an

other, exceedingly favourable to virtue in

the neceffarian , and as unfavourable to it in

the Calviniſt,

For the eſſential difference between the

two ſchemes is this : the neceffarian be

lieves that his own diſpoſitions and actions

are the neceſſary and ſole means of his pre

ſent and future happineſs; ſo that, in the

molt proper ſenſe of the words, it depends

intirely upon bimſelfwhether he be virtuous
or
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or vicious , happy or miſerable, juſt as much

as it depends upon the farmer himſelf fow

ing his fields and weeding them, whether

he will have a good crop ; except that, in

favour of the doctrine of neceſſity, where

morals are concerned, his endeavours in the

former cafe are much more certain in their

effect than in the latter ; which view of

things cannot but operate to make him ex

ert himſelf to the utmoſt, in proportion to

his regard for his own happineſs ; his ſuc

ceſs being certain , in proportion to his ex

ertion of himſelf. With this exertion he

cannot miſcarry, but without it he muſt,

unleſs the laws of nature ſhould change, be

inevitably miſerable. As far as any ſyſtem

of faith can induce men to cultivate virtu

ous principles and habits , this doctrine of

neceffity muſt do it .

On the other hand, I do not ſee what

motive a Calviniſt can have to give any at

tention to his moral conduct. So long as

he is unregenerate, all his thoughts , words,

and actions, are neceſſarily ſinful, and in the

act of regeneration he is altogether paſſive.

On
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i

On this account the moſt conſiſtent Cala

vinifts never addreſs
any

exhortations to fin

ners, conſidering them as dead in treſpaſes

and fins, and , therefore, that there would be

as much ſenſe and propriety in ſpeaking to

the dead as to them . On the other hand ,

if a man be in the happy number of the

elect , he is ſure that God will , ſome time or

other, and at the moſt proper time ( for

which the laſt moment of his life is not too

upon him his miraculous work

of ſaving and fanétifying grace. Though

he ſhould be ever ſo wicked immediately

before this divine and effe &tual calling, it

makes nothing againſt him . Nay, ſome

think that, this being a more ſignal diſplay

of the wonders of divine grace, it is rather

the more probable that God will take this

opportunity to diſplay it . If any ſyſtem of

ſpeculative principles can operate as an

axe at the root of all virtue and goodneſs,

it is this .

late) work

The neceſſarian , alſo, believes nothing of

the poſterity of Adam finning in him , and

of their being liable to the wrath of God

on
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on that account , or of the neceſſity of an in

finite being making atonement for them , by

ſuffering in their ſtead , and thus making

the Deity propitious to them . He believes

nothing of all the actions of any men being

neceſſarily finful ; but, on the contrary,

thinks that the very worſt of men are ca

pable of benevolent and worthy intentions

in many things that they do ; and likewiſe,

that very good men are capable of falling

from virtue, and conſequently of ſinking

into final perdition . The opinions of the

Calviniſt on theſe heads he conſiders as

equally abſurd and dangerous . Upon the

principles of the neceſſarian alſo, all late re

pentance, and eſpecially after long and con

firmed habits of vice, is altogether and ne

ceſſarily ineffectual ; there not being ſuffi

cient time left to produce a change of diſpo

fition and character, which can only be done

by a change of conduct, and of proportion

ably long continuance .

Beſides, before Mr. Edwards , no Calviniſt ,

I think I may venture to ſay, conſidered

every particular volition and action of men

as
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as determined by preceding motives . The

Calviniſts, together with the reſt of man

kind , who ſpeculated at all upon the ſub

ject, maintained what was called the doctrine

of indifference with reſpect to particular

actions; and though they conſidered all who

were unregenerate as incapable of thinking

a good thought, and as under a neceility of

continually committing fin , they would

not ſay that every particular ſinful action

was neceſſary, exclufive of every other fin

ful action . Alſo, except the ſupralapfari

ans, no Calvaniſts ever confidered Adam

before bis fall as being under any neceſ

ſity of ſinning ; ſo that the doctrine of the

proper mechaniſm of the human mind, from

which no volition is exempt. was certainly

unknown to them . Alſo , their belief of a

divine interpoſition both in the work of re

generation , and upon almoſt every
occaſion

with reſpect to the elect afterwards, is ſuch,

that , according to thein, the proper laws of

nature are perpetually violated ; ſo that the

moſt perfect knowledge of them could be

of little uſe for regulating our expectations,

with regard to any event in which the af

fections
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fections of the human mind are concerned .

In this the creed of the neceffarian is the

very reverſe of that of the Calviniſt.

Farther, the Calviniſtic ſyſtem intirely ex

cludes the popular notion of free-will, viz . the

liberty, or power, of doing what we pleaſe,

virtuous or vicious, as belonging to every

perſon , in every ſituation ; which is perfect

ly conſiſtent with the doctrine of philoſophi

cal neceffity, and indeed reſults from it . And

in this reſpect it is that the language of

ſcripture cannot be reconciled with the tenets

of Calviniſm . In the ſcriptures all finners

are moſt earneſtly exhorted to forſake their

fins, and return to their duty ; and all, with

out exception , have the fulleſt aſſurances

given to them of pardon and favour upon

their return . Turn ye, turn ye from your evil

ways, why will ye die, O boufe of Iſrael * ? is

the uniform tenor of ' the ſcripture calls to

repentance; and the Divine Being is repre

ſented as declaring, in the moſt ſolemn man

ner, that he hath no pleaſure in the death ofa

* Ezek . xxxiii, 11,

Vol . II. 0 finner,
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finner, but bad rather that he would turnfrom

his way and live * .

Such expoſtulations as theſe have the

greateſt propriety upon the ſcheme of ne

ceſſity, which ſuppoſes a neceſſary and me

chanical influence of motives upon the hu

man mind ; but can have no propriety at all

with reſpect to men who are ſo far dead in

fin , as to be incapable of being excited to

virtue by any motive whatever . And it is

only tantalizing men to propoſe to them mo

tives that cannot poſſibly influence them,

and when nothing but a divine power, ope

rating miraculouſly , and conſequently in a

manner independent of all natural means, is

able to effect that very change, which they

are exhorted to make in themſelves.

That I do not miſrepreſent the proper

Calviniſtic principles I am very confident.

They are held , indeed , with conſiderable va

riation , but what I have deſcribed is what is

moſt generally meant by Calviniſm , and is

* Ezek . v. 11 .

the
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the moſt conſiſtent, and at the ſaine themoſt

favourable ſcheme of the kind ; and is that

to which I was formerly as much attached

myſelf, as any perſon can be now.

The doctrine of philoſophical neceſſity is ,

in reality, a modern thing, not older, I be

lieve , than Mr. Hobbes . Of the Calviniſts,

I believe Mr. Jonathan Edwards to be the

firſt . Others have followed his ſteps, ef

pecially Mr. Toplady . But the inconfif

tency of his ſcheme with what is properly

Calviniſm , appears by his dropping ſeveral

of the eſſential parts of that ſyſtem , and his

ſilence with reſpect to others . And when

the doctrine of neceffity ſhall be thoroughly

| underſtood, and well conſidered by Calvi

niſts, it will be found to militate againſt al

moſt all their peculiar tenets .

lady believes that all children dying in in

fancy are happy *, and that much the

greater part of mankind are elected t ; that

undoubtedly there are ele &t Mahometans, and

ele & t Pagans, and he ſeems to think the tor

ments of hell will not be eternal . But this

Mr. Top

* See his Scheme of Neceſſity aſſerted , p . 121 . + P. 120.

02 is
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is departing very widely indeed from the

proper doctrines of Calviniſm ; and more

attention to the principles of the neceffarias

ſcheme cannot fail to draw him , and all

philoſophizing Calviniſts, farther and far

ther from that ſyſtem : nor will they be able

to reſt any where, but in what I call the

ſimple and unadulterated doctrine of revela

tion, and which they brand with the obnoxi

ous name of Socinianiſm , in which, after be

ing what they now are, I joyfully and thank

fully acquieſce; reflecting with a kind ofhor

ror on what I was, and what I felt, when I

endeavoured to think and act, as I moſt con

ſcientiouſly did, upon thoſe principles ..

I cannot, however, conclude this ſection

without acknowledging (and I do it with

particular ſatisfaction ) that though I confi

der the
proper Calviniſtic ſyſtem as a moſt

gloomy one, and peculiarly unfavourable to

virtue, it is only ſo when conſiſtently purfued,

and when every part of it equally impreſies

the mind . But this is never, in fact, the

caſe with any ſyſtem . If there be in our

minds aprevalence ofgood principles and good

dif
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lifpofitions, we naturally turn our eyes from

every thing in our reſpective ſyſtems that,

even by a juſt conſtruction, is unfavourable

o virtue and goodneſs, and we reflect with

pleaſure, and act upon
thoſe

parts
of them

only that have a good tendency. Now the

doctrine of a general and a moſt particular

providence, is ſo leading a feature in every

ſcheme of predeſtination, it brings God ſo

much into every thing, and the ideas of juf

tice and goodneſs are ſo inſeparable from the

idea of the Divine Being, that, in ſpite of

every thing elſe in the ſyſtem , an habitual

and animated devotion will be the reſult, and

from this principle no evil is to be dreaded.

But where a diſpoſition to vice has pre

occupied the mind , I am very well ſatisfied ,

and but too many facts might be alledged in

proof of it, that the doctrines of Calviniſm

have been actually fatal to the remains of vir

tue, and have driven men into the moſt def

perate and abandoned courſe of wickedneſs ;

whereas the doctrine of neceſſity, properly

underſtood, cannot poſſibly have any ſuch

effect, but the contrary.

O 3 In
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In fact, if, from a good education , or any

other ſource, the general bias of the mind

be in favour of virtue, a man may be ſafely

truſted with any ſpeculative principles . But

if the bias be in favour of vice , it is of great

importance that the ſpeculative principles

be right and ſound ; that, when viewed in

every juſtlight, they may operate as a motive

for reforming the life and manners. The

connexion between virtue and happineſs, and

between vice and miſery, is upon no prin

ciples whatever ſo certain and demonſtrable

as on thoſe of philoſophical neceſſity.

1

Whether it be owing to my Calviniſtical

education , or my confidering the principles

of Calviniſm as generally favourable to that

leading virtue devotion , or to their being

fomething akin to the doctrine of neceffity,

I cannot but acknowledge that, notwith

ſtanding what I have occaſionally written

againſt that ſyſtem , and which I am far from

wiſhing to retract, I feel myſelf diſpoſed to

look upon Calviniſts with a kind of reſpect,

and could never join in the contempt and in

fult with which I have often heard them

treated
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treated in converſation . From my long and

-intimate acquaintance with the very ſtraiteſ

of that feet, I have ſeen but too much rea

ſon to believe, that though there is often

famong them great malignity of heart , con

cealed under all the external forms of de

votion, I have been , and am ſtill acquainted

with many, whoſe hearts and lives , I be

lieve, are, in all reſpects, truly chriſtian ,

and whoſe chriſtian tempers are really pro

moted by their own views of their ſyſtem .

TO

OSH !

It is true that the treatment I have met

with from Calviniſts, as ſuch, muſt have

had a tendency to exaſperate me againſt

them ; but every thing of this kind has been

balanced by the kindneſs I have met with

from others of them . And I ſhall ever re

flectwith gratitude, that the perſon to whom,

in this world, I have been under the greateſt

obligation , was at the ſame time a ſtrict

Calviniſt, and in all reſpects as perfect a hu

man character as I have yet been acquainted

with . I had the faireft opportunity of ob

ſerving and ſtudying it, and I now fre

quently reflect upon it, with ſatisfaction and

pe
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improvement . All who knew me in the

early part of life will know whom I mean ,

and all who knew her will know that I do

not exaggerate.

Upon the whole, however, the acquaint

ance I have had with Calviniſts convinces

me, that their principles, in the minds of

calm , ſober- thinking perſons, will always

leave ſome room for doubt and uncertainty

with reſpect to the evidence of their con,

verſion, and what is called the work of grace

in the heart; in which much muſt neceſſarily

be left to the imagination, and, therefore,

that at times a gloom will be ſpread over

the ſoul. Conſequently, unleſs this effect

be counteracted by ſomething either in the

natural temper, or opinions, of a more libe

şal caſt, their principles do not admit of

that perfect ſerenity and chearfulneſs, with

which it is to be wiſhed that a life of real

piety and virtue might ever be attended.

LET,
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To the Author of the LETTERS ON MATE

RIALISM and on HARTLEY'S THEORY

OF THE MIND .

SIR,

YOU
OU have challenged me to the diſcuſ

fion of a variety of topics , ſome of

which are the moſt difficult, ſublime, and

important of any
that lie within the reach

of the human underſtanding ; and where

the greateſt men have expreſſed the greateſt

diffidence, you have written with the great

eſt poſſible confidence. Alſo, if your lan

guage be not ironical , you conſider your an

tagoniſt as the moſt formidable combatant

you could have to contend with . You have,

on various occafions, expreſſed the higheſt

opinion of my learning and abilities , and

the ſtrongeſt ſenſe of my merit and ſervices

in the cauſe of literature, and where know

ledge of the moſt valuable ' kind was con

cerned . To paſs over what you ſay in ge

neral
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neral of my “ eminent abilities and inde

fatigable labours in every learned and

“ valuable purſuit,” and alſo with reſpect

to natural philoſophy in particular, than

which nothing finer can be ſaid of any

man, you are more particularly laviſh of

your encomiums upon me on the ſubject

of my controverſy with the Scotch defend

ers of the doctrine of Inſtinctive Principles

of Truth , in which I had occaſion to intro

duce ſeveral of the opinions which have

given you ſo much offence, and which you

call upon me to defend.

As a prudent man , you certainly would

not have provoked a combat in the very

high tone in which you have done this,

without the greateſt certainty of ſucceſs.

You have, no doubt , therefore, in your own

mind , counted the coſt of the enterprize you

have undertaken , and have already antici

pated my confuſion , and your complete tri

umph,

Now it happens that ſo very great a phi

loſopher, and ſo acute a metaphyſician, as

you
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you repreſent me to be, and who has had

the ſubjects on which you ſo boldly chal

lenge me in contemplation from the time

that I was capable of conſidering them at

all , to the preſent time of my life, which

is the memorable year forty - five, a period

in which, at a medium , the human facul

ties may be deemed to have arrived at their

very axun ; a period in which we expect a

due mixture of imagination and judgment,

in which the ardour of youth is not extin

guiſhed, but improved into a manly vi

gour : it happens, I ſay, that, in theſe very

advantageous circumſtances, in which you

and nature have placed me, after having had

your Letters in my hands about twelve

months , and having in that time exerciſed

my
faculties in a cloſe attention to meta

phyſical ſubjects, as, I hope, my Diſquifi

tions on Matter and Spirit, and the preced

ing creatiſe on Philofophical Neceſſity will

prove, I do now,I do now, with great ſeriouſneſs,

aver , that , in my opinion , hardly any of the

works of the three Scotch writers, which

you and I hold ſo cheap, is weaker in point

of argument than yours . I barely except

that

.
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that of Dr. Oſwald , who is certainly one

of the moſt dogmatical, and abſurd of all

writers .

parts of

Farther, though , judging by facts, there

is but little reaſon to expect that any man

who has given to the public his opinion

on any ſubject of importance, will ever re

tract it, I think I perceive marks of ſo

much candour and ingenuouſneſs in ſome

your Letters (though I own I
per

ceive but few traces of thoſe qualities in

other places ) that I do not abſolutely deſpair

of engaging you to acknowledge, that you

have fallen into ſeveral very important miſ

takes ; at leaſt, that your virulent cenſures

of myſelf, and my opinions, are abundantly

too ſevere. For this purpoſe, I ſhall lay

before you a few plain conſiderations, to

which I beg, in the firſt place, a very deli

berate attention , and then an explicit an

fwer . As I have already diſcuſſed ſuffici

ently, as I think, at large, the principal

points in debate between us , in the preced

ing treatiſes, I ſhall , in this letter, only

briefly refer to them .

You
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You will think it extraordinary that the

firſt point I beg you would attend to, and

be explicit upon , is , whether you do really

hold any opinion different from mine, at

leaſt whether
you do not acknowledge prin

ciples which neceſſarily, and not remotely,

but immediately, draw after them the belief

of all that I have contended for ? and yet I

am pretty confident that I can make this

out to the ſatisfaction of others,and even to

your own , with reſpect to the two great ar

ticles on which you arraign me, viz . the

doctrines of neceſſity and of materialiſm .

Of the Doctrine of NECESSITY .

cauſe ; and

You expreſſly allow, a conſtant influence

of motives to determine the will. The moral,

you ſay * , is as certain as is the phyſical

you will not deny (for no man

can do it ) that the immediate conſequence

of this poſition is , that the Divine Being,

who eſtabliſhed this conſtant dependence of

human volitions upon preceding motives ,

. P. 171 .

and
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and the ſtate of mind, could not intend that

any volition , or choice, ſhould have been

otherwiſe than it has been , is, or is to be.

You are , therefore, as much a neceffarian as

myſelf ; and all your copious declamation

upon this topic, concerning the great
mir

chiefdone to morals and ſociety, &c. &c . &c.

affects yourſelf as much as it does me.

If the mind be, in fact, conſtantly deter

mined by motives , I deſire you would ſay,

candidly, why you object to the mere term

neceſity, by which nothing is ever meant

but the cauſe of conſtancy. As I have ob

ferved before, it is only becauſe I ſee a ſtone

fall to the ground conſtantly, that I infer it

does ſo neceſarily, or according to ſome fixed

law of nature ; and pleaſe to ſay whether

you think it could happen, that the mind

could be conſtantly determined by motives,

if there be not a fixed law of nature, from

which that conſtant determination reſults.

Indeed , Sir, this is ſo very plain, that you

muſt either avow yourſelf a neceffarian,

dreadfully as the term may found in your

ears, or adopt ſome quite new ground of

defence ,
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defence, ſome new principles of human li

berty, that is , ſome other kind of liberty than

what
you

have yet contended for:

As far as the conſequences of the doc

trine of neceſity affect the Deity, you, who

believe the divine preſcience, make no

ſcruple to admit them . You ſay *, “ Why

“ a benevolent Creator gave free will to

“ man , which he foreſaw would be to his

unhappineſs and ruin , you can affign no

“ other reaſon , than that ſuch a being en

“ tered into his general plan of exiſtence.”

You admit, therefore, that all the actual

conſequences of free will, the unhappineſs

and ruin of a great proportion of mankind,

entered into the general plan of providence,

which is as much as ſaying that the plan

required them, and could not proceed ſo

well without them . And , if ſo , what ob

jection can you have to the Divine Being

having abſolutely decreed them ? If his plan

abſolutely required theſe evils , it is plain ,

that, at any rate, he muſt introduce them .

* P. 188 .

PVol . II . All
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All the difference that there can poſſibly be

between us is, that , according to you , the

divine plan required free will, though ne

ceſſarily attended with the evils you men

tion , and I ſay that his plan required ge

neral and ultimate kappineſs, though neceffa

rily attended with the ſame evils . According

to us both , the evils were neceſſarily , either

to free will , or to general happineſs.

Of MATERIALISM .

The next great argument between us is ,

the uniform compoſition, and materiality,

of the whole man . But, though you ex

preſs the greateit abhorrence of this ſenti

ment, I call upon you to ſhew that you

yourſelf do not virtually admit it . You ex

preſſly declare * for the doctrine of a proper

phyſical influence between the mind and the

body, as the only philoſophical notion, and

you maintain that the two ſubſtances mu

tually ack and re -axt upon each other. Now

this you explain on principles that moſt

evidently ſet aſide all diſtinction between

* P. 76 .

matter
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matter and ſpirit, and make them to be as

much of the ſame compoſition as I do my

ſelf. For you ſay that , “ in order to this

“ mutual action , ſpirit muſt be poſſeſſed of

« ſuch inferior qualities, as are not unalli

« able with the more exalted ſpecies of mat

“ ter.” Now the moſt exalted ſpecies of

matter poſſible muſt have length , breadth ,

and thickneſs , and in the common opinion ,

folidity, or it would not be matter at all .

And I call upon you to ſay whether thoſe

inferior qualities of ſpirit, by which it is

capable of acting, and of being acted upon ,

by a ſubſtance that has no properties beſides

extenſion and folidity , muſt not be com

prized under thoſe of extenſion and ſolidity ?

I will venture to ſay that you cannot name

any other quality that will anſwer your

purpoſe. In fact, therefore, you maintain

exactly what I do, viz , that a ſubſtance poſ

feſſed of the properties of matter may have

thoſe of perception and thought likewiſe .

You may uſe a different language, but our

ideas are the very fame. I appeal to your

own more mature reflections on the ſubject.

I alſo deſire you to explain how ſpirit, as

P2
you
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you ſay * can bear no relation to Space, and

yet be poſſeſſed of ſome properties in com

mon with thoſe of matter .

Beſides aſcribing to ſpirit the properties

of matter, to confound them more effectu

ally, you farther aſcribe to matter the pecu

liar properties of ſpirit, for you give it an

active power, which all other immaterialiſts,

and indeed all conſiſtent immaterialiſts , ſay

is incompatible with their idea of matter.

I deſire you would tell me, therefore, why,

if one ſpecies of active power ( for you are

not explicit enough to ſay what kind of ac

tive power you mean) may be imparted to

matter, another, or any other ſpecies of it

may not ? And what has the
power

of

thought always been defined to be, but a par

ticular ſpecies of active power ?

Theſe remarks , I will venture to ſay, are

ſo very plain, that a much worſe underſtand

ing than yours muſt be convinced of the

juſtneſs of them , and a ſmall degree of in

genuouſneſs will produce an avowal ofthat

* P. 76.

con
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conviction . Theſe remarks alſo comprize

all the great ſubjects on which we differ.

As leſſer matters not worth repeating here,

I deſire
you would ſay what you

have to ad

vance in defence of your notion of ſpace, on

which I have remarked *, and what you

mean by ſaying it is an “ ideal phenome

non , ariſing from the external order of

co - exiſting bodies . ” To me the expreſ

fion is abſolute jargon. Tell me alſo what

you have to reply to my anſwer to your ar

gument on the ſubject of attention to

I ſhall now advert to ſome others matters

not diſcuſſed in either of the preceding trea

tiſes ; and here, alſo, I have no doubt but

that I ſhall make your miſtakes and miſre .

preſentations palpable even to yourſelf,

Of INSTINCTIVE PRINCIPLES.

What you ſay in order to prove that my

own principles , or rather thoſe of Dr. Hart

ley, are as unfriendly to the cauſe of truth

* P. 58 . + P. 92 .

P 3 as
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as the doctrine of inſtinctive principles, is

ſo exceedingly trifling, and foreign to the

purpoſe, that had I not ſeen it in the ſame

book , I could not have perſuaded myſelf

that a perſon who joins me ſo very heartily

as you do in my condemnation of that fyf

tem , could poſſibly have written it ,

You were “ highly pleaſed ,” you ſay *,

“ to ſee a doctrine ſo triumphantly thrown

“ down, from its uſurped empire, which

“ had , within a few years, gained an asto .

niſhing aſcendancy over minds that ſhould

“ have been aware of its fallacy and erro

“ neous principles ;” and upon many other

occaſions you expreſs the ſtrongeſt approba

tion of
my ſervices to the cauſe of truth on

this account.

After this I might well be ſurprized to

find myſelf accuſed of maintaining princi

ples equally, or more unfavourable to the

doctrine concerning truth ; but I own I

was ſtill more ſurprized , when I perceived

the foundation on which you advance this

* P. 8 .

extra
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extraordinary charge , and that the only fimi

larity you pretend to find between the doc

trine of inſtinctive principles of truth and

that of Dr. Hartley, is , that the aſſent to

propoſitions is in both equally neceſary and

infallible * . “ In both ſyſtems,” you ſay +,

belief, as well as every mental affection ,

" is a neceſſary and mechanical effect . ”

The only difference, you ſay, 16 there is

“ betwixt them ſeems to be, thạt Dr.

Hartley admits of no effect for which he

“ does not aſſign, as the proper cauſe , fome

“ nervous vibration , whilſt the Doctors,

“ without
any ſufficient reaſon , are labour

ing to eſtabliſh others , which ſpring up

immechanically, but however from ſome

“ internal impulſe. As far therefore as

“ ſenſations, ſenſitive ideas , and their ne

“ ceſſary Scotch adjuncts go, the diffimi

larity of opinion is but trifling : they are

~ all the effects of conſtitution , or pre-ef

66 tabliſhed laws. ”

DE E
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You alſo ſay $ , that , “ whenever any phe

“ nomenon of the human mind is explained

* P. 122 . + P. 123
§ P. 132 ..
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by aſſociation , a cauſe is produced in its

nature as impulſive and neceſſary , as can

“ poſſibly be the moſt unerring inftina ;

“ with this only difference, that your fyl

: “ tem muſt be productive of eternal dil:

“ cordance, and variety în opinions and

! feelings,"

Now ſurely, Sir, if you have read Mi,

Locke, or indeed any other writer on the

ſubject of the human mind, you muſt have

found that, according to him, and all of

them , how free foever man is deſcribed as

willing, his judgment is always ſuppoſed to

be neceſſary, or mechanical . Indeed what

is judgment, but the perception of the

agreement or diſagreement of ideas preſent

to the mind ? Now you expreſſly allow

( indeed, with all the world ) that the mind

is paflive in perception , that is, that all our

perceptions muſt neceſſarily depend upon

the objects preſent to us , and the ſtate of

the organs through which the ideas of them

are tranſmitted. If I open my eyės, labour

ing under no diſorder, and there be only a

ſheep before me, I cannot poſſibly ſee a

horſe;
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horſe ; and if there be a young lamb ac

companying the ſheep, I neceſſarily fee, and

therefore judge, that the ſheep is the bigger

of the two, Now every other act of pro

per and ſimple judgment is as neceſſary and

unavoidable , or, in your own language, as

much the effect of conſtitution, and eſtabliſhed

law's, as this ; and complex reaſoning is all

reducible to acts of ſimple judgment, as

E every logician knows . It is therefore im

poſſible but that we muſt judge of all things

as they appear to us , and it is this difference

in the appearance of things that is the cauſe

of the differences in the judgments that dif

ferent men form of the ſame things . Theſe

are principles that you muſt admit, and,

therefore, all your violent declamation on

the ſubject falls upon yourſelf, as well as

on my devoted head ,

2.2

Your cenſure of me on this ſubject is the

more extraordinary, as , upon another occą,

fion , you complain of my principles as not

ſufficiently ſecuring the aſſent to truth, for

“ If every perception be facti,you ſay * ,

* P. 156 .

“ tious,
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« tious , then, in ſpite of all internal rea

“ fons, and relations in the objects , our

“ ſentiments muſt widely deviate from , and

“ the conſequent actions be in direct oppo

“ lition to , every thing that is right and

« virtuous . To obviate fuch deleterious

“ effects, it appears that an all -wiſe Being

“ muſt have provided ſome principle, in

“ nate to our very conſtitutions, whereby the

“ charms of truth and virtue might be felt,

" and their reſpective rights immoveably

fixed, in oppoſition to error and vice .”

Now really, Sir, notwithſtanding your

profeſſed abhorrence of the principle of in

flinɛtive belief, I do not ſee of what other

nature can be this principle of yours, which,

you ſay, is innate to our very conftitutions,

and hy which the charms of truth and virtue

may be felt, and their reſpetive rights immove

ably fixed, in oppoſition to error and vice.
I

do not ſee how Meſſrs. Reid , Beattie , and

Oſwald could have expreffed their own

meaning more properly , or that you can ac

count for the actual prevalence of error and

vice in the world, any better on your prin

ciples
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ciples than they can on theirs . What then

becomes of
your

vehement cenſures of me,

as maintaining principles as ſubverſive of

truth as thoſe of their reprobated ſyſtem ?

When, in favour of your inſtinctive prin

ciples of truth , you object to mine of aſſo

ciation, that they muſt be productive of in

finite diſcordancy , and variety of opinions and

feelings * , you mention a remarkable fact,

which, as it appears to me, cannot be ac

counted for but upon the principle of the

aſſociation of ideas . This will , indeed ; fully

account for the actual diſcordancy and va

fiety of opinions and feelings in the world,

and in the moſt natural manner ; and theſe,

I ſay, are inconſiſtent with any doctrine of

inſtinctive principles of truth , whether

maintained by the Scotch Doctors, or by

yourſelf.

Groſs miſconſtruction of Dr. Hartlej's meaning.

You ſneer at me as a rapid writer, but

rapid as my writings have been, they appear,

* P. 133

to
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to my own review , to have been ſufficiently

guarded . For, without excepting any thing

material, or any thing more than the loweſt

writers in general may wiſh to correct and

improve in their works, I do not know of

any thing that I now with to have written

otherwiſe than it is . You, on the con

trary, I preſume, have written with great

caution, and have given ſufficient time to

your publication ; and when , with all due

precautions , and advice of friends, you ſent

it abroad, I dare ſay you judged it to be ſu

perior to any oppoſition that it could meet

with . But , notwithſtanding this , I doubt

not but, after the perufal of theſe remarks,

if not before, you will ſee reaſon to wiſh

you had written many things otherwiſe than

you have done ; and I do not mean with re

ſpect to the manner only, but the matter too .

Some of the inſtances I have already men.

tioned will , I am perſuaded, make you

pauſe ; but I ſhall proceed to mention a few

more, for which no apology can be made,

the blunders in point of reaſoning being

too groſs for any palliation ; and yet I do

not profeſs myſelf to be maſter of any un

common
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: ommon art of detecting ſophiſtry. What

ught to make you bluſh the more, they

relate to two very heavy charges, one againſt

Dr. Hartley, and the other againſt myſelf.

ܥ

Dr. Hartley , with great ingenuouſneſs

::and truth , had ſaid , " However the neceſ

« farian may, in theory, aſcribe all to God ,

yet the aſſociations of life beget the idea

K “ and opinion of ſelf, refer actions to this

ſelf, and connect a variety of applauſes

“ and complacencies with thoſe actions ;

“ and therefore that, as the aſſerters of

philoſophical free -will are not neceſſarily

“ proud , ſo the aſſerters of the doctrine of

“ mechaniſm are not neceſſarily humble.”

Now what can be inferred from this con

ceſſion , but that, though the doctrine of

on the neceſſity tends to cure pride and conceit,

&c . the influences to which we are expoſed

in life counteract this tendency, in a great

meaſure ? This, I will venture to ſay, is all

the fair inference that can be drawn from it .

5
0

Now what is the inference that you
have

drawn from it ? I think you will hardly

believe
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believe that you could have written any

thing ſo very inconcluſive, and injurious.

For you ſay *, that “ in this the good Doc

“ tor, in a fit of holy zeal, was determined,

by one daſh of his pen , totally to anni

o hilate all the boaſted excellencies and ſu

perior advantages of inechaniſm . There

« fore” you ſay " has the doctrine of me

“ chaniſm , from the Doctor's own confeffion ,

a general tendency to cauſe and ſupport

“ the vices of pride, vanity, ſelf -conceit,

“ and contempt of our fellow - creatures.

- And I wiſh to God,” you add, " theſe

“ were the only evils which that doctrine is

“ calculated to generate, and immoveably to

“ rivet in the human breaſt - Conſequences

« ſo deleterious la tete me tourne.”

I do not , Sir, even in this , charge you , as

you do me , with a wilful perverfion of the

author's meaning . But it is certainly a

very unfortunate overſight, and of a very

calumniating and injurions tendency, for which

you will certainly aſk the Doctor and the

Public pardon. An exact parallel to this

1

* P. 193

conduct
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conduct of yours, would be that of a phyſi

cian , whoſe preſcription did not quite cure a

diſorder, by reaſon of the patient's way of

life neceſſarily promoting it , being charged

with acknowledging, that he adminiſtered

medicines which tended to aggravate the

diſeaſe . Dr. Hartley does not ſay that the

belief of the doĉtrine of mechaniſm , but that

the aſociations of life did the miſchief,

notwithſtanding the good tendency of that

doctrine.

Indeed, Sir, with reſpect to the unjuſt

imputation of bad deſigns in your antago

'niſts, you are, whether knowingly or un

knowingly, a very dangerous writer, and

ſuch as the Public ought to be cautioned

againſt ; for you
havé gone far beyond the

bounds , I do not ſay , of decorum only, but

of truth, and even of probability . You

hint * that Dr. Hartley “ wrote, and wrote

“ ſo much about a thing, with a deſign of

puzzling his readers . ” Now that you

Thould have read Dr. Hartley's work, as you

ſay,four times over, and retain any ſuch im

* P. 110 .

preſſion
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preſſion as this , aſtoniſhes me, but fully

convinces me that it muſt have been with a

prejudice which would effectually prevent

your underſtanding him at all . It is , in

ſeveral reſpects, evident, that, as yet, you

are very little acquainted with his theory ;

though you tell us * that you can ſay “ with

“ out vanity, you underſtand him thorough

“ ly , ” and I am now ſatisfied that

been as little able to diſtinguiſh , or to catch

his ſpirit. Of one of my own paragraphs,

you ſay, that it is replete with falſhood and

wilful miſrepreſentation. I hope you will

bluſh when you reflect a moment upon

things ſo very groſs as theſe.

you have

Groſs miſrepreſentation of what I have ſaid

concerning a FUTURE Life , &c .

But I proceed to your account of one of

my arguments , of which you ſeem to have

underſtood as little as of the above-men

tioned of Dr. Hartley . I had ſaid what I

believe to be very true, that “ the doctrine

*

P. 10 .

“ of
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ss of the immateriality of the ſoul has no

countenance in the ſcriptures , ” and you

ſay , that “ if ſo, the future exiſtence of

* man muſt be given up, even on the part

ro of revelation .” But, uponBut, upon the leaſt re

Aection, you muſt ſee that, as a materialiſt,

and a chriſtian, I believe the reſurrection of

the body, that is of the man ; and that upon

this foundation only, in oppoſition to the

opinion which places it on the natural im

mortality of the foul, I reſt my belief of a

future life .

The paragraph in which you make this

ſtrange conſtruction of my meaning, is in

ſeveral reſpects, ſo curious, that I ſhall quote

the whole of it *, and it will ferve to give

my reader a pretty juſt ſpecimen of your

manner of treating me, and the ſubjects of

this controverſy.

" You declare that the doctrine of natu

" ral immortality has no countenance from

" the ſcriptures. I am not in the leaſt dif

poſed to pervert your meaning. I am

* P. 281 .

VOL . II . Q
1 fen
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« ſenfible of the enormity of the crime :

“ but I Thould be exceedingly glad to know

" whether theſe words have any meaning

" at all . For if you mean to fay that the

“ doctrine of natural immortality is not it

ſelf, as ſuch , contained in the ſcriptures,

you are, to be ſure, in the right, becauſe

" that doctrine, as the pure reſult of rea

“ fon, moſt evidently is not a revealed truth .

“ But if, as the words themſelves expreſs it ,

“ this doctrine has really no countenance

“ from the ſcriptures, then is the future ex

“ iſtence of man not only falſe in philoſo

phy, as you infilt, but likewiſe in its the

ological acceptation. What then becomes

* of that
part

of the ſcheme of revelation

ai
which

you
reſt all your hopes of im

mortality ? But ſuch flips of the pen

( as has already been urged in juſtification

“ of a ſimilar overſight) are perhaps venial,

“ and eaſily excuſeable in the rapidity of

“ compoſition , particularly of ſo haſty a

compoſer as Dr. Prieſtley."

on

Pray, Sir, who is it that has written

haſtily, and needs an apology in this caſe ?

I leave
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I leave it to yourſelf to judge ; and I hope

you will be duly ſenſible, as you ſay you are,

of the enormity of the crime of perverting my

-- meaning. Whatever the enormity be, you

are certainly guilty of it .
.

1

However, you have not done with this

ſubject, on which you fancy you have ſo

much the advantage of me, and, poor as is

the handle it gives you for cavilling, you

are willing to make a little more of it . You

ſay * , that “ granting the notion of the im

mortality of the ſoul was imported into

chriſtianity from the heathen philoſophy,

“ how could it poſſibly have contributed to

deprave that religious ſyſtem ? If the re

“ vealed tenet itſelf of immortality does

not neceſſarily tend to corrupt the heart,

or the chriſtian inſtitution , can it by any

“ means happen , that the ſame belief, when

ſuppoſed to ſpring from a ſecond ſource,

“ ſhould produce ſuch pernicious effects ?

“ I bluſh , Sir, to ſuppoſe you capable of ſuch

flimſy reaſoning. But the fact ſtands re

“ corded againſt you , and your philoſophy

ot

܃܃܃
* P. 224 .

Q2
66 muſt
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" It

“ muſt bear you through as well as it may,

may perhaps be glorious to diffent from

" the crowd ; but it is not, I am ſure, ra

tional , when more plauſible reaſons for

66 ſuch conduct cannot be adduced .”
1

Here again , notwithſtanding your inſult

ing me in this manner, you appear to know

fo very little of the argument you have un

dertaken to diſcuſs, as to take it for granted,

that there can be no foundation for the be

Jief of any future life, but upon that of the

natural immortality of the human ſoul, as if

you had never heard of the fcripture doctrine

of the reſurrection of the dead.

; I ſhall now recite the whole of the pa

ragraph on which your moſt uncharitable

cenſure of me above -mentioned is founded,

with another ſet of your remarks

no leſs extraordinary than thoſe quoted

above.

upon it,

“ The opinion of the natural immorta

lity of the ſoul had its origin in the hea

" then philoſophy; and having, with other

pagan
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pagan notions, inſinuated itſelf into chrif

tianity, which has been miſerably de

praved by this means, has been the great

ſupport of the popiſh doctrines of purga

tory , and the worſhip of the dead.”

This paragraph I maintain to be, in its

utmoſt extent, ſtrictly true, and I have lit

tle doubt but that the truth of it will be

ſufficiently evident from what I have ad

yanced in the Diſquiſitions on Matter and

Spirit, and eſpecially in the Sequel to them .

But ſuppoſing it had not been ſtrictly true,

it is not ſurely lo palpably untrue, as that

the miſrepreſentation muſt neceſſarily be

wilful. You ſay, however, on this occa

fion , “ That a writer who plumes himſelf

“ on the character of ſingular candour and

s ſincerity, could have written a paragraph

“ ſo replete with falſehood and wilful mif

“ repreſentation, is not, at leaſt, a common

phenomenon in the hiſtory of the human

mind.”

To the latter part of the paragraph, viz .

that' " the notion of the natural immorta

R3 lity
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lity of the ſoul has been the great ſup

“ port of the popith doctrines of purgatory,

" and the worſhip of the dead, ” you ſay * ,

Therefore, moſt certainly, it came from

“ the devil , or what is worſe, was in

“ vented by one of the antichriſts of pa

“ pal Rome.

By purgatory ( for I alſo underſtand

“ ſomething of the popiſh ſcheme of faith)

" is meant a place of expiatory puniſhment .

" . It is grounded on the belief of the ſoul's

“ immortality, joined to a notion that no

thing undefiled can enter into heaven ,

" But why ſhould you fancy that this doc

“ trine refts Jalely on the opinion of natu

* ral immortality, when a more adequate

“ baſis may be diſcovered , to wit, an ex

preſs revelation , which both you and the

papiſts (what a monſtrous coalition ! )

maintain , is ludicrous enough ? Beſides,

" what poſſible ſupport can that Romith

“ tenet derive from the pagan ſentiment in

“ queſtion ? Juſt with equal propriety might

* you aſſert that the doctrines of hell and

1

* P. 225

* heaven
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« « heaven (only that they are not exclu

fively popiſh ) are ſprung from , or at leaſt

66 founded on, the fame opinion .

“ En paſſant, Doctor, give me leave to

so aſk what objection can you conſiſtently

so have to the doctrine of purgatory, you

who, I ſuppoſe with Dr. Hartley and

others, have adopted the notion of an

“ univerſal reſtoration , to take place fome

ss time or other ? That notion annihilates

" the belief of eternal puniſhment, and

conſequently eſtabliſhes a purgatory upon

" a more extenſive and extraordinary plan,

« « indeed , than is that of Rome ; but ſtill a

purgatory it moſt certainly is . And if

you will inſiſt that the popiſh tenet reſts

s on the ſentiment of natural immortality,

by what fineſſe of logic will you be able

“ to prove that your own purgatory is not

“ derived, or upheld , by the ſame opinion.

“ What you would mean to ſay by the

“ worſhip of the dead, another popith doc

“ trine you aſſert ſupported by the ſame

so opinion, is , to me, quite a myſtery. I

Q4
“ have
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“ have been a good deal connected with

“ Roman Catholics, both at home and

“ abroad, but I never underſtood that wor

ſhipping the dead was a part of their re

“ ligione

“ What opinion , think you , will your fo

“ reign friends Father Beccaria, and others,

“ form of your candour and ſimplicity of

“ heart, when they ſhall read this curious

“ note ? But I beg your pardon , Sir .. Your

« friends on the other ſide of the water are,

“ I ſuppoſe, moſtly of the infidel caſt. You

“ would not, I dare ſay , be connected with

bigots of any nation . Seriouſly, to meet

“ with ſuch ſtale and childiſh reflections,

“ in a work, as you tell us , addreſſed to

philoſophers, gives me a very poor opinion

“ of your ingenuouſneſs, and liberal turn

" of mind . And with what face can you

“ continue to brand others with the odious

* appellation of bigots, and of enemies to

« free enquiry, whilft you
ſtill retain rank

ling within your own breaſt thoſe fame

“ ridiculous prejudices againſt the Roman ,

" and perhaps other churches, which you

« firſt
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« « firſt imbibed within the walls of your

nurſery ?”

On theſe extraordinary paragraphs of yours

I ſhall make a few remarks .

1. I have no where ſaid that the doctrine

of purgatory reſts ſolely on that of the natu

ral immortality of the ſoul, but only that

the latter is the great ſupport of the former.

2. You ſay that , with equal propriety, I

might ſay that the doctrine of heaven and

hell is founded on the ſame opinion ; for

getting that there is no unembodied Spirit in

· my heaven or hell ,

ز

3. My own purgatory, as you are pleaſed

to call it (and to which I have no objection )

being the temporary puniſhment of the

wicked, alſo affects the body which riſes

from the tomb, and not the ſeparate ſoul;

ſo that it cannot require much fineſſe of lo

gic, to prove that it does not reſt on the

ſame foundation with the popiſh doctrine of

purgatory,

1

4. I
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ز

4. I call the popith cuſtom of praying to

St. Peter, St. Paul, &c . a worſhipping of the

dead, becauſe theſe faints are in a ſtate of

death, as the papiſts themſelves will not

deny ; for if they be not dead, they never

did die at all, there not having been , that

we know of, any reſurrection of the dead

ſince their deceaſe. Beſides it would juſtify

me if I ſaw them worſhipping perſons whom

I believed to be dead .

5. As the paragraph quoted above could

hardly be written by any other than a papiſt,

I will take this opportunity of informing

you and others , that , if by myfriends, you

mean perſons connected with me by com

mon purſuits and correſpondence, I have

among them both infidels and bigots ; but

that I never trouble myſelf about any man's

faith or purſuits in ſome reſpects, if he be

a man to my liking in others. Nor do I

know that friends in one reſpect

complain of me for troubling them with

my creed, or my ſchemes , in others. At

- the fame time my friendſhips, in ſome re

ſpects, have not biaſſed my judgment in

any
of
my

others ,
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others. With an unbelieving philoſopher,

I am a philoſopher, but not the leſs a chriſ

Etian , if any circumſtances ſhould bring the

ſubject of religion in view ; though it is a

thing that, zealous as I am in that reſpect,

b . I never obtrude upon any man . And though

you treat me as a bigot, I do not, like thoſe

is of your perſuaſion , confine the favour of

God , here or hereafter, to my own fect, or

even to the claſs of chriſtians ; and I con

sider the immoral chriſtian , of every per

ſuaſion , and eſpecially of my own , as the

moſt criminal of mankind . Many of my

philoſophical acquaintance treat with a good

natured ridicule my profeffion of chriſ

tianity, and I am ready either to argue the

caſe with them ſeriouſly, or to ſmile, in my

turn , at their ridiculing ine ; knowing that,

in general , it is not accompanied with that

attention to the ſubject, and conſequently

with that knowledge of it, which I, at

leaſt, pretend to .

COIN

cher

um

ling

I am even not without friends among

zealous catholics, little as you ſeem to ſuf

pect it, and I know how to value individuals

of
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of that or any communion , at the ſame

time that I ſeriouſly conſider the Pope as

the man of hin , and the antichrift, foretold in

the ſcripture ; and the popiſh religion, as

diſtinguiſhed from Proteſtantiſm , as a maſs

of the moſt horrid corruptions of chriftia

nity . And if you will wait for my Hiſtory

of the Corruptions of Chriſtianity, you will

ſee that charge, narrow and bigotted as you

will think me , proved in its utmoſt extent ;

though I do not ſay that my reaſons will

be ſuch as will make any change in your re

ligious creed . The force of prejudice, im

bibed as you ſay in the nurſery, even in vir

tuous and ingenuous minds, is often greater

than that of any argument.

1

The article of religion, however, except

ed , I really flatter myſelf, that I ſhall be able

to make ſome impreſſion upon you ; and the

remarks and obſervations advanced in this

letter I propoſe by way of an experiment of

the kind ; though I own I am ſometimes

ready to deſpair of my undertaking, when

I conſider how very fully you ſeem to be

perſuaded in your own mind. The language

in
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in which you have, upon ſome occafions,

expreſſed this fulneſs of perſuaſion is ſo

peculiarly ſtrong, that I cannot help ſmiling

when I conſider on how very weak a foun

dation this confidence ſtands, and how very

ſoon I am willing to hope, it will fall to

the ground .

You ſay * , “ with reſpect to the preſent

" debate I am bold to declare that if I am

“ not on the right ſide, I will never ſacrifice

one ſingle moment of my future life to

“ the diſcovery of truth .”

Concerning one argument to prove, againſt

Dr. Hartley, that the mechanical ſyſtem

cannot pre -ſuppoſe free -will, in the popular

and practical ſenſe, you ſay t, “ If this

“ reaſoning be not deciſive againſt Dr. Hart

" ley, I am willing to give up all pretenſions

« to the leaſt atom of common ſenſe, and

fairly ſubmit to be claſſed in the fame rank

“ of being with the pen
I write with . ”

This language, I would obſerve by the

way , very much reſembles that of Mr. Venn ,

P. 4. + P. 181.

in
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in the firſt controverſy in which I was ever

engaged . He ſaid he would burn his Bible

if his concluſions from it were not juſt .

But , as I admoniſhed him , that his reſolu

tion was a very raſh one, as he had much

to learn from his Bible yet, ſo though you

ſhould be convinced that you have hitherto

been engaged in a fruitleſs purſuit of truth ,

I would not have you , out of defpair, give

up the ſearch . If
you

be not too old , you

may recover the time you have loft on the

falſe ſcent, and by double diligence come

up with the foremoſt, after you have got

into the right track .

At preſent, however, which is curious

enough, you expreſs the ſame perſuafion

concerning me that I do concerning you ,

For you ſay * , “ I dare defy the moſt vi

“ rulent and ſubtle adverſary to produce one

ſingle abſurdity, through the whole fyſ

tem of immaterialiſm , which , with his

“ hand on his breaſt, the Rev. Dr. Prieſtley

“ will declare to be ſuch . "

1

1

* P. 82 .

Now,
1
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Now, in my Diſquiſitions, I have ſhewn,

as you will ſee, that the ſyſtem of immate

rialiſm is replete with abfurdity, and I do

affure
you

that I can very fafely lay my hand

on my breaſt, and declare that I really be

lieve the whole charge to be well founded .

In return , I challenge you to prove a ſingle

abfurdity in the ſyſtem of materialiſm . I

have diſtin &tly replied to all the objections

you have advanced againſt it, whether they

be peculiar to yourſelf, or not . Do you
ſhew

the futility of theſe replies , if you can.

I ſhall now cloſe this letter, after inform

ing you, that, though my animadverſions on

your
letters do not make more than about

ten diſtinct articles , I could eaſily have ex

tended them to three or four times that

number. For the things I have dwelt

upon afford but a ſample of the manner in

which the whole book is written , with re

ſpect both to ſtrength of argument , and

manner of writing .

I muſt not, however, quite ſhut up
this

letter till I have informed you , how very

raih
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raſh you have been to conclude that, be

cauſe I did not publicly diſown a particular

Eſſay publiſhed in the London Review , you

are authorized, as you ſay *, to deem it

mine, or, which nearly amounts to thefame,

that it cameforth under my tutilage, and kind

protection . You repeat the ſame on ſeveral

other occaſions f . Now I do not yet know

any thing more of the author of that piece

than I ſuppoſe you do. Even the ſentiments

of it are, in many reſpects, not mine, as

you may find by my Diſquiftions; nor do I

conſider the writer of it as very much my

friend . Be this as it will, you certainly had

no right to conſider any thing as being mine,

that does not bear my name. Beſides, can I

be ſuppoſed either to read every anonymous

publication, eſpecially in periodical works,

of which this country affords ſo great a

number, or know what things are afcribed

to me ? I aſſure you I never heard of this

in particular being by any body ſuppoſed to

be mine, till I ſaw the charge in your printed

letters .

* P.7 : + P. 40, &c .

Let
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Let this one unqueſtionably falſe charge

teach you more caution for the future, and

let it likewiſe impreſs your mind with the

idea of its being poſſible for

been as much miſtaken in other particulars

have been in this .

you to have

as you

I might have enlarged on your accounts

of the advertiſement ſigned J. Seton, and

of the defence I was compelled to make of

myſelf in the pamphlet intitled Philoſophi

cal Empiriciſm , both of which are groſs miſ

repreſentations of the facts, and to appear

ance malevolent ; but I am really weary of

animadverting upon ſuch things . I leave

them to the judgment of the Public, and

wiſhing you both more diſcernment, and

more candour.

I am, Sir,

your very humble ſervant,

CALNE,

July, 1777 . J. PRIESTLEY .

VOL . II. R TO
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To Dr. KENRIC K.

SIR,

You
OU and I differ ſo very little with re

ſpect to any thing of importance in

my Diſquiſitions, &c. that notwithſtanding

the obligation I have laid myſelf under, I

fhould hardly have thought it neceffary to

addreſs you on the ſubject ; and I freely

acknowledge, that it is rather your impor

tunity, than any thing elſe, that has induced

me to do it .

We equally maintain that matter is not

that impenetrable ſtuff that it has been ima

gined to be, that man is an homogeneous

being, the fentient principle not refiding in

a ſubſtance diſtinct from the body, but be

ing the refult of organization ; and , as far

as I ean perceive, you with

mein holding the doctrine of philofophical

neceſſity.

likewife agree

R2 Of
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Of what then is it that you complain

It ſeems to be; principally , that I do not

acknowledge to have learned my doctrine in

your ſchool, and that the manner in which

I explain it is not perfectly conſistent, or

juſt. You ſay * , “ I cannot eaſily abſolve

you from the cenſure of unpardonable

neglect, in being ignorant of what has ſo

“ recently, and repeatedly been advanced on

“ the fundamental ſubject of your Diſquiz

“ tions, Twenty years are now nearly elapſed

« « ſince I firſt took up the ſubject, on oc

“ caſion of the late Cadwallader Colden's

“ treatiſe of the principle of action in mat

ter, a ſubject on which I have frequently

“ deſcanted , in various publications , as oc

" caſion offered . ” In the ſame page you

fay, “ that this neglect of mine is not to

much real as affected ,"

1

Now, Sir, whatever be the degree of blame

that I have juſtly brought upon myſelf, I

do aſſure you that my ignorance of your

having maintained what I contend for, is

not affected, but real; and indeed my not

* Review for 1778, p. 48.

having !
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having learned more of you, and my not

holding your doctrine with perfect confift

ency, may be allowed to weigh ſomething

in anſwer to a charge of plagiariſm . Beſides,

whatever injury I have done you ,
I

reap

no advantage from it ; becauſe I do not ad

vance the doctrine as my owndiſcovery , but

profeſs to have learned the ſyſtem from F.

Boſcovich, and Mr. Michell .

I am but an occaſional reader of Reviews,

and I have not the leaſt recollection either

of Mr. Colden's treatiſe, or of any thing

that was ever ſaid about it ; and yet I am

far from thinking diſreſpectfully either of

anonymous, or of periodical publications, of

which , without the leaſt reaſon , you fre

quently charge me : but certainly there is

leſs chance of an anonymous publication

being generally known , and eſpecially of its

being aſcribed to its right author .

You ſay *, that you find I do not think

you much my friend, becauſe I ſaid fo of

the author of the Elay in your Review for

* P.
402 .

R 3 Sep
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September 1775 ; but I had not the moſt

diſtant ſuſpicion of your being the writer

of that Eſſay . It is there called a Letter to

tbe Reviewers, and was announced by your

felf, as a piece ſuppoſed to be written ei

ther by myſelf, or ſome of my able friends ;

and , in conſequence, probably, of that man

ner of announcing it, it has , with many

perſons, paſſed for mine. You muſt not

blame me for not knowing it to be yours,

when yourſelf announced it as mine .

1

1775 *

As you ſeem not to have any recollection

of this circumſtance, which has led myſelf

and others into a miſtake, I ſhall take the

liberty to recite the whole paragraph , which

is in a note of your Review for August

“ For the reaſons alledged in our

« account of Dr. Prieſtley's Effays, we beg

“ leave to be excuſed for the preſent from

entering into this intereſting diſpute, and

óc that ftill the more earneſtly, as we have

« had ſent us a long and laboured defence |

" of the paſſage that appeared ſo exception

" able to Mr. Şeton , intended to have been

* P. 175 .

printed
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** printed in a pamphlet by itſelf, had not

« « the author ( either the Dr. himſelf, or

és fome able friend ) juſtly conceived ſo good

an opinion of our candour, as to think

we ſhould afford a place for it in 'ourRe

“ “ view, which we purpoſe to do in our

« next number.” Accordingly in the very

next number * appeared this Effay, which

you now call your own .

th

.

ID

EN

There are ſeveral other things in your

tetters to me that are almoſt as unaccount

able as this . I am very far from having a

mean opinion of your underſtanding, and

men of ſenſe are generally candid ; at leaſt

they are able to perceive the real meaning

of a writer, who wiſhes to be underſtood ,

and they are above little cavils . And yet t,

you afcribe to me what I am profeſſedly re

futing, and only ſuppoſe for the ſake of

that refutation , viz . the ſolidity of the

atoms, or the ultimate conſtituent parts of

bodies. You write variouſly, and perhaps

not very conſiſtently with reſpect to me ;

but, in general, you ſeem to think that I

• September 1775 + P. 64 ,

R4 write

+
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write with tolerable perſpicuity, as well as

readineſs ; you ſhould thereforehave recon

lidered the paſſages which you except

againſt. I ſee little, if any thing, that I

can amend in them ; and yet you ſay that

“ with the beſt diſpoſition in the world to

comprehend me, you cannot poſſibly con

“ ceive what I am about.”

1

Your cavil * appears to me to be equally

ill founded : for by theſmalleſt parts of bo

dies , I evidently mean thoſe that are fup

poſed to be the ſmalleſt, or the ſolid indir

cerptible atoms of otherphiloſophers ;which

I maintain to be reſolvable into ſtill ſmaller

parts . I do not wonder to find this wretched

čavil in ſuch a writer as Mr. Whitehead ,

but it is altogether unworthy of a perſon

who has any degree of reputation, as a wri

ter, or a man of ſenſe, and candour.

You ridicule what you call my pompous lift

of authors prefixed to the Diſquiſitions, when

I barely mention thoſe of which there are

different editions, that, as I quote the pages,

P. 65 .

thoſe
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thoſe who had different editions of the ſame

book might be apprized of it . What could

the moſt modeft writer, yourſelf for in

ſtance, who wiſhed to be underſtood , do

leſs ? Had I meant to ſwell the liſt, I ſhould

have inſerted in it all that I have quoted ;

which , however, is a very common practice,

and not at all exceptionable . On many oc

caſions you charge me with vanity and con

ceit ; and once, in imitation , I ſuppoſe, of

the ſtyle of Dr. Johnſon , you term it an

exuberance of ſelf-exaltation : but this charge

is founded upon nothing but the moſt forced

and uncandid conſtruction of my expreſ

ſions. This I conſider as an unworthy ar

tifice, Had I affected an unuſual degree

of modeſty, inconſiſtent with writing ſo

much as I do ( as it certainly implies that

I think myſelf capable of inſtructing, at

leaft, ſome part of mankind) there would

have been more reaſon for your
conduct .

As to the work which you promiſe the

public, I ſhall expect it with ſome impa

tience, and ſhall certainly read it with the

greateſt

1
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greateſt attention ; and as you ſay that "the

theory of phyſics, or the ſyſtematical prin

ciples of natural philoſophy, the fcience

“ which Lord Bacon repreſents as the bafis

" and foundation of all human knowledge

“ is the department of your peculiar pro

“ fefſion ,” I do hope that you
will throw

ſome light upon it , and I haveit , and I have every reaſon

to wiſh you ſucceſs . If
you cań prove, as

you ſay * , that all matter is poffefjed of some

degree of perception, you will effeétually re

move the only difficulty under which my

ſcheme labours ; which is bow a fentient

principle is the reſult of organization . The

fact I think indiſputable, and muſt be ad

mitted on the received rules of philoſophiz

ing ; but that it muſt be jo, from the nature

of things, I own I do not yet fee , any more

than I am yet fatisfied that “ the form and

magnitude of bodies are to be confidered

“ as generated by motiont,” or that “ every

“ natural phenomenon , or diſtinct object of

“ ſenſe, is a compound of active and pas

" ' five phyfical powers,” notwithſtanding the

1

* P. 277 . + P. 161 .

very
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very ingenious obſervations that you
have

advanced with reſpect to them.

You frequently hint that , the reaſon why

I have generally appeared to advantage in

controverſy , is that I have always pitched

upon weak antagoniſts. I can only ſay, that,

if this has been the caſe , it has been becauſe

I have not had the good fortune to meet

with any better ; and in general they have

not been weak either in their own eyes, or

in thoſe of the public . This character,

however, can by no means apply to Dr.

Brown, Dr. Balguy, Dr. Blackſtone, Dr.

Reid , or Dr. Beattie , whatever you may fay

of Dr. Oſwald , on whoſe work . you will

find the higheſt encomiums in the Reviews

of the day ; and it was in fact, held in very

great and general admiration.

ܝ.

to be

You will alſo find the fame to be, in a

gréat meaſure, true of the Letters on Mate

rialiſm . Beſides the ſtating of objections ac

tually made, and anſwering them , has a much

better effect than propofing them in other

dit
s

words ;
1616
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words ; as it may be ſuſpected, that , by this

means, the anſwerer gives himſelf an un

fair advantage ; and when I replied to him,

no other anſwer had appeared . For as to your

Mr. Seton, who, it ſeems, notwithſtanding

the incredulity of fome, did really live, and

is now actually dead, I could not, though

endeavoured to do it, perſuade myſelf to

take any notice of him ; he appeared to

know ſo very little of the very rudiments

of theological knowledge. Many other op

ponents I have neglected to notice becauſe

I thought them inſignificant, though they

are not without their admirers, and boaſt, as

you do, that I make no reply; becauſe I am

not able to do it. As to yourſelf, pretend

what you will , I cannot conſider you in the

light of an adverſary.

1

You aſk me repeatedly , why, ſince I deny

all ſolidity or impenetrability, I ſhould chuſe

to make uſe of ſo obnoxious a term as mat

ter, when the leſs exceptionable one offpi

rit would anſwer my purpoſe full as well .

I anſwer , that the cauſe of truth is beſt an

fwered
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Swered by calling every thing by its uſual

name, and I think it a mean ſubterfuge to

impoſe upon mankind by the uſe of words .

Man,' I believe, was wholly made of the

duſt of the ground, or of the ſame ſubſtance

with the earth itſelf. Now by what term

has the earth , and all the ſubſtances that

belong to it, been diſtinguiſhed, but that

of matter ? I ſuppoſe the ſentient principle

in man to be the brain itſelf, and not any

inviſible ſubſtance reſiding in the brain , and

capable of ſubliſting when the brain is de

ſtroyed. Now of what has the brain been

always ſaid to conſiſt, but matter , another

ſpecies indeed from that of the duſt of the

ground, but ſtill compriſed under the fame

common appellation of matter ? In what

other manner than that which I have choſen ,

is it poſſible to rectify the miſtakes of men ?

To call matter by the name of spirit might

tend to give them an idea that my opinions

were, in fact, the ſame with theirs, though

expreſſed in different words ; and by this

means, I might ſcreen myſelf from their

cenſure ;
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cenſure ; but I ſhould only deceive, and

ſhould not inſtruct them at all .

In this manner too many chriſtian preach

ers, and writers , adopting the phraſeology

of the Athanaſian ſyſtem , paſs for ortho

dox , without, as they think , any violation

of truth . But what accrues from this con

duct ? No advantage to the cauſe of truth ;

nothing but the mereſafety of the preacher ,

or writer.

This , Sir, is not my object. I have hi

therto purſued a different plan, and have

feen no reaſon to repent of it. Upon this

general principle, I have choſen to ſay that

man is wholly material, rather than wholly

Spiritual, though both the terms were in

my option.

You muſt give me leave to cloſe this let

ter with fome notice of a pafiage of yours

to me, which is in the ſame ſtrain with

many others, and of which we have but too

many examples in ſuch writers as Voltaire

and
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“ As to yourand Mr. Hume. You ſay *,

« concern for the converſion of infidels, I

“ look upon it as the cant of a philoſophi

« s cal cruſader, and am ſorry I cannot coin

“ cide with you in your projected concilia

- tion of the rational truths of philoſophy,

“ with the myſterious truths of chriſtianity ,

“ I am apprehenſive that it is impoſſible,

“ without endangering the cauſe of both ,

“ to bring them into too cloſe a contact.”

In a note t, you add , “ It is a moot point

“ with me , whether the really thinking and

“ intelligent philoſophers, whom Dr. Prieſt ,

ley wiſhes to convert , are greater infidels,

” in their preſent ſtate of unbelief, than

they would be, if converted by him into

Fc rational chriſtians,”

Now I muſt take it for granted, that a

man of much leſs diſcernment than you,

cannot but be ſentible, that no propofition

can be true and falſe at the ſame time, or

true with reſpect to philoſophy, and falfo

with reſpect to theology, or vice verſa ; ſo

that if what is called a myſtery in chriſtianity,

Ibid,

be

* P.489
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be really a falſehood in philoſophy, i. e . re

ducible to a contradi& ion , the belief of it

muſt be abandoned altogether, at any ha

zard ; and the ſcheme of religion that ne

ceſſarily ſuppoſes it to be true muſt be con

feſſed to be ill founded , and an impoſition

on mankind.

If, for example, bread and wine, philoſo

phically, i. e . ſtrictly and juſtly conſidered,

cannot be fleſh and blood , the popiſh doctrine

of tranfubftantiation cannot be true . So alſo

if one cannot be three, or three, one, mathe

matically confidered, neither can the Atha :

nafian doctrine of the Trinity be true. It

certainly, therefore, behoves every rational

chriſtian to prove the conſiſtency of the ar

ticles of his faith with true philoſophy and

the nature of things . This is the only me

thod of effectually ſilencing ſuch unbelievers

as , with the low view of impoſing on the

weakeſt chriſtians, pretend to believe chriſ

tianity, at the ſame time that they maintain

it is not founded on argument ; thinking to

lofe no character with men of ſenſe, like

themſelves, who will eaſily perceive the

deſign
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1

deſign with which ſuch abſurd profeffions

are made, and will be ready to join in the

laugh at the credulity of thoſe who are

taken with them . If I were really an un

believer, I think I ſhould not ſcruple to

avow it, rather than debaſe my mind by

ſuch paltry evaſions. But it muſt be owned,

that an unbeliever has not the ſame cauſe

for aſtriet attachment to truth, that a chrif

tian has .

I am, Sir,

Your very humble ſervant,

CALNE,

June 1778 . J. PRIESTLEY.
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:

To Mr. WHITEHEAD,

A

SIR,

N attack from a perſon of your re

ligious perſuaſion is a thing that is

new to me ; and as I have frequently men

ioned your people with reſpect, and have

always had very agreeable connexions with

individuals of your body, it would have

been a real fatisfaction to me to have found

that, even in their oppofition to me, they

were reſpectable ; and therefore to have had

it in my power to ſpeak as handſomely of

you all, as I have hitherto done. However,

though an individual has fhewn that want

of civility and candour, which I had thought

inſeparable from all Quakers, and , alſo too .

little acquaintance with his ſubject, I ſhall

by no means impute theſe faults to the

whole body to wbich you belong ; many

of whom I know to be equally diſtinguiſhed

for their candoor and knowledge.

YouS 2
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You know, Sir, I preſume, that I pro.

feſs to believe in a God, a providence, and a

future ſtate, in the divine miſion of Chriji,

and the authority of the ſcriptures. I have

written not a little in the direct defence of

theſe principles , and I hope my general

character and conduct does not give the lie

to my profeſſion . Why then ſhould you

ſuppoſe me not to be ſincere, and to be le

cretly undermining theſe great principles of

religion ? Might not I, if I were ſo dif

poſed, retort the ſame furmiſes and calum

nies reſpecting you ? You are certainly at

liberty to urge me with what you appre

hend to be the real conſequences of my

doctrine, but this you might do without in

timating, as you frequently do, that I was

apprized of the immoral and dangerous con

ſequences of my principles, and wiſhed to

propagate them on that account.

* Materialiſm ,” you ſay * , “ muſt ter

“ minate in Atheiſm ;” and + " The doc

* P. 163 . + P. 90 .

4 trine
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ir trine of materialiſm muſt be attended

56 with the moſt deſtructive and fatal con

ſequences. It ſuppoſes that this life is

“ our only place of exiſtence, and by this

“ means takes away all confidence in God,

* all hope of future rewards, and fear of

puniſhment. It tears up all religion,by

“ the very roots , and renders all our moral

powers and faculties wholly uſeleſs, or

ſuppoſes them to be mere creatures of

« education and human policy . In ſhort,

“ its language is, let us eat and drink, for

to -morrow we die.” You are pleaſed to

add , “ I do not ſay that Dr. Prieſtley will

directly defend theſe principles, or that he

altogether believes them to be the conſe

quences of his doctrine.” This how

ever, is an inſinuation, that, though not

altogether, I do in part believe them to be

the conſequences of my doctrine; and other

paſſages in your work ſufficiently ſhew , that

you think me capable of advancing and ſup

porting theſe principles , even though I

ſhould be altogether perſuaded of their hor

rid conſequences.

" ItS 3
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men .

“ It muſt be owned ,” you ſay * , “ that

" our author ſhews no great delicacy re

fpecting the character of the facred pen

He very freely, though indirectly,

beſpatters them with dirt ; from whence

“ one might naturally ſuſpect, that he owes

“ them po very good will . Profeffions of

“ this kind,” you ſay t, “ from one who

profeſſes to believe the goſpel, locks fo

“ much like a feigned friendſhip, in order

“ to deliver it more ſecurely into the hands

• of the deifts, that it will not fail to re

“ cal to memory the treatment of our

“ Lord by one of his profeffed diſciples, to

" which , with reſpect to the goſpel revela

tion , it bears a ſtriking reſemblance .

There," you ſay I, " is an end of all

ſcripture authority at once, which per

haps would not be very diſagreeable to

" this writer.” Laſtly you ſcruple not to

ſay $ , " I ſhould not wonder to hear this

“ learned gentleman, armed cap - a - pee , with

logic and philoſophy, repreſent his Lord

" and Saviour as a greater deceiver than

HP: 108 . + P. 110 . I P. 112 . P. 106 .

“ Ma
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5 : Mahomet. To ſuch miſerable and pro

• fane ſhifts, may raſh reaſoning bring an

“ unguarded man ."

For the honour of the chriſtian name,

and of the particular profeſſion to which

you belong, I hope that , on reflection, your

felf, or at leaſt your friends, will bluſh for

theſe things. In the preceding quotation ,

I hope , Sir, you will be thought to have

given a very unfair account of my moral

principles and views; let us now ſee whe

ther
you

be any better acquainted with the

profeſſed deſign of my work, and the nature

of the argument.

“ The great object in view , " you ſay * ,

“ it ſeems, in contriving and modelling

“ theſe enquiries into matter and ſpirit,

“ was to lay a foundation for the better

“ ſupport of Arianiſm .” Now, Sir, ſo

much are you miſtaken, that the great ob

ject in view was the very reverſe of what

you ſuppoſe, viz . the radical overturning of

* P. 171 .

S4 the
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the ſyſtem of Arianiſm , by proving the ab

ſurdity, and explaining the origin, of the

doctrines of a ſoul, and of pre -exiſtence,

which are neceſſarily ſuppoſed in the Arian

ſyſtem ; and a very great part of my work

is , not indirectly, but openly, and both really,

and by name, an attack upon Arianiſm , and

both what is called the high and the low

Arian hypotheſis, which I conſider ſeparately.

Let us now ſee the light in which my ac

count of the opinions of the chriſtian Fatbers

has happened to ſtrike you ; and in this

you are no leſs unfortunate. " The thing

“ he propoſes to prove,” you ſay * , “ is that

“ the chriſtian Fathers believed that the

“ ſoul can have no exiſtence ſeparate from

“ the body, that thought and conſciouſneſs

may be the reſult of an organized ſyſtem

“ of matter . Conſequently,” you ſay t,

our author's grand boaſt, that the apoſtles

“ and primitive Fathers thought with him ,

that the ſoul is material and mortal, va

“ niſhes into air ; where, perhaps, this ex

*

P. 140 . + P. 149 .

perimental
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perimental philoſopher may be able to

« « make more of it than we can do in theſe

« s lower regions.”

Again *, after reciting the opinion of

Cl . Mamertus, who ſays of the ſoul, that

it is neither extended, nor in place, you ſay,

“ Theſe ſeem to me moſt extraordinary af

“ ſertions, to prove that the ſoul is mate

“ rial , and dies with the body. It re

quires more ſkill in Logic than I am

" maſter of to find this concluſion in ei

ther of the premiſes . "

2 .

-تاملک

نتم

Carmen

A very extraordinary concluſion indeed ;

but, if that had been my idea, it would

not have been more extraordinary than your

miſtake of the whole drift of my argument

in this buſineſs. I had aſſerted that the

idea of refined ſpirituality,maintained, I find,

by yourſelf, was unknown to all antiquity ;

and therefore I have ſhown, that though,

according to the notion of the heathen phi

loſophers, the ſoul was conſidered as a ſub

ſtance diſtinct from the body, being a de

bereits

pable

* P. 148 .

tached
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tached part of the great foul of the uni-.

verfe, it had the property of extenſion , and

was, in reality , what we ſhould now call s

more refined kind of matter ; and that true

Spiritualiſm was introduced gradually ; but,

if any more diſtinct æra can be fixed on , it

was that of this
very

Mamertus .

I farther prove, that, according to the

true ſyſtem of revelation , though the ſen

tient and thinking principle may be ſpoken

of as diſtinct from the other functions of

the man , it was always ſuppoſed to refide

in ſome
part of his body, and to be inſepa

rable from it . For the ſacred writers ne

ver ſpeak of the ſoul as in one place , and the

body in another ; and it was not till the

introduction of the heathen philoſophy into

chriſtianity , that it was imagined that the

ſoul retained its perceptivity and activity

while the body was in the grave .
Of this,

I preſume, I have given ſufficient proof.

You are pleaſed, indeed, to alledge * , as

a proof that the early chriſtians thought

* P. 144 .

dif .
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differently, a paſſage in the epiſtle of Poly

carp, who ſays that “ Paul , and the reſt of

" the apoſtles, are in the place appointed

for them, nepee TW xuplw, with the Lord .”

But if you had attended to the Greek, you

would have perceived that this is not the

neceſſary ſenſe of the paſſage, and Arch

biſhop Wake renders it “ the place that

“ was due to them , from the Lord .” In

deed , had you been ſufficiently converſant

with ecclefiaftical hiſtory, you would have

known, that it was not till many centuries

after the time of Polycarp, that any
chrif .

tian thought that the ſeparate ſoul, whe

ther ſentient or not, was in any other place

than that which is diſtinguiſhed by the

term hades. It was univerſally thought that

good men were not with God and Chrift till

after the reſurrection , which is clearly the

ſcripture doctrine.

Our Lord ſays, I will come again, and re

ceive
you unto myſelf, that where I am, ye

may be alſo * . Here is a plain limitation of

the time when the diſciples of our Lord,

* John xvi . 3 .

and
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and even the apoſtles themſelves, were to be

admitted to his preſence, and live with him,

viz . at his return to raiſe the dead , and

not before .

What you ſay on the ſubject of the ſtate

of the ſoul between death and the reſurrec

tion , is too trifling to deſerve a particular

notice . As you ſeem not to have given

ſufficient attention to this ſubject, I would

take the liberty to recommend to your care

ful peruſal, what the excellent Biſhop of

Carliſle has written on it, Archdeacon Black

burne's Hiſtorical View of this Controverſy ;

the Diſſertation prefixed to Alexander's Com

mentary on i Cor. xv . and a ſummary of

the principal arguments in the third part

of my Inſtitutes of Natural and Revealed

Religion.

It is upon this ſubject that you note, with

great triumph, that I have quoted as one,

two ſimilar paſſages in the book of Revela

tion . Another perſon would have ſuppoſed

this to have happened through inadvertency,

and not, as you will have it, with deſign.

It
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It muſt have been infatuation to have done

this in a work ſo inviting of criticiſm as

mine is . A new edition of the work will

Mhew you that my argument loſes nothing

by the rectification of that miſtake.

I ſhall mention one more miſtake of
my

meaning, though in a thing of no great

conſequence. “ It is a great miſtake , ” you

ſay *, to ſuppoſe with Dr. Prieſtley, and

“ ſome other philoſophers, that there is

« « ſome unknown ſubſtance in material na

.“ tyre, diſtinct from the properties of ſo

lidity and extenſion . ” Now what I have

ſaid , and repeated many times , is , that when

all the properties of ſubſtance are taken

away, the ſubſtance itſelf is gone ; and that

the terms , ſubſtance, eſſence, &c . . &c . are

merely a convenience in ſpeech .

You triumph exceedingly in my ſpeak

ing of the ſmalleſt particles of matter being

reſolved into others ſtill ſmaller. For an

explanation of this, I refer you to my

si

letter

to Dr. Kenrick .

* P. 10 .

Your
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Your ſtrictures on the ſubject of perſonel

identity 1 freely leave to have their full effect

on the minds of our readers , without any

apprehenſion of the conſequence.

Before I cloſe this letter, I ſhall briefly

mention a few particulars, which ſhow

that you are not ſufficiently acquainted

with the ſtate of opinions for a controverſial

writer on ſuch ſubjects as thoſe of the Dif

quiftions.

1

1

« Nor do I preſume," you ſay *, " that

any philoſopher will contend for an earlier

s and earlier exiſtence of this world , and

" the creatures in it, ad infinitum .” Now,

Sir, many philoſophers and divines main

tain the very doctrine that you
think not

to exiſt. It was the opinion of the Pla

toniſts, it is aſſerted by Dr. Hartley , it is

what I have given in my Inſtitutes, and I

believe it is that of Dr. Price, who is far

from thinking with me on the ſubject of

the Diſquiſitions.

* P. 25 .

" s Our
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66 in“ Our learned author, " you ſay *,

" deed , affects to diſbelieve the continual

ss flux of the particles of the human body ;

s6 but this I preſume no one will ſeriouſly

se deoy, who has a competent knowledge

46 of its ſtructure and economy , "

Now many perfons, Sir, and even Di.

Watts, whom you quote with ſo much re
.

fpect, feriouſly believed that there are parts

ofthe body, ſome ſtamina, that never change.

There is another thing that you take for

granted, in which I believe you are quite

ſingular, and it is , indeed , fufficiently cu

rious. You fay t , that “where body is,

fpace is neceſſarily excluded ,” and from

this extraordinary ſuppoſition you draw

many curious inferences, in your reaſoning

about the nature of ſpirit, and of the deity .

Now I have heard of ſpace being occupied, but

never of its being excluded before.

I muſt not quite conclude without ac

knowledging myfelf obliged to you for

* P. 81 . + P. 167 .

furniſh
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furniſhing me with a proof, which you

will find, by Dr. Price's remarks , was in

ſome meaſure wanting, of its being the

real opinion of any perſon, that ſpirit bears

no relation to space. You do it in the

ampleſt manner, and build upon it your

argument againſt the materiality of the hu

man ſoul. According to you Dr. Clarke,

Dr. Price, and others, who maintain the

focality, and conſequently the extenfion of

ſpirit, are as much materialiſts as myſelf,

I leave them and you to diſpute that point ;

and you may imagine I ſhall not feel un

pleaſantly in the ſituation of a ſpectator,

It will give me ſome reſpite, and I ſhall

expect to derive ſome advantage from the

iſſue of the conteſt, in whoſe favour ſoever

it may be .

“ No corporeal ſubſtance," you ſay * ,

“ whatever can poſſibly be the ſeat of ſen

ſation ; for all of them have extenſion ,

“ and muſt be of ſome figure or form .

« On the ſame principles t, we may ex

plain the omnipreſence of God, not by

* P. 63 . + P. 128 .

exten
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“ extenſion through all bodies, as this writer

« « ſeems to believe, which is an idea ſo groſs

« that it deſerves a name which , for the ſake

« c of the author, I ſhall not beſtow upon it . ”

Now, as you have not ſcrupled to make uſe

of the terms materialiſt, andatheiſt in this con

troverſy, I have really a good deal of curioſity

to know what dread name it is , that, out of re

gard to me, you ſuppreſs the mention of. If

it be too dreadful for the public ear, could you

not favour me with the intimation of it in a

private letter ? I ſhall communicate it to my

friend Dr. Price, whom it concerns as much

as it does myſelf. Dr. Clarke, you will alſo

find, and in the opinion of Dr. Price, all the

moſt diſtinguiſhed immaterialiſts, will fall

under this dread cenſure. But, being ſo many

of us , materialiſts and immaterialiſts, we

ſhall bear it the better ; for bodies , and large

companies of men , we know, are not eaſily

affected either by ſhame or fear.

I am, Sir,

Your
very humble ſervant,

June 1778 . J. PRIESTLEY.

Vol . II . T

CALNE ,

To
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1

To Dr, " HORSELE Y.

DEAR SIR ,

I
THINK myſelf particularly happy that

a perſon of your abilities, and mathe

matical and philoſophical knowledge, has

vouchſafed to allude to my work , though

only in a fermon , as it gives me an oppor

tunity of explaining myſelf more fully with

reſpect to the ſtate of the queſtion concern

ing liberty and neceffity, and likewiſe of

ſhowing that the ſect of neceffarians, though

almoſt
every where Spoken againſt, is more

numerous and reſpectable than is generally

imagined ; for that you , Sir, belong to it

as much as I do ; with this only difference ,

that you chuſe to make uſe of one ſet of

phraſes, and I of another .

It is impoſſible for me to expreſs in

ſtronger terms than you do, the abſolute

certainty of every determination of the will

T2 of
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of man, as depending upon the circum

ſtances he is in , and the motives preſented

to him . “ A moral motive and a mecha

- nical force,” you ſay *, are equally cer

“ tain cauſes, each of its proper effect. A

« moral motive,” you ſay, 66 is what is

more ſignificantly called the final cauſe,

" and can have no influence but with a be.

ing that propoſes to itſelf an end , chuſes

means, and thus puts itſelf in action . It

“ is true that while this is my end , and

" while I conceive theſe to be the means ,

“ a definite action will as certainly follow

“ that definite choice and judgment of my

“ mind , provided I be free from all exter

“ nal reſtraint and impediment, as a deter

“ minate motion will be excited in a body

by a force applied in a given direction .

“ There is , in both caſes , an equal cer

tainty of the effect . ”

Having granted this , it is not poſlible

that you and I can have any
difference that

is not merely verbal. Our ideas are pre

ciſely the fame; nor have I indeed any ob

* P. 10 .

jection
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jection to your language, in any ſenſe in

which it can be conſiſtent with the above

affertions.

You are too good a mathematician to re

quire being told , that, if every determina

tion of the mind of man certainly depends

upon preceding cauſes, whether the cauſes

be moral , or phyſical, it is not poſſible that

any determination, or conſequently that any

event , in which men are concerned , could

have been otherwiſe than it has been, is, or

is to be ; or that the Divine Being, who,

as you juſtly ſay, “ knows things by their

“ cauſes, as being himſelf the firſt cauſe,

or the ſource of power and activity to all

“ other cauſes , ” ſhould not have intended

every thing to be juſt as it is . On this

ground only can you affirm , as you do, that

to him every thing that ſhall ever be is

“ at all times infinitely more certain, than

any thing, either paſt or preſent, can be

“ to any man , ” & c. This, I ſay, you need

not be told . It is an immediate and ne

ceſſary inference from your own principle .

T3 Ina
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Indeed, it is little more than repeating the

fame thing in other words.

You even apply theſe principles to a caſe

of the greateſt virtue that was ever exerted

by man , viz . the voluntary ſufferings and

death of Chriſt, and likewiſe to a caſe of

the greateſt wickedneſs, viz . that of his

enemies in voluntarily inflicting thofe ſuf

ferings upon him . No perſon can expreſs

this with more perſpicuity or energy than

you have done .

« Now therefore," you ſay *, « he be

gins to new them ” ( his diſciples) “ that

he m :uft go to Jeruſalem , and, after much

“ malicious perſecution from the leaders

“ of the Jewiſh people, he muſt be killed .

“ The form of expreſſion here is very re

markable in the original , and it is well

preſerved in onr Engliſh tranNation . He

muſt go, he muſt ſuffer, he muſt be killed,

“ he muſt be raiſed again on the third day .

“ All theſe things were fixed and deter

P. 30

1

" mined
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*

60

to mined - muſt inevitably be-nothing could

prevent them and yet the greater part of

" them were of a kind that might ſeem to

“ depend intirely upon man's free -agency.

“ To go, or not to go to Jeruſalem , was in

“ his own power, and the perſecution he

met with there, ariſing from the folly

rs and the malice of ignorant and wicked

men, ſurely depended upon the human

t " will ; yet, by the form of the ſentence,

" theſe things are included under the ſame

Neceſity of Event as that which was evi

dently an immediate effect of divine

power, without the concurrence of any

“ other cauſe, the reſurrection of Jeſus from

" the dead . The words which in the ori

ginal expreſs the going , theſuffering, the

being killed , the being raiſed again , are

equally ſubject to the verb which anſwers

“ to the word muſt of our language, and in

“ its proper meaning predicates neceſſity.

“ As he muſt be raiſed on the third day, ſo

“ he muſt go, he muſt ſuffer, he muſt be

“ killed . Every one of theſe events, his

going to Jeruſalem , his ſuffering, and his

“ death there, and that theſe ſufferings, and

" thatT4
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“ that death ſhould be brought about by

“ the malice of the elders and chief prieits

“ and ſcribes ; every one of theſe things

" is plainly announced, as no leſs unal

terably fixed, than the reſurrection of

our Saviour, or the time of his refur

rection , that it was to happen on the

“ third day.”

1

If then the virtuous determinations of

Chriſt, and the wicked determinations of

his enemies, were equally neceſſary ( for I

have no other idea to the word muſt be,

and indeed you yourſelf uſe them as fy

nonymous ) every other act of virtue, or act

of vice, is equally neceſſary, or muſt be, and

nothing but a miracle, or an arbritrary in

fringement of the laws of nature, can pre

vent its taking place . Though you do not

chuſe to call this a phyſical, but a moral

neceſſity, you allow it to be a real ne

ceſſity, ariſing from the operation of the

eſtabliſhed laws of nature, implying an im

poffibility of the thing being otherwiſe

than it is , which is all that I wiſh you to

grant .

For
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For any man to have acted differently

from what he did, in any given caſe, he

muſt have been differently diſpoſed at the

time, or muſt have had different views of

things preſent to his mind ; neither of

which , properly ſpeaking, depends upon

himſelf. For though it does ſo immediately,

it does not do ſo ultimately : for ſince every

particular determination depends upon his

immediately preceding circumſtances, it

neceſſarily follows that the whole chain

of his determinations and actions depends

upon his original make, and original circum

Atances. And who is our maker but God ?

or who is it that diſpoſes of us but the

fame God ?

You could not, dear Sir, have written

what you have done, if you had not felt,

and enjoyed this moſt important truth .

Let us do it freely and without reſerve,

let us not ſcruple to expreſs it in its pro

per language, and let us openly acknow

ledge, and chearfully embrace, all the fair

conſequences of it . I need not with you,

Sir, make any encomium on our common

prin
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principles . The doctrine of neceſſity (mo

ral neceſſity, if you chuſe to call it fo )

contains, or implies, all that the heart of

man can wiſh . It leads us to conſider our

ſelves, and every thing elſe as at the uncon

trolled diſpoſal of the greateſt and beſt of

beings ; that, ftri &tly ſpeaking, nothing

does , or can , go wrong ; that all retrograde

motions, in the moral as well as in the na

tural - world, are only apparent, not real.

Being under this infallible guidance, our

final deſtination is certain and glorious . In

the language of Pope.

All nature is but art, unknown to thee ;

All chance, dirc &tion , which tholi canſt not fee ;

All diſcord , harmony, not underſtood ;

All partial evil , univerſal good ;

And, ſpite of pride, in erring reaſon's ſpite,

One truth is clear, whatever is, is right.

Let us now conſider why it is that you

object to the term phyſical, as applied to the

cauſes of human actions. For I am ready

to diſuſe it , if it imply any thing more than

we both agree in maintaining . The word

itſelf is derived from quals, nature, and there

fore

1
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fore literally rendered , ſignifies agreeable to

nature, or the laws of nature. À phyſical

cauſe, therefore, is fimply that which , ac

cording to the eſtabliſhed laws of nature,

will produce a given effect ; and of courſe

reſpects the laws to which the mind is ſub

ject, as well as thoſe by which the external

world is governed , both being equally with

in the compaſs of nature . I therefore apply

it to both caſes indiſcriminately.

If you ſay the operations, and therefore

the laws, are of a very different nature, I

readily acknowledge it . For, with reſpect

to this , it is impoſſible that we can really

differ. The compaſs of nature is great,

and comprizes very various things. Che

miſtry, for inſtance, and common mechanics

are very different things ; and accordingly

we have different kinds of laws, or rules, by

which to expreſs, and explain , their ope

rations ; but ſtill they are equally branches

of Phyfics. So alſo though the phenomena,

and conſequently the laws of the mind, are

different from thoſe of the body, that is no

ſuffi .
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ſufficient reaſon why we ſhould not com

prize them under the ſame general term of

phyſics. However, ifHowever, if you diſlike the word,

in the extenſive application in which I uſe

it, I am very well content to uſe it in your

more reſtrained ſenſe , and will call the

things that influence the mind moral, and

not phyſical cauſes . Only allow that there

are laws, and cauſes, by which the mind is

truly and properly influenced, producing cer

tain definite effects in definite circumſtances,

and I ſhall not quarrel with you for the

fake of a term.

You ſay * , that I confound moral and

phyſical neceſſity, or, to uſe your own

words , that “ when I repreſent the influ

“ ence of moral motives, as ariſing from

“ a phyſical neceſſity, the very fame with

" that which excites and governs the mo

" tions of the inanimate creation, I con

“ found nature's diſtinctions, and contra

“ dict the very principles I would ſeem to

“ have eſtabliſhed ; and that the ſource of

* P. 10 .

" the
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so the miſtake is , that I imagine a fimili

“ tude between things which admit of no

compariſon.”

Now, Sir, I will allow as much differ

ence as you can ſuppoſe between moral and

phyſical cauſes. Inanimate matter, as the

pen that I write with , is not capable of

being influenced by motives, nor is the hand

that holds the pen , but the mind that di

rects both . I think I diſtinguiſh theſe

things better by the terms voluntary and

involuntary ; but theſe are mere words, and

I make no compariſon between them , or

between moral and phyſical cauſes, but in

that very reſpect in which you yourſelf ac

knowledge that they agree, i . e . the cer

tainty with which they produce their re

ſpective effecis. And this is the foun

dation of all the neceſſity that I aſcribe to

human actions. My concluſion , that men

could not, in any given caſe, act otherwiſe

than they do, is not at all afiected by the

terms by which we diſtinguish the laws and

cauſes that reſpect the mind from thoſe

which reſpect the external world . That

proper

there

ca
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there are any laws, and that there are any

cauſes, to which the mind is ſubject, is all

that my argument requires . Give me the

thing, and I will readily give you the name,

Again, you diſtinguiſh between efficient

and final cauſes, and ſay that, by means of

the latter, a perſon puts bimſelf in motion,

But ſtill, if it be true, as you allow, that,

notwithſtanding this , a definite act will cer

tainly follow a definite choice and judgment

of the mind , there is , in no caſe, any more

than one way in which the mind can put it

ſelf in motion , or only one direction that it

can take, which is all the neceſſity that I

contend for . I chuſe to ſay that motives

determine the mind, whereas you ſay that the

mind determines itſelf according to the motives ;

but , in both caſes, the determination itſelf

is the very fame, and we both agree that it

could not have been different, Our difference,

therefore , is merely verbal , and cannot pof

fibly be any thing more .

Turn over this ſubject, Sir, in your own

mind as you pleaſe, you will find that one

who
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who controverts the doctrine of neceſſity,

has the choice of no more than two things,

He muſt either ſay that , in a given ſituation

of mind, with reſpect to diſpoſition and

motives , the determination is definite, i.e.

agreeable to ſome general rule , or that it is

indefinite, i. e , ſubject to no rule at all. If

the former be admitted, which is what you

allow , you are , to all intents and purpofes,

a neceffarian . You may ( unknown to your

ſelf ) conceal your principles under the co

ver of ſome ſpecious and ambiguous phraſe

ology, but you certainly maintain the thing.

If, on the other hand, you ſay, that the

determination is indefinite, you are very ſen

fible that you ſuppoſe an effect without a

cauſe, which is impoſſible. This ſide of

the dilemma, therefore, you carefully avoid .

In ſhort, Sir, there is no choice in the caſe,

but of the doctrine of neceſſity (diſguiſed,

perhaps, under ſome other name) or abſo

lute nonſenſe. There is no poſſibility of

finding any medium ..

Incidit in Scyllam qui vult vitare Charybdim .

You
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:

You are pleaſed, Sir, to call philofophi

cal neceſſity the doctrine of the ſubtle mo

derns, and that of predeſtination that of

their more ſimple anceſtors, ſaying, that we

fubtle moderns, are deeply verſed in phyſics,

and maintain the regular operation of ſecond

cauſes ; and you candidly acknowledge, that

we are both actuated by the fame humblefpi

rit of reſigned devotion . This, Sir, is frank

and generous , and I hope true . I only ob

ject to your characterizing us neceffarians

as ſubtle, when, in reality, Sir, our doctrine

is the plaineſt thing in the world, and it

requires no ſmall degree of ſubtlety to be

lieve any thing elie .

What are your diſtinctions between things

moral and phyſical, efficient andfinal, certain

and neceſſary, thoſe relating to self- determi

nation, orſelf-motion , &c . &c . &c . but ſub

ilities, to which we have no recourſe. We

are content to call all things by their com

mon names , With us laws are laws, and

cauſes cauſes. If the laws are invariable,

and the cauſes certain in their operation

(and without this they are, in reality, no

laws,
1
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laws, and no cauſes at all ) we ſay that all

that follows is neceſſary, or what could not

but be. What is there, Sir, of ſubtlety in

all this ?

As you are a man of undoubted ſenſe,

and candour, and particularly well verſed

in mathematical and philofophical know

ledge, I doubt not you will carefully attend

to theſe few plain conſiderations ; and I am

confident that, with the honeſt mind that

I believe you to be poſſeſſed of, you will

henceforth avow yourſelf to be what, with

out hitherto knowing it, you really are, a

believer in “ the great and glorious, though

unpopular doctrine of philoſophical neceſa

“ fity.”

I am ,

With the greateſt reſpect,

Dear Sir,

Yours , very ſincerely,

GALNE,

June 1778 . J. PRIESTLEY.

Vol . II . U P.S.
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P.S. I ſhall take it as a particular favour,

if you will oblige me and the public with

your ſecond thoughts on this ſubject, I have

had, and expect, ſo many weak and haſty

anſwers, that, I own , I am eager to lay

hold of a man who is equal to the diſcuſ

fion of the ſubject, and eſpecially one who

is , at the ſame time, truly liberal and can

did. The doctrine of Neceffity is very far

from being well underſtood by the gene

rality of ſcholars, and it is certainly of great

conſequence to have their attention drawn

to it . I ſhall be happy, likewiſe, to walk

with you over all the ground marked out

in the Diſquiſitions, with reſpect to which I

perceive that you hold a ſyſtem very diffe

rent from mine .

APPEN

1
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CONTAINING

AFARTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE OB

JECTION TO THE DOCTRINE OF NE

CESSITY , AS FAVOURING INDOLENCE ,

AND Vice .

NOT
OTWITHSTANDING all that I have

advanced in anſwer to the objection

that has been made to the doctrine of ne

ceflity, as leading to indolence, indifference,

and even vice, ſome perſons, I find , with I

had been ſtill more particular ; the popular

cry againſt it ſtill being, Why ſhould I

“ exert myſelf, if my fate be determined ?

“ What muſt be, muſt be, and cannot be

prevented .” I do not know that I can

urge any thing more ſatisfactory than I

have already done in anſwer to this ob

jection, and which I think abundantly fuf

ficientU 2 '
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ficient for the purpoſe ; but I will try an

other view of the ſubject.

On the principle of the doctrine of ne

cefſity , man is a machine, moved by motives ,

as fhips are by the winds . That withis

himſelf, by which he is ſubject to be acted

upon , are his appetites and paſſions, which

reſemble the fails of the ſhip. If theſe be

raiſed, and the wind blow, the ſhip moves

of courſe . Thus , alſo, man being fur

niſhed by nature with appetites and pal

fions, if the objects that are adapted to

gratify them come in view, his depres are

neceſſarily excited , and he is prompted to

exert himſelf, in order to attain them . In

this manner, it will not be denied, mankind

in general are put in motion , as we may

ſay , and thus is the buſineſs of the world

carried on .

Now, by becoming neceſarians we do not

ceaſe to be men. We ſtill retain every na

tural ſpring or principle of action , and oc

caſions of calling them forth occur to us

as
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as much as to others . All the difference

that can take place in conſequence of be

coming neceſſarians is , that we are thereby

apprized of this mechanical ſtructure of our

minds . But it is impoſſible that this cir

cumſtance ſhould make us abate our endeav

ours to gain any favourite object, unleſs

either the object ſhould become leſs a fa

vourite one with us, or we ſhould ſee that

our endeavours were leſs neceſſary to gain it.

But neither of theſe things takes place.

,

It cannot be denied but that , feeling as

men , our objects are the ſame with thoſe of

other men , and a neceſſarian is ſo far from

thinking that his endeavours are leſs ſtrictly

connected with his end, that he ſees them

to be more ſo ; every thing in nature being,

in his perſuaſion , an indiſſolubly connected

chain of cauſes and effects; ſo that if any one

link , his own endeavours among the ' reſt ,

be interrupted, his object is unattainable .

It may, therefore, be expected, that a ne

ceffarian , having any favourite object in

view, will be more attentive to the means

that he believes to be abſolutely requiſite

bes -

ofa

Erath

U 3 to
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to gain his end , than other men will be.

And this is certainly the caſe, as far as a

man is a practical neceſarian , or reduces

to practice the knowledge he has of the

mechanical ſtructure of his own mind, and

of every thing elſe in nature .

It is ſaid the final iſſue of his endeavours

is fixed . But it is only fixed as connected

with his endeavours, and he has no means

of knowing how it is fixed , but by its jup

pored connexion with his endeavours ; ſo

that the moment he begins to flacken his

endeavours, he neceſſarily begins to think

that the end is not fixed as he wiſhed it to

be, he himſelf putting an effectual bar to

its taking place . He , therefore, will not

flacken his endeavours, unleſs he either

ceaſes to deſire the end, or begins to believe

that his endeavours are not neceſſary to gain

it , which is the caſe with the Calviniſts,

This, at leaſt, would be the caſe with them,

if other principles , more conſonant to na

ture, did not intervene, and check the na

tural operation of their religious tenets .

But if Calviniſts are ſeldom able to act up

to
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to their principles, which really favour in

dolence , on what grounds can it be appre

hended that neceffarians ſhould give way

indolence, when their principles lead

them from it ?

E to

If it was poſſible for a neceſſarian tó

conſider his fate as depending on the caſt

of a die, or any thing elſe equally inde

pendent of himſelf, and unconnected with

his efforts, he might feel himſelf diſpor

ed to fit with folded hands, in patient or

anxious expectation of the event . But

ſurely when his own opinion of his litua

tion is ſo very different, it muſt be im

poſſible that he Thould feel as if it was

the ſame. An objection which goes upon

the idea of things ſo very different, and

apprehended to be lo very different, having

the ſame effect on any human mind, ne

ceffarian or not neceſſarian , cannot be well

founded .

If it be ſaid that the ſuppoſition of cer

tainty in the event, univerſally conſidered,

will preclude all endeavours, it will affect

U4 all
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all mankind , neceſſarians and thoſe who are

not neceffarians, without diſtinction ; be

cauſe, admitting the divine preſcience, every

țhing future is abſolutely certain in the eye

of God . Or, without any reſpect to pre

ſcience, as time and the courſe of nature are

continually going on , every thing muſt

have ſome termination or other ; and this ,

whether known to any being or not, may

be conſidered as certain in itſelf. But it is

not a fact, that any perſon's endeavours are

at all affected by ſuch views and ſpecula

tions as theſe ; becauſe while the thing is

depending, and the event is unknown to our

ſelves, the expectation of it cannot affect us

one way more than another, If it could

have any operation , it would be that of

equal weights in oppoſite ſcales, and there

fore could not incline us either to or from

any purſuit. In this ſituation , therefore,

we are actuated by our natyral deſires, juſt

as if no ſuch certainty as this had any exift

A thing altogether unknown cannot

poſſibly have influence ; becauſe it is the

knowledge of it that gives it all the influ

ence it can have. It is impoſſible, therefore ,

ence .

in
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in any caſe, that a regard to what will be

future ſhould affect our conduct, unleſs we

knew what the future event will be ; and

therefore this knowledge is wiſely concealed

from us .

Let me exemplify this reaſoning by my

own purſuits. I may be ſuppoſed to with

to aſcertain ſome particular fact in natural

philoſophy ; this wiſh , ariſing from my

conſtitution and the uſual objects of my at

tention . In ſpeculating on the ſubject, it

occurs to me, that, by a very eaſy and ſim

ple experiment, I cannot fail to aſcertain

the fact in queſtion. So far, all my
readers

will ſay, the proceſs is mechanical and ne

ceſſary ; for volition and action are not con

cerned , But ſome, pretending to feel for

me, will ſay I may ſtop here, and never

proceed to make the experiment, becauſe it

is in itſelf certain either that I ſhall aſcer

tain this fact, or that I ſhall not do it . If

I ſkall not, nothing that I can do will an

ſwer ; and if I abſolutely ſhall, nothing that

I can neglect to do will prevent it ,

He
2
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He muſt, I think, be a very poor logi

cian , who does not perceive a flaw in this

chain of reaſoning. In the firſt place, I

do not know which of the two poflible

events is that which will be futäre, and

therefore I cannot be affected as I ſhould

be if I did know which of them it was .

If this conſideration could have any weight,

it would incline me to act, and not to ad

with equal force, and therefore leave me as

much at liberty as if it had never interfered

at all . In the ſecond place, I do perfectly well

know, that unleſs I make the experiment I

never can make the diſcovery ; and this cir

cumſtance alone would be a proof that I

ſhould not make it . But, on the contrary,

if I make the experiment, which depends

upon myſelf, I cannot fail to obtain the

knowledge I want,

With this ſtate of mind, which neceſſa

rily ariſes from my ſituation , let any perſon

ſay, whether it be poſſible for me to ſtop

without making the experiment, unleſs the

object of it ſhould ſuddenly become indif

ferent
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ferent to me, any more than I could ſtop in

any other part of the proceſs, in which din

rett volitions were not at all concerned . Have

ing, therefore, all the neceſſary materials ,

and a proper apparatus at hand , neceffarian

as I am, I ſhall certainly take the firſt op

portunity of doing what I had projected ;

the connexion between the deſire and the

action not being at all broken by any conſi

deration of an unknown future event,

This alſo muſt be the cafe with reſpect

to any other event that depends upon my en

deavours or volitions . If I ſee my
child

ſtruggling for life in the water, it is im

poſſible I ſhould refrain from endeavouring

to ſave him , unleſs the life of my child

fhould ſuddenly become indifferent to me,

or I ſhould perceive that all my endeavours

could avail nothing to relieve him , I can

not conceive how any ſpeculations about

the event being previouſly certain , one way

or the other ſhould influence my conduct,

ſo long as that certainty is unknown to me.

Let a perſon conſider this caſe in every poſ

ſible
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fible light, and he muſt be ſatisfied , that

there muſt be ſome fallacy or other in any

chain of reaſoning, in conſequence of which

it
may be pretended that a father ſhould be

reſtrained from endeavouring to ſave the life

of his child .

1

The like may be obſerved with reſpect to

the education of
my

child . It is certainly

known to God, and therefore a thing cer

tain in itſelf, that he will be either vir

tuous or vicious , a credit or a diſgrace to

me. But can ' the knowledge of this make

me indifferent about his education , ſo long

as I believe that my inſtructions have a ne

ceſſary connexion with his future conduct.

This , though certain in itſelf, is altogether

uncertain with reſpect to me ; but I know

that if I conduct myſelf right, I ſhall moſt

probably determine the event in my fa ,

vour ,

It may be ſaid that, whatever becomes of

myſelf, my ſchemes, or my children , the

final ilue is ſure to be right in itſelf ; being

agree.
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agreeable to the divine plan , which it is

not in my power to defeat. Whether,

therefore, this plan requires that myſelf, or

my children, be happy or miſerable, I

ought to acquieſce in it ; leaving all concern

about that to him who is the beſt judge

concerning it , and who has the appoint

ment of it .

But ſo long as it is unknown to me whe

ther the general plan of providence requires

my happineſs or my miſery, it can operate

no more than the idea of future certainty in

general ; and therefore could not inclineme

either to negligence or to vigilance with

reſpect to my conduct. For if my negli

gence may favour the divine plan , it may

alſo be inconſiſtent with it . In this caſe ,

therefore, my regard for myſelf and my

children muſt operate uncontrolled , juſt as

if no idea whatever about the divine plan

had interfered . Beſides, the general ſcheme

of providence being manifeſtly in favour of

virtue and happineſs, the antecedent pre

ſumption is , that it requires my virtue and

hap
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happineſs, and alſo that of my children , ta

ther than our miſery, though this catafa

trophe may be confiftent with it .
1

There is , moreover , a fallacy in the ge

neral expreſſion , that it is not in our power

to obſtruct the divine purpoſes. That no

man, by ſetting himſelf againſt God, can

ſucceed , ſo as to carry his own ſchemes

againſt thoſe of his Maker, is true ; and a

great and comfortable truth it is . But to

ſay that human endeavours and exertions are

not neceſſary to the divine purpoſes, is to

ſay that the Divine Being never employs the

volitions and exertions of men to gain his

purpoſes, which is far from being true.

And if theſe be neceſſary means to gain his

ends , thoſe ends certainly could not be

gained, at leaſt ſo well gained , without

them ; and therefore there is likewiſe a ſenſe

in which , though it may be ſtrictly true,

that it is not in the power of man to ob

Atruct the deſigns of God, yet that it is in

the power of man to promote the deſigns of

God ; and the reflection that we are doing

fo

1
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ſo is a great fatisfaction to a virtuous mind,

when we are acting ſuch a part, as , from

the general plan of providence, we have

reaſon to conclude that we are favouring it,

not indirectly, as we may be doing by our

: vice and miſery, but directly and properly,

by our virtue and happineſs.

i

inun

** heard this objection to the doc
them, I am

**v frequently urged, and by
in no reſpect abated.

rather flatter myſelf that my nt I poſſibly
Ireſpect, I have

great ſyſtem to which I belong beinus upon

by more juſt and enlarged , I feel a grow it

fatisfaction in my contemplation of it , jumu

and proper objects of purſuit are at leaſt

not leſs frequently occurring to me, and I

* feel perhaps an increaſing ardor in the pro

ſecution of them. Feeling this in myſelf,

I cannot help concluding that other perſons

muſt feel the ſame; and therefore I am ſo

far from apprehending any ill conſequences

from the doctrine, that I ſincerely rejoice

* in finding fo many profelytes continually

of making to it .

VOL . II . ' x No
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cerned in all particular winds. In like

manner, no reſpect to any thing future, to

any thing as right in the plan of providence,

&c . &c . can poſſibly influence the mind to

indolence or exertion , or to one mode of

exertion in preference to another, ſo long

as it is unknown to us what is to be future,

or what is the plan of providence, &c . ha

cauſe while it is unknown , it bea-- Jemes

relation to indolence w crue ; and a

truth it is . But to
modes of exerti

allcafes endeavours and exertions are

Criy to the divine purpoſes, is to
cidert

the Divine Being never employs the

utions and exertions of men to gain his

purpoſes, which is far from being true.

And if theſe be neceſſary means to gain his

ends, thoſe ends certainly could not be

gained , at leaſt ſo well gained, without

them ; and therefore there is likewiſe a ſenſe

in which , though it may be ſtrictly true,

that it is not in the power of man to ob

ſtruct the deſigns of God , yet that it is in

the
power of man to promote the deſigns of

God ; and the reflection that we are doing

fo

are :

1
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ceive the leaſt tendency that it has to abate

my ardor in any purſuit.

Before the various controverſies in which

I have been engaged on this ſubject, it

may be ſuppoſed that theſe principles ,

not having been particularly attended to,

might have no particular influence ; but

fince I have given ſo much attention to

them , I am conſcious that my activity is

in no reſpect abated . On the contrary , 1

rather flatter myſelf that my views of the

great ſyſtem to which I belong being there

by more juſt and enlarged , I feel a growing

ſatisfaction in my contemplation of it, juſt

and proper objects of purſuit are at leaſt

not leſs frequently occurring to me, and I

feel perhaps an increaſing ardor in the pro

ſecution of them. Feeling this in myſelf,

I cannot help concluding that other perſons

muſt feel the ſaine ; and therefore I am ſo

far from apprehending any ill conſequences

from the doctrine, that I ſincerely rejoice

in finding ſo many profelytes continually

making to it .

VOL . II. X No.
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1

No perſon will be afraid of the doctrine

of neceſſity but he who miſtakes its na

ture and tendency, and therefore will not

be a neceffarian, and conſequently will not

be influenced by it at all ; and the mo

ment that any perſon becomes a neceffarian,

all theſe fears will vaniſh . A man of a

bad diſpoſition , and bad views, may pretend

to avail himſelf of any principles , in ex

cuſe of his conduct ; but with reſpect to

the doctrine of neceſſity, it can be nothing

more than a pretence, the thing itſelf

having no ſuch aſpect. On the contrary ,

it will tend, as far as it is underſtood, to

correct and enlarge a man's views of things,

and conſequently will tend to better his

diſpoſition , and to correct his conduct,

as I think I have ſufficiently ſhewn in the

courſe of this treatiſe , and of my ſeveral

defences of it.

I am very ſenſible that I have advanced

nothing materially new in this Appendix ;

but I have acquitted myſelf in the beſt

manner that I can with reſpect to a doc
1

1

trine
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trine which I value, by endeavouring to

remove an impediment, which, without

feeling myſelf, I find to be an obſtruction

to the hearty reception of it with others.

For the benefit of many perſons who are

altogether unprepared for the diſcuſſion of

this ſubject, I ſhall conclude all that I ſhall

probably ever write about it, with repeat

ing what I obſerved at the very entrance on

it , viz . in the Preface to my Examination of

the writings of Drs. Reid, Beattie, and of

wald, and which has been fully verified in

the courſe of this controverſy.

“ As to the doctrine of neceſity, it may

poſſibly ſave ſome perſons (who will

think that I would not ſpeak at random)

“ not a little trouble, if I here give it as

“ my opinion , that unleſs they apply them

“ ſelves to the ſtudy of this queſtion pretty

early in life, and in a regular ſtudy of

“ Pneumatology and Ethics , they will

never truly underſtand the ſubject, but

“ will always be liable to be impoſed

upon ,
X 2
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upon, ſtaggered, confounded , and terri

fied , by the repreſentations of the gene

rality of writers . The common Armi

“ nian doctrine of free -will, in the only

« ſenſe of the words in which mankind

generally uſe them , viz . the power of

doing what we pleaſe, or will, is the

“ doctrine of the ſcriptures, and is what

“ the philoſophical doctrine of neceſſity

ſuppoſes ; and farther than this no man

does, or need to look, in the common

“ conduct of life or of religion.”
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with original Experiments, illuftrated with Copper
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Edition , 2 vols . 8vo. 125.

2. A Familiar INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of ELECTRI
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of Natural PHILOSOPHY, with a Continuation of the Experi

ments on Air , 2 vols . 125. in boards .
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7. PhilosoPHICAL EMPIRICISM : Containing Remarks on a

Charge of Plagiariſm reſpecting Dr. H—s, interſperſed with

Obſervations relating to different kinds of Air , 15. 6d .

8. Directions for impregnating Water with Fixed Air , is

order to communicate to it the peculiar Spirit and Virtues of

Pyrmont Water, and other Mineral Waters of a fimilar

Nature, is.

N. B. The two preceding pamphlets are included in No. 5 .

9. A New Chart of HISTORY, containing a View of the

principal Revolutions of Empire that have taken Place in the

World ; with a Book deſcribing it , containing an Epitome of

Univerlal Hiſtory , 4th Edition, 10s. 60 .

10. A Chart of BIOGRAPHY, with a Book containing an

Explanation of it, and a Catalogue of all the Names inferted in

it , 6th Edition , very much improved, ios. 60 .

11. The RUDIMENTS of ENGLISH GRAMMAR , adapted to
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12. The above GRAMMAR , with Notes and Obſervations,
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Language . The 4th Edition , 35 .

13. INSTITUTES of NATURAL and REVEALED RELIGION

Two Volumes, 8vo . 2d Edition . Price 1os. 6d . in boards .

14. OBSERVATIONS relating to EDUCATION : more eſpecially

as it reſpects the mind . To which is added , An Eſſay on a Courſe

of liberal Education for Civil and Active Life, with Plans of Lec .

tures on , 1. The Study of Hiſtory and General Policy . 2. The

Hiſtory of England . 3. The Conftitution and Laws of Eng.

land , 4s . fiwed .

15. A COURSE of Lectures on Oratory and Criti .

CISM , 4to . ios , 60. in boards .
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16. An Essay on the Firſt Principles of GovERNMENT, and

the Nature of Political , Civil , and Religious LIBERTY, 2d

dition , much enlarged , 4s . ſewed . In this edition are introduced

e Remarks on Church Authority , in Anſwer to Dr. Balguy,

rmerly publiſhed ſeparately.

17. An ExAMINATION of Dr. Reid's Inquiry into the Human

lind , on the Principles of Common Senfe, Dr. BEATTIE's Effay

n the Nature and Immutability of Truth , and Dr. Oswald's

ppeal to Common Senſe in Behalf of Religion , 2d edit.5s . ſewed.

18. Hartley's Theory of the Human Mind , on the

Principle of the Aſſociation of Ideas , with Ellays relating to the

Subject of it , 8vo . 55. fewed .

19. A Free Discussion of the Doctrines of Mate

RIALISM and PhiloSOPHICAL NECESSITY, in a Correſpond

ence between Dr. Price and Dr. PRIESTLEY . To which are

added by Dr. PRIESTLEY , an INTRODUCTION , explaining the

Nature of the Controverſy, and Letters to ſeveral Writers who

have animadverted on his Diſquiſitions relating to Matter and

Spirit, or his Treatiſe on Neceflity , 8vo . 6s . ſewed.

20. A Defence of the Doctrine of Necessity, in two Letters

to the Rev. Mr. John PALMER , 35 .

21. A Letter to JACOB BRYANT, Eſq; in Defence of Philo

ſophical Neceflity , is .

22. The Doctrine of Divine INFLUENCE on the HUMAN

Mind confidered , in a Sermon publiſhed at the Requeſt of many

Perſons who have occaſionally heard it , is .

The three preceding Articles may be properly bound up with the

Illuſtrations of the Doctrine of Philoſophical Neceflity .

23. LETTERS
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23. Letters to a Philoſophical Unbeliever. Part 1. Coo.

taining an Examination of the principal Objections to the Doc.

trines of Natural Religion, and eſpecially thoſe contained in the

Writings of Mr. HUME, 35 .

24. ADDITIONAL Letters to a Philoſophical Unbeliever,

in Anſwer to Mr. WILLIAM HAMMON. Price is . 60 .

25. A HARMONY of the Evangelists in Greek : To

which are prefixed CRITICAL DISSERTATIONS in English,

40. 145. in boards .

26. A HARMONY of the EVANGELISTS in Engliſh ; with

Notes, and an occaſional Paraphraſe for the Uſe of the Un .

learned ; to which are prefixed, Critical Differtations, and a Let

ter to the Biſhop of Oſſory, 4to . 155. in Boards.-N . B. Thule

who are pofeled ofthe Greek Harmony, may have this in Engliſh

without the Critical Diſſertations.

27. Three LETTERS to Dr. Newcome, Biſhop ofWaterford ,

on the Duration of our Saviour's Miniſtry, 3s. 6d .

28. A Free Address to PROTESTANT DISSENTERS, on

the Subject of the Lord's Supper, 3d . Edition , with Additions,

N. B. The Additions to be had alone, is .28 .

29. An Address to Protestant DISSENTERS, on the

Subject of giving the Lord's Supper to Children , is.

30. A Free Address to PROTESTANT DISSENTERS , on

the Subject of CHURCH DISCIPLINE ; with a preliminary

Diſcourſe concerning the Spirit of Chriſtianity, and the Corrup

tion of it by falſe Notions of Religion , 2s , 6rl .

31. A SERMON preached before the Congregation of Pro

TESTANT DISSENTERS , at Mill Hill Chapel , Leeds, May 16,

1773 ,
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1773 , on Occaſion of the Author's reſigning his Paſtoral Office

among them , is .

32. A Sermon preached December 31 , 1780, at the New

Meeting in Birmingham , on undertaking the Paſtoral Office in

that Place, is .

33. Two DISCOURSES . 1. On HABITUAL Devotion ,

2. On the Duty of not LIVING to OURSELVEs ; both

preached to Aſſemblies of Protestant Diſſenting Miniſters, and

publiſhed at their Requeſt. Price is , 6d .

34. A View ofthe PRINCIPLES and Conduct of the Pro

TESTANT DISSENTers , with Reſpect to the Civil and Eccle

fiaftical Conſtitution of England , 2d Edition , ! s . 6d .

35. Letters to the Author of Remarks on ſeveral late Publi.

cations relative to the Diſenters, in a Letter to Dr. Prieflley, is .

36. A LETTER to a LAYMAN , on the Subject of Mr. Lind.

ſey's Propoſal for a reformed Engliſh Church, on the Plan of the

late Dr. Samuel Clarke , price 6d .

N. B. The preceding nine Pamphlets , No. 28, to 36, may be bad

uniformly bound, by giving Orders for Dr. Prieſtley's larger Tracts,

2 vols . 8vo. 1os.

37. A Catechism for Children and Young Perſons, 3d Edit . 3d .

38. A SCRIPTURE CATECHISM, conſiſting of a Series of

Queſtions; with References to the Scriptures, inſtead of An

ſwers, 2d Edition, 3d .

39. CONSIDERATIONS for the Uſe of YOUNG Men, and the

Parents of YOUNG Men , 2d Edition , 2d .

40. A SERIOUS ADDRESS to Masters of Families, with

Forms of Family Prayer, 2d Edition, 68 .

41. A



BOOKS, written by Dr. PRIESTLEY.

41. A Free Address to PROTESTANT DISSENTERS as ſuch ,

By a Diflenter. A new Edition, enlarged and corrected , is . 6d .

An Allowance is made to thoſe who buy this Pamphlet to give

away.

42. An Appeal to the ſerious and candid Profeſſors of Chril.

tianity , on the following Subjects, viz . 1. The Uſe of Reaſon in

Matters of Religion . 2. The Power of Man to do the Will of

God. 3. Original Sin . 4. Election and Reprobation . 5. The

Divinity of Chriſt : and , 6. Attonement for Sin by the Death of

Chriſt, 5th Edition, id .

43. The TRIUMPH of TRUTH ; being an Account of the

Trial of Mr. ELWALL for Herefy and Blaſphemy, at Stafford

Aflizes, before Judge Denton , 2d Edition , ad .

44. A Familiar Illuſtration of certain Paſſages of Scripture re .

lating to the ſame Subjects, 4d . or 3s . 6d. per Dozen .

45. A Free Address to thoſe who have petitioned for the

Repeal of the late Act of Parliament in Favour of the ROMAS

CATHOLICS . Price 2d . or 12s . per Hundred to give away .

N. B. The laſt Nine Tracts may be bad all bound together, by

giving Orders for Dr. Prieſtley's ſmaller Tracts, 3s . 6d . or 36s.

per Dozen to thoſe who buy ihem to give away .

Alfo Publiſhed under the Dire &tion of Dr. PRIESTLEY.

THE THEOLOGICAL REPOSITORY :

Conſiſting of Original Eſſays, Hints , Queries, & c . calculated

to promote Religious Knowledge, in Three Volumes, 8vo .

Price 18s . in Boards.

In the Preſs, andnearly ready for Publication, in two large Vols. Svo.

An Hiſtory of the CORRUPTIONS of

CHRISTIANITY,
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